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Origin of the Project
I began listening to No Agenda toward the beginning of 2013 on the recommendation of a nowman-overboard coworker. This was in the days
of the FBI Six-Week Cycle, out-of-control TSA
shenanigans, and Constitution-hating Democrat
gun-grabbers crawling out of the woodwork in
the aftermath of Sandy Hook.
I was inspired in 2014, at the mention of – on
Show 518, I believe – summaries of the very earliest shows by KD “Bubba” Martin, to consider
doing my own series of transcripts as a way of
exploring the history of No Agenda. An early
pilot project convinced that such task would be
insurmountable via solo effort, after three hours
of work on Show 10. So I decided to shoot for a
bronze medal instead.
This project aims to be a resource that at least
partially answers the questions “when did John
and Adam play that funny clip about [insert
topic here]?”, and “how did that funny [insert
meme here] thing get started?” I’m not really
here to give you the punch line, I’m here to
tickle your memory. In simplest terms: this is
not a substitute for The Real Thing.
Suggestions and corrections will of course be welcomed. I often fail to get the timestamp for the
opening one-liner, so anyone who can cough one
of those up will be heartily congratulated.
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900

900

(2017-02-02)

0:00:00 JCD: “And ah-ah-ag, you’ll see.”
0:00:34 ACC’s boiler room ACLU phone scammer on the live stream; Show 900 party horn; CNN
on Berkeley Milo Yiannopoulos riot, “he’s an internet troll”, “they wanted to stop him from
speaking by any means”; JCD live on the scene: “Milo’s dead”; JCD live on the scene: “protest
against the gay community has been begun”; Antwerp cafes refusing to sell Coca-Cola
0:10:23 Chris Matthews on Trump’s “campaign of shock and awe” to “grab control” of Supreme
Court; EMILY’s List President Stephanie Schriock: “Trump made it clear that he was going
to appoint a judge … that was going to dismantle Roe v Wade”, Matthews revisits “punished”
trap from Show 813, “everybody in America probably saw that comment by him!”, Schriock:
“look at what we’re dealing with: a Muslim ban!”; Trump: “I would have preferred states’
rights”, “at this moment the laws are set”
0:18:57 “Nuclear option” meme in Neil Gorsuch confirmation; ACC tip for “sweaty Sean Spicer”: ditch
the shutter noises; 2013 origin with Obama administration; red state Democrats vs Schumer;
NPR’s On Point on Gorsuch not kowtowing to Executive on immigration rule change and due
process; Sen. Ben Sass to On the Media on Schumer preemptively “preparing talking points
to say the guy kicks puppies and … heckles piano recitals”, protesters’ fill-in-the-blank sign
stories cut off; C-SPAN caller on Scalia’s sleep apnea, Podesta vineyard “wet works” e-mail
0:36:21 Thomas Friedman: “Islam has issues with pluralism; trade has cost some jobs”; World Hijab
Day in Bosnia; Chloe Smith’s baby “extra vote” in British Parliament; Boris Johnson clarifies
that British passport holders “remain welcome to travel to the US”, Jared Kushner question
from joker, British aid workers similarly exempt; Theresa May’s new “save joke until end”
strategy vs Jeremy Corbyn: “he can lead a protest, I’m leading a country!”; Donald Tusk on
Trump’s threat to “transatlantic bond”; Federica Mogherini on EU exemption to “travel ban”;
Nigel Farage on “the true nature of the European project, which is genuine anti-Americanism”
0:52:09 No Agenda Time Machine: 1996 Clinton State of the Union “crackdown”, “deporting twice
the number of criminal aliens as ever before”, Barbara Jordan’s role
0:55:10 EU ambassador Ted Malloch on USSR work: “maybe there’s another union that needs a little
taming”; Washington Post’s Howard Fineman: “we are the crusaders oﬀicially in the eyes of
Islam … this is the reaction that Osama bin Laden himself would have prayed for”; ACC’s
Schengen debacle revisited
1:01:13 UN Secretary General Antonio Guterres predicts travel ban ineffectiveness; Morell & Schumer
“less safe” meme; Alan Dershowitz: “we have a hobby … if you don’t like something you assume it’s unconstitutional”, “Congress shall make no law”; Executive Order excerpts, USRAP
admissions, 8 U.S.C. §1182(f) authority, 50k refugee cap, biometric entry & exit system, visa
interview waiver program; Sebastian Gorka buttslams Jake Tapper: “my parents were vetted
for weeks in a refugee camp”; Dennis Kucinich on cost of interventionism; Chuck Schumer
quotes scripture and tears up over Pope Francis and Mean Girls Don’t Cry Executive Order
1:16:53 Producer Segment: Dan Benjamin plug; man overboard Scott M. Memorial Fund
1:40:55 ACC’s Google Ads scam calls turn out to be Google extortion scam, JCD: “where’s Elizabeth
Warren when you need her?”; Amazon Prime routinely overpromising two-day deliveries
1:45:27 New meme: February 17 “worldwide general strike against Trumpism” three-day weekend;
#googlersunite; Washington Post on hacked police cameras and inauguration attendance
numbers, JCD on Warren “thin-skinned” meme
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1:50:09 Doomsday Clock only used for grave nuclear threats until being appropriated by warmists
1:51:47 JCD’s Miss Universe Report: fewer white girls, “plus-sized” Miss Canada debate; winner Miss
France Globalism: “the countries should have the right to open or close their borders”, “in
France we want to have to the most globalization that we can”, “having open borders allows
us to travel more through the world and to find out more about what’s out there in the world”
2:06:06 Canadian producer buttslams man overboard Scott M.
2:08:41 Boy Scouts of America: gender identity trumps birth certificate; professor Michael Eric Dyson
on The View: “your white body is a safe space”; Seattle SJW: “white people: give your fuckin’
money, your fuckin’ house, your fuckin’ property, we need it fuckin’ all”, “I am a preschool
teacher”, JCD on Russia vs old-school Communism
2:22:07 Amy Goodman edits Steve Bannon’s call for media to “keep its mouth shut and just listen for
a while”; Nancy Pelosi’s malfunctioning microphone, “is someone going to deal with this?”
2:26:12 Donation Segment: Dude Named Muhammad: Obama’s a Muslim
2:43:43 Australian TV’s “abrasive” list of Trump’s first-week accomplishments, “removed the Spanish
version of the White House website”; CNN on Trumps “blowup” with Australian Prime Minister; Obama “strongest allies”, “punches above its weight” medley; PM refuses to elaborate
2:56:18 Trump to reporter: “this was your choice of a question?”; germophobia & climacophobia
2:59:33 Gayane Chichakyan on Senate bickering, “Putin rules”, White House vs “anti-Trump” media;
Al Franken voted in by convicted felons
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Loyalty Test

(2017-01-29)

0:00:00 JCD: “No, it’s not an O-O, it’s an O.”
0:00:34 ACC guitar-buying with nephew Matteo, “pinched off a few rounds” at the range, adult soccer
infatuation, migrant housing business model, Chinese buying everything
0:05:58 Amanpour: “I operate in the truth and the fact-based universe”; Fr. Robert Ballecer “best
podcast in the universe”; JCD Twitter run-in with Jay Rosen; man overboard Scott M. note
0:16:43 Orwell’s 1984 “sold out on Amazon”, JCD: “bullshit!”, Poppy Harlow: “Ayn Rand doing better?”; Doomsday Clock moved to 2.5 minutes to midnight due to “pressing global challenges”
0:24:30 Refugee ban and International Holocaust Remembrance Day, Anne Frank meme; airport
protests; order dated January 30, coordinated ACLU campaign, ACC on green card probation; “you build a wall, we tear it down” and ACLU chants, Occupy Wall Street “mic check!”;
CAIR “Muslim ban” vs Indonesia, Obama temporary Iraqi ban on, 8 U.S.C. §1187; Silicon
Valley worried about H-1Bs, Iranian director Asghar Farhadi possibly barred from Oscars
0:47:48 Mexican wall Executive Order based on 2006 Secure Fence Act
0:50:45 ACLU lawyer: “everyone … is safe”, “they don’t have to be released from detention”; ACC on
no rights when not on US soil; ACLU lawyer: “enormous setback” for Trump; Adam Smith:
no terrorist attacks from refugees; Bill de Blasio on New York’s sanctuary city protection for
drunk drivers; dairy industry scare tactics, JCD story: Dutch chicken automation
1:05:46 Obamacare “no replacement” meme; Rand Paul’s S.222 Obamacare Replacement Act HSA
expansions, pre-Obamacare HIPAA pre-existing conditions protections
1:21:17 David Brooks on TPP’s “billions of dollars of earnings”, JCD: “play the bullshit clip!”; Vincente
Fox: “white US CEO sitting on the presidential chair”; Joy Reid on courting white women
1:30:25 Producer Segment: Thomas Sowell’s Intellectuals and Society; ACC’s Michael Jackson clip
1:41:55 Former CIA George Beebe on NSA’s “moderate confidence” as a “red flag”, on diﬀiculty
of vetting dossier, Moscow rumor mill; Theresa May: Steele “has not worked for the UK
government for years”; former CIA case oﬀicer Robert David Steele to RT: Hillary’s talking
about Russia “led to the closure of the electronic vote-tampering that she used against Bernie
Sanders” (CotD), electoral reform act needed, McCain & Graham “blackmailed by CIA”
1:54:54 Gayane Chichakyan on Trump death wishes; Robert David Steele on “Romanian taxi driver”
Guccifer, Anthony Weiner’s laptop and Brennan as Hillary’s “executive agent”
2:00:16 Matt Taibbi on Sirius XM: skeptical of Manchurian candidate theories and dossier, asked
about “where their internet protocols are”; “loyalty test” meme on BBC
2:05:40 Nikki Haley: “for those who don’t have our backs we’re taking names”; 40% cut in UN funding,
repeated “tremendous potential”, ACC on “Optima Tax Relief”
2:09:37 Civil Rights Act and interstate commerce, First Amendment Defense Act check on IRS
2:16:46 March for Life addressed by Pence; ABC David Muir interview sent out to all networks;
Marjorie Dannenfelser disarms Trump trap question: “we were voting on policy in the end”
2:23:02 Insider producer offers insight into inauguration numbers anomaly; bad NRDC comedy isos
2:29:26 Donation Segment
2:37:59 CBS News fact check segment on Trump job losses and trade deficits; Ira Glass on origin of
Obama birth certificate stories, “the excellent and exemplary Jack Tapper”, “I am a fact-based
person”, JCD on Ross Perot’s charts and employment numbers, Glass all-in on podcasting
2:55:19 Cancer warning for glyphosate, odd “Monsanto” pronunciation; Trump: “Alibaba, who’s a
great guy by the way”; Zuckerberg douchebaggery in Hawaii
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Chain of Lies

(2017-01-26)

0:00:00 ACC: (fake crying) “Today the Senate voted...” (1:31:19)
0:00:38 ACC goes to doctor for cough and infected eye, “I’m self-pay” empowerment
0:03:53 Glenn Greenwald’s Bell’s palsy, election “proxy war”; hot mic with Ray McGovern challenging
Adam Schiff on hacking determination (BCotD); Flynn seemingly off Logan Act hook; JCD’s
clipping routine; ACC’s “I can’t believe you didn’t …” e-mails; Conway’s “alternative facts”
0:19:34 Fruitless search for crowd size EXIF data; ACC “shot across the bow” theory; Michael Moore
raves about hearing Gloria Steinem; Orwell’s 1984 #1 on Amazon, “continues to lie” headlines
0:28:31 Robert Gates invokes “parallel universes” in Trump administration; physicist Brian Greene
talks multiverse on Fresh Air, JCD resurrects fractals theory, 20% approval rating meme,
Greene on repeating realities, Sliders, Bruce Springsteen salutes the protesters
0:41:01 DNC candidate Sally Boynton Brown: “my job is to shut other white people down when they
want to interrupt”; woman’s coffee shop “crazy tangerine” tantrum, JCD: “she’s obviously a
local improv person”; “Big Joe” vs protesters, “you’re on a bicycle, and you’re oblivious”
0:56:21 California Congresswoman Jackie Speer: situation with Electoral College “fundamentally
wrong”; Trump “primary job” tweet; Washington Post 2014 illegal voting article; Steve King
extrapolates voter fraud data to 2.4M; North Carolina dead voter investigation; Obama encouraging illegal to vote revisited; Fox News all-in against Trump; Pink Floyd Yoko Ono
1:08:05 Producer Segment: Douchebag Disneyland jingle
1:15:50 Academics frantically backing up EPA data held by “administration who finds them inconvenient”; Jerry Brown on rising oceans; California unexpectedly green; Shane Smith: “97%,
which never happens in any science”, Exxon using “exact same scientists” as big tobacco
1:26:32 Ask Adam: Spokane mumps outbreak “many involving people who were vaccinated”
1:28:20 Outrage over journalists kettled during protests and the push for licensing
1:31:07 Obamacare Executive Orders & Memoranda; sanctuary city “crackdown”, Travis County
Sheriff raises the bar for ICE cooperation; Obama Gitmo closing order meme
1:38:20 Gay Crusader analyzes Mike Pence and FADA; Betsy DeVos married to Eric Prince’s brother
1:45:07 “Mexico City gag order” and “early death”, Pelosi claims standing on “reproductive rights”
issue, ACC: “you just don’t want to pay for it!”; Frederica Wilson opposing H.R.7: “leave my
body alone!”; Obama on tampon tax: “men were making the laws”
1:55:35 Black socialist to Chris Hedges on Obama “international imperial war”, reversal of black
skepticism in polls about military action against Syria (BCotD)
2:01:27 Jake Tapper shocked by Tulsi Gabbard’s meeting with Assad, “without hesitation they said
there are no moderate rebels”; “Audrey” Judd “Hillary!” iso
2:07:18 Dutch Trump welcome: “we speak Dutch, it’s the best language in Europe”; “wow!” iso; Germany releases terrorist chemical attack warning, Brussels bomb factory; Der Spiegel on Trump
“New World Order”; Angus Robertson buttslams US food safety; Naomi Klein decries labor
movement’s “America firstism”, “right?”; another Schengen suspension, no borders leading to
World War I, JCD on borders and cultural differences
2:26:37 Bloomberg “loyalty test” meme explaining Trump underling “chain of lies”
2:30:50 Donation Segment: ACC story: HSN test “I just love beaver on my face in the morning”
2:40:41 “Thanks Obama” for parolee killed by mob; PBS WaPo outsourcing; JCD not all-in on La La
Land; Paris Jackson all-in on murder theory; EMILY’s List Early Money Is Like Yeast
2:48:13 Trump’s $50k in Dakota Access Pipeline; Kellyanne Conway’s lame stand-up routine
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Douchebag Disneyland

(2017-01-22)

0:00:00 JCD: “They’re gonna have a sex robot, is that we’re talking about?” (2:34:46)
0:00:33 Austin 110-knot winds; ACC “resistance” on Infowars, Alex Jones bellowing at protesters,
ACC avoiding Infowars “flirt-fest”; Steve Mnuchin’s Tourette’s; slow TV channel switching
0:13:40 Jane Fonda to Bill Maher: “because of climate change, we don’t have time to make mistakes”, “more respect for pussies”; Keith Olbermann screws up popular vs Electoral, “we
were invaded”, “subtweeting” Trump; Michael Moore “contact Congress” morning routine,
“everybody knows their zip code!”; Maher racist “kids by three different women” joke
0:26:54 Rachel Maddow on “workmanlike” inaugural speech, “dark echoes” of America First Committee, Chris Matthews invokes Mussolini, “Hitlerian background”, globalist “what does Theresa
May think of this?”; “no borders, no nations” in Koblenz; NBC on Russian parties and “global
alarm”, North Korean missile test; millennial: “Nazis” in National Press Club ballroom
0:39:04 Gloria Borger on NewsHour: “fist bump of a speech”; Ana Marie Cox mocks Tony Orlando
0:46:24 New York Times’ Asra Nomani reveals George Soros’ connections to Women’s March; new “we
need a leader, not a creepy tweeter” chant; clueless man on the street to Gayane Chichakyan:
“there was leaked information from the same spy that leaked Watergate” (CotD)
0:51:18 Gonna Read Facebag: “the world … feels ominous and eerie and dangerous”, “afraid for” litany
0:55:40 Pro-life feminists told to take a hike; URGE executive director Kierra Johnson “unapologetically abortion-positive”; Gloria Steinem: “we will all register as Muslims”; Madonna: “yes, I
have thought an awful lot about blowing up the White House”; Ashley Judd “Cheeto dust”
rant, “I’m a nasty woman!”; Sean Spicer throws down gauntlet on New York Times
1:13:58 C-SPAN at inaugural lunch, McCain shows up early to inspect seating arrangements, squabble
over signing pen; Chris Matthews on slipped schedule: “why do I think of the Romanovs?”
1:22:18 CNN takes the bait on inauguration numbers distraction; JCD on discarded signs as folk art;
ACC on “we want our rights back” meme, JCD on attending teach-ins, solid object shelter
tip for protests; ACC with New York banker at Griselda’s, no mention of inauguration
1:36:58 CNN: Trump on “hallowed ground” at CIA headquarters, “we may have to get you a larger
room”; Sean Spicer reads media the riot act over Martin Luther King bust and crowd numbers
1:50:27 Producer Segment
2:11:32 Amy Goodman outraged by Trump calling Kellyanne Conway “baby” and “my Kellyanne”
2:14:39 Elizabeth Warren to Betsy DeVos: “have you any direct experience in running a bank?”,
Bernie Sanders insinuates she’s an oligarch, Al Franken on growth vs proficiency, “it surprises
me that you don’t know this issue”; Franken “did you enjoy meeting me”, Rick Perry: “I hope
you were as much fun on that dais as you were on your couch” (BCotD)
2:24:53 ACC’s credit rating impacted by Comenity Pier One card transfer from Chase
2:28:53 Draft European Parliament report on robots as “electronic persons”, researcher code of conduct, licensing, “deactivation of video monitors during intimate procedures”
2:35:45 YouTuber “in shock” over being called “sir”
2:37:37 Donation Segment
2:43:35 Kerry’s “a year, two years”; “day in the life of a refugee” activity, “douchebag Disneyland”
2:47:09 Food & Wine “put an egg on it”
2:48:39 JCD’s “flying saucers” search in CIA documents; 1983 Syria requiring “exertion of real muscle”
2:50:59 Samantha Power’s “bullcrap memes” to Judy Woodruff, “standing by” a sign if Russian “aggression”, chemical weapons timeline and bombing lies; JCD predicts mall coffee kiosk
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Wall of Meat

(2017-01-19)

0:00:00 JCD: (echoing, with Adele) “Helloo, it’s mee!” (0:26:18)
0:00:41 California buttslammed by weather, “half the shingles on my roof are blown off last night”
0:01:46 Maxine Waters talks impeachment “if they’re the ones that came up with crooked Hillary”;
John “Shoeless Joe Jackson” Lewis on “tools” like McCain; Mason Weaver: Lewis “joined the
oppressors” the Democrats, JCD on Southern strategy memes, Weaver on “party of the Klan”
0:14:43 Ben Carson’s confirmation struggle; CNN’s Marc Lamont Hill on Trump’s meeting with Steve
Harvey: “a bunch of mediocre negroes being dragged in front of TV”
0:21:36 Sharpton “we won’t be Trumped!”; Women’s March rifts, fast-talker Linda Sarsour: “all the
progressive and social justice issues”, “intersectional”; JCD sings Adele; The View pussy hats;
#J20 Workers World Party funding; Bikers for Trump promise “wall of meat”
0:34:27 Obama and Earnest praise media and needle Trump’s relocation plan, “necessary, for the success of our democracy!”, JCD: “the place is bugged!”; “the resistance” meme; Keith Olbermann
compares journalist increase to Russia; Jake Tapper on Obama’s war on Fox News
0:46:30 CNN on line of succession with Designated Survivor native ad, Obama “faithfully execute”
0:51:08 Chelsea Manning’s commutation apparently leaked, Obama on “tough prison sentence”, lawyer
David Coombs: “certain diplomats had their feelings hurt”; Paul Ryan calls it “outrageous”;
Jake Tapper on White House WikiLeaks outrage; NBC on Snowden connection with Putin &
Trump, Brennan up in arms; PBS on “merely classified”; Rosie O’Donnell nominates McCain
1:08:47 Bob Woodward on Trump dossier: “that is a garbage document” (BCotD)
1:11:51 Producer Segment: ACC doing Infowars inauguration
1:23:00 NPR’s On the Media host Bob Garfield’s “suicidal despondency”, Hope in the Dark reading
by Rebecca Solnit, “dank little foxhole of curled-up despair”
1:28:37 Politico: Trump doubts his own legitimacy; Matt Taibbi on “Putin destroying government
oﬀicials with sex tapes”, “moronic beneficiary of Putin’s geopolitical whimsy”, two-tier system,
Dean scream, JCD on Dean’s tie “down to his knees”, Taibbi on being banished “to sit with the
techies” on plane, sanctimonious smugness; ThinkProgress editor: “the future is yet unwri’in”
1:42:38 Davos insider: Amal Clooney 98 pounds and pregnant; Kerry predicts Trump will last “a year,
two years”; drunk or not drunk Joe Biden: “they seldom use the phrase high confidence”
1:49:23 Trump’s position on NATO & EU; former NATO ambassador Burns: Trump “exactly wrong”;
ACC: watch Kaliningrad; JCD on alternative to EU army; “defeating the Taliban”; John
Abbotsford’s book on CIA drug smuggling; Russia sanctions negotiated by Merkel & Putin
2:02:51 RT Facebag ban over BBG’s Obama press conference live stream rights
2:06:25 Alibaba’s Jack Ma describes meeting with Trump, “Sesame Card” credit rating system
2:20:11 Theresa May’s “veiled threat” for Europe on post-Brexit trade deal, promises Parliamentary
vote in 2019, Brussels not impressed; Angus Robertson challenges May’s “little Britain Brexit”
2:29:54 Fox botches Clinton Foundation shutdown report, Eric Braverman headed to Google
2:32:02 Donation Segment: magic mushrooms for ACC
2:41:41 Credit card required to make appointments; ACC predicts Packers over Steelers in Super Bowl
2:45:47 Journalist Udo Ulfkotte who revealed BND creating fake news dead of “heart failure” at 56;
journalist to Janet Yellen: “it is my proud duty to convey the questions that I’ve been handed”
2:49:22 Tech News: DH Unplugged live stream troubleshooting, Apple sandboxing SHOUTcast HTTP
0.9, Loopback auto-update, JCD on George Morrow board hacking
2:58:17 Fort Lauderdale airport shooter’s conflicting narratives; CIA declassified document dump
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Yes Wee Can

(2017-01-15)

0:00:00 JCD: “Why do you even torment yourself with this stuff?” (2:36:13)
0:00:35 JCD’s ten pounds of pulled pork; ACC’s Netherlands flight cancellation nightmare due to
Schengen passport expiration rule, fruitless search for Dutch elites, ACC: “they’re all afraid
of Brussels!”, JCD: “hello Nazi Germany!”; ACC’s Djibouti cab driver: Seychelles stealing all
the fish; Delta happy to issue ticket but not boarding pass, no refunds; Delta’s Shaq lookalike
0:22:57 David Brooks and Charlie Rose “New World Order” fest
0:26:56 “Two old hags yelling at each other” Jeanine Pirro & Coco Soodek, Pirro: “I don’t care if it’s
Russia, Julian Assange, Hillary’s hairdresser, or Osama bin Laden rose from the ocean and
hacked them”, Soodek Matrix-split with “I wanna talk for a second abut, abut, abut, abut
…”, intelligence authority Samantha Bee, “this is an alternative universe” (CotD)
0:39:38 Hagiographer Margaret Warner spews disproven Syria memes; Reuters: Assad and his brother
decided to use chemical weapons, Porton Down chemical signature mismatch; Al Franken
liberal meme-fest; Logan Act, “stretch talking” Brooke Baldwin, dossier briefing “exactly what
CNN has reported, all along” defensiveness, Michael Flynn’s call with ambassador Kislyak,
Sean Spicer text message “tick-tock”; John Negroponte: illegality claims “patent nonsense”
0:59:15 James Mattis on “most lethal stance” vs women/LGBT; Mike Pompeo to Kamala Harris: “I
can’t imagine putting in place any policy that was discriminatory”, CIA climate change threat
1:10:31 Producer Segment: PopMoney PayPal alternative
1:28:58 ABC on golden showers video by “former KGB”, porno soundtrack for diplomat video; Ted
Malloch on Christopher Steele’s “sensationalist dossier” paid by Jeb Bush & Democrats; producer deconstruction: Ruby Wax Show on post-bathroom handshakes, Orbis FIFA and DoJ,
Tony Blair FIFA grudge, Sir Andrew Wood & McCain, Brexit-scuppering scheme
1:43:55 Lawrence O’Donnell: Trump knows he’s a “complete ignoramus”
1:45:48 NBC goading Trump with “I think it was Russia”; Sharpton kicks off D.C. protests, Rev. W.
Franklyn Richardson: Trump “first Russian president”; MSNBC “on Russia” infinite loop,
George Galloway invokes McCarthyism on C-SPAN airing ten minutes of RT
1:54:19 Nicole Kidman “I’m issue-based”, Access Hollywood “sets the record straight” with film plug
1:58:29 Surprise Presidential Medal of Honor for Uncle Joe, “I’ve never, never, never, never, never,
never once doubted … that your judgment was flawed”, ACC: “poor Joe” (BCotD)
2:00:48 NBC on Comey revealing dossier to Trump; Erin Burnett traps Tim Walz with video of
Democrat praise for “great man” James Comey; DoJ IG investigation into pre-election letter
to Congress; WARN notice on Clinton Foundation shutdown
2:06:24 The View defends James Acosta; Danish Parliament debates EU call for journalist blacklist;
Victor Orban Muslim immigrants vs Christian politicians theory, Hillary’s Detroit scheme
2:12:28 John Lewis on skipping inauguration; Washington Post D.C. National Guard fake news
2:17:06 “Welcome to Poland” for 4k US troops, “largest … since the Cold War”, still no ESTA waivers
2:18:12 Obama to Lester Holt: “yes we did”, “thank you Satan”, Biden friendship “fever pitch on
social media”, Lauer “burst out crying” anecdote; Pelosi “that’s their manhood thing”
2:23:25 Australia tour name proposals, “Make Australia Great Again Tour”; Reddit hate for ACC
2:36:37 Donation Segment
2:47:49 Nuland’s “last coup” gives Turkey a foothold in Cyprus; Erdoğan condemns currency speculation over lira fall; NextGen Climate ad: “Tillerson sided with Putin”
2:53:46 Botched Hearing Protection Act report makes suppressed gunfire sound louder
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Ash for Cash

(2017-01-12)

0:00:00 ACC: “Jutht published a dotthier!” (0:54:37)
0:00:32 ACC lobbies for reinstatement of “Plato say” to spite London University
0:01:39 Obama farewell speech: mysterious “pardon us now” sign, bogus Chelsea Manning rumor,
“worked to close Gitmo”, Facebaggers “still crying”, “big global fights!” against chauvinism
and “nationalist aggression”, ACC applies Lucifer filter; NBC on $3.4bn spent on NATO
Russian border activities; JCD on echoless “voice of God” sound engineering for speeches
0:14:55 ACC now wearing glasses around neck; JCD use of “schlock” in Newsletter
0:17:33 The Trump Pee-Pee Dossier: McCain dirt-digging; Trump warnings to staff: “watching yourself on nightly television”, “germophobe” aside; ACC story: “every single woman who talks
to you is a KGB hooker”, JCD story: Hotel Mir painted-over microphones; Orbis Business
Intelligence & Christopher Steele; former CIA George David Banks: memos fake as “play
money”; Steele MIA in fear of Russians; David Corn’s months-long disinformation saga
0:35:33 Intel oﬀicials: no briefing for Trump; Trump’s repeated “maybe the intelligence agencies”,
“disgraceful” ding-fest, “I’m not gonna give you a question, you are fake news” to CNN’s
James Acosta, on Lindsey Graham’s sanction bill: “I’ve heard that he’s a nice guy”; Mark
Warner on Russian intelligence planting child pornography, “new normal”, Feinstein-style
“down the line” prospective, JCD story: Russian fronts school project, Clapper statement on
“private security company document”, “I think there’s an RT channel here”
0:50:30 “Clickbait farm” BuzzFeed’s Ben Smith contrasts Obama birth certificate and Trump dossier,
Chuck Todd: “you just published fake news!”, “sunlight is a disinfectant” meme
0:58:43 Women’s March “pussy hat project”, call for “total Hollywood strike”, Meryl Streep grabs
Golden Globes notoriety; Fox News’ Shepard Smith defends Acosta; CNN panel fearing for
“fourth estate”; Ed Schultz: CNN credibility “in the toilet”; Kimmel “leak of a leak”
1:09:40 The View takes double entendre to a new low, Joy Behar: blackmail Trump to lift “boycotts”
1:17:36 Producer Segment: producer note on Holiday Inn’s blackface Abraham censorship on AMC
1:29:57 Backpage miffed about adult ad section “censorship”, Communications Decency Act §230,
“strip term from ad” list, CEO Carl Ferrer takes the First & Fifth over “Lolita”, statutory
immunity for editorializing ignored (TCS); JCD Darth Vader “reptile wins!” iso
1:41:40 Rubio “is Vladimir Putin a war criminal?” at Tillerson hearing; Sessions’ “wait a minute,
I’m under oath” on disagreeing with his wife; DHS nominee John Kelly on Central American
opioids: “very overly medicated society”, JCD on heroin overdoses due to loss of tolerance
1:50:55 Rand Paul on Obamacare replacement bill, JCD: “Medicare for everyone”, NHS “hatred for the
poor”; Robert Kennedy Jr. meeting with Trump on vaccine safety; JCD: “Tillerson reminds
me of Jonathan Winters”, protester: “don’t put Exxon in charge of the State Department!”
2:01:14 Schengen issues in Denmark & Sweden, Denmark to seize refugee property up to €1500;
Scottish Nationalist Party challenges May’s Brexit plan, Northern Ireland government collapse
over “ash for cash” energy deal, recycled coffee grounds & Pres-to-Logs oil refinery “goo”
2:13:07 1999 David Bowie on internet and breakdown of absolutism, JCD: Bowie all-in on Tech TV
2:19:43 Donation Segment: stock tip: SMG Scotts Miracle-Gro marijuana developments
2:29:59 Leviathan field and Cyprus reunification; Sen. Chris Coons: cooperation with Putin possible
2:37:25 Andrew Napolitano on 301-page FBI Clinton e-mail “smoking gun”, Comey’s complex timetable
2:41:25 Tech News: Norway ditching analog FM radio; disappointing home robot Kuri at CES
2:48:12 Fort Lauderdale airport shooter’s pistol returned due to not being adjudicated mentally ill
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Throw a Rock

(2017-01-08)

0:00:00 JCD: “The code was ants.” (2:30:42)
0:00:34 JCD “pounded by the Pineapple Express”; EU refugees threatened by -20°C temperatures;
climatologist Judith Curry on Georgia Tech resignation: “knives sticking out of my back”
0:09:11 ACC’s marked-up JAR from producer; former CIA Larry Johnson to RT: NSA not all-in, “it’s
a joke”; NBC “Vladimir Putin himself ordered the attack” lie, agencies “all-in agreement” lie;
Shields & Brooks lie-fest: “I agree with anger, with shock”, “democratic global world”
0:23:48 Michael Smerconish on “twitstorm” over “where’s the beef”, Michael Hayden: “welcome to
my wurldur/wardrobe”, “a brick short of a load”; Glenn Greenwald on Democrat “smear
campaign”, “agent of the Kremlin” meme, Howard Dean accuses The Intercept of being Russian
or Iranian stooge; CBS This Morning on no evidence of impact on election outcome
0:35:23 Assessing Russian Activities and Intentions in Recent US Elections: “paid social media users,
or trolls”, undermining “liberal democratic order”, “mix of agents of influence, cutouts, front
organizations, and false-flag operations”, RT & Assange, “network of quasi-government trolls”
and “professional trolls”, ACC: “I think this is a microaggression against trolls”
0:57:58 NBC disclaimer in “top-secret report on Russia”; Schumer: agencies “have six ways from
Sunday at gettin’ back at ya”, JCD on Kennedy coup and Family of Secrets; Google Capital
funding CrowdStrike; Adam Schiff “bipartisan” means McCain & Graham; McCain “wouldn’t
you agree” to Clapper, vote tally meme, Lindsey Graham: “I’m ready to throw a rock”
1:10:58 Adam Schiff accidentally refers to “the tampering”; Executive Order 13757: election systems as
critical infrastructure; Mike Rogers predicts data alteration “game changer”, Cruz on hacking
AI “big data”; Pelosi scolds press for not disclaiming WikiLeaks stories, JCD: “she is a dipshit”
1:24:05 Chuck “head clown” Schumer: “America cannot afford a Twitter presidency”; Jason Calacanis:
Assange “PR arm of Putin’s organization”; ACC: McAfee documentary courtesy of McAfee
1:32:33 Affleck’s The Accountant pro-autism message, executive producer Steven “Munch” Mnuchin
1:35:44 Producer Segment: “Foot Stomp” a military term
1:49:46 Fort Lauderdale airport shooting by Esteban Santiago, ACC: “this airport has no plan”;
CNN predicts “loophole … needs to be completely changed”, ACC: “no more happy hellos!”,
Wasserman Schultz: “in what way are we going to reunite you with your firearm?”; 2010-2011
Iraq deployment, visit to FBI Anchorage field oﬀice; investigation headed by Saddam Hussein
interrogator George Piro; JCD theory: Muslim convert recruited by FBI posing as CIA
2:10:19 Chicago kidnapping: hate crime “bias” definition, CBS insinuates role reversal and buries clip;
Josh Earnest dodges question; Don Lemon “politically motivated” vs “stupid kids”; Symone
Sanders blames “inflammatory rhetoric”; ACC recommends Straight White Male, 60
2:21:27 CDC flu “epidemic levels” warning, vaccine “good match”, “it’s not too late to get one”
2:23:45 Donation Segment
2:34:04 PornHub 2016 year in review: new search term “Overwatch” from Blizzard toolkit
2:47:14 Golden Globes promo: “be sure to catch all the winners voted on by you, the Russian hackers”
2:48:50 NRA’s David Keene on futility of inviting journalists to gun show
2:51:44 Women’s march celebrity “grassroots effort”, “this is not just about Donald Trump”, JCD:
“no, it’s about the Fall fashion colors”, “intersectional human beings”, issue laundry list
2:58:29 Clip Blitz: Biden fends off Democrats interrupting Electoral College tally: “it is over”; Apple
sued over 5-year-old’s death by FaceTime distracted driver; recent “air rage” increase
3:02:14 Oakland police chief Anne Kirkpatrick: “I am a leader who is cloaked as a woman”
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Foot Stomp

(2017-01-05)

0:00:00 ACC: “Mister Tic, that’s right!” (0:48:51)
0:00:33 “Plato Say” giblet on CreateSpace; ACC’s Yamaha alto recorder virtuosity
0:04:27 James Clapper on Russia’s “even more aggressive cyber-posture”, “I want to foot-stomp a few
points”, RT exploiting “every fissure they could find in our tapestry”
0:12:05 “TLP Amber” JAR with pages of useless tips; Assange on commercially available malware;
DNC investigation outsourced to CrowdStrike; Podesta “password” password; Ray McGovern:
NSA would have detected Russian activity; Assange’s Seth Rich fund; James Woolsey: “this
is not an organized operation”; NBC trots out McCain, ACC on odd body language, Kelly
Ayotte replacement Amy “dingbat” Klobuchar
0:29:50 CBS: “all US intelligence agencies are in agreement” on Russian activity; 140 of 900 IP addresses in Netherlands; BBC struggles to dissect Trump “it won’t happen” reaction to North
Korean ICBM boast, ACC: MSM “being cut out”; Schumer promises petty disruption
0:40:59 Josh Earnest: JAR tips on avoiding Russian hacks proof of Russian hacks “pretty definitively”
0:48:33 Obama’s new tic; George Webb’s YouTube videos, disappearance of Chelsea’s buddy Eric
Braverman, KKR arms sales in Libya, Clinton-Giustra partnership, new Nigeria-to-Morocco
pipeline, Peter & Mark Kadzik pardons, Trans-Anatolian gas pipeline, Podesta & Blumenthal,
ACC Pizzagate arms deal codeword theory; Snopes: “no evidence”, Eric Turi also MIA
1:04:21 New Rachel Maddow codeword “teased out” for Jeff “racis’” Sessions
1:07:27 CNN on Trump and Hollywood, “very unpopular president right now”, ; Progressive 127 on
Rockettes “forced to dance”; yet another celebrity anti-Trump “obstruct” video for Congress
1:15:27 Producer Segment: ACC tries ant “the other red meat” chocolate
1:23:43 Schumer: Obamacare replacement will “make America sick again”; Pelosi: “you want grandma
living in the guest room?”; top countries on antidepressant list, JCD on Korean energy drinks
1:28:41 Don Lemon panel on Civil War “racial amnesia” and Trump Mexican & Muslim “racist notions”, JCD on Britain & France gold rush Civil War instigation conspiracy theory; Bitcoin
“not useful money” caveat, “betcha wish you had more!!”, JCD on Patreon & No Agenda FAQ;
Ev Williams fires 31 of Medium staff; JAR tips fail to mention encryption, keybase.io
1:44:12 Six-Week Cycle: Glendon Scott Crawford convicted for X-ray “death ray” device for Muslims
bought from FBI; Pink Floyd Money war on cash jingle
1:47:12 New final syllable stretching uptalk dialect, JCD: “it’s a milieu”; new meme “fact-free”; Alan
Tonelson to Thom Hartmann on history of NAFTA, Trump vs “trade status quo”
1:57:26 Mein Kampf flying off shelves in Germany; controversy over police “Nafris” for North Africans
1:59:16 Soap opera “I got hammered” over 2016 “crap year”; California S.B.1322 “don’t arrest underage hookers” law, “limousine liberals”; California’s 806k licenses for uninsured illegals
2:03:40 Chicago kidnapping and torture of mentally challenged white kid, no outrage from media
2:06:17 Tucker Carlson challenges Sacramento professor Joseph Palermo on 98%: “you’re a member
of a religious sect that can’t deal with honest questions”; Carlson to replace Megyn Kelly
2:16:49 Donation Segment: JCD Mutton & Mead jingle request
2:24:34 Camille Paglia feedback: gender reassignment and amputation; mother of tomboy transgender
girl on meeting LaVerne Cox, ACC: “let the kid grow up a little bit”, apotemnophilia & body
identity integrity disorder; John McAffee scatology left to show notes; show notes search tips
2:35:23 Richard Engel on Istanbul shooter’s escape despite nearby police station; airport baggage
handler trapped in United cargo hold, JCD: “that sonovabitch Louie locked me in again!”
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Bug Juice

(2017-01-01)

0:00:00 JCD: “Rah-rah-brah, this is terrible.”
0:00:33 “Plato say” to retire, giblet resolutions; JCD: “I think 10:00 fireworks are a microaggression”
0:03:42 Drunk or Not Drunk Don Lemon: “I’m not going to be as self-centered”; Ban Ki-moon standup routine: “millions of people will be watching as I lose my job”; Trump: “I know a lot about
hacking”; Mariah Carey lip-syncing debacle; JCD on marching bands playing national anthem
0:18:27 NBC dead celebrity rundown, JCD list of forgotten stories; Telegraph reporter compares 2016
to {1848, 1917, 1979, 1990}, JCD: “it reminds me of people who review wines”; JCD growers’
Champagne tip; Theresa May keeping UK as close to Europe as possible, “second referendum”,
“lunatic in a posh coat” Nigel Farage statue, British ambassador “poor old Derek”
0:33:07 David Brooks on Trump “Putin bromance”, “expansionary braggadocio”; David Corn[holio]
restates “counterintelligence oﬀicer from another service” Kremlin plot
0:42:46 Sir Crash EMT on JAR Joint Analysis Report call, DHS “as-is for informational purposes”
disclaimer, Grizzly Steppe spear-phishing, “watch your firewall logs”; Steve Cortes buttslams
Chris Hayes over “senile grandfather” Podesta; Washington Post walks back Burlington Electric story, JCD on Cranky Geeks correction debate, img tags “stealing bandwidth”, iframe
court case; Chertoff Group’s Paul Rosenzweig on grim infrastructure outlook
0:56:58 Matthew Dowd to Good Morning America: Trump “burying the foreign policy of Ronald
Reagan”, USSR “evil empire”, “active cyberwar”; NBC’s Hans Nichols: Russia’s nonretaliation
“may in fact be an acknowledgment that they crossed the line”; evictions of “suspected spies”
an excuse to install state of the art bugs; NBC on “compounds” that “may have been involved
in espionage”, Maryland site “just 63 miles from the White House and near NSA headquarters”
1:11:41 Matt Taibbi: “we all remember the WMD fiasco”; Foreign Ministry spokeswoman Maria
Zakharova on CNN’s American School of Moscow closure story: “that is a lie”; spies “back on
January 21” meme; ACC invited to Lt. Col. James Magellus’ 100th birthday “spook heaven”;
RT buttslams Amanpour: “2016 is the year that journalism fell into a death spiral”
1:21:22 ACC on New Year’s Eve text message drop-off vs social media, gratuitous iMessage fireworks
1:23:56 Producer Segment: ACC’s Studio 10 invitation
1:48:42 Local news Rogue One native ad with DUI Darth Vader
1:50:56 Istanbul nightclub attack, Santa Claus “spraying bullets from a Kalashnikov”; French workers
allowed to ignore after-hours e-mail; UK mosque bacon sandwich convict killed in jail
1:56:05 Syngenta smear campaign against Berkeley professor Tyrone Hayes over atrazine research,
Amy Goodman calls it a “drug”, JCD on global warming parallel, ACSH shill Elizabeth
Whelan: “totally bogus risk”, JCD: “chemical castration, what could be better?”
2:22:51 Trusted millennial resource Time Magazine editor Jeffrey Kluger to CBS: “look, global warming is an established fact, it’s immutable”, recap of 97% “deadly threat” lie, civil servants’
“power of slowdown”; thousands without power in Northeast “clobbered” by snow
2:33:32 Donation Segment
2:44:33 Tech News: Amazon Echo subpoena in Walmart home Bentonville; kid: “play Digger Digger”,
Alexa: “you want to hear a station for porn detected”, “pussy anal dildo ring”; Amazon blimp
& drone patent; CNBC jobs of the future: “driving an Über car or becoming a dog walker”
2:53:21 Obama evicting San Francisco consulate head chef à la Steven Seagal; “snootful” and “bug
juice” soy sauce; Buzzfeed Dutch insult list, mierenneuker, pleurislijer; The Guardian fake
news linking Julian Assange and Vladimir Putin
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Factivist

(2016-12-29)

0:00:00 ACC: “Yes, Russians, the Russians, the Russians are riling up our children!” (2:06:55)
0:00:38 JCD’s backwards microphone; LA meetup disrupted by ACC & TtK’s “commitment to grow
old together, magnetic loop engagement rings, Dutch media fail, JCD: ”I lost fifty cents“
0:10:43 “Worst year evarr” meme due to celebrity deaths, George Michael “love & light” hypocrites
0:16:07 Daily Show co-creator Lizz Winstead on inauguration: “you wanna literally destroy the lives
of me and my family”, We the People concert celebrity “A-listers” vs “Craigslisters”
0:22:23 MSNBC Winners & Losers with Jason Johnson: Putin’s “Manchurian candidate”, Kanye West
biggest loser, “he said that racism is bad”; Mother Jones’ David Corn on “the spy” sending
Russian intelligence to FBI, “this that the other thing”; Putin on the Ritz jingle
0:34:10 Eni-Rosneft joint venture, Putin announces Syrian ceasefires; Graham & McCain “like an
old gay couple” promise to go after Putin; proposed €500k fake news fine, Twitter’s DMCA
safe harbor; AP style guide: Über “ride-hailing”; ACC’s Obama thank you note, “become a
factivist” – for a price; Show 571 television & radio “still the most trusted sources” PSA
0:51:09 JCD Christmas Day at Disneyland, Blue Bayou & Club 33, ACC: “yeah we know, thank you”
0:56:23 JCD Rogue One review: “I didn’t think much of it”; ACC on Café Society
1:01:42 Producer Segment: ACC-TtK Australia & New Zealand trip
1:28:10 CBS News on Trump team request for State Department gender programs, “striking resemblance to dark chapters in our history marked by enemies lists and political witch hunts”
1:32:34 BSA removes eight-year-old tomboy transgender boy from Cub Scouts; CVC all-in on Camille
Paglia: transgenderism as fashion for the alienated, “assault on masculinity”, CVC: next up
transgender toys, Paglia on Brown University paying for reassignment surgery
1:49:16 JCD on atrazine and rBST in food supply, “the EPA is stupid”; Cub Scouts/Brownies merger
1:56:35 35 Russian “operatives” ejected over election meddling, FBI/DHS evidence still classified
1:58:39 Trump Tower evacuation over “suspicious” bag of toys; fights break out at at malls nationwide;
JCD recommends film Over the Edge; Mexico teen birthday party million-plus Facebag RSVPs
2:07:18 JCD LA meetup report, Citizen special drinks menu, Mimi the conversation “expediter”
2:14:54 Donation Segment
2:25:35 Tech News: Dutch “PIN jackets” for cashless donations, ACC’s 1990s e-banking Hell; iPhone
factory reset PSA; Arkansas Amazon Echo murder subpoena; Aleppo Twitter girl’s mother
writing the tweets; “virtual date” in Peter Gabriel album; MacBook Pro and iOS 10 issues
2:45:40 “November 7-5-7 Alpha Foxtrot ... have a nice flight and thanks for making ATC great again”
2:47:49 Blizzard in Upper Midwest, flight cancellations, Grand Canyon survival story
2:49:33 Michael Bolton on UN resolution 2334 nullifying post-1967 242 “land for peace”: “extraordinarily radical step” by Obama “to box in his successor”; Obama-Netanyahu-Trump “kerfluffle”,
Trump “slamming the UN”; Kerry “compelled to respond” on UN vote, cough & tongue tells;
Krauthammer on UN’s uselessness: “imagine if headquarters were in Zimbabwe”; Alan Dershowitz: “according to the United Nations, Jews kill babies and take their organs”
2:59:11 Obama “if I had run again”; RT on historic Democrat debacle; Obama “fifty-seven states”,
Minnesota Congressman Keith Ellison: “I believe we need not just a 57-state strategy, but
a 3143 thousand county strategy” (CotD); White House prayer rugs, Snopes on 57 states of
Islam and OIC, ACC story: 52 states at Dutch school; Obama tribalism “resist [we much]”
3:10:29 Tiger Woods on NCAA ethics red tape; Kim Jong-un replaces Christmas with grandmother’s
birthday; HGTV “the network of house-flippers and decorators” beats CNN (CotD)
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The Christmas Special

(2016-12-25)

ACC: “The Stargate will remain open so long...” JCD: “Nooo!” (1:59:09)
Intro: “almost live” with Sir Ramsey Cain
JCD explains telephone party lines, “hang up the phone you little bastard!” (739@0:00:53)
Win Lose or Drone!
JCD’s adventures with the German Slingbox, “welcome to Europe!” (475@0:10:06)
Silicon Valley douchebag “sure!” answer prefix (707@2:31:48)
Carbon exhalation tax, Ben Sherwood’s The Survivors Club
Dutch Zwarte Piet, JCD on Christmas in Rio, Dutch Christmas traditions (258@0:02:39)
Clip Blitz! (566@2:13:45)
Al Sharpton (626@2:25:34)
Evangelicalism “great question” (626@2:29:43)
Black Dick (CotD) (683@1:27:21)
Blue Bloods “expand the view” (258@1:56:57)
Second Half of Show (675@2:04:54)
Hillary “Lucifer” Clinton’s Secret Service codenames “evergreen” and “broomstick”; cackling
over vice presidency question, leaving “highwire of American politics” (379@1:08:27)
Clip Blitz! (804@2:37:13)
C-SPAN call-in: “I’m trying to get a penile implant”, JCD: “no clip of the day?” (577@2:39:10)
iOS 9.3.1 & FBI (812@0:53:56)
WAMSR reactor (675@1:47:54)
Chemtrail theories
Airworthiness directive: no lavatory oxygen, JCD story: flight attendant sliding on puke
(285@2:08:47)
Monsanto stooge declines to drink glass of glyphosate (707@1:10:51)
TWiT bomb threat (707@2:22:04)
Elvis’ Blue Hawaii (812@0:02:44)
Interlude
Clip Blitz! (812@2:41:02)
Sir Upper Decker’s moniker explained (658@0:37:10)
Ferlinghetti on Silicon Valley douchebags (707@1:40:50)
Vancouver Island Powell River severed foot, US vs Canada “foots” totals (285@2:14:32)
Noodle Boy (284@0:55:36)
JCD story: Glock at Shot Show with fake CIA stripper booth babe (379@0:44:35)
Electric cars of yesteryear (475@2:18:48)
Second Half of Show: “Tsunami Bomb” (475@2:08:55)
Dutch post code lottery (475@0:04:36)
Hillary’s 38 minutes in the Situation Room & Stargate
High school football 91-0 score “bullying” (559@2:32:00)
Clip Blitz! (568@2:37:14)
TED “have more kale” (791@2:25:08)
Bones Library of Congress font database (475@2:34:25)
C-SPAN host reacts to No Agenda recommendation
JCD explains “Berkeley hummers” with Jill Abramson (CotD)
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Anderson Pooper schizophrenia simulator (625@1:59:01)
Intermezzo side effects (475@1:29:43)
Bob Graham predicts terrorist use of WMDs, Feinstein “three to six months” (258@1:26:59)
Bill Cosby and necrophilia (675@0:44:45)
Cenk Uygur and The Young Turks celebrate Black History Month with “Booger Booger Booger
T. Washington” (379@0:12:09)
2:42:59 Outro: LA meetup
2:21:18
2:26:51
2:30:17
2:34:30
2:41:59
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Dutch Trump

(2016-12-22)

0:00:00 ACC: (Bill Clinton voice) “John, I’ve failed the ceremony!” (2:57:08)
0:00:37 Happy Show 888; ACC back on Infowars, MTV “you know what you did, Kanye” 2017 video
0:06:57 Bill O’Reilly on Electoral College and de-empowering “white establishment”, Angela Rye:
“Bill O’Reilly had it white, right”; Rye TSA video; Friends’ Ross the modern Archie Bunker
0:16:32 CNN election rundown: Bill Clinton on “bogus e-mail deal”, Bill’s 47%, Obama “antiquated”
lead-in, JCD: “the media doesn’t like the Electoral College because of advertising money”
0:22:59 Snopes on 2.8M California votes with bogus 4.8M figure; Snopes founder’s embezzlement
allegation, $98k in hooker money, $240k to $360k salary hike vs “no funding in any form”
0:28:45 McCain frets about “possible unraveling” of “one of most peaceful periods in the history of
the world”, Vietnam proxy war grudge, SNL Putin-Trump skit, Vincent Viola for Secretary
of the Army; JCD story: asking journalist audience how many are Democrats
0:35:00 Wisconsin Electoral College Game of Thrones “shame, shame!”; Paul Craig Roberts: CIA
either “confident they’re gonna pull off a coup or else they’re setting him up for an assassination”, ACC: watch Melania, Red Book: Trump & Putin in bed together on SNL
0:44:53 NBC on pre-election “Red Phone” call to Russia, “highly classified and unusual event”, JCD:
“it’s an old teletype”; “there is no intelligence suggesting that the Russians or anyone else
meddled in any way in the voting systems or critical infrastructure on Election Day” (CotD)
0:54:04 December 2015 power outage in Ukrainian city via phishing; JCD on private PayPal & VPN;
“ironically ... America’s advanced automated grid would be much harder to fix”
1:00:34 Call Clooney: White Helmets film; possible Qatar-Rosneft deal; UN Security Council resolution 2328 for Aleppo monitoring; rebel atrocities in Western Aleppo; filmmaker staging photos
of children for social media; digital advertising arbitrage as “high-frequency trading fraud”
1:12:14 Producer Segment: JCD’s battle with fruit flies
1:49:37 Erdoğan rescues Aleppo Twitter girl Bana al-Abed for “carefully managed photo-op”; mysterious assassination of Russian ambassador, spreadeagled with no exit wound; German Christmas
market prediction comes true, Tunisian Anis Amri ID found in truck, photo eye redaction in
German media, no iPhone videos; venerable tradition of indestructible passports continues
2:07:00 Ask Adam: #1 most annoying word “whatever”; Seed Man speaking in tongues or Klingon;
ovophobia feedback, “eggs on everything”; Chris Cuomo’s 99% “impacted by males”
2:15:44 Chicago “seven-day polar plunge”, “temperatures twenty to thirty degrees below normal”
2:18:06 “Ride-hailing” Über not all-in on California testing permits, JCD on odd stoplight placements
2:25:28 Vivian Schiller’s “call it whatever you want” revisited; Newhouse School summit podcast
delayed by transcript requirement; JCD story: Tech TV creating blog without consulting
experts; Jarl Mohn to WSJ podcast Media Mix on “modern media space” native advertising
2:39:08 Donation Segment: ACC’s knighting ceremony Alex Jones transformation
3:00:06 Netherlands population jump; CNN on “Dutch Donald Trump” Geert Wilders, “the Dutch
created that country out of mud and water”; Turkey assassination as US false flag
3:06:00 Leaked Pentagon document with top priorities makes no mention of Russia
3:08:07 Joy Behar: Whoopi for president; Loretta Lynch on meeting with Bill: “it was a problem for
me, it was painful for me”; Michael Flynn buttslammed with classified intelligence breach
3:14:23 Ukrainian Privat Bank nationalized “to preserve stability of the country’s financial system”
3:16:36 Washington Free Beacon Trump-deniers compilation: Pelosi “take it to the bank”
3:21:01 CBS on Texas dropping Medicaid funding for Planned Parenthood
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Fact Checkmate

(2016-12-18)

0:00:00 JCD: “But it’s not an underground bunker.” ACC: “Not that you know!” (1:18:48)
0:00:38 JCD’s mockery of bad podcasts transformed into ACC’s presstitutes letting guard down
0:03:15 RT on Facebag fact-checking network, “it’s like the West is turning into 1970s USSR”; Katy
Tur: “will President Obama talk about the Russian hack?” minutes before speech
0:12:45 David Brock on his various nonprofit endeavors, for-profit “avidly pro-Hillary” Share Blue,
MSNBC “under pressure” from NBC to support Trump, “suppressed” The Apprentice outtakes
0:19:43 NBC on Trump ignoring “Poodin” and pointing to Hillary’s “secret server”, “Russia, if you’re
listening…” revisited; JCD on Putin’s “huge gold doors” B-roll; Sean Spicer debunks story
about disinviting Twitter; distorted New York Daily News story on Army-Navy “insult”
0:30:40 Aleppo “Twitter girl” Bana al-Abed and mother; “pro-government militia” firing on transport
buses; Dick Cheney: “our adversaries like Mr. Trump and the Russians”
0:33:44 Morning Edition on using anonymous sources to “stand up the story” of Russia, ACC: “does
this woman sound like Fozzie Bear”, polygraph for “unauthorized contact with the media”
0:43:48 Obama seems to suggest WikiLeaks already had DMC e-mails, “cut it out” to Putin, “when
we had a consensus … we announced it, not through the White House, not through me, but
through the intelligence communities” lie; on response: “we can do stuff to you”
0:56:02 Putin’s grudge against Hillary for 2011 demonstrations; Assange on single piece of evidence:
PDF & Word metadata; Donna Brazile claims “constant attack”, “we had stolen information”;
Obama: Russian economy “doesn’t produce anything that anyone wants to buy”; Sebastian
Gorka: Obama uses ISIL because “he doesn’t want to remind people that S stands for Syria”
1:06:47 Hillary win vs loss cognitive dissonance, ACC: “fact checkmate”; California elector seeks
injunction to vote for John Kasich instead of Hillary, JCD: “this is absolute California bubble
insanity at its worst”; Texas anti-Trump elector falsely claims to be 9/11 first responder; BBG
CEO to be the only appointee; Washington Post fact check browser plugin
1:15:49 NBC on “clandestine operation” to thwart Russian election meddling from “underground
bunkers”, “cyber-firewall”, Rockefeller Center Christmas tree analogy
1:23:40 Producer Segment: JCD on “jobs, jobs, jobs” rhetorical trick; ACC’s gag gift
1:33:20 Post-Ifill NewsHour off the rails; Mark Shields on McCain the patriot and sovereignty
1:40:52 China seizes Navy research drone, subs in the water report: Blind Man’s Bluff book on
submarine espionage, tapping fiber optics, Kursk submarine disaster and “underhulling”
1:49:37 Feinstein to Andrea Mitchell: Omar Abdel-Rahman involved in “not the 9/11 bombing”
1:51:20 Minnesota extreme cold; Austin 72° to 27° drop; Jerry Brown seeking more electric cars
1:56:16 $750M heroin bust; Episode 745 $5 wager on Trump getting nomination, JCD “pppt” snort
1:59:17 Financial Times £50 note phase-out theory, JCD on $3T in cash transactions per year; JCD
tip: NBC native ad on obscure credit card benefits; Jason Brennan on voter ignorance, wellinformed voters “in favor of increasing taxes”; skyrocketing Times and Post subscriptions
2:16:19 NBC Rex Tillerson hit piece, McCain: “friendship award from a butcher”, Rosneft deal;
Distinguished Eagle Scout; salary he’s giving up ignored
2:28:53 Donation Segment
2:35:42 Massive hikes in immigration form filing fees
2:38:30 Martin Durkin on universities: “most students are fascists”; Italy’s populist Five Star Movement, “fake news” meme, Russian sanctions harming Europe; Dutch MEP Marcel de Graaff on
rape by illegal immigrants; “egg taste amazing on top of anything!” singing toy oven (CotD)
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Exodus of Misery

(2016-12-15)

0:00:00 JCD: “Hey, would you like to make ten bucks?” (0:54:26)
0:00:36 Getting stream listeners to collect time codes for clean version; podcast verification service
0:05:02 Max Keiser on Ofcom censorship: UK “totalitarian propaganda state”, “the UK regulator
gives us scripts to read on our show”, “right up there with Pol Pot”; Liz Wahl’s resignation
revisited: “government that whitewashes the actions of Puʔɨn”, “abusive relationship” on The
View, to CNN on disinformation, “now they’ve succeeded in hacking our election” non-sequitur
0:17:39 Joy Behar hysterical over “hammer and sickle” on American flag; NBC “exclusive” on Putin
directing use of DNC e-mails, $85bn non-sequitur; Harry Reid crackpot memes; Josh Earnest:
“ample evidence” of Trump-Putin collusion; Trump & Bush dummy vs genius memes; Keith
Olbermann “Russian scum!” rant, “resist, peace!”; “beyond Botox” Nancy Pelosi lies about
Iraq WMDs: “the intelligence community never said that”; Michael Hayden: “we got it wrong”
0:36:54 Intelligence agencies refuse to send briefers to Intelligence Committee Russia hearing, Peter
King: “absolutely disgraceful”, Clapper: “we don’t have good insight” into WikiLeaks
0:45:51 Larry Lessig offering free legal counsel for electors who ditch Trump for Hillary
0:48:08 Eliot Engel on uncooperative CIA; NYT “swell of evidence” headline; Earnest substitutes
China for Russia; hysteria spreading to Germany, “migrant sex attacks” to oust Merkel, “Viagra plug”; John Bolton “false flag”, Russian “smart” vs “dumb” services; Andrew Napolitano
on hack vs leak, NSA would have known; ACC Valerie Jarrett legacy theory; DCCC exfiltration, JCD Republicans “follow the money” theory
1:05:36 Producer Segment: new DEA code number for marijuana extract
1:16:34 Unite for America celebrity video for Electoral College, “I stand with you”; JCD’s bet with
journalists pays off; Federalist Papers background; The View: “there’s a glimmer of hope on the
Constitution!”, Barbara Walters washes her hands of show; Chuck Todd: switch to delegate
system, Matthew Continetti gets it right, JCD’s “enlightened view”: “they hate Trump”
1:32:28 New Trump hotel lease excludes elected oﬀicials; JCD anti-Trump rant compilation
1:37:53 Nigel Farage on trio of events signalling “democratic revolution”, “EU militarization”
1:42:50 Canadian journalist Eva Bartlett: international organizations relying on SOHR & White
Helmets, “recycled” children in videos; NBC on “last messages”, “door-to-door” executions,
Twitter-verified seven-year-old, “the exodus of misery isn’t over”, Beirut signoff, JCD: “he
might as well be in London!”, ACC predicts girl reported dead; RT: Kirby denies dancing in
the streets, CNN deconstruction, Lawrence Wilkerson: Assad opposition in US, not Syria
2:01:17 Indian rupee crisis: “86% of all currency in circulation” demonetized, “black money”; UBS
pushing for Australia to scrap larger notes; no cash for the homeless, JCD: “screw the poor!”;
ACC’s ASMDSS “suck it up Buttercup” hoodie
2:06:59 Producer Segment: show on January 1; ham rig dame ring tweet
2:13:05 Tech News: illegal Über self-driving cars in San Francisco, “whirligig on the top”; V2V
“vehicle-to-vehicle”; 1bn Yahoo accounts compromised in 2013; Georgia Secretary of State
vulnerability scans traced to DHS; Trump tech meeting, JCD on 1960s “sex books” and 1970s
power books, Michael Korda’s Power!: How to Get It, how to Use it and power position, long
side middle “judgeship”; Alzheimer’s tracking “LoJack for People” bill, JCD on FasTrak
2:38:16 Trump Energy Department “hit list”; Denzel Washington calls out MSM for fake news; genderfluid Tide ad, JCD detergent tip: “always get the liquid”; one in six US adults on psychiatric
drugs; Wonder Woman loses UN gig; Stanford marching band banned again; fried egg on food
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Force Majeur

(2016-12-11)

0:00:00 ACC: “This is all about gas?” (1:48:20)
0:00:32 ACC and Max Keiser on Alex Jones show, watching ACC fight Tourette’s, JCD “wow, you’re
blushing”; ACC packing .380, JCD: black mold turning Austinites into “gun-carrying liberals”
0:13:44 McCain laughingly promises Russia hearings; Eric Schultz lies about “high confidence assessment”: “the intelligence community made very clear … directed by the highest levels of the
Russian government”; Washington Post cites anonymous sources, “growing body of intelligence
from multiple sources”, report “fell short of a formal US assessment”, “minor disagreements”,
ACC: aluminum tubes in Iraq; Michael Hayden on Trump rejecting “fact-based narrative”
0:26:10 Michael Isikoff on Mike Rogers’ “nation state” but not “Russia”; Bob Baer suggests an election
do-over, “what we need to do is see the forensics on this, and we need to see it fast”; Adam
Schiff deflects every question from Tucker Carlson, douchey “party of Reagan”, Carlson “look
into the camera” on Podesta e-mails, “you’re carrying water for the Kremlin”
0:39:09 Voice of America offered to pay Max Keiser to quit on-air like Liz “puʔɨn” Wahl
0:41:48 Michael Moore on Electoral College established by Constitution “arcane law from the 1700s”
for slave states, proposes “one final door”, “he’s not President of the United States yet”; Paul
Ryan all-in on Russia investigation; Facebag freaked out over Rex Tillerson’s Putin connections
0:53:14 Pentagon report revisited; Tulsi Gabbard on US funding terrorist groups in Syria, ACC: “no
hot tubs, no small aviation”, outrage over retired generals “outright discrimination”; arrogantsounding Janet Napolitano unconcerned; Democracy Now on John Kelly’s stint at Gitmo
1:06:02 Producer Segment: JCD on Mimi’s knee “offloader”; producer: need to pair THC & CBD
1:21:11 Trump conflicts of interest, issue “turns very dangerous and very real very quickly”, Obama
book income; Hillary Pizzagate reference in fake news speech, ACC Luciferizes voice, “pizza
pizza” (CotD); fake news mills in Macedonia, economic hit man: Macedonians hate Clintons
1:30:59 New NDAA bills in Congress; H.R.5181 Countering Disinformation and Propaganda Act,
“whole of government strategy”, Global Engagement Center to “proactively advance fact-based
narratives that support US allies and interests”, journalist training fund, “covert broadcasting”
by Russian Federation, JCD imitates numbers station, “rubblizer out” clip; money for Ft.
Meade National Cryptologic Museum, “space and counterspace operations”
1:45:09 Mika Brzezinski: “NBC got a call” from Hillary campaign to get her off the air
1:46:18 EU selling Russian gas to Ukraine, challenge from American LNG; “dreaded Siberian express”
1:50:27 White House all-in on women registering for draft; PBS on women in Marine Corps, 2014
all-male vs coed experiment, “front lines” comment; Afghan opium production up 43%
1:57:30 William Cohan: Trump was on “Goldman Sachs do-not-fly list”, Deutsche Bank lawsuit, “force
majeur” in loan contracts; Cohan: Trump cheats at golf
2:03:15 Donation Segment
2:15:05 Chris Cuomo “99% of the scientific community” vs CNN’s 90%, JCD explanation for JMD,
racist deniers; ACC runs afoul of the Dvorak women on Facebag, JCD: “it’s that black mold”
2:23:44 Martin Shkreli on orphan drugs, 13% Viagra price hike, faster FDA approval for generics under
Trump, JCD on generic monopolies; The View predicts insurance cancellations, Joy Behar’s
“smart people”, Whoopi: “watch your uterus”; No Agenda tip: airbag recall safercar.gov
2:36:02 John Pilger on “noose” of US bases around China, Strait of Malacca blockade exercise
2:39:33 Zakaria: Obama “Mr. underreaction” on terrorism; Progressive Caucus on Trump cabinet
2:43:58 Broke Portland City Council votes to tax corporations with overpaid CEOs
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Lane Splitter

(2016-12-08)

0:00:00 JCD: “Yes, I’m triggered now, I’m gettin’ all weirded out.” (2:14:35)
0:00:36 ACC’s Max Keiser interview for RT, “let’s call Dvorak”, Keiser Report produced by AP and
sold to RT, ACC: “I’m pretty convinced he’s on the spectrum somewhere”, iPhone 6 Plus for
shooting video, RT and Voice of America sharing London recording facilities, “famous Harvard
professor”; UK censorship of RT by Ofcom; dinner at Fix, bloody mary crisis
0:14:35 JCD weather report: “some rain coming”; Bill Nye at anti-AGW conference: “the scientists
on your staff – as respectful as I can be – are incompetent”
0:18:48 Erin Schrode to Tucker Carlson on Trump’s “ghastly appointees”; SPLC report ignores hate
crimes against whites; Carlson leads Schrode into “majority of states” EPA lawsuit trap
0:23:43 Young people clueless about Pearl Harbor; public school vs Christopher Columbus; millennial:
“as an LGBT person, I’m very scared of a Trump-Pence administration”, decriminalization
and marriage equality; Rabbi Abraham Twerski on stress and lobster growth
0:34:37 Brian Williams: “fake news played a role in this election and continues to find a wide audience”;
JCD on the art of headline writing; Morning Joe challenges Silicon Valley “isolated know-italls” to go after fake news, “it’s not hard to stop this fake news if you’re Google or if you’re
Facebook”, Pizzagate calls, “y’know, after the about the twentieth I’m like, no, stop!”
0:43:47 ACC on Pizzagate: “kids have investigative spirits”, Austin YouTuber investigates East Side
Pies, “the absolute coup de grace, I’m kidding you not, folks, there were kids playing dominoes”; ACC: “what is missing from Pizzagate is one thing: victims”, Conspiracy of Silence
documentary; AR-15-toting Edgar Welch incident at Comet Ping Pong, Kayleigh McEnany
raises Jeffrey Epstein, Brian Stelter: “are we really gonna do this?”
1:01:00 NPR on legal recourse for fake news, “tort” meme; fishy pizza joint names: “Lane Splitter”
1:11:52 Producer Segment: producer feedback on James Mattis’ “cult following”
1:26:43 Thieves cloning radio frequency car key fobs, JCD recommends Faraday bag, ACC’s HTs
1:37:22 CDC guy to NPR on treating drug addicts at ebola facilities: “CDC is not providing the
marijuana, but we’re supplying the cocaine”; marijuana “gateway drug” memes on NFL Today;
ACC’s Oz Gorrilla from Danny the Drug Dealer; producer psychedelic mushroom instructions,
psilocybin for cancer patients revisited; over-articulating Boxxy inflicted on ACC, “vyvanse”
1:55:08 Brian the Gay Crusader on Mike Pence’s LGBT protections in Indiana vs federal law
1:57:33 Angela Merkel re-elected, all-in on burqa ban; Matteo Renzi resigns after referendum; push
for publication of Brexit scheduled; J.P. Morgan Chase, HSBC, and Credit Agricole fined over
Euribor rigging; potential debt relief for Greece, Athens riots on police shooting anniversary
2:11:16 Producer describes symptoms of misphonia
2:18:19 Donation Segment: JCD’s family to attend Los Angeles meetup
2:27:18 New York Times hit piece on Tomi Lahren, JCD on newspaper misspelled jargon like “graf”,
Trevor Noah goes after Electoral College; Chris Matthews on presidents learning to dance
2:43:22 Canadian town apologizes for threatening drunk driving arrestees with Nickelback
2:43:52 Obama reneging on Boehner deal; Gayane Chichakyan on State Department pulling out of
Syria deal with Russia, Kirby hems and haws, ex-CIA Larry Johnson on White House “camps”
2:52:30 Obama: “no foreign terrorist organization has successfully planned and executed an attack on
our homeland”; Josh Earnest Audacity filter, Congress blamed for failure to shut down Gitmo
2:57:07 Pentagon report on saving $125bn buried; Trump dismay over cost of new Air Force One
planes; Gen. Jack Keene: “we need a CFO, not a comptroller in DoD”
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Throne Sniﬀing

(2016-12-04)

0:00:00 JCD: “And I know it’s bullcrap because I’ve seen the owl.” (2:03:27)
0:00:37 VMAT2 “God gene” video; HIV/ebola similarities, new HIV vaccine tested on 33 volunteers
0:07:18 NBC hysteria over Trump Taiwan call, “protocol” meme, NewsHour: “highly unusual”, ties
cut in 1979; NBC on Duterte call: “praised his controversial anti-drug program”; CNN quizzes
Trump voters about illegal voters, “deceptively edited” Obama interview: “I call them citizens
because they contribute to this country”, Obama: “when you vote, you are a citizen yourself”
0:24:23 FEC’s Hans von Spakovsky: “non-citizens are illegally registering and voting”
0:30:06 Sir Richard explains Roe v. Wade as privacy right during first trimester
0:33:14 Dan Quayle at Trump Tower; Amy Goodman on Rex Tillerson and ExxonMobil’s climate
change cover-up investigations; James “Mad Dog” Mattis accused of betraying Green Berets;
JCD on Steven “Munchkin” Mnuchin and insiders as good regulators; The Intercept article
on IBM’s eagerness to serve the Trump administration
0:46:41 Harvard Clinton-Trump post-election forum, “look me in the face” meme, Kellyanne Conway’s
preemptive “excuse me”; journalists corresponding with Podesta; Karen Finney: “America is
for white people”; Andrea Mitchell: “people related to Hillary Clinton as a man” (CotD)
0:59:19 Mark Shields on Democrats as “coastal party”; JCD on exchanges with Jeff Sessions’ staff;
Sunny Hostin’s “he’s a bigot” broken record on The View, Whoopi: “have you noticed that
your wife is disgusted by the sight of you lately?”, “electile dysfunction”, SPLC “anti-woman
hate crimes” stats, Joy Behar: “we are building a wall around our vaginas”, platform for white
supremacists “a fact”, “yeah we’re sore losers ‘cause it wasn’t really won legitimately”; Joy
Reid’s new angle: “if I had a son or daughter in the military, I would be concerned”
1:16:38 ACC’s gifts: Engdahl’s The Lost Hegemon and HamRadio360 beanie
1:18:33 Producer Segment: JCD’s “I’m a podcaster” at John Markoff event
1:33:52 Death threats for Michigan Electoral College voter Michael Banerian, petition calls for electors
to break ranks; Veep and Madam Secretary House of Representatives scenarios; Last Man
Standing microaggression check; RT on University of Ottawa cancelling yoga over “cultural
genocide”; “that’s racist” meme; Newsweek “Madam President” commemorative issue “pure
throne sniﬀing”; Gayane Chichakyan on portrayal of Russia as “all-powerful game-changer”
1:47:38 ACC dinner and interview upcoming with Max Keiser and Stacy Herbert
1:50:33 ACC & Horowitz picture in the Newsletter; ACC on ten-year history of Pedobear analysis,
“why is the question that you need to be asking”, David Icke video on reptilian DNA; JCD
story: visit to see Bohemian Grove owl, “this owl hasn’t been in play for fifty years”, “there’s
a lot of drinking and a lot of concerts”, “nembutal” specialty drink
2:07:00 Donation Segment
2:18:45 Veterans headed to Dakota Access Pipeline protest to bolster Warren Buffett’s rail business
2:20:45 Long-awaited mea culpa from Ban Ki-moon on behalf of UN for cholera in Haiti; White
Helmets mannequin challenge, Raed al Saleh answers funding questions at Swedish Institute
of International Affairs conference
2:28:05 Psilocybin treating cancer patient anxiety, MDMA for PTSD; Steve Kerr medical marijuana
2:33:05 NBC native ad: Big Mac inventor Jim Delligatti dead at 98; hot toy Hatchimals tip: “Target
is staffed round the clock”; Starbucks CEO Howard Schultz stepping down
2:39:42 Europol predicts attacks over the holidays; violence at Copenhagen anti-immigrant protest;
Muslims get free rein to speak out against homosexuality in Netherlands
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Fact Check False

(2016-12-01)

0:00:00 ACC: “Stop fooling yourself!” (0:43:28)
0:00:34 Crazy YouTuber laugh iso; Lindsey Graham & John MaCain trying to amend JASTA at
behest of Saudi Arabia; Erdoğan spins up anti-Assad Operation Euphrates Shield
0:08:10 Somali Abdul Razak Ali Artan car & knife attacks at Ohio State; Dr. Sebastian Gorka: “the
phrase lone wolf is designed to make Americans stupid”
0:12:50 Podcast on CBS Bull; NPR Politics Podcast on Trump illegal voting tweet, “fact check false”;
William Cohen on media hype over tweets, Andrea Mitchell agrees media “almost irrelevant”;
Angela Rye on tweets “legitimately scary to many of us”, “we feel like we potentially elected
a dictator”, Pooper: “doesn’t he have, like, a briefing book on ISIS to be reading?”
0:28:06 ACC on Dolly Parton Christmas show irritable bowel ads; jaw-dropping Opdivo side effect
list; The View on Cuban lung cancer “vaccine” threatened by Trump
0:32:42 Josh Earnest on Carrier deal: “804 more times” to exceed “saved or created” record; NA 321
Obama “whole bunch of jobs”; Carrier parent United Technologies’ $6.5bn in federal contracts
0:41:46 John Oliver on climate change 97% vs Trump University “instantly fishy” 98%
0:44:44 ACC tweeting Gayane Chichakyan, Muslim Brotherhood verified; Chichakyan on CENTCOM’s September 15 airstrike investigation, US-Russia hotline unanswered for 27 minutes,
wrong location given to Russia, Pentagon spokeshole Peter Cook: “no plans at this point to
cooperate with Russia in that way”; H.R.5732 Caesar Syria Civilian Protection Act
0:55:13 UK RT and Sputnik hearings, EU resolution revisited; Robert Gates Trump walkback, blames
Russia for Brexit; Craig Timberg on “legions of botnets” tweeting each other, JCD: “they’ve
got seven followers”, “a fake coup in Turkey”, JCD: “is this guy insane?!”
1:11:54 Senators urge Obama to declassify Russia election information; Obama Rolling Stone interview, “advice for Hillary”, Laura Ingraham on “infantile” Obama blaming cable news: “you
just got shellacked”, “Fox News in every bar and restaurant”, “common set of facts”
1:21:20 Producer Segment
1:33:08 Tip: conceal baby’s gender for “big-ticket stuff”; Metreon theater evacuated over handgun
1:35:42 Justin Trudeau gushes over Fidel Castro, analyst: “intellectual heft of cotton candy”; Canadian doctors potentially moving to US to avoid new taxes; JCD on Castro’s CIA ties
1:39:25 Palm Springs golf tournament paying Clinton Foundation disproportionately; German money
for East Africa routed through Foundation; socialists eyeing one of four EU presidencies; EU’s
“biggest defense funding and research plan in more than a decade”; “power plan” to ditch coal
1:54:20 Thomas Friedman to BBC on Trump and climate change: “Mother Nature always bats last”;
NPR “tipping point”, Johns Hopkins’ Travis Rieder hyping population control; The View on
birth control: “I thought the amendment said you can’t do that”, Whoopi “get outta my…”
2:06:55 PBS Finding Your Roots scrubs slave-owning “Ben Afflect” ancestor
2:09:40 Brazilian soccer team crash “leaked audio” meme, ACC: “everyone did their job, a bad day”
2:15:09 Producer note on Breitbart being targeted for advertiser pullout; NA subreddit ACC abuse
2:18:53 Donation Segment: JCD coca leaf tips for Machu Picchu altitude sickness
2:29:34 Alex Jones on suffering from mold allergy: “this isn’t Kansas, folks, this isn’t normal”
2:32:27 Second Half of Show: Buzz Aldrin in Antarctica with Kerry, ACC: “Nazi flying saucers”
2:36:10 The New Yorker on Silicon Valley’s “empathy vacuum”; “tax cuts for the upper class” meme
2:41:28 Jill Stein vs insider on recount; Ron Wyden’s last-ditch effort to derail Rule 41; Chinese news:
US and British warships “useless tin cans” due to “Chinese killer chips”
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Ant Wars

(2016-11-27)

0:00:00 ACC: (Scottish accent) “Buffoon! A buffoon I tell ye!” (1:59:16)
0:00:34 Moldpocalypse in Austin; fake news weather report from JCD
0:03:06 Christiane Amanpour’s Burton Benjamin Memorial Award acceptance speech: global warming
“99.9% of the science”, apparent Bosnia mea culpa anecdote, Trump “savvy end-run around
us”, “tsunami of fake news”, Russia hacking “crucial democratic experiences”, “heil victory
meeting”; JCD on journalistic echo chamber meetings, ACC story: 1995-ish Tribune meeting
with condescending managing editor, Craigslist turned down by San Francisco Examiner
0:20:38 Andrea Mitchell: “when he talks about my struggle, that’s Mein Kampf ”; NYT reporters
letting down their guard on podcasts, Maggie “many many” Haberman on Trump’s demeanor
in interview, mysterious “one thing Obama is very afraid of”, “marveling” at question-asking
techniques, no proof of Steve Bannon anti-Semitism, JCD on Bannon’s Goldman Sachs background and Seinfeld money, disgust at NYT-Breitbart comparison, “so there was that”,
Trump: call me if you find out something about Bannon, “seductive” Trump
0:40:58 RT on Oxford Dictionary’s word of the year “post-truth”: “we’ve destroyed countries based
on lies”, “filter bubble”; propornot.com “fake news” blacklist in Washington Post, “allies”
Snopes & Bellingcat; Stephen Cohen on Trump détente, Clinton “neo-McCarthyism … beyond
disgusting”; U-2 Dragon Lady flying again; Chen on Putin pressured over trading Ukraine for
Syria; CNN’s special U-2 access, ACC: “to me that sounded like a sales job”
0:58:28 Gayane Chichakyan irritates Kirby with question about NATO buildup, “defensive alliance”,
blames Russia, Matt Lee on missile defense for Iran vs Iran deal; JCD on “defensive” Libya
activity; Jens Stoltenberg pounding the drum for increased European defense spending; ACC
Red Book: European Iron Dome; John Dickerson on parallels between Trump & Andrew
Jackson, “by their abuse they shall elect me”; JCD: Amanpour not lying, she’s “a lunatic”
1:12:32 Producer Segment: Lawrence Lessig Electoral College op-ed; nwdiscoverylab.org
1:36:41 Michael Flynn fired by Clapper; ACC’s pick for Secretary of State: Dan Quayle; Trump
waterboarding stance changed after consultation with James Mattis; Trump friend Anthony
Scaramucci incorrectly claims Elton John will perform at inauguration, Green Day lyrics
change; mellow Mike Pence on “Hamiltongate”, reassurance for public, “history buff” laugh
1:51:57 CNN freakout over Don Lemon defending Charles Kaiser’s use of “nigger” (CotD)
1:57:31 Parliament Trump “buffoon” revisited; Nigel Farage to Carol CNN on ambassadorship
2:04:16 Supercolony formation in Ethiopian ant species Lepisiota canescens; Argentinian “ant wars”
2:09:34 Trump excludes press from Japanese Prime Minister meeting, petulent press boycotts “handout photo”; Obama White House’s lousy record, “we’ve given the tools of journalism, including
Twitter, to the presidents and the candidates”, ACC: “you’re watching the slow-motion demise
of the press”, JCD on newspaper joint operating agreements in 1970s; ACC proposes single
standards body, JCD: “it would accelerate their demise”
2:18:09 Donation Segment
2:26:36 Massively racist Dutch “monkey” hate mail for Sylvana Simons over Zwarte Piet activism; Erdoğan threatens to open border gates over EU membership vote; Bulgarian refugee camp riot,
smallpox warnings; European Christmas events “more dangerous than ever”, MI5: “severe”
threat, Jordan safer than Europe, man on the street guesses “Canadia” is safer (CotD)
2:40:40 “Love & light” for Florence Henderson; NASCAR’s Brad Keselowski on athletes going broke
2:45:33 NPR Science Friday on massaging kale; California cities passing Netflix taxes
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Promise to Prosecute

(2016-11-24)

0:00:00 JCD: “Boom, that’s off the table.” (1:41:59)
0:00:35 ACC & TtK dinner with sick Andrew Horowitz, “maybe the hookah was not a great idea”
0:03:18 SPLC’s Ryan Lenz on “drain the swamp” meme from “white supremacists who exist on Twitter”, LeBron James “posse” controversy; advice from Charles Kaiser for Trump lest he “stimulate the alt-right”, “six-pointed Jewish star” tweet, Pence “the most homophobic man in
American public life”, Brooke Baldwin “nigger” hysteria, “it is not okay”; fake news jingles
0:16:17 Howard Dean calls Steve Bannon a Nazi on CTV News; CNN’s Symone Sanders: “we don’t
need white people leading the Democratic Party right now”; comic writer Tess Rafferty rant:
“racism and homophobia and misogyny are all a spectrum, and you’re on it”; JCD plugs
Papermate InkJoy pens; Rafferty: “I live in California, the largest economy in the United
States … we’ll be fine”, JCD: “except for the potholes!”
0:34:23 Pence conversion therapy myth revisited: “assistance to those seeking to change their sexual
behavior”; Tim Allen to Megyn Kelly on being bullied for supporting Trump
0:46:07 Angela Rye: “there should be reparations”; abolitionism and Republican-Democrat switcheroos,
Norman Lear’s evil Republican Archie Bunker; NYU’s Jonathan Haidt on the left’s antinationalism, globalists “all over the world … doing things that trigger an authoritarian reaction”, “identity politics on the left eventually triggers identity politics on the right”; Texas
Tech professor on global reach of Western civilization, disappearance from university curricula
1:06:45 Mimi’s visit with dogs and “dry goods” after 15 hours of No Agenda
1:10:44 Producer Segment: trumpfilter.com; No Agenda iMessage stickers
1:29:00 Female NBC reporters “butt-slamming” Trump; Richard Engel on Aleppo hospital bombing
with incubators meme, coaches witness with “food is running out”; Gayane “Kirby shit list”
Chichakyan misfire; NBC’s Hallie Jackson spins Trump “she should be locked up” as broken
promise, ACC: Obama pardon dodge; Trump’s “open mind” about climate deal condemned
1:47:08 Alex Jones on “goblins”; Richard B. Spencer National Policy Institute “hail Trump” speech
1:55:35 Theresa May to Parliament: “there must be no second referendum, no attempt to weasel out
of this”; European Parliament resolution on Russian propaganda, RT editor: “now we see
that this holy principle of freedom of speech is not really needed”, “development of capacitybuilding programs for media actors”, JCD: “the licensing comes next”, “legal initiatives”
2:10:39 Aspen Institute panel: Washington Post’s editor Marty Baron on political bias in journalism;
Google spokeshole Olivia Ma: “we absolutely cannot have any type of bias whatsoever”,
repeated “many many”; Jenna Wortham on the algorithmic echo chamber
2:19:28 Michael Flynn on Islam as “malignant cancer”; Howard Dean on Trump meeting with Tulsi
Gabbard: “extremely ambitions with flexible principles”; Suck it up Buttercup jingle
2:26:00 Donation Segment
2:36:56 ACC on Pizzagate non-story: “this is an example of the hallucinations of the other side”
2:41:46 Trump on classified 28 pages in early 2016: “I think you will find out when that’s opened …
that Saudi Arabia had a lot to do with the ripping down of the World Trade Center”
2:46:34 JCD Thanksgiving Segment: corny Obama turkey pardon stand-up routine, CNBC: “one of
the great traditions”, PBS traces event to Reagan
2:58:56 EU parliament votes to halt Turkey accession; dead soldier John Perry’s family booed over
flight delay; producer on antimicrobial brass for ATM keypads, bloody tampon subway story
3:07:18 Ellen DeGeneres’ Presidential Medal of Freedom mannequin challenge antics
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Coup Cabal

(2016-11-20)

0:00:00 ACC: “Oh man! That’s disg… that’s disgusting!” (1:48:30)
0:00:37 ACC’s new iPhone 7 in Florida; graphics card benchmark cheating; mic drop trigger warning;
JCD grandchild Facebag announcement, “no, they got a poodle”, millennial safety pins
0:07:10 Pervasive “fake news” meme; Buzzfeed real news trumped on social media, Obama on “serious
arguments and propaganda”, fake vs real Facebag “engagements”; Zuckerberg note: “we take
misinformation seriously”, “artificial intelligence to fight terrorism” vs privacy non sequitur
0:17:28 Fake news from MSM: Mike Flynn for national security advisor, out of context “lock her up”,
“fake news site” NYPD tweet; BBC lie: Flynn “likened the world’s second-largest religion to
a malignant cancer” (CotD); CNN hysterical over Flynn’s RT appearance
0:26:37 Angela Rye venerates Hamilton’s “openly gay HIV-positive man”, Don Lemon spotlight grab
0:30:58 PBS pays tribute to price-fixing former Archer Daniels Midland CEO; Breitbart a “white
supremacist misogynist organization”; Attorney General pick Jeff Sessions’ 1986 racism allegations, Andrea Mitchell on “Sessions’ vote to extend the Voting Rights Act”, JCD: “blast,
blast, blast … but he also, he likes puppies”, Goodman: “vocal opponent of the Voting Rights
Act”, JCD: “she’s lying”, Goodman pot vs marijuana “quote unquote”
0:42:15 New Yorker editor on Trump-Obama meeting: Trump “shock and awe, to coin a phrase”;
Trump honorary Cossack for “beautiful Slavic wife”; ACC proposes browser trigger plug-in
0:49:59 Senate Oversight Committee grills James Clapper about report plagiarized from Wikipedia
0:55:53 JCD: “xenophobia” potential word of the year; Whoopi on The View: “we’re not going anywhere!”, Joy Behar’s friend “a gay boy”, “we have to be the royal/loyal opposition”
1:03:15 TtK’s Hill-bot friend, general fear of violence and Bush-Cheney orange alerts, JCD diagnoses
No Agenda aversion, ACC: “when I was a kid, the scariest thing for me was the ouija board”
1:09:15 Producer Segment
1:20:54 Sidney Blumenthal blames “cabal of right-wing agents of the FBI”, “not unfair to call it a
coup”, Giuliani the “coup-meister”, “coup cabal”; Harry Reid blames “Republican operative”
Comey, “if he feels good about that, that’s nice”; CNN on terrorized children and mothers,
“it just doesn’t look like any reality they believed they were living”; Jess McIntosh on women
voting for Trump: “internalized misogyny is a real thing”
1:31:40 Dinner with TtK’s Trump-voting friends, JCD on Twitter cross-bubble investigation
1:34:45 Gonna Read Facebag: “unbearably sad, sad thoughts” over gay Trump-voting couple
1:38:17 Jon Stewart: US “multicultural democracy … by its founding and constitution”, Party for
Socialism and Liberation; ACC on Lucille Ball’s power; we’re all gonna die from ATM microbes
1:48:46 Producer Segment
1:55:54 WHO: zika no longer an international emergency, Summer in Brazil
1:59:31 Nigel Farage on EU do-overs and binding vs advisory referenda, JCD: Theresa May “bluffing”; snooper’s charter set to become law, Open Rights Group’s Jim Killock: May’s privacy
assurances “nonsense representation”; JCD story: 1990s Interpol phone tracking presentation
2:08:26 Chris Hansen’s Crime Watch Daily Tom Brokejaw impersonation: “courtesy of yours trulyy”
2:10:48 Julian Assange MIA; questionable 4chan “Pizzagate”
2:16:22 NewsHour on Cop22 Marrakech with Vox “journalist”; JCD ten-minute ACC memorial show
2:22:17 WA pot sales closing in on booze; Bill O’Reilly on CA “medical marijuana ruse”; Citibank &
UBS push for elimination of Australian $100 & $50 bills; addled Shelley Duvall interviewed
by reprehensible charlatan Dr. Phil; Stanford marching band’s Berkeley ban
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Pet a Pony

(2016-11-17)

0:00:00 JCD: “Yi-yi-yi-yi-yi-yi-yi-yi-yi!” (0:11:27)
0:00:37 JCD’s noisy road construction; ACC in Florida Sunday
0:01:49 Trump transition team rumor and innuendo; the Morning Joe cute couple, Christie & Rogers
out, “Stalinesque purge” meme, Joe: “did they shoot people?”, Trump “I am the only one who
knows who the finalists are” reality show; feigned shock at Giuliani’s work abroad; Clapper
also out; “sanctimoniously smug” Rachel Maddow falsetto “so this is an unusual development”,
Jared Kushner’s query about White House staff staying, “woo-hoo!”, Obama “training wheels”
0:14:04 NBC on “turmoil” & “fiefdoms”; Warren: Steve Bannon “a man who says, by his very presence,
that this is a White House that will embrace bigotry”; Morgan State University professor:
“white supremacist with ties to terrorist organizations” like Klan; JCD deconstructs Warren
0:23:49 Conflicts of interest from “tangled web of business ties”, Katy Tur: “Trump is now his own
landlord” with D.C. hotel; security clearance for children denied on Twitter; “500 companies
in 27 countries” vs Trump’s broke meme; NATO pullout “idea … [Trump] will not fulfill”; NBC
Imperial News “Trump transition in turmoil” intro, absurd security clearance “contradiction”
0:35:21 Carrier’s Mexico move, aggressive “we’ll hold you accountable” cherry-picked man on the
street, moves “fact of life”, retraining programs, Trump “gamble” in dingy pool hall
0:41:06 ACC: Michael Meese for SecDef, journalists reviewed for briefing access, “press purge”, The
Purge movie; Rolling Stones unforthcoming about Trump; protesters “don’t need a president”
0:48:28 Producer Segment: KC1EER’s list of 33 things she loves about No Agenda
1:14:19 Media hissy fit over being “given the slip”, breaking news: “Donald Trump has dinner”,
millennial journal: “matter of national security”; Bloomberg: “major break in protocol”, JFK
invoked; MSNBC on Trump “making a run for it in the dark New York night”, ACC: “they
hate the fact that they are not in control”; Hollywood Reporter editor: “it’s not about us”
1:25:28 Pro-Trump millennial rant: “you edit it, right?”, “a good man, with a good awesome heart,
that traveled the world, feeding the kids, you f… motherf…” (CotD)
1:27:52 FDR’s secret Manhattan train; JCD story: Alexander Mackenzie’s press-ditching secret door
1:30:27 RCMP seeks warrantless access to subscriber data; repealing of Section 159 sodomy law;
Donald Sutherland & Jesse Watters accused of white privilege; feedback on campus millennials
1:43:51 Obama pissing off guests at Berlin’s Adlon Hotel; top papers reporting only on Air Force One;
rioting during Greece visit, Obama blathers about Trump & Sanders, “suspicion of elites”;
Juncker calls for “European headquarters” for military “in complement with NATO”
1:51:25 Swedish prosecutor questions Assange; EU whistleblower oversight; ACC on doomed Twitter
2:01:26 Donation Segment
2:13:45 Mike Rogers: WikiLeaks “conscious effort by a nation-state”; Chichakyan pesters Kirby for list
of hospitals hit by Russia, “once again, you’re just wrong”, Matt to the rescue, “state-owned
outlet” like BBC; Kerry-prompted withdrawal of Russian jets disaster for Aleppo
2:25:58 Leaked British memo: six months for Brexit strategy, JCD on poorly-named Labour, raucous
Corbyn vs May in Parliament session; Merkel Obama op-ed: “whole-world community”
2:33:56 66% of Trump protest arrestees didn’t vote; Iowa “Suck it Up Buttercup” bill author: in real
life “you don’t get to go to a cry zone, you don’t get to pet a pony”, “spoiled brat” blockades
2:38:18 Prescient Kids in the Hall art class sketch: “naked fat black crippled dykes are hard to find”
2:41:43 Federalist No. 68 on Electoral College; Hillary intro as “our president”; Cook & Los Angeles
counties; RT & Ed Schultz on Newsweek & South Park misfires, “what have you done?!” iso
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The Angries

(2016-11-13)

ACC: “Hey, whatever you say, do not blame the millennials, wasn’t their fault.” (2:11:25)
Hour delay due to JCD Skype sign-in “glitch”, six-page “dossier”, 1901 birth year
Yoko Ono caterwauling Trump response; The Real vay-cay girl“; New Zealand 7.4 earthquake
“The streets are filled with protesters” in Oakland, Constitutional victory, “so did Hitler!”;
NYC producer signage rundown and slogan collection, “beep beep, boop boop, Donald Trump’s
a piece of poop”, “anti-gay” meme from Pence conversion therapy myth; San Francisco seventh
graders walk out of class and march on city hall; Austin five-year-old call and response
Millennial producer Kansas University report, Trump win a “catastrophe”; Ed Schultz on “cryins” and therapy dogs; Michael Moore: “million woman plus one” march on Inauguration Day;
Bill and Hillary’s purple clothing and Soros-funded revolution, safety pin “secret signal”
PBS “tired that hate is now state-sponsored” kids’ reactions; Ford Coppola: Trump “imaginative and results-oriented”, David Brooks on “eloquent” NYC protests, Kyra Sedgwick on
taking bus to Midwest with “lefties”; Chelsea Handler on moving to Spain, Barbara Boxer on
tax returns and “modern history”, ACC “we have to go toward the light” Poltergeist mash-up
Holder on dumping Electoral College, “let’s lift heavy”, “black people don’t have ID” meme
Dionne Alexander “we’re tired of you crybabies” rant; Masha Gessen to Rachel Maddow on
“surviving in an autocracy”, ACC: “this woman again?”, “he has talked about deporting US
citizens” lie, “elected to be autocrat”; ACC’s “oversized Game Boy” voting machine
Douchebag David Brooks vs Mark Shields on election racism; Ed Klein on Hillary’s morning
call to friend “crying inconsolably”, “it’s always somebody else’s fault”
Trump’s tentative embrace of Obamacare provisions; Obama photo op cancellations; Rand
Paul on regulation repeal, EPA plowed field “mini-mountains”; CNBC on Wall Street records
60 Minutes Soros piece from 1990s: 100% profit-driven, all-in at Sierra Club, Inauguration
Day plan; Michael Moore “to-do list for the angries”, predicts Trump law-breaking, Bertram
Gross’ Friendly Fascism; #J20 general strike; JCD doesn’t like Jonathan Pie
Producer Segment: Citizens United/Koch Brothers talking point voided
ACC’s “abused!” rant; NewsHour on teachers putting “academic goals on hold”; high school
teacher suspended for Hitler comparison
ACC calls jihad on John Oliver, Clinton Foundation “deconstruction”: “to be fair” prefix,
“the more you look, the less you actually find”, Trump “America’s wealthiest hemorrhoid”
Euronews on Trump-Brexit parallel, “frightening” rallies, 2017 EU elections, “doctor a countermessage”; Frans Timmermans: “the social contract … needs to be written again”
Scott Adams’ “cognitive dissonance cluster bomb”: CNN’s 24 reason Trump won #23. “because of Comey”, #24. “not because of Comey”; Morning Joe on NYT’s biased headlines
Donation Segment
Bill Moyers’ open letter excerpt with sad harmonica; honoring Pearson, McEnany, & Conway
CNN man on the street with Chicago millennial who turns out to be CNN shill, Don Lemon
the moron; Lawrence O’Donnell on Electoral College “political card trick”
Dutch children confronted by SWAT teams and patdowns over Zwarte Piet controversy
Killing Ed Michael Flynn op-ed; Mosul’s burning oil wells, Saddam goons running ISIS
California the national leader in opioid overdoses with U-47700 “pink” synthetic
Chichakyan on “seemingly spontaneous” anti-Trump protests organized by MoveOn and Soros
Autographed copies of Williams & Drew’s Pendulum from Sir Gene
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Election Special

(2016-11-10)

0:00:00 ACC: “Because when kids wake up, yes, *daddy, I don’t understand.” (0:51:27)
0:00:38 Everyone in Austin and Berkeley has headed to Canada in face of election results; Rachel
Maddow and “the good and great Chris Hayes” discuss futures market trading halt “when
crashes happen”, Canadian immigration website crash; NBC on stock market “Brexit-like
reaction”, Andrea Mitchell: “he needs to stabilize this economy quickly”, “it’s global markets that are collapsing”, Trump facing “the kind of economic collapse that Barack Obama
inherited”; election night DH Unplugged; trading floor “lock her up” and “hurtful” booing
0:11:08 Hillary’s Javits Center glass ceiling, Ed Schultz rant over Podesta thankyou & MIA Hillary:
“the epitome of arrogance in American politics”, “what a quitter!”; people leaving Javits Center
in tears, 2:00 teardown for NAB Show New York
0:17:41 “Too close to call” to avoid calling for Trump, MSM ten minutes behind Hillary concession,
Frank Luntz: “all exit polling should be banned”; Trump “secret support” in “polite company”,
JCD on JMD’s Trump vote lie: “I said I was voting for Jill Stein”; Rachel Maddow: “it’s
real”, “hats off to the Russian government, right?”; Putin congratulates “Donalda Trumpa”
0:30:42 Trevor Noah: “I’m oﬀicially shitting my pants”, blames Electoral College; Colbert nonplussed,
Kimmel funny, Fallon “unbelievably professional”; Jon Stewart talking points
0:35:22 Jeffrey Toobin predicts “he’s gonna keep those campaign promises, he’s gonna have mass
deportations”; Amanpour on jubilant tweets from Geert Wilders & Nigel Farage
0:37:39 Van Jones: parents “afraid of breakfast”, “this was a whitelash”; NBC runs with “whitelash”
0:41:14 Andrea Mitchell: history “put on hold yet again” for female commander in chief; screeching
millennial: “I literally am gonna die, I need an ambulance!”; Lawrence O’Donnell: “America
is crying tonight”, ACC: “how ‘bout less than half?”, college dorm in tears; hysterical “help
us now!” video; weeping Miley Cyrus selfie video, JCD: “that is pathetic!”; ACC scolds weakminded parents, “abused! abused! abused!” (ACCPPotD)
0:52:43 Andrew Sorkin’s “vile” open letter to family in Vanity Fair: “there’s a party going on at ISIS
headquarters”; Attica Locke to NPR: outcome a racist reaction to Abama in “large segment
of white folks”, smug laughter at mention of “former racists”; “real Donald Trump” meme
1:03:12 The View to Trump: “we’re watching you”; Obama Rose Garden speech: working to “make
sure this is a sex… successful transition”; CNBC on futility of media using data to predict or
“influence and affect” outcome; podcaster schools Judy Woodruff on newsroom diversity
1:09:35 Gonna Read Facebag: “I have begun the purge” of unfriending Trump supporters; “Bernie
couldn’t win” meme, sovereignty vs globalism; professors making exams optional, grief counseling; JCD takes a robocall; ACC to CVC: don’t worry about it; brainwashed parent on
explaining “sexist, misogynist, racist, Islamophobe”; ACC: insider confirms Maddow is “devastated”; Richard Engel: senior military considering bugging out
1:23:35 Euronews on NYC “not my president” protests, callback to 2000 election
1:25:25 CBS demographics breakdown; woman on the street “thick skin” vs Pussygate; “no!” to CNN’s
“aren’t you excited for the first female president?”
1:28:46 Democrats won popular vote meme, JCD on Republicans bailing out of California, Oregon,
and Washington; Calexit and Electoral College “trick” meme
1:33:32 Trump 10% corporate tax plan, 1% repatriation tax; Dutch anti-TTIP and ‘CETA referenda
1:37:32 Producer Segment: Indian 500 & 1000 rupee bills to be phased out
2:12:11 Marijuana initiative rundown, JCD on old ladies with aches and pains
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2:15:17 Unprepared Tim Kaine’s confusing vineyard worker parable; Bill & Hillary’s purple clothing
possible gay signal; change.org urges Electoral College to choose Hillary
2:22:02 Jean-Claude Juncker agitating for European army; Günther Oettinger apologizes for “slittyeyed” comment about Chinese diplomats; Russia to Netherlands: “stop following our aircraft
carrier with your submarine”
2:25:54 Obama in January 2016: Trump state of the union “in a Saturday night skit”
2:26:58 Howard Stern’s condescending interview with Megyn Kelly, The View scripted, “where’s
China?”; ACC’s hysterical e-mail from Elizabeth Warren, “the NRA is e-mailing me now”;
AOL “welcome, you’ve got mail” guy Elwood Edwards driving for Über
2:35:48 James Carville on debate over Hillary’s best message strategy, Trump turned Rubio into
comedian; Trump may hand new DoJ or IRS head Charles Ortel’s book; Agent Orange requests
Killing Ed screener for Michael Flynn; Iraqi forces implicated in anti-ISIL atrocities near
Mosul, beheaded corpses in mass grave; Lester Holt’s green screen malfunction; NewsHour
botched close: “we’ll tell you about that later because we’ve gotta get off the air!”
2:45:01 Donation Segment: ACC still suffering from pulmonary issues
2:56:47 Financial Times guy to Charlie Rose on novel Trump-Pence managerial style; Amy Goodman: 2011-2015 “hottest on record, with hundreds of thousands of deaths likely due to global
warming from human activity”; ACC: patriots will keep Trump in line; ACC’s emetophobia
3:03:11 ABC on three service members killed in Jordan, oil wells set on fire near Mosul, Red Adair
IMAX film; JCD recommends Whose Trade Organization author, WTO/NAFTA antisovereignty
provisions, 1999 Seattle WTO protests
3:09:33 ACC excited about next four years, JCD on John Dickerson as spokeshole
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No Brexit For You

(2016-11-06)

0:00:00 JCD: “You have to just assume that Hillary is a devil worshipper…” (0:44:37)
0:00:35 ACC loses Weiner suicide wager; WikiLeaks #33 for election day, 33 ubiquitous in e-mails
0:03:01 Hillary as the Wicked Witch of the West in Florida downpour; Jay Z & Beyonce introduce
Hillary, “hello Cleveland!”, Gayle King gushes over Beyonce, Trump: “we don’t need Jay Z to
fill up arenas”; PBS deconstructs 100% Obama outcomes in Philadelphia precincts
0:14:50 Ana Marie Cox accuses FBI of institutional racism, “women and people of color are gonna
save this nation”; David Brooks: dumb people are for Trump, “people are just going with
their gene pool”; Amy “Shamer”: don’t be a “steamy dump” by not voting, JCD: “more vocal
fry, please!”; Funny or Die expletive-laden We Are the World parody
0:24:48 Podesta “dump all those emails” interpretations; Assange predicts Trump loss, Saudi Arabia
& Qatar funding ISIS; Charles Krauthammer on Clinton “dump … hide … cover” instinct
0:32:09 Herridge on Obama’s server knowledge of server; Hillary’s maid printing classified documents
0:36:12 Trump “targeting Jews” in final video picturing Soros, Yelen, and Blankfein
0:43:52 Podesta invited by brother Tony to “Spirit Cooking dinner”; Tony Podesta’s Katy Grannan
nude teenagers in bedroom; Anthony Weiner checks into sex addition clinic, Eric Prince on
NYPD evidence connecting Clintons to Epstein “sex island”; Jimmy Savile & Joris Demmink
0:59:06 Producer Segment: ACC discovers hearing loss; ACC memorializes soldiers killed in Jordan
1:21:33 Trump attacker Austyn Crites a Hillary shill; reporter surprised by Reno rally atmosphere,
“polite if a little defensive”; Obama interrupted by protester in uniform on “insults POWs”
cue, “hold up!” repeated 21 times, “everybody sit down and be quiet for a second!”, “he’s not
doin’ nothin’”, “it looks like maybe he might have served in our military and we gotta respect
that” (CotD); deterring Trump-hating sign-stealers; Sarandon “I don’t vote with my vagina”
1:38:40 Erdoğan rounds up Selahattin Demirtas and other pro-Kurdish HDP leaders
1:44:55 British court: Article 50 requires Parliamentary vote; EU still moving ahead on Ukraine in
spite of Netherlands; JCD on WTO’s globalist agenda, recommends Jacque Ellul’s The Technological Society, ACC reads from Anti-Tech Revolution: Why and How by Ted Kaczynski;
patriotic News Night plays God Save the Queen – the Sex Pistols version
1:53:10 Rolling Stone found guilty of defamation in retracted sexual assault story; taxpayers on the
hook after St. Paul police kick and unleash dog on innocent man
2:00:42 YouTuber’s advertising pulled over refusal to endorse Hillary
2:02:49 Donation Segment
2:13:04 Trump refugees may want to think twice after Quebec journalist police eavesdropping revealed
2:13:54 Wells Fargo “making things right” ad; New York banker: Saudis would never dump treasuries
over 28 pages law, $17bn Saudi bond in face of huge budget cuts, purchase of 20 F-35s
2:19:45 Park Geun-hye influence-peddling scandal; ACC cooking for RMH families on Thanksgiving;
Muslims protest Jakarta’s Christian governor; possible al-Qaeda election eve attacks
2:24:30 Comey celebrates Operation Cross Country child sex traﬀicking crackdown; New Life Children’s Refuge arrests with 33 children in Haiti, Laura Silsby in Podesta e-mails
2:29:53 Military NROL, LROL, AROL drills with FEMA; supposed five million Cubs celebrants
2:32:39 Electoral college deadlock contingency procedure clarified; White Helmet protest at UK Russian embassy with pile of mannequin limbs; Washington corrections to ditch politically incorrect “offender” term; Denver to retry 1987 rape case; John Kerry headed to Antarctica
2:45:25 Harvard men’s soccer season cancelled over women’s team “scouting report”
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Trump Trope

(2016-11-03)

JCD: “Hey man, that’s cool, the President’s saying come on man!” (1:02:15)
“Confucius say” gems from Marty Higgins, banned from Facebag for Trump comment
Iraq threatening war if Turkey sends troops into Mosul
Moral self-licensees “checking in” at Dakota Access Pipeline on Facebag; green icons for Iran
ACC’s World Series prediction and stupid tweet, JCD: “sports idiot savant”, Billy Goat Tavern
Jake Tapper on scenario where Comey “sat on information … and then there was something,
there was really there there”, James Carville asserts KGB involvement in spite of 1991 dissolution, “are we gonna let the KGB and the House Republicans inside this election?”
Clueless Gayle King wonders why no one has investigated Trump’s Russia ties on the heels of
Norah O’Donnell reporting FBI found no Trump Russia ties; April Ryan to Chris Hayes: “you
just wonder” about MLK parallel; Morning Joe on Lynch & Comey butting heads; Podesta
“buddy” Peter J. Kadzick DoJ deputy director; post-letter Lynch-Comey meeting
Fake “Hillary doesn’t shower” e-mails; Jeffrey Toobin on Florida recount revisited; FBI releases
FOIA-ed Marc Rich $2M presidential pardon documents, Toobin: “bizarre” coincidence; Pelosi
on Comey “double standard”, “I know it privately because of being hacked by the Russians”,
need to weather election “and just see what the casualties are along the way”; Craig Murray:
WikiLeaks e-mails from “within oﬀicial circles in Washington D.C.”
Bret Baier: Hillary indictment “likely”, Mills and Samuelson laptops “being exploited”, reinterviews, “avalanche” of pay-for-play evidence daily; Clinton Foundation’s unreleased 2015
financials; Steve Pieczenik on internet “counter-coup” against Clintons & cronies, intel producers: operatives “going dark”; Uncle Don’s voting history
October surprises; Time Magazine Robin Lakoff “Emailgate is a bitch hunt” diatribe
Obama message “to the guys out there”, “powerful line” that Michelle is his superior; “imagine
what you’ll do when you actually have the power to violate the Constitution”; at White House
Halloween: “young man, no selfies in the middle of me talking”; to those “punchin’ a clock”:
“he wouldn’t let you into one of his hotels unless you were cleanin’ the room, come on!”, JCD
on “come on, man!” sports trope, “don’t be bamboozled … don’t run for that okey-doke!”
JCD on college counselors legally barred from advising against student loans
Producer Segment
Skittish markets due to election; former New York banker: Comey the “fixer”, almost dated
argumentative Cheryl Mills, JCD recommends Clooney’s Michael Clayton
Hillary electioneering in Florida; drunk or not drunk screeching “we are not going backwards!”;
Huma Abedin backgrounder, “just knock on the door to the bedroom”; ACC on “must-watch”
Weiner documentary: first date debacle; Lionel YouTube rant sympathetic to downtrodden
Weiner; ACC: “you can tell that she hates him” from documentary; JCD “call for help”
callback and 15-year-old, Huma’s life insurance folder theory
Donna Brazile’s latest debate question leak; MSNBC crew member account of Hillary backstage meltdown over Lauer’s e-mail question, “most foul-mouthed woman I have ever heard”,
calls Brazile “brain-dead buffalo”; “why was she fired” to Brooke Baldwin: “there was some
sort of termination … that is way way above my pay grade”; John Klein to Megyn Kelly on
pundits like Brazile: “we know what the Punch and Judy puppets are going to say every time”
“Defense Minister” Ash Carter kicks off DoD OIG Speakers Bureau Program; Russian aircraft
carrier “belching smoke” with breakdown tug, ACC: perfect false flag fodder
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1:42:42 ABC on burned black church with “vote Trump” graﬀiti, Ku Klux Klan paper endorsement,
Utah & Ohio gravitating to Trump, possibilities in Pennsylvania & Wisconsin, electoral tie
“nightmare scenario”; ACC’s message from Joe Biden, questionable “we’re losing” tactic;
Trump “secret Russian server” debunked as hotel spammer; Trump encourages changing early
ballots in Wisconsin; Rachel Maddow near tears over Comey letter, on vote changing: “knock
yourself out”; MSNBC “I still want their votes”, “full 24 hours” KKK memes; ABC “this race
is tightening” money grab, “dead heat” in its own poll
1:56:12 Latest Chantix side effects rundown, “get medical help right away if you have symptoms of a
heart attack or stroke”, 10% better than placebo moved to text; late-night show pseudo-native
ads resurrected, ABC native ad for Amazon Black Friday deals, Jay Carney now at Amazon
2:03:25 Donation Segment
2:09:11 Country Music Awards viewership down 24% thanks to World Series
2:10:22 ACC cough theories: NTM nontuberculous mycobacteria in “white, thin, postmenopausal
women”, Airbnb shower head mist, Horowitz’ similar symptoms; zika infertility; polio-like
AFM acute flaccid myelitis with “89 confirmed cases in 33 states”; Legionnaires’ disease tweet
2:17:06 American Airlines “uncontained engine failure”, JCD: “they never talk about the engine
maker”, can’t piss off NBC over GE engine
2:21:24 Pulse nightclub shooting police audio released, “my name is Islamic Soldier, okay?”, killing of
Abu Wahib, “you’re going to see more of this type of action going on”
2:26:24 Crappy roads in California; Gina McCarthy: “I don’t check out Flat Earth Society and I’m
not talking to climate deniers, that’s it”; Bono on Glamor Women of the Year roster, ACC:
“I wouldn’t want him at my birthday party”
2:31:54 Brexit regret tops leave victory margin, ACC: “do over!”; Mimi’s birthday coming up
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Poster Boys of Evil

(2016-10-30)

0:00:00 ACC: “Hey, we got a donor from Nigeria!” (1:25:10)
0:00:35 JCD’s “Aristotle say”; welcome to No Agenda year ten
0:01:05 Weinergate & Pussygate; drunk or not drunk Joe Biden: “Oh, God … I should not comment on
Anthony Weiner”, “Anthony Weimer… Weiner”; “life insurance” folder; “Weiner the beard”
theory, JCD: “when you get caught three times, that’s a cry for help”; Comey’s letter to
Congress a “political nightmare” for Hillary, “pertinent” definition; “legal consequence” meme
0:15:03 18 U.S.C. §2071 disqualification from oﬀice; National Adjudicated Guidelines for Security
Clearances; Tim Ryan Russia fail; Podesta e-mail recap; Bernstein: Hillary should go to FBI
0:27:51 Joy Reid to Steve Cortes: Huma “printing things out for her boss and … being married to
a creep”, panel laughs at Bernstein, “your witness”, April Ryan “procedure” meme, “he said
… that he would not charge Hillary Clinton” lie, “they can’t use Google”; Hillary lies about
letter going to Republicans, “effete” Robbie Mook’s “duplicates” talking point
0:36:30 Jake Tapper asks Podesta about Tim Kaine “highest standards of integrity” clip about Comey
0:39:18 Trump to Stephanopolous on regrets: “you would have loved not to have contributed to the
Clinton Foundation, as an example, there are things you wish you didn’t do, okay?” (CotD)
0:40:32 Podesta baffled by evidence of Huma Judicial Watch perjury; Napolitano talks espionage;
Hillary dodges trust question; Geraldo “tradition” meme, “there must be some there there”
0:53:41 Aviation incidents at O’Hare, Fort Lauderdale, and Mike Pence’s plane at La Guardia, ATC:
“Eastern, stop, stop Eastern!”, ACC: “everybody walks away, (claps) good landing”
0:59:10 Red Book: Anthony Weiner suicide; Bill Clinton vs Anthony Weiner shootout scenario
1:02:19 Producer Segment
1:11:08 MD Green Party candidate removed from debate stage; Putin: “is the US banana republic?”;
Pussy Riot back on NPR with Make America Great Again; RT: Assange called Russian spy,
“the two poster boys of evil walking hand-in-hand to destroy the US”; Podesta phished
1:25:32 IARPA Intelligence Advanced Research Projects Activity, ACC: “it’s all spooks”
1:28:47 Refugee camps in Paris after Calais Jungle shutdown; Josh Earnest on Obama meeting refugees
in Europe; NATO still moving on Russian border; Victoria Nuland in Cyprus interfering with
Russian fleet refueling, Admiral Kuznetsov specs; new Tunisian drone base, ACC’s Nigerian
driver all-in on US schemes in Africa; US & Israel abstain from UN Cuba embargo vote
1:40:34 Efforts nationwide to get the vote for illegal immigrants “newcomers”
1:45:20 Oregon militia acquittal, Ammon Bundy’s lawyer tased for yelling at judge
1:49:00 ESPN could lose 4M subscribers per year to cord-cutting; ACC’s new digital antenna
1:56:34 Donation Segment: ACC’s Ridgecrest ClearLungs; JCD story about Brazilian voice remedy
2:06:52 Tech News: JCD’s fake iPhone 7 from Charbax; ACC replaces “panda phone” with iPhone
7; Tim Cook: “we’re gonna kill cash”, JCD’s slow chip & pin card, credit card machine
and “bucket with great stuff” unearthed in cleaning projects, ACC: “any dead hookers or
anything?”; ACC replaces damaged TV after attempted degaussing with electric mixer
2:24:35 Trump sign booby traps; Jim Walsh “grabbing his musket”; reenlistment bonus assassinations
2:27:34 $300 stolen nationwide in IRS back taxes scam, savvy refuser SWATted, JCD discusses tactics
2:31:03 ACC informal poll in insurance hikes, short term policies; Josh Earnest downplays costs
2:34:21 Katie Hopkins trounces CNN’s Hala Gorani in “Clinton News Network” catfight
2:41:42 AT&T $85bn Time-Warner merger; WWF: 23 of species gone by 2020 in sixth mass extinction
2:46:11 ACC wagers $5 on Anthony Weiner suicide before next show; ACC’s World Series prediction
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Kinetic Kill

(2016-10-27)

0:00:00 ACC: (Screeching)
0:00:34 JCD swaps in Plato for Confucius; ninth anniversary; KTVU: tropical moisture “jet fuel”
0:06:14 CVC’s Roman Reigns action figure opened by TSA; JCD stories: Roger McGuinn’s holepunched guitar, JFK woman’s two missing cases of Gaja; Wikipedia: ACC a Trump supporter
0:12:04 Little Brexit effect on British economy, IMF admits “too pessimistic”, predicts fastest growth;
ACC can’t edit his Wikipedia photo; Sheila Jackson Lee confuses Wikipedia for WikiLeaks
0:15:24 Don Lemon on Trump “signs of life in the polls”; Les Moonves on “phenomenal” ad revenue
0:18:46 Obamacare spokesholes trying to distract from open enrollment, Jonathan Gruber: “working
as designed”, need bigger penalty, “disruptive innovation”, increase premiums to decrease
them, “ups and downs of a new market”; clueless CBS asks “what happened?”
0:27:14 Debbie Wasserman Schultz Obamacare talking points; ACC’s 30% plan, JMD’s $30k incisionless appendectomy; 25% increase & single providers; Angela Rye blames Republican repeal
efforts; ACC’s $1100 per month to get on TtK’s insurance; CVC’s rationed knee MRI in UK
0:41:39 PBS on white nationalism in Southern Indiana; JCD on D “surrogate” vs R “operative”
0:47:03 Producer Segment
0:54:51 Newt Gingrich: Megyn Kelly “fascinated with sex”, Kelly: “you can take your anger issues
and spend some time working on them, Mr. Speaker” with wanking gesture (CotD); Hillary
calling on women “to help finish off her opponent”, Elizabeth Warren “nasty women” tirade
1:04:09 Evan McMullen admits aim to prevent election of “true authoritarian” Trump; Stony Brook
professor’s model predicts Trump win; curt “no” to Trump “path to victory” question
1:09:49 Michael Moore on Trump’s appeal to former middle class, Trump win “the biggest fuck you
ever recorded in human history”; porn star Jessica Drake who turned down Trump $10k dinner
1:18:54 Sally Kohn on election fraud allegations: “this isn’t okhaay any more, I’m with the nasty
woman in the pantsuit, this is hhhorrible!”, “because it’s not happening!” screech
1:23:33 Tech News: big MacBook touch bar reveal with Apple beatniks snapping fingers
1:24:57 Democracy Now on poll showing half of Republicans will reject election result if Trump loses;
Brolf to Kellyanne Conway: I’m worried about young journalists who are “very scared”; JCD
on destruction of Trump’s Hollywood star, Trump sign vandals, ACC’s MTV blooper reel
1:33:39 Kirby asked about lobbyist Heather Podesta’s $19bn work for Qatar; ACC predicts Al Gore UN
ambassador; “grim milestone” 400ppm “44% more CO2 than before the industrial revolution”
1:40:50 Clapper on Russian no-fly response: “I wouldn’t put it past them to shoot down an American
aircraft”; NATO’s buildup on Russian borders; changed “who gets shot down” narrative; FSA
colonel on jets dropping barrel bombs; Russian goodies at Airshow China 2016
1:52:55 “The ISIL makes extensive use of drones”, “kinetic kill”; NCIS busts the CIA goons again;
1970s The Secrets of Isis TV show intro
2:02:01 Producer Segment
2:26:40 Government Accounting Standards Board and why the bond market will collapse in 2017
2:33:35 JCD bitches about Twitter’s new search algorithm; “LGBTPlus”, GLAAD style guide endorses
“LGBTQ”, queer “no precise definition”; Showtime’s Shameless: “triracial cisgendered girlfag”
2:43:18 No Christmas lights in Swedish towns; Calais Jungle fire, RT protest vs PBS “custom”; French
police protest over no-go zones, 2015 report on US no-go “enclaves”; Nuland in Cyprus
2:57:53 Chinese crap DDoS; ACC endorses Black Mirror; kneeling national anthem performer (CotD);
beer delivered by self-driving truck, JCD: “seems like a gyp!” (JCDPPotD)
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New World Hackers

(2016-10-23)

0:00:00 JCD: “I’ve seen a smart stove at Best Buy!” (2:42:12)
0:00:34 No Confucius say; CVC visit funded by Dutch reality show, trip to the gun range, ACC: “I’m
sure the Dutch will be appropriately horrified”; ACC deletes his clips
0:07:12 Kirkuk funeral bombing only covered by RT; Assad blamed for chlorine barrel bombs, “crimes
of historic proportions”; PBS on Ash Carter’s Iraq visit, help from Kurds declined, Aleppo
bombardment resumes; 101st Airborne on front lines, Hillary e-mail spelling out who’s getting
what weaponry, intel community expects Chris Stevens e-mail, “Chris Smith” subject line
0:16:32 David Goodfriend on leaked e-mail “discrepancies”, “I can’t talk about it here on Fox”, “say
on the air, Bill, that you don’t like Russia trying to interfere with our election!”, odd whimper
0:23:21 Two Obamas theory revisited; JCD on secret laws; Obama mother-in-law pension story called
into question; half-brother Malik Obama: “he’s changed”, “sucked into that matrix”
0:31:20 NBC asks why Trump “bombed so badly” at Smith Dinner; CNN: “singe but don’t burn”
0:37:23 Maria Bartiromo grills Zeke Emanuel on Obamacare failure, “look, I agree, the fact of the
matter is…”, “when you go into a new market, every business expects to lose some money at
the start”, blames Republicans, Bartiromo having none of it
0:42:03 ACC cyber sounds for ABC DDoS report, “extremely sophisticated and complex”; Josh
Earnest: “the rules of the road when it comes to cybersecurity … are not well-established”
non-answer; migration of vulnerabilities to “smart tech” like “refrigerators, stoves, security
systems”, chatroom all-in on smart stoves; KTVU explanation fail, “malware code”; PBS on
New World Hackers and DVRs; JCD on microservice architecture; Kodi Fire TV Stick hack
0:59:37 Producer Segment: Duke Nussbaum provides his own jingle
1:14:49 Belgian Wallonia region blocking CETA ratification; Soros on Nazi occupation of Hungary:
“happiest year of my life”; Jill Stein tweets two pipelines article; Podesta e-mail proposing
Kirkuk Ceyhan pipeline reversal and laundering the money through the Federal Reserve
1:34:37 Jeff Greenfield on “turning point” first debate vs Trump “looking forward” to it (JCDPPotD);
Ash Carter refuses to respond on Hillary’s four minutes to nuclear launch, another missed
opportunity for Trump, JCD: “I think she just made it up”
1:41:12 Carl Bernstein on “neofascist sociopath” Trump’s “neofascist media empire”, JCD Red Book:
Roger Ailes deal; ABC rewrites history a bit with Al Gore’s 2000 “gracious concession speech”,
“thank you Al Gore” chant, Stephanopoulos: “a real act of patriotism by Al Gore”; election
crisis could make Joe Biden president; Biden wants to take Trump “behind the gym”
1:55:23 EPA report finds agency acted seven months late on Flint lead contamination
1:57:02 Department of Defense orders 10k+ veterans to repay reenlistment bonuses
2:01:33 Josh Earnest on Rodrigo Duterte causing “unnecessary certainty” in relations
2:03:43 NYT taking up podcasting, “audio is part of the future because it attracts young people”
2:10:37 Donation Segment: Harf eggs with Lee sauce
2:22:02 Chicago police corruption story from The Intercept; JCD on Jon Zilber’s pun headlines
2:27:25 “Sister Spring”: “acme” caused by “what little boys do in the bedroom at night” (CotD)
2:28:41 Feedback on Evan McMullin and LDS refusal to endorse candidates; NA numerology origin
2:34:09 3300 migrants rescued in Italy, attack by Libyan Coast Guard; Wonder Woman licensed by
EU, Lynda Carter to Gayle King: “it’s about fighting for freedom”
2:42:38 “Aaargh, thanks Obama!”, “a lot of hysteria” over premiums; US ship warned off Paracel
Islands; psoriasis medication Taltz can cause inflammatory bowel disease
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Yeezy Squeezy

(2016-10-20)

0:00:00 JCD: “But do we need the Gestapo?” (1:01:44)
0:00:32 No Confucius say; ACC’s painful pulled muscle from lingering cough; ACC watches debate at
podcaster Lance Armstrong’s house, Armstrong’s wife all-in on no-fly zone, JCD: “you don’t
save a lot of lives in World War Three”; Armstrong’s command of Dutch profanity
0:12:44 Hillary’s clothing and hair dispute, JCD: “she looked like a giant bowl of mashed potatoes”,
Trump’s bad tie and bad lighting; Hillary’s best line: Orlando shooter born in “the same place
Donald was born”; supposed Second Amendment support “doesn’t mean that I want people
who shouldn’t have guns to be able to threaten you – kill you or members of your family”,
33k people per year meme, D.C. trying to “protect toddlers from guns”, 21k suicides ignored
0:25:09 Trump urges Hillary to “give back the money”, JCD on “certain countries” mistake, “what’s
happened in Haiti with the Clinton Foundation is a disgrace”, Hillary “ninety percent” lie,
“highest ratings from the watchdogs”, “thirty million dollars” for Haiti; Hillary claims “open
borders” comment was about energy, blames Russia for WikiLeaks; odd Trump “I didn’t even
apologize to my wife” non sequitur; “Bill Clinton is a rapist” on C-SPAN call-in
0:41:41 Mika Brzezinski on history of Democrat election rigging allegations; Washington Free Beacon Democrat “rigged”-fest; Krauthammer on “political suicide”; Joy Reid: “it’s feeding the
Breitbart people who feel that black people are stealing our elections, that’s all it is”
0:51:50 Howard Dean on FBI 302 “quid pro quo”: “this is innuendo leaked by the Russians”, “there’s
no there there”; Prague hacker arrest, JCD: “the FBI is like the Gestapo”
1:02:38 Christine Quinn on Project Veritas video: “it would never happen Hillary’s Clinton campaign”;
Josh Earnest on “convicted felon” Robert Creamer’s 342 White House visits: “take those
reports … not just with a grain of salt but maybe even a whole package of salt”, “bird-dogging”,
“we shouldn’t have to resort to violence”; Creamer quitting so as not to be a “distraction”
1:12:19 Donna Brazile meltdown with Megyn Kelly: “go to Russia” parting shot, subject change to
talking points, keeps calling her “Kelly”, on debate question: “I did not receive any questions
from CNN”, “as a Christian woman I understand persecution”, “you’re like a thief that wanna
bring into the night the things that you found that was in the guttah”, “ma’am” switch
1:30:58 Producer Segment
1:41:07 Chris Cuomo: “it’s illegal to possess these stolen documents”; dropped satellite feed at mention
of WikiLeaks; MIA “Paul Ryan sucks” chant; Hillary “killing black people” chant
1:45:30 Eight-hour humanitarian pause in Aleppo, Vitaly Churkin on getting al-Nusra out; Gayane
Chichakyan on State Department displaced civilians inconsistency: “shouldn’t have to leave”
Aleppo vs “inevitable” in Mosul; Putin on Russia being used as an election “bargaining chip”
1:51:55 Chelsea Clinton e-mail on Clinton Foundation spying, “Teneo hustling business”
2:00:48 El Chapo judge assassinated; former CIA Mormon Evan McMullin for president; Hillary wins
Scholastic News Magazine mock election; Kimmel man on the street with fake Yeezy shoes
2:13:51 Radio stations’ streaming video with ads; NPR ratings up, ACC: “dude, it’s an election!”
2:16:20 Donation Segment
2:25:16 The Advocate declares Peter Thiel non-gay; Colorado school’s white privilege survey for staff;
RT NatWest bank account shut down, The Economist editor declares RT writers unemployable
2:33:11 Trump promises Polish visa waiver; San Leandro naked woman “Truth is Beauty” sculpture
2:37:16 Justin Trudeau’s mother Margaret a former Studio 54 girl; ABC Charlie Brown Great Pumpkin
corn maze native ad; YouTube podcaster takes issue with Michelle Obama’s mother’s pension
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Swamp of Crazy

(2016-10-16)

0:00:00 JCD: “We’re gonna do this, we’re gonna do that, we’re gonna do this…” (0:54:26)
0:00:38 ACC at disc golf event; lingering “the thing” cough from zika spraying
0:04:31 CBS: Trump proposes pre-debate drug tests, election “rigged by corrupt media”, more groping
allegations, “thrusting his genitals”, Trump: “in just about all cases, it’s nonsense, it’s false”;
more Podesta e-mails, Bill’s Morgan Stanley speech; ABC calling pageant contestants; Chris
Hayes on “long-standing anti-Semitic tropes” in Trump banker remarks, Brother Nathanael
0:14:15 The Blacklist and Will & Grace propaganda; Putin hypes Trump on The Simpsons (CotD)
0:21:08 Jake Tapper covers his ass on leaked debate question; “we’d ask her if she were here” meme;
Bernard Sansaricq rails against Clintons over MIA $14.3bn; media beating up Billy Bush
0:33:05 Kaine, Obama, and Earnest all assert ignorance of Hillary’s private server
0:37:53 “Shock and dismay” over Arizona voter database malware, “they don’t need the Red Army any
more, they have the internet”, JCD on “did they take information” and returned downloads
0:42:32 Bullshit NBC report on “wide-ranging cyber-retaliation” by “super-secret group inside the
CIA”, “CIA super-hackers”, “specialized low-flying satellites over Russia”, Russia “persuasion
campaign”; Lavrov: “it’s flattering … for a regional power”; Biden: “we’re sending a message”
0:54:50 Putin in translation: “as regards what if, if a grandma had a penis she would be a grandpa”
0:58:27 Obama on people “becoming scientists without the PhD”, “truthiness tests” for information,
“the answer is obviously not censorship”; Google “fact-check label” for search results, IFCN
International Fact-Checking Network, JCD: “Snopes on steroids”, funding from National Endowment for Democracy and Pierre Omidyar, JCD Red Book: “this is going nowhere”
1:10:24 Cheryl Mills calls Matt Lee “a friendly at the AP”; Podesta $100k Saudi contract
1:13:37 Jill Stein on Hillary and danger of nuclear war; Gary Johnson video: “I’m a chess player”,
ACC buzzer for “first and most solemn responsibility is to keep us and our freedom safe”
1:16:51 Producer Segment
1:33:12 USC study shows selfies are good for mood; drugged-sounding teen explains “100 Club”, ACC
on #blessed; University of Cape Town student calls for “decolonizing” science in favor of
magic, dissenter called out for “disrespecting the sacredness of the space”; University of Florida
BERT Bias Education and Response Team on high alert for offensive Halloween costumes
1:48:55 Jack Abramoff: Hillary more corrupt than Warren Harding, compares Clinton Foundation
crimes to his own, “honest services fraud”; Henry Giroux to Democracy Now on Trump phenomenon: “this is a country that is sliding into authoritarianism”, Dutch anti-Americanism
2:02:38 CNN “powerful”-fest for Michelle “the closer” Obama speech; retracted Rolling Stone UVA
rape story; Trump “I have other problems” revisited; Michelle: “if you can’t run your own
house, you certainly can’t run the White House”, JCD: Palin “the screechy girl from Alaska”
2:15:21 Obama on Republicans’ opinion of Trump: “man, this is really bad”, “swamp of crazy”
2:21:08 Tesco and Unilever settle Marmite Brexit-induced “price row”
2:24:10 Donation Segment
2:32:16 USS Mason fires at Yemeni radar installations; lisping former British Syrian ambassador
Peter Ford on Aleppo misreporting; White Helmets thesyriacampaign.org donation page
“chip in”; Ford on “puny” British Brimstone missiles effort; linguists predict /θ/→/f/ shift
2:44:08 Ebola and UFOs in Podesta e-mails; Geert Wilders to be tried for hate speech
2:47:29 BRICS $500bn India-Russian S-400 missile deal; USS Zumwalt destroyer not seaworthy
2:50:35 Clinton Foundation and Swedish postcode lottery; CNN: WikiLeaks “a one-man shop”
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Shambollocks

(2016-10-13)

0:00:00 ACC: “Sacks of nine!” (1:21:19)
0:00:35 JCD’s ghost-written “Confucius say”, ACC’s New York virus, lingering cough & bad back
0:02:34 Trump’s improved debate performance; Clinton milieu smirk; Angela Rye sexual assault definition vs Kayleigh McEnany “selective outrage”, Rye: “the fact ot the matter is, Bill Clinton
is not running for president”, “it’s eﬀing ridiculous, dude!”; The View adulterers spin vs rape
victims, “she was the one to which dirty was done!”, alleged victims called “tramps”
0:15:09 Trump “grope victim” Jessica Leeds: first class armrest moved, “if he had stuck with the
upper part of the body I might not have gotten … that upset” vs CVC’s experience, “octopus”
comment; locker room ogling vs ACC’s fashion show experiences; Rachel Crooks & Temple
Taggart kissing stories; JCD story about Bachelor of the Month’s boxes of proposition letters,
ACC on mailbags of letters at MTV, if someone sends you a cake, don’t eat it; Kellyanne
Conway contrasts Trump with Congress; Citizens for Trump guy on Pussygate as Republican
attempted coup, rush to unendorse him, Pence moving to top of ticket, Ryan-Rubio 2020
0:28:03 RT’s Lionel on California wiretapping laws, Morales’ Access Hollywood grudge against Billy
Bush, JCD on unenforceable nondisclosure agreements; ideal leak timing; WikiLeaks compared
to Watergate & Zapruder film; Judge Jeanine Pirro: “and Monica Lewinsky! you called her a
narcissistic loony tune, until we found your husband’s semen on her dress”
0:38:40 Hillary after debate: “we need to take off so that we could actually have some drinks served”
0:39:17 Podesta on e-mails “purported to be from my account”, Kaine on possibility of manipulation,
Donna Brazile: “we protect the sanctity of our electoral process”, not opening anything “postmarked from Russia”; Palmieri on anti-Catholic message: “I don’t recognize that e-mail”, stern
Megyn Kelly calls out Democrats for not apologizing, “love you, mean it”; Family Research
Council guy on Democrats’ disdain for the truly religious; “globalist atheists”
0:50:22 White House spokeshole on Russian Компромат and Маскировка; Putin: “is that important,
who did it?”, Roger Stone tweet “in what CNN believes he meant to say, quote, trust me, it
will soon be Podesta’s time in the barrel”; Fox News: “increasingly obvious” Russia is involved
with “false leads and fake stories”; Lavrov defuses tensions: “so many pussies around your
presidential campaign on both sides”; bogus “bucket of losers” meme
1:01:58 FoB Friends of Bill bombshell from Judicial Watch FOIA, $10bn from USAID, Korean garment
manufacturer Sae-A’s Haiti factory, Cheryl Mills’ Black Ivy Group, Bill: “I’m sure we made
a few mistakes, but waaay more good than harm was done” (CotD); Kirby to Matt Lee: “we
looked into this when ABC was workin’ this story”, no evidence of “preferential treatment”
1:11:28 Tom Llamas on Trump “shackles have been taken off me” tweet, “disloyal Republicans”,
McCain to write in Lindsey Graham; Trump to O’Reilly: McCain has “never heard salty
language before”, Trump: “McCain will be there, they’ll all be there”; backs turned on thirdparty pledge, JCD: “they lied”; Trump: “believe me, the last space I want to invade, is her
space”, “sinister deal” with Paul Ryan at Boy Scout event
1:18:30 Vermin Supreme: “I have no intention of keeping any promise that I make”
1:20:00 Producer Segment: Scott McKenzie’s new The Great American Shoe Throwing
1:42:29 Democracy Now: Doug Band e-mails calls Chelsea a “spoiled brat”; O’Reilly: networks saying
“if you support Trump your career is done here”; Fox Business News’ Varney on “hand in
glove” media collusion with Podesta; Amy Goodman: “Trump’s Taj Mahal” shuts down
1:53:10 Putin’s “Russians come home”, Steve Israel Russian hacking non-sequitur, Trump’s “tepid”
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1:58:50

2:11:47
2:19:16
2:22:15
2:23:40
2:27:02
2:33:13
2:47:51

2:55:26

3:06:13

NATO support “alarms a number of Eastern European-Americans”; Robbie Williams’ Party
like a Russian, Apple Pay’s Russia launch
Anthropology as “appropriation of other people’s cultures for my own academic benefit”;
Kansas University safe space meeting, “I graduate with a great deal of debt while my white
counterparts do not”, “from now on you will refer to xem as xay because that is the appropriate
thing to do when you are above the age of fucking twelve!”, “we can take it from you, that’s
what y’all failin’ to realize”, “white fragility”, “I’m not retreating, I’m making myself safe and
comfortable”, “yes you admit that it was horrible but what are you doing to change it?”
Jeremy Corbyn on working people worried about “shambolic Tory Brexit”, “shambollocks”;
Syrian bomb plotter hangs himself in Leipzig jail despite “round the clock surveillance”
Millennial vasectomy parties, werenothavingababy.com, car showers
Obama on being “literally” demonized, “said we smell like sulfur”, “thank you Satan”
USS Mason fired on over several days with Houthi “cruise missiles”
Small plane crash in Hartford investigated as intentional by Jordanian student pilot, ACC
finds little activity on aviation boards, visa type oscillation, FBI raids
Donation Segment: What Will We Do With a Drunken Donor jingle
Roberto Duterte promises “gallons of gallons of epithets” for those he does not respect; RussiaTurkey gas pipeline deal sealed; Syrian Civil Defense “White Helmets” funded by USAID, “the
United States has never implemented a no-fly zone with regime change coming afterwards”
New York Post implies Trump is a pedophile; Anonymous refers to video of Bill Clinton raping
13 year-old girl; new lawsuit alleges both Trump and Bill are rapists; Project Veritas secretly
records NYC election commissioner: “certain neighborhoods in particular, they bus people
around to vote”, “Chinese too”; JCD: “we need Hillary in a screaming fit”
Snowden’s Shailene Woodley live streams arrest at Indigenous Peoples’ Day pipeline protest
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Wordy Durd

(2016-10-09)

0:00:00 ACC: “The straightest, cis-est, whitest person you can find!” (2:55:40)
0:00:38 Columbus Day vs Indigenous Peoples’ Day; ACC & TtK in E 58th Street Airbnb; early start at
academic conferences; Photoshopped Airbnb picture; the Napster era of social media, sharing
innovation ruined by Silicon Valley and government, ACC pervy Dutch hitchhiking experience
0:12:09 ACC’s experiences at the Newhouse School Radio and Audio Summit; November audio release
0:26:15 Jarl Mohn story on taking almost a month to transition to “NPR news live”, mentions ACC
four times in presentation, “Legislative Dish”, value for value and numerology, $1bn foundation
0:36:52 Army Chief of Staff Milley: “we will beat you harder than you have ever been beaten before”;
Stephen Cohen: “new and much more dangerous Cold War with Russia” on three fronts; Josh
Earnest refuses to “take any options off the table”; JCD on Weekly Standard’s poor editing;
RT on US mistakes and failures, “it is as if all the talk of peace has been forgotten”
0:48:53 Assad Danish TV interview: targeting hospitals would give militants “social incubator”; Kerry
invokes war crimes, US drone strike kills 15 civilians, ACC: “that’s not a war crime, that’s
calculus”; Assad compares “moderate rebels” to unicorns, US activities “illegal”, embargo
effects, troubles started with Qatar, constitution-mandated “mission” to retake country
1:04:12 Producer Segment: spreadsheet borked up
1:07:22 350.org’s May Boeve on Hurricane Matthew: “unequivocal reason to know that these kinds
of storms are made worse by climate change”; Horowitz reports no storm surge in Fort Lauderdale; Shep Smith: “this storm will kill you”, “there’s a wordy durd in there”; Dominican
Republic ignored when Haiti gets hit; Haitian ambassador: let’s avoid another relief “disaster”;
Hurricane Sandy election “coincidence”, 1952 Disney weather manipulation program
1:18:48 New WikiLeaks transcripts conveniently interrupted by Pussygate, Obama “ribs and pussy”,
PBS backgrounder, three Jane Doe rape cases against Trump; Tim Kaine: “it makes me sick
to the stomach”, De Niro: “I’d like to punch him in the face”; “Bill Clinton is a rapist” meme
1:33:21 State senator’s 15-year-old daughter Brennan Leach asks Hillary body image question, Michael
Smerconish: “are you an actress?”, Hillary-bot cadence, Dana Loesch: “when I was Brennan’s
age … I was learning all about oral sex from Hillary Clinton’s husband” (CotD)(TCS)
1:43:38 Trump Playboy “scandal”, vague Dakota Access Pipeline ties; dropping out of race meme back;
Clinton Foundation’s new four-star rating; “sexual assault” meme; Ana Navarro: “don’t tell
me you’re offended when I say pussy but you’re not offended when Donald Trump says it!”
1:59:51 Podesta e-mails: “open border policy”, Fox News: Sanders supporters “bucket of losers”;
administration “public shaming statement” for Russia; JCD: smokescreen for Democratic vote
rigging; Comey reveals voter registration “scanning activities”, CNN cyber sound effects
2:15:27 Cheryl Mills & Heather Samuelson immunity deal, laptops with classified information as government property, destruction despite outstanding FOIA lawsuits and congressional investigations; Gen. Smedley Butler “gangster for capitalism” reading
2:22:09 Advertisers dropping Glenn Beck due to Media Matters intervention
2:27:35 Donation Segment: TtK meets Tomi Lahren
2:33:28 Ezekiel Emanuel squabbles with Fox News over Obamacare horror stories, “risk corridors”
2:41:56 EU tells British press not to identify terrorists as Muslims, Mo Ansar: media “beholden to
racist interest”; CAIR accuses Southwest of racial profiling; Canadian Bill C-16 to protect
gender identity; University of Toronto pronoun demonstrator: “a transmasculine person …
talking to transphobes is never safe” (CotD), LGBTQ+, “straightest, cis-est, whitest”
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Delay or Avoid

(2016-10-06)

0:00:00 JCD: “The blimp has landed.” (2:49:53)
0:00:36 JCD’s Confucius Say to continue until Show 1000; early for ACC’s New York trip
0:02:12 Vice presidential debate: Kaine trips JCD’s gaydar; MSNBC crowd’s “nooo!” for “do you feel
connected to” Hillary; Kaine power move, “I was in Virginia” on 9/11 interruption; “we will
work together in whatever roles we inhabit”, moderator calls time on Pence e-mail talk
0:12:03 NSA contractor arrested, no mention of hacking tools in criminal complaint; Andrew Napolitano agrees with Bill Binney on NSA doing DNC hack, “I can’t imagine the NSA feeding
Julian Assange this information, could you?”, Napolitano: “yes ”; Guccifer 2.0 claims access
to Clinton Foundation, “Pay for Play” folder, plagiarized from earlier release, Scott Adams
calls hoax, correlation between TARP payouts and donations; Sarbanes-Oxley and Wells Fargo
0:32:30 Assange “October surprise” a complete dud, ACC: “pussy!”, Hillary on droning comment: “I
don’t recall any joke”; Dr. Kilari Paul on Hillary’s 2008 election grudge against Gaddafi
0:37:06 ABC edits out Hillary punchline; Bill Clinton on Obamacare enrollees’ “premiums doubled
and their coverage cut in half”, Morning Joe: Bill the “cool president”, “at some point they
gave Joe Biden an iPod and earphones and put him on a plane and flew him around”; Barbara
Boxer reinterprets Bill’s words, “risk carters” fund, “not defensive” about need to fix it
0:50:26 Gayle King: “Jon Stewart seemed to make such an effort to be nonpartisan”, Samantha Bee:
“we have one shot to get Hillary elected do the show, ”do we need to“ know the real Hillary
0:54:01 Biden: “Bernie Sanders’ net worth is more than mine, I have less money than a socialist”;
DoJ moves to dismiss case against arms dealer to Libya Marc Turi to avoid election publicity
0:58:05 Producer Segment: Bytes & Blades; No Agenda animated series
1:20:09 ACC’s new physical service bell vs noise gate, “from now on it’s part of my rig”
1:21:43 Distraction of the Week: Kim Kardashian robbed in Paris; illegal to publish Trump tax return,
Daily Beast’s David Cay Johnston: “huge discounts on his loans” was income; Amy Goodman:
“now you have to wonder if Trump had the money to pay them at all, right??”
1:34:49 Hurricane Matthew: “it’s not hype, it’s real”; Obama: Paris Agreement “will help delay or
avoid some of the worst consequences of climate change”, South by South Lawn; Britain not
signatory due to Brexit; DiCaprio introduces Obama, hypes Before the Flood documentary,
“the scientific consensus is in, and the argument is now over”, deniers “do not believe in facts”
1:46:32 US MSF hospital bombing anniversary; EU €$1.3bn per year to return refugees to Afghanistan;
Cameron blamed for violence against immigrants due to “swarm of people” comment; European Commission against Racism and Intolerance blames British press, “more rigorous training” for reporters; Ofcom updates oﬀicial profanity list, Russell Brand on Queen’s real surname
Saxe-Coburg-Gotha: “she might as well have been called Mrs. Bratwurst-Kraut-Nazi”
2:02:41 Michael Savage shut off in New York and then nationwide for discussing Hillary’s health
2:04:46 Donation Segment
2:12:38 Replacement Samsung phone ignites on Southwest flight; UKIP’s Steven Woolfe collapses after
“altercation”; Duterte: “Mr. Obama, you can go to Hell”; Air France fuel flap Allah akbar
2:21:19 Josh Earnest: “I think everybody’s patience with Russia has run out”; Victoria Nuland in
Moscow; Ray McGovern blames Israel; Baba Vanga WWIII prophesy
2:28:19 Yuan becomes IMF reserve currency, JCD predicts bond market collapse
2:40:13 Radio and Audio Summit panel strategy discussion; breaking news: JCD blimp landing
2:52:10 Hospital charges $39.35 for neonatal “skin-to-skin contact”
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Wall of Phlegm

(2016-10-02)

0:00:00 JCD: “Nauuuuuuugh!” (1:12:29)
0:00:34 Wikileaks to release video; Alec Baldwin as Trump on SNL, somewhat critical of Hillary
0:05:44 The View on Hillary trashing Bill’s various squeezes, Joy Behar: “go Latina on us now!”,
Sunny Hostin: Flowers & Lewinsky “broke girl code”, Hillary “is a human being”
0:11:13 Committee on Presidential Debates admits Trump microphone problem; Trump’s low lectern,
Hillary’s lectern light, bouncing Parkinson’s finger
0:19:20 Kimmel Liewitness News on fictional Trump tax returns, “farmer” occupation; USA Today &
The Economist pro-Hillary globalism, Star Trek open letter; Priyanka Chopra to Kelly Rippa
on getting good seat at Global Citizen Festival: “I could”; ACC’s Formula 1 paddock passes
0:32:30 Morning Joe “Trump is right” about US-Mexico border; doctor offers male Hillary voters free
testosterone test; Hillary “powers through” Florida “wall of phlegm”; Washington Free Beacon
interleaves Hillary and Kathy Bates from Misery; “leggo your Eggo” recall news medley
0:44:50 New York Times publishes Trump’s 1995 tax return, $916M loss from his “financial wreckage”,
“lucrative” net operating loss deduction; Bob Zmuda: Andy Kauffman is now Donald Trump
0:49:26 Judicial Watch’s Chris Farrell on Hillary e-mails and 18 U.S.C. §793(f): “intent is not an
element of the crime”, “Mr. Comey is lying to the American public”
0:53:38 Amy Goodman: “we’ll have more on Donald Trump & the Cuban embargo later in the barcast”
0:56:25 Catherine Herridge on Clinton staffers retaining immunity even after being caught lying;
Comey: “any kind of immunity comes from the prosecutors, not the investigators”, “active
production immunity”, Mills as Hillary’s lawyer in interview; CIA going “all cloud”
1:03:45 Producer Segment: “oikophobe” globalists
1:14:03 New York banker’s cryptic Deutsche Bank comment; Wells Fargo’s Stumpf congratulated for
uniting parties against him, “you screwed student load holders”, recent $1.2bn fine, “your
problem is coming”, compares to bank robber Robert Holmes, JCD: “the room was packed”
1:25:21 JASTA and Kenneth Feinberg 9/11 compensation fund; Saudi money for My Brother’s Keeper
1:32:47 “Diplomatic row” between Netherlands & Russia over MH17 report; suspect Ukraine’s SBU
on investigation team with veto power; Kirby on “body bags” comment: “those were facts”
1:40:37 Military producers predict large-scale Middle East war; Brennan on “absolutist” ideology,
/kæləfɪt/ pronunciation, “clash of civilizations”; Comey predicts “terrorist diaspora”
1:46:10 Philadelphia only using no-paper-trail voting machines; NewsHour on new state voter database
attacks, potentially deleting records, Ukrainian “fake plate”, nightly “cyber election screening”
1:56:00 USCIS’ León Rodríguez asked about 18% refugees in ISIS prosecutions; Comey on failure to
question Ahmad Rahami in jail; Manhattan’s Carnegie Deli closing
2:05:23 Donation Segment: Trump “jobs, jobs, jobs!”; Bob Dylan The Titles Are A Changin’
2:18:09 Duterte compares himself to Hitler, American “rubble”; oikophobic Dutch toy store ditches
Sinterklaas and Black Pete; JCD on blackface origin, Shuffle Along play; Playboy hijab
2:27:18 World War III on carbon, “we are under attack from climate change”, “the zika virus loaded
like a bomb into a growing army of mosquitoes has shrunk the heads of newborn babies across
an entire continent”; Dr. Fauci on genetically modified mosquitoes
2:33:27 Hoboken train crash update, TSA pushes VIPR vs Obama “no takin’ off your shoes”
2:38:15 Yahoo hack not state-sponsored after all; ICANN transferred; FCC delays cable box standard
2:43:11 India & Pakistan clash in Kashmir, “surgical strikes”, Russia/China arms sales bonanza
2:48:25 Japanese men wearing 16-pound pregnancy vests to encourage them to do more housework
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864

Putin Popularity Poll

(2016-09-29)

0:00:00 ACC: “We… we didn’t give it to him.”
0:00:38 Breaking news: Hoboken train crash, producer’s conductor father: “intentional and possibly
terrorism”, station “guaranteed to have every track end”, perfect debate timing
0:03:29 Presidential debate: Trump water sips, JCD: “she kicked his ass”, JCD on Oakland Raiders’
Tim Brown fail; Hillary: “stop and frisk was found to be unconstitutional … in part because
it was ineffective”, “Hilary” on oﬀicial ticket, Brendan Boyle “please look away” tweet
0:14:19 Howard Dean Trump cocaine theory, Morning Joe: “if a Trump surrogate said something like
that…”, Dean doubles down, “no, I don’t think he has a cocaine habit”; missed nose-blowing
opportunity, hand on back power move, ACC: “he could actually rail up and do lines on the
lectern and still probably could be in the race”; Hillary hand signal theory, JCD splices in
“common sense gun safety”; press squeals with delight at Hillary microphone “zinger”
0:25:24 Alicia Machado “surprised” to be debate subject; to concerned Megyn Kelly on eating disorder
timeline: “they manipulate a lot of information about me”, “no more abuse for the girls”
talking point; to Pooper on criminal past: “the point is, that happened twenty years ago”;
Trump in 1997: “some people when they have pressure eat too much, like me, like Alicia”
0:36:40 Sean Penn to Colbert: “social debate”, “or we can just masturbate our way into Hell”; ACC
story about flying to LA with Penn & family; Penn traveling the world because he’s “curious”
0:42:06 Obama: “if you vote for a third party candidate who’s got no chance to win, that’s a vote for
Trump”; producers want more Gary Johnson coverage, Chris Matthews “who’s your favorite
foreign leader” trap, “Aleppo moment”, names Merkel, Palin parallel; Jill Stein debate arrest
0:48:24 State Rep. Teresa Fedor: let’s elect Hillary 49th president; MSNBC invokes Roger Ailes;
Kimmel slowed-down “drunk debate”, Hillary Xanax theory, “Joker smile”
0:55:06 Brennan: “Russia is an adversary in a number of areas”, not working to “enhance US security
interests”, ACC F-Russia Trump ploy theory, CNN lies: “the administration has already said
that they believe that the Russians are behind the tapping into the DNC e-mails etcetera”,
Trump-Putin “bromance”, Putin 85-90% negative in “Putin popularity poll”, pollster skit
1:01:57 Producer Segment: Jackie killed John Kennedy theory
1:19:15 Overridden veto of JASTA Saidi lawsuit bill, empty threat to dump US investments after 28
pages release, Harry Reid the lone holdout, NewsHour backgrounder: “if they had nothing
to do with 9/11 they have nothing to fear”, Jack Quinn and Michael Mukasey squabble over
legal implications, discovery to “make them disclose national secrets, JCD: ”bullshit“
1:39:40 Obama lies about JASTA, believing “another country didn’t do enough to stop one of its
citizens … in engaging in terrorism”, disaster relief in “the Phillipines … or Haiti”, Samantha
Power motorcade example, danger of being “exposed to liabilities for all the work that we’re
doin’ all around the world”, members of Congress “said frankly, we didn’t know what was in
it”, “political vote” lie, British terrorist scenario, “they’ve got some people like the radicals
who are living in our country”, state sponsor of terrorism process; ACC Deutsche Bank, bond
market, and Saudi threat theory, My Brother’s Keeper replacing CGI as Saudi money target
1:50:02 “Army of Consequence” wanting more US advanced weapons laundered through other countries; portable surface-to-air weapons, “everybody knows that at the end the weapons will be
in the hands of the terrorists”; Gayane Chichakyan on manPADs as anti-Russia strategy, asks
about danger to US planes, Kirby: “Russia will continue to send troops home in body bags”
2:01:23 Another MH17 interim report: Russian-made Buk, denunciation by Russia, JCD on absence
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of dog biscuit-shaped holes, Show 636 NEWFIP recap
2:08:45 Chaffetz submits documents for Brian Pagliano contempt of congress; Clinton staffer Paul
“stonetear” Combetta tracked to forum asking how to strip e-mail headers
2:13:24 California Representative Scott Peters reads mysterious names and dates for one minute;
Sheila Jackson Lee on gun violence and “automatic weapons like AK-47s”
2:17:35 Continuing resolution: total salaries for Congress and staff $1.2bn
2:18:52 Donation Segment: JCD requests title change sound or jingle
2:30:30 Supreme Court OKs DoJ single search warrant access to computers across the country, “only
Congress can put the brakes on the plan”; “the oﬀicer must make reasonable efforts to serve a
copy of the warrant … service may be accomplished by any means, including electronic means”,
ACC: “I guess you can tweet ‘em”, equipment “damaged without authorization”
2:38:50 Five suspected ISIS arrested in EU for “spreading propaganda and inciting attacks”; only
5k of 160k relocated in agreement with Turkey; NATO’s Jens Stoltenberg on EU army: “no
contradiction between European defense and strong Atlantic cooperation within NATO”
2:43:28 New York bombing “sidewalk scavengers” identified as Egyptian airline employees; father
Mohammad Rahami: “red check shirt” FBI agent at arrest scene “is the same agent who,
two years earlier, had investigated his son as a possible terrorist and concluded, without
interviewing Ahmad in person, that he was no terror threat” (CotD)
2:48:56 Elon Musk Kickstarter to get cost of moving to Mars down to $200k, ACC: “this guy!”
2:50:27 ABC on South Carolina playground shooting: parents’ cell phones “started burning up”,
“police say the son was homeschooled”
2:53:17 Thoughts & Prayers app fake ad: “cool, there’s been a mass stabbing in New York and my
thoughts and prayers were automatically posted!”, proposed No Agenda Love & Light app
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863

Quantum of Evidence

(2016-09-25)

0:00:00 JCD: “Yeah man, like the sun’s gonna blow up in a billion years if we take a long-term look!”
0:00:39 JCD wants to reprint his Confucius Say book
0:01:19 NWO Global Citizen Festival, globalcitizen.org, Dutch Minister of Foreign Affairs Bert
Koenders: “your phone or a clean toilet?”, JCD: “what is he talking about?”, host Neil Patrick
Harris: “awww shit!”, tote board with “number of lives set to be affected”; UNGA backdrop
0:16:34 Chinese Tiangong-1 space station “out of control”, “that’s encouraging”; House bill authorizes
study of FAA in control of space traﬀic; California U-2 crash
0:20:51 Lindsey Graham to generals: “Russia, did they bomb this convoy?”, Carter: Kerry working
“indefaggotably”, Graham: “is there a plan B?”; US intelligence exchange obstructionism
0:28:32 Brennan and oﬀicials’ non-answers on post-Snowden intelligence sharing at CIA conference,
Australia’s Nick Warner: Snowden “damaged your national security in very significant ways.”
0:31:59 More dcleaks.org documents, including Michelle Obama passport image; ACC on GPGTools
0:37:34 YouTuber: Hillary has “late stage syphilis”; step counts included in event plans; producer
asks Dr. Drew insider, comments intended to end show; Dr. Drew & Dr. Robert Heisinger on
pneumonia from “right middle lobe infiltrate”, “I’m not gonna say it, people would freak out”
0:44:32 Obama vetoes Saudi lawsuit bill, recent insincere speech to 9/11 victims’ families; Saudi
Arabia to cut production if Iran’s is frozen; RT on threatened $750bn asset dump
0:51:19 500M Yahoo accounts hacked by a “state-sponsored actor” in 2014, JCD: “prison!”
0:52:58 California prison videoconferencing bill; underage sexting allegations for Anthony Weiner
0:56:17 Gary Johnson’s “be insane to get coverage” strategy: speaking with tongue stuck out, “in
billions of years the sun is going to actually grow and encompass the earth … so global warming
is in our future” (CotD), JCD on powerful new weed strains, (opening 1:02:56)
1:03:11 Kratom update (bogus Boston Tribune reversal story), more producer feedback
1:09:12 Producer Segment: noagendafacebag.com
1:36:58 Condescending CNN on Kasich question: “Trans-Pacific Pipeline is on the agenda for him
today, and not the birther issue” (CotD); Jeffrey Toobin on racist code word “law and order”,
base “sick and tired of African-Americans trying to get political power in this country”
1:41:31 Fox News on Charlotte video: “we are working on editing those tapes for air”; handgun and
blunt distraction; MSNBC “quantum of evidence”; Larry Elder on Tulsa shooting and racism
claims: “blacks are running the institution”; out-of-state Charlotte protesters
1:52:07 Debate wrangling; M.D. producer: Trump 250 pounds; Scott Adams’ Trump switch over estate
tax a hatred magnet; estate tax and elaborate family trusts
1:58:22 France & Germany pushing for Brussels-based EU army “European External Action Service”;
NATO “duplication of effort” meme-fest; “worldwide mess” if US botches ICANN handoff
2:07:14 Operation Mockingbird; DoJ approves FBI impersonating journalist to bomb threat student
2:12:46 Facebag inflates video view numbers; Dame Francine explains online advertising scams
2:20:32 Producer Segment: “Crovados” brandy, rose petal liqueur
2:37:50 Lt. Col. Robert Maginnis on The Jim Bakker Show: “demonic forces” in Washington
2:41:45 ACC reads from Industrial Society and its Future on leftist “oversocialization”
2:48:45 Filipinos protest Marcos hero’s burial, Duterte “fuck the EU”; Mexico smuggling seasons
2:51:35 Applause for Hillary’s Snapchat and messages “disappear all by themselves” comment
2:55:20 JCD on infused vodka: Costco Kirkland is Grey Goose, “searing” Thai chili vodka
3:00:54 Bono’s Trump “turn your country into a casino” comment a concert marketing ploy
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862

Otherizing

(2016-09-22)

0:00:00 JCD: “Directors, directors, directors!” (1:53:26)
0:00:35 Charlotte riots over Keith Scott police shooting; Fox journalist: flashbangs “designed to terrori… to chase the crowd back”, reporter caught in tear gas, “oh, my eyes!”, ACC on scene skit;
hot mic on live stream, “that was great, dude, literally it blew up right over your shoulder!”
0:09:34 Rumors of staged green screen Hillary speeches, “crazy eyes” videos, odd contact lenses
0:12:53 Milan CEO Heather Bresch excoriated in Congressional hearing, Dr. Scott DesJarlais: “do
you have a guilty conscience about any of this?”; Stephen Lynch: “what’s the VA payin’?”;
Lacy Clay: “have you ever seen an individual have a seizure?”; Bresch “unprecedented” meme
0:26:13 DEA to put Mitragyna speciosa “kratom” on Schedule I, OxyContin alternative, 130k We the
People petition responses; ACC to run some tests; MGM-16 from 7-hydroxymitragynine
0:33:30 Harvard and MIT sued for ADA compliance in online courses
0:35:58 Alleged New York bomber Ahmad Rahami interviewed by FBI, “they cannot leave these
people on the radar indefinitely” meme; presidential debate timing; JCD on trip to Pakistan
and “crazy wives”; Tumblr “manifesto”; FBI seeking suitcase scavengers; finder thought bomb
was “kinetic sculpture”; Cuomo: “it’s reducing the anger through dialogue”
0:48:40 Lester Holt to moderate debate; Trump almost gets “highest duty” right; Hillary postpones
fundraiser with $33k “host reception”; Hillary video flub: “my dad was a small business”,
right-to-work; House candidate Charlie Crist gets laugh for “I believe that she is honest”
0:58:04 Bono to Charlie Rose: “America is an idea … bound up in justice and equality for all”,
shouldn’t let Trump “turn your country into a casino”; JCD calls fake on Monmouth University
poll memo; Adam Corolla unable to get Dr. Drew on podcast to talk about pneumonia;
savetheday.vote anti-Trump “shit-ton of famous people” video, “racist, abusive coward”
1:10:02 Producer Segment: Marc Perkel cancer and business handoff; Spamhaus extortion
1:25:59 Donald Trump Jr.’s Syrian refugee Skittles tweet, The Intercept on anti-Semitic Der Giftpilz
book; Kirby to Fox & Friends on 100k refugees in 2017: “I would’t debate the fact that there’s
the potential for ISIS terrorists to try to insert themselves”
1:33:50 Snowden pardon without conviction a possibility under Supreme Court Ex parte Garland
ruling; Schick v. Reed and treason; James Woolsey: charge him with treason and hang him
1:40:48 Obama at UN on “giving up some freedom of action”; Paris Agreement as trade deal; CNBC
compares Brexit and elections, Brit Hume: bookies favor Hillary
1:48:34 Hypocritical Washington Post editorial board throws Snowden under the bus
1:52:10 JCD: too many director categories at Emmys; Jill Soloway: “topple the patriarchy!”, backstage:
Trump is “otherizing people”, Jeffrey Tambor: “ditto, ditto, ditto”
2:01:55 Justin Trudeau declares poverty “sexist”; $140M in gold smuggled from Royal Canadian Mint
2:04:42 Miss America 2016: Arkansas the winner, Maryland can’t sing, Texas the baton twirler;
questions on “immigration debate”, Matt Lauer, Colin Kaepernick, Gretchen Carlson and
workplace equality; New York gets Trump question, Arkansas runs over on Hillary
2:23:17 Donation Segment
2:29:16 Bruce Springsteen on his bout of depression (CotD); coloring therapy on campus, JCD on
Mimi’s The Scream sculptures; art market devaluation
2:38:31 New Jersey solar panel “giveaway”, ABC News: new heat record; JCD: mudflats still there
2:41:01 Russia blamed for attack on Syria relief convoy; Amal Clooney all-in on Assad prosecution
2:49:43 Reverend Manning: “God’s gonna put a cancer in the butthole of every sodomite!” (TCS)
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861

Hate Crime Manager

(2016-09-18)

0:00:00 JCD: “And that is very thinning.” (1:36:17)
0:00:33 JCD fakes eating a giant bug, “tastes like poop”
0:02:18 New Jersey charity race explosion; pressure cooker bomb in Chelsea, witness at “vegetonian”
burrito place, National Guard “happened to be in the area for training”; MSNBC bitches
about Trump use of “bomb”; body double shoulder switching feedback; Hillary: “I’ve been
briefed about the bombings”, reporter immediately asks for reaction to Trump’s “bomb”
0:14:39 Rachel Maddow on Katy Tur’s “stage is falling apart”, news gods “definitely do write poetry”;
Jake Tapper: “and then he said Hillary Clinton started birtherism – not true”; Maddow: “he
crumbled, he collapsed, he caved”; NBC “falsely accused” meme; NBC SurveyMonkey poll:
“more than eight in ten Democrats believe the President was born here”; calls for apology
0:32:51 Ashleigh Banfield distressed by Trump’s MSM hostility; RT on dwindling trust for media
0:36:34 Politico’s Ben Smith explains Hillary campaign birtherism origins; Morning Joe cognitive
dissonance fest; campaign manager Patti Doyle on staffer e-mail, “we let that person go”;
Sidney Blumenthal’s role; John Avlon: “conspiracy entrepreneur” Trump “lied while telling
the truth”; Pastor Scott: “it was not racial, it was political”, “the Canadians aren’t offended”
over Cruz; “we just lost Brianna Keilar”; Chris Matthews “am I supposed to stop talking?”
0:52:10 Bill Clinton to Trevor Noah: emotional “she wanted to go to the 9/11 ceremony”; CGI meeting
scheduled for UN General Assembly, shutting down amid sponsor pullouts
1:04:17 Producer Segment: Harry’s vs Gillette, JCD razor and wine downgrade theory
1:27:49 Former Haitian senate president Bernard Sansaricq rails against Clintons at Trump event: “a
week later … Clinton revoked my visa”, Digicel takeover, drug money in “cornflakes boxes”;
economic hit man: Hillary very cold, Trump 300 pounds
1:37:57 Possible new Hillary body double photo; Nancy Pelosi: “he’s not gonna be president”, warns
about third-party candidates; Obama: low black turnout a “personal insult”; Harry Reid:
CNN pays for “cheap polls”; Debbie Wasserman Schultz lies about 2000 Florida outcome
1:48:49 DHS “late start” in election security, Donna Brazile to Brolf: CrowdStrike “imme-iately after”
DNC attack, “be caweful of what links you turn on”, Rand Beers & Aneesh Chopra
1:56:24 Documents from WADA hack now include British athletes, “Fancy Bears” group
2:01:45 Kerry-Lavrov Syria ceasefire report punctuated by gunfire B-roll; Samantha Power “oops”
over airstrike on Syrian military, Security Council meeting a Russian “stunt”
2:08:48 Jason Chaffetz demands unredacted Clinton e-mails from FBI’s Jason Herring: “you don’t
get to decide what I get to see, I get to see it all”, “you are hereby served” subpoena; McCain
questions generals on sequestration effects, classic Feinstein impending attack clip
2:17:31 Donation Segment
2:25:35 Rodrigo Duterte: “I will kill all of you who make the lives of Filipinos miserable” (CotD),
Duterte accused of directing death squad, “feeding a victim to a crocodile”
2:28:48 Kiev Russian embassy fireworks attack; US special forces run out of Syrian town by FSA
2:33:00 Bratislava meeting over EU “existential crisis”, Renzi pulls out of press conference; German
protests over TTIP and CETA; French opération Ronce; Bruges beer pipeline
2:42:35 South Park national anthem solution: commission J.J. Abrams; Arabic shouting B-roll
2:45:16 SJW MRU student: Trump hat is hate speech; Nottingham “hate crime manager” on misogyny
2:49:42 Ted Cruz video opposing NWO ICANN giveaway, balance on next show
2:52:40 Trump hat SJW writes: “I’m ready for some LOUD AF language of LOVE”, JCD: “psycho!
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Power Through

(2016-09-15)

0:00:00 ACC: “Do not tweet this!” (1:28:00)
0:00:34 JCD on ACC’s Night Attack appearance: “you’re smokin’ dope right off the beginning”,
Tourette’s control, chatroom “Curry has zika!”; ACC awed by Vive VR system
0:08:19 Colin Powell e-mails on dcleaks.com “with ties to Russian intelligence”, Trump “national
disgrace and international pariah”, “racist” birthers; Chris Hayes ties Guccifer 2.0 to Russia,
JCD: “the guy’s in jail!”, Tim Kaine’s phone number released, Donna Brazile blames Trump
0:17:11 Gayane Chichakyan on Simone Biles and Williams sisters’ medical waivers for banned drugs
0:20:03 Don Lemon: Powell “had to throw a mini-tantrum at a Hamptons party” over Hillary e-mail;
Powell on Hillary’s health and Clinton dislike of Obama; Powell on blame for Benghazi; Gen.
Michael Flynn buttslams Powell: “I’ve actually been called worse things by my little sister”
0:31:54 James Woolsey joins Trump campaign; CIA “pencil pushers”; Trump’s 88 top brass supporters
0:35:52 ABC boosts Trump’s Ohio poll numbers, political speech stopped by Flint pastor; Trump
medical records on upcoming Doctor Oz Show, Hillary doctor: “excellent mental condition”
0:44:25 Hillary’s 9/11 collapse, Brit Hume on misleading mainstream headlines; MSNBC hosts’ lies:
“the weather has been horrific”, “a little bit wobbly”, “it could happen to anybody”, Fox
News: “it was 75 degrees at the time”; Gloria Borger: “for those who believe in conspiracy
theories, they’re still gonna believe in conspiracy theories”, Hillary’s “big incident in the Fall”
0:56:55 CBS edits “purely for time” Bill Clinton’s “frequently, not frequently, rarely” to Charlie Rose;
Hillary calls in to Pooper, Fox News “power through” meme montage
1:09:36 Pooper propagates CBS Bill edit; Scott Adams paruresis shy bladder theory, JCD story about
Adams speech postmortem; Hillary: “only twice that I can recall”, “a few times”, “I did
lose my balance for a minute”, Chuck Schumer’s pneumonia; only four Secret Service agents,
Rubenstein Agency’s Christine Falvo, anti-seizure Zeiss Z1 blue lenses
1:21:37 Hillary’s body double, ACC: “women do not switch shoulders for their shoulder bag, never!”
1:29:32 Producer Segment: Magic: the Gathering; ACC’s John Holden persona
1:51:05 WABC “breaking news about Hillary Clinton’s death”, MSM dead candidate contingency plan
stories, “Fowler, who has backed President, who has backed Hillary Clinton” (CotD)
1:56:13 Trump supporter punches protester at North Carolina rally; Josh Earnest on Obama’s TrumpPutin comparisons, Earnest asked why Obama doesn’t get Trump’s tax documents directly
from IRS (CotD); Republican push to impeach Koskinen
2:05:14 Hillary arrest theory, poison theory, Parkinson’s theory, “bag of pee” theory
2:09:58 Unreliable Washington Post reporter on PBS delves into Trump Foundation, $3.3 “most money
it has ever had” vs $5M from Vince McMahon; Guidestar platinum rating for Clinton Foundation, outrage from Progressive 127, ACC: “white gay guy Hillary channel”
2:18:17 Hacker Deric Lostutter faces 16 years in prison for exposing rape by Steubenville high school
football players; soccer player Megan Rapinoe on kneeling for national anthem, ambiguous
First Amendment reference; lawyer note: flag code is a suggestion
2:26:07 ACLU Snowden Presidential pardon campaign, Josh Earnest: no conviction, Snowden trailer
2:29:56 Wells Fargo division head Carrie Tolstedt’s $124M retirement package
2:31:17 Donation Segment: JCD on visa headaches in US-Brazil travel; need title change jingle
2:42:07 Juncker calls for EU military; JCD on the four EU presidents; Northern European heat wave
2:47:55 Crazy Eddie dead at 68; Austin’s secret Apple campus, chip designers in Texas
2:50:23 Netanyahu’s “ethnic cleansing”, Trudeau: “inappropriate”; $40bn aid package, 33 F-35 aircraft
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Army of Conquest

(2016-09-11)

0:00:00 JCD: “Heyyy, you got any Jack Daniels?” (1:49:14)
0:00:48 Breaking news: Hillary’s Ground Zero “medical episode”, “appeared to faint”, lost shoe, JCD:
“does anybody even consider the possibility that she was plastered?”; nice distraction from
“basket of deplorables”; Hillary hate compilation, “if you’re white you’re a racist” jingle;
Stephanie Cutter: “her only mistake was that she described half of his supporters that way”
0:15:00 Louie Gohmert: Hillary “mentally impaired”; anesthesiologist Ted Noel opines Parkinson’s
0:18:36 North Korean celebrity news reader Ri Chun-hee, tearful Kim Jong-il death announcement
0:21:35 Producer passes on Secret Service “further complications”; bogus Hillary father praying story;
Tim Kaine to Rose: “it’s very clear that the Russians were behind the DNC attack”, NixonTrump impeachment meme, Charlie Wilson’s War and Russia hate; Brolf to Rand Paul on
reducing Yemen bombing role: “significant loss of jobs and revenue” (CotD)
0:32:37 Saudi Arabia 9/11 lawsuit bill, Josh Earnest reiterates veto excuse, empty Saudi bond dumping
threat, JCD: “this is really just Obama caving to the Saudis”; TtK introduced to Building 7;
NYPD “ramping up” security, “make no mistake about it … no credible or specific threat”
0:46:07 Morning Joe fails to catch “former head of the KGB” Putin meme; death of Greta Friedman
from “iconic” staged V-J Day photo, ACC on multiple takes photographing women
0:51:49 Anger at Matt Lauer over Commander-in-Chief forum lack of fact-checking; Joy Reid talks over
and cuts off David Malpass on “pay-for-play”; Ed Schultz now at RT hating on Hillary, JCD:
“this guy’s just a mercenary”; Larry King portrayed as Russian stooge for Trump interview,
Ora Media RT contract; Trump cut off, King: “such is life in the big leagues”
1:05:38 Gary Johnson’s “and what is Aleppo”; NYT geography retractions; Johnson on The View
1:12:10 Producer Segment
1:16:21 Hillary’s backwards fall; National Enquirer Matt Lauer cocaine story; David Brooks on NBC
forum performances: “I thought they both lost”, “a little piece of my soul died”, perplexed by
Trump’s taking Iraqi oil comment and polls tightening
1:22:17 McCain asks Ash Carter about “Army of Conquest”; RT on Turkey supplying al-Nusra
1:26:58 Chelsea Clinton’s MKULTRA “looove” non-answer about Hillary being bad-mouthed; sniﬀing
Bill Clinton on “the coal people” blaming Democrats; photo of Trump & Bill golfing with
babes; Trump to ABC on releasing medical records: “I think I will do that”
1:35:23 Dutch 5% tax on royalties, new ATA directive sets it to 10%; Putin’s driver killed in freak
accident; fluctuating oil prices; CitiGroup oil trader: let’s have more Algiers meetings
1:42:05 Mike Pence on Putin as stronger leader than Obama, Hillary: “scary”
1:43:07 NewsHour on Dakota Access Pipeline worries over water contamination, producer feedback
1:50:08 Admiral James Lyons’s Benghazi kidnapping operation; Trump’s 88 military higher-ups
1:54:52 Afghanistan presence to “prevent another 9/11”; “as it happened” coverage and Building 7
1:56:41 Alex Jones rants about EU Pedobears; Jones-Maddow feud; Beck’s Tomi Lahren, NYPD Blue
2:00:15 Phyllis Schlafly dead at 92, NewsHour ignores her opposition to Equal Rights Amendment
2:05:34 Donation Segment: sub7zero’s Opus format RSS feed; ACC’s Night Attack appearance
2:17:53 High school athletes kneeling national anthem protest; ACC auditions possible replacements
2:34:08 Up in arms over yet another North Korean nuke test; “deliverable nuclear weapon” in a decade;
JCD outraged at Picasso’s Guernica at UN
2:42:16 Congress squabbles over Planned Parenthood and zika funding; public-domain anthem
2:47:19 No arrests in Wells Fargo racketeering scheme, 5300 fired, ACC: “where’s Pocahontas?”
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Bite Work

(2016-09-08)

0:00:00 ACC: “Nononononononononononononono!” (2:19:46)
0:00:33 Frits Spits, master of the opening line
0:01:49 Hillary’s “Cleveland cough”, blames Trump allergy, low pollen count, green lozenge goo in
glass, JCD: “it’s how she reproduces”, Revelation 16:13 “three unclean spirits like frogs”; new
campaign plane; YouTuber: “I’ve been attacking Hillary Clinton with magic”
0:16:49 CNN “Essential Hillary/Trump” profiles, Hillary’s concussion ignored over commercial break,
on 2008 meltdown “don’t tell anybody” she’s human; new e-mail excuse at Commander-inChief forum: “classified material has a header”, “this is verified in the report” lie, guest to
Megyn Kelly: “the way it got there was that she and her staff took the headers off”
0:24:26 New redacted aide theory: well-connected Ambassador to Jordan Alice Wells
0:26:54 Hillary “just respectfully” or “disrespectfully”, small apparent earpiece, 2009 Wikileaks “did
you take your earpiece” e-mail from Huma; “we came, we saw, he died” e-mail from Blumenthal
0:33:07 Trump walks into NBC trap on military rape, Matt Lauer quotes “what did these geniuses
expect putting men and women together”; Women in Need CEO Christine Quinn gets her own
CNN eye-rolling box, interrupts Mike Rogers with male privilege accusation, Pooper gives her
last word; Lawrence O’Donnell: “luckily MSNBC’s lies… live coverage will continue”
0:44:15 Trump to O’Reilly: “let her release her e-mails, and I’ll release my tax returns immediately”
0:45:49 Gary Johnson’s “gaffe of the century”: “and what is Aleppo?”; Assange: teasers coming
0:50:55 Finance Minister Luis Videgaray fired after G20 statement on US reducing demand for drugs
0:55:39 Gayane Chichakyan on Clinton “turtle theory” for Russian election meddling, Uranium One
Clinton Foundation donation and subsequent sale to Russia; Chaka Khan and sister in rehab
0:59:41 Producer Segment: Buffet’s Clayton Homes and Intuit in Detroit; Hillary call CXP881
1:16:49 UT vs Notre Dame post-game chaos thanks to Über-Lyft ouster, ACC: “it was a disaster”
1:19:44 Dakota Access Pipeline protest by Native Americans American Indians, Amy Goodman on
location, pepper spray and dogs, trainer Jonni Joyce: “what it looked like was a bunch of
alligators at the end of leashes”, “bite work” explained, no Ohio licenses for security work
1:29:00 Martin Kaplan & Norman Lear Center media influence revisited
1:33:24 Oliver Stone on Snowden film and Pentagon sanitization, “CIA has taken over Hollywood”
1:38:07 Tim Kaine “phantom sanctuary cities” debunked by Kansas Secretary of State Kris Kobach,
police “don’t ask” immigration status vs “don’t tell” ICE, counties in fear of ACLU lawsuits
1:43:22 Rodrigo Duterte calls Obama “son of a whore”, subsequent apology; Hillary call EAL3003
1:51:32 Menwith Hill GCHQ facility a US drone base, ACC: “wow, look at all those golf balls!”,
GCHQ “strict legal frameworks”, 2012 protests, ACC on Guilford covert satellite center; JCD:
Snowden seeking extraction; Theresa May on Brexit: “we could have a second referendum”
2:04:55 “Up Front” with podcast networks and advertisers, Marc Maron the rule follower
2:07:05 Donation Segment
2:15:12 David Brooks: no Trump wall, JCD: “I think he may not do anything else but build the wall”
2:19:59 Tech News: Apple event; CVC’s WWWE “Monday Night Buttslam” data overage; crappy
iFixit replacement screen; ACC: “I really wanna have a transmitter on both sides of my head”
2:30:22 Black Lives Matter “climate change impact” protest on London City Airport runway
2:33:25 David L. Phillips on fighting in Jarabulus Syria, ISIS donning FSA uniforms, Rojava
2:41:54 The Nation editor Katrina vanden Heuvel on Hillary’s “new McCarthyism” on Russia
2:43:22 ABC on FDA ban on antibacterial soap agents that “may actually do harm”
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ISIS-Land

(2016-09-04)

0:00:00 JCD: “I can’t do this any more, I’ve already cut off 20 heads, it’s hurting my arm!” (2:24:30)
0:00:34 ACC’s 52nd birthday, Newsletter cake picture
0:01:44 Aufwachen! podcast Greenwald interview, barking dog horde, “the monkey’s here”, “that clip
sucks!” jingle; nude Trump statue expected to fetch $10k
0:08:27 Kerry on terrorism: “perhaps the media would do us all a service if they didn’t cover it quite
as much”, “people wouldn’t know what’s going on”
0:10:24 No stairs for Obama at Hangzhou G20, Susan Rice vs Chinese oﬀicial; last Obama-Xi meeting,
Paris Accords ratified without Congress
0:14:39 New Executive Order: one-year extension to state of emergency with respect to terror threat
0:16:49 RT on makeover for “Hang Jew”, vermin elimination and factory shutdowns
0:18:40 “Stop wearing white” Labor Day and labor unions
0:19:18 Long weekend FBI report on Hillary interview notes, leanerreport.com, “Clinton could not
recall” litany, staff smashing mobile devices with hammers; Brooke Baldwin: “fact-check that
for me, on the fly”, ACC: “the BlackBerry’s not working, get me a new BlackBerry!”; PBS
on ignorance of drone program classification; handling CIA drone strike e-mails over holidays;
JCD on corporate sexual harassment training courses, “I’m not pointing the finger at anybody”
0:31:31 Kirby struggles not to answer on Hillary security briefing; “we came, we saw, he died” e-mail
MIA; ABC on Hillary’s unpopularity: “these documents are not going to help on that front”;
JCD on market ups & downs attributed to same cause, Paul Ryan: deny Hillary classified info;
Tim Kaine a poor substitute in press conferences, “she takes the press everywhere she goes”,
272 day hiatus, no journalists on campaign plane; phony narrowing polls sales call; staffers
with rope to keep reporters at bay; “too busy ignoring reporters to insult them”
0:48:06 JCD: Mika Brzezinski “a woman scorned” with 30 new Benghazi e-mails; ACC on former
employee’s lavish lunches with minions; Judicial Watch lawsuit’s 25 written questions under
oath, State Department “e-mail blast address”; 2k more confidential e-mails, Mac Mini server
0:59:52 Mysterious redacted aide name; 2011 attempted “hack” shutdown by Cooper, e-mail account
compromise, 2013 accesses from Tor exit nodes by
account, Patrick Kennedy
1:07:54 Anthony Weiner’s latest incriminating photo from June 2015, held in reserve as distraction,
JCD: “I’d be moving to Idaho and looking for a cabin”
1:12:17 Producer Segment: CAIR at Killing Ed; JCD on anti-CIA Jason Bourne; Max Keiser
1:35:57 11th grade NASCAR wunderkind’s sponsor spiel
1:38:36 Trump black church visit with Reuters “black, blackout!”; Pastor Mark Burns on bigoted
“black community” meme; MSNBC pastor: “Donald Trump has borne bad fruit”, Lee Atwater
“Southern strategy”, If You Don’t Know Me By Now quote
1:47:28 Colin Kaepernick says he’s protesting flag, media says “anthem”
1:54:10 David Oates’ reverse speech theory and “thank you Satan”, JCD unimpressed
2:03:20 KQED: ISIS “linked to climate change”; NewsHour’s Sean Sublette on major hurricane rarity,
IPCC: they won’t “necessarily … become more frequent”, “we do look for the longer-term
trends”; NYT headline: coastal flooding “no longer theoretical”; climate beggars nationwide
2:11:41 Rubblization and rebuilding in Detroit, Bill Clinton on 10k abandoned houses and Syrian
refugees, “six thousand people went from Europe to ISIS-land” and Paris, Syrians in Cleveland
and Dearborn, ACC: “get me another gross of Syrians, please!”; RT on ISIS and French
Revolution parallel; JCD on guillotine “mass production device” and 15-40 French beheadings
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2:26:16 YouTube asserting “brand safe” restrictions; Philip DeFranco “beautiful bastards”
2:30:22 Donation Segment: ACC 52nd birthday donations
2:43:00 Millennial SJW Annaliese Nielsen aghast at Lyft Hawaiian bobble-head, “you didn’t think
about like the pillaging of the like continent of Hawaii”, “you fucking selfish dumbass idiot”, ACC: “we’re doomed”, JCD implicates self esteem movement; in search of No Agenda
maximum fun engagement strategy, sign language; Noodle Boy
2:59:45 South Carolina honeybee collateral damage from zika spraying
3:00:28 Guccifer 2.0 jailed for 52 months; Putin Bloomberg interview, Hillary “content that was
presented to society”; China to build version of Antonov An-225
3:04:49 Apple tax bill exactly matches Irish medical debt, Ireland files appeal
3:06:56 Calais “Jungle” being dismantled, population up to 9k; homeless Italian earthquake survivors
in tents vs migrants in four-star hotels meme deconstructed
3:11:00 ABC on exploding Samsung Galaxy Note 7 just in time for iPhone 7, “a lot of people waiting
for that”
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EU Gougers

(2016-09-01)

0:00:00 JCD: “Yeah, man, where’s the bongos?” (2:34:45)
0:00:32 Margrethe Vestager on Apple’s Irish taxes, MSM $17bn fine meme; Tim Cook : no sweetheart
deal, debunks €50 per million meme, “here is the truth”, “several billion” in US taxes; Jack
Lew outraged, stint as Citigroup COO until 2008; European Commissioner for Competition
responsibilities and state aid under Lisbon Treaty, Dutch nervous; Vestager: “you should
invest because you want to do business, not because that you want to avoid taxes”, Starbucks
& Gazprom deals; JCD Irish fake outrage theory; “Euroland gouging”
0:18:47 Anthony “the beard” Weiner and Huma split up; ACC Weiner CNN interview, Weiner groomed
by Schumer; potential testimony against Huma, ACC: “I’m thinking he should avoid small
aviation, hot tubs, and canoes”; Trump: Weiner “a sleazeball and a pervert”, “she has access
to classified information”; Hillary’s bathrobe dress; ABC “balance” with David Duke robocalls
0:27:38 ACC as television director, JCD story about Tech TV high-energy director, ACC: visit local
news control room, assistant director 15 seconds in future; much-imitated Letterman director
on intercom gag, ACC: “alright already with the love-fest, can we move on, in three, two…”
0:32:58 Trump in Mexico, “he could’ve been hammered by Mexico’s president”, Hillary denounces as
“photo op”, Hillary “not taking questions”, $12M partying in Hamptons, low-energy VFW
speech, terrible hair; Obama & Biden to campaign for her
0:37:45 Trump in Phoenix: “ending the illegal flow of drugs, cash, guns, and people across our border”,
“put the cartels out of business”, ACC Sinaloa deal theory, 24 Sinaloa and 46 mob arrests,
John Gotti’s grandson nabbed; Hillary also invited; Rachel Maddow’s Trump piñata, JCD:
“no bias there!”, Trump “probably the least popular human being on earth among the Mexican
people” not getting a “dressing down”, Jose Diaz-Balart “mysteriously leaked video” theory
0:48:43 Trump on restoring Secure Communities program, 287(g) partnerships deporting jailed illegals, “there’s no brain power in our administration … none, none, none”; Immigration and
Nationality Act, ACC on outrageious DHS fees; MSM just asking who’s paying for the wall
0:57:41 Soros on Trump “landslide” and electoral college loss; JCD on college as wacko insurance
and hurting media in non-swing states; Karl Marx’ writings about slave votes and Civil War;
Soros’ ambiguous “and I don’t do think, actually, she is the one who is the most qualified”
1:09:00 NBC on secret Foreign Denial and Deception Committee tasked with fighting Russian hackers
in election, “Russia is trying to undermine confidence in the election system”, ABC: “election
oﬀicials are hoping that tommor goes off not only without a hitch, but also without a glitch
hack”, Arizona “did upgrade the cybersecurity system”, JCD requests Worst Clip of the Day
jingle; RT on unnamed Washington think tank hacks blamed on Russia by CrowdStrike,
“blame Russia” medley, older “blame China” medley
1:21:25 Trump’s “hands off Middle East” an opportunity for China; Gayane Chichakyan on baseless
accusations by “unnamed oﬀicial” in Arizona and Illinois attacks: “this is the closest we’ve
come to tying the recent hack to the Russian government”, hacked voter records available as
public records in swing states, “the DNC has voter databases of all states”
1:28:49 NBC’s Richard Engel on doping whistleblower Yulia Stepanova on the run after address exposed, “experts say it’s the work of hackers with close ties to Russian intelligence” (CotD)
1:32:13 Producer Segment: Show 491 Michael Shrimpton CotD; gitmolist.org
1:57:24 Krauthamer “there’s no there there”; Mike Pence “less concerned about her bad health as I
am about her bad ideas”, Obama doctor David Scheiner compares “solid muscle” Obama to
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2:05:20
2:07:48
2:13:43
2:17:07
2:20:47

2:31:30
2:35:48
2:44:58
2:49:53
2:50:23
2:54:16

2:58:48

“oldest man to enter the White House” Trump, no mention of smoking, “all the lab results
were positive”, JCD: “HIV positive, and pregnant!”; Dr. Drew on podcast discussing Bill
Clinton’s addictions: “he has all the stigmata of alcoholism”, “he gets parotid enlargement,
he gets rhinophyma, he gets telangiectasias”
US News on election delay or cancellation due to candidate death
JCD Red Book: Star Spangled Banner finished as National Anthem, Colin Kaepernick protest,
“disrespecting the troops” meme, America the Beautiful popular culture gains
ACC describes “pathetic” MTV VMAs, “social media douchebag” hosts, upside-down cross
Canada declares animals “sentient beings”; ACC’s “pet-friendly” apartment
Florida ground stops due to radar power outage, “redundant systems and backup power supplies that seem to trip and they don’t seem to work”; UAL pilots arrested in Glasgow for
drunkenness, turbulence injuries; Southwest engine explosion, plane-ramming; upcoming Sully
movie, JFK gun panic, LAX panic over Zorro with plastic sword
DH Unplugged reference to trio of events: dot-com, Y2K, 9/11 with millennials in perpetual
recession, jobless “beatniks” in Port Townsend
Donation Segment
Lyft Hawaiian bobblehead SJW girl edited audio for next show
300 reindeer killed by lightning strike in Norway, ACC: “I’m thinking directed energy weapon”
Indian tourism minister: do not wear skirt, “advisory” vs “directive”; Polish man beaten to
death in London, “can’t be sort of far away from us all being armed on the streets, really”
No historical ISIS anti-Israel message; Israeli think tank’s Professor Efraim Inbar: “strategic
purpose” for ISIS vs Iran, “I suggest to you to be more careful in assessing ze human rights
policy of Iran”, “zey are supporting a brutal regime of Assad”
Bogus Megyn Kelly firing story on Facebag, JCD: “I’d give her a nine-five easy”, Shannon
Bream’s looks vs Kelly’s; Hillary’s health search results in Google vs other engines, foreign
governments “have expunged words, names, and phrases from search engine results”, ACC
“Donald Trump is” vs “Hillary Clinton is” suggestions
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Burkini Meanie

(2016-08-28)

0:00:00 JCD: (distant) “Hello? No I don’t want your beans!” (2:12:17)
0:00:35 JCD’s new media bigotry Newsletter “Leaner Report”
0:02:28 ABC on Obama’s empty promise of donation to ISIS captive Kayla Muller’s parents’ foundation, Josh Earnest caught off guard; Trump “Hillary is a bigot”, “when Democratic policies
fail, they are left with only this one tired argument: you’re racist, you’re racist, you’re racist”;
Chichakyan debunks Robbie Mook’s accusation Robert Flynn works for “The Russia Times”
0:14:01 Hillary on Alex Jones “paranoid fringe”, “alt-right”; Rachel Maddow on Steve Bannon’s domestic violence, “that ends up being important” lie, “he doesn’t like Jews”; Tom Coburn to
“Chet” Todd: NBC “far-left”; Michael Eric Dyson on “make America great again” as code
0:29:47 Hillary “there’s no there there” meme, Gertrude Stein Oakland reference; Hakeem Jeffries:
Trump “outsourced parts of his campaign to white supremacist groups”; RT on MSM’s cozy
Hillary relations, Putin “grand godfather of this global brand of extreme nationalism” (CotD),
Hillary “insider threat” man on the street, “Teflon Jane”; JCD story about Mimi bumping
into Barbara Streisand’s husband; lame Streisand-Fallon Trump duet
0:46:10 RT Marc “Dr. Doom” Faber: Bill Clinton “will revitalize corruption in America”; Elena
Pinchuk ANTIAIDS Foundation payoff; Planet Money’s Adam Davidson on Slate podcast:
“creepy”, “an elite selling access to the aspirational”, “they have not had a major impact on
Haiti” (CotD), ACC: “big mistake, I would avoid hot tubs, canoes, and small aviation aircraft”
0:56:35 Leonardo DiCaprio DAF Donor Advised Fund Malaysian embezzlement scandal
0:58:44 Trey Gowdy: no FBI questions for Hillary about intent, “what could be more convenient than
just doing a state.gov e-mail address?”, e-mails not deleted for year and a half, cut off
1:01:13 Bernie Sanders apparently shovels campaign leftovers into Our Revolution lobbying outfit
1:03:58 Producer Segment: noagendatorrents.com; JCD: “we do not use Podbean”
1:20:31 Journalistic recount of 2000 Florida ballot, “George Bush actually won”, Jeffrey Toobin on
University of Chicago “even more comprehensive” recount in which “Gore would have won”
1:27:01 “Trump TV” meme, George W. Bush: idiot or evil genius?
1:28:37 Dr. Drew’s show cancelled in wake of Hillary health comments, video removed, apology for
“anonymously-sourced report”; ACC: “we have a spot on the stream for him, for his podcast”
1:38:35 University of Chicago: no trigger warnings or safe spaces; ACC tangles with batshit insane
short female millennial, “you’re a dick!”; ageist Kelly Ward gives McCain “gift of retirement”
1:46:13 Dutch oﬀicials: TTIP dead, CETA Canada-EU deal; Hangzhou G20, mysterious “grand
scheme” with Russia & EEC; Chinese news imitating BBC; Chinese post-Brexit business
opportunities; no Article 50 Parliamentary vote; JCD on Chinese “Prime Directive” in Africa
2:01:48 ISIS atrocities in British Parliament, “she spoke of seeing a two-year-old boy being killed, his
body parts ground down, and then fed to his own mother”, ACC: “this is better than the
incubator story!”; military producer: Hollywood turning on Hillary, 13 Hours Benghazi movie
2:08:35 Today Show picks up on Nice ban: burkinis “designed to give Muslim women more freedom”;
JCD on Berkeley naked parade; ACC on lingerie-buying Muslim women in Harrods; producer:
bikinis allowed on some beaches; JCD story about beer with Saudi prince; CVC Jordan report
2:22:11 Donation Segment: no prostate exam for ACC
2:32:28 CNN tries to explain NPR’s comment shutdown, JCD on Disqus NA promotion
2:41:13 Sheriff David Clarke on blacks and Democrats; ACC on widespread entitlement
2:45:33 JCD on EpiPen and Obamacare insurance scam, idiot CEO’s $19M; NA tip: $50 cash discount
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Premedicated

(2016-08-25)

0:00:00 ACC: “Now it seems… well it seems my voice went up.” (1:11:03)
0:00:33 Obnoxious chatroom spam; JCD demonstrates preprogramming with The Jew cooking show
0:05:08 “Cajun Navy” rescuers risk running afoul of regulatory legislation; producer note on victims’
rescuers threatened with arrest; Bill Nye: “this is the result of climate change, it’s only going
to get worse”, “people will move”, copper wire looting, “levies” in Holland “good for a while”
0:14:04 Diﬀicult People podcaster’s bar, crappy new Amazon shows I Love Dick and The Tick, decent
Jean-Claude Van Johnson; JCD on Woody Allen’s Café Society; JCD refuses Mr. Robot spoiler
0:21:19 Pentagon spokeshole to Barbara Starr on Syrian no-fly zone, “you can label it what you want”;
Seymour Hersh: Erdoğan “completely crazy”, bogus Syrian gas victim count, “false flag”
0:34:18 Entire Russian team banned from Rio Paralympics; retaliatory ISS staff cuts
0:38:09 Hillary to Pooper: “I know there’s a lot of smoke, and there’s no fire”, AP calendar lawsuit;
Elie Wiesel & Muhammad Yunus talking point; Andrea Mitchell “Gates Family”, “the firewall
was not properly defined”; Chris Matthews campaign “influence buying” bullcrap analogy
0:52:06 Charles Ortel on two versions of memorandum of understanding; HIV/AIDS Initiative “hemorrhaging money”, Massachusetts license revoked; apologist James Carville: “the Clintons
never took a nickel out of the Foundation”, CharityWatch “five-star rating”
0:59:09 “People will die” meme; no line item disclosures for HIV drugs; Indian drug maker Ranbaxy’s
untested HIV drugs, 2013 $500M fine, 2013 Fortune article Dirty Medicine, “it’s just blacks
dying”; Ortel on IRS and “business development exercise”; UNITAID airline ticket levy; insider
traders Rajat Gupta and Raj Rajaratnam; Foundation “merchants around misery”
1:11:03 Citizens United FOIA e-mails reveal Dennis Cheng as Clinton “bag man”; Mark Toner dodges
question about Abedin’s clearance and mother’s Islamic studies journal editorship
1:17:25 Producer Segment: no note for JCD on beer at post oﬀice; TtK introduced to David Icke
1:30:32 Trump: Clintons “owe the FBI director their political lives”, “total premedication” flub;
Hillary to Jimmy Kimmel: “take my pulse”, “it just absolutely makes no sense”, pickle-gate
1:43:39 National Archives and Records Administration: whether State Department press briefings
are federal records, tampering is a crime; ambiguous ABC “reality check” on medical records
and Foundation; AP reports half of Hillary’s private citizen meetings were with Foundation
donors, JCD on Bill stepping down “get it while you can” announcement; Hillary’s $50k per
ticket fundraisers; Hersh on NYT board outraged by alternate bin Laden history
2:01:11 Tim Kaine flubs Trump rent “not ask what you can do for your country” punchline; Commission on Presidential Debates CEO Howard G. Buffett, “stacked deck”; Clinton Foundation
president Donna Shalala on orgizational changes: “it would be irresponsible to do all this before she’s elected”; James Grimaldi on comparing lobbying records correlated with meetings
2:13:40 Iranian vessels approach US warship to “just three hundred yards” at “warp speed”
2:15:47 ABC KPT Bryce rendering of new planet; change.org switching to crowdfunding model
2:20:37 Donation Segment
2:29:54 Police forcing French burkini-wearers to disrobe; Nice mayor: no bikinis in Muslim countries,
BBC reporter pushes back: “armed French police forcing Christian nuns to remove their habits
at the beach”; female genital mutilation in Dagestan, Ayaan Hirsi Ali; CVC still in Jordan
2:42:21 FBI Pedobear Playpen honeypot quadruples visits; @PotUS Twitter feed to be cleaned out;
RT on Russian hackers auto-blame; Clarkson University honorary degrees for BLM creators
2:50:21 JCD on Guilfoyle wearing slacks, Andrea Tantaros sexual harassment lawsuit
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Iso Day

(2016-8-21)

0:00:00 JCD: “People today are not educated.” (2:03:10)
0:00:33 Image of Obama golfing off top of flooded car, J’Johnson tries to explain Louisiana no-show:
“of course, the President can’t be everywhere”, “very busy schedule” lie; Trump handing out
toys, JCD on epic Stalin speech; coﬀins floating in street, JCD on John Bell Hood crypt
0:12:50 Morning Joe reacts to defensive Obama “nefarious deal”, “he is dissembling and arrogant at
the same time”; Kirby called out on “new factual disclosure”, “I certainly would agree that
this particular fact is not something that we’ve talked about in the past”; Josh Earnest in
January: it’s their own money; Russ Baker on 28 pages and distancing from Saudi Arabia;
withdrawal from Yemen and civilian casualties from Saudi air strikes
0:30:41 Kirby on State Department Iran video edit: technician made edit before it was requested,
possible “glitch”; NYT editorial urges end to Saudi weapons sales because of Yemen
0:42:27 Assange lawyer John Jones killed in commuter train “suicide”
0:46:38 Viral “Aleppo boy” image, Russia blamed, RT: “it’s clicks, it’s views, it’s ad revenue”, “kiss
my fat ass” iso, “alleged Russian air strike”, “consistent with a mortar shell”; Jeffrey Sachs to
Morning Joe: Clinton and Obama regime change policies “disaster for the American people”
0:55:52 ACC Red Book: Russia blamed for major terrorist event; JCD: few leaders have ever seen
nuclear blast, transferring nukes from Incirlik to Romania; naked body scanner manufacturer
L-3 Communications’ Richard Cody: Russia’s resurgence “a bonanza”
1:04:43 CVC en route to Jordan for reality show; ACC story on Africa show debacle, “Seal Team 33”
1:07:11 China getting involved on Assad’s side, Shanghai Cooperation Organization; “Chichakyan”
jingle, Mark Toner struggles to respond to Indian minister visiting Syria
1:15:10 Jill Stein recounts arrest and detention at “dark site” at 2012 debate, Gary Johnson invokes
Sherman Act, “rigged” theme; possible election ramifications of Shadow Brokers’ NSA breach
1:25:32 Producer Segment: JCD recommends 50% diluted 2012 Robert Mondavi Oakville cab
1:43:17 DoJ proposes to ditch private prisons, Bill Clinton: “we overdid it”; $9 per hour wages, “24
guards for 1500 prisoners”; Orange is the New Black parallel; only 11% of CCA money from
feds; CNBC: stocks “eviscerated”, “legislated out of existence in the middle of a trading day”
1:53:36 Ray McGovern on Hillary PBT “Poutine bashing team”, “Assange Bashing Team”
1:57:17 Olympics: fist-pumping American & Russian fencers; US flag code and Hitlerjugend salute
2:03:13 Michio Kaku rants about US “stupid index” and H-1B “genius” visa; Norm Matloff
2:10:32 New depression signal à la mac & cheese and toast: broth
2:11:56 Kirby on Crimea “invasion”: “you can’t redraw the borders … through the barrel of a gun”
2:15:00 Hillary on professionals stiffed by Trump; JCD explains mechanic’s liens (JCDPPotD)
2:19:31 Donation Segment
2:29:52 Second Half of Show: occult ritual at CERN; Chinaese “quantum communications” satellite
2:32:55 Russian actor plays mercenary in Ukraine; UN admits cholera culpability; peacekeepers do
nothing to stop South Sudan rampage; 10k dead from cholera, “issue” vs “eschew”
2:39:38 Hillary tries to blame Colin Powell for e-mail server; Biden: “we wrote Japan’s constitution”;
Joel Benenson on Hillary’s health: “those things don’t even rise to the level of rebuttal”
2:49:53 Naked statues of Trump appearing in various cities, JCD: art collectors take notice, Seattle
statue tossed in pickup truck; David Winer decides body shaming is just dandy
2:55:32 Omaha man finds brownies in car with groceries, “wow, I am really high!”, “iso day”
2:57:40 Aetna drops Obamacare participation in retaliation for DoJ blocking Humana merger
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Sorocracy

(2016-08-18)

0:00:00 ACC: (radio voice) “Okay, we need some coffee over here tsssht” (0:03:46)
0:00:34 Water in ACC’s apartment again; ARES activation for Louisiana flooding, ARRL note: “amateurs should not self-deploy to the affected area”, JCD: “no lone wolf hams”
0:06:09 Green Party town hall: Chris Cuomo mispronounces attendee’s name, “I said it that way in
rehearsal”, Stein: debate commission “silences public opposition”; state voting cybersecurity
0:15:02 Soros “hack”, “Soros and USAID”, $130k for EU Observer, JCD: Soros sounds like James Bond
villain, “when he says democracy he means Sorosocracy”, Hillary influence; Brexit investments
0:22:36 Charles Ortel on Clinton Foundation’s “authorized tax-exempt purposes” archival facility only,
“false and materially misleading public filings”, charities “perfect vehicles for fraud”; NGO for
Haiti set up in 2009; $37.2M to Clinton-Bush Haiti Fund P.O. Box “bright-line mail fraud”
0:35:47 Ortel explains Laureate university holding company, Sylvan Learning; JCD: Trump University name license; for-profit university chain, “gigantic Ponzi scheme”, JCD explains leveraged buyouts like Pearson, ACC recommends Barbarians at the Gate; Bill Clinton part-time
chancellorship, subprime student loans; $4bn debt vs $400M net worth, SEC filing warning:
“material weaknesses in its internal financial controls”, Clinton & Obama insiders
0:50:07 CNN edits Sylville Smith’s sister’s “suburbs” rant down to “don’t bring the violence here”
0:55:27 Trump delays Wisconsin speech to mess with MSNBC; “self-discredited Washington insider”,
“says” /se͜ɪz/, “peaceful regime change in our own country”, “media-donor political complex”;
NBC’s Greenblatt “slam”; Conway: “try not to say Donald Trump every other word”
1:05:00 CBS hit piece on Paul Manafort working for Yanukovich, “mysterioius” ledger with $12.7M,
“his name is being mentioned several times”, ledger “left behind” vs “handed over” cognitive
dissonance; Pelosi warns about Russian disinformation; RT mocks Trump-Putin stories
1:14:37 Producer Segment: producer note: millennial porn sex not just the men
1:33:21 Dr. Drew “gravely concerned” about Hillary’s health care, “unconventional” Armour Thyroid
& coumadin, on prism glasses: “that’s brain damage” (CotD); producer: coumadin and lupus
1:41:36 Report on incidents of violence toward others linked to psychiatric drugs; network news drug
& car ads, JCD on specialty magazines avoiding beginners; ACC’s well-packaged beer
1:48:08 “Bye-bye!” for John McLaughlin; ACC’s October New York Audio summit appearance, Sparks
meetup; NPR shutting down comments; UK Police to investigate “online hate crimes”
1:55:07 National Anthem protocol from 36 U.S.C. §301, service flags and lapel pins
1:59:53 RT on hillary’s four possible counts of perjury before Congress; ACC on GPGTools; German
refugee housing contractor guillotine e-mail thread, “large-volume crematorium”, autocorrect
blamed; Germany urging UK to hurry up on Article 50
2:08:25 Anjem Choudary convicted of inspiring support for ISIS; service flags explained
2:10:29 Biden’s condolences for Serbs vs “Serbs are illiterate degenerates”; Biden memorial highway
2:13:50 Donation Segment: JCD to design ACC’s QSL cards; Knight when knighted
2:34:46 NPR Assange interview by David Greene: “every cyber-expert who’s looked at this has said it’s
Russia”, Greene asks for source five times, Assange: “remarkable and important contribution
to US democracy”, “her supporters in the media and elsewhere are trying to distract”, $20k
reward for info on Seth Rich, “we have a perfect record in protecting the identity of our
sources”, JCD: “robbery gone bad” meme a lie, ACC: “they believe it was Russia!”
2:45:56 CENTCOM whistleblowers reveal ISIS intelligence positive spin, “defensive crouch in Iraq”
2:50:32 Pokémon Go players targeted by thieves in Berkeley
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Captain Talking Points

(2016-08-14)

0:00:00 JCD: “Let’s get the little girl to cry!” (2:02:59)
0:00:31 JCD’s TSA Pre✓ both ways courtesy of Southwest, Washington pot shop investigation; DEA
refuses to reclassify, “high potential for abuse”; Berlin marchers call for legalization; ACC:
“we want these old ladies on our drugs, we can’t have them on a flower!”; JCD: Mary’s brand
0:07:15 ACC France report: terrorism police pepper spraying refugees, Cannes burkini controversy,
JCD on burqa at IKEA the day after 9/11; latest Charlie Hebdo cover; JCD on French
telephone stone age in 1973, Minitel; DXing with the KX2; seedy Saint-Tropez
0:23:33 Delta CEO blames data center issue on power outage, ACC: “dynamite snacks”, home at
3am; JCD on backpacks on planes and grocery stores (JCDPPotD); ACC’s possible clock boy
sighting, singing My Sharia Law to himself, clock boy back in US
0:32:13 Don Lemon on Trump’s “Second Amendment people” comment: “running for leader of the free
world”, “you’re lying to the American people”, Dan Bongino: “you don’t know crap about
this, Don, you’re a TV guy, I was a Secret Service agent”, “Don, you’re Captain Talking
Point!”; Keith Olbermann rant at Hillary: “you actually used the word assassination”
0:46:32 The Goldwater Rule, Don Lemon tries to get Dr. Drew to pronounce Trump insane
0:54:15 Hillary releases tax returns, donation to Clinton Foundation; Trump “not worth what he
thinks” meme, ACC: Hillary’s medical records; post-concussion syndrome, plane crash unmentioned; Assange on “October surprise” & Seth Rich murder; Pelosi: DNC hack Russian
“Watergate-like electronic break-in”; Assange debunks Maher’s “no smoking gun” claim
1:13:54 Breaking news: man harpooned in riot on Corsican beach after tourist photographs burkini
1:15:04 ACC’s Syrian cab driver: I hope Trump is elected, Lebanon up next for rubblization; Mike
Morell “right”-fest on killing Iranians and Russians, “I wanna scare Assad”, “I wanna bomb
his oﬀices in the middle of the night”, “to come to a diplomatic settlement” (CotD)
1:23:47 Producer Segment
1:50:24 Save the Date: August 24 2016 New York City “event” will take out both candidates
1:52:49 Olympics: reporter mispronounces coxswain /kak.swen/ instead of /kak.sən/ (CotD); Kenyan
coach sent home for sneaking into drug testing; green pool water; Simone Manuel and pool
racism; cupping marks; Dutch gymnast Yuri van Gelder sent home for drinking with the king
2:04:21 Malcolm Gladwell on “moral licensing” from electing Julia Gillard and subsequent “misogynistic vitriol”; Lindsay Lohan’s altercation with boyfriend ignored
2:10:49 Dallas police refuse bomb robot FOIA request over potential embarrassment; 73-year-old
retired librarian shot by police in training exercise; North Carolina mall gunshot stampede
2:14:01 Chantix “involuntary intoxication” defense, probable drug company indemnification
2:16:05 Charles Ortel on Laureate Education woes for next show, pay for play
2:19:54 RT on think tanks receiving big money from military contractors and Middle Eastern countries
2:26:29 No Agenda infrastructure and bandwidth costs
2:31:14 Donation Segment: $160.16 “pair of boobs”
2:39:50 New stadium for Tokyo Olympics; Olympic village Coca Cola coffee; Olympic National Park
2:41:41 1970s Jimmy Carter dropping energy crisis memes
2:45:33 Trump supporters avoiding admitting it; Lee Harvey Oswald warnings on Facebag
2:49:29 Admiral Mustafa Ugurlu wanted by Turkey; Erdoğan has given up on joining EU
2:55:11 State Department job for Foundation donor, Elizabeth Kennedy “broken record” Trudeau:
“we talk to a wide range of people”, Matt Lee: “I’m sorry, am I not speaking English?”
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200.8 Re-redux

(2016-08-11)

0:00:00 ACC: “Feel like you’re ready?”
JCD: “I’m ready, I’m ready, I was born ready.”
ACC: “All right, let’s do it.”
0:00:38 Intro to not-so-live vacation show; Show 200.5 promise not to repeat it, ACC’s crap mic,
JCD: “you were popping like a son of a bitch”, headphone delay; hello to selves in the future;
newbies not grasping meaning of “evergreen”, newspaper misspelled jargon, “iso”
0:08:00 JCD’s comedic timing, ACC: “you throw things in there that are usually pretty off-color”;
chatroom, Uncle Don’s “neural network recognition” colleagues; the Trump difference in 2016,
Professor Dave King note accuses No Agenda being a government operation; evolution of clip
use, convenience of online clip availability
0:26:17 Show 736 (200.7), first part
0:41:27 Show 200.5, first half
1:39:54 Show 736, interlude
2:14:58 Show 200.5, second half
2:48:38 Show 736, last words
3:04:00 Weenie and the Butt donkey punch reference; Kevin Wendle “coat-hanger network”; noise
gate, ACC: “let the room breathe”; verbal cues vs hand signals; JCD reading his notes in
early shows; JCD on harmonica, offense at “hookers and blow”
3:14:46 JCD on the nightmare of scheduling dud guests with agendas; open-source nature, low-res
copies for Australia, jingle stealing; JCD: “the mainstream media is not your friend”; producers
vs a tote bag, high-end artists, boots on the ground in Rio; douchebag origin
3:30:31 No Agenda on the road, JCD train museum meetup; ACC “we’ll never do it again” wrap-up
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Short Circuit

(2016-08-08)

0:00:00 JCD: (falsetto) “I like to see you in your clothes!” (1:40:01)
0:00:31 ACC on location in New Jersey, at Jack Ponti’s house; Ponti quit music business for day trading; honeymoon house-relocation gag; Ponti’s Siberian wife, Elliot Easton “which dealership”
story, multilingual sprinkle-eating Wanna Be a VJ winner Jesse Camp
0:10:26 ACC: “Trump” every 30 seconds; CBS: Trump wackiness overshadowing Hillary’s woes, Chuck
Todd on potential “worst five days”
0:14:15 MSNBC & ABC baffled by Iran ransom “coincidence”, Obama: “this wasn’t some nefarious
deal”, claim in “international tribunal”; Mark Toner welcomes press to “exercise in transparency and democracy”, Matt Lee: “I thought it was an exercise in spin and obfuscation”
0:21:24 Hillary’s “we are[n’t] going to tax the middle class”; JCD: MSNBC should have gotten Olbermann for convention; Secret Service “keep talking”, crazy laugh, “Trump and his kids have
killed a lot of animals”; “compare what I am proposing to what my hus… my opponent is
proposing”; “I must have short circuited it”, asked about African-American friends “I am
blessed to have a crew”, “they’ve tried to expand my musical tastes”
0:33:37 J’Johnson on DNC hack: no attribution, “preaching” about spear-phishing awareness, DNC
didn’t involve FBI directly; 4chan “FBI agent”: possible Huma Abedin video leak
0:42:58 Graham Beckel to CNN panel on Clint Eastwood’s “kiss-ass generation”: “I love the poppin’
you guys are doing with this corn”, “post-colonial victim shit”, JCD on ethnic groups as races,
The Races of Man, “ethnocentrism”, Jimmy the Greek firing, JCD: accusation “has an impact
on the feeble-minded”; Liz Mair’s “loud mouthed dick”
0:54:35 Bernie protester’s story of Clinton reforms forcing mother into prostitution; 11-year-old kid
asks Pence about damage control role, “nicely done”; “gold-star family” meme, “salute our
troops”, Obama casket ceremony photo op, Reagan guard-saluting; American flag clothing
1:05:45 More Obamacare insurers pulling out or hiking rates; JCD on cash prohibition; Obama to
young Africans: no handshakes or selfies for you
1:12:20 Producer Segment
1:20:59 ACC’s Libyan driver: better under Gaddafi; fake Charlotte Observer article on Trump dropping out of race; Ash Carter: “we are prepared to do more” in Iraq, “he’ll say, go for it”
1:27:27 Rio Olympics 50% over budget; producer note, JCD story about American getting robbed four
times; USA Gymnastics pedophilia scandal involving 54 coaches; IOC “interactive services”
ban; no coffee at Olympic Village thanks to Coca Cola sponsorship
1:43:10 Desperate Obama pleads for zika funding: “once again I want to urge the American people to
call their members of Congress and tell them to do their job” (CotD); Show 817 pledges and
recipients flashback, zikafunding.grumpyradio.com; JCD story about unpublished article
with nonexistent “top five charities” in Silicon Valley
1:57:00 Donation Segment: $80.55 “boss” donation
2:08:22 WikiLeaks documents reveal “big booze” leaning on marijuana industry, “hits lead to hits”
2:09:46 Welsh-Saudi woman caged by father; JCD story about women queued up around embassy;
CVC harassed by TSA douchebags over Dutch passport; Obama on ISIS and “open gun laws”,
JCD: “that is definitely the stupidest thing he’s ever said”; “Muslim patrol” in Nuremberg
2:20:01 Upcoming 200.5 “onion show” for Thursday; ACC’s ongoing porn research, Trump allies
himself with Enough is Enough organization, Playboy cover appearance
2:26:24 Berlusconi’s AC Milan football team approved for sale to Chinese investors
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Cash on a Pallet

(2016-08-04)

0:00:00 JCD: “Hillary is the one more likely to get us all killed.” ACC: “Easily!” (0:46:36)
0:00:37 Show delayed due to Northern Silicon Valley power outage
0:01:16 “FBI informant” on 4chan: FBI investigating Clinton Foundation’s Benghazi connection;
Savannah Guthrie repeatedly quotes unnamed “top Republicans” on party chaos, “nuclear
codes” meme; Morning Joe on Trump drooling over nukes in “security briefing”, Mika: “your
country is blowing up!”, Hayden on “safeguards” against wacko Trump, “crisis in civil-military
relationships”; Democrat voting record, Bill Clinton phone call “conspiracy theory”
0:19:08 Obama “unfit” vs Constitution; Benghazi parent Charles Woods pestered by Carol CNN about
Trump Khan apology; Khan: “mode of a bullshit artist”, Liz Mair: “loud mouthed dick”
0:27:52 Only ABC reporting DNC firings; Joy Reid to Amy Kremer about 33k e-mails: “you can’t
just invent things”; Dean Obeidallah goes nuts on Andre Bauer over Khan’s Clinton ties
0:38:26 JCD on danger of Hillary losing steam; heavily-edited Hillary on families who “may not fully
recall everything that was or wasn’t said”, Hillary’s tell: quick chuckle; possible spook Woods
consults his diary; ACC reads Facebag rants, Michael Savage blocked on Facebag
0:52:10 Hillary vows to raise taxes on middle class; Andrew Napolitano on CIA warning Hillary about
arming Libyan militias, DNC hack by NSA, Assange promises October surprise; “stolen not
leaked” meme, J’Johnson: no evidence it was Russians, Hillary’s new repeated “we know”;
Assange corrects Chuck Todd on rape charges, “not the case” it was Russia
1:04:23 Obama on “UN mandate” for our Libya bloodbath, Government of National Accord, bombing in Sirte Libya for “national security interests” (pipelines); DoD spokeshole Peter Cook
badgered over “precision strikes” under 2001 AUMF
1:19:09 Jill Stein’s viability; another lackluster Libertarian town hall
1:20:40 Producer Segment
1:36:08 Nuclear weapon “modern, high-precision” upgrades; Obama 2011 “world without nuclear
weapons”; Dag Hammarskjöld assassination, CVC never heard of Heaven’s Gate suicides
1:42:54 ABC propagates “Trump drops out” meme, down-ballot candidates apparently not in jeopardy; Chris Cuomo: “we couldn’t help her any more than we have” (CotD)
1:50:02 Andrea Mitchell’s edited “discredited and long-denied accusation” of rape against Bill Clinton
1:53:21 Tom Cotton on $1.7bn flown into Iran like a “drug cartel”, Brolf “cash on a pallet”, simultaneous prisoner release, Earnest: not a ransom, Kirby: “the timing is all coincidental”, Iranian
media: ransom; JCD: Iran getting screwed; Judicial Watch e-mail FOIA efforts
2:06:08 ACC likens Hillary to TV dinner and Trump to “Mom’s home cooking”, KFC & McDonald’s
photos; bizarre story of dead FBI veteran sneaking into Trump Tower with suppressed pistol
2:11:59 Melbourne bikini-clad Hillary graﬀiti, replaced with niqāb; reverse mortgages
2:17:43 Donation Segment: ACC doing next show from New Jersey; skipping one after that
2:31:14 Zika: 33 service members diagnosed, one square mile area in Miami, Andrew Horowitz: hipster
restaurants in area doomed; “free” screening for pregnant women, vaccine trials dependent on
funding, another new $500 test; running out of money everywhere, “homegrown mosquitoes”
2:43:21 Military on alert due to Incirlik situation; Assange: NBC reported Erdoğan fleeing to Germany; London stabbing by Norwegian-Somali man, mental health meme; D.C. transit oﬀicer
Nicholas Young entrapped by FBI in ISIS support case
2:53:34 Berlin’s new airport woes; so-called “DARK Act” H.R.1599 becomes law, “proper” GMO
labelling, state laws preempted; San Francisco’s Millennium Tower leaning and sinking
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Clean Food

(2016-07-31)

0:00:00 ACC: “Uhhhh? Wuhhhh? No.” (0:38:32)
0:00:34 ACC and CVC off in the Airstream of Consciousness near balloon accident scene, JCD story
of ballooning in Switzerland; ACC on Cirrus parachute; Austin active shooter
0:07:25 7k surrounding Incirlik Air Base; CIA warning shot, General David Haight removed over resource misuse and extramarital affair; Gayane Chichakyan pronunciation iso, Twitter response
from Matt Lee; “fifty civilian casualties” revisited, State Department admits “calculus”
0:14:38 Rep. Emanuel Cleaver at DNC: Hillary “won’t stay throwed”
0:17:11 45 civilian casualties in Syria, Chichakyan “great accusatory question” for Kirby revisited,
Barbara Starr “fifty civilian casualties”, Kirby the “word to the wise” boss type
0:21:51 ACC on rich vs wealthy, Trump the blue-collar builder, Thomas Frank on rich Democrats
0:32:58 Chelsea Clinton’s robotic “never ever” DNC speech, JCD: Paxil; superimposed Hillary speeches;
“we need Hillary Clinton because she doesn’t sleep”; feigned surprise at balloon drop; Cheney
spokeshole “in his kitchen crying” at speech; Don Lemon: “get on board with Hillary Clinton
or be quiet”, Triumph the Insult Comic Dog: “Don Lemon is an overnight legend”; “Demexit”
0:48:23 John Allen in WWE mode threatening those “acting against civilization and the world order”,
Hillary campaign’s counter-chant cheat sheets; Joy Reid: “at the end … you bought Hillary
Clinton as fundamentally a mom and a grandma”; Chris Matthews vs Chris Hayes
0:58:38 Hillary’s proposed constitutional amendment vs Citizens United; Morgan Freeman Hillary
bio: Hillary could have become a “corporate bigwig”; linguist George Lakoff analyzes Trump’s
name, JCD column: no President Newt; Biden calls Putin a dictator, Josh Earnest (sort
of) agrees; Kareem Abdul-Jabbar “I’m Michael Jordan” joke; Letterman Great Moments In
Presidential Speeches rip-off of Trump; Holder questions Trump’s “grey matter”
1:13:40 Amy Walter on Hillary campaign trying to get Republican vote out; Obama in preacher mode:
“anyone who threatens our values, whether fascists or communists or jihadists, or homegrown
demagogues”; JCD splices Howard Dean scream onto Jennifer Granholm speech (CotD)
1:23:21 Producer Segment
1:31:52 Hillary proposes to bring jobs to “Indian country”
1:34:33 Stephen Cohen to CNN: “Vladimir Putin wants to end the new Cold War and so do I”, cut
off by anchor; Washington Post: Russian hackers may target voting machines
1:47:11 The mysterious hole in Hillary’s tongue; Bill asleep during her speech; Bill O’Reilly cuts off
sociologist; Bill Maher on Bill Clinton’s infidelity, “Europeans can do that”; Cornel West reminds Maher of Jill Stein’s existence, Maher’s stupid train analogy, West: “she’s a neoliberal”
1:59:47 Jill Stein: foreign policy “marketing strategy for selling weapons”
2:01:54 DNC “what are you going to do about people who want to be mean” video Trump jab; Bill
Clinton: women’s rights as human rights a “radical statement” in 1995; JCD on vitriolic
Jefferson-Adams election, Jefferson supposedly introduced mac & cheese and champagne
2:10:48 Chris Matthews asserts Republican platform includes conversion therapy; Fresh Air guest
describes Roger Ailes’ candidate leg examination; Guilfoyle unfazed by TSA naked scanners
2:17:17 Donation Segment: JCD’s Redd Foxx digitization project; “hookers and ham”
2:27:04 Khizr Khan’s silent wife; Katy Perry’s microphone issues; tongue-clicking Chelsea Clinton
2:33:12 Aufwachen! podcast de-douching; Merkel muss weg protests, CNN: “no political motivation”
in Munich mall shooting; weapons stolen from US military base in Stuttgart
2:40:31 Four zika cases in Miami-Dade County; Stockton mayor’s stolen gun; Panera “clean food”
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Tardy Party

(2016-07-28)

0:00:00 ACC: “Essentially twisted by porn.” JCD: “Yeah.” (2:43:14)
0:00:35 ACC: the nonviolent civil war has begun on social media; Obama: “democracy doesn’t work if
we constantly demonize each other”; Shields’ “no Trump-bashing” prediction vs JCD Trumpbashing compilation, Panetta: Trump “asked the Russians to interfere in American politics”;
Robbie Mook: “experts are telling us that Russian state actors broke into the DNC”, Russians
releasing e-mails meme, “pro-Russian” Republican platform changes, “experts” meme
0:14:16 ACC and the Brain Professor spar over Slate article, “anti-anti-Russian bias”, “and then it
happens: his wife jumps in”, “Adam: your right-wing bias is so fucking obvious!”; ACC on
mouth-hitting: “do not try to convert people”; Netherlands 2002 parallel with Pim Fortuyn;
JCD to friend: “look up the word bigot”
0:28:08 Chris Hayes on Trump as “Manchurian candidate for the Kremlin”, Matthews: “do we all
agree the Russians hacked?”, Joy Reid: “yes!!”, Assange’s bad blood with administration, on
WikiLeaks’ equal journalistic access; Michael Steel to Reid: less outrage over content
0:36:57 ACC explains complex history behind Stewart-Hannity antagonism, Ailes’ Fox eviction; JCD
on evidence O’Reilly is a Democrat, Dennis Miller steals “Kaine & Unable”
0:42:53 NewsHour’s Brooks: “it wasn’t really treasonous, but it sorta felta sorta that way”, Amy
Walter: “there’s an emoji going around”; Deutsche Welle: “he’s asking them to maybe hack
the DNC some more, and hack the Clinton server”, “crime of espionage”, Trump: “Russia,
if you’re listening, I hope you’re able to find the thirty thousand e-mails that are missing, I
think you will probably be rewarded mightily by our press”, Deutsche Welle hastily changes
subject, context: “I have nothing to do with Putin”, lack of respect for current administration
0:51:21 Bernie supporter walkout, only RT shows near-riot, “whole world is watching” chant; C-SPAN
caller on Sanders vs Clinton income, ACC: “does she actually mention Pokémon in this clip?”
1:00:08 CVC non-binary vs “boxes”, “is that when they captured bigfoot and threw him in the ocean?”
1:01:49 DNC exploits girl in wheelchair with speech impediment, pledge of allegiance “where’s the
flag”; “God Bless America” forbidden; format: {what I overcame, Trump’s a bully, Spanish,
Trump dangerous, think of the children, woman as president, unity}; Mexican girl on Hillary’s
“valiente”, illegal immigrants on stage; “Donald’s love affair with debt” skit, JCD on cognitive
dissonance; Gavin Newsom: Pence for “diverting tax dollars to so-called conversion therapy”,
ACC interprets “change their sexual behavior” w.r.t. AIDS; Hillary Rotten Clinton meme
1:16:25 Elizabeth Warren on Trump’s “no real plans”; Hillary’s ISIS solution: “intelligence surge to
get security oﬀicials the tools they need to prevent attacks”, assault weapon ban
1:21:42 Producer Segment: whoarethese.com; compromised Snopes on Gore inventing internet; Post’s
“Trump’s lies”; Aufwachen! podcast; ACC’s “Make No Agenda Great Again” hat
1:47:41 JCD “copious notes”: “tardy party” late starts vs GOP schedule, Loretta Lynch love meme;
Scott Adams on overselling first woman president meme, Whoopi: “I can’t get mad that the
system is rigged against the white guy” (CotD); Hollywood-style “in memoriam” segment,
Barbara Mikulski: “we’ll fight for the macro issues, and for the macaroni and cheese issues”;
Trump on “new numbers” for Obamacare in November, “I’ve got to take over this mess”; “four
more years” chant for Obama
2:00:09 Michelle Obama’s “thin skin” and “lash out” memes; O’Reilly deconstructs “house built by
slaves”, JCD correction: “the White House was pretty much demolished and burned to the
ground in 1814”; Bill Clinton half dead in balcony, JCD stories about meeting Arnold Toynbee,
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2:11:33

2:22:44
2:28:43
2:32:12
2:42:12

2:53:20

3:05:47

comatose-to-wired transitions; Rachel Maddow on Bill’s “girl” references to Hillary: “shocking
and weird”; “this woman has never been satisfied”, “long full blessed life”
Jerry Springer on Trump’s lack of public oﬀice experience, no mention of Obama or Bloomberg;
black Trump supporter to CNN: “he’s not a racist … it’s a scam … we’re sick of you media!”
(CotD); Trump body language analysis; Hungary’s Victor Orban pro-Trump on immigration;
Black Men for Sanders coordinator Gary Frazier agrees with Katrina Pierson on DNC racism:
“these aren’t the Republicans that are doing this to us!”, “Obama didn’t work … Oprah didn’t
work”, Hillary Rosen: “that is disrespectful to the first lady”
Last Week Tonight: “it is not okay for politicians to just take their songs”, elaborate music
video Stop Using our Songs, Usher lies: “that’s licensing, you gotta call my publisher, okay?”
Clinton Foundation “pay to play” investigation ordered by FBI and IRS; delegate: need to
fight for the “little people”, JCD: condescending Hillary “looks like she doesn’t give a screw”
Donation Segment
Pornography as a public health crisis in Republican platform scoffed at by media; feedback
from female producer Carly: “stop coming in my eyes, dude!”, CVC: lesbians are easier; JCD
on porn in BBS era; The Bachelorette “what do I do?” iso
Two more arrests in Nice truck attack, “no evidence” of ISIS link but ISIS takes credit; elderly
priest murdered near Normandy, Hollande refers to war on Islamic militancy, archbishop: “love
your enemies, is it possible?”; Erdoğan: former NATO commander Campbell behind coup,
truck bomb at Kurdish headquarters; rumors of event at Dutch Caribbean festival, CVC: some
kind of event expected; Merkel refuses to change immigration policy; music festival suicide
bombing Germany’s first; Normandy priest had throat cut according to RT, locals and ABC:
“stabbed”; Stengel prediction and Deutsche Welle on mental health treatment for refugees
Canada rules against comedian Mike Ward for mocking Jérémy Gabriel’s disability, JCD story
about not being allowed to call Microsoft a monopolist in Canadian publication
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Kaine & Unable

(2016-07-24)

0:00:00 JCD: “Holy crap, look at all the boobs we got!” (2:34:49)
0:00:33 Trump hour-plus speech, CBS “hyperbole”, ABC “dark”, “if Americans are not scared for their
safety before tonight, they are tonight”, NBC “demagogue”, Amy Goodman quotes left-wing
reviews, BLM’s Alicia Garza tweet: “I imagine this is the kind of speech Hitler would make”,
David Duke response, Rachel Maddow on “praise from Donald Duke”, Duke’s unforgivable
“stop wars”; Van Jones: Trump describing “Mad Max America”, “I’m terrified by it”
0:11:46 Dana Bash implies Cruz was booed over “vote your conscience”; CBS lie: Ivanka “equal pay”
a Hillary copycat, unedited: motherhood; Facebag screeching about plastic surgery & dress
0:18:21 Pat Caddell: Trump “first American politician I can think of, to stand as a nominee and
use the word corruption”; Trump screaming meme; JCD on Mussolini moves, ACC on right
arm; John LeBoutillier: Trump rich and populist like Roosevelts and Kennedy, “when you’re
rich and the little guy embraces you you can’t be beaten”; Mark Shields predicts no DNC
Trump-bashing; Today Show “no morning in America speech” meme, 40-year Reagan cycle
0:37:37 Trump speech highlights: “obsolete” NATO’s new counterterrorism effort; adds Q to LGBT;
black & Latino poverty & unemployment; “law and order candidate”; “communities crushed
by our horrible and unfair trade deals”; “history is watching us”, “I am your voice”
0:50:54 Jon Stewart shilling for 9/11 Health and Compensation Reauthorization Act on Colbert:
“there is no real America”; Elizabeth Warren: “take him out now”, Colbert: “are you a
bully?”, Warren lies about nonexistent policies; Joe Kernen to Clinton Cash author: “where’s
Woodward and Bernstein on any of this?”; Darrell Issa on Foundation “ongoing investigation”
1:07:03 Chris Matthews: more celebrities at DNC, “city of brotherly love and sisterly affection”
1:08:38 Producer Segment: Reutlingen woman killed with machete; Swiss “Gitmo Nation Fondue”
1:33:10 Peter Thiel comes out at RNC, “fake culture wars only distract from our economic decline”
1:35:52 Facebag censors DNC WikiLeaks links, ACC on venting frustration and spillover danger, JCD:
Zuckerberg and his ilk “don’t give a hoot about what you just said”; ACC: expect bozo filter
1:46:22 Republican “most anti-LGBT in history” platform: “two parents”, no mention of “LGBT” or
conversion therapy; Democrat platform “Guarantee (fill in the blank) Rights” rundown
1:50:05 DNC WikiLeaks: paid protesters, Washington Post Hillary fundraiser; Wasserman Schultz
resigns in disgrace; Code Pink “raise a ruckus”; Vermin Supreme talking down Philly protesters
1:58:16 Kirby notices reporter playing Pokémon Go, “did you get one?”
1:59:22 Hillary chooses Tim Kaine for VP, Trump “lashing out” on Twitter at Sanders crowd, Sanders
atheist WikiLeaks e-mail; vasectomy look, gaydar feedback; “soy católico”; Kaine & Unable
2:04:36 Reutlingen machete wielder clobbered with BMW; Richard Engel draws “straight line” from
Polish workers to Brexit; Christopher Dickey on Munich mall shooting: “we’re often talking as
if we’re going to go to war with a billion Muslims”; JCD on Forbidden Planet monster creation;
Andrea Mitchell lies about Trump “walking off stage”; JCD on Comcast’s legal jeopardy, ACC:
“these people believe they’re objective”; Americans told to shelter in place in Munich; JCD
on San Francisco Preparedness Day Bombing; ACC on George Carlin euphemisms
2:22:55 Obama “people’d be scared” of a Turkey-style coup attempt in US; John Dickerson actually
follows up with Obama on “making sure we divide our own country” to prevent terrorism;
possible Anders Breivik link in Munich, left-handed shooter
2:27:15 Donation Segment: online porn public health crisis; rainsticks for Santa Clarita
2:42:31 Tech news: brand Snowden spook-proof phone case
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2:47:08 Gayane Chichakyan asks “another great accusatory question” about civilian casualties in Manbij airstrikes, JCD: “this guy has got to be the worst husband in the world”, Kirby: “no other
military works as hard as ours … to prevent civilian causalities”, flashback to Barbara Starr:
“willing to risk up to fifty civilian casualties”; Kirby shuts Chichakyan down, ACC: “what a
dick!”, previous DoD spokeshole gig, JCD: “put the women back in this job!”
2:51:50 “Payday loans” for Puerto Rico with $33.5bn interest on $4.3bn loan, “capital appreciation
bonds”; JCD on bankers sinking economy if Trump wins
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Witch Hunt

(2016-07-21)

0:00:00 ACC: (Hindi accent) “I believe, I am believing Q&A is very good right now.” (1:00:17)
0:00:33 RNC “whoo!”, Stewie “whoa whoa whoa”, scheduling issues, bad PBS audio; ACC an “achievement crier”; Melania’s speech “plagiarism” episode, speechwriter Meredith McIver; The Art
of the Deal ghostwriter Tony Schwartz turns against Trump, JCD on with vs and in credits
0:17:31 McIver conspiracy theories, Melania hate from liberal women, JCD on “hate-filled” Whoopi
0:23:02 Patricia Smith RNC tearjerker: “I blame Hillary Clinton”; PBS should learn to wear a Countryman, “Mara Liasson, why is it that this Benghazi episode gets so much attention, why does
it resonate?”, “intense animus”, Joy Behar: speech “completely inappropriate”; “lock her up”
chant during Chris Christie speech; “lifelong Browns fan” national anthem singer bio
0:34:58 Ask Adam: retiring of the colors and “donate to No Agenda”; Dan Savage to Maher: Hillary
“hate” and Rabin assassination, “zika virus, apparently she’s responsible for that”, “witch
hunt” and Ben Carson Lucifer memes; horrified gasps at Michael Moore’s “I think Trump is
going to win”, Maher: “Douchebag von Fuckface Trump” and “Thurston Shitbag III”; Moore:
“on inaugural day he’s gonna walk into the White House and go, what a dump!”, Pence the
COO; Pence cast as conversion therapy anti-gay, revised Religious Freedom Restoration Act
0:49:17 Obama strategist David Plouffe: “I never paid attention to polls”; ACC mishears Donna
Brazile looking around at “chicks”; pastor Darrell Scott invokes “preserve, protect, and defend”, Michael Mukasey: Hillary wants to “take the Constitutional oath of oﬀice after already
having violated it”; Antonio Sabàto: “we had a Muslim president for seven and a half years”
0:59:51 Virginian with thick Indian accent reads RNC delegate totals: “wart” and “bunghole” (CotD);
Brian Williams ironically asking about Hillary’s integrity; Rachel Maddow issues trigger warning for anti-Hillary buttons, Chris Hayes spells out “bitch” to Marsha Blackburn, “invective”;
Cruz loses the crowd and is booed, JCD Red Book: Cruz endorses Trump near end of campaign, Joy Reid “third world dictatorship”, Chris Matthews on Cruz’ “bad behavior”; We Are
the Champions controversy, CBS sneaks in a Melania jab, Lanham Act recap
1:20:19 CBS portrays Cleveland as ghost town; Maher on norovirus outbreak: “if you see the Trump
boys, just Sieg Heil and walk right on by”, lies about laws “that allow restaurants not to feed
gay people, as Jesus would have wanted”; Hillary yells about “coding” jobs
1:27:33 Producer Segment: ACC’s USPS beer
1:42:37 Nevada GOP chairman Michael McDonald: Vegas “most entertaining capital city”
1:43:59 Bob Graham pretends to speculate about decision to classify 9/11 28 pages; lawyer “Lionel”
on possible fallout from litigation against Saudi Arabia, “a change from warfare to lawfare”;
Helen Thomas passes away, forced to retire for “get the Hell out of Palestine”; Rachel Maddow
carefully avoids terrorism with Nice attack motivation, MSNBC “don’t know real motives”
compilation, Crusades meme; “wildest dreams” comedy bit
1:59:12 US-backed Nour al-Din al-Zenki behead boy in Aleppo; Matt Lee to Kirby: “give you pause?”
2:00:02 CBS cuts from RNC to put Hillary on Charlie Rose, danger of Trump “being near the nuclear code”; Wasserman Schultz: “difference of opinion” with Comey on transparency; Trump
charms Stephanopolous; CBS native ads for Clue & Netflix
2:10:06 HSBC manager arrested for currency rigging; Julián Castro: Trump “scoffed at POWs”, JCD
on Gavin Newsom for VP, risk of alienating male WASPs; Trump & Epstein rape lawsuit
2:24:14 Turkey coup: IEDs near presidential palace, power out at Incirlik, no MSM mention of Gülen;
Mark Toner: extradition request welcome “with the evidence that we believe, or that they
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2:33:38
2:34:58
2:43:34

2:57:49
3:00:44
3:02:25

would offer”, JCD on Erdoğan “tearing up” extradition treaty for ISIS; Turkey revokes 3200+
ham radio licenses; ISIS axe & knife attacks in Germany, majority of refugees have papers;
2009 EC document: 60M migrant workers needed by 2050
Putin to ban Pokémon Go so Russian children aren’t doing CIA work for them
Producer Segment: blackopsmatter.com
Australian school near Sydney introduces clapping alternatives: “silent cheering”; “drunkorexia” on college campuses; toast places everywhere; Milo’s Twitter ban over Ghostbusters
review, “heinous” tweets at Leslie Jones, social media “expert”: blocking not effective, “onslaught of hate”, JCD: “I have an idea: don’t go on Twitter”, Dan Aykroyd to Entertainment
Tonight: “you’re looking at obese white men between 50 and 60 who are active Klan members
or members of the Aryan Nation” (CotD); low Ghostbusters viewer Rotten Tomatoes reviews
Planned obsolescence for LED light bulbs; ACC’s Philips Hue firmware upgrade
Parents of kid killed by alligator will not be suing Disney
White Boy Privilege kid’s Paideia School, based on Swedish model to fight anti-Semitism and
promote multiculturalism
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Save the Date

(2016-07-17)

0:00:00 JCD: (into tube) “Open up, sanity police! Open up, open the door!” (2:23:11)
0:00:33 Police oﬀicers killed in Baton Rouge; BLM’s McKesson’s Open Society Institute street address
0:03:37 9/11 28 pages released, JCD: “an incredible indictment of Saudi Arabia”, CIA vs FBI; CBS:
“two investigations have found no evidence that the Saudi government supported them”,
Josh Earnest: no Saudi institutional funding, NewsHour kicker quotes Saudi ambassador:
“information absolutely exonerates his government” (CotD)
0:13:48 Nice attack coverage only on Sky News; ISIS claims responsibility, driver Mohamed LahouaiejBouhlel “radicalized very quickly”, history of mental illness, Richard Stengel Show 842 prediction; Catherine Herridge on “celebratory” tweets, trucks in Fall 2010 Inspire, former Bush
speechwriter: “ultimate mowing machine”, ACC: “he probably wrote it!”, Megyn Kelly on
Obama droning al-Awlaki; Maajid Nawaz points to Charlie Hebdo and veil ban, “I use the
phrase self starter” instead of “lone wolf”; Dr. Zuhdi Jasser on “political theocratic Islam”
0:28:57 Hollande extends emergency by three months; July 23 EuroPride “save the date”; Gingrich:
sharia “incompatible with Western civilization”, imams plug their mosques to Kelly; Theresa
May to investigate sharia legal compatibility, JCD: “how is it different from a men’s club?”
0:43:08 French Prime Minister: “we should learn to live with terrorism”; intelligence chief Patrick
Calvar warns of civil war; John Bolton to Jeanine Pirro on sketchy Bataclan torture testimony
0:52:18 Bolton on coup to re-secularize Turkey, demand for Gülen extradition; Wes Clark: “lots of
mistakes”, Noriega anecdote; NATO/US on Turkey map; How to Stage a Military Coup;
Carlos Latuff “fact of fiction” cartoon; RT on purge “conspiracy theories”; Erdoğan’s flights
1:09:38 Nuland, Kerry, & Biden in Moscow on day of coup; Trudeau on policy shift: “I would dispute
that”, Matt Lee: “what??”, gives up in disgust; unedited clip with Josh Earnest’s absurdly
long pauses: “the kinds of actions (6 seconds) that we’ve been hoping they would take (CotD)
1:21:37 ACC: Syria stalled, CNN Gülen backgrounder, “warning shot” for Erdoğan, parliament building bombed; Incirlik Air Base on high alert; Operation Valkyrie anniversary
1:34:21 Producer Segment: “half-ass” $227.50 donation; San Francisco $4 artisanal toast
1:47:43 ACC on Industrial Society and its Future, terrorism, & social media; JCD story on woman
running off from gas station playing Pokémon Go; five signs of addictive personality checklist;
Niantic’s other popular game Ingress; ACC’s peculiar iOS autocorrect behavior
2:01:42 Megyn Kelly on Mike Pence choice: marriage “getting off to a rocky start”; Michelangelo
Signorile’s Nice attack conspiracy theory; ACC: “Koch Brothers butt boy”, shoot Trump and
install Pence; Ruth Bader Ginsburg apology; anti-Trump open letter from technology “leaders”
2:13:31 “We just lost Brianna Keilar” after mention of Hillary’s support for mass black incarceration
2:14:46 Donation Segment
2:29:55 ALARACT social media policy; call for bogus qualitative analysis in Harvard police racism
study; guest to Hartmann: “right-wing hatemongers and hate media are dancing on the graves
of black folks killed by police”, need “common sense”; BLM hijack Toronto gay pride parade
2:43:07 New York suspected female-to-male zika transmission; Imperial College: three-year burnout
2:45:08 CBS on internet as “community of hate”; RNC convention security, “no credible threat”; UN
peacekeepers’ use of force to protect civilians; Oxfam urges lifting of Cuba embargo
2:54:30 Migrant camp ner Clooney’s mansion in Italy; Germany’s not-so-stellar migrant employment
numbers; Yanis Varoufakis styles self as EU whistleblower; Ben Hodges:NATO needs “military
Schengen zone”; Pew Research: 51% of Americans personally fear terrorism
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CannMed

(2016-07-14)

0:00:00 JCD: “Talk about overkill!”
0:00:32 JCD on the disappearance of boxcars; ACC back from Vegas
0:02:00 Pokémon Go released in Germany, prohibited at Auschwitz Museum, Niantic Inc’s In-Q-Tel
connection, mental health benefit claims, ACC on augmented reality virtues, Suarez’ Daemon
0:14:22 Maher to Matthews: Hillary “demonized more than anybody else”, needed server “because
Democrats do work”, right-wing issues “imaginary”; The View’s token Republican tries to
explain “born classified”, Comey “appointed by President Bush” lie; Lynch stonewalls House
Judiciary Committee, repeated “team” meme, “I think the statutes … speak for themselves”,
Goodlatte on “sworn oath to uphold the United States Constitution and the laws thereunder”
0:27:30 Superdelegate Rep. Corrine Brown indicted on bogus charity slush fund, blames Orlando
shooting on investigation; two-to-the-head for DNC staffer Seth Rich, Clinton election rigging
0:34:50 Ruth Bader Ginsburg: Trump “a faker”, Trump tweet: “her mind is shot, resign”; Toobin:
“this is not how Supreme Court justices have talked traditionally”
0:42:29 Lynch calls in to BET/MTV town hall, Pusha T: “police the police”, millennial: “they hunt
us down like dogs and gorillas”, founders “white straight Christian men, right?” vs gay James
Buchanan, white privilege “resources”; viral “White Boy Privilege” poetry, Race Class &
Gender class; BTLM’s Cherno Biko: “the police killed the majority of the people at Pulse”,
“demilitarize, defund, and disarm”, JCD on police tank in small town manhunt
0:55:16 Harvard Roland Fryer study on race and police use of force, MSNBC’s Eugene Robinson on
looking “qualitatively”, Mike Barnicle: “I got a headache reading it”, “we refer to studies
instead of the reality” (CotD); Bill Maher: Republican party “obvious choice” for racists, “a
black family eating off the White House china”; Cameron: “two-nil” with Theresa May
1:04:08 BLM’s DeRay McKesson’s text message mention Baton Rouge event, Ashleigh Banfield reads
“oﬀicer friendly” and “ethnic cleansing” tweets, police exploiting “climate of fear and chaos”;
Don Lemon town hall: Baton Rouge “routine police call”, 56% increase in shooting of cops
1:12:35 Former Ferguson police chief on HUD “concentrated poverty”; Michael Glennon’s National
Security and Double Government legacy vs eﬀicient government; Neill Franklin: “most of
black people also fear the young black man”; Gov. Mark Dayton’s dumb “if the driver were
white” comment; Jesse Jackson mumbling, AK-47s “can bring down airplanes”
1:27:10 Producer Segment: Sir Ramsey Cain DefCon meetup
1:38:31 Feedback from JCD’s Dinner with the O-bots; proposed sports podcast
1:46:21 Michael Glennon answers question on Obama White House’s embrace of cyber
1:50:05 33 people in Brooklyn react bizarrely to synthetic drug K2; Harvard CannMed 2016 a “possible
harbinger”, Reefer Madness, Mimi’s CBD for arthritis & epilepsy; White House legalization
petitions; Raphael Mechoulam on endocannabinoid system; ACC: save your seeds
2:08:58 Donation Segment: producer $33.33 at gas station with boat “No Agenda”
2:21:01 Ash Carter announces 560 additional troops for Mosul, Kirby: “it ain’t mission creep if the
mission ain’t changin’”; South Sudanese accent, 47 US troops “rushed” in, 4M threatened by
famine, JCD: “where’s Clooney?”; ACC’s Libyan driver; State Department’s Richard Stengel
on ISIS recruiting the mentally ill, “not all television, not all terrorism is ISIL-based”
2:31:56 Rep. Joseph Crowley proposes background checks for those with “criminal thoughts”; Rep.
Keith Ellison on Wall Street role; Cameron “we love your show” joke, ACC on coked-up Bush
43, JCD on #10 Downing Street bricks
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Summer of Chaos

(2016-07-10)

0:00:00 JCD: “Are they doing it for people who are too stupid to figure out how to listen to a podcast?”
0:00:35 Podcast Award achievement unlocked in news & politics category
0:01:59 Six-Week Cycle replacement; Alton Sterling’s rap sheet, Philando Castile’s anything-butroutine traﬀic stop, ACC’s 1987 Porsche story, taillight meme vs police radio clip, cool and
collected Lavish “Diamond” Reynolds video, odd social media posts, producer feedback on
Castile, “black people should be disarmed” meme
0:17:54 Obama on Dallas shootings: “when people are armed with powerful weapons, unfortunately
it makes attacks like these more deadly and more tragic”, Loretta Lynch on “fallen” oﬀicers,
weight gain, “we must take a hard look at the ease with which wrongdoers can get their
hands on deadly weapons, and the frequency with which they use them”; DPD chief addresses
retention problem, $45k per year salary; Brian Williams resurrects John F. Kennedy for
viewers “of a certain age”, ACC: “what a pompous twat”; local media struggle to count
shooters; Micah Xavier Johnson’s social media takedown, BLM materials
0:31:49 “Lone shooter” Johnson blowed up supposedly with C-4 yet identified immediately; Dallas
mayor on hospitalized oﬀicers: “we’re pretty close to getting rid of all of them at the hospital”
0:39:43 BLM co-founder DeRay McKesson’s “summer of chaos” for GOP convention; no “see something say something” from DPD; Johnson’s neighbor on “take people lives that he didn’t even
know”; Rep. Cedric Richmond: Congress co-conspirators in “systematic devaluation” of black
lives; NAACP’s Sherrilyn Ifill: BLM never anti-police, anti-police Rev. Jeff Hood, CNN’s
Angela Rye: “there are rogue cops who shoot black people for sport”
1:00:11 Missouri police oﬀicer ambushed during traﬀic stop; Minnesota protest “pigs in a blanket, fry
‘em like bacon” chant; “bellicose” Trump meme
1:07:43 JCD Dinner with the O-bots: ASU professor & John Markoff, $50 GOP Trump dump wager
1:13:20 Producer Segment: Incognegro’s Hillary as Game of Thones’ Cersei Lannister theory
1:22:47 Kellyanne Conway beaten up by Hillary supporters, encouraged by Don Lemon; Comey to
Tim Walberg on “negligent” and criminal intent, to Chaffetz: “what do you mean by wrong?”,
“I hope folks remember what I said on Tuesday, I didn’t say there’s no consequence”, Hitler’s
Volk, JCD: “walk her out!”, basement e-mail server, no lies to FBI “in a case we’re working”,
Chaffetz on Congressional referral: “you’ll have one”; Trey Gowdy’s series of “was that true”
questions, Comey refuses to answer on Clinton Foundation; Abedins’s meeting Hillary story
1:40:09 Hillary lies to Brolf: Comey “clarified” about carelessness, throws State Department under
the bus, lies about portion marking, dodges question on cooperating with State Department
1:47:46 Bakari Sellers repeatedly substitutes Donald Trump for Saddam Hussein
1:49:56 Donation Segment: ACC heading to Vegas for TtK’s birthday
2:01:43 H.R.320 Rapid DNA Act field DNA collection; producer tips for buying cigars in Cuba
2:08:17 ISIS’ new golden dinar; Canada to change anthem lyrics; Barroso joins Goldman Sachs
2:10:44 Topic Wheel: Hawaii Five-0’s crappy writing; Eric Garner videographer to serve jail time
2:17:35 FCC & FEC concerned about political correctness and “protecting freedom on the internet”;
The Blaze documents Dutch Muslims harassing Jews; Facebag suspends account of German
Boundless Criminal author Udo Ulfkotte; German rape laws revised; th3j35t3r’s “internet
AWACS” powered by Watson, JCD: Mr. Robot native ad
2:30:00 Silent Circle warrant canary dead; Syrian rebels’ US-sourced equipment abandoned to ISIS
due to botched air support
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Hemicycle

(2016-07-07)

0:00:00 JCD: “A lot of them look like they’d put out.” (1:00:31)
0:00:32 Router reboot; ACC completes Thirteen Colonies special event minus Delaware
0:01:42 Comey recommends no indictment, interleaved Hillary vs Comey clips; e-mails deleted by
lawyers “to preclude complete forensic recovery”; Andrea Mitchell server likely hacked by
“Russia, Chiner”, Jonathan Allen: “devastating moment”, Trevor Noah: “your lies have besmirched the Clinton name, a name synonymous with inte…, you know, that’s not the point”;
JCD: Trump can only beat Hillary; Trump on “thirty-three thousand e-mails that were wiped
out” (CotD); Alberto Gonzalez: Comey has no business saying “no reasonable prosecutor”
0:17:17 ACC: “Jim Comey for president”; conclusion analyzed, win for Trump as long as Sanders &
Warren kept out; the other e-mails: 27 month delay sought in Teneo Holdings case
0:28:42 Hillary Rosen anti-Semitism meme, “we’re against gays and lesbians”; Hillary campaign emails: Robbie Mook and “pitch in”, Mimi vs Bill merge-purge; PBS lawyers squabble over
which law was broken; Martha Raddatz injects “crooked” into Trump tweet
0:41:46 Obama arrogantly refers to himself in third person, of Hillary: “there has never been any, man
or woman, more qualified for this oﬀice”, epic “even even, even even” stammer
0:46:35 RT on Hillary e-mail contents: Syrian intervention by Google and Al Jazeera, sectarian war
on Assad’s fall, Libyan oil for France & UK; JCD story of meeting Eric Schmidt
0:49:21 Anophiliphobe Trump: “I don’t like mosquitoes!”; Tarik Ali on Trump’s Iraq “Harvard for
terrorism”: “how can one deny the truth of what he’s saying?” to dismay from Amy Goodman
0:54:46 Bernie calls Brolf “Jake” five times; Gretchen Carlson sues Roger Ailes; Megyn Kelly’s BDSM
outfit, Fox Business puts Morgan Ortagus in the gams chair, Carolyn Heldman & Paula Zahn
1:05:05 WETA PBS “fireworks fix” with file footage, “the Milli Vanilli of fireworks”
1:07:30 Producer Segment
1:19:46 Chilcot report excoriates Tony Blair government; WMD expert David Kelly’s mysterious
“suicide”; sister of dead soldier: Blair the terrorist, Blair: “for that decision, today, I accept
full responsibility”; George Michael’s Shoot the Dog and career tailspin
1:28:16 Iran nuclear deal diplomat Thomas Pickering a Boeing lobbyist; second alligator in Orlando
1:33:28 LBC’s Katie Hopkins on wearing safety pins to signal safe spaces; OZY on denying the vote
to retirees, ACC interview by Pooja Bhatia in the can for later
1:40:39 NewsHour: DEA misses own deadline to re-evaluate marijuana scheduling; The Lancet: Prozac
the only antidepressant effective for children, Effexor suicide risk
1:46:04 German foreign minister Steinmeier complains about NATO’s Baltic “saber rattling”, panEurasian security agreement proposal; Frans Timmermans to European Parliament “hemicycle”: “those … who have asked for the head of Jean-Claude Juncker: that is politically weak,
morally questionable, intellectually lazy”, JCD: “maybe he went through the reeducation”
2:01:06 Donation Segment
2:12:53 Two Dutch soldiers killed in Mali by “salted” ammo likely from US; JCD’s IR-reflecting tape
2:17:05 Capitol Hill drinking water lead contamination; ACC water testing and SodaStream bubblification device, JCD recommends ZeroWater; fluoride docility; “sham organization” MADD
2:26:45 New book The Slaughter on organ harvesting in China; millennials selling plasma and ova
2:31:40 Venezuela’s economic crisis; 50 FBI agents die in line of duty per year; US #27 ranking in
murder statistics; White House pushing machine learning, Dutch rechtwijzer online legal help
2:45:39 Life-size Noah’s Ark in Kentucky; Obama to leave 8400 troops in Afghanistan
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Spatchcock

(2016-07-03)

0:00:00 JCD: “Torture torture torture everybody.” (0:48:35)
0:00:34 Show 838’s backup sound level fail; red biplane guy from Valentines Day ditches into Lake
Travis, JCD: “and then they went home and took a bath with candles all over the place”
0:06:26 No definitive election winner in Australia; Norbert Hofer may “seize power” in Austria do-over
0:12:36 Former CIA Clare Lopez on Benghazi “false narrative”, Pastor Jon vs Terry Jones videos; the
“great job” Hillary did in Libya; widow Dorothy Woods and Hillary’s “time to move on”
0:21:49 Settlement for seven-year-old Cameroon boy killed by Samantha Power’s motorcade; Ataturk
Airport bombing linked to Chechen Akhmed “One-Arm” Chatayev, asylum in Austria, Russian
extradition opposed by Amnesty International; Nord Stream 2, Israel’s Leviathan gas ready
to go somewhere, Harold Rhode on Israel-Turkey bad blood; (((this))) revisited
0:33:22 Diplomat vs Russian security guard, Kirby blames Putin and dodges all questions
0:37:40 Khalid al-Masri’s bogus CIA seizure and torture for months while deciding “exit strategy”;
Brennan at CFR on 28 pages: “I defer to others who have that decision-making responsibility”;
perfectly-timed three-day weekend release of White House droning numbers with Afghanistan,
Iraq, and Syria numbers classified and excluded; CIA-funded prisons in Romania
0:49:12 Assad: Syria secretly aided vs ISIS by Western governments, former NATO commander Philip
Breedlove pushed against White House to escalate Ukraine conflict; Guccifer’s disappearance
0:59:37 Native ads galore for Burger King Mac n’ Cheetos
1:04:27 Producer Segment
1:14:08 C-SPAN vintage nomination speeches, George Castanza-esqe Dukakis’ “precious gift of literacy”, Goldwater NWO “Atlantic civilization”; Juncker frets over dirigeants d’autres planètes
1:29:05 Theresa May eyes prime ministership; London Brexit protest, “the NHS needs the EU”, Bob
Geldof, freedom of movement meme; EU proposes pension takeover, JCD on advantage erasure
1:42:11 Adrian Wu: LGBT insuﬀicient because of nonbinarism; Ash Carter defends transgender service
members, ACC: “we’ve gone from Klinger on M*A*S*H to this”, McCain promises hearings
1:47:44 Lynch admits Clinton meeting mistake to Trump mockery, Andrea Mitchell 3x “conspiracy
theory”; FBI photo ban; Gayle King: “public” meeting, Mark Halperin: “Bill Clinton is a
really social guy, right?”, empty SCotUS offer; CNN announces no indictment; Lynch “career
agents” meme, “I fully expect to accept their recommendations”, ACC: “poor Bill”
2:00:36 Possible Hillary VP Tim Kane’s $160k in gifts; JCD on Joni Ernst as ideal Trump running
mate; new robocall “caller #11” scheme
2:08:16 ACC has changed from “Mimi” to “Bill”, Trump e-mails now using “chip in”, see Hamilton
with Hillary; The Economist and others offering paid coverage packages for think tanks
2:17:22 Donation Segment
2:26:27 Elie Wiesel dead at 87; how to “spatchcock” a chicken; JCD mashup with Loretta Lynch
2:28:42 Planned Parenthood whines about lack of zika funding for “family planning”, CDC admits
ignorance, Florida’s first zika-linked microcephaly case; Texas abortion clinic law struck down
2:38:23 New NATO headquarters looking like Nazi ᇞᇞ symbol from above
2:40:59 Hong Kong denounces bookseller kidnappings on 19th anniversary of return; Putin in Japan
2:42:45 Former Navy SEAL killed driving Tesla under 18-wheeler, reported only after money raised,
shareholder lawsuit Hell, vintage “broken knees ram into the dashboard” Jack Webb video
2:50:02 Proposed California mileage tax; New York City reading 3M licens plates per day
2:55:16 New California gun law rundown; Trump sign vandals outraged at being held at gunpoint
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Hillary and the Vase

(2016-06-30)

0:00:00 JCD: “What is the point of this messaging, it’s bullcrap!” (1:18:12)
0:00:36 Podcast Award in news & politics category achieved; JCD on general podcast audio
0:07:33 Crisis of Character by Gary Byrne, “Hillary and the vase”; Bill’s girlfriend Eleanor Mondale;
FBI vs Secret Service, Clintons’ FBI background checks on opponents, Hillary’s tommy gun
0:20:32 Benghazi report: damning timeline with three-hour meeting on explaining attack with video;
Charles Krauthammer on Obama “nowhere to be seen” during crisis; Mark Toner with giant
binder lies about “we … did the best we could to convey the facts as we knew them at the
time”; October surprise and CIA gun-running operation; video “played a role”
0:31:44 Elizabeth Kennedy Trudeau on Jordanian intelligence running off with arms meant for antiAssad rebels: “we have no comment … there is an ongoing investigation”, Fast and Furious gun
used in Paris attacks, Matt Lee on who is investigating: White House “referred the questions
to the State Department and to the FBI”, “I’m gonna hold my breath, how long should I
hold it?”; Patricia Smith: “I’d like to see her in stripes”; Sinaloa scheme revisited; Toner on
runway uniform changes, JCD on YPG patches “like challenge coins”
0:49:56 Brennan at CFR, Leave it to Beaver cadence, dangers of genome editing, CIA, the dangers
of old people, SAI stratospheric aerosol injection, “would also raise a number of challenges
for our gubmint”; “we know the Iranians very well, just saying”; Kerry on arms sales to Iran:
“it’s complex, folks”, folks = idiots, Kerry ISIS “on the run” vs McCaul “they’re on the rise”
1:14:19 Istanbul airport bombing: no attack on North American airport in past year; using Facebag
& Twitter “things that wouldn’t necessarily be made public”, JCD: “they do that now, who is
she kidding?”; General Michael Flynn: “ISIS, they actually counterattack in San Bernardino,
in Orlando”, Megyn Kelly to Flynn: airport security a “banal comfort check”; Orlando SWAT
barrage, JCD on autopsies: “oh shit, there’s another police bullet”
1:27:09 Producer Segment: JCD’s deep dive into Mandela effect; JCD vs Sir Atomic Rod part 2
1:47:16 Farage to EP on Brexit: “I know that virtually none of you have ever done a proper job in
your lives”; Amanpour squabbles with MEP Daniel Hannan; Van Jones: “this is the end of
the world as we know it”, “they don’t wanna have nothin’ to do with nobody, period, except
for people who look exactly like them, basically white folks in Britain” vs “good thoughtful
liberal people”; JCD on stock market rebound, Soros gold; “vast abysst of stupidity”, JCD:
“The Abysst is actually a bar in South Brooklyn”; Scott Adams on new Clinton “crazy racist”
winning meme; Trump: Patton “wasn’t one to give out information on television”
2:10:57 2008 campaign clips: “shame on you Barack Obama”, “she’ll say anything and change nothing”
2:12:36 Charlie Rose on Clinton-Lynch meeting in Phoenix: “two politicians saying hello”, ACC:
Lynch for SCotUS, JCD: “she’s a twerp too”, “hysterical” Elizabeth Warren
2:19:28 Clinton body count: DNC money laundering witness dead one day before testifying
2:20:46 Donation Segment
2:30:56 RT on French labor protests vs EU reforms; Erdoğan’s apology; Mimi’s ethics complaint
2:38:00 Barrow Alaska mayor looking to move $1bn town infrastructure inland; Oakland bans coal
2:43:20 MKULTRA monarch butterfly puts in appearance at North American Caucus
2:46:17 NPR on FBI Six-Week Cycle informants: social media and “encrypted communications that
the FBI has been able to break”, JCD: “don’t make new friends”, Newberg judge: plot created
by FBI but no entrapment, “predisposed to that mindset”, ACC: “it’s pre-crime!”
2:53:37 California to put recreational marijuana on ballot again
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Close the Chunnel!

(2016-06-26)

0:00:00 ACC: “Just stop there for a second, is that not the very definition of bigotry?” (1:03:24)
0:00:40 JCD calls for a Calexit; ACC ARRL Field Day report, JCD on flat HDTV fractal antennas
0:05:41 33M Brexit ballots, CNN cut off cheering; Amanpour on leave campaign’s “hard right very
very xenophobic anti-immigrant very populist nationalist white identity politics”, JCD on EU
as slow-motion WWIII, stupidity meme; Fox News on Obama visit backfire, Trump-Brexit
parallel, EU electric teakettle “ban”; Council of Europe lobbying group, yellow card system
0:20:02 Do-over petition “signatures”, “I’m European” protest signs, “can’t leave” meme; Post’s millennial Catherine Rampell: Trump “gives voice to their anger”, buyer’s remorse meme, “antiintellectual attitude that has taken root around the world”; JCD on “I voted even though it
wouldn’t matter” meme; Max Keiser & ABC on “what’s the EU” Google search; swastika golf
ball “slam” for Trump; MSNBC on voter anger and fear thanks to “economic elites”
0:35:23 Merkel tweet: now there will be wars, ACC’s friend Michel on Gibraltar, ACC: “it’s like
Crimea!”; Max Keiser: City of London at “nexus of the European center for money laundering
and other financial crimes”; HMS Cornwall and Iran incident; Tom Llamas mocks Trump
Scotland visit; ACC’s “slammed” mind control trick
0:46:19 NewsHour on EU “very much an American project”; Salman Rushdie fatwa upped to $4M,
Cameron in 2011: “under the doctrine of state multiculturalism we’ve encouraged different
cultures to live separate lives … apart from the mainstream”, “hands-off tolerance”; British
Mohammad image takedowns after Charlie Hebdo; “demagogue” & “divorce” memes
1:01:38 Brooks blames Brexit on “less well-educated ethnic nationalism”, elites’ “anti-democratic, a
condescending, and a snobbish attitude about popular democracy”, “Trumpian nationalism”;
Atlantic Council elite Dr. Jeffrey Gedmin’s reassurances; Napolean & Merkel; WWII veteran:
“I have my country back” from Germans; Brussels “rule-writing factory”; CBS on Farage’s
“Independence Day”, “the old have determined what kind of country the young will live in”
1:18:06 Theresa May for PM; Tucker Carlson to Van Susteren: “Trumpism … is another word for
nationalism”, banking uncertainty, JCD on depression cycles, {D, N, Sw}exit collapse trigger, French “open the Chunnel” strategy, producer PMUK Brexit jingle; Juncker “very sad”,
Merkel speculates about “consequences”; JCD: “the Scots are the worst”
1:36:45 Producer Segment: avoid “ISIS” in PayPal notes; Sir Atomic Rod’s JCD ship captain gripe
2:04:43 Judge Napolitano on Orlando shooting: “nobody died until 5:13 in the morning” when SWAT
entered (CotD), timeline rundown, ACC: “someone’s got some ‘splainin’ to do on that”, Mateen’s frantic web searches, SSRIs; JCD imagines police saying “you wanna go shoot some
gays?”; Milo Yiannopoulos: “just call them the gays”, definition of “community”
2:15:55 Democracy Now Sanders “it is not normal” on homeless children, new elite Hillary backers;
Harry Walker checklist for securing a Hillary speech, $1k for transcript; Cosby’s $300 per night
2:25:40 Lagarde on tax-exempt IMF salary: “everything is global except tax”, Fifi’s France problem;
“thick crocodile skin”, BEPS base erosion and profit shifting, “it needs global leadership”
2:35:37 Donation Segment: “sayin’ it all along” jingle
2:48:28 Counter Extremism Project to use child porn scrubbing technology to remove “terrorist-related
content” via NORex National Oﬀice for Reporting Extremism, cat pictures false analogy
2:54:15 Cory Lewandowsky hired by CNN
2:55:31 Insider feedback on Democrat sit-in as fundraiser; Charlie Rangel on New York City concealed
carry permits for elites: “I think we deserve… I think we need to be protected down here”
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Proof She’s Human

(2016-06-23)

0:00:00 JCD: “What are you talking about, is there some gay app called Adam2Adam?” (0:37:11)
0:00:36 JCD’s garbage police “skulking” around; ACC can’t wait to flee media bullcrap in the woods
0:02:06 Brexit vote happening right now, current odds 18%; BBC’s questionable role in pushing
English; Brexit as secession; CBS “uncertainty is already hurting” vs British factory operator
saying no such thing; NewsHour man on the street: “shut that bloody tunnel up, mate”, EU
vs organic pig farming; John Oliver racism bullcrap; Juncker warns “out is out” vs Article 50
0:23:58 Lynch promises partial transcript of communication between Orlando shooter and negotiators which never materializes; 911 transcripts partially redacted and then unredacted, media
accused of creating “unnecessary distraction”; Lynch “hatred and intolerance” vs Ash Carter
“ISIL … wants to spread its evil ideology”; Lynch: “our most effective response to terror and
to hatred is compassion it’s unity, and it’s love”; disappearing wife; Mateen HIV question
0:33:36 Mateen’s former lover “Miguel”: “he hate gay Puerto Ricans for all the bad thing they do to
him”, Pulse vs Parliament, Mateen’s father’s “gay people is the devil” views; Lynch calls for
LGBBTQQIAAP “community” to come out of the closet; possibly fake rainbow at vigil
0:48:35 Local stations repeat gun buying story; GOA’s Larry Pratt explains automatic vs semiautomatic; “assault-style”; ACC’s watch list experiences; Wayne LaPierre: “what law enforcement
wants to do 90% of the time – 99% of the time – is let it go through, they want to watch it”
1:00:05 Sit-in for Obama’s “safer, more loving world”, Warren: “I just brought Dunkin’ Doughnuts!”,
Wasserman Schultz: “thoughts and prayers aren’t good enough any more”; Luke Russert:
“Kim Kardashian was tweeting about this” (CotD); German movie theater shooting
1:11:29 “In the line of presidential succession [Dennis] Hastert was once #2, now he is #47991-424”
1:14:20 Producer Segment: Tafelberg competition; Trump “jobs jobs jobs”
1:28:24 British kid’s Trump assassination attempt, Whoopi: “not an American concept, it’s not rational, it’s not smart”, Sunny Hostin: “it makes me wonder whether or not that campaign, the
vileness of it and all the rhetoric is gonna bring more people out of the woodwork like that”
1:33:07 Trump: Hillary has “perfected the politics of personal profit”, CBS lies about Hillary not
acknowledging the radical Islam threat: “but last week she did just that” (CotD), redundant
“radical Islamism”; Trump broke meme, “GOP jaws are dropping”, spending on his own properties; Lewandowski & Trump part ways; Trump supposedly ahead on economy, Trump: “I’m
having more diﬀiculty, frankly, with some of the people party than I am with the Democrats”,
Bosnia attack “turned out to be young girls handing her flowers … Brian Williams’ career was
destroyed for saying less”; Euronews lie: Trump for Muslim “racial” profiling
1:50:25 Ex-CIA “hacks” Scowcroft & Armitage back Hillary; foreign policy weakness meme; Riyadh
money and Iran deal cover-up, “so I made a mistake, that happens, it proves I’m human”;
Trump “has no answers on the substance”; Trump on Clinton “blood money”; Austan Goolsbee
lies about Trump “proposing to default on treasuries”; Joe Biden Saddam/Assad Freudian slip
2:08:35 Donation Segment
2:19:48 EgyptAir MS804 memory module issues; Obama hanging out with Soros’s son, insurance
companies’ “just say no” policy, no cash allowed; Matt Cutts to join Defense Digital Service
2:26:54 Gina McCarthy: climate change “happening now, you can see it every single day”
2:28:13 Musicians pen open letter to Congress opposing YouTube DMCA protection (ACCPPotD)
2:31:56 New Greek €7.5bn bailout to be used mainly to pay IMF & ECB debt
2:33:53 Rape culture at Baylor, ACC: “the town is Baylor, they run everything including the cops”
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Woman Person

(2016-06-19)

0:00:00 JCD: “By the way, I think Zakaria is a lizard.” (1:48:02)
0:00:35 NBA’s “blatant fix”, JCD on $49k seats; ACC’s new Fasten profile pic proves he’s white
0:03:52 Compulsive gambling from Abilify; William Brownfield to committee: “we must today manage
a strategic transition from cocaine to heroin”; Aczone Gel blue lips and orange skin side effects,
CVC’s Proactiv; Omar Mateen’s conversation with friend about “medications”
0:14:11 UK “Brexit” shooting, “remain” ahead by three points, Christine Lagarde called out for
“overwhelming majority of economists”, Oxford Union debate; possibility of eventual EU
breakup; Switzerland withdraws EEA application; Brexit petition
0:26:00 Terrorism arrests in Belgium & France vs US, JCD: not since Elián González
0:29:37 CBS buys an AR-15, “the gun was only in our possession for a couple of hours”; bogus veteran
Facebag profiles, Cassius Clay’s cannon, Gatling gun used on Irish protesters
0:37:33 Orlando shooting: outrage and moral self-licensing over FDA restrictions on gay men donating
blood, Sanjay Gupta: “the FDA … is a pretty conservative institution”, Pooper pushes Truvada
0:43:52 FBI’s James Kallstrom on “wet blanket of political correctness”, Loretta Lynch “rhetoric”
prosecutions, Lynch on “reaching out” to Muslims, “community” meme
0:54:08 Fox interleaves Brennan’s dire ISIS warnings with Obama’s optimism (CotD); CIA Abu Zubaydah torture report declassified, “he must never be able to tell what happened”, fair game for
CBS if linked to Trump; 51 State Department diplomats push for bombing Syria, Kirby on
Assad-Daesh “symbiosis”, “we understand that … the future of Syria cannot include Bashar
al-Assad”; Fox Red Eye on Obama’s use of ISIL as Israel “diss”; producer feedback on Lebanon
bombing Israel; Tulsi Gabbard to Brolf: nothing learned from Iraq & Libya
1:22:15 Producer Segment
1:42:13 China retaliates for Obama’s Dalai Lama meeting by banning iPhone sales; Moore’s Law and
JCD’s son’s company replacing laptops with less powerful ones, JMD’s Apple sticker on Dell
1:47:00 First legally non-binary person in US
1:47:31 Zakaria Putin interview: Ukraine coup a NATO “common enemy” justification, sanctions
impacting Europe and not US; Fox a-hole: “whenever a senior Russian oﬀicial says anything
… he’s lying”; Trump “brilliant” vs “bright”, “why do you always change the meaning of what
I said?”, prosecutors trying to keep OSCE election observers out, snotty Zakaria: “I used
the oﬀicial Interfax translation”, on Hillary: “I’ve seen many people change after they were
appointed”; Putin on unfairness of Rio Olympics ban; nothing new on Hillary from Assange
2:09:17 H.R.5181 Countering Foreign Propaganda and Disinformation Act, “whole-of-government approach”, Center for Information Analysis and Response “Center” à la The Americans
2:16:32 H.R.4445 Truth in Advertising Act, blame Photoshop for depression, anxiety, eating disorders
2:20:00 Donation Segment
2:36:44 Gayle King celebrates Hillary’s nomination “as a woman person”; ex-CIA to Van Susteren on
Trump vs Clinton: “it’s like chlamydia or gonorrhea”; Kim Jong-un death hoax
2:40:34 Zuckerberg asked for Mateen Afghanistan posts; internet giants sued by Paris attack victim
Nohemi Gonzalez’ family; ACC stories about MTV Gopher server and bud.com acquisition
2:50:15 Financial emergency declared in Rio; producer Puerto Rico report; Grassley Haiti Red Cross
investigation like “pulling teeth”; Grassroots Texas kids now raising money for ACLU
2:58:27 “I’m Neil deGrasse Tyson, bitch” cameos; Morsi sentenced in “fundamentally unfair” trial
3:02:48 Week’s predictions: Trump NRA deal, something might light up in UK for Brexit
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Toxic Masculinity

(2016-06-16)

0:00:00 JCD: “What car comes with a carburator any more?” (2:28:48)
0:00:36 Orlando nightclub shooting: press conference with doctors, “this is not a drill, this is not a
joke”; Comey on FBI mistakes: “so far the honest answer is, I don’t think so”, “we are looking
for needles in a nationwide haystack”, “if you see something, tell us”; Comey timeline, “our
investigation involved introducing confidential sources to him”, al-Nusra suicide bomber
0:20:24 Che Brandes-Tuka “toxic masculinity” propaganda; “lone woof”; two-hour gap between visits;
police not releasing 911 tapes, L.A. Gay Pride distraction; Patience Carter’s story changed
from ISIS to Afghanistan; ex-wife to Don Lemon on “family structure”, “do you think that
he had gay tendencies?”, “a political figure as prominent as Father” and Muslim homophobia
0:47:06 Gay Florida Imam to Lemon: “you could feel very sequestered”; Muslim professor: Afghanistan
“most hostile homophobic country on the planet”, “gays must be killed”; Lemon brings up “secret gay rituals”, bacha bazi, media booker skit, professor cut off after “this is what motivated
Omar Mateen”, alligator distraction after commercial; SJW New York protest lawyer
0:59:16 No alligator witnesses, sheriff releases victim name; ABC victims names & faces segment with
cheesy music; NewsHour corrects AR-15 to Sig Sauer MCX due to Trump association
1:05:43 Whoopi: “there’s no reason for anyone to have a machine gun, basically”, JCD on gun fashion,
Behar: Trump “recruiter-in-chief” for ISIS, Hillary’s Trump video lie, AWB sunset “ipso facto”
1:13:41 No one saying “I dated him” about Mateen, rejected by community theory
1:17:27 Producer Segment
1:30:52 Orlando SWAT spray & pray, Sig Sauer jams, recent trauma center drill, barrage audio
1:37:52 CBS on FBI limited by “First Amendment”; Trump: “they had a bad day”, Hayden: “this is
not my criticizing the FBI”; Woolsey: FBI’s job not crime prevention, pushes Sapient
1:53:15 CBS on death penalty for gays in Muslim countries; Obama Islam & Christianity quote montage, Trump’s possible birther long game, Trump: Obama mistreats Israel, Israel-Lebanon
conflict; Obama’s anger at Trump “the kind of anger he should have for the shooter”, Obama
on radical Islam: “calling a threat by a different name does not make it go away”, ACC:
“that’s right, because it’s ISIS, ISIL, IS, Daesh”, Trump calls on Hillary to return money,
Trojan Horse & “wacky” Hillary memes, Warren AWOL; Trump on “massive potholes”
2:12:32 Rachel Maddow on Trump-Putin ties, on Guccifer Hillary data and Russian role: “eek”
2:17:27 Bill Clinton dodges Foundation & election question, possibly knows he’s doomed
2:21:05 Speaker tries to hijack University of Missouri Orlando vigil for into Black Lives Matter
2:24:04 Oprah and Michelle Obama “be better” litany for men at United State of Women Summit;
Biden on naked woman at Capitol: “no man … has a right to touch her!”, “nice fabric”
2:31:07 Donations up; hot drinks cause cancer; eat whole grains; Obama meets with Dalai Lama
2:34:03 Donation Segment
2:43:00 “Battle of the Brexit” on the Thames, £30bn “black hole”, Farage vs Geldof, German sovereign
bond impact, “this should be decided by the legislative body”, ACC predicts Bitcoin spike
2:53:06 Thomas Frank on Democrats’ “liberalism of the rich”; NDAA analysis for Sunday; NATO
Article 5 for cyberattacks; former Russian ambassador Matlock: Ukraine “deeply divided”
3:03:06 NYT net neutrality video, war on torrents & VPNs
3:10:04 Feinstein releases statistics on terrorist background checks, “terrorist loophole” meme; Oakland #3 in violent crime; ACC: “let’s go protect our gays” with Texas open carry
3:12:54 ACC recommends new Moby album for sleeping
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Manbuns & Mohawks

(2016-06-12)

0:00:00 ACC: “But it’s great, liberals are psychotic!” (2:20:25)
0:00:33 Orlando nightclub shooting: “kill the gays” strategy, Omar Mateen a security guard, terrorist
ties unconfirmed by FBI; Red Book: Hamilton Tonys sweep; kevlar helmet side-story
0:11:43 Ishmael Reed on Mohammad Ali mourner hypocrisy, Nation of Islam vs the mob
0:17:58 Elizabeth Warren Trump insanity meme: “he is a threat to who we are as a people”, “rooting
for an economic crash”; Nancy Giles: “he’s, I think, clinically insane”; Deepak Chopra on “the
shadow”, “emotional retardation of a three-year-old”; Rachel Maddow lies about naver having
female nominee, Warren: Hillary “willing to lead against a small, insecure bully”
0:37:16 Massachusetts campgrounds booked by Bernie supporters, San Jose anti-Trump violence
0:39:15 Possible revelation of CIA identities in Hillary e-mails; Clinton Foundation donor Rajiv Fernando appointed to State Department International Security Advisory Board by Cheryl Mills;
FBI investigating drone strike e-mails; Mark Toner haltingly explains ISAB appointment;
Charles Ortel on bogus Unitaid audit, missing $100M for illegal Clinton HIV/Aids Initiative
0:56:55 Banker suicides and drug money, American Gangster; Harvard tribal activities requirement
1:01:25 Pelosi: negative migration rate with Mexico; Michael McCaul calls for “technology and aviation assets”, far from “operational control”; control the border, control the drugs
1:07:15 Barbara “Botox” Boxer to Bill Maher on Hillary’s authenticity to repeated “right”, “leaning in
favor” of pot legalization, car fatalities, JCD: “oh bull-crap!”, ACC’s stoned helicopter landing
1:15:27 Producer Segment
1:35:49 Michael McCaul: national security “number one responsibility under the Constitution”, “highestthreat environment” since 9/11; more possible MH370 debris found
1:39:45 No charge for MI6 in CIA Libya rendition; Hans-Georg Maassen: Snowden a Russian spy
1:48:04 Euro 2016 “manbuns & mohawks”, Pravy Sektor “Russian” hooligans; Brexit do-over
1:53:17 Obama podcast on restructuring Puerto Rican debts, H.R.4900 Puerto Rico Oversight, Management, and Economic Stability Act PROMESA, Luis Gutiérrez: “no difference between this
junta and the junta of Pinochet in Chile!”, Sec.104 “the Oversight Board may accept, use, and
dispose of gifts, bequests, or devises”, JCD: “here’s a goat, here’s my daughter, here’s a pot
full of money”, Sec.210 “the full faith and credit of the United States is not pledged”
2:10:09 Judge Napolitano on FBI Hillary investigation conflict of interest under Obama; Bernie supporter on Bernie backing off Clinton; breaking news: Orlando shooter’s ISIS allegiance
2:14:27 Ban Ki-moon extorted into removing Saudi Arabia from child-killer blacklist
2:18:10 Retraction Watch: liberal and conservative beliefs swapped in psychoticism link; Laura Ingraham cut off on Hannity; “Netflix and chill” and dropping sexual activity frequency; NYT
Broadway guy: The Color Purple by Alice Waters Walker
2:29:17 Donation Segment: JCD: Trump should use Ross Perot infomercial format
2:38:41 Tech News: WWDC Monday; NHTSA investigating Tesla suspension problems, nondisclosure
agreement potential fiasco, precarious financial position from debt payoff; Pelosi on smart
phone “flat screens, LLD” from federal research; Alexa rage; “there’s no crying in barbecue”
2:49:06 Daily Kos and MoveOn unable to deliver empty boxes of Stanford rape case petitions
2:53:59 Ash Carter calls for private sector talent exchange program
2:56:21 ASCAP guidelines for using music in campaigns, Lanham Act trademark dilution
3:01:10 Narendra Modi proposes stronger US-India ties; Rajiv Fernando’s background
3:06:26 Southern California earthquakes, graph with unlabelled axes
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Cissexist Hxstory

(2016-06-09)

0:00:00 ACC: (nasal) “Like, well you know it’s a public pool!” (1:53:34)
0:00:34 JCD’s Chinese “I Voted” sticker; Associated Press declares Hillary presumptive nominee,
e-mail image URL “secret win version 2”; CBS on Sanders’ “zombie candidacy”; PBS lies
“Hillary Clinton wrapped up the Democratic nomination overnight”; Wasserman Schultz to
Democracy Now: superdelegates “free to decide all the way up until July”; Bernie sexist for
staying in race, Bob Schieffer: Bernie “like gum on your shoe”; Hillary offering the olive bullet
branch, Norman Solomon: media “genuflecting to elites within the Democratic Party”
0:20:12 Attack ad interleaving Bill & Hillary; Solomon on neocon Hillary, R2P “responsibility to
protect”; Trump & Hillary interleaved on immigration; Hillary blames Obama for Libya;
Pooper on Foundation: “it’s always not been transparent”, Hillary: “overwhelming disclosure”
0:35:21 Obama’s need for “healthy two-party system”; camera-kissing Gary Johnson; Hillary dodges
Stephanopolous’ Second Amendment questions; Morning Joe crew on Katie Couric’s creatively
edited gun documentary; Stephanopolous guffawing at prospect of Trump candidacy in 2015
0:50:22 Josh Earnest’s “no, Kevin” on Iran deal lying omitted from transcript, follow-up “let me say
that in the aﬀirmative”, “forceful and fact-based, accurate, truthful case”, blames Republicans,
no intention to amend transcript; State Department video investigation continues; TPP FOIA
request’s projected November 31 release date to dodge Brexit vote
1:06:17 Brexit registration and voting issues; City of London worried about Brexit
1:10:56 Matt Lee: “you guys say it’s gonna take seventy-five years??” for staff e-mail FOIA; court
filing: 1.5M pages, 500 pages per month, 33.3 years for Sullivan documents, “need not comply”
1:17:53 Producer Segment: producer Twitter exchange with Snowden over forced-down plane
1:28:56 JCD theory: Hillary’s VP will pardon her when she’s indicted; SouthDakota Hillary supporter
wants to see her “put these 44 men down”; Warren’s risk of losing Senate seat to Republican,
Hillary VP qualifications “from day one”; Brazilian coup; JMD to vote Bernie or Trump; Scott
Adams endorses Hillary for “personal safety”, Susan Sarandon excoriated for Bernie support
1:42:09 No charges for “gorilla boy” parents; father’s “twenty minutes of action” in rape case
1:51:44 Brooklyn gets rid of women-only pool hours, JCD on discriminatory ladies’ nights; Daily Beast
list of absurd college student demands, segregated safe spaces, “cissexist hxstory”
2:01:33 New York City searching for recyclables in trash to outrage of Triumph soundalike
2:03:28 US-China Strategic and Economic Dialogue; NATO joint maneuvers in Poland, Stephen Cohen
compares to Cuban Missile Crisis, “eastern front” Nazi callback, Finland and Sweden, Romania
& Poland in “crosshairs of an East-West war”, “this is good business for our weapon makers”
2:13:30 Victoria Nuland lies: “the United States has sought to build a constructive relationship with
Russia”, “rules-based international order”, “persistent rotational military presence”, “fuck the
EU”; RT vs BBG “clean, honest Russian-language programming”, “journalist training”
2:30:04 Donation Segment: Sir Trevor Mudge explains to ACC downfall of Moore’s Law
2:40:18 David Icke lizard theory explains “eat bugs” meme
2:41:31 Miss USA 2016: no white girls in the finals, JCD on sexy street-sweeper walk, screamed selfintroductions; dumb questions: Muhammad Ali legacy, women in combat for Army reservist
D.C., voting rights, California chokes on economic inequality (CotD), booed Hillary vs Trump
for Hawaii; “women supporting women” final-final “confidently beautiful” question
3:06:30 Clip Wheel: Roger Goodell’s death by Twitter; Spot the Spook: Miss USA Deshauna Barber
3:12:34 Appeals court finally forces IRS to reveal list of targeted tea party groups
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(((twitter)))

(2016-06-05)

0:00:00 ACC: “Is it clear what I’m talking about here, or am I way off base?” (0:12:32)
0:00:34 Austin bug eating festival cancelled due to rain; no Über clones for ACC
0:08:46 Facebag fight with brain professor Russ over Trump “con man” post, June retractionwatch.com
headlines, professor’s wife: “your litmus test for bullshit is astoundingly lopsided here”
0:23:42 ACC predicts bloody Democrat convention, Toobin spins anti-Trump violence: “this kind of
protest has gone on for hundreds of years, it’s not that big a deal”, Soros connection ignored
0:28:15 Hillary’s foreign policy speech a “point-by-point indictment” of Trump, mental illness meme;
Carl Bernstein on Trump’s “disrespect and disdain for our history and our Constitutional traditions”, “let’s cut to the chase”: Hillary lied; nuclear codes meme, Bill misplaced the “biscuit”,
JCD: “it was probably found inside someone”; bloody attacks on Trump supporters, misleading “thugs” edit, no arrests, “look at my African-American over here”; Mexican-American
Trump University judge; CBS: Trump alienating corporate sponsors, ColorOfChange.org
0:54:32 Hillary “slams” against Trump, ACC: “that’s been the lower third on my TV for the past
three, four days”, Barry Goldwater parallel, “just a series of bizarre rants, personal feuds, and
outright lies”, “I will leave it to the psychiatrists to explain his affections for tyrants” (CotD);
Trump: “she liiies!”, copy of speech for prebuttal, media propagating “crooked Hillary” meme;
Dave Winer: “Trump is a nightmare that’s almost over”; Hillary “great question” on The View
1:15:26 Donation Segment: uknightednations.com peerage map
1:24:10 Matt Lee to Mark Toner on Psaki video edit: “based on what you know…”, “sloppy” attempt
to hide information, Psaki throws editor under bus, Toner: “we’re at … a bit of a dead end”;
December 2012 emergency landing in Iran, “Benghazi flu”, concussion, blood clot timeline,
helmet gift; rapid Iranian prisoner release; Navy SEAL Job W. Price’s apparent suicide
1:47:45 Native ad: Prince died of fentanyl overdose; Muhammad Ali’s death; (((name))) = Jew
1:54:43 Bill Maher on zika funding, “laboratory evidence” of 300 infections
1:58:33 UCLA shooting boots on the ground report, FBI just down the road; Chicago Killing Ed
meetup; ACC to “go into the woods” on ARRL Field Day
2:04:04 Airbnb “busted” for racism; Über microaggressions against ACC because of surname
2:06:57 Latest 4.7% unemployment rate with net job loss, actual number 22.5% since 2012, Federal
Reserve ignoring bogus rate; Seth the ER surgeon on flu and allergies, broke middle class;
ridiculous Austin housing costs, Hotel ZaZa
2:16:00 CBN report on Swedish multiculturalism, “assimilation is completely out of the question”;
Templeton Prize winner Lord Jonathan Sacks: “if there is a collective identity society is a
home; if you have multiculturalism society is a hotel”, “sleepwalking into segregation”; Florida
Atlantic University professor Bassem Al Halabi on Sharia law: “if it takes one or two people
to have their hands cut off and then there’s no more stealing in the whole nation, that’s a
much better resolution”
2:26:15 Donation Segment
2:32:20 Tech News: Elon Musk on the universe is an AI simulation, Kara Swisher: “big issues that
need to play themselves out going forward, and probably the next quantum leap in computing
is this”; 3D printed pancakes at Shanghai trade fair, printed building in Dubai, printed cars
on Jay’s Garage
2:47:30 Universal Basic Income for the “useless eaters” voted down in Switzerland
2:51:37 New British plastic five-pound note “bringing a new meaning to the word money laundering”
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Tool Followers

(2016-06-02)

0:00:00 JCD: “It stinks, it’s got this white goo, and when you chew it it makes a squeaking sound.”
0:00:37 ACC’s Amazon Prime Now San Pellegrino; obnoxious telemarketer “who is this?” skit
0:05:16 UCLA SJW screaming tantrum at Milo Yiannopoulos event; Plano H.S. grads ditch Honor
Society regalia, Vonnegut’s Harrison Bergeron; social media on dead gorilla: “if the boy was
black they would’ve found a tranquilizer”, ACC: “the kid is black!”; TtK all-in on child leashes
0:17:58 UCLA murder-suicide lockdown with hordes of cops in “protective gear”, students “told to
drop to their knees with their hands up”, “scrubbing their social media accounts”, police radio
“technical alert status”, JCD: time to rob a bank, “we might as well turn this into an exercise”
0:25:47 Kirby addresses State Department Iran video “glitch” with his giant three-ring binder: “a
specific request was made to excise that portion of the briefing”, “immediate steps to craft
appropriate protocols”, call recipient “one of the editors”, “I see little foundation to press
forward with a formal investigation”, CNN: “would the editor forget a one-of-a-kind request?”,
Hillary e-mail comparison, “oﬀice of the legal advisor”; Elizabeth Kennedy Trudeau from Show
824: “getting information out on the web and searchable is a priority for us”, Google dodge
theory; Hillary helicopter crash theory; JCD on Kirby: “I’m sure he sees it as a girl’s job”
0:43:40 Epic Obama “okey-doke” and “if-if-if” stammer, JCD on Raiders stutterer Lester Hayes
0:50:21 Producer Segment: the horrors of farmed salmon; JCD: “we’re tool followers”
1:07:20 Pollsters questioning election predictions due to candidates’ “unfavorable ratings”; ACC to
attend bug eating festival; pseudo O-bot dinner; producers concerned about JCD’s memory
1:14:18 Kid calls 911 on red-light-running father; FDA-approved candy ADHD medication
1:17:48 Hillary dodges FBI question: no interview scheduled, robotic lying MSNBC & CNN responses
superimposed, Judge Napolitano: Hillary’s BlackBerry blocked on 7th floor oﬀice, FOIA
dodge, Spiro Agnew parallel; Wasserman Schultz repealed DNC lobbyist donation ethics rules
1:30:56 MSNBC on “I touched Bernie Sanders” millennials, “It’s like Paul McCartney in 1964”; fracking off California coast, earthquake drill June 7, State Department under Hillary pushed
fracking globally; Obama: nonexistent future hurricanes to become “more devastating”
1:40:11 Nary an American flag to be found with Trump protesters; Perry O’Brien #vetsvshate,
“veterans as political props”, Soros behind Veterans Progressive Leadership Institute, Beyond
the Choir; Tom Llamas on PGA event moving to Mexico, Trump to Llamas: “you’re a sleaze”
1:51:30 Gary Johnson on Trump’s “incendiary” immigration position, “it’s just racist!”; McCain ad
vs “Chemtrail Kelli Ward” with Alex Jones “a global plan to block out the sun” clip (CotD)
1:57:07 “Deadly rampage” in Houston by Army veteran conspiracy theorist Dionisio Garza
2:00:38 MS804 black box pings; world’s longest rail tunnel under Swiss Alps “symbol of European
unity”; State Department issues European terror alert for UEFA & Catholic World Youth
Day in Krakow; railway strike in France; JCD: ISIS won’t mess with soccer
2:13:30 Donation Segment: ACC recalls JCD forgetting grandson’s name
2:24:57 The Lancet on scientific unreproducability; Chantix vs placebo; Chatham House rules
2:31:30 Tbilisi vegan cafe attacked by sausage-wielding “Nazis”; poll: 52% in favor of Brexit
2:36:45 First US case of zika microcephaly, Francisco Rodriguez warns Olympic athletes, Fox News’
Manny Alvarez on delivery team, microbiologist grandmother sent blood sample to CDC;
Gates Foundation mosquito egg Recode demo for idiots Walt Mossberg & Kara Swisher
2:47:30 Facebag Messenger eavesdropping; internet giants pledge to address hate speech
2:52:31 Clip Wheel: bees kill hiker in Arizona; Guess the Movie: Frankenhooker
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quote un-quote

(2016-05-29)

ACC: (panting) “Apple!” (2:39:53)
Continuing rain and thunder in Texas, heavy hail blankets
Putin meets Tsipras in Athens; NATO Operation Anakonda; Minsk Protocol and Crimea
Agence France-Presse pictures of US boots on the ground wearing Kurdish YPG insignia,
“quote un-quote”, Pentagon spokeshole: special forces “blend in with the community”, ACC:
“that huge gun he’s carrying really blends in with the community”; RT No Agenda package:
YPJ insignia “an all-female unit of Kurdish fighters”, JCD: “what’ve we got for badges, man,
all we got is this box!”, Kirby boots on the ground callback, “Turkey is hacked off”, patches now
removed, Turkish minister: “they should also wear Daesh, al-Nusra, and al-Qaeda insignia”
Trump to Kimmel: I’ll debate Bernie for charity; celebrity lawsuits and charities; Katy Tur
lies “the presumptive GOP nominee first suggested the debate on Jimmy Kimmel”; riot police
at California Trump rally; Euronews: “Trump could be a wrecking ball”
Trained hypnotist Scott Adams to Bill Maher: Trump’s “persuasion perfection”, crooked
Hillary meme “the best persuasion you’ll ever see”; Melissa Harris-Perry: no political correctness on campus, “we don’t have good language for talking to each other across difference”
UFCW announces Hillary as “Secretary of Treasure”; Gayle King “sick and tired” of e-mail;
Hillary on fighting back, Obama in Japan: leaders “rattled”; “Deputary of State” to insane
Barbara Boxer: Trump has not “gravely affected our ability to do business together”
Trump and JCD on California water problems, environmental “rewards and awards”
Cleveland police chief on equipment for Republican convention: “we’re not allowed to call it
riot gear any more”; Chris Hayes on “Effer in the P” incident: “grow the Hell up”
Former Ms. AR on Bill Clinton’s coke habit; two vegans dead on Everest
Producer Segment
Hillary Rodham Clinton: Some Girls are Born to Lead; hoarse Hillary: Trump “urgent threat”
“Drip drip drip” meme montage from Seth Myers; SNL “tonight at 11” montage
Charles Ortel on Clinton Foundation charity fraud, inconsistent “professional audits”; Horowitz
pharmaceutical charity scam; Unitaid’s $2bn contributions, charity fraud solicitation law
Grassroots Texas kids supposedly raising money for MSF, “progressive issues”; illegal alien
explains IRS ITIN from overstayed tourist visa, citizenship fee increases; ACC’s bugle clips
Whoopi Wisdom: “if the higher-ups knew, why would they let it continue?”, Feinstein:
“Hillary Clinton broke no law, I read all 42 pages”; National Enquirer on lesbian e-mail
Calais violence between Afghans and Sudanese; Brolf on “ominous” news of ISIS lurking
among Libyans; producer Brexit jitters; Dutch 13th month; oil stocks mobilized in France
NOAA “warmest month on record”, JCD: “warmest minute”, AMO Atlantic Multidecadal
Oscillation, “near-normal” outlook with 4-8 hurricanes; 1970s Exxon climate change research
NYC human rights commission pamphlet defining gender identity and expression; Facebag
TW/CW group; “fem person of transgender experience”, JCD: “well, that’s a crock of shit!”
Donation Segment
Tech News: phone cancer in rats, Jane Pauley: Bluetooth “sits right next to your head”;
Siri SDK rumor, The North Face President chats with Watson, ACC: “there is no AI, only
the API”; colistin-resistant E. coli in Pennsylvania; Twitter ill-advisedly moving from 140
characters; overhyped VR; producer AS/400 & COBOL feedback
Clip Wheel: risk of anthropogenic earthquakes in Central US
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White, Male & Yale

(2016-05-26)

0:00:00 “Oh, you might have your furry friend microchipped, why not your children?” (0:13:33)
0:00:37 Texas storms, mile-wide funnel cloud; 127 straight hurricane-free months; tornado-damaged
Fort Worth building that can’t be demolished, ACC: “just fly an airplane into it”
0:05:09 MS804 dropped out of news cycle vs MH370 in news for a year, pilot linked to Benghazi
0:10:33 Spot the Package: studio intro, man on street, voiceover with “resident”; microchip your kids,
“if it’ll save my kid, there’s no stuff that’s too extreme”, false 1960s barcode analogy
0:21:16 Pentagon 8inch floppy disks, “a lot’s changed since the 1960s”, JCD’s custom shirt with CD
pocket, “dumbing down” IT graduates, COBOL vs crappy JavaScript
0:31:03 State Department e-mail handling & security report; Barbara Boxer “every single Secretary
of State did the same thing” lie, “I’m not reading it, I want to show your viewers”; Andrea
Mitchell: “I don’t see how this is anything but devastating”; Deutsche Welle: “it’s oﬀicial”
0:44:41 JCD 3x3: CBS on server attacks: “she didn’t answer our shouted questions today”; State
Department spokeshole’s long pause before responding to “how do you know that” no hacks
succeeded; “I don’t want any risk of the personal being accessible” e-mail never released; ABC
on “scathing” report, Hillary “slammed”, Hillary & Huma refused to talk to State Department,
more shouted questions; Trump “crooked Hillary” meme, “Pocahontas” Warren
0:58:31 MSNBC: Bill Clinton Cosby at courthouse; Brolf dismayed by live “fuck Donald Trump”; Ken
Starr & Baylor rape case a Clinton hit piece; Van Jones on Clintons staying married; Chuck
Todd debunks Trump “rooting” for foreclosures, “in his defe…” filter; protester “dragged out
by her limbs”, Warren: Trump “a small, insecure money-grubber”, Trump: “I call her goofy”
1:18:17 Staged Albuquerque protests with professional signs, Soros-funded pslweb.org
1:23:48 Producer Segment
1:36:31 Millennial “Mandela effect”, Sex in and the City, Sarah Palin and Russia, “matrix shift”
1:49:00 Harry Reid: no money for zika until fall “when a lot of mosquitoes are leaving town”; University of Spoiled Children professor: wear a mosquito net, “it’s a public health nightmare”,
“the world is flat”; IBM Open Zika Project app like SETI or “goodbye battery”, PointCast
1:56:56 Reporters not allowed in Greek refugee facilities; German break-ins by Georgian gangs (CotD);
Alexander Van der Bellen’s narrow presidential victory in austria; Normandy bridge blockade,
Dutch “13th month” paycheck; Swiss UBI referendum; Nigel Farage on asylum policy: Merkel
“took the cork out of a champagne bottle”, “let’s talk Turkey”; Germany to require visa
holders to learn German; Netflix required to carry 20% European content
2:22:20 HR5181 Countering Foreign Propaganda & Disinformation Act of 2016, “whole-of-government
approach”, Goebbels’ Ministry of Public Enlightenment & Propaganda, BBG in charge
2:28:31 Donation Segment: JCD’s strategies for dealing with fanboys
2:39:17 LGBBTQQIAAP SJWs have invaded DC Comics’ New 52 with lesbian Batgirl
2:41:00 TSA’s Melvin Carraway reassigned; Neﬀinger previews new technologies to replace grumpy bin
wranglers, contractors trained at TSA Academy; National Deployment Force, “surge events”
2:48:35 90% of Native Americans not offended by Washington Redskins
2:51:06 Susan Rice at FIU commencement: national security workforce “white, male, and Yale”
2:53:11 Hystrical BLM SJWs scream at Milo Yiannopoulos; “bedtime story privilege”; University of
Missouri enrollment down 1500; Jamal Smith: Trump protesters “expressing their humanity”
3:02:51 Remaining Freddie Gray suspects half black, MSNBC shifts narrative to The Wire cop culture
3:07:43 CBS: AAA report links deadly crashes to legalized pot, JCD on spotting stoned drivers
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Elboob

(2016-05-22)

0:00:00 JCD: “Co… com… com… er… tidge.” (1:10:14)
0:00:36 ACC’s numb fingertips; JCD Brexit: the Movie thumbs-up, anti-Brexit letter from 250 British
celebrities, video disappearing from YouTube playlists; CFR’s journalist membership
0:14:42 Gary Johnson running mate Bill Weld invokes Kristallnacht in reference to Trump; “good German syndrome” checklist; Swiss referenda; Robert McChesney’s People Get Ready: The Fight
Against a Jobless Economy and a Citizenless Democracy, MSM race coverage “deplorable”,
“regurgitating what people in power tell them”
0:25:17 Trump seizes on MS804 crash: “if anybody thinks it wasn’t blown out of the sky, you’re 100%
wrong”; barrage of lies from Hillary: “he has attacked our closest ally, Great Britain”, JCD:
“does he have an army?”, “he has praised the reckless dictator in North Korea”, “unpredictable
dangerous rhetoric”; Chelsey Clinton and Clooney CFR members
0:33:04 MS804: bomb theory leaked by “US oﬀicials” based on “lack of information”, Egyptian aviation minister: terror more likely than technical failure; TtK learns Richard Quest’s sordid past;
ACARS smoke indication, Boeing to Airbus switcheroo, three Air Marshals, wrong wreckage
found, Egypt-Greece naval exercises; tattered shirts and pristine life preserver; ACARS condensation sensors, open windows, ACC: “what, are they stickin’ their heads out the window
at 500 miles per hour?”; another excuse for further TSA slowdowns; no one claiming credit
0:52:50 Three new executions from SITE Intelligence Group, new jumpsuits: blue is the new orange;
beheading with clear liquid, AK shooting, head-bashing with rock, “dit is een boodschap”
0:58:55 33 MH17 victims’ next of kin suing Russia and Putin; MS804 disappeared on 33rd parallel
1:03:17 Producer Segment: komkommertijd slow news cycle
1:16:50 Angelina Jolie confirmed as CFR member; FaceBag proven unhealthy
1:17:33 Swiss UBI efforts, millennial producer explains UBI’s attraction: career “hopelessness”
1:26:30 “Verified millennial” Justin Trudeau vasectomy theory; Trudeau “elboobs” millennial MP
Ruth Ellen Brosseau, “the furthest thing from a feminist act”, Brosseau: “and then I had to
leave, it was very overwhelming”, “I missed the vote because of this”
1:37:26 Claymation tolerance.org video on “intersectionality”, “oppressions and privileges that overlap and reinforce each other”; North Carolina bathroom bill part II “Wage and Hour Act”
1:47:51 Democracy Now covers BLM and Native Canadian Totonto protests, “we’re taking back this
land and we’re taking back our lives”; Wounded Knee and Alcatraz, Redbone’s Wounded Knee
1:54:17 Clueless millennial misconstrues JCD’s Newsletter Edward Snowden “traitor!”; text message
mind-reading, ACC’s mandatory FaceTime with CVC
2:02:16 New “GOV.UK Verify” ID promo reel, eventually useable with “other governments”
2:08:21 Plowshares Fund’s yearly $100k for NPR Iran coverage, next propaganda frontier: podcasting
2:12:40 Donation Segment
2:20:36 AquAdvantage frankensalmon approved as food in Canada; WHO confirms Africa zika outbreak, 279 women positive after change in reporting including asymptomatics, “still, no new
funding” kicker, JCD: “they’re gonna have to make a little head”
2:26:22 Turkey strips lawmakers of immunity from prosecution
2:27:21 Clip Blitz: Über testing self-driving cars in Pittsburgh; India heat wave obviously climate
change; Hillary: no need to defend honor; Hillary: “I will be the nominee”; four teenagers
sue Massachusetts over climate change; Norah O’Donnell asks Valerie Jarrett how on earth
Obama can live in Washington D.C.
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Ten Times

(2016-05-19)

0:00:00 ACC: “This just in, apparently wreckage has been found.” (1:38:28)
0:00:34 Minor addition to Dvorak’s Law: the “lipstick effect”; more Texas flooding
0:06:03 EgyptAir MS804 crash for Sunday, “swerved violently” meme; TSA slowdown continues, ACC
on half-hour wait at Newark, JCD: no reporters asking “what changed”, “more K9” meme
0:15:33 Chaos at Nevada Democrat convention, party chair death threats, Feinstein worries “and he
should too”; Goldman Sachs producer on 15-minute Q&A “speech”; Boxer booed off stage,
Wasserman Schultz: rules “eminently fair”; Bernie delegate quotes vice chair: “not supposed
to be a democratic process”; shots fired into Bernie HQ, Roger Stone’s Watergate link, stealing
letterhead, JCD predicts dirty tricksterism, Dick Tuck; Kentucky voting machine issues
0:33:53 Sheldon Adelson’s $100M pledge for Trump; Megyn Kelly Trump interview PR for her new
book; nervous-sounding Ivanka hounded by Norah O’Donnell; Trump willing to talk to “Jim
Yong-un”, “could be a total nut-job” iso; Muslim ban “just as a suggestion” in context, Hillary:
“we should be using language as a weapon to divide Americans” out of context
0:45:27 Andrea Mitchell questions Hillary’s judgment; Obama uses Rutgers commencement to “slam”
Trump; Clinton Foundation whistleblower Charles Ortel: no audits, massive discrepancies in
disclosures, “no evidence that the Clinton Foundation was ever approved to be anything other
than a library … in Little Rock”, “harbinger” meme; Judge Napolitano on FBI investigation
0:56:28 Authors of NYT article: “we kind of changed the format a little bit”, JCD on NYT’s rigid
controls, Rowanne Brewer Lane slut-shamed, JCD: Trump “is gonna have to make peace with
the CIA”; Bill Kristol’s quest for the third party candidate; new poll indicates “this could be
a very tight race all the way through November”, Trump in front should get Hillary spending;
Curry-Dvorak Consulting Group propose network strategy
1:17:01 Producer Segment opened by Bernie thanking us for our courage
1:24:47 Josh Earnest: S.1471 could make US “vulnerable in other court systems around the world”
1:27:03 H.R.897 relaxing pesticide & larvicide restrictions for zika; New York City begins spraying, Dr.
Dvorak looks into the future: “there will be small heads cropping up in New York”, “positive
for zika”, egg-eating fish; CBS leading the witness with “ten times what you normally get”
1:38:37 Whoopi Goldberg’s iso-worthy Hillary e-mail rant, “claaassified!”
1:43:37 Dutch celebrating Formula One driver Max Verstappen
1:45:04 Tech News: Echo clone at Google IO, “hey Google”, Firebase framework, Instant Apps, hot
presenters; driverless trucks and UBI, French protest labor reform; more police-refugee violence
on Macedonian border; Zuckerberg meets with conservatives; Apple podcaster meeting
1:59:24 Thumbs-up for “frankenfood” from National Academy of Science
2:02:09 International Day Against Homophobia, Transphobia, & Biphobia; Berkeley homeless “Obamavilles”; Michael Moore’s Where to Invade Next and Finnish schools, Brexit: the Movie
2:09:36 Brain professor recommends SSRI book Psychiatry Under the Influence
2:11:48 Donation Segment
2:24:41 Merkel proposes hiring refugees at €1/hour; Veneto Italy adopts resolution recognizing Crimea
as part of Russia; fake training exercise bomb causes British soccer game evacuation (CotD)
2:33:36 Back in business selling arms to Libya; Noble Partner exercise near Georgia-Russia border
2:36:41 North Carolina bathroom law and minimum wage (for Sunday); stand up/sit down bathroom
sign; Robin Wright’s pay parity with Kevin Spacey; ACC recommends Amazon Humans
2:47:51 Obama at Rutgers on “the release of carbon dioxide and other… substances”; Hall & Oates
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F4K3 80085

(2016-05-15)

0:00:00 JCD: “Take your Soma, take your pills, be happy.” (1:53:58)
0:00:35 ACC in New York City, buying fake handbags on Canal Street
0:03:19 Cat Buckley & William Leavey wedding, Leavey side left-leaning and anti-Trump; JCD on
Farrakhan’s Obama prediction; catering by Abigail Kirsch, TtK’s outfit from Rent the Runway,
three women wearing gold Badgley Mischka dress; “tying the knot” origin; Uncle Don on
Vincent Brooks’ armistice vs peace agreement
0:15:42 Christopher Buckley acknowledges internet prediction, “please clap”, maid of honor Kick
Kennedy; menu run-down; Spot the Spook: ACC’s new handler
0:31:05 “Leftist” Bernie Sanders; former Trump butler calls for “Kenyan fraud” Obama hanging;
ACC’s cousin outraged by daughter comment; Anthony Weiner documentary; Democrat convention in Berlin, Trump win “would be the worst thing in the world”, celebrities moving
to Canada; London’s new Muslim mayor: “Western liberal values are compatible with mainstream Muslims”, threats from Muslim Islamic extremists over same-sex marriage
0:49:29 Caitlyn Jenner’s lack of voice transition, producer on fat migration post-liposuction, “Kardashian cabal” scheme; Morgan Stanley guy at wedding reacts to “no transcripts” theory;
“big gay” behind bathroom controversies, “dear colleague” letter from DoJ & DoE not a Presidential directive, Title 9 compliance, undefined “on the basis of sex”, Josh Earnest: just put
up curtains, ACC: “this is a reason to move to Canada”, JCD on women using men’s rooms;
Pelosi: “protecting their rights to participate as they identify”, self-labeling (ACCPPotD)
1:11:49 Producer Segment
1:21:16 ACC’s cousin Mary Gregg a regular listener, “you are going to have a good time tomorrow”
1:22:09 J’Johnson vows to cut down on long TSA security lines, luggage “glitch” in Phoenix, airlines
threatening to jettison TSA, Newark security lines; JCD: deliberate slowdown in wake of
“Red Team” 95% failure humiliation; TSA administrator Peter Neffenger asked about 70+
employees on TIDE Terrorism Identities Datamart Environment
1:39:24 Calls for cancellation or postponement of Olympics over zika
1:41:25 Bay Area hidden FBI microphones, “if you’re going to conduct criminal activity, do it in the
privacy of your own home”; Jeremy Scahill’s The Assassination Complex, “baseball cards”
1:50:21 Eurovision Song Contest, Brexit: the Movie, “exciting big change” in Eurovision voting
1:59:44 CBS on Trump posing as John Miller in “mysterious audio tapes”, “it’s fake Donald Trump
again”; Clooney: “there’s not going to be a President Donald Trump” to applause from press,
“we’re not going to be scared of Muslims or immigrants or women”, “harbinger” meme (CotD)
2:12:57 Oldest person in the world dies at 116, “said she did eat bacon every day”
2:13:38 $2M payment from Clinton Foundation to Energy Pioneer Solutions shareholder Julie Tauber
McMahon “who visits the Clinton household every so often when Mrs. Clinton isn’t there”;
Debbie Wasserman Schultz: Hillary “isn’t even a target” of investigation, “I’ve repeatedly
been told that”, “74 straight months of job growth” lie; Katrina Pierson on Trump Muslim
ban “suggestion”; Trump calls out Stephanopoulos as Clinton insider, ACC: “where’s Vlad?”
2:25:37 Donation Segment: JCD’s Redd Foxx project with producer Jeff Yerkey
2:33:15 Newsweek on teens’ most admired people 2016 vs 1966, Taylor Swift “noodling” revisited
2:35:38 Lagarde’s Brexit alarmism, Cameron’s £4999 price tag, Boris Johnson compares EU & Hitler
2:39:28 Former 9/11 commissioner John Lehman on lower-level Saudi connections
2:42:27 Feedback from brain professor & wife; “cyberheist” on Asian banks blamed on North Korea
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Clinton Cash

(2016-05-12)

0:00:00 ACC: (Russian accent) “Hello Donald. This is Vlad. Listen, listen.” (0:41:06)
0:00:34 Columbia School of Broadcasting; JCD’s semesters at Foothill College, radio plays on KFJC
0:03:07 Austin Prop 1 shot down, City of Austin wanted ride data, Houston one-year deal now renegotiates with New York; JCD story on American Express CEO, “two tanks of gas and Nikes”;
Twitter cuts off intelligence agency access to Dataminr, because “optics”; Facebook trending
news manipulation, “how??”, “an awl-gorithm” vs Ivy League kids, “injection tool”
0:19:20 Missing 3.5 minutes of Jen Psaki lying about Victoria Nuland lying about secret negotiation
with Iran, white flash, Elizabeth Kennedy Trudeau: transcript always available, to Matt Lee:
“we’re looking into it genuinely, we think it was a glitch”; James Rosen quotes Nuland to
Psaki, “that was untrue, correct?”, 2011 meetings in Oman; Hillary’s plane crash
0:37:08 Hillary’s “security review” vs Comey’s “investigation”, Cheryl Mills walk-out; Judge Napolitano: “perfect storm” of interviews & depositions, IT consultant Bryan Pagliano’s disappearing e-mails; Kremlin debate over release of 20k hacked documents; Sidney Blumenthal
to CNBC: “I can’t comment on an ongoing investigation”; bombing Libya for Sarkozy, tent
pitched at Trump estate; Blumenthal: “no one made a nickel, no one spent a penny”
0:48:49 Clinton Cash documentary trailer, ACC: “I think they just made a movie with a whole bunch
of No Agenda clips”; John Oliver goes off on bogus scientific studies, ignores climate change
0:56:25 Dinner with the O-bots: Professor Russ’ actual “chair”, psychology studies called into question
over manipulation of statistical P-values; Salty Sow restaurant favored by Michelle Obama,
TtK declines the bone marrow, ACC: “you can put anything in my mouth”
1:07:45 Producer Segment
1:22:24 ACC in New York Sunday for wedding, Christopher Buckley’s internet prediction
1:24:49 Mass exodus from South Sudan due to famine, call Clooney!
1:26:22 Amy Goodman: Rodrigo Duterte of Phillipines “dubbed the Filipino Trump” (CotD); Linden
WA protester: “we’re blocking about 80% of the street”; “prominent white supremacist leader”
William Johnson named CA delegate, SPLC: “most important white nationalist group in the
country”, robocall: “don’t vote for a Cuban”; Goodman “convershayshun”, small membership,
“this is a person who is extremely well-known”; Trump taxes distraction
1:43:06 Jeff Daniels: “the hat should say make America white again”, “president of the world” meme,
Hillary’s “international street cred”; time for Bill to be hospitalized?
1:49:48 Obama speechwriters to Charlie Rose on who wrote the “keep your insurance” line
1:51:38 Trump clarifies to Chris Cuomo remarks about buying back debt at a discount
1:56:29 WHO re-approved DDT use in malaria crisis; Silent Spring, condor eggs; USAID unable to
provide or finance use directly; EPA background; Dr. Fauci on ebola fund; slow Rio Olympics
ticket sales, Obama’s bid for Chicago Olympics; 1960 SV-40 polio vaccine contamination
2:12:47 Donation Segment: Australian accent samples for ACC; 3D No Agenda network
2:22:04 Lame Panama Papers database; Chinese IT workers sleeping in oﬀice bunkbeds, ACC: “hello
JavaScript hackers, this is your future”; rude Chinese delegation visits Queen Elizabeth
2:27:34 Sumner Redstone’s voicemail message for hooker to arrange threesome with friend Bob
2:30:20 Snapchat beatings, rapes, and high-speed crashes, stretcher selfie; Facebag “love & light”
2:33:51 CA AB-1732 “all gender toilet facilities”; possible Catelyn Jenner de-transition
2:38:49 Clip Blitz: sidewalk stoplights in German town; Google bans payday lender ads; knife attack
on Munich train; 12th go at Eastern Ukraine peace talks; West Point cadets with raised fists
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Postcard From Paris

(2016-05-08)

0:00:00 JCD (slurred voice): “And I’ll be talking about IMAX on the podcast.” (2:51:39)
0:00:35 ACC back from France; senior purser hates Air France; 777 vs Dreamliner; medical emergency
0:05:07 “Total final numbers” in on Austin Prop 1, Über & Lyft out, Austin “Silicon Prairie”, city control over surge pricing, 1% of revenue slippery slope; B Corporation promo video, “declaration
of interdependence”, JCD: “I want my safe space!”; genuine ride sharing & hitchhiking
0:20:22 Alexa in Paris; ACC’s new Apple Watch, JCD: “I want my safe space!”; Moroccan Über drivers
worried about Trump WWIII, mouth-hitting in French, “tolerance index”; ACC’s new suit,
clothing salesman on homegrown terrorists; well-off homeless people, female Muslim beggars;
cell phone-free parks, Minitel; cheap prices, cultural similarity, Arc de Triomphe; modern
French cuisine; “I actually filled a Blizzard with fudge”, “because science” meme; love lock
0:41:49 Dutch gossip magazine headlines, Patricia “lookalike” TtK, “Patricia Begs Ex for Money”
0:49:20 Ryan: “this is the party of Lincoln, of Reagan, of Jack Kemp” ignoring Eisenhower, Kemp
gay gang rape story, Rubio VP theory; Bush and Graham signed pledge; Obama: “this is not
a reality show”, Obama’s lack of foreign policy experience; Trump and Ryan to meet
1:01:55 Bill Kristol: Ben Sass and Mitt Romney viable independent candidates; Nate Silver’s bogus
predictions; Sally Kohn: Indiana “very racially divisive and divided state”, “1924 ain’t that
long ago, Ashley!”, JCD: “I remember it like it was yesterday”; Rob Reiner: “there are a
lot of people who are racist!”, “strain of racism”; Obama encourages “genuine scrutiny” for
candidates, “making sure that their numbers add up”; Hillary: “being a loose cannon doesn’t
… protect him in any way”, Elizabeth Warren xenophobia tweet, return of the Hillary cackle
1:18:39 Hillary yells that we should’t yell at each other; Hitler cadence; Mac Stipanovich: Trump
“worse by far”; Chris Hayes’ “hot wet rag” on wound; Chris Matthews ogles Melania
1:25:01 Producer Segment: rainsticks for Candinavia
1:41:49 Shawano WI to levy fines on parents of bullies; Obama anti-bullying task force, “rising tide of
bigotry and harassment”, “despicable crimes”; Gloria Allred lawsuit against Gilroy CA district
over pedophile teacher; sex offender list for peeing in park, JCD is not Jame Gumm
1:54:07 Earthquake scientist: San Andreas fault “locked, loaded, and ready to roll”
1:54:42 OMB’s Shaun Donovan: climate change responsible for situation in Syria, $3bn for Green
Climate Fund; Al Gore: TV news “like a nature hike through the Book of Revelation”, first
“climate refugees” relocated, 250bn gallons of rain in Hoouston, “laws of physics”; Kimmel’s
globalchange.gov native ad, scientists: “we’re not fucking with you”
2:04:33 Michell Obama NCIS appearance for VA damage control, impressive acting skills
2:07:21 No Agenda’s sincere recommendations vs Ben Greenfield Fitness pushing cricket bars
2:10:18 Donation Segment: JCD on eating bugs article in ESL textbook, “Doug’s Bugs”
2:35:17 Dr. Fauci on controlling Aedes aegypti, push for DDT reintroduction
2:42:56 Shout-out from ACC for No Agenda Summaries; noagendastickers.com now Chinese porn
2:45:06 Tech News: JCD at IMAX laser projector demo; ACC Apple Watch review, sales job by TtK’s
daughter; Amsterdam Sheraton “server not found” vending machines; “smart” parking meters
3:07:19 Rachel Ray audience wowed by “equal size” burgers; NPR reporter: “friction with the government” not occurring; KFC edible fingernail polish
3:11:09 Turkish government chaos; Erdoğan’s son-in-law; journalist shot at before sentencing; dire
predictions in event of Brexit; Red Book: multi-continent terrorist attack; Green Zone chaos
3:23:16 David Muir 60 Minutes teaser: Russian Olympic athletes using banned drugs
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The Great Clip Show

(2016-05-05)

0:00:00 ACC: “Now what do we want to do at the end here?”
0:00:33 ACC in Paris, friendly French, pickpocket warning, scams targeting Americans, ACC: “Nein,
ich spiele Deutsche!”, Musée d’Orsay, Moroccan Über driver; intro to Sir Cyber’s material
0:06:27 Michio Kaku’s “wacky weather”; ACC outed as “someone’s getting cornholed today” Gold
Show host; JCD: “see you in the studio doing the Gold Show!”; girl explains “nigga” to Piers
Moron, ACC’s “nigga please!” ghetto pass revoked; producer giving hookers “rides”; ACC on
potatoes “incubating” to Hill+Knowlton; girl learns JCD is podcaster and walks away; The
POOP Project; Liz Wahl’s, /puʔɨn/ pronunciation; cow farting in climate change video
0:19:59 Miss America 2013 introductions, “listening to your phone calls from the nation’s capital”,
Bob Barker, gay host and judges, winner New York 22.79 sec vs Florida booted at 21.69, Red
Book: winner quits, Kansas the tatted reservist
0:31:17 Band camp girl Marie Harf; JCD’s disc-distribution technique; JCD giving Larry Lessig crap
for talking about meeting Obama; producer Rock Harvey; gun scare due to man urinating on
teenager in theater; Yahya Jammeh’s “butt plug on a stick”; Ms. Micky’s gun frying people’s
brains; JCD’s “strangeballs”; ACC baits Black Hat & DEF CON “weenie boys”; “Topless
Women Read Books”; MEP Andrew Duff’s epic stutter; ACC’s William Haig impersonation
0:45:57 Dominatrix Jen Psaki; “Quantum Dong”; JCD narrates gay military parade; Obama: odds
of dying from terrorism low “unfortunately” (CotD); Lisa Kudrow “thick and creamy”; JCD:
“I’m in the demo!”; Be Straw Free on NPR (CotD); Obama: cuts “like eating your corn seed”
0:53:22 Leaked IPCC report’s “five terrifying statements”; Parliament call for order; “George Clooney
is a spy!”; Swedish show celebrates Obama visit with mac & cheese; killed by blind macaronieating driver; PETA: study shows chicken reduces penis sizes; ACC’s “stoned sperm” samples
1:00:21 ACC the Fukushima O-bot; Albert Stubblebine on Fukushima “dire” situation; Feinstein
having CIA Syria DVD “multiplied”; Anthony Weiner’s maniacal laughter; Leo: the cynics
were right; Leo the rule follower; Al Sharpton vs the teleprompter
1:11:38 Donation Segment/break; explanation for Show 821’s technical issues
1:14:52 Sharpton calls Ottowa “Iowa” (CotD); directed-energy weapons; JCD lie detector story; Guess
the Movie: Pecker; ACC does weather on location; Al Roker: tornado chase vehicle weighs
“sixteen-thousand tons”; JCD does droning “assessment”; Gloria Allred on the dangers of
cannibalism; face-eating “trend”; maniacal laughter from bath salts kid; JCD bath salts voice
1:29:46 ACC’s Master of the House earworm; voter: “democracy is dead!”; JCD’s leashed kids;
Cameron leaves daughter at pub; JCD on dogs getting high; JCD reads stonation note; JCD
on Lisa Monaco’s porn name; JCD Club 33 announcements; JCD drunk donation notes
1:44:11 Navy sub orgy, JCD: Audrey “pullin’ the train!”; “donkey punch”; JCD’s Dutch; Amy Goodman butchers “Dijsselbloem”; clean “caché” for healthcare.gov (CotD); Freddie the Firewall;
Elon Musk fanboys; Tactical Response Team story; dream about ACC & JCD; “Oreos are
just as addictive as cocaine!” (CotD); Kerry: Bergdhal would have been beheaded (CotD)
2:00:26 Mokhtar Belmokhtar’s unfiled “expense reports”; JCD on droning in “lemon”, “Donna Drontalist”; JCD tries to name critical infrastructure; mountain biking toilet paper story; “great
question” for John Edwards’ mistress; Obama stammering; voices in Anderson Pooper’s head
2:19:54 High School USA! sex change; Pelosi: Ted Kennedy passed Obamacare from heaven (CotD);
Reverend Manning rant compilation, Obama “son of Satan”, “will be president forever” (CotD)
2:38:10 Outro; call for show annotation, ACC tries to remember No Agenda Summaries
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Manterruptors

(2016-05-01)

0:00:00 JCD: “You wanna go for a ride in the flivver?” (2:11:03)
0:00:34 ACC still “on the poop deck of S.S. Plop”, T-Mobile bandwidth woes; TtK’s family gathering
trial by fire; Lex’s Iranian wife on un-scarved women in Tehran, billion-dollar trade in pistachios, JCD on pistachio toxicity; Taxi Eric on massive Dutch public works projects; Dutch
anticipating terror attacks; canal boat tour, Amsterdam Teslas and free charging stations;
TtK introduced to the Amsterdam paparazzi
0:22:31 ACC heading to Paris amid preparations for “epic catastrophic 100-year flood”; Brussels handing out iodine pills to all its citizens, “Currydine”; Ukraine association agreement referendum
marginalized; late-nite bánh mì; Italy pressured to close southern refugees route; JCD on using
Chinese “ghost cities”, “they can walk”
0:33:23 Marco Rubio: health oﬀicials “freaked out about the zika thing”, “very deadly disease that
we’re still learning about”, impacts “small population of people, a very significant population
of people”; Scott Pelley: “hard to imagine why there is a delay” from Congress
0:45:54 Another MSF hospital bombing, MSF CIA connections, vaccine lobbying and pneumonia
vaccine price protest; no criminal charges in “mistakes and miscommunications” airstrike
killing 42, “211 rounds”, 30 minutes vs 90, “no strike list” sticky note, no spotter on ground
1:04:20 Producer Segment: how to frame No Agenda art; San Antonio “nerd club”
1:26:05 Obama at White House Correspondents Dinner: C.P.T. “stands for jokes that white people
should not make”; Hillary’s “woman’s card, Michelle Goldberg on ”submerged gender anxieties
of men losing their primacy in kind of the American system“, ”ur-misogynist“; ten types of
misogynist, ”manterruptors“, ”brogressives“
1:37:14 YouTube millennial: swastika as example of cultural appropriation, “Katie Perry in general”,
JCD: “that bitch”, melting pot vs “blending of cultures like a salad”; Portland Community
College professor explains white privilege for Whiteness History Month, “white fragility”, JCD:
“no white guy wants to date you, I can tell you right now”
1:54:20 Eleven-year-old kid shoots burglar in Alabama, “he started crying like a little baby” (CotD)
1:56:14 Sally Kohn: Trump supporters “only voting for him because he’s a white guy”; Hillary e-mail
server set up by Justin Cooper of Teneo Holdings, Jane Sanders repeated use of “we” on FBI
investigation
2:01:44 Hunger strikes in San Fransisco over police killings; protesters at San Francisco Trump event
2:05:55 High school math scores down; Kimmel man on the street: name Avengers and US presidents
2:08:00 Trump protester to MSNBC: “we’re not gonna let him in”, WTF moment when told he’s in
2:11:12 Donation Segment
2:34:32 Kirby on “boots on the ground” violating Syria’s sovereignty: “we have had this discussion
so many times, Said!”; Roger Wicker asks Ash Carter about US vs Russian presence in Syria,
Carter: AUMF “would signify to the troops that the country’s behind them”, “the legal basis
for what we’re doing exists in both domestic law and international law”, repeated “not a
lawyer”, “we’re not trying to destabilize a stable situation” like Russians in Ukraine
2:48:08 Elizabeth Warren before empty Senate on $10tn in federally-insured derivatives held by three
banks, subprime mortgages “giant bombs that blew up parts of the economy”
2:51:47 Clip Blitz: Reagan family outraged by Reagan movie; arrests in San Bernardino Farook
brother’s bogus marriage scheme; federal charges for Jet Blue pilot “driving drunk”, “hey
tower, Jet Blue 586, did we check in, I can’t remember”; Obama mic drop fail
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Pre-Spousal

(2016-04-28)

0:00:00 ACC: “There will be no boots on the ground!” (1:55:42)
0:00:33 Technical problems from the S.S. Plop named after Kabouter Plop; King’s Night festivities,
in-window blinds, drunk guy peeing on boat, crappy flea market toys and services
0:08:16 De Volkskrant on Trump isolationism; “put America first” foreign policy speech
0:11:38 Spot the Spook checklist checklist: Wellesley High School, Luxembourg study abroad, multilingual, CIA pro-Hillary, Nicholas Burns on lack of “balance and restraint”, list of presidents
omitting Nixon, Nixon vs CIA, Putin “invaded another country and took over its territory”
0:24:42 OECD’s Angel Gurría on €2800 “Brexit tax”; Deutsche Welle on Trump’s “no more interventionism”; small audience; Trump on Kasich’s revolting eating habits, ACC “Tiny Turner”
dinner story, JCD story about Chinese students: “the food was flying every which way”
0:39:18 ACC torturing TtK with bizarre Dutch foodstuffs: poffertjes, bitterbollen, raw herring with
onions, JCD on Danish matjes herring, correct eating technique
0:43:02 Nomiki Konst on Correct the Record’s $1M for social media propaganda “trying to shame
Bernie Sanders supporters into supporting Hillary Clinton”, “techno-experts” for end of show,
Bernie playing into Republican hands meme, correctrecord.org on “baseless” attacks on
Hillary; Trudeau and Hillary 50% female cabinet limit, Rachel Maddow “this is outside of our
format” for question on family detention, “raids and roundups”, “comprehensive immigration
reform with a path to citizenship”, ACC: “it’s already there”
0:53:53 Optician producer on Hillary’s normal lenses; Bill Clinton: “first they say she faked and now
they say she’s auditioning for a part on The Walking Dead”, “as far as I can tell she’s in better
shape than I am”, JCD: “he needs a drool cup”, “terrible concussion that required six months
of very serious work to get over”; Debka secret Iran plane crash skull fracture theory
1:04:46 Producer Segment: JCD on earning a living getting rear-ended
1:13:41 Producer notes on refugees in France, crybullies at Yale
1:18:53 The Guardian’s Mona Chalabi: grammar snobs “more likely to be older, wealthier, whiter, or
just plain academic”; ACC changed Dutch “Madonna” pronunciation; Huﬀington Post cultural
appropriation video, JCD on Phil Spector’s “steal from the best”, “blackface is never OK”,
JCD recommends Shuffle Off, “appropriation occurs when a privileged culture borrows from
a marginalized one”, JCD: “who needs cornrows?”, tribal tattoos, “appropriation cuisine”
1:44:17 Steven Crowder to protesters at University of Massachusetts event: “how can I be a professional
victim today”, “I’m not you gender studies professor who has to cater to your trigger warning,
microagression, safe space bullshit”; JCD on standard heckler lines
1:48:02 Abdeslam’s lawyer: “intelligence of an empty ashtray”, police escorting daughters to school
1:50:48 US to buy 35 tons of Iranian heavy water; QVC “happy dance, happy dance” iso
1:53:28 “No boots on the ground” medley, 250 more troops to Syria, Matt Lee astounded by Kirby’s
“there was never this no boots on the ground”, to “Natasha Hotski” Chichakyan: “that’s
actually an intelligent question”, JCD on arrogant Navy oﬀicers, Kirby gives oﬀicial definition
2:07:36 Donation Segment: “pre-spousal”; Prince death trio; Kelly Ripa: “Live is a priority”
2:26:00 ACC potentially costly bandwidth; JCD’s Verizon MiFi
2:27:43 British travel advisory in wake of “anti-LGBT” legislation; German airline strike; Austrian
asylum clampdown, Brenner Pass; Greece to refugees on Macedonian border: go to processing
centers, “the flyers make great paper planes”
2:35:25 Thom Hartmann: “wanna stop suicide? abandon conservative governments” (CotD)
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Non-binary Person

(2016-04-24)

0:00:00 JCD: “You’re gonna be on the bottom of the list!” (0:52:21)
0:00:35 Producer suggests that Hillary’s coughing issues may be a sign of multiple sclerosis
0:03:21 Prince retrospective: everyone inviting ACC for interview, including woman who hung up at
mention of Michael Jackson murder, “podcaster reflects on Prince”, now everyone’s best friend
0:07:35 Van Jones: Hillary “probably the best prepared person to be commander in chief, maybe in
the history of the country”
0:08:35 TtK on ACC’s Prince story: “don’t tell me Patricia had sex with him”; ACC story: party in
Minneapolis shooting Sam Goody ad, “too tall and too white”; master tape treasure trove at
Dan Hartman’s house; “Osama bin Laden gettin’ ready to bomb” in Utrecht 1998
0:20:15 Accidental prescription opiate overdose most likely; Aretha Franklin blames zika
0:25:57 Insulting zika and anti-Semitic “nasty-grams”; zika carrier mosquitoes in Texas & Florida
0:36:21 Bill O’Reilly anti-marijuana rant: “pot acceptance sends a signal”; Levittown New York
0:39:31 Robert De Niro drops Vaxxed documentary from Tribeca lineup, ACC: “Bob: … no hot tubs”;
Obamacare architect Dr. Zeke Emanuel: United Healthcare “not a big player” in exchanges
0:49:48 Nigel Farage: Obama opposing Brexit and promoting TTIP so “the big American corporates
can buy out chunks of our public services including the National Health Service”, Obama
threatens no free trade deal, “back of the queue”; Winston Churchill bust move, Cameron’s
“Barack” mispronunciation, Obama: “I love Winston Churchill – love the guy”, “special” relationship; Obama takes credit for EU; George Osborne: Brexit would make UK “permanently
poorer … to the tune of £4300 per household”, JCD: “bullshit!”
1:09:01 Obama asked about civil rights by “non-binary person”, under bathroom bills “people are
being forced, obviously, to produce birth certificates”; TTIP protests in Germany
1:21:06 Producer Segment
1:27:44 ESPN fires Curt Schilling for tweeting support for North Carolina bathroom law, Trump:
“there have been very few complaints the way it is”, Cruz: “have we gone stark raving nuts?”;
Gay USA’s Andy Humm on Cruz position on “personal sexual gratification”: “his college
roommate said, well that’s a change of position for him”; ACC on fireworks and sex toy stores
by highways; unedited Trump on bathroom law
1:40:08 Trump: amend Republican platform for rape and incest abortion
1:43:25 Tech News: FCC set-top box proposal all about viewership numbers and Google ad injection;
$1M+ for Farook iPhone hack, Comey says it was “worth it”; clever Microsoft Oﬀice 360 fiveaccount subscription; JCD Windows 10 mouse pointer size adjustments, “oh, there’s colors!”
1:57:51 Donation Segment
2:07:34 Troubled SecureWorks IPO, IBM buying its own stock to boost earnings
2:11:03 Kerry at Paris Accord signing with granddaughter; solar-powered aircraft doing 35 mph over
Pacific, “climate change is a fantastic opportunity for new solutions”; The Guardian predicts
Silicon Valley flooding; Washington state carbon tax bill, “revenue neutral” lie; Alec Baldwin
at Earth Day protest: “I believe that climate change denial is a form of mental illness” (CotD)
2:24:04 Jackson to be moved to back of $20 bill, Tubman’s $20 pension; The View on Trump’s $2 bill
comment: “two dollar ho”, “it’s not in rotation”, “phony as a two-dollar bill”
2:32:47 David Cameron on Europe’s “robust approach to Russian aggression”; McCain “do you agree”
questions for Gen. Scaparrotti; Farage on TTIP; JCD recommends Pimp by Iceberg Slim
2:42:17 Dutch journalist arrested in Turkey; US suicide rates up dramatically, no mention of SSRIs
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Document 17

(2016-04-21)

0:00:00 ACC: “Tinfoil hat! Conspiracy theory! Truther!!” (1:00:39)
0:00:34 Ambergris found in UK, New Zealand marketplace
0:01:35 Sanders clobbered by Hillary in New York, sketchy Diebold machines, vote stealing in postwar
South, Afghan ink-dipped finger; Democracy Now on voting irregularities; Tom Ridge on RNC
rules: “this is the way the game has been played for a long, long time”; Mimi to run for county
commissioner; CNN exit poll: “concerned” or “scared” if Trump nominated; CNN: Trump to
use teleprompter, “you can’t celebrity demagogue your way through a policy speech”
0:18:51 Peter King: “I’ll take cyanide” if Cruz is nominated; Sanders spokeshole Nomiki Konst: Hillary
for America & DNC share lawyers; another Hillary coughing fit, “potholes and traﬀic jams”
0:27:14 Female NPR swooning for Justin Trudeau “explaining” quantum computing; Canadian vs US
dollar; Dan Quayle the goofball chosen for looks; JCD anti-suffrage
0:34:31 Harriet Tubman chosen for $20 bill; Jack Lew on Hamilton; Red Book: Tubman Visa card
0:42:06 United Health Group to pull out of Obamacare, gross profit $53bn
0:47:52 Producer Segment: Prince dead at 57
0:54:59 Justice Against Sponsors of Terrorism Act and 28 pages; Obama snubbed in Saudi Arabia,
former fire chief on suing Saudi Arabia for “transparency”, mainly Democrats behind bill, bin
Laden family flown out on 9/11; $2bn settlement against Iran for Beirut bombing; lawsuits a
replacement for war; Saudi mega-mosques in Balkans
1:07:27 Kerry: we’ve sent Iran $3bn; declassified “mini 28 pages” Document 17, pilot’s license for
al-Qaeda flight trainee from Saudi embassy; Josh Earnest on danger of lawsuits from abroad,
“it’s unwise”, Resolution 1373, JCD repatriation of treasuries theory; JCD story: female US
citizens lined up at embassy trying to escape Saudi husbands; MSM ignoring 28 pages, Saudi
Arabia now “world’s third largest defense and security spender”, arms deals with Russia
1:26:19 Kirby to Chichakyan on Saudi 9/11 involvement: “the public record is all there for you to see”,
debate on 28 pages “a fool’s errand”; Deutche Welle predicts permanent shift in relationship
1:33:41 Bushmaster lawsuit for “unethical, oppressive, and immoral marketing tactics”, Call of Duty
players and civilians “not fit to be operating these military-style rifles”, “militaristic marketing” (CotD); new Veep season & lobbyists, Julia Louis-Dreyfus’ riches
1:38:12 Culinary preparations for Xi Jinping visit; ACC and TtK trying plated.com
1:46:26 Donation Segment: $80.08 “boobs” trigger warning
1:55:13 Dr. Fauci’s zika prevention advice for women; Florida to use genetically modified “self-limiting”
mosquitoes, spraying by Oxitec/Intrexon funded by Gates Foundation, “chemtrails!”
2:02:39 German talk show host Jan Böhmermann’s in unpopular legal jeopardy for calling Erdoğan a
“goat fucker”; poems vs cartoons; Turkish minister: where’s our €3bn check?
2:09:41 Juncker: EU army needed to “convey a clear message to Russia” about defending values
2:11:15 EU accuses Google of rigging mobile app market with Android; broken Google shopping links,
Crackpot Labs: Google DNS hoses Twitter URL shortener; JCD on telegraph sabotage
2:17:14 “Vagrants” rounded up for 1988 Seoul Olympics, sent off to be raped, tortured, and killed
2:22:09 Volkswagen 500k vehicle buyback; Mitsubishi admits data falsification; Gina McCarthy at
Sustainable Prosperity Conference on sustaining momentum; Bill Nye’s climate wager with
Joe Bestardi, “so come on, champ, show us how tough you are” (CotD)
2:33:17 In-Q-Tel investment in Skincentral Sciences blemish remover and DNA collector
2:41:34 ABC Rogue One native ad (aborted); 2k tanks sitting idle in California desert
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Sellout Politics

(2016-04-17)

0:00:00 ACC: “I’m just going to leave this here.” (1:56:26)
0:00:32 Hot and muggy in Austin, ACC’s eyes acting up due to mold
0:02:11 Democrat debate: “schools decimated” in Gaza, Hillary takes credit for peace, Morsi attended
USC; Hillary: no questions about abortion; Sanders’ Vatican visit, goofy “this is important!”,
CBS slips in Pope’s old “building walls” comment; Juan Gonzalez on Hillary campaign distortions; Bernie: “enormous amount of money” for displaced energy workers, “this is what you
do do”; calls out racist term “super predator”, “broken criminal justice system”
0:25:53 Nixon’s misuse of war on drugs; Robert Scheer & Torie Osborn bicker about Clinton “sellout
politics”; EMILY’s List CEO on “corporate Democratic whores”, “so shocking to hear”; ABC’s
flattering Hillary photo, Bernie not so much; Hillary “called out” banks, Bernie releases 2015
2014 tax returns, ACC nonexistent transcripts theory: “straight-out bribes”; Bill summarizes
Bernie’s position: “just shoot every third person on Wall Street”; Pelosi on Obama “metrics”
0:46:53 Cruz bombs at Republican dinner; Carson on RNC rules: “during the Jim Crow era, those
were the rules too”; David Brooks on “amoral bankruptcy laws”, CBS “Republican party is
not scheming against Donald Trump” opening, Major Garrett vs Trump; Ross Perot nostalgia
1:04:10 No charges for Cory Lewandowsky: “reasonable hypothesis of innocence”
1:06:46 Producer Segment
1:19:14 Josh Earnest on zika bill: “two months late and $1.9bn short”; ebola fund transfer to zika
fund, $1.9bn in unpaid pledges to ebola fund, NGO recipients, JCD: “this is like the the Haiti
thing with Bush and Clinton”, $631M for DoD, ACC: “this is laundering money!”
1:36:16 Presidential podcast on FCC cable TV reform and standardization, JCD: “somebody at Comcast or Warner didn’t cough up some money”, ACC: “the President is actually lying”, FCC’s
Downloadable Security Technology Advisory Committee DRM API, HTML5 DRM
1:43:29 Earnest downplays Russian jets buzzing destroyer, 1972 Incidents at Sea Agreement
1:48:02 JCD on cognitive dissonance and journalism school “one positive, one negative, one neutral”
rule, self-contradictory speed limit report, 33k deaths over 20 years vs “the fatality rates have
dropped dramatically”, unaddressed discrepancy
1:56:51 CDC on zika vs reproductive rights, “epidemic”, Planned Parenthood; ACC on danger to
LGBBTQQIAAP community from PrEP pre-exposure prophylaxis, CDC on syphilis rates
2:00:49 Bill Nye seems all-in on jailing climate deniers; JCD Barbara Boxer story, Boxer to priest: “I
don’t appreciate getting lectured by a philosopher about science”
2:12:12 Donation Segment
2:23:16 ACC’s new foot-activated cough/sniff switch; Amazon’s idiotic recommendation e-mails
2:30:31 Bob Graham spills the beans on the 9/11 Commission report 28 pages, “non-senior Saudi
oﬀicials”, Obama administration obfuscation “inexplicable”; White House lobbying against
declassification bill, Saudi Arabia threatens treasuries sale
2:37:17 DHS “human capital oﬀicer”: “flexible” hiring for dudes named Ben; CBS on phone hacking,
“ace hackers” skit, JCD: “you want a fat guy?”; AT&T gigabyte fiber ad-injection scheme
2:44:49 Sandy Hook Bushmaster lawsuit to proceed; Hillary: indemnification unprecedented
2:46:36 David Cameron YouTube pre-roll anti-Brexit message, EU “reform”
2:50:19 Clip Blitz: assault with frozen turkey; UN: Faulklands belong to Argentina; UC Davis spent
$175k burying pepper spray incident; school “how privileged are you” questionnaire; protests
in Egypt over island handoff; missed flights due to TSA; Afghan harvest fighting season
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Dehydrated in China

(2016-04-14)

0:00:00 JCD: “They have plenty of stuff – they stole it from us.” (1:05:01)
0:00:34 Former New York banker while fetching coffee & pumpkin loaf
0:02:06 Panama papers and US vs European “banking war”, 2008 HSBC data leak, Mossack Fonseca
used, whistleblower Hervé Falciani: Snowden in Geneva; Lagarde proposes global tax; Russian
cellist Sergei Roldugin: “musical instruments are expensive”
0:13:19 Democracy Now’s horrible audio on the road
0:15:31 Bank of America: “Europe looks frightening”; Nick Ferrari on “bilious intent”, Dennis Skinner
“a man more left than an Albanian keep left sign”, “Dodgy Dave”; response to Dutch referendum to be announced after Brexit vote; anti-Brexit pamphlet, bookmaker: Brexit odds low;
Farage celebrates Dutch referendum, “big battalions of vested self-interest” Voltaire reference,
asked about “celebrating a referendum which the only winner is Mr. Putin”
0:37:53 Dutch newspaper NRC predicts revolution in May; Lagarde proposes “one-time” 10% tax,
Dutch “Kok Quarter” gas tax, Golden Gate Bridge tolls, JCD: “Fifi’s not an independent
loudmouth”; Mark Toner dodges question on Yatsenyuk’s resignation and US loan guarantee;
close calls with Russians, ABC News shows jet “hovering” over ship
0:50:40 Obama to Fox News: “I would say this: there isn’t a president who’s taken more terrorists
off the field than me”, JCD: “did he say he’s comforting imams?”, “diﬀident”; Pentagon
spokeshole Steve Warren: degrade & destroy dismantle “phase one … is complete”; Bono to
Congressional hearing on violent extremism: “I’m suggesting that the Senate send in Amy
Schumer and Chris Rock and Sacha Baron Cohen” (CotD)
1:07:42 Producer Segment: kale kidney stones, “dehydrated in China” JCD story
1:26:51 CNN Republican family sit-down events, creepy identically-dressed Cruz girls, “Von Trump
family singers”, “they don’t like it when I put up my own money”, on Bernie: “he wins, he
wins, he wins, he wins!”; Ivanka vs Melania and language barrier, Ivanka the chatterbox,
Melania on “nice language”, “he will attack back”; CNN breaking news: Trump tweet; Trump
on avoiding alcohol and drugs, ACC: “I know why he doesn’t drink … he’s a Muslim”, “I
mave other problems, and we won’t talk about them” dropped by Pooper, London dominatrix
scandal; Trump “bubble” meme
1:54:54 ABC Trump hit piece: two children not registered for primary, death threats for Indiana and
Colorado delegates, Roger Stone: “we urge you to visit their hotel, and find them”, “as the
Trump tirade continues”, Tom Llamas: “we don’t if the Trump campaign condones this, we
don’t know if the Trump campaign condemns this”; Charlie Rose to Kasich: “why are so many
Republican voters voting for them, walking the path of darkness?”; Joel Benenson on Hillary
advising Obama on “decisions about whether or not to go after Barack Obama”
2:08:54 “Goodnight and goodbye” from Al Jazeera America
2:09:58 Hillary: Vermont has highest “per capita” number of guns used in New York crime, 55 of 4600
2:13:32 Katrina Pierson to Brolf on Cruz “Gestapo tactics”: “where was all this hostility and concern
when Mr. Trump was being called Hitler?”
2:18:34 Thirteenth Amendment and lawyers in public oﬀice
2:20:12 Syracuse University debate rescheduled, NPR’s podcast woes and slow-motion crash, Earwolf
2:31:23 Donation Segment
2:42:33 Dennis Skinner kicked out of Parliament for “Dodgy Dave”, ACC: “those guys have too much
fun!”; ACC’s Amazon Echo hack not to be disclosed
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Political Perp Walk

(2016-04-10)

0:00:00 ACC: “Are you really defending Ted Cruz? You know, you know he’s anti-Semite.” (2:07:51)
0:00:33 wherethecstandsfor.com; ACC at semi-Obot New York banker cocktail party; three startups looking for venture capital, pharmaceutical Groupon, family intranet app, ACC suggests
Bitcoin; “got any weed?” from bedazzled Birkenstocks wearer; “between teardowns”
0:09:18 New York banker agrees on Madoff in Panama papers; fire at IRS headquarters and former
Madoff partner’s apartment; Treasure Islands author Nicholas Shaxson: Panama “one of the
seediest jurisdictions”, US as tax haven, Nevada shell companies; Gerard Ryle: “our clients
are the big banks and the big accounting firms”, “top five” meme
0:25:05 State Department spokeshole agrees with Matt Lee that Putin’s assertion about US involvement “was not completely wrong”; Ryle on getting “access” for journalists, “we’ve managed to
get Vladimir Putin to come out and give a press conference about it”; Deutsche Bank under
fire, story absent from most media outlets, spot the spook challenge; ACC: fishy 2.6TB size
probably backup tape; JCD story about visiting Swiss mountain data store
0:43:23 Comey on putting tape over his laptop camera, JCD story on Mevio camera tape
0:48:32 Producer Segment: Seed Man vitamin B-12, “pervy” Glenn Beck
1:07:02 Owner of 900 radio stations about to go belly-up; transmitter link porn hack
1:10:08 Little fanfare for Operation Fast and Furious document release; triple-tap drone strike in
Afghanistan, “they hate our freedom” meme disappearance; Andrew Bacevich to Amy Goodman: fruitless 40 years in Middle East, “arguably, our military efforts are actually making
things worse”, JCD: “I actually would have expected her to say, this has what to do with
global warming?”, 1980 Carter Doctrine shift in attention to Middle East, JCD on Carter and
homelessness, Hands Across America, Bacevich on “first Iraq War”, American exceptionalism
1:24:49 Democracy Now on abject failure of $113bn Afghan reconstruction; $3bn Tunisia-Libya wall
1:28:39 Transgender woman on North Carolina “toilet law”: we’re not moving out of state; GSAFE
document “What the heck is a PGP”, Preferred Gender Pronoun, JCD Jane Austen ze/hir
replacement exercise; “calling a male hairdresser a faggot is not homophobic”
1:42:17 Bernie Sanders clobbered by Charlie Rose, Sandy Hook vs Iraq deaths, “thank you! always
a pleasure”; Bill Clinton responds to BLM, Don’t Mess with Bill jingle; Hillary’s inoperable
blood clot, VP predictions
1:58:45 Matt Lauer’s Hillary interview, Republican hope for “political perp walk”, FBI “security
review” of e-mails, “Hillarytard” Joy Reid: “since the founding fathers has anyone tried to
run for president with more on their resumé?”; fake Boston Globe anti-Trump 2017 headlines,
“deportations to begin”; Toobin on Cruz’ “New York values”: “money and media is Jews”;
new Trump convention manager Paul Manafort, Gerald Ford’s 1976 delegate bribes
2:12:03 Mashable pivot from hard news to video
2:14:50 Donation Segment
2:22:08 40% of student loans behind or in default, JCD: “we’re number one!”
2:24:52 Obama’s racist Merrick Garland joke : “yeah, he’s a white guy … sorry”
2:25:57 New micro-satellites launchable for $3k, No Agenda relay satellite
2:28:33 Daily FBI & DHS surveillance flights over “major US citizens”; TSA’s Peter Neffenger grilled
over Atlanta airport gun-running operation: “there’s been a lot of movement to greatly enhance the oversight of that insider population”; more VIPR teams in the future
2:37:47 “Hug a Brit” “love bomb” anti-Brexit campaign; “Russian propaganda” and Dutch referendum
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Produce & Pipelines

(2016-04-07)

0:00:00 JCD: “What?? We were doing it for you, Obama!” (2:42:18)
0:00:38 JCD back from New York, new windbreaker with New York grime; ACC’s 35 tins of Sucrets
0:03:53 Dutch referendum: thumbs down on Ukraine deal, “embarrassment for the Netherlands”, JCD:
“now it’s like a printing press”; “produce & pipelines”, Chevron deal; Ukrainian “champagne”
and “feta” exempted, JCD recommends Bulgarian feta, French winemakers dumping tankers
full of cheap Spanish wine; “vote yes” radio spots
0:22:26 Panama papers and referendum timing; BBC: “you can use those complicated … structures
to hhhide and disguise your ownership and control of assets”, International Consortium of
Investigative Journalists, 11M documents; Icelandic Prime Minister Sigmundur Gunnlaugsson’s wife’s bank investments, compensation for UK & the Netherlands; Russian cellist Sergei
Roldugin’s laundering operation
0:31:20 Producer Segment: Scott McKenzie’s new book
0:44:30 Well-named Panama papers, JCD: “orchestrated by a major, major intelligence agency”, ICIJ
funded by Soros, Rothschilds, USAID, Omedyar; Obama: “a lot of this stuff is legal”; uses for
shell corporations from legit to not so much; JCD: Bernie Madoff money, legal “dry testing”
to gauge product interest; FIFA busted; Mossack Fonseca CEO outraged; imprisonable offense
in Germany to insult head of state; NewsHour on Poroshenko’s “blind trust”, ACC: “this is
foreign policy by blackmail”, “offshore investment”, “so-called Panama papers”
1:10:58 Democracy Now: Iceland’s Prime Minister “first major casualty”, Pfizer-Allergan inversion
abandoned; British Virgin Islands and Seychelles
1:27:23 Matt Lee accepts ACC’s drinks invitation; Lee flusters State Department spokeshole with
question on Iranian money-shuffling “coaching”, “loopholes”
1:34:06 Mississippi “religious freedom” bill signed into law, Lance Bass “please turn your clocks back
200 yrs” sign tweet, ACC: “hello Sharia law!”; odd premarital sex provision; Roger Severino
to Don Lemon: “the word sexual orientation appears nowhere in this bill”
1:50:00 JCD’s New York City meetup rundown, note and Champagne from the Duke and Duchess of
Japan, “we pretty much had one waiter dedicated to our table”; forty attendees at the bar;
ACC renames Alexa to “Book of Knowledge”
2:06:24 Donation Segment: JMD’s new nickname “the princess”
2:18:06 White House edit of Hollande’s “Islamist terrorism” a “technical issue with the audio”, ACC:
“cheap, cheap, low-ass excuse”
2:19:36 Trump predicts massive recession, adult coloring books as depression indicator, JCD: Mimi &
The Princess working on them on flight, needlepoint & samplers
2:24:52 Obama at nuclear summit: drone strikes kill civilians, JCD: “I got it – he just found out”
2:26:10 Huma Abedin to Call Your Girlfriend podcast on “fangirl moment” the first time she met
Hillary: “I remember thinking, oh my God she’s so beautiful and she’s so little!”
2:30:25 John Podesta predicts uptick in “heat-related deaths”; Bill Nye: climate deniers are all geezers,
Republicans need millennials
2:34:58 “Be aware of your surrounding at all times” iso; Hillary Bernie meme-fest for AFL-CIO
2:36:51 ABC News back-to-back anti-air travel stories, Hawaii “overburn” turnaround, arrested American Airlines pilot footage
2:40:58 Obama to millennials: college students shouldn’t be coddled, dead silence
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Clinton Condign

(2016-04-03)

0:00:00 JCD: “Here’s how I’d like to punish women: first I’d like to punch ‘em in the gut!” (1:23:58)
0:00:38 JCD in New York City, “rush ticket” and waiting strategies for Broadway musicals
0:08:48 Frans Timmermans: “diversity is humanity’s destiny”, “not giving up our values to refuse
diversity”; Soros funding for Dutch Ukraine-EU referendum campaign with Till Eulenspiegel
0:23:46 More Hillary voice masculinization by JCD; dilated pupils in interview with Rachel Maddow,
dilation in proximity to someone trusted or attractive, ACC: “there’s a lizard inside!”
0:31:09 White House sloppily censors Hollande’s “Islamist terrorism” in Syria & Iraq from oﬀicial
video (CotD); Ash Carter to ROTC serviceman on “mission accomplished” criteria: “we have
to protect our own country” from people who have “lost their way”; Robert Gates on Libya:
“I don’t want any military plans or options going to the White House that I haven’t seen”
0:43:47 JCD April Fools’ joke in Hoax Museum, OpenTable “lickable photos”; Musk a Jobs wannabe
with Tesla S3X; Austin Chronicle Obama moving to Austin story
0:49:01 Debunking Anand Giridharadas’ claim that “the people who die in those coﬀins … have a
racial make-up that is much browner and blacker than the rest of the country”, Sharpton:
“there’s no doubt about it”; accidents first among causes of death
1:00:37 Producer Segment: JCD Argentine ant incineration technique recap
1:07:25 Burma’s unelected leader Aung San Suu Kyi, JCD: “this is the basis of corruption!”
1:09:55 Trump the woman-punisher, Cecile Richards ropes in entire GOP, Dawn Laguens: “that’s
what their agenda is, day in and day out, they do punish women”; Trump’s comment on
Chris Matthew’s hypothetical “what crime is it” question; Rachel Maddow’s smug account of
“super intense” Hillary interview, “oh my God, what just happened?!”, “Donald Trump started
pontificating on how would like to punish women”, Trump’s Catholic church pushback mostly
edited out: “I am talking about your religion”, “I’m not gonna play that game”
1:33:16 Maddow: “I’m not in the habit of following people back to their oﬀices after my interview with
them is over”, Hillary: “outrageous and dangerous”, invokes Maya Angelou; JCD: “the Republicans are throwing the election”, hand-washing for 2017 collapse; Hillary: “inflammatory,
destructive rhetoric … really on the outer edges of what is permitted under our Constitution”
1:47:01 Trump on NATO: “we spend a fortune on defending” Japan, Germany, South Korea, “they
can’t believe they get away with what they get away with”; Hillary: “some countries … have
really stepped up”, avoid defections to Putin, “this all is a very complex set of circumstances
that I don’t think he even has studied or cares to understand”; JCD: 662 bases overseas; Milo
Yiannopoulos and Trump the father figure
1:58:13 Andrew Napolitano: Hillary “at the vortex of a perfect storm of legal misery”, FOIA cases
and evidence of conspiracy, “condign punishment”
2:03:47 CBS News millennial to “how ya doin’ Facebooks” Bernie on lectern bird: “you basically shut
down the internet”, “do you have an animal spirit?”
2:06:42 Donation Segment: W1TEE’s new vanity call
2:12:44 Odd Antiques Roadshow “that’s terrible” reaction to $200-300k appraisal
2:14:35 JCD on Arthur Treacher’s Fish and Chips as depression food; PodShare and flophouses; ACC
on limos and car services vs Über and Lyft, JCD on Lyft’s New York increasing market share
2:24:38 Molenbeek riots a perfect cover to sneak away; Turkish evacuations a response to ISIS threat
against American and Israeli children; Algerian mafias in Europe
2:28:22 Ellen Show’s Jeannie Klisiewicz MKULTRA moment in Detroit school scandal story
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Non-Disabled

(2016-03-31)

JCD: “You need an E ticket for that??” (0:20:07)
JCD “I am the happiest principal on earth”, “unpronounceable Italian names” isos
Misogynistic and racist Elvis film Blue Hawaii
UNH “bias-free language guide”, Melissa Harris-Perry quote at beginning of document, “when
we do not aﬀirm another person’s identity … this makes them invisible, and for some it seems
like a form of violence”, “going Dutch”, micro-aggression taxonomy, micro-aﬀirmations; “people experiencing poverty”, JCD: “as though it’s a ride at Disney World”; JCD: “the guy
has a little pooch named Diabetes”, “non-disabled”, American, homosexual vs SGL, “gender
reaﬀirming surgery”; JCD: “oh, look there’s a five-year-old woman”, JCD story on “representative” vs “spokesperson” at PC World
JCD on Georgia religious liberty bill’s possible Muslim connection; Atlanta’s gay population
AP native ad for TSA Pre✓, firings based on projected enrollment
Timing of iOS 9.3.1 update with iCloud login and FBI’s court order withdrawal
Producer Segment: New York meetup with JCD; tip: don’t mention ISIS in note
JCD tip on spotting show-runner from list of executive producers
MSM “carpet bombing” Trump over punishing women for having abortions; female conservative journalists on Michelle Fields “assault” by Corey Lewandowski: “there’s no stopping
him”, “domestic abuser” meme; A.J. Delgado: “if anything, she committed battery on Donald
Trump”; Breitbart investor Robert Mercer all-in on Cruz; “ashamed” triggers female journalist on Pooper, chaos ensues, ACC: “he’s thinking to himself, that’s why I’m gay”; Josh
Earnest: Trump “blaming the victim”; Ben Shapiro on simple battery charge, “they’re both
thugs”
Hillary still hacking and coughing, Chuck Schumer’s “Hill-a-ree” chant and scream; Arizona
town hall on Bernie voter suppression; legal justifications for battery; Bernie blackout due
to his campaign finance position; Occupy founder Micah White on origin of movement, “the
people in power don’t have to listent to protests”, “prefigurative anarchism”, Serpico’s lament
on people wanting to be led
Trump “turn off the lights” chant; Trump plant: terminally ill former Miss Wisconsin with
Mexican-American son, Trump: “we can’t top that”
Adam Carolla to do a twice-weekly clean “brand safe” podcast; JCD PC World helium joke
Donation Segment
JCD’s “the problem with news”: man-on-the-street interview on California’s snow pack
Mark Hall’s Killing Ed being banned in Texas; State Department and Pentagon pulling staff
out of Turkey, “abundance of caution”; Ash Carter on Expeditionary Targeting Force ETF in
Northern Iraq, “overload their networks”; Trump on NATO countries getting “free ride”
Major Paris attack thwarted with discovery of “arsenal of explosives … unprecedented in scale”:
“five AK-47 rifles, seven handguns, TATP … detonators, acid, and ball bearings”
Clip Blitz: NBC over $1bn in ad sales for Rio Summer Olympics; 7M people in US in danger of
manmade earthquakes; Foxconn $3.5bn Sharp acquisition; Justice Department’s discontinued
400% over-budget aircraft for Afghanistan; police called to rescue postal workers from wild
turkeys; Sanders “Enough is enough!”
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Dead Men Can’t Sue

(2016-03-27)

0:00:00 JCD: “These guys are in a bubble.”
0:00:33 ACC’s “digital skywriting”, JCD: “do it again in script”, APRS, unimpressed Reddit user
0:04:52 JCD Mike Morell “right?”-fest (CotD); MSM ignoring Bernie crowds because of his “comprehensive campaign reform” support; Vox Media piece on millennials moving to Canada to
escape Trump; Olbermann on ISIS vs Trump getting nukes
0:17:49 Brussels “March against Fear” cancelled because of fear, “far right wing football hooligans”
at protest, on est chez nous a “sort of racist chant”; eleven FBI agents in Brussels; gay Salah
Abdeslam and atonement; film shoot in Brussels; Verviers raid and “low level” instigators,
ACC: “it could just as easily be us!”, JCD on “GaySIS” and Alexander the Great’s army
0:35:30 Gülenist journalists’ espionage trial over trucks full of aid supplies munitions
0:40:41 Marissa Mayer “we need all hands on deck”; Erik Prince under investigation for money laundering; “stemming the flow of refugees to Europe” in Libya, battling Islamic militants, opposing
Nigerian oil theft; Prince trying to work with with CIA insider Gen. Haftar; potential EU
border solution, “the ability to be a banker”
1:00:27 Producer Segment
1:09:25 “Hat guy” Faisal Cheffou freelance journalist and activist, ACC: “the big mistake is he doesn’t
have a mike flag”; 26 killed in suicide bombing in Iraq at soccer game, JCD: “what if this is a
test?”; Brolf “what are you bracing for” to Mike McCaul, “dark space and encrypted space”,
“homeland” & “soft target” memes, VIPR teams; Democracy Now “spot the spook” skit
1:27:49 Derek Harvey to NewsHour: “this was not a lashing out”; Muslim Rep. Keith Ellison to Chris
Hayes: “we’ve got to make sure that we’re monitoring people who actually are showing signs
of radicalization”, “the greater majority of domestic terrorist attacks are not by Muslims at
all, they’re by people like Timothy McVeigh”, JCD on pipe bombs; David Brooks: Cruz “just
wants to sound like Donald Trump”, Mark Shields invokes Manzanar; nine arrests in Belgium,
Schaerbeek tram stop arrest with screaming girl
1:46:18 Cruz affair story timeline; Stephen Miller blows up on CNN: “half a million US girls in this
country are at risk of female genital mutilation”, insults women “every day” meme; David
Brooks on loveless Trump, “authoritarian personality”; Brooks on Heidi Cruz tweet: “consistent attitude toward women which is the stuff of a diseased adolescent”
2:00:20 Google helps Hillary e-mail reveals help from Google in tracking Syrian defections
2:04:16 The “mealy mouth” tweet guy released; Belgian nuclear plants at risk of cyber attack
2:06:35 Emory University pro-Trump chalk “markings”; Connecticut to tax Yale’s $26bn endowment
2:09:09 $353k Clinton-Clooney dinner; “8 Things You Need to Know about Ted Cruz’s Sex Scandal”
2:13:15 Putin to Kerry about carrying own luggage: “probably you brought some money with you, to
haggle”, JCD on Private Eye editor with suitcase full of dildos
2:17:47 National Union of Students’ LGBT+ Campaign: white gays not oppressed enough
2:19:34 Donation Segment
2:29:47 Apple’s serious iOS 9.3 WebKit issue; external dependency crisis over JavaScript ragequit,
JCD: “it’s a copy-paste world”; Indonesian motorcycle taxi price war
2:41:14 Korean-American confesses to espionage in North Korea for South Korea and US
2:43:52 Tram stop guy Abderamane A. convicted for Ahmad Shah Massoud assassination, shooting
fleeing suspects, JCD: “a dead man can’t sue”, David Muir “breaking news”; unexpected
Belgian stock market bounceback
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Karmonious

(2016-03-24)

0:00:00 JCD: (stoner voice) “If I was, man, I’d be a lot different on this show!” (2:47:17)
0:00:33 Brussels suicide bombings: MSNBC playing “live” daylight feeds; Erdoğan revisited: “the
bombs we’ve had in Ankara could easily go off in Brussels”, Ibrahim el-Bakraoui deported
from Turkey in 2015, reported to Netherlands “on the attacker’s request”, Dutch Moroccan
mafia, justice system compromised by Pedobear Joris Demmink; non-radicalized “third man”
in Vierviers; 2015 Marie Harf “we’re killing a lot of them” clip, MSNBC “spot the spook”
Evan Kohlmann on lack of integration; TSA chief “coincidentally” in Brussels
0:19:31 CSI-like instant DNA results; Andrew Napolitano on interrogators revealing details to press;
possible nuclear plant insiders; Juncker calls for “unified security”; PBS on Belgium’s undersized police force; teacher forced to delete tweet about celebrating students, Richard Engel
on ISIS tweets at “all time low”, “not enough tweets” skit; Kirby: ISIS now “hiring child
soldiers”; JCD: why not blow up EU headquarters, EU-Turkey deal and passport printers
0:35:44 Kirby: “this isn’t about a religion”, JCD’s pre-9/11 world Muslimification site, Hillary: “I call
it radical jihadist terrorism”; Hillary’s dreadful prompter read at Stanford
0:45:17 Cruz now “mister anti-Muslim” instead of Trump, Cruz on “political correctness run amok”
with New York policies; Hell freezes over on The View: “I thought Donald Trump sounded
really reasonable today”; Brian Williams calls reporter “Pulitzer Prize-winning communist”
0:59:56 Producer Segment: ACC’s upcoming ADSB “ITM” skywriting flight with Producer Charlie
1:10:20 Obama in Cuba at baseball game, ISIS not an “existential threat to us”, “one of my proudest
moments as president was watching Boston respond after the Boston Marathon attack”, “a
few days later folks were out, shoppin’”; Ash Carter grilled over overdue NDAA plan: “when
we pass a law around here, it means something” (CotD); JCD Judy Woodruff clip epic fail
1:25:34 “Constitutional lawyah” Obama on separation of powers “across a lot of different institutions”;
John Yoo on the rise of the administrative state
1:34:33 Rumors of a Ted Cruz affair at the last O-bot dinner, Anonymous promises to reveal “deep and
dirty secrets”, “have you heard of the expression candy wrappers”; Cruz steals The American
President “way out of your league” line; Trump on Obama “ISIL” usage “to bother people”, on
Elizabeth Warren: “you mean the Indian?”; Larry Wilmore panel of black pro-Trump voters
1:46:56 Brian Ross on Belgian terror cell, Najim Laachraoui’s DNA and fingerprints at “bomb factory”;
400 Syria-trained in European “radical communities”; Piers Moron: listen to Trump; CVC
on being misidentified as a Muslim; cameraman attacked in Swedish no-go zone; arrested in
Ireland for “mealy mouthed reply” tweet
1:59:39 Feedback from millennials, JCD rebuttal: self-esteem movement; kids unable to read clocks
2:08:25 Donation Segment: JCD’s immortal 1993 Lexus SC 400 lightbulbs; donation from TtK
2:20:37 Spook John Miller on Wickr app with encrypted “self destructing messages”, JCD: “I smell
honeypot”, series A investor Richard A. Clarke
2:26:30 Houston cutting glass recycling pickup, JCD on CALPIRG bottle bill, ACC on sand smuggling,
Sand Wars documentary, Maldives sinking; standardizing “sell by” food dates to avoid waste
2:37:43 JCD tweaks Hillary’s voice to sound like a man, ACC: “my face hurts”
2:38:46 Celebrity deaths: Dutch soccer player Johan Cruyff; JCD stories on Intel’s Andrew “Mr.
Clean” Grove; Rob Ford, ACC: “hookers and blow is not always a good thing”
2:42:58 U.C. Davis anti-marijuana study of New Zealanders
2:47:31 Clinton looking worse; National Enquirer on “finger-wagging” Cruz’ five affairs; Easter attack
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Velocity of Money

(2016-03-20)

0:00:00 ACC: “The report I saw he had no pants on.” (1:25:18)
0:00:31 ACC SxSW wrap-up, more indoor venues compared to previous years
0:04:23 UN happiness report based entirely on statistics; International Day of Happiness, Ban Kimoon, “Angry Birds for Happy Planet”, “Honorary Ambassador for Green”, Maya Rudolph:
“carry a reusable water bottle, guys”
0:12:04 Trump campaign drops You Can’t Always Get What You Want for sports theme; black guy
hits protester, Photoshopped lighter by New York Daily News, Trump “Klu Klux Klan”; 1988
Oprah interview on presidential run; “sore loser” laws in 46 states, Republican Rule 40
0:27:15 Threatening letter with white powder sent to Eric Trump, Anonymous hack personal information; Lindsey Graham about-face on Cruz, Romney’s aggressive Cruz push; Sam Clovis
threatens to leave party, David Brooks: party “trembling at the loss of Sam Clovis”, Brooks
“Not Trump Not Ever” op-ed, recommends “fiddling with the rules” by elite; policy advisor
Stephen Miller: recent ads “a little sampling … of how we’re going to go after Hillary Clinton”
0:42:35 Bill Ayers at Chicago protest, JCD on SDS meeting at California State Hayward; female
student flips off camera: “fuck you, I won’t do what you tell me, I’m free within the confines
of my own mind”, creepy SJW: “unless you are here to dismantle your privilege please find
somewhere else to go”, RCP guy: Trump “organizing a fascist mob”, Emmanuel neuters police
0:57:00 Lectern-stealing Jedidiah Brown running for Alderman, “I was not angry, I was passionate”
1:00:51 Elizabeth Warren dodges question of Hillary releasing transcripts, to Mika’s disappointment
1:03:21 Producer Segment
1:14:43 Kerry appears to defy White House in declaring ISIS genocidal, possible links to International Criminal Court and/or Russian pullout; Paris attacker Salah Abdeslam captured alive,
theremin-like ambulance siren, ACC “nails it” with slide whistle, Deutche Welle: Molenbeek
an anti-police “warren”, Abdeslam openly gay
1:32:15 Erdoğan: EU states “dancing in a minefield” with PKK, ACC: “that guy sounds like a dictator”; controversial EU-Turkey deal signed, swapping illegal refugees for Syrians and another
€6bn; Nancy Pelosi on Republican SCotUS amicus brief: “will they … suggest a religious test
for prospective immigrants?”, Irish who “can’t even go home for a family funeral”, “not here,
shall we say, fully documented”; American citizen CVC’s one-year passports
1:47:57 Douglas Rushkoff asked incomprehensible questions by millennials: “velocity of money”, “I
just wonder where you leave the solution space for the virtuous global opportunities”
1:55:40 Donation Segment: 70 the “weird number”
2:04:18 John C. “Frank Roosevelt” Dvorak vs the Indian IRS scammer in boiler room, JCD: “I’m surprised that the IRS has such a crappy phone line”, scammer: “this is the auditing commission
department so what else can you expect?” (CotD), (813) 614-5693, SSN 646-33-1115
2:19:44 Gen. David Goldfein to Senate appropriations committee: “I do not have a level of comfort
that we are ready for a significant conflict”, “bench strength”, TtK the “bracket buster”
2:25:49 RT on Germany buying nuclear power from France
2:29:44 2015 California stabbing incident’s Faisal Mohammad self-radicalized
2:31:06 Hulk Hogan wins $100M judgment for Gawker sex tape; TMZ’s Levin a high-powered lawyer
2:33:18 No Agenda Swine Flu Minute: H1N1 back, “it’s never too late to get a vaccine”
2:34:02 Chaffetz to McCarthy on Flint water scandal: “don’t look around like you’re mystified!”, “if
you want to do the courageous thing … then you too should resign!”
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Happy Countries

(2016-03-17)

JCD: “And I gonna, this, prediction for the Red Book, you watch.”
JCD at Warriors’ 50th home win, Stephen Curry the speed demon, Hispanic guy yelling “goal!”
Executive Order sanctioning North Korea, response from Uncle Don, peace regime proposal
Partial Russian withdrawal from Syria, missile defense system to be left in, JCD: quid pro
quo with US, ACC on April OPEC-Russia meeting in Doha for oil output freeze
Supreme Court candidate Merrick Garland and 1992 “Biden rule”, Oklahoma City and McVeigh
Republicans contemplating voting for Hillary over Trump; Curley Haugland: “the media has
created a perception that the voters will decide the nomination”, why hold primaries “a very
good question”, ACC on Pim Fortuyn parallel, 1984’s Two Minutes Hate; delusional Chicago
stage-rusher Thomas Dimassimo; two new anti-Trump ads, Trump National Doral tournament
story; Bush 43’s WMD lie nuances; MSNBC outraged at Hillary barking dog video
Trump on “professional disruptors”, Bernie double standard, Kennedy the cheerleader; Michelle
Fields witness meme, Breitbart resignations, JCD Red Book: they’ll end up with Omidyar’s
outfit; “I think you’d have riots” if blocked at convention, Hillary: “people remember mob
violence that led to lynching”, CBS interviews children: “are you tired of them being mean
to each other” (CotD), “not all Muslims are bad” NLP meme
Producer Segment
CNN news model’s head explodes over 2008 Hillary campaign as origin of birther movement;
Hillary “walks back” lie claim about Nancy Reagan’s AIDS advocacy, JCD on AIDS timeline,
“at most seven years” for vaccine; Hillary lies about Sanders’ lack of involvement in 1993
healthcare push; Hillary: “we didn’t lose a single person” in Libya (bombing)
Millennials screaming over Bernie’s rail replacing trucks; Cruz: media highlighting Trump so
Hillary will win, “two billion dollars in free media” meme, “I kept expecting Jerry Lewis to
come out and make an ask for money”; Les Moonves: “we’re anticipating a record-breaking
year” with political advertising, media snubbing Bernie because he’s all-in on campaign finance
reform; SiriusXM 127 all-in on Hillary, C-SPAN call-ins; Anonymous April 1 Trump DDoS
Monica Mehta to Bill Maher on insurance companies exempt from antitrust laws since 1945
Kimmel Lie Witness News: L. Ron Hubbard Supreme Court nomination
Refugees stuck in Greece; EU-Turkey deal up to $6bn, expedited addition to “safe countries
of origin” list, Martin Schulz on compatibility with Geneva Convention; Angelina Jolie visits
Athens; Wes Clark on Erdoğan and Gülen, killingedfilm.com
Ms. Micky’s immigration story revisited; Congressional hearing on visa overstays and lack of
exit process, biometrics, Ron Johnson: “would you agree with me in the private sector this
would almost be like falling off a log?”; Trump’s website making Mexico pay for the wall
Latest news in Brazilian presidential corruption kerfuffle; biometrics.gov
Francois Molins to 60 Minutes: “Telegram, we can’t penetrate”, ACC: “well, I’d say honeypot”
NA iTunes review “two idiots” tweet; police raids in Brussels & Paris; ACC’s pinhole glasses
Donation Segment: 88 the white supremacist magic number
Melissa Harris-Perry to The View: “when I say mammy, I mean something very particular”
Democracy Now idiot on global warming: “layered approach that can stem from this research”,
“seasonally adjusted” February predictably warmest on record, “bombshell”
Congressional hearing on what to do with fetus surviving attempted abortion
UN happiness report: Denmark is the world’s happiest country, and #1 in SSRI use
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Thanks Obama!

(2016-03-13)

0:00:00 JCD: “The brainwashing that is going on in this country is frightening!” (0:50:54)
0:00:35 JCD’s “the ants are on the move” intro; JCD’s new “piercingly annoying” Zenergy chime
0:04:54 Breitbart reporter Michelle Fields bruised by Trump campaign manager; Trump on Chicago
“organized, professionally staged wise guys”, Sanders outfit “not by coincidence” tweet, CNN
live: “total chaos”, CBS blogger: rallies “more hostile”, Bernie’s Brownshirts, Katie Tur: “we
are on the precipice of something potentially very bad happening”, punch thrown by 78-yearold, Rubio: “there’s only one presidential candidate who has violence at their events”, JCD:
“that’s because there’s only one presidential candidate that has anyone at their events”
0:21:54 Predictably civil Republican debate, NBC: “they may have overcorrected here”; “a few quid”
man overboard; Trump “a friend of mine” from Jimmy Kimmel, Carlin “happens to be black”;
Bernie: “I don’t think our supporters are inciting”, Hillary “play with matches” meme, JCD:
Bernie blaming the victim, Bernie and the Blacks; Rubio debate zingers, “law … to change
the weather”; Trump “I mean a lot of ‘em” on hatred from Islam, Carter’s Iranian Shiite ban,
Rubio: “I’m not interested in being politically correct, I’m interested in being correct”
0:43:38 Erin Burnett misquotes Vicente Fox “remembers me of Hitler”; Hillary lies about “personal
e-mail” server: “I’m not alone in that”; producer note on fellow students who want to shoot
stab Trump; Sacha Baron Cohen on standing ovations for Trump AIDS in new film
0:54:28 Erdoğan threatens top court over release of newspaper editors
0:57:30 Hillary at Democrat debate: “I will not deport children”, deport terrorists
1:00:17 Producer Segment: producer Roy on legality of automatic weapons
1:09:40 German election results, Julia Klöckner dragged down by Merkel; Greifswald nuclear plant
decommissioning, no RWE dividends for cities, Essen’s 8k refugees and 12% unemployment
1:22:26 Refugees squabble for food “thrown at them” on Macedonian border, “cold and flooded tents”,
“ISIS have a limit but the nature has no limit”; emerging EU-Turkey deal; JCD cycle predictions, 1857 depression and $15T gold glut, Howard Ruff’s 1977 “we’re all gonna die” book
1:30:53 SxSW: Austin mayor says “work from home” because of Obama events, ACC’s motorcade
video, armed Black Panthers chanting “oink oink, bang bang”, ACC and the sniper
1:37:12 Obama invites “tech leaders” to be his propaganda arm, JCD: “I’m smelling free money!”;
stimulus “criticized by the other party”, “thanks, Obama”; “can’t comment” on Apple case,
kiddie porn meme, “everybody’s walking around with a Swiss bank account in their pocket”,
“fetishizing our phones”; ACC’s technique to startle distracted phone walkers; “world’s oldest
continuous democracy” vs Iceland, TSA & DUI checkpoint “tradeoff”, political swing “after
something really bad happens”, ACC: “did he just call for a false flag event?”
2:08:49 Donation Segment: $80.08 1337 “BOOB” interpretation
2:18:45 JCD’s Dale Earnhardt “duck call”; Polk County Sheriff on Tim Cook: “I’ll lock the rascal up”
2:21:07 Atrocities in South Sudan done by soldiers “in lieu of wages”, JCD: “where’s Clooney?”
2:26:40 Declassified information on domestic use of spy drones, denied request for pothole spotting
2:28:34 West Virginia decriminalizes raw milk, “then they all got sick”; JCD New York meetup
2:32:25 Wasserman Schulz vs Warren on payday loans; Iditarod sabotage, supposed cancellation
2:36:45 New LaVoy Finicum video, FBI covers up shots fired; $100k Bush 43 Wounded Warrior speech
2:40:30 NBC Putin hit piece on Mikhail Lesin’s death
2:42:30 Grandmaster Lee Sedol loses go match to AlphaGo; Google+ pros and cons
2:46:45 Federal government has pocketed most of the subprime lending bank fines
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Babushkas of Chernobyl

(2016-03-10)

0:00:00 JCD: “You have to have radiation in your diet.”
ACC: “Radiation in your diet is fantastic!” (2:02:26)
0:00:36 Aric the Shill’s power outage; ACC on helicopter turbine engine coolness
0:02:21 Debates and town halls, Bernie “but!”, Univision Democrat debate timer Nazis, Bernie: “when
you’re white … you don’t know what it’s like to be poor”; Hillary on Trump racism, “basta”,
“I am not a natural politician”; Benghazi timeline, “this was complicated”; “pedestrian fence”
votes vs Trump wall, “we have the most secure border we’ve ever had”, Mary Lou Leary on
streets “flooded” with heroin from Mexico, Hillary on low apprehensions as proof of success
0:23:10 Clooney to hold Hillary fundraiser, “xenophobic fascist”, definition “fun fact”; Saturday Night
Live Hitler skit, Romney robo-calls, “heil Hitler” pledge, David Brooks: “we might as well get
the Nuremberg rallies to go with it”; “Sanders surprise” in Michigan; Trump: “I don’t want
to say that” on Rubio as running mate, Trump asked about foul language
0:44:24 Janine Driver alarms Today Show host Natalie Morales with body language analysis: Hillary
uncertainty, Trump creative thinking, Bernie judgment, Morales: “we’ve had you here enough”;
phony “disgusting” comments from focus group on Republican debate, Megyn Kelly on fact
checking: “who’s got the time or the energy?”; Rubio whines about Trump’s “earned media”;
Pooper: “Donald Krun, Donald Drump”, John Oliver deconstruction by Stefan Molyneux;
CNN Carol: “kind of fun” to ask Marc Lamont Hill about angry white men
1:03:47 Gary Johnson: “Trump’s a pussy”, ACC: “stop smoking your weed, man!”
1:09:54 S.524 Comprehensive Addiction and Recovery Act of 2016, Dutch “methadone bus”, prescription drug monitoring database, JCD: “you won’t be able to get a gun”, HIPAA
1:18:43 Producer Segment: JCD’s Zenergy chimes; Bernie “whoa whoa whoa” jingles
1:31:59 No Hitler memes in Euronews coverage; Michigan polls distorted by land line attrition; Wasserman Schultz vs Andrea Mitchell on Hillary’s Marines story
1:39:39 MH17 radar images omitted from report, Matt Lee grills page-fumbling Kirby: “you didn’t
give any detail – not much more – there’s none”; insta-Ukranian Natalie Jaresko to replace Yatsenyuk; Nuland to visit Malta & Greece; Greece-Turkey refugee crisis meeting, “re-admission
agreement”; western Balkan borders close, “illness is spreading rapidly” on Greece-Macedonia
border; German newspaper comment sections closed; AFD party support up; Majorca nighttime alcohol ban; 48-hour doctor strike in Britain; Sweden’s new 6-hour work day
2:00:26 Chernobyl anniversary, defiant “babushkas”, radioactive Brazilian beach, Fukushima farmer
2:04:12 New South Korean sanctions on North Korea, phone hacking accusations
2:05:24 Josh Earnest on chemical weapon use by ISIL & Assad; Mosul Dam and Baghdad International
Airpoint, JCD: “it’s like going from here to LA!”, Gen. Lloyd Austin on evacuation plans
2:15:38 Gen. David Rodriguez badgered by McCain on ISIS in Libya, “yes, I think we … need to do
more, yes sir”; new thumb drive document cache with recruits’ details, Sky News package with
boxes of documents decorated with ISIS flag, “that’s where machine intelligence comes in”
2:27:20 Donation Segment
2:43:55 Jacob Lew on IRS, running “an agency that has no choice but to have such a bad performance
record”, JCD: deliberate slowdown; Loretta Lynch on “climate denial scheme”, referral to FBI
2:52:17 African exports to China down 40%; Iran to reimburse victims and insurers $10.5bn for 9/11
2:56:50 Fireplaces banned in Carmel California; protests to change Harvard crest over slavery
2:59:29 Karen Bass: “many people would like to see an African-American on the Supreme Court”
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Mono Nuptials

(2016-03-06)

0:00:00 ACC: “It’s always been that way, Tommy.” (2:55:56)
0:00:32 The many faces of the Zephyr; “this is Adam and he’s a podcaster” at spin studio party;
gong and Zenergy chime gripes, crappy Apple earbuds; JCD on slot car tracks and trampoline
parks; Bernie “whoa whoa whoa”, ACC: “all right, producers, go to work”
0:12:29 Republican party “leadership”, JCD: “it’s a secret organization”; Louis C.K. e-mail; Stephen
Moore: “duplicitous” establishment not getting behind candidate, “hold my nose” Hillary
meme, former governor Leavitt refuses to answer on Trump support, interrupts wrap-up;
ACC: “here’s the European news: the war is pending”
0:25:46 CNN “armchair analysts” on Trump “egging his supporters on”, spitting on Muslims; Keli
Goff: no one believes Trump can win, JCD: “she made that up”; Harry Reid: Trump denigrates
“the disabled”, Republicans “appealing to some of the darkest forces in America”, Trump =
Frankenstein sign, JCD: “bring Mary Shelley out from behind the shrub”; Lawrence O’Donnell:
“militaristic operation”, Secret Service “thugs”, “Trumpism”, “21st century American fascism”
0:42:17 JCD explains 1924 Democrat party split; “lost voters”, Rubio on millennials’ bright prospects;
Judith Miller on “mob-related companies”; Josh Earnest searching for scripted response on
white supremacist podcaster “press corp”; fundraising vs “meet and greets”; Aussies on
“Hitler-Trump political playbook”, “Donald Trump has long been known for keeping by his
bedside books of Hitler’s speeches”, small hands meme
1:07:44 Producer Segment: JCD on millennial wine drinkers, André “champagne”
1:21:52 Hillary claims to be “most transparent public oﬀicial in modern times”; Catherine Herridge
jumps in with Mat Lee about Cheryl Mills’ e-mail handling tenure, Kirby: “do I even need to
be here?”; Trump “no specifics” meme; how to medicate tired-sounding Hillary
1:32:23 Trump tries to invoke 9/11 at debate, “when a family flies into the World Trade Center”;
right-wing radio guys gravitating toward Trump, Fox & ABC going easy; Bill Clinton: “I
thought I was watching a sixth-grade recess fight”; Hannity & Cruz on brokered convention,
“we will have a manifest revolt”; Rubio comedy: “when they’re done with the yoga, can I
answer a question?”; Trump on Putin, “best people” enumeration, Snowden “a spy”; Nancy
Reagan dead, JCD on Reagan’s empty promises, mental institutions; Sanders and black vote
1:54:29 Russell Simmons: “your earthquake and certainly all these storms are a result of factory
farming”, sugar lobby behind Bernie; The People v. O.J. Simpson knife discovery promotion;
“alarming health headline”: Elizabethkingia outbreak
2:02:09 Gülenist Zaman newspaper raided; CNN TÜRK and other outfits compromised
2:08:34 Donation Segment: botched Turkey “bit”; liwc.net Newsletter analysis
2:26:06 “Compelling international headline” that North Korea, “breaking news” replacement placeholders, Kim Jong-un’s “threatening rhetoric”, BBC walk-back: “pretty blood-curdling stuff”,
“outside experts actually doubt that he could carry it out”
2:36:19 Donald Tusk on refugee crisis: common ground emerging, upcoming summit; refugees stuck at
Greek-Macedonian border, mugged and passport stolen, “I’m thinking of committing suicide”,
MSF on “squalid conditions”, disease & flooding, “you can’t swim and sleep”; Merkel’s party
“bleeding support” to AFD; RT on Germany placating Muslims: dropping pork, skirt ban,
fireworks, crosses; RT’s annoying voiceover-free slideshows, ACC: “we can sue them!”
2:53:37 Week off for women during menstruation; study finds fathers unimportant; “mono nuptuals”;
“sexsomnia”; Mugabe: Zimbabwe to seize control of diamond mines
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Evidence Free Zone

(2016-03-03)

0:00:00 JCD: (stoner voice) “Hey, man, I’m hearing a ringing sound!” (1:17:12)
0:00:34 ACC home from “Fayette Nam”, Van Buren account; I-35 RV park, Time-Warner douchebaggery, Airstream bathroom grate design flaw, ACC: “you have a crosswind of about five knots”;
Gary Johnson news, Trump vs his advisors, JCD story on Mondale’s comedy, Kasich the ahole, Musk and McCain in bed over rocket engines
0:13:42 Academy Awards actually ended on time
0:18:23 GOP elite Romney vs Trump: “the very brand of anger that has led other nations into the
abyss”, promises “as worthless as a diploma from Trump University”; Rubio pill-popping,
JCD: “he should have one of the Pez dispensers”, Charlie Rose calls Rubio out on “con artist”
0:29:52 CNN’s Sally Kohn on turnout “math that will trouble both of you”, Hillary’s “impeccable and
vast record of experience”, JCD: “she’s a felon!”, “stopping us from becoming Nazi Germany”
0:34:52 Pooper fawns over Melania; I Am Cait on the road; Morning Joe on NYT editorial board leak,
“they would never do that in a million years to Hillary Clinton”; MSNBC trying to reinvent
itself, epic fail: black guy live at Trump event; Hillary “super predator” comment
0:49:29 Jeffrey Lord & Van Jones spar over KKK: “this is what liberals do, you are dividing people”
1:03:42 Reporter “does a voice” on Chris Christie outrage, Tom Llamas the shouter; Van Jones to
Don Lemon: “there were tears in the eyes of people, camerapeople”, “it trended worldwide”,
Lemon: “who wants to live in a color-blind society?”
1:14:37 Producer Segment: ACC’s bootleg Trump hat; Obama “no no no” Addams Family
1:24:04 ACC’s new Zenergy chime, gong acoustics
1:25:15 Yosemite changing signage for Curry Village, Delaware North trademark lawsuit
1:28:58 FBI request for Apple to unlock drug dealer’s phone thrown out; Outnumbered on “vicious
guard dog” meme, “it’s kabuki theater”, FBI screwup, “they should call the Israelis”; John
McAfee claims ability to unlock phone, “trivial”, JCD on Error 53
1:39:28 Comey to House Judiciary Committee: “vicious guard dog” meme, “Adam has discovered
something big” in Newsletter; Darrell “car alarm” Issa on cloning data, defeating “ten and
destroy”, JCD on inability to hire hackers, ACC: “hi I’m tnkgrl, I’m here to hack the iPhone”;
Comey “drooling watch dog”, Trey Gowdy “evidence-free zones”, Comey: it’s for the children,
Schmerber v. California, Comey: Apple engineers “kidnapped and forced to write software”
1:57:12 Comey on government requirement to “overcome” right to privacy, “warrant-proof places”,
“how do we want to be”, whole-disk encryption ignored; Apple’s Bruce Sewell on “arms race”
with hackers, JCD on ITAR export controls, bogative “Telegraph” app cited; Jim Sensenbrenner: “I can tell you, I don’t think you’re going to like what comes out of Congress”, “all
you’ve been saying is no, no, no, no”, JCD: “where’s the bill, Apple?”; First Amendment and
“speech Apple does not want to make”, JCD story on patenting football play
2:20:22 Donation Segment
2:26:10 Samantha Power on ISIS spreading “like a cancer” in Europe; Tusk: “I want to appeal to all
potential illegal economic migrants, wherever you are from: do not come to Europe” (CotD),
Hillary “history books” iso; France threatens Britain with Calais Jungle over Brexit; refugees
now housed at Dachau, German government worried about Trump; grey vs colorful vehicles
2:37:13 Clip Blitz: Bill O’Reilly dragging ex down stairs; geezery fake Bill Clinton; NASA supersonic
aircraft contract, ACC Concorde story; Google car hits a bus; Iraq’s Mosul Dam in danger of
catastrophic failure; deputies charged with running gladiatorial combat
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Joe Hitler

(2016-02-28)

0:00:00 ACC: “I have a little thing, a little package.” (2:31:21)
0:00:34 ACC in windy Fayetteville, 20 people at meetup including two submariners, “Dutch tip”
circumcision joke, JCD story on “no-show Gilbert”, “turtleneck Curry”
0:10:05 ACC at Bentonville Trump rally, “safe space” for protesters, TSA: no liquids, JCD story about
no laptop use on airplane on ground; Star Spangled Banner before Trump landing; N757AF
trackable only through FAA, 400-foot 757 flyby, Air Force One soundtrack, You Can’t Always
Get What You Want, Tiny Dancer, “the gayest possible shit song ever!”
0:31:25 Short words in Trump speech patterns; on tax records: “you don’t learn anything about
somebody’s wealth with a tax return”, Romney’s delaying tactic, “every year they audit me,
audit me, audit me”, Carson on IRS dishonesty, Trump on audit “because of religion”; press
hotties; “we’re gonna open up the libel laws”
0:45:22 “MILF weekend” at school, “I love your trailer, can I look inside?” oddity; “numbers don’t add
up” meme for millennials, Killer Mike at phone bank: “he’s offering free school and healthcare”
0:50:00 Bad libertarian debate audio, JMD’s “aww!” reaction, ACC: “did you punish her on the spot?”
0:54:53 Kasich on gay marriage: “if you don’t agree with their lifestyle, say a prayer for them”;
“Rubio screamer”, JCD story on Led Zeppelin shills; Rubio’s new comedy material, Trump
“meltdown” backstage, makeup trowel; JCD story on comedy writers, “ten bucks a joke”
1:14:46 Producer Segment: meetup promotion rules; meetup gifts, JCD on terroir
1:35:45 Anti-Hillary NBC: Land’s End catalog Gloria Steinem interview sparks Facebook flood
1:38:08 Vicente Fox on Trump wall, “Joe Beeden”, Pooper: “you’re really saying he reminds you
of Adolf Hitler?”, “Joe Hitler”; CSU newspaper “Sieg Heil!” editorial; David Duke endorses
Trump, KKK shirt staredown, Trump: “I don’t know anything about David Duke”
1:53:27 Earnest on Sanders job numbers: “undeniable progress … Republicans will continue to deny”
1:57:19 Democracy Now on Planned Parenthood videographer pardon, “highly edited” meme; ACC’s
Planned Parenthood interview; Sharpton’s “ticket to get out of here”, crazy laughter
2:01:16 Nigel Farage and George Galloway agree on Brexit, BSE “Britain Stronger in Europe” vs
bovine spongiform encephalopathy, Goldman Sachs funding; Farage: “it’s referendum season”
in Netherlands, Hungary, “Mr. Cameron, doing his modern-day impression of Oliver Twist,
went up to Mr. Tusk and said please sir, can I have some more concessions?”; Swiss criminal
deportation referendum; strange barking sound from Tina Fey in Palin skit
2:16:20 The Intercept on corrupt Hillary pundits Stephanie Cutter and Maria Cardona
2:19:59 Donation Segment: meetup gifts: “hanging chad” ballot, karma card
2:30:57 Ash Carter on cyberattacks against ISIS, “cyberbombs”; Tech Syndicate podcast on encryption
as munitions and Second Amendment; ENCRYPT Act of 2016
2:39:46 Tech News: Facebook’s new “love” button
2:42:15 PBS panelists on Academy Awards: “diverse audiences crave diverse content”, “95% whites
in leadership positions”, queen of the non-sequiturs on Hollywood liberalism
2:53:37 Pedobear: Rotherham South Yorkshire child prostitution scandal; Dutch protesters arrested
for wearing pig hats; Twitter possibly un-verifying journalists for negative posts
3:02:11 Kraft mac & cheese recall over “metal contamination”
3:03:56 Hillary indictment & Comey resignation scandal theory; National Enquirer Bill Clinton health
crisis story; Melissa Harris-Perry’s open letter whining at MSNBC about preemption: “I am
not a token, mammy, or little brown bobble head”
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Warehouse of Souls

(2016-02-25)

0:00:00 JCD: “So how can you cite no proof?” (0:47:21)
0:00:32 ACC heading for Arkansas; Zephyr schedules
0:02:41 Greece’s neighbors closing or strengthening borders, Tsipras “permanent warehouse of souls”;
refugee crisis “splitting Europe”, “keep out, that is Hungary’s message to migrants”, ACC:
“girls not allowed”, refugees on abandoned train; Greece not invited to conference in Austria,
ACC: “it’s like the roach motel of migrants”; Brexit referendum, “don’t go out, what you are
doing?”, “madness”, New York banker: Deutsche Bank and City of London; DH Unplugged
pub crawl, JCD on Reykjavik airport wool shopping
0:22:02 Fayetteville meetup, Trump event; W1OER: Trump unlike Hitler, “lost voters”; History Channel
German home movie documentary, Hitler’s 50th birthday party, “these people are insane”;
Dutch attitude on Reagan transferred to American attitude on Trump; Chuck Todd on Trump
inconsistencies, Alisyn Camerota: “show us when we’ve labeled somebody a xenophobe”
0:37:45 Trump Morning Joe “hot mike”, “just make us all look good”; Mitt Romney on tax record
“bombshell”, “citing no proof”, “tough guy” lie (JCDPPotD); “see Russia” from Tina Fey, not
Palin, JCD’s “newfangled” mouse misattribution; Mika on Rubio as vice presidential pick
0:57:45 CBS “I’m waiting to find the person who’s never told a lie” for Hillary; Ben Carson on racism
from the left; MSNBC live report from gun range (CotD)
1:02:55 Producer Segment: THC toothpicks; ant black pepper; Bernie’s salacious writings
1:23:36 Comey on Apple case: “I do think the larger question is not going to be answered in the courts,
and shouldn’t be”, Apple’s superstar lawyer Ted Olson, inapplicability of probable cause; Tim
Cook’s new meme: “software equivalent of cancer”, “this is about the future”, e-mails from
the military, “the right place for that debate to occur is in Congress”, “public safety” meme
1:43:23 JCD Apple liability theory, “they don’t need a million lawsuits”, Family Guy: “everybody
knows the best way to get any law struck down is to get the gays angry about it”; Bill Gates:
“let’s say the bank tied a ribbon around the disk drive”
1:57:33 Producer feedback on MindUP program, Zenergy Chime
2:02:40 Sorghum shows up on Walking Dead: “that there is a criminally underrated grain that could
change the game with our food situation”; Stephen King’s 11/22/63, ACC on Billions & Vinyl
2:07:45 Obama on Supreme Court: “let’s see how the public responds to the nominee we put forward”,
Constitutional “advice and consent of the Senate”, “lame duck” definition, “we know Senators
say stuff all the time”, Biden: “President Bush should … not name a nominee”; moneyball
fantasy football
2:17:05 Wikileaks reveals NSA tapped Berlusconi’s phone
2:18:37 32 new billionaires in Beijing, JCD: “so I’m thinking you were probably right on the gold
idea”, gold vs real estate
2:23:28 Donation Segment: JCD story on disappearing Bobby Kennedy photos
2:37:38 “Ad tech abuse” at Mobile World Congress, Shine Technologies CEO Ron Porat on Google
“extortion fee” for Eyeo, L.E.A.N. ads: “light, encrypted, ad choice supported, noninvasive”;
RTS’s Conor Mullen: “both of you can pay me and we do a revenue share – happy days!”,
Porat: “we’ve got a good racket going”
2:53:21 ACC’s “hard stop” to fetch Airstream of Consciousness; JCD on “antique town” near Oklahoma border
2:55:23 UC Davis student: “I identify myself as she-her-he-him”
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White Male Clerks

(2016-02-21)

0:00:00 JCD: “To me, it’s the handshake of the devil.” (0:23:23)
0:00:33 Boring town halls and bogative polls, ABC: “Ted Cruz closing in”; Carl “CIA white hair”
Bernstein predicts “stop Trump” & “end dynasties” efforts; Iraq “I guess so” to Howard
Stern; angry producer e-mail
0:11:50 Bush drops out; student-hugging Kasich; Cruz’ breathy-voiced “awaken the body of Christ,
that we might pull away from the abyss”, citizenship lawsuits; Cruz’ Photoshopped RubioObama left-handed handshake, JCD: “your left hand is the wiping-the-ass hand”, ACC: “I
use the shells!”; Katy Tur: Trump’s “lead slashed”, overmodulated Cruz clip
0:28:53 Millennials being prepared for Sanders loss, Hillary “numbers don’t add up” meme; Hillary
screwup on telling truth: “I’ve always tried to”, booed over Bernie “not really a Democrat”,
“it’s true!”; Bernie “honorary woman” story, Dick Van Dyke: “socialism has a whole new
connotation now”, Social Security: socialism or not?
0:38:49 Hillary steals free school plank; Hillary potential coughing diagnoses, where’s Huma; CNN on
Bush “unbelievable amount of money spent”, Citizens United; polls and strategic voting
0:50:42 Jeffrey Toobin on Scalia’s law clerks at funeral: “an overwhelmingly white male group”
0:53:11 Producer Segment: Nick the Rat’s Rat Radio
1:11:38 Fayetteville meetup; @mtnvortex on team; ACC failed to file intent on time
1:14:24 Apple vs FBI: Tim Cook’s letter for the sake of the company alone, obfuscates passcode
security flaw; Cook plays the gay card: “love who they choose”; Rand Paul on FBI’s pile of 175
iPhones, “we just need to wait until someone dies”, remote password reset by Department of
Health; 2nd vs 4th Amendment inconsistency; crackpot San Bernardino FBI setup subversion
theory; ACC Red Book: Cook resigns
1:38:40 Ash Carter to Charlie Rose: Russia the “competitor”, “little green men”, “heavy equipment”
and “persistent rotational basis” troops in Europe; German business suffering from sanctions
1:45:26 Ask Adam: Peter Bergen to caller on Fethullah Gülen: “I’m not familiar with the case”
1:49:16 Donation Segment: JCD’s USAID sorghum bag; ACC’s hug from Shaquille O’Neal
2:01:49 ADA section 508: “blinders”; No Agenda website accessibility “baked into our DNA”; easier
to settle than call the legal team
2:04:32 David Cameron negotiates special status for Great Britain in EU, “no more something for
nothing” on welfare; Deutche Welle: “deepness of drama”, “no second chance”, Merkel’s
french fries, sexual antics in the bathrooms; Farage & Galloway cooperating
2:12:57 Goldie Hawn’s “MindUP” education system package on The Today Show: “a few times each
day the kids pause, it’s called a brain break”, Pavlovian response to “brain break” chime,
Hawn Foundation CEO’s $289k salary, ACC: “maybe they sell them on the site”
2:20:37 Melissa “I need some muscle” Click: “he … came at me with a camera”, “it didn’t say professional journalist to me”, JCD: “you’re supposed to wear a fedora with … a card sticking in it
that says press”; Louisiana police captain Clay Higgins addresses the gang problem: “if you
raise your weapon to a man like me, we’ll return fahr with superior fahr”
2:28:35 Family Guy: “what makes a good terrorist organization? brand recognition”
2:29:41 Neil deGrasse Tyson quotes Galileo on consensus science; JCD on Fort Jefferson in Florida
Keys: “where’s the rising tides?”
2:34:34 Kerry tweet after Hollywood studio exec meeting: “great convo”; CDC sleep deprivation study,
“college education or higher”
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Toilet Wars

(2016-02-18)

0:00:00 ACC: “Wiggy, wiggy, wiggy!” (0:38:43)
0:00:33 Thanks to all the helpers and producers, ACC: “how amazing it is”; Nick the Rat’s Illuminati
symbol in iTunes artwork, “destroy computers” mashup jingle
0:12:37 Hillary barking dog episode, jingles; CNN lies about coughing episode: “she choked up so
badly that she struggled to speak for a few minutes”, ACC: “I think she’s suckin’ on a bong,
man”, “where’s Huma?”, sniffling on stage
0:24:40 JCD retrospective of Hillary’s lies; Russian uranium deal and Clinton Foundation donations,
panel exempt from public records disclosure, ACC: “Bill’s gotta go”; second former Russian
anti-doping chief dies; debate over whether South Carolinians hate Jews
0:32:48 Republican town halls, Bush 43 reading anti-Trump speech, Jeb’s gun tweet, Trump family
“village of braggarts” tweet, Trump on RNC dirty tricks: “double-edged pledge”, on 9/11:
“you may find it’s the Saudis”, Obama “wigs out” on Trump: “they’re all denying climate
change … since the science is unequivocal”, nuclear codes meme; possibility of Ross Perot
treatment for Trump; Scalia murder conspiracy theories; ACC’s Valentine’s Day biplane ride
0:48:42 Mika Brzezinski “who am I describing” with Sanders to Trump, JCD on China’s currency
devaluation, Apple scales back Apple Store freelancer hours; Trump on military budget: “we’re
buying equipment that the generals … don’t want”
0:54:56 Social Security fraud and Death Master File, 1.4M aged 112+ still with no death information;
IRS digitization mess, direct deposit onto untraceable credit card
0:59:48 Producer Segment: vapeyourkale.com; JCD’s lightning strike; KLBJ NA call-in promo
1:26:30 Trump on San Bernardino iPhone: “Apple is absolutely in the wrong”, Carson: “what we need
is a public-private partnership”, JCD: “heil Hitler”, Rubio on alternative encryption products,
“Silicone Valley” partnership, Cruz on 4th Amendment; Apple ordered to disable auto-erase,
enable passcode submission, disable delay, via signed image file, real legal question: forcing
Apple to work for hire; ACC’s six-digit passcode, fingerprints not Constitutionally protected
1:51:32 Rubio’s college affordability plans: alternative accreditation, “student investment plan”, JCD:
“this sounds like indentured servitude … or Bowie bonds”
1:54:48 K5ACC news on Dutch repeater network amateur radio news, ACC causes a “pileup”
1:58:01 US Marshalls arrest Texas man for delinquent student loan; free ambulance services
2:01:31 Yatsenyuk survives no confidence vote, rampant corruption, new constitution “contract on a
clear geopolitical goal … which consists of becoming a member of the European Union and
NATO”; Russian Obama posters; Bolivian referendum and Morales’ girlfriend, $500k from
National Endowment for Democracy, Chinese companies on the scene, ACC Red Book: zika
2:13:06 Gas price comparisons, Deutsche Welle on output freeze proposed by Russia and Saudi Arabia,
$1.5M barrels per day excess; old-fashioned gas pumps, two-stroke pumps with oil, Saab 92
2:20:34 Donation Segment
2:38:56 Production issues at Grammy Awards; Stevie Wonder accessibility reference
2:41:59 “ADA 508 trolls”; Google e-mail security-shaming; JCD error 53 article; Seattle “toilet wars”:
man legally enters women’s locker room based on “gender identification”; gay misogyny
2:53:52 Lawrence Summers: “halt the printing press” on $100 bills; Bill Clinton: “we are all mixed
race”, ACC: “you coﬀin is over here, Mr. Clinton”; CBS: Obama voted for Alito filibuster, Joy
Behar: “his color has something to do with it”, the “Whoopi poopie”
3:01:52 Tavis Smiley “musical plenty” vs Napster
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War on Serif

(2016-02-14)

0:00:00 ACC: “Uh, honey, can you get the Viagra vape? I’m ready!” (2:41:34)
0:00:33 Valentine’s Day Facebag tips; Stitcher and Mailchimp woes
0:05:44 Reporter ditches Ronald McDonald House event to cover Antonin Scalia death in Marfa;
David Axelrod: “Aaron Sorkin could not have written this script better”; Moneyball analogy;
Rachel Maddow: nominate J’Johnson, Axelrod: Kamala Harris; pronounced dead “of natural
causes” over the phone, John Poindexter’s ranch; Rubio hands it off to Cruz, “one Justice
away”; handpicked Republican debate attendees
0:31:02 Wasserman Schultz answers Tapper’s “rigged” question, “unpledged delegate”; Trump calls
out Cruz’ dirty tricks, “hey Ted!”; Trump profanity, bogus bleep, Kimmel’s Unnecessary
Censorship; eminent domain in Iowa
0:44:15 Democrat debate: Sanders on Kissinger’s legacy, “Khammer Rouge”; Sanders’ low superdelegate count; Susan Sarandon on “FDR kind of plans”; JCD Red Book: audience rigging
against Sanders; 2008 Elizabeth Warren video on Hillary’s reversal on bankruptcy bill; Cruz
anti-Rubio “dumb for trusting him” ad with “former porn star” Amy Lindsay, Jake Tapper
interview; Black Caucus PAC’s Hillary support, Jeffrey Sachs on CIA & Gaddafi
1:01:57 “D.C. madam” records “relevant” to election, Huma Abedin & Secret Service, Bill Clinton:
“it’s rigged because you don’t have a President who’s a change maker”, JCD: “Debbie better
get her shiv out”; Alec “tech guru” Ross on Hillary’s e-mail server: “that was the other guy”
1:10:55 Republican debate’s orange background, JCD story on Tech TV background
1:15:27 Donation Segment: CVC’s dislike of Valentine’s Day
1:37:17 Iran cracks down on Valentine’s Day
1:38:22 Saudi Foreign Minister: Assad “single most effective magnet for extremists and terrorists”;
Assad on independence of negotiation and fighting terrorism, Kerry on Russian target change,
Lavrov on Financial Times Ban Ki-moon interview propaganda, “it is a road to nowhere”
1:45:15 North Korean satellite launch watched by “brash young leader”, Pyongyang Marathon, satellite “roughly the same size as a nuclear warhead”, missile defense system talks
1:49:37 Turkey threatens Europe with 50k more refugees, Hungary’s Orban accuses Germany & Turkey
for secret pact, Merkel’s “coalition of the willing”; Clooney’s marriage woes; Greek farmers
attacking riot police with shepherd’s crooks over austerity measures; London Über strike, JCD
on cars vs horse-drawn carriages, Concours of Elegance cabs; Paris Airbnb crackdown, JCD
on pre-internet house-trading catalogs; breathing.mp3 theremin file found
2:07:25 Bizarre Obama Valentine’s Day greetings on The Ellen DeGeneres Show, “hi honey, and hi
Barack”, “somebody call the Situation Room because things are about to get hot”; JCD reads
pun competition entries
2:15:01 Donation Segment
2:22:04 ADA web accessibility scam, serif fonts to be forbidden, SSB BART Group, ACC: “Y2K scam”
2:30:50 Record-breaking cold weather fearmongering
2:33:06 US-made cluster bombs in Yemen; anti-Hillary Michelle Alexander article; Grammy Awards
tribute controversy, Russell Simmons’ Oscars alternative; new “400 years” meme
2:40:01 Duncan Hunter on anti-vaping bill: “you’re going to be able to inhale your Prozac”; ACC: “I
don’t have Obamacare”; no 500 signatures yet for ACC
2:45:33 Davutoglu accuses Russia of ethnic cleansing in Syria
2:47:12 The state of US greyhound racing; the war on €500 notes
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Dangerous Speech

(2016-02-11)

0:00:00 (Repeated three times) JCD: “Yeah, they’re going nuts.” ACC: “Yeah!” (0:43:33)
0:00:35 JCD won Super Bowl prediction; not a cheerleader to be found; The View on Beyonce controversy, “social justice crisis”, Red Lobster up 33%, Sheriff David Clarke on white band in
“hoods and white sheets”; JCD on Bubba Smith
0:13:43 DoJ Ferguson lawsuit, consent decree, Loretta Lynch: “they have waited decades for justice”,
debtor jails, police privatization; Taser “drive stun mode”
0:23:23 “Trump pulverized his closest rival”, Howard Dean yell, Cruz “he pretends to be a Republican”
ad; “asshole” Kasich; Deutche Welle on “TV star” Trump; Joe Scarborough on Rubio Christiebashing “dark money” ads; Joe Klein on “low information” Trump voters, “things aren’t so bad
here”; ABC reporter goading Rubio into going after Trump; Rachel Maddow: Republicans
aligning with “hard right European-style nativist movements”; Trump victory speech and
“phony” employment numbers, ObamaCare costs, Great Wall of Mexico & cheap heroin
0:43:36 Sharpton hug for Sanders, “huge” meme, Rubio robot meme; Arne Arneson on anger buoying
Trump & Sanders; Hillary’s super delegates; Arneson on out-of-touch comments by Steinem
& Albright; millennial: “the free college aspect is awesome”; Obamacare & Enron; continuous
hospital-insurance negotiation
1:00:21 Hillary “changed a view or a vote” revisited, Morning Joe on transcripts, praise for Wall Street,
Clinton disclosure issues, “has to be bought”; Jen Briney “chip in”; Albright damage control;
Jennifer Granholm: Cruz “should get a declaratory judgment”, JCD: “totally responsible for
ruining Michigan”
1:15:51 Jen Briney’s show on how to get on ballot, ACC strategizes run for House of Representatives;
JCD: lifetime pension on reelection
1:26:32 Producer Segment: Show 800 artwork requirements; milehigh.noagendanotes.com
1:40:09 Tech News: James Clapper testimony on IoT, as written vs as delivered, Feinstein on ISIL:
“all they need to carry out an attack in the West is an internet connection and an encrypted
message application”, Clapper PDF: “new opportunities for our own intelligence collectors”,
HVEs “Homegrown Violent Extremists”, Russian space-based weapon programs; Mexican
heroin; turbulence in Moldova; Comey on encryption risk: “a really bad guy will go free”,
“going dark”, locked San Bernardino phone, “I don’t want a back door, I don’t want a window,
I don’t want a sliding glass door”
2:02:02 Twitter Trust & Safety Council’s “dangerous speech” criteria; University of Texas citation,
“someone was offended, it’s against the law” (CotD); lithium batteries on airplanes; eltoro.com
IP address database; Google deceptive download button blocker; $19bn cybersecurity action
plan; the dangers of “blue light” in mobile devices
2:20:52 Moscow bulldozes 100 small businesses; Iran wanting oil payment in Euros
2:24:49 Supreme Court blocks coal plant rules; Neil deGrasse Tyson flat earth segment, “being wrong
becomes being harmful”, “can I get an amen”, mic drop
2:31:34 Donation Segment: NPR’s podcast measurement guidelines
2:44:21 Yanis Varoufakis back in the news
2:46:50 Atherton opts out of paying for Obama visit security
2:50:33 California to hold Google responsible for autonomous vehicle accidents
2:53:15 $1.8bn to combat zika virus; pyriproxyfen insecticide
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Laptop Bomb

(2016-02-07)

0:00:00 JCD: “I, this is stupid is why!” (0:21:54)
0:00:38 BART gearing up for 200k Super Bowl fans, J’Johnson: DHS “working overtime”, looking for
“counterfeit merchandise”, X-ray trucks; Über protest, Alexa’s Über skill woes, JCD: “this
machine is broadcasting subliminal messages”; ACC predicts Panthers, Beyonce album “drop”,
basketball “drained it”, ABC promoting Oscars via #OscarsSoWhite, JCD predicts Broncos,
lame Super Bowl City vs US Open
0:17:03 BART swapping out fake security cameras for $1.4M; Coast Guard “maritime exclusion zone”
for San Tomas Aquino Creek, JCD: “maybe some Viet Cong could be coming up the creek”
0:22:21 ACC now oﬀicially K5ACC; Bruce Perens introduces amateur radio: “when the apocalypse
comes we’re the guys who are gonna save the world, right?”
0:24:19 Democrat debate: Hillary on “hedge funge managers” loophole, Chuck Todd asks for transcripts; Carl Bernstein: White House “horrified”; classified e-mails to Colin Powell; Sanders on
Goldman Sachs’ $5bn fine; Hillary’s gender card, female college students offended; Madeline
Albright: “special place in Hell for women who don’t help each other”; Hillary on Sanders’
“artful smear”; “my constituents”; Chelsea “President Sanders” flub
0:48:10 Republican debate: low ABC production values, alpha male arm pats for Trump, crap makeup;
single blue Trump frame; Trump reveals “we have all donors in the audience”; Barbara Bush:
Trump says “terrible things about military”, “I think about Jeb”
1:02:45 Bush 43: “the first job of the president is to protect America”; sports recap skit; Rubio “Killary
Clinton”; JCD Jeb “word matters” mashup; Rubio & Jeb on women and the draft, ACC: “isn’t
he gay?”, Jeb on “gutting the military budget”; Rubio’s ISIS “most dangerous … in the history
of mankind” claim; ACC on amped up Rubio, JCD on nose moves, Dabiq apocalypse; Trump:
“you’ll find out” what’s worse than waterboarding, Peace Prize nomination; CNN on “Trumper
tantrum”, Trump: “I love that phrase”, Ben Carson damage control by CNN
1:27:37 Producer Segment: “clippety-clop” origin story
1:42:12 Rev. Manning’s church in foreclosure, “this ain’t no fag house”, “until I see you pull a baby
out yo’ ass, you ain’t gonna pull this church out from underneath us”; “fag” origin
1:46:12 Kerry: Syrians “reduced to eating grass and leaves”, $4.5bn for refugees; refugees in Jordan;
EU and UN responses, French ambassador blames Assad for breakdown, Russian ambassador
blames rebels; Calais “jungle” refugees attempt Channel crossings
1:58:22 Kirby resurrects “Daesh”; Gayane “RT hottie” Chichakyan asks for proof of Russian jet in
Turkish airspace, Kirby: “when you’re done I’ll talk”, “it’s not an accusation, it’s a fact!”
2:03:17 Somali plane explosion “laptop bomb”; JCD on sniffer false positives
2:07:07 UN rules Assange “arbitrarily detained”, Assange: “victory of historical importance”, Britain
rejects ruling, no recognition of political asylum
2:16:08 Texas HB2 requires admission rights which hospitals are denying; Sanders targets big pharma;
Martin Shrekli Shkreli takes the Fifth, “I intend to follow the advice of my counsel, not yours”,
Cummings: “bad boy of pharma”; Sanjay Gupta on zika virus in saliva
2:36:51 Dame Sarah Harris famous in Australia
2:38:44 Donation Segment: ACC’s jury duty woes; wife douchebag callout
2:52:38 #RIPTwitter and algorithmic content, ACC: “short Twitter”, JCD “what you missed” gripe;
LinkedIn mission creep; JCD dog head story
2:59:46 Asra Nomani on Muslim women “separate and unequal” at mosques; Obama Hadith correction
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Bomb Denmark

(2016-02-04)

0:00:00 ACC: “What the Hell is a cylinder of excellence?” (1:54:26)
0:00:33 ACC’s dinner with iTunes guys, Episode 800 to be featured
0:02:44 CNN town hall, JCD: “the questions were in the lower third”, Hillary on Goldman-Sachs
speeches: “that’s what they offered”, “I wasn’t committed to running” lie, “they’re on notice”;
Maddow on counting people “in herds”, Brian Williams: “we hopefully will be the purveyors
of truth and justice here”; Hillary’s convoluted “about what the way we have to keep the
balance of power in our society is”; Williams on MSNBC f-bomb: “a bit of French that snuck
into our English-language translation”, ACC on MTV and basic cable
0:17:40 Trump-Cruz tied due to rounding, Joe Scarborough urges Trump to spend more; Cruz’ dirty
trick, Cruz: “is it a dirty trick to pass on your news stories?”, CNN rebuttal, JCD on annoying
competitive debaters, Cruz “Trumper tantrum”, “nuke Denmark”, breathy-voiced preaching;
CNN on balleting: “that’s what makes this so exciting”; Jeb Bush “please clap”
0:33:07 Krauthammer to O’Reilly on “Comey primary”; Clinton-appointed judge orders HSBC money
laundering report unsealed; Dan Bongino on e-mail server compromise; Hillary on top secret
State Department e-mails: “the facts are quite helpful here”; amped-up Hillary crescendo
(CotD); “Marcosoft” from Gates donations
0:47:18 Kerry on Iran’s $150bn $55bn and “long-term commitments” to China
0:55:06 Producer Segment: Powerball hookers and blow story; Schiphol “no driving list”
1:29:33 Syrian peace talks rescheduled, Syrian government may not attend; Finland to deport 20k
refugees; EU attempts to raise another $8bn; Balkan countries to standardize registration;
Australia to park refugees in Nauru
1:36:54 Obama’s during mosque visit: “I refuse to give them that legitimacy”; “basic facts” epic
stammer, “they be obvious”; Obama’s invokes Hadith; poet Ashraf Fayadh’s death sentence
overturned in Saudi Arabia, replaced with 800 lashes; German parliament “trojan viruses”
attack blamed on Russia; Farage on Russia in bed with ISIS
1:51:32 Norse Corp defunct, attack map survives; NSA reorganization “NSA 21”, “cylinders of excellence”; Airbus bomb in Somalia
1:57:42 WHO “concern” over zika virus sexual transmission in Texas, vaccine efforts, ACC: “this is
the ebola script”; ethicist calls for Brazil to give up Olympics; WHO guy on microcephaly
and Guillain-Barré syndrome: “why do we not see it in other places yet?”, “vaccines, even”
as factors; ATCC virus sample collection, zika sample from Rockafeller Foundation; JCD’s
pharmacist on flu vaccine: “I wouldn’t get that shot”
2:06:58 John Fletcher My Sharia jingle, ACC: “I want the whole song, please!”
2:07:41 Donation Segment
2:23:10 HTTPS Everywhere revisited, Mozilla’s switch from Google to Yahoo, “you’re safe with us”
and Facebook browser combining Bing with “like” history; autism diagnosis may be possible
via fMRI; $1k-per-pill hepatitis C drug from VA doctor Raymond Schinazi, “the person that’s
responsible always seems to retire just before the investigation starts”
2:39:46 Whoopi on hyphenating “Americans”, “I’m a whole lotta all-American”
2:41:42 Claire McCaskill asks senior leaders about women & the draft, McCain: “you were asked for
your opinion, Mr. Secretary”; JCD: Equal Rights Amendment never passed
2:46:20 Snowden on EU-US privacy shield: “it’s an accountability shield”; submersible data centers,
ACC: “looking for Dude Named Ben with wetsuit”
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Trump Head

(2016-01-31)

0:00:00 ACC: “Google’s saving them, keeping them all safe, safe from bad webthiteth.” (3:11:41)
0:00:35 JCD’s MIA gong mallet, “two-gong household”; ACC on new MIDI controller, AudioRack
Suite by the Funk Brothers
0:01:58 Dinner with the O-bots: glee over Ted Cruz affair rumor; baseball player Darrell May “coaching
a little bit of baseball”
0:12:24 Chuck Todd on Trump fundraiser: “like a Phish concert, or Dead heads … Trump head”;
JCD 3x3: CBS hit piece, Christie “snit”, Jeb Bush “mission accomplished”; Hillary New York
Times endorsement “one of the most qualified candidates in recent history”; Van Jones Trump
rant cut off by Don Lemon; O’Reilly unsuccessfully woos Trump back to debate; Trump runs
the kids through his plane
0:33:14 Note from Wounded Warrior Project PR director, Chip Reid “I got a job, you got a job”, CBS:
WWP on Charity Navigator watchlist; Form 990 deconstruction, IP lawsuits and WWF, book
sales at rallies; Trump drops WWP, CBS drops story; Major Garrett’s Trump beef
0:49:00 Kasich: “it’s best not to talk any more about back doors and encryption”; Bill’s quavering
“who will do the most”; Bush “so did you, Marco” diminutive
0:54:36 Joe Scarborough slyly refers to inside information on FBI Hillary investigation, FBI “have
never been big fans of the Clintons”; Elizabeth Warren tweets
1:03:38 Producer Segment: how caucuses work, agenda31.org; ACC’s vanity call K5ACC
1:57:35 13-year-old German girl’s story of rape by migrants turns out to have been fabricated; migrant
drownings and strandings near Greece; Dutch response to “have a nice day”; Europeans
analyze Trump, Belgium the “rat hole”, “Donald Trump is his ideology”; hand grenade for
shelter in Germany; Frauke Petry: “police should have the right to shoot at illegal migrants”;
Sweden to deport up to 80k; Thom Hartmann to Bill Maher on teaching immigrants the
language: “your culture’s fine, but here’s our culture”
2:15:39 Charles Barkley on “racial component” in Super Bowl: “the best way to make talk radio good
is to make it racial”; Idris Elba at SAG Awards: “welcome to diverse TV”
2:22:24 New consent laws in California and New York, man on the street: do they cover kissing;
California “consent carnival”, five types of consent, Orwell’s 1984; No Agenda consent app,
Kleiner Perkins lawsuit, we-consent.org
2:34:34 Ask Adam: Obama on Hillary “she can govern”, “more experienced than any non- vice president”; Glenn Beck “we’re entering really serious and dangerous times” Goldline ad (CotD)
2:39:53 Donation Segment: soap berries
3:02:28 Tech News: HTTPS Everywhere, Tor connection, ad blockers, new “X” icon for non-HTTPS
sites, “big scary burglar” on dvorak.org, ACC: “mark my words, this is about advertising”
3:11:52 TtK worried about ACC’s fake accent pissing off the Dutch
3:12:30 Zika virus outbreak in Brazil, JCD: banned pesticide, “if you have any symptoms when you return, see your doctor and use repellants”, “the repellant”, “the Americas”; WHO spokesman:
“there’s very little evidence to connect the two with cause and effect”, Guillain-Barré syndrome, “everybody has learned from the ebola lessons”, “vector control”
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Party Boat

(2016-01-28)

0:00:00 JCD: “Ooh, oh, oh, I didn’t know this was gonna happen!”
0:00:33 ACC’s new low-latency and better-sounding setup
0:02:01 Democrat town hall with scripted questions, Sanders on college degrees now vs then, JCD
on higher education as “moneymaking scam”, new buildings galore; second-guessing Hillary
supporter meme, Hillary questioned about dishonesty, “I have had many, many millions of
dollars spent against me” by drug companies; “Secretary Sand… er, Clinton … I can see why
they have you this question”, ACC: “get some real actors!”; O’Malley “climate change” accent,
“greatest business opportunity”, “clean Iowa wind”
0:17:54 Trump to ditch Fox debate, NBC “petulant” meme, Chuck Todd: “debates haven’t been
Trump’s best moments”; Glenn Beck: “Donald Trump is a progressive”, Ann Coulter: Fox
“not always our network”, Roger Ailes’ arrogance, CNN on “hostile takeover” of party
0:28:45 CBS on Wounded Warrior Project’s “out of control” spending, “alcohol” meme, Form 990
deconstruction, 11-minute package already in the can, CEO Steven Nardizzi’s grand entrances
0:41:55 Trump on evolution of Reagan’s conservatism; on ISIS: “wouldn’t it be nice if we could surprise
them and knock the Hell out of them?”, Tom Marino: “we have to kill them all”; Mitchell
& Matthews on Bernie Sanders “chaos”, what Hillary has “been through”; Susan Sarandon’s
tearful “I give you Bernie Sanders” (CotD), JCD “great analysis” iso; Carson misrepresents
history of journalistic objectivity (JCDPPotD)
0:52:10 Grand jury indicts Planned Parenthood video producers, “tampering with a governmental
record” felony, CBS This Morning “I don’t know any journalists that use fake IDs”
0:59:29 Producer Segment
1:03:37 Drunk or not drunk Megyn Kelly, Diane Sawyer’s wine and pills
1:05:28 “Oregon Oather” LaVoy Finicum killed, “compound” meme, conflicting eyewitness account,
Sheriff Dave Ward: “some of these folks have spent a lot of time in town, trying to stir some
issues within the community”, former fire chief Chris Briels on undercover FBI at armory
1:14:38 Six-Week Cycle: FBI Samy Hamzeh “sting” in Milwaukee, Masonic temple
1:19:39 Depression screening for all adults pregnant women; CVC’s Asperger’s diagnosis via CT scan;
ACC & JCD take the mentalhealthamerica.net Pfizer survey, JCD: “no guns for you”
1:40:09 Donation Segment: JCD on stellar Ljubljana pastry shop
1:56:10 Indignant e-mail exchange on Oscars; Danny DeVito: “we’re a bunch of racists”
2:03:21 Tech News: ACC discusses new laptop, Core Audio, Spotlight; Yahoo pipes
2:11:14 JCD: adding cider vinegar to water is “bullcrap”, live vinegar dangers, ACC’s heartburn
2:16:11 Anonymous producer on NOAA “party boats”: “think US Navy minus any training or oversight”, sex party scandal; GPS satellite time “glitch”; correction: Germany is not landlocked;
Mennonite producer
2:23:58 20% jump in Weight Watchers stock after Oprah’s insider trading tweet; ABC Trader Joe’s
and real estate value native ad, entire D-block devoted to Budweiser Clydesdale native ad,
JCD: “how is this news??”, ACC Budweiser website story
2:33:13 4000 responses to Australian petition to ditch Queen; Joni Ernst: “there’s no war on women”,
cougar vs major; corny Jeanne Moos package on kids who adore Trump (CotD)
2:43:41 Things the Media Will Not Say: Orrin Hatch on ACA co-op sanctioned book-cooking
2:49:22 Vanity Fair Trump hit piece; “what say you” on Trump’s Iowa ground game run by Chuck
Laudner; debate ratings predictions
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Divide & Ruin

(2016-01-24)

0:00:00 ACC: “John, this is it, they finally got it out!”
0:00:33 Late start, ACC’s upgraded software
0:03:27 Cruz gaffes: “national security exports”, “living or dialing by the daily polls”; Rich Lowry
“Tonald Drump”; JCD 3x3, John Heilemann: National Review hit piece “like an in-kind
campaign contribution”, “a tapeworm invading the weakened body of the Republican party”,
Barbara Bush weighs in for Jeb; JCD on Thursday news show superiority; Sarah Palin vs
Glenn “this dopey guy” Beck endorsements, Palin son’s PTSD and assault arrest
0:21:38 Buchanan advisor’s Trump campaign prediction, big five talk radio guys’ positions; Beck antitrump rant, identical-sounding sidekick, ACC: “that is an old top 40 DJ trick … so you can
go do coke in the bathroom”, Beck: “I’m not getting rich by saying that”, Trump = Obama,
Goldline ad, ACC: “buy some seeds while you’re at it, too”; Trump: “I could stand in the
middle of Fifth Avenue and shoot somebody” context, JCD on Trump repetitiveness; Elizabeth
Warren “skip the quorum” moment, ACC: “I’ve still got my eye on her”
0:39:41 Sparse Hillary e-mail coverage, “inter-agency dispute” to Brolf; spokeshole Finney: “that’s one
Inspector General, there are others that disagree”; Toobin on political vs legal issue, Comey
the Republican; State Department blames blizzard for delay on 7k remaining documents
0:53:19 “Snowpocalypse” arrest threat, sledding families in Times Square; National Guard in D.C.,
drunk or not drunk Luke Russert; Chris “right?” Hayes: 2015 the hottest on record, storm
surge threat due to climate change; NOAA guy: “this isn’t a climate change storm”
1:01:12 Lisping Leonardo DiCaprio at Davos: protect climate from “irreversible damage and devastation of unthinkable proportions”, JCD: “it’s like listening to Sylvester the Cat”; Todd Stern
hems & haws on climate change believer attrition; Los Angeles methane leak absent from
Jerry Brown’s SotS, JCD: “I think a flare gun’s the way to go”, methane dangers, relief well
1:16:47 Producer Segment
1:22:14 Communist flags at Calais refugee camp “the jungle”, “unaccompanied minors” attack journalists; 16-year-old German girl’s deleted Facebag account, Angela “Fatima” Merkel; rise of
German anti-Semitism, European expats in Israel; grace period for license-less drivers in Sweden, Finnish culture classes: “you can’t buy a wife”; sanctions hitting Russian investors;
Elementary No Agenda theme episode
1:43:45 DiCaprio documentary Green World Rising partner CTX carbon exchange
1:48:51 Iranian foreign investment and tourism, Kerry: sure, some of the money will fund terrorism
1:52:06 El Chapo Guzmán’s Barrett .50 BMG Fast and Furious link, Earnest: “let me take a look at
that”, Loretta Lynch: no decision yet to comply with court ruling; Mena Arkansas and Bill
Clinton; new Army secretary Fanning asked “are we winning?”; Kurdish “divide & ruin”
2:03:01 Obama in Detroit predicting ubiquitous self-driving cars
2:05:37 Donation Segment
2:13:45 Tech News: new GM ride sharing program; JCD on driving with Paris plates, Solex bicycle
motors; DHT-based IPFS Interplanetary Filesystem
2:28:58 ACC thumbs-up for Straight out of Compton; Ice Cube on Oscar controversy
2:32:53 Norway’s DNB bank pushing cashless society; British government de-radicalization program:
“if children start to mistrust the mainstream media and show anger towards the government,
it could be time to worry”; Saskatchewan school shooting; JCD Petaluma murder epic fail
2:38:27 Haitian election protests; Epic No Agenda beer plug; “gloves are off” for Clinton & Sanders
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Buffoonery

(2016-01-21)

0:00:00 JCD: spitting sound, ACC: “Very close.” (1:15:42)
0:00:34 JCD’s empty passenger trains; kefir-drinking Chechnyan listener BNSF slowdown, rail fans
“foamers”, JCD on empty rail cars as sign of downturn; new “suckin’ in soot” jingles
0:08:44 British Parliamentarians debate Trump ban, “bonkers”, “wazzock”, “buffoonery”, “up close we
might also get to see just what is under that hair”, “unacceptable behavior criteria”, Trump’s
“views on black people”, “he is homophobic and misogynistic as well”, “Megyn Kelly Stiles
on Fox News”; ACC’s Trump endorsement on Wikipedia; Jack Dromey: Trump “daft and
offensive”, “freedom of speech is not an absolute”, ISIS’ “strategy to radicalize the vulnerable,
in particular those with mental illness”; ISIS “match.com style” blog, “jihotties”
0:32:55 Scottish “harpy”: “he’s talking about my children”, Kwasi Kwarteng: “Mecca has been banned
for Christians for hundreds of years”; French BNP party membership, “what we need to do is
put those voices out there in order to slam them down”; ACC’s Sharia-bot
0:49:36 Tusk predicts Schengen collapse in two months, ACC on Germany’s lack of beaches, CEO at
Davos: “the euro and the union are a jeopardy”; Dutch riot in Heesch over asylum center, “I’m
pretty sure that we will see more of these kind of attacks on authorities”; proposed EU-wide
gas tax; Austria to toughen migration rules; CVC on Rotterdam mayor’s misogyny; UAE &
Qatar buying land in Macedonia, 200 mosques in Kosovo; Soros: EU on “verge of collapse”
1:06:35 Producer Segment: “suckin’ in soot”; $333.33 “throng of threes”
1:19:53 Janet Hubert on Jada Pinkett Smith’s Oscars boycott: “blacktresses”, “maybe you didn’t
deserve a nomination”; Michael Moore: “an industry that’s so white and so male”, “there needs
to be real aﬀirmative action”; Chris Hayes’ new “right?” record ding-fest (CotD); Stacey Dash
on getting rid of BET and Black History Month, Sharpton jumping on board, HollywoodObama non-sequitur; death of “President Blowfly”; The View: Whoopi damage control for
ABC, Chris Rock boycott “seems just as bad”, blames moviemakers, JCD: blame the Chiners
1:47:24 Democracy Now jingoism for Sarah Palin’s Trump endorsement, “I’m With Stupid” headline
and son’s assault; Facebag anti-Palin misogyny; Iowan Palin clone: “I’m wondering where she
went?”; Chris Matthews hounds Omarosa Manigault about Palin presidency; Trump “nobody
likes him” on Cruz, Cruz “Nasty” tweet, Limbaugh on “wolf in sheep’s clothing”; Rick Wilson:
Trump supporters “childless single men who masturbate to anime”
2:08:08 Ash Carter may strip Petraeus of two stars; SAP “super top secret” Hillary e-mails; Mika
Brzezinski on lucrative Goldman Sachs speeches, Elizabeth Warren as running mate, JCD:
“the party will not allow it”
2:15:20 Donation Segment
2:28:07 Josh Earnest on “coincidence” of $1.7bn payment to Iran and prisoner release, Kerry statement
on 35-year saga, 1979 Hague Claim Tribunal and $2.5bn in escrow, secondary Leibovitch v.
Kerry lawsuit, ACC: “this is Jew versus Arab”; overlooked “their passports are examined” in
Iranian sailor capture
2:38:03 Moldova unrest on heels of Nuland visit; video of Lavrov avoiding eye contact with Nuland
2:40:43 Koch Brothers’ Nazi-sympathizing nanny, father’s oil refineries for Stalin; Koch Industries
memo on Winkler Koch’s international oil refinery deals
2:46:39 $26M IRS phone scam threatening to “put you behind the bars”, “the real IRS never threatens”
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Shunt Unit

(2016-01-17)

0:00:00 JCD: “Well, I don’t know if I should drop this bomb on you now.” (1:39:17)
0:00:34 JCD’s incineration method for Argentine ants
0:04:41 ABC news “just sayin’” on Oscar nomination diversity; Academy’s secret membership, Ed
Begley Jr. in charged of male nominees, Chris Rock hosting, #OscarsSoWhite
0:15:30 Melissa Harris-Perry on Chris Christie’s “petulant child” as “boy”, Dave Winer “shocking
racist dog whistle”; Tavis Smiley: “black folk have lost ground over the past ten years”,
unimplemented Obamacare preexisting condition clause, CVC’s bleeding gums, Obama: “your
premiums will go down” bullshit
0:30:00 Republican debate: Fiorina’s face fillers, Cruz & Trump on “New York values”, New York
Daily News “drop dead, Ted”; Glenn Beck paints Trump as “New York liberal”; Trump on
Cruz birtherism: “I choose him as my Vice-presidential candidate and the Democrats sue”
0:45:13 Cruz “damage control” over Goldman Sachs loan; David Brooks “I have no confidence in my
judgment”; CVC’s autism diagnosis, Dutch healthcare; Ben Carson on divisiveness vs values
0:58:16 Producer Segment: double nickels on the dime “No Agenda Minuteman” origin
1:14:59 Ask John: Obama on 1970s “Reagan-era” California smog, “y-you might dah”, “suckin’ in
soot”, JCD on photochemical smog, tetraethyl lead as valve lubricant, lead poisoning and
violence; Obama “no no no” on Michelle candidacy, “because the Constitution”
1:34:33 ACC requests remix of USA Freedom Kids Trump song; “I guarantee I’m not paying for this
mike”; rules leaving questions of Presidential eligibility rules up to Congress
1:39:30 Donation Segment
1:47:58 JCD’s bombshell: Yosemite locales Curry Village and Ahwahnee Hotel being renamed over
$54M trademark dispute, ACC on family history, “why don’t they just call it Camp Verizon?”
1:53:14 Barbed wire at the borders, BBC: “the welcome is cooling”, empty UN Human Rights Council
buildings; Deutsche Welle on Merkel “under attack from all sides”, “we have not seen a story
like this with Angela Merkel ever before”; Davos on Nuland’s itinerary; Switzerland also to
require asset surrender
2:03:23 Schwab analyst Sonders discusses market plunges on NewsHour, “unfinished business from
2015”; JCD on bogative Chinese numbers; ACC on Y2K compliance required by SEC; White
House’s “The Great Recession”; oil price analysis, Brent vs WTI, China “golden goose” on
demand, lifting of Iran sanctions, pumping to “make up for lost revenue”, bottom of the market
Red Book predictions, echoing JCD: “the big one is in 2017, and it’s going to be frightening”
2:25:08 “Have more kale”, “eight superfoods” for 2016 rundown: dumpster salad, kelp, moringa, teff,
JCD quinoa & birds story, JCD recommends Lifeway kefir, warns about kombucha, “new
quinoa” amaranth, pulses, bugs at #1, “the next climate-friendly superfood”, ACC: “hey,
cricket mac & cheese”
2:40:05 French painkiller trial results in brain death, JCD: “I think somebody just got a hot dose”,
ACC: “I blame this on Common Core”
2:44:20 Astronaut Tim Peake’s helmet water blob at ISS, swimming pool conspiracy theories, “suspicious points” on shoulders, ACC: “what have they ever done on the International Space
Station except fix the damn thing?”, “perfect framing right there”, “sequential shunt unit”
dummy load, mission control: “try to drink it and note the taste”
2:51:08 ACC’s Facebag Murdoch/Hall joke response: “what ever happened to you should be able to
marry the person you love, hypocrite?”
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Climate Disobedience

(2016-01-14)

0:00:00 Gong; ACC: “Jihaaad!”
0:00:32 New White House “engagement director”, scripted celebrity tweets, SotU “quagmire” gaffe,
JCD: “it was a pack of lies”; Silicon Valley douchebag Jason Goldman’s condescending “I
think you guys do this really well with the Today Show”, Matt Lauer’s “hungry for hope”
question, Obama on Trump: “talk to me if he wins”, Trump SotU in a “Saturday Night skit”
0:10:51 American sailors detained in Iran, “a meal is served”, ACC: “this was a distraction from the
Hillary Clinton e-mail release”, Kerry on Iran’s “quick response”, Catherine Herridge on FBI
probe, Hillary: “unsourced, irresponsible claim”; humiliation a Geneva Convention violation
0:20:21 State of the Union: DNC’s Donna Brazile as commentator, guests Kim Davis and “headscarves”, ACC on makeup: “the President looked like a Cheeto!”; Nikki Haley attacks Trump
in rebuttal, “we’ve never in the history of this country passed any laws … based on race or
religion”; JCD: “he was smacking his lips … constantly”, Obama “Pre-K for all” and retraining, building a “twenty-first century transportation system”, as written vs as read, 48-hour
speechwriting binge, “recklessness on Wall Street” and financial crisis, wages determined “in
the boardrooms”; ACC on “two nuns, two beards” shots; Obama brags about military spending, ACC: “look at the girth of our army!”, “I believe in change because I believe in you”
0:46:56 Obama on political rancor, flashback to 2008 Democrat majority, JCD on Democrats “turning
out the lights”; Obama: “we have to change the system to reflect our better selves”, Koch
Brothers and Hitler meme, on voting: “modernize it”; Kim Davis praying for Obama; Kathleen
Parker “Obama bukkake”: “high value of emotional intelligence”, Charlie Rose: “is he one of
our brightest Presidents?”, Jon Meacham: “he speaks in these wonderful paragraphs”
1:04:52 Producer Segment: JCD on Land O’Lakes boob gag
1:10:50 Trump to Erin Burnett on disavowing white nationalist robocall: “how many times you want
me to say it?”; JCD history of Jared Taylor, Shadows of the Rising Sun
1:19:31 Pelosi: Bill Clinton would be fair game “if he were running”; Donna Brazile: Trump “smearin’
Muslims”; Hillary to Alisyn Camerota on “enabler” role: “I have no response”
1:26:58 Things the Media Will Not Discuss: Clinton Foundation protest over Haiti, Joe Scarborough
on Jeffrey Epstein: Trump “more dangerous than any person out there”
1:31:50 JCD 3x3: Tonight Show going easier on Trump
1:33:37 Chelsea Clinton: “Senner Sanders wants to dismannle Obamacare”, the “era” before ACA;
Sanders on White House as “public housing”, Jerry Brown’s apartment; women all-in on
Bernie, Dave Winer: “too Jewish”; State Department Global Engagement Center, social media
startup funding; Al Jazeera America shutting down, Peyton Manning lawsuit
1:46:30 New vape packaging bill to force the little guys out of business; neighbor Seth on hoverboard
emergency room injuries; David Bowie Street, satanscheerleaders.com, Obama “thank you
Satan”; Patricia Paay Bowie hookup “whore” meme, Jerry Hall the 60-year-old golddigger
2:04:26 Donation Segment: Sir Richard Leiter’s National Survey of State Laws
2:11:35 “Necessity defense” for “Delta Five” oil train protesters, climatedisobedience.org
2:15:39 New Catalan secessionist president; EU interference in Poland; Canada rejecting single male
refugees; Turkish bombing a tourism threat; Baltic Dry Index, bogus Chinese numbers
2:29:35 War on Crazy: Glenn Beck on doctors’ laptops and DHHS; Andrew Napolitano on published
Executive Orders vs secret Actions
2:34:33 “DARPA is bringing back the vacuum tube”, ACC: “I’m in the market now for a Collins set”
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Kidults

(2016-01-10)

0:00:00 JCD: “You’re not following the rules, not following the rules!” (0:07:49)
0:00:35 “Headbuds”, Steve Jobs documentary; ACC in Dallas for meetup, JCD’s misadventures with
meetup.com, ACC power adapter “jiggle the handle”, JCD’s “tours of the Airstream studio”,
ACC: “here’s where I sleep, here’s where I poop!”, JCD’s Mailchimp regional messages
0:15:13 Obama gun control town hall, Pooper intro: address “not just people who agree with him as
so often happens at Presidential news conference”; Obama on Jade Helm loonies; seatbelts
and “smart gun” technology, JCD: “I always keep one on the table, I usually put it over by
the crib”, Colt boycott, violent crime drop “something we don’t celebrate enough”
0:29:53 Secret Service issue with Sir Kris’ Knight ring, “no gun for you” retailers, fewer ATF agents,
“not because of my budget”, “a whole bunch of responsible gun dealers out there”, Father
Michael Flager: “thank you for your courage and your passion, and keep pushing”; Obama
“yes, that is a conspiracy” on martial law
0:44:06 CNN packages: Grassley on “tyrannical government”, Trunp the kook, gun store hecklers,
owner’s Occam’s razoe: “how else do you make fewer guns, they don’t evaporate”; Philadephia
cop shooter’s stolen police gun; NRA opt-out because “we were offered on pre-screen question”
0:54:34 Mandatory mental health screen for college students, JCD on Cassius Clay’s cannon; Rand
Paul on The View, Whoopi reiterates “there’s no reason anybody needs to have an automatic
weapon”, ACC: “maybe she’s retarding over time”
1:03:05 Producer Segment: Satanism revisited; his & hers drunk & not drunk note
1:27:34 “Facebag” catching on, Oregon rancher subsidies, “cracker terrorists”; Northern Paiute claim,
“they gave us ten acres at the city dump”, ACC: Bundy brothers in Ferguson
1:38:59 Gayane Chichakyan on $25k Hellfire missile lost in Cuba
1:41:59 Andrea Mitchell pisses off Kerry over North Korea, “we have had meetings, we have had
constant consultations”, Kirby to “lay out the entire tick-tock”; Kimmel “Liewitness News”
congratulating Kim Jong-un
1:49:48 Merkel responds to Köln New Year groping incidents, Nigel Farage on police & media coverup, proposed code of conduct for women, “I’m quite surprised … that she didn’t suggest
that in future they just say stay at home”, Malmo rape capital of Sweden outlaws perp
ethnicity disclosure, Kristin Spitznogle on hijab vs “Norwegian whores”, Norway’s immigration
numbers; UK “Sharia court this way”
2:14:30 Dutch not all-in on EU-Ukraine trade deal, Juncker predicts “enormous crisis in Europe”,
ACC sexy Dutch pillow talk, JCD: “‘adam@curry.com, Dutch girls”
2:18:17 Mostly fraudulent traﬀic for Yahoo ads
2:19:22 Donation Segment: “ditto” at meetup for N5ADA
2:35:49 JCD gripe: customs confiscating “bad meat in Europe” salami, sheep casing salami recall
2:38:03 Leonardo DiCaprio to Charlie Rose on scientists “screaming out loud for decades”, “99% of the
scientific community”; Good Morning America’s Lara Spencer on “big transition away from
carbon dioxide”, “bring your own mug” or Molly Wood’s bamboo utensils, “little Leila” on
polar bears: “I don’t know how to fix it”; new “anthropocene” epoch “simply being descriptive”
2:48:46 “Kidults” going to summer camp, “inner child work, shaming, and successful aging”
2:50:37 “El Chapo” Guzmán recaptured thanks to biopic planning
2:53:21 Chris Christie on technology in education: “when any adults have problems with their smartphone, you hand it to your thirteen-year-old”, “every kid should just be carrying an iPad”
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Mental Defectives

(2016-01-07)

0:00:00 ACC: “I got a really disturbing note on my door today.” (2:43:40)
0:00:32 Lumosity dinged $2M for misleading “neuroelasticity” claims in NPR ads underwriting; CNN’s
three-minute native ad plan, CES native ads; NewsHour: “we need more taxonomists” with
ants; 1.6bn gallons of water diverted in California for 40k people
0:11:19 “Oregon Oathers” O-bot memes; “Bundy boys” Citizens for Constitutional Freedom moniker,
Obama gun action synchronicity; David Love: “if the group had been black or brown and
Muslim, there would be … a violent response”, “armed to the teeth”, Joe Scarborough: send
in Chicago PD; former FBI on “homegrown white anti-government terrorism”: “a guy with
three teeth, a dog, and a pickup truck, and a gun”, “federal building” trigger word
0:30:31 Obama Executive Actions: “America’s parent-in-chief” “openly wept”; NBC “unprecedented”
White House access for SotU; on Sandy Hook: “it gets me mad”, “streets of Chicago” ad-lib,
“a violent felon can buy the exact same weapon over the internet with no background check”,
7 per 100k to 3.8 over term; NICS 24/7 transition; Obama “mentally unstable”; on Second
Amendment: “it’s there written on the paper”, “I taught Constitutional law, I know a li’l bit
‘bout this”; Chris Hurst “wishing that I could return this contract that I signed”
0:51:25 HIPAA “protected health information” for NICS, “court, board, commission, or other lawful
authority”, “mental defective” definition: “marked subnormal intelligence, mental illness, incompetency, condition, or disease”, Thom Hartmann: no guns for climate skeptics, Sir HMFIC
on PTSD; JCD predicts “we must do more” speech; Valerie Jarrett two-thirds suicide; national
SSRI figures; narcissistic Obama gun control medley, “thank you Satan”
1:13:18 Producer Segment: $15M for smart gun technology, “iGun”
1:19:39 Louis Farrakhan on Trump “exacerbating the race situation in America”; The View’s Joy
Behar: “it’s her policies that really matter”, “they’re both dogs … but I still will vote for Bill
Clinton”, JCD: “she would also be all-in for Idi Amin or Stalin”
1:26:38 Köln assaults on women blamed on women by mayor, no “blanket suspicion” for migrants;
CVC clobbers a Moroccan thug; ACC recommends Lilyhammer integration center subplot
1:33:53 B-roll Moroccan footage in Trump’s Mexican wall ad; Bill Clinton vs Bill Cosby; dirty trick
and “five thousand miles away” meme; Cruz to ABC on Hillary’s enemies, Trump flip-flops
on Cruz birtherism, JCD Red Book: Trump bows out and supports Cruz
1:49:03 Nora Roberts “num” on Zuckerberg home AI
1:52:00 Donation Segment: Eagle Scout congratulations
2:07:43 Flint, Michigan lead-contaminated water back in the news; CES hoverboards, UHD & HDR
2:12:53 “H-bomb” for Kim Jong-un’s 33rd birthday, bellowing news woman iso, State Department
spokeshole “many entreaties” lie; Siegfried Hecker on deterrence; JCD on obnoxious Navy
captains, Kirby refuses Matt’s invitation to condemn Saudi beheadings, Saudi Foreign Minister
on Iran sanctions and travel ban, Bahrain & UAE all-in, Saudi oil production way up
2:34:00 UK vape license for smoking cessation, ACC: “Dexter’s gonna have a yacht”
2:36:17 Lincoln statue’s missing hand; Berlin statues of Manning, Snowden, and Assange
2:37:52 Payday loans thriving under big bank consolidation; ISIS takeover of Afghan drug trade
2:43:40 ACC’s invitation to “cornhole with your neighbors”; JCD story compilation project, elephant
gun massive bruise story; 787 early ending outrage
2:51:07 Nigel Farage assassination attempt; Gary Johnson enters race
2:53:51 American anger statistics; Mimi’s “coalition of haters”, JCD: “take over your towns, people!”
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Climate Deaths

(2016-01-03)

0:00:00 ACC: “Hey, you wanna come to my bomb shelter, kids?” (1:35:25)
0:00:34 JCD: “it’s a police state, why should I go out?”; Austin fireworks at 10:00
0:02:17 Texas open carry begins; drunk Obama “happy New Year everybody”, gun lobby “loud and
well-organized in its defense of efforluttlessly available guns”; unloadyour401k.com divestiture
push; University of North Dakota professor: stiff restaurant owners who allow open carry of
“high-powered automatic weapons”, JCD: “it’s premeditated if you bring the card in”
0:21:02 Obama’s Instagram Star Wars photos; Bush Sr.’s unwillingness to mock political opponents
0:26:08 National {Mentoring, Slavery & Human Traﬀicking Prevention, Stalking Awareness} Month
0:29:34 We’re doomed in 21 days according to Al Gore; The Verge: Miami is doomed, 9.9 meter sea
level rise, “Atlantis-like future”, India’s 2200 “climate deaths”; USGS maps for JCD
0:39:01 “Oregon Oathers” Malheur Refuge takecover, “militia” meme, re-arrest under oddball 1996
arson = terrorism law, LZ Granderson: “could you imagine what would have happened if a
black man … stood in defiance of the federal government with semi-assault rifles?”
0:46:43 Tel Aviv shooting, Paris mosque ramming, Munich train station shutdowns, 3k police in NYC,
“general permanent terror threat”; Munich Olympics shooting, 1975 LaGuardia bombing flashback; Brussels fireworks cancellation, car pushed into train station on YouTube, Munich “concrete information from the intelligence of a friendly country”, JCD on bomb threats
0:54:53 Six-Week Cycle: Emanuel Lutchman “pressure cooker bombs and knives” plot, “mental health
issues”, “a couple of FBI informants” for $25k, “mental hygiene” arrests, “machete, duct tape,
ammonia, and latex gloves” Walmart purchase, ACC: “they chose the black checker”
1:04:08 Producer Segment: railax.com
1:20:41 State Department’s 2015 “peace and security” for Syria achievement (CotD)
1:21:56 Hyperventilating Palmieri revisited on “ISIS recruiter” Trump meme “being used in social
media”, “she didn’t have a particular video in mind”, Trump “starring” in new slappedtogether video, “not by ISIS, as Hillary Clinton predicted”, Trump: “Hillary Clinton created
ISIS with Obama”; al-Shabaab video for African-Americans; Howard Dean: “you just don’t
mess with Bill Clinton, you’re gonna be finding yourself six feet under”
1:33:27 Hillary terrorizes boy with scripted mental health question; JCD on bomb shelters
1:35:55 Bill’s “fourteen??” women, JCD: “nice fabric”; new Trump ad spend, “Stradivarius” meme
1:38:49 Oaksterdam University “America’s first cannabis college”; Oregon 25% tax
1:40:10 NYC wireless IFB frequencies in or near the 70cm band
1:41:48 First female President for Taiwan, JCD on Taiwan-China history, $12bn in arms sales
1:49:23 Erdoğan extols Third Reich’s executive power, Turkey-Israel oil deal, ISIS training camps;
Russia: NATO expansion a security threat, “not an inch east”, Ukraine-EU agreement
2:00:10 DH Unplugged hiatus; La Vie closure, appointment callbacks, ACC: Austin “guns and bugs”
2:04:40 Corsican independence; Mali-Senegal border, Muslims “do not accept the law of the state”
2:09:08 Donation Segment: mile-high “solo” club
2:20:44 ACC: Mexicans not up in arms over Trump deportation threats, JCD: “as opposed to those
bloodthirsty Muslims”; RT on Saudi beheading-fest and Iranian backlash, US Shia-Sunni
divide & conquer strategy, “civil war” oxymoron, new proxy war with Russia; riots in Bahrain
2:29:13 Millennial on “obsolete” Pentagon mainframe audit: “COBOL ain’t dead”, JCD: “there is
corruption afoot”, Rumsfeld 9/10 flashback, omnibus bill defense increases
2:35:26 Facebook’s verified users and the police state
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Come Together

(2015-12-31)

0:00:00 ACC: “You chaps have more cheek than Kim Kardashian.” (1:10:58)
0:00:33 JCD’s new gong; Tom Waits a No Agenda listener; JCD-ACC Photoshop job with Mötorhead’s
Lemmy; “rampant misogyny” e-mail; Poppy Harlow MKULTRA; Texas open carry
0:10:30 Brussels New Year fireworks cancelled, eight Belgian military guys’ orgy with two policewoman, Belgian plan “inspired by ISIS”, CNN: “authorities across the world on alert for terror”, “historic sites” attack plan, “not directed by ISIS”, NYC “no credible threat”, J’Johnson
addresses police academy; nine-year-old stabbing a “botched ISIS audition”
0:18:01 BS of the Day: Real ID Act; House Resolution 569 condemning “hateful rhetoric” toward
Muslims, JCD: “the First Amendment’s got to go”; FBI in on bacon mosque “hate crime”,
brick through window in dinky strip mall mosque, pulled Salon article on Muslim vandal; five
years in jail for UK “emotional bullies”, JCD: “you’re not gonna wear that are you?”
0:31:05 New Anonymous anti-Muslim “op”; Seinfeld & Obama, Trump as 1963 Corvette Stingray
0:34:44 Financial Times: Trump “the Kim Kardashian of the political and economic world; John
Dickerson’s Face the Nation objectivity on Trump’s small donors, Bush ”hasn’t spent forty
million, he’s wasted forty million“, Savannah Guthrie epic fail with Clinton’s ”alleged extramarital affair“; irrelevance of Citizens United
0:42:55 ACC Chi-Raq review, Lysistrata, anti-gun message, “it’s like watching CNN in a movie”
0:45:56 New Mein Kampf critical edition, battle over Diary of Anne Frank copyright
0:49:05 JCD 3x3: ABC D-block in-house Star Wars native ads; Disney still wheeling and dealing with
Star Wars marketing; ask Adam: top three Beatles streaming hits Come Together, Let it Be,
Hey Jude: anti-Trump, pro-Hillary, anti-Semitic
1:00:01 Producer Segment: JCD’s semi-finished books; ACC “the Über of trains” truber.com
1:24:52 New topical No Agenda CD “AGWWTF”; truther CDs in San Francisco; meetup.com/noagenda
1:27:07 Chelsea Clinton: please “chip in”; Whole Foods product stories, “small batch”; Hillary cackle
for kid’s “she deserves to … get more money than my father”; Archie Bunker and the war on
men; ISIS sex slave owner’s manual: no mother-daughter trysts
1:38:34 Amy Goodman on worldwide “extreme weather fueled by climate change”, tornado expert:
“nothing is conclusive”, ACC: “ruh-roh”; “seems to be” overuse
1:47:10 Israel miffed by White House spying on Netanyahu, Congress surveilled as side effect; Jewish
demographics at large vs in Congress: 2% vs 7%; NYC penalties for using wrong pronoun,
discriminatory dress codes; “front-stabbing”
1:54:34 Arabic subtitles for Merkel’s New Year speech, €17bn refugee budget; more bank bail-ins
1:58:21 Obama’s last-ditch Gitmo closing effort, Chicago’s Homan Square; Pentagon to be “auditready”, Army’s unaccounted-for $5.8bn, obsolete COBOL mainframe systems blamed
2:08:25 Hillary’s Secret Service agents injured in head-on collision; journalist Naji Jerf assassinated in
Turkey; Debian’s Ian Murdock suspected suicide, ACC: “it could be Rita Katz for all I know”
2:14:57 Donation Segment: Dame Clyde Astrid; Thai 55 = “ha ha”
2:26:34 Canadian ThothX space elevator with NASA funding; Bosch dragged into Volkswagen scandal
2:34:25 Zuckerberg’s internet.org walled garden free internet shut down in India and Egypt
2:40:26 New Year predictions, ACC: death of apps, JCD: cloud is dead
2:45:28 Colorado nonprofit raising homelessness awareness by passing out joints
2:46:15 McLaughlin Group prediction: Obama’s defining political moment skipping “Charlie Hebdo’s
Magazine march”; Obama considering Pentagon plan to keep JSOC hub in Afghanistan
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Hispandering

(2015-12-27)

0:00:00 JCD: “It’s the bomb, it’s the cat’s butt!” (1:52:32)
0:00:33 “Oﬀicially licensed”; Dallas tornadoes and flooding, “scientists say not so fast” on climate
vs weather; ACC’s “alcoholic-related” gifts, “I do not park the hoverboard under the tree”;
JCD’s “Aflac” buck deer call from JMD, mouse call, “here is The Hoff” keychain
0:09:10 TtK learning about Clinton body count, Nichols’ The Clinton Chronicles, Bill to become UN
ambassador, then Secretary General; arson at Bill’s birthplace, “55” graﬀiti numerology; Boy’s
Town documentary Conspiracy of Silence, Kern County Pedobear documentary; private rail
cars on the California Zephyr, aaprco.com, JCD: “this is one step up from the Airstream”
0:19:23 Larry Nichols’ Clintons as underdogs theory; “seven ways Hillary is just like your abuela”
“Hispandering”; Sanders’ fired DNC database guy Josh Uretsky an NGP-VAN plant
0:25:41 JCD Star Wars spoiler-fest, “there was too much running”
0:39:52 Report from “no ebola quarantine for me” girl: “every year children do die of the flu”; LambertEaton myasthenic syndrome drug from 1970s resurrected for FDA approval to the tune of
$100k per year, “only rich country in the developed world” meme; ACA co-ops dropping left
& right, CDC to change OxyContin guidelines, opposed by big pharma lawsuits
0:54:43 London police to leave wounded to die; Theresa May “pernicious issue of cyber-bullying”
1:00:47 Black Lives Matter shuts down Minneapolis venues over police killings and “rising Islamophobia” (CotD); 19-year-old Jalil ibn Ameer Aziz indicted by FBI for tweeting; ACC on The Wire
tightrope walking gear at customs; JCD: “take his passport and ship him off to Syria”
1:14:51 Producer Segment: “I believe” & “I think”
1:54:03 Producer: Star Wars’ only black character a janitor; JCD on Christmas gift lists; BLM using
Islamophobia to draw in Minnesotan Somalis; US Council on Muslim Organizations: “if you
engage in Islamophobia … we’re gonna take our souls to the polls”, “there will be another
organization that might be formed from the community”; Sloth-like Obama to Steve Inskeep
with “death rasp” on ISIS; Reuters millennials on ISIS green light for organ harvesting from
“Research and Fatwah Committee”, ACC: “this is a Bat signal to Rita Katz!”; lapse in camel
urine quality assurance; Vienna terror attack warning from “friendly intelligence service”
2:21:21 Seymour Hirsch London Book Review article on Turkey as ISIS arms source, Dempsey slipping
intelligence to BND, Amy Goodman steps on Hirsch’s “at least here I can have more than three
or four sentences”, Dunford the White House lackey, Obama’s private meeting with “Erğodan”,
ACC: “that’s rich, Amy Goodman correcting somebody on pronunciation”, Turkey attacking
Kurds and Syrian army, UN pass for Saudi Arabia & Qatar
2:20:49 Czech President Miloš Zeman: refugees “organized invasion”; “cyber-chaos” in Turkey; Erdoğan talks down bridge jumper; Cyprus reunification talks; JCD: “it all leads me to believe
that Obama is a Muslim!”, Daniel Pipes’ articles, Muslim spotter: “Michelle might be”; State
Department bumped human rights records for Oman & Malaysia
2:30:08 ISIS threatens Israel attacks on heels of Russian strikes; Lawrence Wilkerson on Assad chemical
attacks: “I said bull”; possible Schengen status for Georgia & Ukraine; Matt Lee to Kirby on
Assad’s “stay” vs “go”: “there has been zero movement on Assad for three years”
2:40:29 Donation Segment
2:50:37 North Korean “super EMP warheads”; $1.8T budget, visa waiver changes; “techno-skeptics”
2:59:12 NewsHour lump of coal for Republicans; medical marijuana enforcement defunded; Robert
Downey Jr. pardoned by Jerry Brown; NewsHour on parody origin of White Christmas
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Hot Rhetoric

(2015-12-24)

0:00:00 ACC: “Ugh, hey hey, when you show up for a Christmas show, you get a show!”
0:00:36 “The Trump & Putin Show”, ACC beer break
0:02:01 Miss Universe 2015: entire franchise sold by Trump, co-winner strategy, Perez Hilton: “thankfully, Donald Trump no longer owns this pageant”, ACC: “he’ll be the first to go”; mixed race,
duckface, Steve Harvey’s small font cue card; ACC pageant judging with Boy George; Philippines on US military bases, Harvey: “nailed it!”, USA on gun control: “pay attention”, Harvey:
“we need some gun control” vs Tavis Smiley “give every negro a gun”; “why should you be the
next Miss Universe” for finalists, no interpreter for Colombia, JCD: “Miss USA thinks this is
great!”, ACC on reel-to-reel loops, JCD Audacity 1000x speed vamp, Harvey: “please don’t
hold it against the ladies”, JCD: “Fox screwed the dog on this thing”
0:29:34 Hillary’s hyperventilating communications director Palmieri backpedals on Trump video accusation, “hot rhetoric”, “SITE International Group” saying “he is being used in social media by
ISIS as propaganda”, Jersey “alleged mystery video” (CotD), Katz/Palmieri skit; “fornicator”
Bill YouTube video from Japanese jihadi site; Trump: “she’s a liar!”
0:39:17 Hillary’s pee break, “shlonged”, “Big Dick Club”, Trump on journalists: “I would never kill
them but I do hate them”; Trump and Stephanopoulos spar on Putin vs Clinton body count,
Russia selling Iran “beautiful new modern missiles”
0:56:18 Producer Segment: PewDiePie/Nick the Rat art feud; further Serial deconstruction
1:27:09 Fiorina: “we are using the wrong algorithms” to find terrorists, aborted “in World War II”
analogy, “not using” Palantir capabilities vs USA Today “climbing its way up the tech ladder”;
Tim Cook to 60 Minutes on privacy vs security: “we’re America, we should have both”, “it
would cost me 40%” on taxes, “total political crap”, Chinese manufacturing vocational skills
1:44:18 Reuters millennials: Republicans all-in on climate change, JCD: “they never mention that it’s
snowing like a sonovabitch in Oregon!”
1:48:32 Slightly overmodulated ISIS Christmas message; 0/5 Dvorak millennials know “jack move”
1:51:52 Five Skanks The Real mirror-kissing; Ask Adam: Alanis Morissette The Talk off-key medley
1:58:05 USA Today self-driving car update; Roko’s Basilisk autonomous millennial thought experiment: “the possibility that capitalism is an alien mental illness”, “this is why thought experiments are bullshit”; Hello Barbie “smart toys” and Mattel server farm, JCD: “give me your
parents’ Social Security number”; 3200 inmates released due to “good time glitch” over 13
years; $80M in oddball tax refunds from IRS “glitch”
2:08:18 Yale Ami Horowitz petition for First Amendment repeal, “I think the Constitution should be
one big safe space”; the No Agenda petition dodge; JCD racist queue tip: choose the black
checker, ACC: “you should say, you’re much faster than them white people”, Chinese girl’s
cash back in quarters at Target
2:14:55 Donation Segment: JCD: avoid women at passport control
2:31:05 Tariff rates dropped on Japanese turbine parts by Executive Order; Matt Lee on the road
2:35:21 Now coffee is good for you again; Canadian canned air in China
2:38:18 Elderly Wisconsin woman calls 911 for “ISIS is great” pillow talk
2:39:47 Honolulu police requiring doctor’s note for gun permit; LA police shooting of Noel Aguilar
2:44:15 Colorado favored stocking stuffer an $80 “comically large joint”
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Bernie and the Breach

(2015-12-20)

0:00:00 ACC: “Usually I’m just spinning.” (0:38:15)
0:00:32 voidzero’s new human resource
0:02:49 Democrat debate: “Bernie and the breach”, “our staffers said, whoa, what’s goin’ on heah?”,
CEO Trevelyan worked for Clinton-Gore, DNC “shut off our access to our own information”,
apology to Hillary; Washington state Democrats to go with caucus process; no National Anthem, ACC: “Hillary’s outfit – it was like a burlap sack”; Hillary’s extended bathroom break,
“we believe Secretary Clinton will be coming around the corner any minute”, “jack move”
0:22:40 Hillary on San Bernardino: “most important job of being President”, NewsHour on #1 job;
Trump “becoming ISIS’ best recruiter”, O’Malley’s Muslim friend’s kids, Clinton communications director: “not referring to a specific video”, ACC: “I’m sure Rita Katz is gettin’ the call
right now”; encryption “Manhattan-like project”, confidence in “our tech experts”
0:34:44 Hillary on gun manufacturer immunity; The View on majority opposition to AWB, GoldbergBehar call and response, Whoopi: “how ‘bout an assault weapon wall?”; Hillary “no, not at
all” on ground troops, “we were attacked from Afghanistan”; Sanders: “Wall Street is gonna
to like me even less”, Glass-Steagall
0:47:07 Trump’s mocking voice: “Putin called him brilliant, that’s not good”, “World War III, for
what?”, ABC “political strongmen”; Jeb Bush #ChaosCandidate and Romney “thug Putin”
tweets; CBS Muslim focus group with stooge Frank Luntz, uptick in hate crimes according
to CAIR; NYT replaces paragraph on Obama’s cable TV comment to “save space” with two
paragraphs, Krauthamer: “his usual professional condescension”
0:58:45 Producer Segment: sloths and Zootopia; WWII shibboleth Scheveningen
1:11:57 C-SPAN “if I can shit in your mouth” call-in question, coordinated truther call-ins and expensive digital delays, ACC: “dumping out is a skill”
1:15:25 Bear Grylls: Obama climate plan “the most significant thing any human being has ever done
to protect the earth”, Obama: “when I started looking at the science, it was indisputable”,
Republicans as outliers; 2008 “genocide and disease – all of the candidates … share these goals”
1:23:05 Ted Cruz’ resemblance to Green Acres shyster Mr. Haney, Joe McCarthy
1:25:49 Lagarde in hot water over Adidas and RMB/SDR deals, JCD: “she looks like a baseball glove”
1:29:27 Omnibus spending bill, CISA vs Star Wars, leaked White House document on “narrowly
targeted” liability protections, no immunity for failure to act, over-sharing incentive, DHS
NCCIC’s exclusive purview, “cat’s meow” EINSTEIN
1:39:51 Tech News: cautious driverless cars vs insane humans “to keep up with the rest of us scofflaws
on the highway”, new California laws, Bloomberg Betty: “but can it ever be really figured
out, Keith?”, $10 timeframe bet; Juniper Networks breach via three-year-old NSA patch
1:57:44 Turkish MP Eren Erden: ISIS producing sarin in Turkey, Erdoğan’s “Ottoman Hearths”
2:03:13 Miss Universe predictions: Ukraine, Spain; Paris €75k fines for “too skinny” models
2:07:20 Donation Segment: JCD peanut “shake shake shake”
2:17:51 LifeLock class action suit; new to Austin cuisine: “micro greens”, ACC: “microveggies”
2:22:50 Second Half of Show: “flat earth society” lighthouse visibility; NASA composite earth photos
2:30:26 Polish demonstrations organized by yet another NGO, Jarosław Kaczyński, Nord Stream 2
Poland bypass, JCD: “has Nuland visited?”, Chicago enclaves
2:39:02 Grassley on EB-5 visa extension, $500k and 10 jobs; Canadian citizenship for sale; Morning
Joe on DHS visa social media memo, firewalls “to keep people from goofing off on the job”
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Lumpy Lips

(2015-12-17)

0:00:00 ACC: “Well, but do hookers have a certain walk?” JCD: “Well, yeah!” (2:25:51)
0:00:36 Republican debate: camera-blocking heads in crowd, no audio from Reince Priebus, why Melania Trump has coat over shoulder, JCD: “boils”; Trump vs Citizens United, Koch Brothers;
Bush “I know what I don’t know” on Putin, Trump endorsement from Putin, clueless Jeb:
“insulting his way to the Presidency”; Christie all-in on shooting down Russians, “feckless”
Obama meme, Rand Paul: “if you’re in favor of World War III, you have your candidate”,
JCD: “what is the point of a no-fly zone?”; Carson on killing children by the thousands
0:24:15 Trump on killing ISIS families, Jeb “lack of seriousness”; Santorum: “we have entered World
War III”, Graham: “the next 9/11 is coming from Syria”; Joe Scarborough on Trump-Cruz
deal; Cruz on carpet bombing Iraq vs Syria
0:36:00 “Secret policy” to not use social media in visa screening, Kirby: “obviously, things went
wrong”, “you’re not here to spend all day on Facebook” skit
0:42:34 Heidi Cruz possible next target, Carolyne Heldman “fired for her thighs” story; Fiorina’s
lipstick and fillers, “lumpy lips”, Christie’s disarrayed tie; Fiorina: Twitter in existence for
“several years”, Fiorina’s NSA truck; Tapper on Trump Muslim ban, ACC Muslim Rorschach
test, “less safe” & crazier than Cheney memes; CAIR on Islamophobia
1:03:19 New Norman Lear anti-hate speech campaign; New Yorker “welcome to Canada” satire; JCD
on “smoke-filled room” process and brokered convention meme, “pledged to Trump”
1:13:11 Pennsylvania Walmart layaways paid off again this year
1:14:42 Producer Segment
1:20:58 Earnest spins Bergdahl case as Obama “no soldier left behind”; Serial season 2, approached
by Mark Boal of The Hurt Locker with recorded conversations, soldier: “is he like CIA or
what?”, ACC: extraction botched by Obama
1:37:00 Rebel Without a Cause clip to goad ACC to watch
1:39:00 Facebook, Twitter to delete anti-refugee “hate speech” in Germany, “criminal expression”;
€300M for “rapid reaction team” border guard by 2020; Geldermalsen refugee center riot
1:47:36 Los Angeles school closing over “credible threat”, “army of supporters”, “me and my 32
comrades”; Comey alliterated metaphor-fest, “primary tumor of terrorism”, “culture of core
al-Qaeda”, “come or kill”; CNN on “gold standard” propaganda videos, Call of Duty style,
“multiple takes”, “army of videographers” and al-Adnani
2:03:28 Proposed South Carolina law to maximize diﬀiculty of obtaining Viagra
2:05:34 Donation Segment: Newsletter sloths
2:19:13 JCD anesthetized watching Kerry: not seeking “regime change as it is known” for Assad, JCD:
“I’m pleasantly floating in the air, thinking of the wizard”; Putin’s KGB “gunslinger’s gait”,
JCD Brazilian Microsoft milieu story; Austin Apple Store training campus
2:28:58 New “neurodiversity” school program to defund special education
2:30:11 Native Ad of the Day: Chipotle “central kitchen”; Vox Media goes mainstream
2:33:03 53% of New Yorkers oppose AWB; Amazon “pervasive and lethal” toy gun ban
2:36:14 Ash Carter in Iraq: “this fight has to be fought; it’s for civilization, against evil”; new Trump
supporter “he is resonating” and antenna theory, JCD: “play the theremin”
2:40:48 J’Johnson on new NTAS propaganda “news leaks, anonymous sources”, “increased presence
of law enforcement across communities in the weeks ahead”, Twitter cyberattack warning
2:48:12 The Verge counts “cyber” occurrences in budget bill; CISA slipped in
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Gun Disease

(2015-12-13)

0:00:00 JCD: (falsetto) “Ooh, where’d you get this recipe?” (0:46:57)
0:00:34 JCD poetry; new Podfather claim and NPR model, Dave Winer on history of podcasting
0:03:26 Journalists cheering at COP21; Obama narcissism; Amy Goodman shifts into breakneck speed;
“political ecologist”; 2.7°C, ratification by Executive Order; IIGCC $3T; protesters’ “mike
check”; Harrison Ford: “the planet’ll be OK, there just won’t be any damn people on it”
0:23:02 deGrasse Tyson: no opposing views needed in science stories, “emergent scientific truth”; “200
years of scientific literature” and “publish in journal” memes; climate scientist John Christy
calls for research “red team” funding, Germany & Japan adding coal fired power plants
0:38:47 Dinner with the O-bots: George the big data guy; JCD gripes about pre-dinner waits, “I have
some appetizers, it’s usually like a stuffed egg”, Carolyn denies all knowledge of dime on the
Moon; Trump passport meme; museum curator’s traumatic border checkpoint experience
0:57:51 Justin Trudeau greets refugees to be housed on air force base
1:00:41 CBS CEO Leslie Moonves on campaign spending: “go Donald”; producer note on “Trump’s
lies”; Wait Wait…Don’t Tell Me! anti-Trump tear, “maybe he just meant he’s never leaving
the white race”; Trump on Cheneythe extremist; Whoopi: “I think maybe he should be on
the watch list”; Hillary: gun grab “totally untrue”, Trump “no longer think he’s funny” meme
1:18:43 New editor in chief at The Economist; Dutch Trump “nothing but disaster” headline, journalist
Michiel Vos: “slogans all the time”, Vos married to Nancy Pelosi’s daughter; BBC “democratic
secret agent” conspiracy theory; WSJ mob connections story, Trump dirty trick; “we gotta
knock the shit out of these people”; Anonymous Trump Towers web site takedown
1:34:44 Producer Segment
1:40:35 JCD requests Christmas-themed jingles, beer sound effect
1:42:14 “Gasps were heard inside the Supreme Court” over Scalia’s “less advanced” school for black
students comment, “Twitter ignited”, last year’s Clarence Thomas opinion ignored
1:49:49 Blumenthal: “up in arms” over 30k flu cases, “epidemic of gun death and gun disease”; Josh
Earnest on “scrubbing the rules”, record-breaking Black Friday NICS number a “tragic irony”,
“proliferation of violent weapons of war has not led to fewer gun deaths” lie; Comey clueless
on internet gun sales: “I assume it’s shipped to you, but I don’t know for sure, actually”
2:01:05 Man finds his stolen truck for Santa Cruz police; Marina DUI checkpoint success measured
by number of cars stopped; “am I free to go” skit
2:06:06 Eric Schmidt NYT op-ed: build tools to censor internet, ACC: “heil!”; “fear guides”, Obama:
“in recent weeks our stikes have taken out the ISIL finance chief”, ACC: “we killed the CFO!”
2:14:19 Enrique Marquez 2012 plot with Syed Farook; DHS oﬀicial utterly unprepared for House
hearing; passport printing machine and blanks stolen in Syria; Ukraine art theft scandal dud
2:28:53 Donation Segment: .223 ammo information from producers
2:38:04 Second Half of Show: Kubrick fake moon landing hoax a promo for Moonwalkers
2:42:44 Boston commuter train takes off without operator; Linzie “duckface” Janis
2:44:20 Putin to military: “act tough”; Turkey claims ethnic cleansing; IED in Homs
2:46:42 Austin hate; Trump support up; National Enquirer “spot a terrorist”; Dr. Drew on clock boy
2:54:37 Kirby loses his shit on Gayane Chichakyan: “another ridiculous question”
2:57:21 Friends of the Earth guy: developed nations “grown fat and rich from carbon pollution”
2:58:51 Where in the World is Victoria Kagan Nudelman: Georgia; Taliban infighting, AUMF
3:01:49 Note from high school freshman: CNN “gem” on danger from North Korea
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Dustbin of History

(2015-12-10)

0:00:00 ACC: “Is that right before or after my vape explodes and blows my teeth out?” (2:43:22)
0:00:33 El Niño; Katie Perry UNICEF weather report; trigger warning outro
0:03:47 Katie Turd on Trump Muslim ban, Obama MLK “freedom of others”, proposed British Trump
ban, Stephanopoulos “so you’re for internment camps??”, Josh Earnest: “disqualifies him from
serving as President”, St. Petersburg mayor’s proposed Trump ban; recently-overturned HIV
ban, Chinese Exclusion Act, Earnest “dustbin of history” quality, “fake hair”
0:18:52 Jeffrey Toobin: not Constitutional; JCD on “awful and Constitutional”; J.K. Rowling Voldemort tweet, Trump’s “radicalized” London areas, Amy Goodman name-drops Marine Le Pen
0:28:50 Gaffney’s CSP surveys “will be recognized as a hate group in the coming year”; anti-Trump
Boris Johnson; pig head at mosque; CAIR: Trump “playing into the hands of ISIS”
0:36:33 ACC Christopher Buckley “stupid internet” story; Goodman: all attackers Belgian or French,
Teju Cole “dangerous clown” post; Brokaw editorializes on internment camps; Flashpoint’s
Evan Coleman: crazies “surrounding mosques with assault rifles”, “I hear the word Jew”
0:49:25 Trump: “stop calling them masterminds”, see Bill Gates about “closing that internet up”
0:52:29 Producer Segment: JCD’s breath work theremin clip
1:06:40 Comey on 109 encrypted messages to “overseas terrorist” in Garland, blame DHS, “good news”
on encryption, “unlock” ambiguity, “government doesn’t want a back door” lie, “business
model question”; Comey-Obama NICS check vs watch list; San Bernardino shooters “courting
or dating online”, K-1 visa; building to “remain closed indefinitely”; .223 ammo debate
1:23:22 Trudeau: “we stand behind our screening process”, JCD on gun vs auto deaths
1:28:57 New Shit Has Come to Light: Hillary e-mail spelling out imminent danger in Benghazi
1:31:24 65 country list found; Ash Carter: “have to do more in Libya”, “rebranding” as ISIL, “little
patches of ISIL”; McCaul: “terrorist group on the match”, new DHS threat scale, “if you see
that your child is on the internet, you have to ask yourself, should I talk to the authorities?”
1:41:26 Richard Dear in court: Batman shooter’s lawyer; Cecile Richards on “hateful rhetoric”
1:50:23 NHK on Chinese in Africa; The Professor’s Facebook Post: D.C. vs Heller; next O-bot dinner
1:58:26 Donation Segment
2:12:25 Jung’s “enanteodromea” applied to millennial entitlement; Yale Halloween pushback professor
resigns; ACC: “unfortunate aviation incident” for Trump, Hillary sleeping through meetings,
Tuesday debate numbers, “uneducated” Trump supporter poll; Every Student Succeeds Act
passes in Senate; Burnt Toast Podcast “onions caramelizing” iso; Lebanon Valley College
students demand name change for Lynch Memorial Hall
2:26:30 COP21 36k attendance, new 2°C figure, war on meat; Kerry’s “extraordinary signal” for marketplace, “legitimate concerns that the sea will swallow their nations”, “mobilize climate finance”; Democracy Now on deniers writing white papers for hire; Patrick Moore on anti-science
Greenpeace; Kerry: “it’s happening faster than scientists predicted it would”, “cockamamie
ideological hypothetical”, Flat Earth Society; Elon Musk: enact carbon tax
2:40:25 Hoverboard Li-ion battery fires, “it’s on fire!” package, ACC’s trash chute forays
2:44:23 Ask Adam: 13th Amendment anniversary and Obama MLK “bigotry in all its forms”
2:45:39 RT on European vaccine shortage and refugee diseases, Lisbon Treaty public health arrest
powers, proposed “rapid response border control force” for Greece, ACC: “FEMA camps”
2:49:55 “Jeb bush has been hacked” via jebbush.com redirect, seanhannity.com
2:51:26 Incoherent Daisy Ridley Star Wars “sensory overload” clip; ACC reading The Power of Myth
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Peak Coffee

(2015-12-06)

0:00:00 ACC: “Whadd’ya think of Megyn’s new hairdo, with it kind of tied back?”
JCD: (falsetto) “Love it!” (0:32:21)
0:00:35 Trigger warnings to end in January
0:02:45 Jeanine Pirro: “number one: get a gun”; breaking: Oval Oﬀice address; NYT front page
editorial, “weapons of mass killing”; The Professor’s Facebook Post: “I find it interesting you
are defending the 2nd Amendment”, repeal2.org; NYT “slaughter of innocents”; Obama:
“fourteen families whose hearts are broken”, widow: “he’s very upset”; Feinstein: “open stores,
guns on display everywhere”, “society that has kind of bought in to the Kool-aid”
0:25:16 Boxer’s oath to “protect and defend the American people”; Alison Parker’s father on “thoughts
and prayers”, ACC: “love and light”, politicians “acting in a treasonous fashion”; no-fly list
“loophole”, Rubio due process reminder; Trump on Parisians with guns “on their shins”; JCD:
“you see people coming in in ninja costumes it’s not an average workplace violence”; Sahar
Aziz: not ISIS, breaking news: it’s ISIS; Andrea Mitchell on “anti-Muslim rhetoric”; guns and
magazines illegal in California, JCD: how many shooting victims do you know; Erin Burnett:
postpartum psychosis; JCD: Mimi explaining memes, council run update
0:47:00 Former FBI on CNN: attack had “nothing to do with climate change”; Melissa Harris-Perry
on Muslim “double standard”; Gates back to PBS, FBI and “digital fingerprints”, al-Baghdadi
Facebook post, Comey: “no indication that they are part of a network”, “no links” meme; FBI:
“stupid” to have gotten rid of NSA; SUV blacked-out windows illegal in California, multiple
SUVs; apartment opened to press; Loretta Lynch at Muslim Advocates Dinner: “investigations
into acts of anti-Muslim hatred, including rhetoric, and bigoted actions”
1:10:02 shootingtracker.com mod’s “fascination with propaganda”, pellet gun stats; apartment destruction of evidence; FBI guy: “fight with aggression” as last resort; JCD: 130k US schools;
British “run, hide, and tell”; London tube “for Syria” knife attack, “Britain has just begun
launching terror attacks on ISIS”, JCD: “if you see something sell something”
1:29:21 Producer Segment: JCD’s restaurant review show “amazing” barrage; ACC producer tips
1:41:19 ACC’s MKULTRA breath work session in San Antonio; Russian history professor
1:47:45 Mike Morell bell-ringing “right”-fest, “what are the consequences, right?”; “that’s bogus” iso
1:57:15 Douglas Murray on Yale crybullies: “you’re a useless person”, “if you don’t want to sleep with
Caitlyn Jenner you’re an even bigger bigot”; Brendan O’Neill at Oxford Union Society on
“right to offend”, “duty to offend”; Chinese anonymous question-answering app for schools
2:09:49 Kerry: Assad may stay in power temporarily; Russian history professor: Putin will help Assad
retire; Signal call to ACC from Ukraine on upcoming scandal
2:17:41 Five FIFA oﬀicials plead guilty, sixteen more indicted; fourth attack on MSF facility
2:19:53 COP21 draft, ACC: “these guys are nowhere near a deal”; “peak coffee”; Schwarzenegger:
“there’s no scriptwriting”; Modi opts out; hybrid energy bicycle (CotD)
2:27:31 Donation Segment
2:34:49 NYT on Trump linguistic analysis, Republican Jewish Coalition speech “you as businesspeople” called out as anti-Semitism; Trump on hillary’s corruption and incompetence, “she
responded to her friends, you know the friends we’re talking about”
2:41:03 JCD on Saudi Arabia maintaining oil production; Biden to address Ukrainian Parliament
2:45:50 ACC back in the Dutch gossip rags; tear gas in Kosovo Parliament; Dresden refugee protests;
US pilots lasered in Okinawa
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Long Gun

(2015-12-03)

0:00:00 ACC: “Who’s that one A-hole?!” (1:46:38)
0:00:35 JCD’s 100% chance of rain; “Satanic message” trigger warning
0:02:31 San Bernardino shooting: BBC: “just another day in the United States of America”; Colorado
Springs “baby parts” shooting; Syed Farook brother-in-law’s press conference set up by CAIR;
Obama to Norah O’Donnell: no guns if you’re on the no-fly list, JCD on frequency meme,
one-week cycle, Charlie Rose girds his loins; bodies still in building; Paul Ryan on no-fly list
and due process, Gail: “it keeps happening, it keeps happening”; Farook’s recent Hajj visit to
Saudi Arabia; criminologist Casey Jordan: “it was a holiday party, it may have been offensive
to him”, “terrorism and disgruntled employee can be a mashup”; Matt Lauer’s “cell” question
0:25:34 JCD on police practice: “you don’t get sued by a dead man”; nearby training exercise, regular
active shooter training; “long guns”, “boom boom boom” guy with brain disease, guy with
Masonic hat, father-daughter and “pray for us” memes, “my d… my loved one is safe”, “far too
often” meme, police chief spells shooters’ names; real-time police radio, DoD or EOD, “massive
mi… police presence”, “multiple soldiers … multiple police oﬀicers”, “that’s a detective?”; more
hiding daughters who saw nothing; matching wounded with locked-down hospitals, “curtains
covering them”, ACC: “guaranteed this place is rubblized within a year”
0:48:24 “Tased” Catherine Herridge on Colorado shooting “carbon copy”, FBI and ATF on scene;
J’Johnson family gifts from Qatari oﬀicials, “to avoid embarrassment to the donor and the
US government”; Eagles of Death Metal song San Bernadino Sunburn predicts Amarillo and
Dallas as next targets
0:56:48 Producer Segment
1:12:51 “They seen bodies on the floor”, fire department triage area, “long guns”
1:17:05 Planned Parenthood shooting as “six cycles per week”, “baby parts” meme, ACC organization
“rolled out everybody, John”, Vicki Cowart on rhetoric “much of which is false in nature”,
Pooper on shooter’s “anti-government views”, Cecile Richards on “hateful rhetoric”, “rhetoric”
definition, leaders’ “responsibility to think about the words they use”; Larry Wilmore Fox
“baby parts” montage; AK-47 meme; Ruth Marcus: “when you use inflammatory rhetoric you
inflame people”; Obama: “this just doesn’t happen in other countries”; “toxic” meme
1:39:49 Obama and Bill Nye attribute Paris terror attack to climate change, ACC: “they were French
nationals, ya douche!”; low-energy Obama on “global consensus”, new 99.5% number, $2.2T
carbon budget, “fish are swimming through the middle of the streets” in Miami; divestment
call for Bill Gates, “call out the deniers” campaign, JCD on divestiture to boost dividends,
350.org uptalker: “rogue industry” (CotD); fired French meteorologist hired by RT
2:09:06 Crybully demands for Lewis & Clark College; Oklahoma Wesleyan University President’s “this
is not a day care” letter; irony: calling Trump narcissistic on Facebook
2:19:08 Donation Segment
2:25:47 Ballmer “bullshit” on cloud revenue numbers; brain professor’s Facebook post in Islamophobia
invoking 1930’s Germany, debunked religion vs altruism study
2:34:29 Ash Carter: “we’re at war”; the mysterious 65 nations; Carter’s “virtual… virtuous cycle” from
unilateral force, “we’re going to win” in response to “are we winning?”; Vladimir “Putler”,
Russia accuses Erdoğan of smuggling ISIS oil, State Department: nothing to see here, Russia
bans Soros; British airstrikes begin after vote; McCaul: “foreign fighters” in Paris, more
funding for DHS, Schiff: “resource challenges”; Carter on retaking Sinjar
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Pop-Up Terrorism

(2015-11-29)

0:00:00 JCD: “Turkey’s long overdue for rubblization.” (1:50:14)
0:00:33 Cold in San Antonia; “trigger” trigger warning; “little pink pill” a flop; 776.5 a success; new
“my hand is dripping wet” juice clip; heritage turkey adventures
0:09:01 Colorado Springs Planned Parenthood shooting; overuse of “scene”; attacker’s “baby parts”
0:14:46 Protests in London over bombing in Syria; Chicago Laquan McDonald protests, “professional
stare-down artist” Lamon Reccord, Megyn Kelly: “it’s not a question of what his constitutional
rights are, it’s a question of what’s appropriate”, JCD’s clove of garlic, Jesse Jackson comes to
town, Rahm Emanuel skit, teachers unions; “police coming forward with information” gaffe
0:25:28 Worldwide COP21 protests, Prince Charles “absolutely” on link between refugees and climate
change, “this is one thing I can do” millennial New Zealander; Obama on Paris as “powerful
rebuke”; Brisbane mining protests, Manila protests “to allow the Phillipines to stay above sea
level” (CotD); Obama on “climate finance”, $62bn target reached, “smart investment”
0:35:29 Global Innovation Lab for Climate Finance, Climate Investor One fund, “large single check
to fund construction”, “climate resilient technologies”, “cutting-edge climate finance instruments”; Todd Stern: “we’re looking for something that is not binding”; GILCF African members, AIDS deaths in teens way up, “long-term foreign exchange risk management instrument”;
Tokyo protests over climate change extinctions; TCX fund
0:58:37 Producer Segment
1:09:55 Tulsi Gabbard: “the US and the CIA should stop this illegal and counterproductive was to
overthrow the Syrian government”; Mossad front Vocativ on “Iraqi Rambo” Abu Azrael
1:27:26 Mike Morell gleefully explains not destroying oil tankers, “environmental damage”, Steven
Warren: “they ran out of ammunition before they were able to do that”; Obama’s “pop-up
terrorism”, “the media needs to help in this”, “they’re a bunch of killers with good social
media”; Obama blames intelligence “shaded by politics”, the elusive 65 countries
1:42:06 Kurt Eichenwald on pre-Iraq Bush-Chirac phone call: “Gog and Magog are at work in the
Middle East”, Imam: Gog and Magog are European Jews, JCD: “Victoria Nuland: Magog!”,
Nuland headed to Turkey; Russia-Turkey border closing and economic sanctions over warplane
“downing”; Assad interview on Hong Kong television; Chinese dissent crackdown
1:54:33 Feinstein on encryption: “black web”, Playstation, bombs that can “explode a plane”
1:57:33 Donation Segment
2:15:43 Hilarity on Good Morning America with Jeff Bezos’ successful Blue Origin launch
2:18:48 Second Half of Show: “a mouse has been found on Mars”
2:19:58 Sports news: LSU Tigers coach singing alma mater
2:21:46 KTLA GMO salmon native ad fail: “why would you eat something modified?”, skit
2:24:26 UnitedHealth profit margins down, danger of leaving exchanges, ACC: too big to fail?
2:27:31 ACC’s proposed Dvorak’s law corollary: “the hookers also get younger”; BBC on refugees at
Greece-Macedonia border with mouths sewn shut
2:31:07 Gen. John Campbell on MSF hospital attack: “human and process error”, “appropriate administrative and disciplinary action”, ACC’s JAG lawyer infiltration rumor
2:35:38 New millennial term trypophobia “fear of objects with small holes”; Sherry Turkle on empathy
reduction in presence of phone; more millennials living at home “since the Great Depression”
2:45:55 Erdoğan the Mussolini-esque speech-screamer, WWIII; Operation Hornet’s Nest creating ISIS,
Daesh as slur; Crimean power grid attack
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776.5 No Agenda Funnies

(2015-11-26)

0:00:00 ACC: “Tape is running.”
JCD: “Tape!”
0:00:33 Not the first third party Thanksgiving show; JCD on Sir Cyber’s “genius compilation”
0:04:30 Trigger warning: “however, your anal leakage is fresh”
0:04:43 JCD “feet in the water” dramatic reading; “you’ll love your super cool smaller plate”; PSKmale
PSKmail; Sharpton “asstick”; other podcasts; coughing reporter in Istanbul, “big meeting
tonight” skit; Sharpton “obstreck”; Pat Leahy drunk or not drunk; “don’t raff” (CotD)
0:14:47 ACC describes spin class; stop ACC from singing; George Michael’s career-ending video; “he’s
a constitutional lawyah!”; ACC: “we haven’t positioned Anderson Pooper yet”; cruise missile
up the ass; “taser taser taser!”; Kim Novak the muppet; Nuland handing out per diems
0:18:41 JCD’s skunk awareness week; prison prep; “you sound like a Dutch retard”; donkey show;
Robert Redford’s crusty lips; “they do not highjacks taxis”; Alvin Holmes: “she gonna have a
little black baby”; more Dutch practice; can’t win by throwing pancakes; ACC’s Grey Poupon
0:28:50 Bitcoin Bonanza; No Agenda Kids; men need one room; RuPaul’s testicles; idiotic Miss America 2011 Q&As, Teresa Scanlon’s religious gesture (JCDPPotD); salami code of practice; Julia
Gillard’s sandwich dodge; Bill Clinton’s love child with a hooker
0:43:30 Bill dies in the saddle; naming your kid Rand; Karl Lagerfeld: this is my wife Fluffy; Dutch
plasser; banker Charles Plosser; Loretta Sanchez F-35 rambling, Caitlin Upton Miss Teen
USA 2007 rambling; Murder in the Chatroom; Obama’s “modest encroachments”
0:53:27 Idiotic Miss USA 2013 Q&As
1:06:45 Donation Segment (sort of)
1:08:14 FBI purchasing ham radio equipment; James Manning “go to Hell” rant; Alex Jones on
BBC; Holder: “violence spikes in some of our greatest citicies”; South Korean never heard
of foot-and-mouth; Sharpton “skillets and iced tea”; Manning on munchies; Dvorak’s law on
Wikipedia
1:19:22 Ninjas for Putin; JCD hates A4 paper; centrifuge him!; Obama epic stammer Mk I; Obama
epic stammer Mk II; JCD: “the guy on PBS is an idiot!”; ACC: “are you proud of me mom?”;
JCD’s mother’s microwave, “it sparks!”; John C for “cash” Dvorak; ACC’s lava-lava
1:37:01 Schumer goes Lucifer on Snowden; producer: JCD the Zionist shill; mac & cheese plus cat
food; John McLaughlin’s drug addict 11k crimes (CotD); Sharpton: Cruz “US Senator from
birth”; Manning: “we gave him everything, and the nigga failed”
1:48:30 Kerry: “ninety, I think to be precise, maybe slightly shorter”, Putin calls Kerry a liar; Syrian
ambassador: “where is this Barack Obama?”; jiggle the handle; McCain horny for “heavy
weapons”; McCain giddy for “stacks of dead bodies without a mark on them”
1:56:09 PBS porcupine handjob; Greenwald’s thumb drive suppository; Disney Jr. salute to military;
ass cream with bear fillings; JCD Tahoe motorcycle hypothermia story; Miss Philippines USA
2013 “seeing is believing” fail; Willie the Weasel “yeah yeah yeah”
2:05:52 Silk Road “heyyy, man, this stuff was nasty!”; Obama pardons turkeys Mac and Cheese;
Republicans as major storms (CotD); JCD: “like us on Facebook!”; JCD on rendering kale
edible, “have more kale”
2:10:09 Bacon and kale now ironically incompatible because of cancer scare
2:11:06 Outro, JCD: “the goal of being funny is to get the other guy not to notice”
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Climate Justice Cancelled

(2015-11-22)

0:00:00 JCD: “We are just inundated with propaganda that we’re going to be attacked any minute!”
ACC: “Yes.” (0:58:25)
0:00:36 News outlets phoning it in for Thanksgiving week
0:02:22 Mokhtar Belmokhtar resurrected for Mali hotel attack, Atlantic Council’s Rudolph Atallah:
Al-Mourabitoun group, Nick Turse to Democracy Now on American interest in Africa: “diﬀicult to say for sure”; Washington Post video “inside the surreal of Islamic State’s propaganda
machine”: “medieval reality show”, “previous jobs in news organizations, media organizations, software companies”, “the organizations reach is, if anything, expanding”; No Agenda
tip: memorize the Shahada or Mohammad’s wife’s name
0:21:06 Robert Gates: Obama should seek help from tech companies on “highly sophisticated encryption devices”, Greenwald: NYT editorial calls Brennan “a pathological and inveterate liar”;
King Abdullah to Charlie Rose: “this is a third world war by other means”
0:35:28 Millennials OK with censorship; “my liberal students terrify me” article; Princeton students
protest Woodrow Wilson, the war on “master”, challenging students’ beliefs now off limits;
King Abdullah’s education, trips to San Francisco; ACC’s Jordanian Über driver: can easily
turn into Syria; Biden fills in for Obama in podcast, rebuttal by retired USAF Martha McSallie:
“those attacks could have happened here”
0:53:58 Mali hotel peace negotiation; Robert Kagan WSJ editorial “The Crisis of World Order”; Jeb
Bush calls for no-fly zone and ground troops; Putin’s giant monitor full of Skype windows,
puppy for France to replace Diesel the dog
1:04:09 Producer Segment
1:13:48 Presidential Thanksgiving proclamation; JCD Maker’s Mark sweet potato recipe
1:25:26 Obama drunk or not drunk in Malaysia: “the United States will be rele’less”
1:26:20 Refugee crisis: border controls tightened in the Balkans, Greek riot police; Godwin’s law:
Nicholas Kristof parallels Syrian refugees with Jews in 1939, “shameful”; Saudi Arabian Twitter ISIL supporters, Hillary calls out Saudis at CFR; Gülen-linked political contributions, on
Kelly Ayotte: “he’s a good guy”; Saudi outraged by Hillary skit, ACC: “gimme Bill … Allahu
akbaaar!”; hawala money brokering system, ACC: “why don’t they use Bitcoin?”
1:42:13 Reuters pushing Telegram app again; Putin: ISIL funded by 40 countries including G-20,
$1M revenue per day from “hard to track” oil; Brussels on lockdown, porous borders and
“military-grade” weapons in Paris; “coincidental” Paris drill, “like Call of Duty”; preparing
for chemical attack with “military grade atropine”; Captagon the jihadi amphetamine, Trey
Gowdy: “premedicated, premeditated depravity”
2:03:01 Donation Segment
2:12:36 Jonathan Pollard released after 30-year sentence for spying for Israel
2:16:11 Christiana Figueres’ February anti-capitalism remarks finally unearthed; climate justice (march)
cancelled; Jim Inhofe: “no binding agreement from COP21” according to Kerry; Obama scaring Malaysian children with “the carbon emissions we send in”, “feedback loop”; Star Wars
mac & cheese “room of lies” advertisement, ad agency skit; mealworm farm Kickstarter, highend grasshopper hamburger, soy sauce “bug juice”
2:37:14 Merkel in a bad odor with Bavarian CSU; lines of refugees to the horizon not show by MSM
2:41:04 ACC received Lima NAS dongle, software “not ready for prime time”
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Fear is the Product

(2015-11-19)

0:00:00 ACC: “Ohooo yah!”
0:00:32 JCD’s “sauerkraut time”; SlaveSpeak trigger warning; history of printer drivers
0:06:16 Schweppes can bomb in Dābiq Magazine; 60 Minutes’s John Miller on ISIS video “nudge”,
“the product is fear”, video “discovered” by SITE Intelligence Group, “quickly put together”
issue, ACC: “you would be proud if this was our No Agenda Newsletter”, Miller’s “diagram”
lie, ABC’s exploding plane B-roll, Under My Sharia Law jingle, “long-range Bomburs” iso
0:25:55 Reporters flocking in Paris, Amanpour on Paris “stoking the fires” of anti-refugee sentiment;
Nuland’s recent doings, Obama: “if they think that somehow their advisors are better than
the Chairman of my Joint Chiefs of Staff … I wanna meet ’em”, ACC: “it’s a think tank war”;
RT on Putin’s air escalation, greeting French “as allies”, “heavy-duty” hardware including
White Swan fighter, targeting oil convoys; Gayane Chichakyan on new US copycat bombing
0:50:11 Hollande extends state of emergency, Article 42.7, ACC: “the Netherlands is looking for the
bullet as we speak”, Feinstein pushes Article 5, “they have apps”, “we’re going to have to look
at some new teams, new themes”; France’s Russia vs NATO decision; Kalashnikov ban
1:01:10 Chris Christie: “ISIS is now a global threat”, Brennan on ISIS attacks: “that is an inevitability
for at least as far as the eye can see”, 2009 Feinstein “three to six months” clip; Elisabeth
Hasselbeck and Josh Earnest squabble over “words matter”, ACC: “he hasn’t slept and he’s
on coke”; Obama “two brothers and a crock pot”; triacetone triperoxide “mother of Satan”
1:10:47 Donation Segment: new Hillary e-mails, Huma: “she’s often confused”; jingle app
1:24:00 Hillary campaign upset over Laugh Factory “divorce Bill, and then you marry a bitch” routines,
right wing talk radio ignores content; Farage: “Saudi Arabia is funding this extreme ideology”
1:32:27 33 Governors ban Syrian refugees, Ben Rhodes on vetting process, “women and children,
orphans”, Lynch and Comey on lack of reliable data, Peter King: “why people like Ben
Rhodes continue to say this is beyond me”, Brennan “melting plot”; Whoopi on The View:
“Hitler was a Christian”
1:40:48 New Polish Minister for European Affairs says no to quotas; “mini-Schengen”; Brexit vote
1:46:25 Air France bomb threats, J’Johnson’s “you will obey” voice, ask Adam: where’s the NSA?
1:49:58 Anonymous ISIS Twitter “takedowns”; CNN’s definition of encryption: “conversations chopped
up into a jumble by mathematical algorithms”, Telegram messages that “self-destruct”, “use
Tor, which is of course the dark net”; WSJ on “tech tutorials” ranking app security courtesy
of SITE; ISIS security via Gameboy, Benghazi Eve Online communications; “on your knees,
show me your back” in English; ACC: Oslo next up, JCD: Eiffel tower left lit up
2:09:56 Producer e-mail on odd nationwide electrical grid drill; South Park on native advertising
2:16:07 Donation Segment
2:25:35 Second Half of Show: ACC & TtK investigate the Marfa Lights
2:29:40 Brennan blames climate change for refugees; Oren Cass testifies about the $2.5T India claims
it needs; Thom Hartmann on Exxon investigation, bogus cigarette company analogy
2:46:26 FCC wants CALEA authority to shut down web sites
2:48:22 Gates Foundation $120M Family Planning 2020 grant
2:49:53 Democracy Now: Ben Carson “struggling to comprehend foreign policy”, Judy flummoxed by
“he’s not my advisor”, Carson: “I know a lot more than I knew a year from now”
2:54:03 Chinese Tesla knockoff Faraday Future; Spanish arrest warrant for Netanyahu; $1.29bn weapons
deal with Saudi Arabia, 150 executions this year
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Morally Defunct

(2015-11-15)

0:00:00 JCD: “You’d be there for days trying to find your passport!” (1:07:05)
0:00:33 ACC in Marfa TX, heard about Paris attacks on 80M net
0:04:44 Paris attacks: government unpreparedness meme, “the French have very good intelligence”,
Geraldo’s network numbering “scores”; four GIGN oﬀicers killed, Tom Clancy Rainbow Six;
anti-encryption meme; “soft targets”, Kalashnikov meme, convenient passport, odd choice of
venues; Mike Rogers on border closing & refugees, border closing continuity problem, ACC:
“there’s not … a big train crossing gate that comes down”, airport still open; crazy theories:
1307 Knights Templar killings, The Economist cover, American band at musical venue new
Charlie Hebdo; “sophisticated attack” meme; Bataclan music hall ownership
0:27:29 ACC: “who did this, we’re never gonna find out”, NATO’s Operation Gladio, ex-CIA Operation Pundit crowd on CNN, “there’s no question about that: they live among us”, Buck
Sexton on “essence of terror”, U2 cancellation, Philip Mudd on probable “support network”;
Obama: “attack on all of humanity”, Rand Paul war bill, NATO Article 5, Hollande invokes
Daesh, Obama “shoulder to shoulder … time and again”, ACC: “freedom fries, anybody?”,
icon changers all-in, Obama “pursuit of happiness” ad-lib; unfortunate “we have contained
them” gaffe; Obama ISIL/Daesh transition, Putin lockout
0:51:39 Pope Francis on “piece by piece” World War III; ISIS responsibility claim from SITE, suicide
belt “strategy shift”; recent Brennan visit, drill in progress; Michael Weiss: “you deposit your
passport to the ISIS HQ in Raqqa”; JCD: good time to visit Paris; COP21 publicity
1:14:43 Producer Segment
1:28:02 Sweden “#1 rape capital of Europe” Youtube video; new Norwegian Arctic “reception center”
1:31:37 ACC: “cry-bullies”, “physically and emotionally unsafe” students, fundamental “right to move
through the world unharassed”, “white privilege in the ability to make this conversation about
the threat to freedom of speech”; Alan Dershowitz to Megyn Kelly on “free speech for me, not
for thee” on campus, “fog of fascism”; South Park “In My Safe Space”
1:42:10 The Real explores safety of cell phone RF, ACC’s RF burns
1:46:53 ACC’s Marfa adventures: McDonald Observatory tour, hot astronomers, off-spec Hubble;
Buns N’ Roses quonset hut, Building 98 Rotary get-together; Turkish rug-seller afraid to
return to Turkey under Erdoğan, JCD’s Afghan war rug
2:06:25 Joanna Lee found guilty for fake Boston bombing injuries
2:09:16 JCD’s “unneeded wordage” glossary page, slavespeak.com, upcoming “amazing” medley
2:16:40 Donation Segment
2:26:16 Marfa’s high gas prices; JCD unimpressed by ACC’s ten-meter telescope rotation video
2:28:07 ACC: Democratic debate a “television catastrophe”; Sanders: “climate change is directly related to the growth of terrorism”; Trump Fort Dodge attack on Ben Carson, Shields and Gerson
perplexed on NewsHour, “Trump was vile and vulgar and vicious and morally deformed”
2:36:29 Bataclan venue sold to Qatar-linked Lagardère Group on 9/11 2015
2:37:30 Debbie Wasserman Schultz on Hillary’s claim to have applied to Marines: “why on earth are
we talking about this?”; Ash Carter’s assistant Ron Lewis fired for misconduct
2:42:21 Charlie Rose “suppose, suppose, suppose …” Snowden had contacted NYT editor, “I would
have given him a back massage”; Aung San Suu Kyi to “wield actual power”
2:45:31 AT&T wins $3bn EINSTEIN 3a contract, JCD: “AVG Free”
2:49:07 Executive Order freeing up funds for DoD “humanitarian” activity in Syria
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All Juice & No Seeds

(2015-11-12)

0:00:00 JCD: “No.” ACC: “Huh! It’s our buddy!” (1:52:17)
0:00:33 JCD on dirty BNSF trains; new No Agenda trigger warnings
0:03:32 Republican debate: Trump/Eisenhower “Operation Wetback”, bracero program, Trump to
Mika: “you’re going to have a deportation force”, ACC: “why don’t you just hand out armbands?”; Kasich interruptions; Fiorina’s F-Russia actions “right under his nose”
0:16:41 Ben Carson hit job, Marc Lamont Hill on self-made Carson, “you didn’t build that” meme,
Ifill’s nervous cackle, Hillary defense, The View on Carson’s book and The Cat in the Hat; JCD
on farsightedness in women, Rose flirts with Gisele Bündchen; humor predicting dementia
0:30:36 Rand Paul interrupted on no-fly zone, Trump booed for “why does she keep interrupting
everybody?”; ACC on lousy venue; Rubio: “the most important any of us will ever do is the
job of being President” and Hillary “ban the box” comment; ask Adam: Rubio extolls military
might; NBC offers time slots for Saturday Night Live; Trump “keep going you dummies”; Bush
can’t answer a yes-no question, Cruz sugar subsidy gripe; Progress 127’s Michelangelo Signorile
0:49:26 Rep. Gohmert’s same-sex couples on island study; Kevin Swanson: “I’m pointing out the
problem!”, “don’t you dare carve happy faces on open pussey sores”
0:56:43 Producer Segment
1:10:55 Yale social justice warrior explains Halloween “culturally appropriative” message, “creating
space for violence to happen on campus”, residence hall “masters”; Missouri’s Melissa Click:
“I need some muscle over here!” edited out by CBS; reporting “hateful and hurtful speech” to
police; unsubstantiated poop swastika; 1839 slave sale, land grant, white underrepresentation,
“white privilege” demand, Missouri racism, football game cancellation; Ben Carson on “raw
emotion” manipulation; ACC therapy: white privilege shaming (ACCPPotD)
1:38:20 Nonconfrontational millennials, American Airlines Twitter fuel leak photo
1:41:36 Metrojet 9268 ADSB data slow descent and nonexistent wreckage; Michael McCaul’s “high
degree of confidence” it was ISIS bomb; United 93 similarity, Rumsfeld “shot down the plane”,
Bill Clinton on StarTalk: “the Pentagon’s bombed”
1:53:18 JCD 3x3 refugee report: 1M “milestone”, seven dead children in Greece, piles of life preservers;
Athens producer on €500 notes at kiosks, Finnish producer on Norway passage; Merkel invokes
Dublin III Regulation, Zuckerberg to help with policing xenophobia; Valletta Summit in Malta;
pepper spray flying off the shelves in Germany; With Open Gates video; German BND accused
of illegally spying on diplomat, trigger words meme, Tumblr preferences to avoid pages with
trigger warnings; flak for Target over OCD ugly Christmas sweater
2:12:31 Donation Segment
2:25:09 Hot pyramid stones in Egypt: “that means something!”
2:26:25 Second Half of Show: Vandenburg runway closures and Trident II D5NK.6 Mod 1 LE launch
2:31:15 1.8M year old humanoid settlement in Georgia, elephants at Boston latitude; Bill Nye on
carbon taxes: “right on!”, “we have a fee, we cannot ever use the word tax” to fund “people
who can weld”, JCD on welding meme, ACC helmetless welding story; NPR “deforestation
linked to climate change” story on carbon offsets, “fifty-two million trees … for one coal plant”;
divestment vogue, reducing one’s own energy consumption as denial
2:48:51 JCD: Good Girls Revolt “the worst”; World Vasectomy Day “all juice & no seeds” video (CotD)
2:59:15 Media picking up on Warren Buffett and Keystone XL; Obama & Kerry gloating
3:03:14 Portugese regime change, Catalonian secession vote; British MPs eating bugs
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Grim Math

(2015-11-08)

0:00:00 ACC: “I have the Fire TV Stick.” (2:57:30)
0:00:33 ACC’s “drop the mike” effect; trigger warnings in educational materials; Republicans: freedom
& liberty, Democrats: justice & equality
0:06:53 Obama shoots down Keystone XL for Buffet & Gates rail, Obama blames Kerry, pipeline
“would not serve the national interests of the United States”, jobs report timing
0:12:57 Global warming “bad for our sex lives”, Africa and population; Bill Nye’s Global Meltdown on
National Geographic pushing cap and trade; Washington Post on UN report’s “grim math”,
“emissions gap”; fourteen recent weather events made worse by climate change; Joy Reid in
2014 on “big difference between climate and weather”; Brzezinski’s book explains Bill Nye’s
influence; Bill Gates: climate salvation through socialism
0:33:47 Republican debate overnights; equal time rule vs Fairness Doctrine; Ben Carson “firestorm”
over West Point scholarship claim, Trump-Carson poll drama, Chuck Todd: “Ben Carson
was supposed to be different”, “personal theory” on pyramids at 1998 commencement speech;
Michele Bachmann on Israel and end times; equal time rule and paid programming
0:57:00 David Rivkin insists to former prisoner there was no torture at Guantánamo
1:01:55 Producer Segment: Rohrabacher on European “envelopment”; rocket launch; Ōsaka ITM
1:25:58 Hungry crowds at Austria-Slovenia border; new Russia-Norway bicycle route; German producer on Merkel building low-income housing with EU money; Hungary to battle quota system
in courts; Victoria Nuland recently in Romania, nightclub fire and student demonstrations;
Nuland to Foreign Relations Committee: Russia spending “two to four million dollars per
day” in Syria, barrel bombing meme; $80bn stealth bomber contract for Northrop Grumman;
Ash Carter: “make no mistake, the United States will defend our interests and our allies”
1:51:13 Note from Ex-GCHQ producer: “wiping out some shitizens in a plance crash for the common
good isn’t even debatable”; Theresa May on “unprecented” new snooper’s charter
1:55:25 Egyptian oﬀicial on Metrojet 9268 voice recorder last-second noise; social media “chatter”,
“mole” theory, Obama on bomb “possibility”; Russian ships in Eastern Mediterranean; NewsHour: intelligence “clearly points to it being a bomb”
2:05:33 JCD on Vandenburg rocket launches; Southern California missile test, LAX Pacific airspace
restricted by secret military activities, unusual last-minute NOTAM, ACC: scalar weapon
2:10:21 No Agenda Sports: Lenny Dykstra on blackmailing umpires (CotD); IAAF’s Lamine Diack
under investigation for Russian doping corruption; soccer sex tape blackmail investigation
2:16:12 Donation Segment: funny clip show 776.5 for Thanksgiving
2:32:00 Producer “take advertising” note; Mailchimp Newsletter irony; V4V ubiquity
2:36:01 NPR’s earbud.fm flawed media network (ACCPPotD); lost “pissed off Adam Curry” jingle
2:40:49 Thom Hartmann shocked by Mexicans’ “constitutional!” right to grow weed, Peña Nieto on
“commercialization”; Hillary: “we haven’t done any research”
2:45:17 Euro falling toward dollar parity
2:46:59 Tech News: 50% Bitcoin value surge in wake of EU currency designation, new Blockchain
branding exercise; C-SPAN’s Charlie Cook on obscure pollsters: “polls have become a commodity”, No Agenda polling outfit, “Political Fact Check Podcast”; Amazon Fire TV Stick to
ship with Alexa
2:59:39 Lufthansa cancellations due to cabin crew strike, no updates on Lufthansa app
3:03:52 Jeb Bush: “I eat nails when I wake up”, “I’m on Grindr” “I’m a grinder”
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Hunger Winter

(2015-11-05)

0:00:00 ACC: “Ham radio could save your life, man. It’s not just a hobby.” (2:04:40)
0:00:33 Remember, remember the Fifth of November
0:03:03 Dinner with the O-bots: Professor Jamie Pennebaker and performatives, liwc.net Linguistic
Inquiry Word Count system, use by intelligence agencies; LIWC debate analysis: Cruz &
Sanders most truthful, Hillary least truthful, Trump & Carson dumbest, Rubio knows he’ll
be nominee; Ruth Pennebaker’s “voting for Hillary”, ignorance of migrant crisis, “blotto” on
cognac, “ignoring your white privilege” shitstorm; Jamie on global warming: “you’ll adapt”;
running follow-up e-mail through LIWC; breast cancer attitude shitstorm; TtK to the rescue
on tiny houses; ACC heading to McDonald Observatory for tour; ACC: “I knew I was pretty
drunk when Tina said, do you realize you’re riding your hoverboard through the house naked?”
0:36:08 ACC’s half-gigabyte storage expansion, Obama American dream clip rediscovered, Kentucky
Rep. Greg Stumbo on “the middle-class dream of every American”; NewsHour on skewed
Kentucky polls; Deport Racism “fuck you racist fuck” video, deportracism.com JavaScript
pointing to Bernie & Hillary, JCD: Republican dirty trick
0:47:53 “Fan favorite” sports patriotism and Pentagon tax dollars, network conflict of interest
0:53:44 Producer Segment: Australia ditches peerage, Dutch 1945 “hunger winter”
1:04:30 Chad Williams “mighty men of valor” Biblical themes deconstruction; Ash Carter on ISIL:
“we are … the noble and they are the evil”; Obama to Lester Holt: “we are not going to be
fighting like we did in Iraq”; Kirby on policy change: “I don’t know that he ever ruled it out”;
spokeshole Elizabeth Kennedy Trudeau’s “premature” meme on Free Syrian Army meeting
Putin, “conversashuns”; Gayane Chichakyan: where is hospital supposedly struck by Russia,
Trudeau: “maybe you should speak to the Russians”, Matt Lee to the rescue: “they say that
you’re wrong”, “targeting civilian infrastructure”, Syrian-American Medical Society
1:22:19 Clapper: no evidence of “I-S-I-L” involvement in Metrojet 9268 crash; rumors of bomb on
board, former NTSB head on TWA 800 “nanosecond” of sound on black box, TWA 800
shootdown video, “all conversation recorded between the crew in the cockpit is protected by
Federal privacy laws”, MH17 2.3 milliseconds of audio; Blue Skies American-Israeli air drills;
Chinese media blaming metal fatigue, JCD: “Bondo”; overloaded plane crash in Africa
1:40:36 Paris pollution; NASA: Antarctic ice increasing, ignored by media; French meteorologist firing
for “crime of opinion”; Yemen cyclone landall “first time in recorded history”, JCD: “Amy
Goodman, you’re an out-and-out liar”; JCD on elite anti-war anti-petrolium strategy, ACC
on IPCC economics; Albert Pike “3 World Wars” letter; China burning more coal
2:02:34 MARS coronal mass ejection exercise, JCD: “first of all it takes all the Teslas off the road”;
JCD: climate change the straw hat of our times; coital frequency heat wave drop
2:10:57 Donation Segment: Photoshop contest
2:22:36 White middle-age male death rate on the rise, suicide and heroin overdose; Georgia “food
stamps” outage, “this food stamp card ain’t got nuthin’ but seventeen cents on it!”, “glitch”
2:27:23 Hillary’s reforms so “former Presidents won’t have to declare their criminal history” (CotD)
2:31:22 New refugee numbers; Bavaria to bus excess to Merkel in Berlin; Volkswagen brake recall,
Moody’s downgrade, Deutche Bank $258M fine, 35k firings; Theresa May introduces revised
“snooper’s charter”, bulk metadata collection, end-to-end encryption ban
2:47:42 Erdoğan win, proposed Constitutional power grab, opposition journalists arrested
2:52:23 Larry Lessig drops out of race, “under this new rule I am just shut out” of debate
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Mighty Men of Valor

(2015-11-01)

0:00:00 JCD: “What, are we going to wear dancing slippers?” (0:42:12)
0:00:33 Time change reminder from JCD, JCD’s CRT iMac alarm clock, DST heart attack fun facts;
flooding in Austin, reporter in tree
0:06:58 National {Adoption, College Application} Month, “a college degree is the surest ticket to the
middle class”, National Apprenticeship Week, National {Diabetes, Military Family, Native
American Heritage, Alzheimer’s Disease, Critical Infrastructure Security & Resilience} Month
0:13:54 Federal CIO Tony Scott’s $50bn CSSIP Cybersecurity Strategy & Implementation Plan
0:18:12 Metrojet crash ISIS tweet from CITE Intelligence Group, “their cell phones ringing in the
debris”, John Cox on slowdown and descent; Bondo meme, MH17 parallel
0:25:46 Obama “boots on the ground” compilation, ACC: “the boots are attached to ankles”, “advisors” in Vietnam; Josh Earnest on mission change: “to say that, Jim, would only confuse the
situation”, role “in no way diminishes the amount of risk”; former Navy Seal Chad Williams’
“mighty men of valor going over there for a righteous cause”, Kurds “good sled dogs”
0:42:53 Elizabeth Palmer on advisors in Northern Iraq, Mike Morell and Christopher Hill all-in on
Kurdish autonomy, ACC: human shields vs Russia; Port Asalouyeh pipeline; Kerry repeats
Daesh meme at Vienna meeting, name leaves out “Islamic”, Syrian vote to include diaspora
1:01:46 Producer Segment
1:13:39 Iso of the Day Showdown: deGrasse Tyson “so…”, “self-driving car”, Sharpton Star Wars
1:19:06 EU concern over human rights in Turkey, Erdoğan poised for election win, actor Levent
Üzümcü: Istanbul’s state-sponsored theatre “slaves to authority”; EU-Turkey Joint Action
Plan “solidarity, togetherness, and eﬀiciency” to the tune of €7bn; Turkish E-bots
1:30:02 German morale suffering, another 30k refugees for Greece, Merkel at the mercy of CSU;
EU border authority coordinator Frontex, Snowden anti-deportation resolution, ACC: “this
is World War III”, CVC bug-out order; polio & syphilis; USA Today finally covers Gülen
“Shirley Jackson Jones” trips, rug dealers’ celebrity photos; Where in the World is Victoria
Kagan Nudelman: Ankara; Congressional Azerbaijan trip investigation
1:50:14 John Sifton eroding tolerance in Indonesia, JCD on Indonesian women as sex symbols
1:53:51 Another “e-cigarette” explosion, DoT checked luggage ban
1:59:06 Donation Segment: JCD takes credit for Ham Nation’s existence; bad ham = “lid”
2:11:22 Putin’s “climate change silence”, “Russians could spend less money on fur coats”; Bill Nye &
Arnold Schwarzenegger “climate change grief” sketch; Ted Cruz grills Sierra Club president,
warming pause “not up for a scientific debate”, Cruz: “climate change is not science, it’s
religion”; climate change doomsday cult
2:28:51 Tech News: Chipotle closings over E. coli outbreak; FBI: just pay up if you get hit with
ransomware; OpenDNS bought by Cisco, JCD: “at least it didn’t go to Oracle”; Apple TV’s
lack of 4K support; Amazon Echo Alexa Skills Kit API
2:37:28 Ask Adam: what does Alanis Morissette mean with “these conversations being very sacred to
me although definitely imperfect and not precious”, ACC: “I think it’s about juice”
2:40:10 Republican party ditches Telemundo debate over petty CNBC questions, Chuck Todd on
“premeditated attack” on media; Charlie Rose to Rubio: “you called Hillary Clinton a liar”;
hysterical Hillary in Atlanta, ACC: “we can do coke without goin’ to jail, whooo!”; Camille
Paglia on Hillary: “she’s a fraud”, Bill a “sex criminal”
2:53:00 Bubonic plague case in Oregon
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Electile Dysfunction

(2015-10-29)

0:00:00 ACC: “A lid. A lid.” JCD: “A lid.” (0:43:23)
0:00:32 No Agenda eighth anniversary; ACC to flee mold next year, “I should get just scuba gear”
0:03:52 John “douchebag” Harwood: “for the record, the debate was always gonna be two hours”;
Cruz: questions “illustrate why the American people don’t trust the media”, Becky Quick’s
“moderator’s discretion”; Trump on Kasich’s Lehman Brothers role; Lindsey Graham’s “clenched
fist or open hand” for China; Kasich on deporting “ten or eleven people”; Carson’s “quiet coup”
in polls; Hillary ads, Huckabee on fighting Clinton machine: “I lived to tell about it”, National
Enquirer on Vince Foster murder, Hillary on House of Cards: “another murder, I mean really”
0:29:23 Mika Brzezinski calls out Hillary for playing sexism card: “I’m gonna get killed”; “we know
she’s going to win” meme; Sanders’ wife: “Christmas party, or holiday party”; Rand Paul on
democratic socialism: “if you will not listen ultimately … they exterminate you”; ABC mocks
Trump’s “Iowa electile dysfunction”; Ben Carson on throwing rocks at cars
0:40:16 South Carolina kid on first date killed by police over a “lid” of pot, younger cops making it
hard for the older ones, Ray Kelly on the “James Cobey” “Ferguson effect”, Obama at police
conference: “we’re not just sending you out there to do dirty work and then hang you up to
dry if it doesn’t work out well”, JCD on Baltimore PD rebellion
0:49:55 Producer Segment: history of Kingsford charcoal
1:01:14 CISA sweeping “cyber threat indicator” definition; Ifill distorts nature of Brennan’s hacked
email; Ted Koppel to NewsHour on electrical grid vulnerability, Panetta “cyber Pearl Harbor”,
Napolitano 80-90%, J’Johnson “radio with extra batteries”, ACC: “I’m gonna give them a
signal report, you’re five by nine here”, Koppel: “three to six month supply of food and water”,
internet “weapon of mass destruction”; Club of Rome’s climate change focus (JCDPPotD)
1:22:49 Processed meat cancer hysteria, “cigarettes and asbestos”, CBS pushback for advertisers;
WHO panelist Mariana Stern’s vegan climate change agenda; identical article on bogus websites; note from professor on “fundamentally flawed” epidemiology; Gina McCarthy: “we’re
already feeling the impacts … now”; NOAA denies Lamar Smith subpoenaed report data
1:40:52 Harry Reid on “LBJ” progress; D.C. high heel drag queen race; Germaine Greer: Jenner not
a woman, “I’m not about to walk on eggshells”; SxSW sexual harassment panels canceled
1:50:18 Serbian Premier: refugee crisis may mean “beginning of the end of the EU”; Germans turning
on Merkel; Nigel Farage: EU’s “modern-day implementation of the Brezhnev Doctrine”
2:03:36 The View outraged by virgins in their 30’s and 40’s
2:05:58 Donation Segment
2:17:18 Ash Carter on “advise and assist” mission, “this is combat, things are complicated”; NDAA
and Social Security; Carter to Tim Kaine: ISIL “uses the webbuh”, Kaine on outdated AUMF
2:26:54 Ask Adam: two NCIS blunders; ACC calls JCD for No Agenda chicken recipe
2:32:13 North Korean NGO spying for Pentagon; Danish medical researcher on big pharma mafia
2:37:07 NBC on Hurricane Patricia “one-two punch”
2:39:21 China’s response to US destroyer near air base, Show 723 “this is Chinese Navy” clip
2:43:04 ACC running out of drive space on production machine; Steve Jobs movie a flop
2:46:36 Another MSF hospital bombed, White House at odds with organization
2:48:49 World Series “glitch”, Google apology; IBM Weather Company buy; escaped JLENS aerostat
2:55:54 Google Play terms of service; Russia lurking around data cables, Putin blamed for refugees
3:06:09 Gülen school stats correction; cryotherapy manager found dead; Republicans hate government
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Terror Tuesdays

(2015-10-25)

0:00:00 ACC: (Dutch accent) “And we see, the tents are burning, tents are being burnt.” (1:39:39)
0:00:36 Oﬀicial eight-year anniversary celebration on Show 769
0:01:36 ACC better post-rain; “perfect storm” Patricia, Eric “crybaby” Holthaus “It’s Undeniable”
headline, NewsHour: “the most powerful hurricane that has ever existed on the planet in
all of history”; Saturday’s “35mph winds”; Weather Underground guy: “cat seven range”,
“mudslides and floods are also going to be a real issue”; Rothschild Weather Channel acquisition; CBS reporter phones it in: “much warmer than usual sea temperatures”; ACC’s leaky
apartment; Kerry: deniers “disqualify themselves … from high public oﬀice”
0:28:15 Benghazi hearing, November classified interviews; Hillary alone “the whole night” cackle; no
oﬀice computer, spokeshole: “e-mail’s a relatively new beast”; “planned attack, not a protest”
question, Hillary: social media “where the the Ansar al-Sharia claim was placed”; Patricia
Smith on “February 17th” people, “she lies”; Woodruff: “why does it matter” that Hillary lied
0:47:08 Producer Segment
0:59:40 Ex-CIA Mel Goodman to Democracy Now: “what was learned was irrelevant, what was
relevant wasn’t discussed”, CIA weapons buyback, “we came, we saw, he died” regime change;
Hillary’s pee break, answer-reading cadence, medication, JCD: “she sounds like Kathy Bates”;
Goodman on “gotcha questions”, Republican clowns meme, merger of CIA and Pentagon,
politicization of intelligence, “President Obama has been intimidated … by the very military
industrial complex that Eisenhower warned about in 1961”
1:10:26 CISA advances in Senate, OPM $37M emergency funding removed
1:11:10 Tony Blair apologizes for faulty Iraq intelligence; Lavrov on Syrian elections, Free Syrian
Army, Kerry on “fight against Daesh”; new videos on SITE RSS feed, “slickly-produced”
anti-ISIS al-Nusra Lucas Kinney video, Hanna’s Got Herpes; Jack Dorsey mock beheading
1:25:08 ACC recommends Mark Hall’s Killing Ed documentary; Kucinich on Libya in 2012: “we want
to stop the attacks on our embassies, let’s stop trying to overthrow governments”
1:32:39 Jeb Bush whining: “elect Trump if you want that”
1:35:09 Slovenia getting Croatia’s refugees; German pro-refugee propaganda; Swedish swordsman attack; WWIII, Safe Harbor ruling against Silicon Valley; Volkswagen’s multiple defeat devices
1:44:37 Tech News: CNET’s Halsey Minor’s art collection heist; clock boy emigrates to Qatar; Amazon
fake review crackdown, fiverr.com native ad, ABC-McDonald’s skit; “Remote Command
Injection on Modern Smartphones”; question of conscience; Facebook photos in biometric
database; iPhone-unlocking court case; Scahill on Drone Papers, “Terror Tuesday”, pedophiles
on British list, Djibouti drone base expansion, ICARUS project, EKIA = dead civilian
2:08:54 Donation Segment
2:21:29 Odom’s “herbal supplements”, ACC: “a guy has saved his marriage with hookers and blow”
2:22:00 Sir Atomic Rod: 1960s reactor core “could fit under my oﬀice desk”, modern lifespan 33 years
2:24:31 Note on Fycompa side effects: “murder, forceful actions, fury, anxiety, and anger”
2:29:00 Montenegro protests following Nuland’s July visit; Polish elections; Portugal’s Silva’s oddball
coalition; Dutch Safety Board used no radar data
2:32:25 Chelsea Clinton asked about Webb Hubbell as her father; JCD on Bill’s vasectomy
2:35:48 CIA lawsuit documents stolen from UW’s Center for Human Rights
2:37:14 JCD 3x3: CBS spot for GOA’s Larry Pratt, Texas open carry in 2016
2:41:44 Classroom standing desks package; Lois Lerner off the hook; Icelandic bankers sentenced
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Frontier Science

(2015-10-22)

0:00:00 JCD: “You’re a boasting … you’re a boasting A-hole.” (2:01:28)
0:00:35 Rainstick-induced rain in Austin, ACC still sick, JCD: “mold honey”
0:03:19 Benghazi hearing, “what difference” recap, witnesses disappeared to Germany, Pickering: security requests “not responded to … positively”, ACC: “a shit show for six hours watching
nothing but lies”, James Carville: Trey Gowdy “a creation of the Koch Brothers” rant
0:09:28 Justin Trudeau election, Democracy Now on Harper’s sins, promise to leave US
anti-ISIS air campaign, NDP’s Tom Mulcair’s gay aura, Trudeau’s lisp; support for “Canada’s
Patriot Act” C-51; Harper “epic enemy of First Nations”, Pierre Trudeau’s 1969 White Paper
0:29:39 Home Oﬀice releases Counter-Extremism Strategy, extremism “vocal or active opposition to
our fundamental values”, Theresa May on countering “messages of hatred”, promoting “mainstream voices”; UN Strong Cities Network, “online information hub”
0:38:46 John Brennan & J’Johnson e-mail hack by stoned 15-year-old, dormant AOL account with
draft security clearance form, Michael “dumbo” McCaul off script: “this is the breach at OPM,
twenty million security clearances stolen by China”, Brolf steers him back into script, “a big
data theft is not done for criminal purposes”, China blamed for power grid attacks; Raytheon
cyber-hardening promo, JCD: “somebody should hack Raytheon”; Wikileaks e-mail release
and CISA; JCD CloudFlare meeting, Turkish hooker DDoS attacks from Northern Iran
1:01:45 Producer Segment: JCD on stealing your employer’s formulas; using credits on match.com
1:15:45 Netanyahu blames Muslim leader Husseini for Hitler’s final solution, “burn them”
1:20:00 Bogus expert Eliot Higgins tweets thanks for Google for Media funding; Corey Flintoff: “likely
that the BUK was operated by a trained Russian crew”; Assad’s Moscow visit, Richard Engel:
“Russia is milking the conflict for every drop of propaganda”; Victoria Nuland in Macedonia,
Turkish Stream; Merkel on sharing “Turkey’s burden”, EU membership, €3bn for Turkey;
Starbucks and Chrysler billed by EU for back taxes
1:43:16 Producer note on VICE as advertising platform, Ad Age on Washington Post producing native ads in-house, JCD: “sponsored by the Global Warming Committee, here’s the weather”;
Monday Night Football “coverage of tonight’s National Anthem is presented by USAA”, CBS
“Eye on Money”: no retirement until 75, sponsored by Voya Financial
1:58:12 Donation Segment: “We Told You So” jingles to remain retired; Killer Ed screening
2:12:48 JCD: native advertising aimed at ad-immune millennials
2:14:53 Election 2016 Clip Blitz: Jim Webb drops out, Democrat “hierarchy is not comfortable with
many of the policies that I have laid forth”; Chertoff’s list of all the great things George W.
did after 9/11, “we expanded our intelligence capability”; Morning Joe on Trump’s pre-9/11
bin Laden predictions, ABC giving up on Bush: Trump “top pick on strongest leader”, Joy
Behar: “I’m starting to warm up to Trump a little bit now”, Trump “ground game”, “we’re all
doin’ our paht”, ACC: “John, these are goombahs”, Trump’s mob connections; DNC approves
BLM town hall; reporter Jacqueline Sutton found dead in Istanbul airport bathroom, Lord
Ashcroft’s mysterious illness, Vatican denies Pope illness
2:39:41 Ebola relapses “frontier science”, ACC: “you know I think? we should send more troops to
Western Africa”
2:31:47 London and City of London not the same thing, upcoming Xi Jinping state dinner, “internationalization of the Chinese currency”, JCD: “my analysis: something’s up”
2:48:50 Caitlyn Jenner: Glamour’s Woman Of The Year
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Cyber Soldiers

(2015-10-18)

0:00:00 JCD: “I didn’t violate anything!” (2:32:13)
0:00:34 ACC rainsticking to get rid of the Alternaria mold
0:06:08 2.4M Volkswagens to be recalled, potential cost €6.5bn+, police raids on Volkswagen and
Lamborghini in Italy, JCD: “every time I see a Lamborghini I feel like I should T-bone it”
0:10:53 John Kerry’s overmodulated Italian like a crazed ham, “shittalicious” pizza
0:14:38 NBC on MSF hospital bombing: investigators destroying evidence with APC, gunship crew
questioning order, possible war crime, MSF: “today we say enough”; Obama on Afghan “fighting season”, JCD: “I think there’s pre-season … and then the playoffs”, 9800 troops to be
unchanged, 5500 troops for embassies, Ash Carter’s shit-eating grin, Comey and money laundering; OPM data breach spun into story of Kosovo “hacker” arrested in Malaysia, tear gas
in Kosovo Parliament, ACC: “perhaps it’s time for some regime change”, Nuland in Kosovo
0:36:28 Additions to Genie Energy Advisory Board one month before Golan Heights oil discovery
0:40:23 Russian numbers stations back on the air, COLLAPSE callsign returns to SKYKING
0:42:30 Producer Segment: secret Navy “basketball nukes”
0:55:05 ACC: hints about Gary Anderson from crisis PR guy at party; Katy Turd on Trump’s $4.2M
vs Hillary’s $25.8M spending, “self-funding”, Jeb’s “disappointing” $13M; Sanders’ union donations; Citizens United Republican benefit myth/strategy; Trump & Carson want shorter
debate; Sanders’ role in VA scandal, Maher & Sanders on socialism: “un-demonize this word”
1:21:27 Rand Paul’s 181% “burn rate”; Biden avoiding paying for Air Force Two; Jeb Bush dodges
military industrial complex question with F-35, ACC: “it’s a turkey, Jeb!”; 71-minute militaristic F-35 ceremony; Hillary meets with BLM again, ACC predicts candidate endorsements;
Hillary’s new cackle, pseudobulbar affect ad
1:40:04 Producer note on cost of automotive recall due to wrong sun visor label: $5k per vehicle
1:41:54 Department of Transportation drone registration proposal
1:44:33 Gay Ambassador to Denmark Rufus Gifford, JCD: “who names their kid Rufus?”, raised $1bn
for Obama 2012, “we get to have our fairy tale”, reality show Jeg er ambassadøren fra Amerika
1:53:11 Twice-teased story about possible Dyson sphere 1500 light years away; JCD on mudflat tires
1:56:11 Pro-refugee mayoral candidate stabbed in Cologne; Hungary-Croatia border closing; Calais
camp “the jungle”; refugees as Erdoğan’s leverage over EU
2:05:06 Climate study: too late for Miami and New Orleans, 4-6m rise by 2100, “Sacramento has until
2050”; Bill Nye: “deniers, quit denying and we can all get to work”
2:10:49 NPR down 20% in under-55 listenership
2:12:40 Donation Segment
2:18:38 Kent State documentary: “shut up slave” moment; JCD on “Question Authority” stickers
2:24:50 Ebola’s nine-month lifespan in semen story resurrected, troops in Cameroon
2:28:23 Tech News: terror watch list “crash”, NSA advertising for “Cyber Soldiers”; Iranian missile
test as violation of sanctions, JCD: “how are they violating the sanctions?”; 23andMe DNA
subpoenas, Texas forensic lab DNA problems going back to 1999; $5.5bn China-Indonesia deal
for Jakarta-Bandung railway, Burbank-San Jose project; Tesla autopilot software update,
eventually “you could be asleep the whole time”, random Tesla reboots; Ted Kaczynski’s
forthcoming Anti-Tech Revolution: Why and How
2:43:13 JCD recommends Junípero Serra Wikipedia entry, decapitated Monterey statue, lupus cure
2:47:21 Jihadi John forced Danish photographer to tango; producer: Turkey wants in on Schengen
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Smart Power

(2015-10-15)

0:00:00 JCD: “Ooh, ooh, that’s his mike I think, I think that’s his mike.”
0:00:33 ACC’s new sash from Dame Melody
0:02:11 MH17 report from DSB headed by “the masher” van Vollenhoeven, missile animation video,
Buk maker: obsolete model used by Ukraine; RT’s Gayane Chichakyan exposes bogus expert
Eliot Higgins; CBS on “defense analyst” Higgins’ “social media evidence”; Vice’s Shane Smith
lies to Colbert: “I still own the company”; JCD on Mitchell Brothers shooting animation
0:22:46 Democrat debate: Hillary’s A-frame jacket, Huma pre-show podium check; Suffragette ads,
London red carpet lie-in; Pooper whines about Clinton Global Initiative gig, ACC: “please pay
no attention to the fact that he’s ex-CIA”, Pooper’s Glass-Steagall cheat sheet; JCD: O’Malley
looks like Linus Pauling; Chafee only “Republican” to vote against Iraq; media goading Biden
to run, “honey, it’s going to be OK” ad; Joe Scarborough on “Trump deniers”, Pooper: why
isn’t Trump buying ads; debate proper delayed 20 minutes by ads
0:48:33 Hillary: Gaddafi “had American blood on his hands”, European allies “burning up the phone
lines”, “Arabs”, American response “smart power at its best”; Snowden’s whistleblower protection, “he stole very important information that has … fallen into a lot of the wrong hands”
0:53:56 Jim Webb on gun control and self-defense; ACC “our country”; JCD: Hillary’s odd cadence;
Hillary to Buzzfeed girls on hypohydrosis: “I was constructed in a garage in Palo Alto”; Van
Jones: Hillary = Beyonce; JCD on National Anthem at baseball games, ACC standing up for
anthem at home; Hillary butts in on Syria, on losing to Obama: “he values my judgment”
1:13:08 Producer Segment
1:22:02 Black guy at Trump rally: Obama “helped that I have my young people get killed by the
police department”; The View lusting after Martin O’Malley, “gird your loins”, ACC: “the
single most sexist moment on mainstream television this week” (CotD); Google Hangout with
Rand Paul: “I wouldn’t be doing this dumb-ass live streaming if I weren’t”
1:28:41 Lamar Odom’s “herbal Viagra” at brothel, Pooper: “sexual performance enhancers of some
sort”, CNN/Pfizer skit; “Cubs win World Series” in Back to the Future 2
1:39:21 Treasury Department video on $10 bill redesign, #TheNewTen
1:43:26 Ten-minute NPR piece from April 2014 on US Toyota Hilux deliveries; RT needling about 20
US strikes per day; Steve Kroft to Obama: Putin hijacking US leadership; JCD on American
face-saving; EU divided on Assad
1:54:43 Jeremy Corbyn vs the teleprompter, “(strong message here)”
1:56:52 Volkswagen’s strangely low death & injury claims
1:59:10 Letter from Obama to Senate: 90 troops deploying to Cameroon, Chad-Cameroon pipeline
2:01:09 Donation Segment
2:11:10 Nation of Islam’s Tony Muhammed on vaccines engineered to kill black and latino boys,
cdctruth.org; Rep. Bill Posey: whistleblower Dr. William Thompson on race effects and
“autism-like” effects suppressed from CDC study; opium acreage down in Afghanistan
2:24:42 Chicago school superintendent’s fraud indictment; “school based universal behavioral emotional screening system” letter, “parent caregivers”; Jindal on Obama’s arrogance toward
governors; Seed Man getting divorced
2:33:57 IPCC Paris coming up; EPA’s $75M militarization; Siberian virus; French meteorologist fired
for book critical of IPCC; “climate justice tribunal” proposal; SodaStream CEO on “pollutant”
2:40:57 Assange’s $17M police vigil ends; “lawfare” in secret Alexandria court; Operation Mockingbird
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Can You See That Juice

(2015-10-11)

0:00:00 JCD: “And I was stunned by this!”
0:00:33 ACC “glitch!” with truncated file, bathroom sink overflow; San Francisco 2.0 on Silicon Valley
real estate; “oh my gosh, can you see that juice?”
0:12:00 Turkish government blamed for Istanbul bombing; recorded false flag planning; Suleyman
Shah’s tomb; Incirlik Air Base to expand 5k troops to 7500; Dutch protests over refugees;
Comey and J’Johnson on “asylees” in US; Juncker’s “conscious uncoupling from Washington”
on Russia sanctions, Biden “leadership” vs bullying; Sukhoi sanctions reversed for NASA
0:29:13 Russian naval bombardment, Barbara Starr and Richard Engel on four new Kalibr cruise
missiles in Iran, diverted US drones planes; Lavrov on Syrian illegitimacy now vs legitimacy
on chemical weapons negotiations; US not sharing ISIL position information, Istanbul bombing
and Article 5, Carter: “I wasn’t satisfied” with previous failed rebel training efforts; McCain:
Russian targets “funded and trained by our CIA”, “this is an Orwellian experience”
0:47:07 JCD 3x3 rehash failed $500M rebel training program from Show 761; Russian “record 67
sorties” propaganda, Sukhoi Su-30 promo; protests in Lebanon; David Kramer on News Hour:
“there are bad decisions that have to be made here” on no-fly zone; no more beheading videos
1:01:47 Oil deposits discovered in Golan Heights; Israel stabbings
1:04:24 Producer Segment: green poop confirmed; Home Shopping Network “juice”, “yum” clips
1:14:24 ACC on Houston Vape Summit IV: e-liquid “juice”, Tobacco Control Act and substantial
equivalence; Dexter’s chemist friend’s certification business, alligator gar video; ACC’s new
smart scooter with Chinglish manual: “please take care head safety to avoid bruising hair”
1:26:26 Progress with Thom Hartmann on SSRIs and mass shootings, “we are the source of funding
for the whole pharmaceutical industry”; University of Texas “cocks not Glocks” protest; Ben
Carson “if the Jews had guns”, Anti-Defamation League: “historically inaccurate”, Brolf
reformulates question for sound bite, “bunch of crap” on Stephanopoulos seizing on single
detail; Murdoch “real black president” tweet, Rabbi Menachem Margolin: arm EU Jews
1:47:25 People “At Home with the Trumps” with Photoshopped wart; immigrants a potential “Trojan
horse”, Comey on narco-terrorists: “not just bad news, it’s awful”, “the center, ground zero
for this plague, across the drugs, is Mexico”; cyber-attacks on Hillary’s e-mail server
1:59:58 North Korea 50th anniversary, “very large numbers of tourists”, ACC: “I Rove Raundly”
2:07:03 Donation Segment: ACC proposes Vegas Duke meetup
2:13:27 New amateur satellite, Russian project to investigate Apollo landing sites with microsatellite;
Airbus bunk bed patent: “no telling how they’re going to stack ‘em up in coach”
2:16:49 New emissions cheaters, Volkswagen CEO: “this was a couple of software engineers who put
this in for whatever reasons”, “I agree it’s very hard to believe”
2:20:40 FAA late in releasing drone regulations, “a hundred a month” aircraft incidents
2:27:34 Clock boy “world tour”, father’s second Facebook with 9/11 conspiracy videos; China-Thailand
railway agreement; “Alexa: play the latest No Agenda episode”, promote the show in blog
comments; stop sending VAWG notes; Megyn Kelly: Palin abandoned by feminists
2:38:11 Gun owners at Roseberg protest, Obama: “we’re going to have to come together as a country
to see how we can prevent these issues from taking place”; producer: Roseburg Beacon editor
seen as a nut; ACC on Amendment as prohibition on government
2:43:55 7k refugees arriving in Lesvos per day; Eritrean refugees heading to Sweden
2:45:20 “Moonbeam” Jerry signs renewable energy bill; California charging station rage
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Transjester

(2015-10-08)

0:00:00 JCD: “And you get to wear a tux and you get to look like James Bond!” (0:04:25)
0:00:35 Nasty note for JCD: prep more; ACC’s horrible allergies; picture of Snowden with Hayden
0:04:30 War on Crazy: Hillary claims “comprehensive” gun control plan, “epidemic of gun violence”,
“Charleston loophole”, ACC: “ve must make a list!”, “precious children” voice quaver, “take
back the Second Amendment from these extremists!”; Roseburg Beacon publisher to Bill
O’Reilly on Obama Roseberg visit, Westboro Baptist Church rumor, JCD: sign sales; “wisdom
from Whoopi”: “this country” meme, idiot Joy Behar: “it’s easier to get a license to drive a
car than to get a gun”, Whoopi: “I need to know the background of your family”
0:21:22 Nevada Assemblywoman Michele Fiore calls for SSRI mass shooting study; $600k settlement
for Sarasota County principal “hypnosis victims”, Vyvanse “vance”, MDMA PTSD therapy,
JCD: “my pop screen feels so good on my lips!”
0:27:48 Burger King “green poop” burger; ABC McDonald’s native ads, manager kicks out news crew
0:36:07 Ben Carson attacked for leaving “souvenirs” in patients; hatred for Fiorina from HP stint,
high CIA clearance; Carson “rush the shooter” firestorm; McCain: President “vetoing a bill
that authorizes the ability of Americans to fight this… to defend this nation”; Josh Earnest
on MSF hospital bombing investigations, General Campbell: decision made in “US chain of
command”, “in-depth training in order to review all of our operational authorities”, blame
Talibam, McCain on plurality of “options” to discredit Obama, to CNN: Free Syrian Army
“the CIA-run operation” and “the DoD-trained one”, “abdication of American leadership”
0:59:28 Iraq wants to bring Russia in; Moldova crackdown on nuclear black market; Earnest resurrects
chess-checkers meme; ABC: Toyota Hilux “truck of choice”, Treasury investigation
1:14:12 Producer Segment: Brookline teacher fired for “bullshit”
1:29:05 2400 refugees for Dutch town of Oranje, population 130; w2eu.info run by Soros operation
bordermonitoring.eu, “trade on chaos”; refugees 25% of Lebanon’s population; Nigel Farage:
“pipsqueak” French, “totally German-dominated Europe”, “you said Europe isn’t working, so
we must have more Europe!”; producer in Hamburg: dumpster-diving senior citizens; brand
Germany in jeopardy; Android Auto data collection; producer note on DEF/AdBlue woes
1:51:58 Brian the Gay Crusader on rentboy.com DHS raid, connections to Loretta Lynch and David
Geithner, more FBI blackmail fodder; Facebook and AMOS-6 satellite, Google Fiber in Africa
2:01:05 20-mile “close encounter” with Russian jet; radar-lock on Turkish F-16, Jens Stoltenberg on
airspace violation; Russian Defense Agency: US not interested in fighting terrorism
2:08:48 “They love laundry” on The Soup, old washing machine “the pounder”
2:11:01 Hillary town hall: “thank you for your candidacy”, “shaken not stirred”; MSNBC Hillarybashing focus group; NBC News “exclusive” first look at Biden ad, to Human Rights Council:
“transjester”, “there’s homophobes still left, most of them are running for President I think”
2:28:33 Donation Segment
2:37:39 DraftKings insider trading, podcast advertising; “you’re the product”, JCD on Ziff-Davis specialized magazine audiences for specialized advertising; Adblock Plus acceptable ads guidelines, acceptableads.org manifesto from Adblock Plus developer
2:53:12 Jimmy Kimmel man on the street segment on Trump tax plan, “he’s a caricature” mindcontrol kicks in; “ermahgerd I just really love it” selfie-taker, Evel Knievel “all this can be
verified” kook; Joe Friday lecturing hippie kid vs millennials
3:03:43 JCD hyper-sweetened CBS News Syria clip; ACC vape convention report next show
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400,000 A-Bombs

(2015-10-04)

0:00:00 JCD: “I’ve given my location away. Pack up the van!” ACC: “Let’s go, let’s go”
0:00:38 Umpqua Community College shooting: ACC’s “flying the false flags at half mast”, half mast
Presidential Proclamation; Obama: “so the main thing I’m going to do is I’m going to talk
about this”, Hillary’s “sensible” measures, ACC: repeal the Second Amendment; Jon Karl to
Obama: “I have to get you to respond to something Jeb Bush just said” on “stuff happens”
comment, Obama: “I don’t even think I have to react to that one”, Jon Karl ABC Bush
defense; Brolf: modern countries “don’t have these kinds of mass shootings”; Obama directs
news organizations to tally terrorism vs firearm numbers, NBC obeys; “make it hard to get
like a driver’s license” meme; Chris Hayes on speech “one of the most powerful and angry
of his Presidency”, “the scale of the response” to ebola; Major Garrett on “evolving anger”;
three-name shooter Christopher Harper-Mercer, student who “heard nothing at all”
0:30:25 Douglas County Sheriff’s letter to Biden after Sandy Hook; Chris Cuomo badgering; testimony before Oregon House, Paine’s Common Sense; Sheriff’s Facebook link to Sandy Hook
conspiracy video, ThinkProgress on “tentherism”, constable vs sheriff, Oath Keepers’ “paranoid rhetoric”, on video: “that’s not a conspiracy theory belief that I have”; provision of
Oregon marijuana law went into effect same day; Sheriff casually discusses media reports with
reporter; planned drill with fire department and ambulances, FBI on scene about three hours
later, reports of US Marshals, ACC on the war on crazy slippery slope; JCD: “what drugs was
he on?”, Toujeo and Latuda side effects: “impairment in judgment”; Juan Gonzalez: “we’re
seeing … one of these mass shootings every day, on average”; “acquired legally” meme
1:12:09 Producer Segment: Tesla X rollout with Airstream
1:25:15 JCD clears up Show 800 vs eighth anniversary donation confusion
1:26:35 CNN’s Two Degrees: edible cricket “farm of the future”, ACC: “then we should eat Hillary
Clinton, she’s cold-blooded”, crickets in Austin; Al Gore: “400,000 Hiroshima-class atomic
bombs exploding every day”, “fish swimming in the streets” in Miami; “pestaurants”; Australian climate modeler David Evans fixes two errors, undermines IPCC
1:41:23 Peeple CEO Julia Cordray basking in the limelight: “every major media outlet is calling me
and fighting for my time”, ACC: “I predict heroin overdose for her”
1:50:08 Lavrov waiting around for tardy Kerry; Ash Carter on Russians bombing non-ISIS, Kerry
on “mil-mil talks”, Lavrov: “if it looks like a terrorist … if it fights like a terrorist, it’s a
terrorist”; Russians not using smart bombs meme; US MSF hospital bombing in Afghanistan;
News Night “agree to disagree” with Assad spokeswoman on barrel bombs
2:02:27 Poorly-translated statement from Putin on fighting Russians Chechens in Syria
2:05:52 Donation Segment
2:14:21 Tech News: former Boeing CFO James Bell joins Apple board, Kevin Lynch previously worked
on Flash; Google’s Sundar Pichai: “all of us enjoy amazing services like search”, “acceptable
ads”; Snowden joins Twitter just in time for CISA; “I learned it from you, OK?” ad
2:33:12 Low-sulfur diesel and catalytic converters; News Night reveal revisited; Dutch producer on
“test mode” ubiquity; Mercedes “we do not manipulate” memo; AdBlue urea liquid
2:50:10 Data from 15M T-Mobil customers lost in Experian data breach; Six-Week Cycle offset by
two weeks; Norah O’Donnell asks Jack Lou about ten-dollar bill redesign
2:57:07 National Enquirer: Hillary has six months to live; Warren Planned Parenthood speech; ACC’s
friend told “if you don’t vote Democrat, you hate your vagina”
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Deconflicting

(2015-10-01)

0:00:00 JCD: “You said I could stop it whenever I wanted!” (0:48:02)
0:00:32 JCD two-point font in printout; ACC wiped out by 400-mile Lubbock-Austin drive, abandoned
hooker stations, “hey Adam, good to see you” gas pumps and ATMs; tattooed trailers “The
Raptor”, “Qwest”; Airstream quality slippage, carbon fiber trailers (ACCPPotD); quonset hut
+ house = compound, ACC: “which is exactly what the press will call it when I’m shot by
FBI agents”; Albuquerque KOA dysentery alert; planning next leg of I ♡ Laundry
0:21:03 Planned Parenthood hearing: Cecile Richards grilled about apology after first video, “perpetrator”, Jordan: “which statements were you apologizing for?”, subpoena vs restraining order
for videos, $22M transfer from 501(c)(3) to 501(c)(4) and PACs, 2012 $12M in advertising for
Democrats; Richards’ $600k salary, $5M for travel, celebrity parties; Dan Pallota TED talk
on nonprofits; ACC: spin off and rebrand; PBS on “clandestine videos”
0:41:50 Benham brothers on Muslim prayers in school meme; Bill Nye incomprehensibly discusses
fertilized eggs, “a lot of men of European descent passing these extraordinary laws based on
ignorance”, “a book written five thousand years ago”, JCD: “he’s an anti-Semite!”
0:50:59 Secret Service digging for dirt on Chaffetz
0:53:58 Sheldon Whitehouse wants climate change deniers investigated under RICO, Thom Hartmann
to cfact.org guy: “Paul, why should you not be in jail?”, “you’re taking money to deceive
the public in a way that’s killing people”, oil depletion allowance not a subsidy; huge new
German coal plant; CNN Two Degrees on burping cows with dumb Texan
1:10:50 Producer Segment: Edward Snowden/Scissorhands interview with @fart
1:28:54 Taj Mahal cleaning, cow dung burning ban; Bob Marley’s friend’s “hotter than coal” joint
1:31:44 Pope’s “secret” meeting with Kim Davis, hug and “thank you for your courage”, Lester Holt:
“Davis … claims he thanked her for her courage”
1:44:32 Charlize Theron muddling through AIDS speech to UN, “ending AIDS by 2030”, 2030club.org;
social justice warrior Anita Sarkeesian: “I have been the target, for three years nonstop, of
egregious online harassment”; ACC and TtK in Dutch press, JCD’s $5k “scandalous” photo;
JCD on erudite Variety online comments; brain professor shmoozing
1:54:56 Presidential Memorandum waiving Child Soldiers Prevention Act coverage on $20M for Yemen;
ask Adam: why does Obama say getting rid of Assad gets rid of ISIS?, producer: ISIS “taking
a beating on every front” from Russia; Pentagon suspends training program, Putin: “first
they are armed and trained, then they defect”, French airstrikes, Ash Carter “miffed” at
one-hour notice of Russian activity: “this is not the kind of behavior that we should expect,
professionally”, hit man code of conduct, “deconflicting” collision avoidance coordination used
mostly incorrectly, “we do not want an accident to take place”; Mike Morell dodges “Obama
outmaneuvered” question: “I think the real problem here, Scott, is…”, “negotiated transfer
of power from Assad to something else”; Putin’s broke meme, McCain tub-thumping for
Petraeus, “dictators who have domestic problems sometimes strike out”, ambassador Ryan
Crocker; Trump: “maybe we should let them do it!”; War College guy: Russian “voice and a
veto” in Middle East; declassified documents on ISIS antiquity smuggling
2:26:07 Donation Segment
2:42:46 National Prescription Take-Back Day, Old Faithful syringe box, Obama: “between 2013 and
2014 we show a 33% increase in the number of heroin users”
2:48:17 “The most popular candidate running for President right now is not running, it’s Joe Biden”
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VAWG

(2015-09-27)

0:00:00 JCD: “Oh, please! This just gets worse!”
0:00:33 ACC in Salt Lake City; Old Faithful and Beehive, rude Chinese everywhere; JCD: do a
runaway truck ramp dry run; “live mouth-hitting exercise” for producer’s wife at meetup;
Microsoft store in Tehran, “Rich Kids of Tehran” Instagram; “Islamophobe” No Agenda tweet
from Media Matters guy; Don Lemon on Ben Carson comment: “Muslim is the new black”
0:17:57 JCD 3x3: ABC on Jeb Bush “free stuff” comment; Turing CEO Martin “douchebag drug
guy” Shkreli as scapegoat for entire industry; Trump’s “shrill” comment, ACC: “I saw Carly
Fiorina move her eyebrows”, JCD on Nixon “dirty trick” enemy, Fareed Zakaria “fact of
the matter” on Hillary: “she has trouble with the sort of charisma element”; Trump to 60
Minutes on “thin-skinned”: “I don’t like lies”; Christiane Amanpour: “the top Republican
candidates have decided to make a war on Muslims” and “interfaith dialogue” meme; Katy
Tur anti-Trump propaganda, audio speedup
0:40:29 CNN al-Qaeda vs ISIS reality show Keeping Up with the Caliphate
0:47:00 John “crybaby” Boehner quits, “the crazies are taking over”, Pope’s “pray for me”, Susan
Sarandon Pope assassination theory
0:53:52 JCD unceremoniously jettisoned from TWiT
0:54:50 Producer Segment: Denver airport horse “Blucifer”
1:16:55 Paris diesel engine ban; European Commission pushed diesel to lower CO2 instead of real
pollution; diesel and catalytic converters; Volkswagen software outed on December 2014 News
Night (CotD); ACC: “the Germans have killed people!”, JCD: “with gas!”; “EU-wide inquiry”,
Switzerland suspends sales; similar situation with BMW; JCD on Volvo’s test track in Sweden;
Moby on climate change: “I choose to be a vegan”
1:38:32 EU $1.1bn to address Syrian migration, Tusk: biggest tide yet to come, “we need to correct
the policy of open doors and windows”; Shakira to UN: drowned kid “should humanize the
plight of the refugees”, demand “just exit to this humanitarian crisis”; Assad: “the West now
is crying on the refugees with one eye, and aiming at them with a machine gun with the second
one”; Ukraine NATO membership
1:46:53 Tech News: Windows 10 to use Baidu in China; XcodeGhost malware in China affects Perfect365, CIA technology demonstration in 2012; NSA now spying on all employees, economic
hit man on Arabic and lousy assignments in Middle East; Mike Rogers grilled about private
e-mail servers; Facebook RSS; JCD trolling TtK for Newsletter pictures; Facebook “Daughter’s Day”; C-SPAN state dinner camera, Tim Cook’s date Lisa Jackson; clock boy to visit
Google science fair and UN, ACC: “I guarantee heroin overdose for this kid”
2:09:15 UN “damning worldwide wakeup call” report on cyber-VAWG “Violence Against Women and
Girls”, ITU’s Doreen Bogdan-Martin on “cyber-violence”, “pandemic”, JCD example: “I’d
do her”, “serious internet violence” for 9M women, “effective TOS”; Gamergate Zoë Quinn:
“triage”, “intersexual feminism”, “bad-faith websites”; documentary on Lizzie Velásquez “world’s
ugliest woman”; Zuckerberg’s “starchitarian” Chinese wife
2:27:02 Donation Segment: meetup chili from lunch lady nutrition service worker
2:53:01 Second Half of Show: ACC attending Secret Space Program Conference; blood moon eclipse
2:54:54 Ask Adam: car with jammed cruise control never identified; “health monitoring car seat”
3:01:30 More North Korean nuclear saber rattling; Xi Jinping in Korean giant voice system crisis;
China to build Kra Canal in Thailand
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Geopolitical Chernobyl

(2015-09-24)

0:00:00 ACC: “Start over! Worst show ever!”
0:00:32 ACC in Jackson Hole with Tina the Keeper, 11am checkout time, running on car battery; 758
“glitches”, Airstream in spot 33; Santa Fe & Colorado Springs meetups; picking up Tina
low clearance adventure at Denver International Airport, “blue horse of death”; Cheeba
Chews; Wyoming crosswinds; Kerry on refugee resettlement “floor” increases; ACC recommends Bin22; ACC: “were you knocking? you’re an asshole!”
0:18:07 “Stinking, sprawling refugee camp” in Lesvos, Afghanistan in the mix; diplomat William
Swing: have to “help everyone to learn to manage inexorably growing cultural, ethnic, religious
diversity within our countries”, ACC on Fortuyn and van Gogh assassinations, Timmermans
on registering refugees promptly; ACC on Volkswagen as possible retaliation, JCD on roadside
emissions sensors, graphics card rigging; Hungary and others to sue; Saudi Arabia to head UN
Human Rights Council; refugees in Edirne Turkey sent back to Istanbul; clock boy tease
0:38:41 Producer Segment
0:50:39 Irving TX prohibition on Sharia law; Mark Cuban to Bill Maher on clock boy’s sister prompting; Glenn Beck guest: sister claims to have been suspended for bomb threat, CAIR and
“civilization jihad”; Irving Mayor Van Duyne to Glenn Beck: family is not allowing record
release, school less than 10% caucasian, “the teacher was reacting to the device”, family noshow for press conference, timing of Obama’s “cool clock kid” tweet; Bill Maher on activist
Ali Mohammed al-Nimr to be crucified and beheaded in Saudi Arabia
1:08:04 Ben Carson: Muslim President not a good idea, CBS: Trump “slipping”, no religious test
in Constitution, Trump on Muslim in White House: “some people have said it already happened”; CAIR on Carson: “unfit to lead”; ABC on Trump “speaking to a half-empty room”;
Hillary the birther, Katy Tur quotes Fox News: “Trump doesn’t seem to grasp that candidates
telling journalists what to ask is not how the media works in this country”; Mika Brzezinski
deconstructs scripted Face the Nation Hillary interview, new Hillary cackle, JCD on Hillary’s
“gaggle of bossy women” at Fleur de Lis; FBI recovers “drip drip drip” of e-mails, JCD: “she is
Leona Helmsley!”; ACC’s millennial friend reading This Town; cackle in “three words” context
1:37:01 Whoopi Goldberg’s take on Planned Parenthood, “get out of my… vagina!”
1:41:35 ABC News Star Wars native ad, high school football player Apple Watch native ad
1:43:55 Donation Segment: JCD’s /mɛlk/ and /ɛ.lə.noi/ pronunciations
1:55:34 Colbert to Elizabeth Warren: “can you tell us why you’d be such a terrible choice to be
President of the United States?”; Debbie Wasserman Schultz wants more debates
1:59:17 Staged migrant five-year-old with “discrimination” message for Pope, Jersey Vargas: “I won’t
stop fighting until immigration reform happens”, different letters on CBS and ABC; Obama’s
JFK/MLK intonation, JCD: “he uses the word believers the way a Muslim does”, “interfaith
dialogue”; three Supreme Court justices ditch Pope’s address to Congress
2:07:26 Hillary’s proposed drug price cap in the wake of toxoplasmosis drug Daraprim price increase,
Turing Pharmaceuticals CEO Martin Shkreli: “we can make a better drug for this disease”;
Bill Nye Garden of Eden CotD was fake
2:16:19 Xi Jinping visits Boeing, 737s to be built in China, WTO violation
2:22:17 Trump invokes global cooling, “I believe there’s weather”
2:24:47 Obama to inmates: “thank you for taking the time to meet with me”
2:27:20 Eurasia Foundation guy on possibility of Brexit; Petraeus on Syria as “geopolitical Chernobyl”
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Blue Waffles

(2015-09-20)

0:00:00 ACC: “Child abuse, I tell you!” (1:30:56)
0:00:32 Airstream of Consciousness in Santa Fe, ACC’s 10 MPG, Wild Bill “I don’t want people
thinking I’m Exxon” story, book and jerky shop; Lubbock meetup, STD capitol, “raider rash”
and “blue waffle”; SiriusXM “Progress” channel 127; Angela Castaneda’s excellent production
job; Airstream “how do you like it”, renaissance fair millennials
0:26:16 September 23 Armageddon; Papal protocol advisory for Congress, “Presidential perp walk”
0:29:12 Workout and memory benefits of caffeine, “expresso”; Reuters native ads; cryotherapy
0:36:23 NHK explains Japanese Constitution changes: “collective self-defense” with US and Australia;
McCain and “freedom of navigation” operations in South China Sea
0:42:15 Bernie Sanders to Norah O’Donnell on taxes under “Dwight David Eisenhower”
0:46:40 Producer Segment: award for Epic No Agenda Beer
0:51:43 European Parliament directive requires airlines to return refugees to country of origin at cost;
pileup on Turkey-Greece border; Kerry on “modality” of Assad’s ouster; Kerchick: we “fell for”
Russian chemical weapon plan; refugees’ dead kid banners; fake Syrian passports; CroatiaHungary fence under construction; man tripped by camerawoman now a soccer coach; UK
counterterrorism bill’s definition of extremism: “vocal or active opposition to fundamental
British values”, JCD: “I don’t like crumpets!”, man arrested by FBI for retweeting ISIS,
proposed University of California “free from expressions of intolerance” policy
1:19:55 “Clock boy” recap, politically active father, CAIR involvement; at press conference on meeting
with police chief: “not without my lawyer, no”, prompted by CAIR woman, “we don’t have
definites on that yet”; CAIR rep to Chris Hayes: CAIR involved on day of incident, MIT
astrophysicist: “you are my ideal student”
1:31:11 JCD 3x3 Trump hit pieces moment over “Obama is a Muslim” question, McCain in 2008:
“he’s a decent family man citizen”, JCD: “birth control certificate” mixed in, Daniel Pipes’
“Was Barack Obama a Muslim” article; bogus NBC fact-checking, “truthful hyperbole”, agent
provocateurs in the chatroom, “buy his way into the Presidency” meme; Fallon to Hillary: “is
it possible that you have too much experience?”; Bernie Sanders endorsed by 128 artists and
“cultural leaders”, ACC: “is that an arrogant bunch of shit or what?”
1:52:36 Letter encouraging Biden to enter race, Plan “Kill Bill” possibility; Whoopi Goldberg on
Reagan and Lanterman–Petris–Short Act, One Flew Over the Cuckoo’s Nest, “they dumped
mentally ill people on the street”, air traﬀic controllers; Mika Brzezinski’s Fiorina “girl crush”,
Stephanopoulos on Planned Parenthood video “analysts”, Fiorina: “Planned Parenthood
needs to be defended”, Rev. Patrick Mahoney on “meaningless” defunding votes
2:07:42 Donation Segment: JCD recommends Slovenian wine
2:18:24 Noah’s Ark sculptures at IPCC meeting; Robert Redford to Larry King on speaking at UN
on climate change, JCD story about meeting Robert Redford with girlfriend Lucy, Redford
on Obama and Arctic drilling; Bill Nye: “the Garden of Eden was in Missouri, and you can
know this by looking at the neutrons in the ice” (CotD)
2:29:18 Greek snap election, “cliff hanger”
2:30:53 Cheney making the rounds; Lawrence Wilkerson: “Dick Cheney oughtta be in jail for war
crimes”, “we wouldn’t have to listen to him except through prison bars”; Trump piñatas
2:33:21 Tech News: “blockpocalypse”, Daily Mail’s Jon Steinberg endorses click fraud; Arabic input;
Dubai prince dead at 33 of heart attack friendly fire; Doritos rainbow chips; Vegas bullet train
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Dairy Air

(2015-09-17)

0:00:00 ACC: “Ehh, you feel a little slimy, I dunno, you never, you don’t, you feel a little dirty.”
0:00:34 Rain and snow in California, wine harvest; ilovelaundrytour.com promo video
0:03:01 Antebellum v2.0 and “clock boy” Ahmed Mohamed, dudes named Ben and brain professor allin on Texas racism meme, Biden: Trump xenophobia and the Know-Nothing Party, JCD on
history of race riots, Sanders: US was created on “racist principles”; iOS “Adblockapocalypse”
and closed systems, AOL keywords; ACC “new civil war” theory
0:24:54 New York mental hygiene laws and brainwashing; JCD’s new Miss America watching strategy
0:28:22 Killing Ed documentary, Gülen schools and Germany; 2014 International Crisis Group report;
breathy-voiced question for Michael McCaul: “how do you balance these urgent humanitarian
needs with national security?”, Assad-removal meme; EU Parliament directive instructs airlines to keep refugees out in spite of Geneva Convention, EU Naval Force Mediterranean to
target refugee traﬀickers; British boat tours in Turkey; McCaul on Papal security
0:45:16 Kirby on US “policy of regime change”: “I’m not going to dignify that with an answer”; 22%
of Syrians like ISIS, 82% think ISIS a US creation; CENTCOM’s Lloyd Austin reveal special
forces in northern Syria; disgruntled DIA analysts, Austin on reports not going directly to
White House; enhanced drone strikes and “collateral damage”; Karzai on al-Qaeda: “for us
they don’t exist”, Adam Curtis documentary, new al-Zawahiri audio message from SITE
0:59:45 Producer Segment
1:09:03 Republican debate: warmonger Lindsey Graham, JCD: “sad single man with no children and
he wants to die”, “libary” pronunciation; Jindal is Kermit the Frog, Trump is Jason Calacanis;
Fiorina’s Botox non-smile; John Kasich unsure if he flew on Air Force One; “GOP Candidates
Butt Heads”; Jake Tapper to Kimmel on Trump coverage chicken-or-egg; strange Obama
“America’s” tap tap tap tap “winning right now”; Fiorina the warmonger: “we need about
fifty Army bigades”; Miss America pro-Bush answer slamming Trump; Cruz on $100bn for
Iran as financing terrorism; Fiorina “ny turn next”
1:35:31 September 23, JCD: “you might as well send us all your money because we’re all gonna die”
1:36:23 “Gender-fluid” reporter Jonathan Rachel; Hillary lookalike over Tapper’s shoulder
1:37:57 Executive Order for using behavioral science, “nudge theory”; Michigan avoids “if you see
something say something” with “OK to say”; ACC outraged at sexist Kickstarter for home
security system “Angie”
1:45:56 Miss Colorado: put Ellen DeGeneres on the ten-dollar bill, ACC: “we’re doomed”
1:51:23 Benghazi and arms dealer Marc Turi, Napolitano: “Mr. Turi paints a picture of a government
totally out of control”, Benghazi insiders now with Clinton-linked Beacon Global Strategies,
Turi: “when this equipment landed in Libya, half went one way and half went the other way”
1:57:30 Donation Segment
2:13:29 Broadcast Board of Governors RFQ for software to decode HF MFSK32, MFSK16, etc.
2:17:56 Prank Putin call to Elton John; House of Cards gay-hating meme; Putin to continue Assad
support; Rand Paul on Saudi Arabia not accepting refugees
2:26:58 Miss America: plain and chubby contestants, Miss “come smell our dairy air” Wisconsin,
winner Georgia opera number, Mississippi “fiddle” solo, “Oklahoma, move up a little bit!”,
Georgia botches Q&A on deflategate; Planned Parenthood, BLM, gun control, Kim Davis
2:43:58 Eddie Bernice Johnson all-in on “carbon pollution” health impact
2:49:38 Vaping story revisited; deadly synthetic marijuana in New York, screaming drug user
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Shemitah Cycle

(2015-09-13)

0:00:00 JCD: “Right, I was trying to get you to go to bed with her.” (1:10:45)
0:00:34 JCD’s “soybean gondolas” on the rails
0:01:05 Six-Week Cycle: Joshua Ryne Goldberg Kansas City 9/11 plot, “distribution of information
related to explosives, destructive devices, and weapons of mass destruction” via links, honeypotted via Twitter, “he did that, most likely, at the direction of the FBI, [he] wasn’t in total
control of this operation”, pressure cooker bomb with rat poison, ACC: jihadi Jews
0:13:57 Military analysts’ “targeting packages” being manipulated by higher-ups, Morell: “analysts
get to say what they think without any interference”, inter-agency turf wars, Clapper orchestrating Senate panel, Rogers on cybersecurity: “are we gonna start to see a focus on the
manipulating or changing of data”, Comey on Tor users: “they’re kiddin’ themselves”, on
encryption diﬀiculty: “my reaction to that is, really?”; Rogers: kinetic and cyber operations
directed only by Executive branch; small fry ISIS propagandist Junaid Hussain droned
0:31:01 CISA vote delayed until October, FireEye zero-day; GCHQ recommends “fewer and less complex passwords”, JCD on TV “keep him on the line” gimmick, NCIS magical password guessing
0:36:52 RT on ISIS masquerading as refugees in Hungary; police throwing sandwiches to crowd, Fox
News and Obama blame Putin, Nigel Farage on definition of refugee; David Muir tries to ask
“why the exodus now”, JCD on hobo code, “Rick Steve’s Guide to Migration to Germany”;
Reddit AMA with refugee in Germany: “are there ISIS jihadists among the refugees?”
0:55:32 Producer Segment: Angela Castaneda producing the I ♡ Laundry Tour
1:09:22 Bernie Sanders’ people giving away buttons and bumper stickers, ACC’s O-bot neighbor, giddy
millennials, Mark Levin’s anti-trump clips; compliment for Sarah Palin; Rick Perry drops out;
Dan and Farris Wilks the new Koch brothers, “grew up in a goat shed”; House of Cards
consultant media buy cut; Trump on Fallon, Biden on Colbert, JCD on Colbert as Jack Paar
1:30:07 Paul Poundstone Wait Wait…Don’t Tell Me! rant on dancing celebreties, Ellen to Hillary on
e-mails: “I personally believe that women are held to a different standard than men”, JCD:
“tell that to Petraeus!”; giggly Kanye announcement reaction
1:35:15 Tim Cook: the iPad “instantly transforms into anything that you want it to be”, ACC recommends Triage e-mail app; Apple maps transit addition
1:38:02 Joe and Mika bicker over Schumer’s Iran deal opposition; Rep. Bill Johnson’s apology to
“Iranian nuclear attack” survivors in 2030, “smoking ruins of leveled buildings”
1:49:01 Westwood One podcast listener statistics: “most of listening is done at home”
1:52:27 Producer Segment
2:04:21 Second Half of Show: September 23 event, “33 things that will happen in September”; CERN
Tara Shears: “2015 is… may provide the answer”; Google map “glitch” with underwater highways; Jerusalem numerology, French foreign minister: “we have 500 days to avoid climate
chaos”, seven-year Shemitah cycle, “you mays be noticing quite a few sevens in all of this”
2:17:36 Welsh town Llanfairpwllgwyngyllgogerychwyrndrobwllllantysiliogogogoch
2:18:51 A week in the burn unit from vaping with an “e-cigarette” (CotD)
2:22:24 New ABC show Quantico: FBI “protecting our nation’s best secrets”
2:24:06 CNN breaks down 97% of scientists meme, “97% of that one third”
2:28:15 War crimes in Yemen; sexist spacecraft plaques; new Facebook icon changing feature
2:33:55 Allstate driver monitoring patents: selling data, driver physiology & behavior
2:38:55 ISIS selling antiquities on the black market
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iPope

(2015-09-10)

0:00:00 JCD: “Get back to what you’re supposed to do, slave!” (1:47:39)
0:00:31 “Hail Apple” for the big event; DH Unplugged donation link in Newsletter; all major predictions
wrong, iPhone 6S “peek & poke” e-mail feature, ACC: “they had the Apple logo made out of
coke, man!”, Tim Cook “ah-ma-zing”
0:08:18 “I love laundry” jingles; ACC at KOA franchise in Bastrop on Mr. Robot binge, “this is the
television event of 2015”; therapy Junior Adam Burger King dog in trunk vs homeless guy
0:16:32 Dan Barber “food trash into treasure” juice pulp burger, “dumpster dive salad”; producer
squirrel feedback, British squirrel and vegetable pies, Faces of Death monkey brains
0:27:03 Hollande to fly Syria sorties; Merkel mask in EU Parliament, Germany needs 500k migrants
per year, dibs on the Syrians, Le Pen: Germany recruiting slaves, Danish anti-refugee ad,
Milibande: US “a world leader in refugee resettlement”; Turkey sending Syrian refugees to
Europe; Jolie trots out the old “raped repeatedly” stories, ACC: little pink pill meme; 30k
spots in Siemens campus; Hungarian camerawoman kicking refugees; Front Page magazine on
hijrah “jihad by migration”; News Hour: Russian military on the ground in Syria, Antonov
An-225; April Irish fishing trawler and Russian submarine conspiracy theory debunked
0:50:21 Cruz on Iran deal: “people will die”, EMP to “kill tens of millions of Americans”, Starfish
Prime; Sarah Palin on “Orwellian Obama world full of sprinkley fairy dust”; Trump guarantees
prisoner release, Iran spy border hiker; Roger Stone: Clinton Foundation “a slush fund for
grifters”, e-mail from Chelsea on Haiti incompetence, more visits there than Middle East
1:05:08 Hillary’s ABC “apology” with old lady makeup and demure voice, David Muir propaganda intro, cadence comparisons; Andrea Mitchell: “rebooting her campaign” on Ellen Show, Gaddafi
“Lady Macdeath”, “aboveboard” meme; formal Huma Abedin investigation, ACC: Mary Steinbergen the actress girlfriend, Jack Wheeler op-ed on in flagrante delicto with “squeeze”
1:24:02 Producer Segment: amab.com “assigned male at birth”, “shit cis people say”
1:44:24 Expanded CIA ISIS drone campaign, analyst complaints about inflated numbers; latest Inspire
magazine: target Bill Gates; Bob Baer on Wait Wait…Don’t Tell Me!
1:53:44 Xeni Jardin on TWiT: breast cancer and “new religion” of science; PR girl: “Twitter fits very
intuitively with religion”, Twitter “monitoring” Papal naysayers, “if things are violating our
rules, they are taken down”, improvements to avoid “another global glitch”, prediction: iPope
2:01:24 Bob Guccione Jr. on WTF: Discover article on 100% sunspot-temperature correlation, Maron:
“but you’re not denying climate change”; Jerry Brown failed attempt to cut oil use by 50%,
“this is an existential threat to your children”, California über Alles; Atlantic’s “quieter”
hurricane cycle; Tom Vilsack on giving vegetables “cool names” like “X-ray carrots”
2:16:17 Two Missouri radio hosts suspended for speculating about Virginia TV shooting
2:17:01 Donation Segment: No Agenda beer arrival, JCD recommends Hopp Zombie
2:30:07 News Hour on Kansas anti-Semite shooter giving Nazi salute in court; CBS Hitleresque waving
Trump still; ACC’s O-bot friend’s Facebook post: “I should be, and am, terrified of this man”
2:35:59 Arizona I-10 shootings “domestic terrorism”, ACC: “hey John, why do you think he’s yelling at
us?”, JCD: “it chops, it grinds!”; Bill Maher quotes anonymous caller on enslaving immigrants
2:42:11 Rep. Trent Franks in Planned Parenthood hearing: “the only time this little baby was ever
held by anyone in his short life, was by those who cut his face open and took his brain”
2:44:37 Thomas Sowell to Hannity: “I’m afraid that no lives really matter very much to them”
2:45:52 I Love Laundry Tour itinerary; JCD on Saskatoon: “I’ll fly in”
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Juloon

(2015-09-06)

0:00:00 ACC: “Wait a minute, one of the symptoms of the drug is you see the cat?” (1:42:18)
0:00:34 ACC on Galveston Island; Labor Day vs May Day; no more wearing white clothing
0:03:38 Fiber vandalism in Northern California, “there’s no second line”, JCD: “gophers”; Galveston
1899 seawall, tile benches, Ray the blood-pooping panhandler, high beach bacteria levels;
hammerheads in California; ACC: “who needs a house?”, search for the Airstream’s name
0:15:10 Marine veteran Michael Whaley “viral” anti-BLM video, to CNN on no-snitch rule “they not
gonna admit the troof”, Megyn Kelly “I got it”; Montel Williams to Don Lemon on “tipping
point”: “99% of this are committed by us, on us”
0:27:27 September 15 Six-Week Cycle; networks converge on refugee crisis, no mention of charges for
Guatemalan President Pérez Molina; dead kid on beach had lived in Turkey, childhood photos
mysteriously intact; Emma Thompson on climate change and migration, “entire swathes of the
earth that will become uninhabitable”, Syria crisis in five minutes cartoon; Frans Timmermans’
background with ACC, “moment of truth in European history”, African: Germany the “best
thing on this earth”, Muslims converting to Christianity “in droves”, first trains of refugees
arriving in Munich, Jolie still MIA, JCD: no icon-changing because no Hillary techno-experts
0:51:20 George Monbiot cooking squirrels on BBC; Secretary of Agriculture Vilsack on school nutrition
“between the months of Juloon and September”; Monbiot’s squirrels “a little tough”
0:58:27 Producer Segment: CotD YouTube channel
1:07:19 JCD “why am I playing this clip” segment: History Channel on German superiority, selfesteem movement and score-less sports leading to fascism
1:10:08 CNN ties OPM hack to Ashley Madison, “massive database analysis”, government cybersecurity not “up to the par of the private sector”; CNN: Kiev riots “now turning deadly”,
“Russian troops” in East, Predator drones in Latvia, F-22s in Germany, blame Putin; slow
news weekend, return of patronizing Megyn Kelly, JCD: “she epitomizes being constipated”
1:20:37 Producer pet peeve: “18-month veteran of the department”
1:22:48 RT on 25 new Russia sanctions, Deputy Spokeshole hemming and hawing, guilt by association;
Frontline “Putin’s Way”, Yeltsin-era corrupt business as usual, Putin never head of KGB,
apartment building bombs Chechen false flag, similarity to first Chechen war and elections
1:35:35 ACC recommends Zen TV Experiment; creepy Globe Magazine “exclusive baby monkey doll”
1:40:40 “Nightmare-inducing” boneless cat Belsomra ad, “do not take Belsomra if you have narcolepsy,
sleep-driving, aggressiveness, confusion, agitation, or hallucinations”, “risk of suicide”; Nulasta
“ruptured spleen”; Truvada 86% success “corrected” to 100% by Kaiser study
1:54:08 Donation Segment
2:03:29 Hillary to Andrea Mitchell: “I was not thinking a lot when I got in”, condescending “I am
sorry that this has been confusing to people”; producer hrod.tar text archive; Brianna Keilar
grills Brian Fallon about thumb drive full of headerless PDFs; sysadmin Bryan Pagliano taking
the Fifth, spokeshole to Matt Lee on hiring for “IT job”; National Enquirer on “secret lesbian
lifestyle”, “beauty in her early 30s”, Benghazi as a pretext to out her?
2:32:38 Trump signs pledge not to go independent; Iran deal commits US to defend Iran against Israel;
Uncle Don op-ed in favor of deal, secular Persians
2:41:40 Burning Man naked revelers in dust devil; flakka used with e-cigs, cop: “what they’re vaping,
I cannot determine”, ACC: war on vaping; national SAT scores down, 42% not college-ready;
ACC stunned at fraternity dues, JCD: “most of the benefits have to do with cheating”
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Oﬀice of Suck It Up

(2015-09-03)

0:00:00 ACC: “If I get an electric car I’ll save the refugees, or some crap like that (1:01:47)
0:00:37 UN: journalists should use “refugees”; ACC’s birthday, JCD on going farsighted with age
0:03:31 National Wilderness Month, We the People petition: Obama to “drink own urine” on Running Wild, National Alcohol and Drug Addiction Recovery Month, NBC: talk to kids about
alcohol at age nine, National {Childhood Cancer Awareness, Childhood Obesity Awareness,
Preparedness, Prostate Cancer Awareness} Month
0:07:41 Dinner With the O-bots: Mayanist Dave Stuart, JCD: “you should’ve gotten his autograph
… have him do it in Mayan”, wife Carolyn and McDonald Observatory, Giant Magellan Telescope, Neil Armstrong’s dime; “cue Adam” moment, Obama great achievement review; PBS
ombudsman scolds Ifill over “take that Bibi” tweet, JCD Twitter journalist bias sub-project
0:21:55 NBC Arctic “climate change refugees”, $300k per person to move 12 miles away
0:28:32 Obama in Alaska: 75 gigatons of ice loss per year, “sea levels rose by about eight inches over
the last century”, “another one to four feet this century”, “submerged countries … that’s not
a future of strong economic growth” (CotD); Putin & Medvedev workout video, 41 Russian
icebreakers vs our two; Obama’s spawning salmon, red kitchen gloves, “happy to see me”
punchline, networks protecting from ridicule; RT Crosstalk on climate change migration
0:46:37 Photos of Syrian refugee boy’s body on Turkish beach; stranded and “kettled” in Budapest
train station for lack of Schengen visa, “we need a little bit of human rights”, emerging orangeshirted spokesman; Hungarian Prime Minister: “nobody would like to stay in Hungary”; JCD
on history of passport control; ACC: majority from Syria, JCD: refugees “high-ambition”
1:01:54 RT: Turkey bombing Kurds instead of ISIS; Gazprom: may join Arabian pipeline
1:05:47 Producer Segment: La Cucaracha “no no no”; NA saves child from aspartame headache
1:28:17 University of Tennessee 1970’s te, ter, tem fractal/cycle, State Representative vs Vice Chancellor of Diversity and “if you do a Google” Inclusion, “gender nonconforming” vs “they probably
need to have the Oﬀice of Suck It Up”; Harvard registration pronoun choice; WSU to penalize
use of “male” and “female”, “there are rules in the world so you kinda have to follow them”
1:36:12 rhinothebearded.com; portable remote backpacks, Leo’s SxSW rig; ACC’s Verizon booster
RF burn, on beach for Sunday show, JCD: “you’re going to be the greatest old fart ever”
1:42:44 NOTAM on TCAS unreliability in Southeast due to DoD exercise; DHS low-flying helicopter
radiation measurement in San Francisco, blade flap, JCD’s wing-over in Kauai, mast-bumping
1:52:40 New batch of Hillary e-mails, bullcrap “they didn’t know it was you”, gefilte fish, Axelrod’s
“domestic messes”, Boehner the lazy alcoholic, Clinton’s multiple addresses, “top aide” Abedin
in Trump crosshairs, “highly unusual for a Presidential candidate to go after an advisor”, ACC:
classified by nature and not by stamp; Project Veritas Canadian button-buying video
2:10:02 JCD 3x3, ABC-only police shooting footage “purchased by ABC aﬀiliate KSAT”
2:16:06 Donation Segment: Tina “The Keeper”; “illegal books” from Sir Patrick; eight of diamonds
2:39:22 Today Show and ABC Monday C-block native ads
2:43:41 MTV VMAs: Michael Jackson Video Vanguard Award for Kanye, weed-fueled candidacy
announcement, airbrushed abs, Taylor Swift “happy that … girls can play soldiers”
2:49:02 Increase in police ambushes; DHS perceived terrorist threat survey: sovereign citizens #1,
SPLC video on warning signs, “without prejudice” on contracts, Timothy McVeigh et al “a
catalyst for the birth of armed militias”, Ron Paul bumper stickers
3:08:07 Margaret Sanger: “I think the greatest sin in the world is bringing children into the world”
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Gender Binary

(2015-08-30)

0:00:00 ACC: “Swallowing! gulp gulp gulp” (1:34:21)
0:00:33 ACC at Google self-driving car event, ACC: “this was the stupidest thing I’ve ever been to”,
staff pass lying on ground, phase one for training people how to take over in 2020, banjo band
0:05:32 ACC back in Austin, iPhone overheating “glitch” on the stream; Verizon MiFi and credit
history; corrupted .m4a file, stream backup
0:09:04 HSBC “glitch” halts BACS direct debit system in United Kingdom
0:13:28 Robert Blagojevich on witness protection & CIA data lost in OPM breach (CotD), Hunter
Biden on Ashley Madison account: created by Russians, McAfee: inside job
0:22:23 North and South Korea to hold follow-up talks, joint exercises “swagger on display”; generals
“dismissed”, “more heavily surveilled than any other oﬀicials there”
0:28:53 University of Tennessee at Knoxville Pride Center’s gender-neutral pronouns for “people who
do not identity within the gender binary”: “ze, hir, hirs, and xe, xem, xyr”
0:37:03 Fundamental Common Core goal failed because of states creating their own tests
0:38:37 Black pastors demand removal of Margaret Sanger bust from Smithsonian, “Margaret Sanger
was a white supremacist”; Hillary’s 2010 Margaret Sanger award
0:42:10 ABC’s Hillary word cloud: “liar”, Trump “bizarre” toupee check, Jeb Bush ABC/Disney
connection; Bill Clinton’s proposed speeches in North Korea & Congo, $48M total; Hillary
on deportations: “put them, I don’t know, in buses, boxcars”; Bill Maher on Mexicans who
“exploit us by picking our fruit”, Jorge Ramos “get out of our country”, Univision-Clinton
connections, “$50 for each confirmed kill” redneck humor, Wendy Davis: “he’s race baiting,
he’s race baiting”, “European-style demagogic politician”, Maher plays the Hitler card
0:59:30 Trump-Cruz Zionist Organization of America event; Nazi train discovered in Poland; Cruz
evangelical speaking style, “Death to America Day”; Trump to Katy Tur: “you’re going to see
something very interesting”, South Carolina requires support pledge, JCD: write-in candidate,
$10-17 in tax money per person to run a primary (JCDPPotD)
1:18:54 Producer Segment: Grimerica knighthood; Lance Ulanoff podcasting article
1:29:05 New segment: fact check of the day, Pedobear archbishop dead of “natural causes”
1:30:42 President’s podcast on Alaska tour, “six to twelve degrees” by 2100, “beginning to swallow one
island community”; Maher Santorum-baiting with Pope; House hearing on aircraft emissions
1:42:01 Virginia newscast shooting “photographer” and early hours explained; Trump: “this isn’t a
gun problem, this is a mental problem”; Andy Parker to be the “John Walsh of gun control”,
“if Alison or Chr… or, or Adam had been carrying an AK-47”; American Public Health Association’s shootingtracker.com wiki, “one a day” meme picked up by Bill Maher; ACC: Chris
Hurst is the crazy one, “he has tried to create a narrative; that is one that I hope everybody
quickly quickly forgets”; no wire from camera to van; ACC: “it was a gay lovers’ spat”
2:03:13 Donation Segment: Airstream crack, “caulk”, “moist” word aversions
2:16:41 Refrigerated truck full of dead “migrants” in Austria, coincidental EU-Balkan meeting in
Vienna, EU unprepared, 50k Italian arrivals in six months, Iraqi refugee’s story of being
packed into refrigerated compartment, Germany’s 800k applicants, Theresa May says “no” to
quota, blames “criminal gangs”, ACC: “we will have to take out Assad”, Austrians handing
out clothing, Richard Engel “trail of tears” meme
2:38:03 Regime change in Guatemala, Pérez Molina on CIA payroll, situation “out of control”
2:44:36 Sharpton moving to 8:00 Sunday
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Funny Blow

(2015-08-27)

JCD: “Who does these things at a quarter to seven??” (0:40:16)
ACC “out in the sticks” with the Airstream at McKinney Falls park
Upcoming O-bot dinner to be attended by Mayanist Dave Stuart
Virginia journalist shooting, Obama: gun-related incident number “dwarfs any deaths that
happen through terrorism”, “photographer” not cameraman, criminologist: “you get peripheral vision”, no knockback or blood; boyfriend Chris Hurst’s 6:10 tweet, binder full of photos,
police: “Alicia Parker and Aaron Wade”, Megyn Kelly’s cameraman “speculation”
CIA superwoman Alison Parker, Alpha Phi and Valerie Plame; Walmart spokeshole on curtailing firearms sales; father Andrew Parker and Sandy Hook’s Robbie Parker; 6:45 am interview
on tourism; Andrew Parker the consultant and Broadway actor; DeRay McKesson tweet:
“whiteness will explain away nearly everything”; cherry-picked “manifesto” faxed to NBC
White House fence-jumper Curtis Smith shot, ACC: “I’m thinkin’, this guy knew too much”;
JCD: “half the country seems to be working for an intelligence agency”; Belgian medal for
French train heroes, EU train security legislation, Obama “no takin’ off your shoes”
Mike Rogers’ Something to Think About dog story; Stephanopoulos “wash your hands”
Producer Segment: new No Agenda brain scientist; JCD “byclist”
Hurricane Katrina retrospective, “category six”; Fiorina’s over-Botoxed face: no new California reservoirs thanks to the likes of Jerry “moonbeam” Brown; Botox “can’t feel emotions”
Dan Rather: “I’m a little suspicious of this battle between Trump and Fox”; ACC’s Subway
“veggie combo” revisited; Trump and the art of the shaggy dog story, Jorge Ramos
Josh Earnest: Biden “better decision than the Secretary of State he chose”; “you’re listening
to noagendastream.com” glitch; Caroline Kennedy e-mails; Lois Lerner’s secret “Toby Miles”
account; Trump on teleprompters: “dee dee dee dee dee”
ABC Monday C-block native ad: Honest Tea survey on honest cities; Peace One Day McWhopper; keyless ignition carbon monoxide lawsuit Ford and Volkswagen hit job; This American
Life soliciting donations, reasons large corporations like Boeing support PBS
Donation Segment: Amy Goodman: David Duke endorses Trump; ACC to deport Micky
Red Book kid eating weed prediction confirmed, ACC: “hyperactive? that’s some shitty weed”
NATO training exercises, F-22s in Europe; Lavrov: signals that US wants reconciliation; RT
on couple getting married at Chernobyl
Wes Clark Seven Lebanon up next for regime change; Erdoğan and ISIS corridor, stolen oil
sales; Kirby on traﬀicking in artifacts, spells out I-S-I-L twice, ACC: “everybody in marcomm
knows that you need to have the brand be consistent”, Baal Shamin temple “pile of rubble”
in Palmyra, JCD: “what is one of the real irritating aspects to building what you wamt to
build?”; Amy Goodman’s new fact: “Turkey entered the fight against ISIL last month, opening
up an air base in the United States”; 16-year-old Manchester girl charged for possession of
Anarchist’s Cookbook; ACC: “this is the razing stage”, ISIS czar John R. Allen
Department of Defense seeking $850M cyber-training contract, “Minority Report -like monitors” to attract and retain millennials
Agreement between South and North Korea to shut off giant voice system and express regret
for land mine incident, end “quasi state of war”
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Gas Jackers

(2015-08-23)

0:00:00 ACC: “Do you have chardonnay?”
JCD: “I want it cold.”
ACC: “Cold for a meaningful conversay-shun. I may even have some nuts.” (2:12:54)
0:00:37 “There’s bears in the pool!”; Cecil the lion and Zoo; ACC’s suitcase fail in Chicago with Tina,
“unfortunate sexual incident” wrist sprain, her family of No Agenda listeners; architectural
boat tour; embarrassed beggars; sneaking Tina thru pre-check, “your wife’s not pre-check!” at
Midway; Rick Perry on same Southwest flight, “how you healin’ son?”
0:17:10 Chicago “gas jackers” exploiting “glitch”; Chicago meetup
0:20:07 Airstream coming Tuesday, decal donation, “I ♡ Laundry Tour”, Verizon booster boxes
0:26:17 Ted Cruz on 14th Amendment then & now, ACC: choose dual citizenship on 21st birthday;
Bush “anchor babies” flip-flop aimed at Trump, NBC fake “offensive” dictionary definition;
Trump Alabama rally fly-by, Van Halen Trump!; Paul Begala to Pooper: Trump “appealing
to angry white men which, we call them now, Republicans”, “what’s gonna croak him?”
0:40:35 Mika Brzezinski takes Huﬀington Post douchebag to task for entertainment section policy,
Jeremy Peters: “you want me to indict and damn Hillary Clinton … I’m not going to do
that”, JCD’s Chronicle editor went to work for Feinstein; Hannity on disqualification for
oﬀice, obstruction of justice; aides in the crosshairs: Huma Abedin, DCoS Jacob Sullivan,
CoS Cheryl Mills; Jon Stewart debate moderation petition; Roger Stone on Biden-Warren
chances; McLaughlin Group predictions; Politico Google result ordering election impact study
1:02:22 Producer Segment: three double donor show; new No Agenda comedy compilation
1:20:32 Free catheter sample pack; producer note: “little pink pill” for antidepressant users
1:25:12 Producer note on “the Donald”, “teflon don” as belittling
1:26:06 JCD: “Caitlyn Jenner is annoying”, ACC: “we wanna see your junk slapped between your but
cheeks!”, show highjacked by GLAAD, ABC story on possible charges over car accident
1:32:21 North Korea not fond of giant voice system, sketchy timeline for “temporary pause” in exercises
1:36:00 Tsipras resigns; Germany to run Greek airports, ports, and trains, hradf.com catalog; Libyan
refugees arriving in Lesvos, PBS ITN story on Syrians refugees and Macedonian border violence, ACC: “this is perfect, the Germans are running them on trains”
1:48:20 Third American involved in French train story, no medal for Brit, JCD: “where was the NSA?”;
Southwest announcement comedy: “all right, get out”, “two more steps” from the bathroom
1:52:21 Donation Segment
2:06:47 ACC: Hillary’s BLM meeting was scripted; spokeshole to Brolf: Tamir Rice “shot literally
for playing”, Sandra Bland “the case that everybody knows”, “all lives matter” a “violent”
statement; Oklahoma sheriff: MSM “propaganda wing for this movement”, “drownd out”
2:15:07 Science as new religion note from theology PhD: a god is something one trusts in, original sin,
JCD: “hail Apple”, “my wife hates your show”; everyone headed to Subway
2:21:33 News Hour’s weak analysis on Biden’s prospects, Trump “devastating” the party, “pale versions of Trump”; Taibbi blames Trump for Hispanic homeless beating
2:26:39 Ex-Mossad Ephraim Halevi explains IAEA-Iran deal, “let’s not have another Yom Kippur in
reverse”; roadmap document dissection; “red gold” saffron, rugs, and caviar
2:38:13 Agenda 21 2030; climate scientist John Christy: climate “not very sensitive to carbon dioxide”
2:40:29 “Hangdog” Ash Carter on closing Gitmo; Gitmo theme park
2:43:14 10% market correction: News Hour vs CBS “cleanest dirty shirt” analogy
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The Big Jump

(2015-08-20)

0:00:00 ACC: “Ho, that’s very funny, someone who’s not a scientist telling a scientist what to do!”
(2:23:49)
0:00:34 Fires everywhere in Washington; honor system farmers markets, geese heading south
0:04:39 The “little pink pill” female Viagra “Addyi”, PR campaign to lobby FDA; spokeshole Amanda
Parrish making the rounds with “pretend to be asleep”, “light switch” memes, HSDD in
DSM, “as sedating as four drinks”, Ashley Madison distraction; News Hour: “women are
more complicated than men”, ACC: “have four glasses of wine, smoke a joint, and bang like
bunnies”, “the pleasure center is the brain”, JCD: “I’ve always found a good head massage,
and scratching of the scalp, to be most effective”; bonanza for Sprout Pharma; Yale “fancy
term” doctor: “I wish we knew exactly how it works”; JCD “old virgin” real estate story
0:28:56 JCD Prosecco and Champagne recommendations, Kirkland “the little pink bottle”
0:34:29 Ashley Madison and OPM data, fake accounts like JCD’s jdate.com, bulk bogus women’s
accounts; Subway Pedobear Jared Fogle arrest, ACC’s Subway people-watching tradition
0:41:01 CBS shilling about super-lice, “triple genetic mutation”, JCD: “giant cootie from Hell”, “call
your doctor”, nit comb, National Pediculosis Association headlice.org, JCD: “kerosene, now
that’s the other method!”; dentist producer: fluoride not linked to cavity risk
0:50:48 Native ad of the day on ABC: Starbucks and Papa John’s back to back
0:53:05 Producer Segment: JCD Twitter harasses Kristin Chenoweth into listening
1:08:20 Trump “low information voter” meme; “anchor babies”, “look it up in the dictionary, it’s
offensive”, 14th Amendment “subject to the jurisdiction thereof”, ACC on $420 for biometrics
1:15:50 Huﬀington Post: “cis male”, “white feminism is feminism that ignores intersectionality”, “most
white feminists are white”, “white, cis, and straight”, “sometimes as white ladies, we just have
to shut the fuck up”; Killer Mike on Tavis Smiley: “how can we self-segregate our dollar”, 2nd
Amendment, Smiley: “if you really want to solve the gun crisis … give every negro a gun”
1:30:03 Akiko Carver at 1993 march on Washington: agenda run by “a few rich white fags”, “if you
want gays in the military, it’s because you’re racist”, ACC: “she needs a little pink pill”; Black
Lives Matter to Hillary: “partially responsible” for incarceration rate, Hillary’s “out” from
handler, “original sin” meme
1:47:46 Hillary e-mail mash-up of lies and retractions, “I love it, those messages go away all by
themselves!”, “bathroom server” testimony; Petraeus parallel, Huma Abedin; MX Logic’s
peculiar dual-priority servers; Michael Hayden: “I would move heaven and earth to private
e-mail account of a foreign minister”, “original sin” of account commingling; Chelsea Clinton
Webb Hubble offspring theory, the vasectomy look revisited
2:04:28 Donation Segment
2:17:31 Second Half of Show: space elevator patent; Frank Lloyd Wright’s mile-high Chicago skyscraper
2:20:37 Religion and happiness study; “the nones” religion-less generation, Professor Russ “science is
religion” Twitter war, Ott’s Law: ISIS comparison; Ben Carson on “In God We Trust”, Austin
Stone church
2:34:26 Tom Hartmann on “the big jump” where “global warming really takes off”; Institute Research
Institute: “better climate prediction scores” from El Niño
2:38:16 Amazon working conditions slammed, JCD: it’s the unions, Amazon spokeshole Jay Carney;
CNET’s Bridget Carey on Amazon Dash buttons: “who doesn’t need a mac & cheese panic
button?” (CotD)
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Lone Rat

(2015-08-16)

JCD: “I’m goin’ to kill in place!” (2:34:36)
New Red Book; Google maps flakiness & Perseids, ACC’s Buddipole, meteors vs moonbounce
The craziness of Breakfast at Tiffany’s, JCD: Blazing Saddles holds up
FDA approves OxyContin for 11-year-olds; FaceTime native ad on ABC
Air traﬀic control ERAM “glitch”, “fully redundant backup channel”, $333M over budget,
Mimi’s Craigslist “just use your phone” directions
Donald Trump in New Hampshire, helicopter rides, to Carl Icahn: “you take China”, “I want
the horrible”; Bill Maher on Reagan run as a joke, “Fox tried to put a stake in him”, Megyn
Kelly vacation; Arthur Brooks: “low-information voters” like him; drug dealer prediction:
Hillary out, Biden in; Bill and Obama on the golf course, JCD: “I think he’d actually take a
bullet”; lousy anti-Trump folk song
Producer Segment: ice cream flavors; noagenda.show; donation Dawlat Al Islam Qamat
JCD’s Sunday Skype call-back, fake space shuttle alien movie, Intel Compute Stick losing
cycles after RAM upgrade
JCD’s “three networks, three weeks” study, Richard “liar” Engel’s Billy Mays NBC cadence
Greek bailout agreement reached; deluge of “visitors”, island “reception center”; refugees in
Calais trying to get into Great Britain
ABC hit job revisits British Airways emergency landing in March: “trash and old wires”
New Planned Parenthood video; Ben Carson: Margaret Sanger “not particularly enamored
with black people”, admired by Hillary and the Nazis, Ehrlich’s The Race Bomb
Producer note on circadian rhythm disorder, “non-24”; sexist thermostats and hypothyroidism
Shinzo Abe: “no more apologies”
New Louisiana law to ban cash for gold, FDR’s Executive Order 6102, money supply control
AT&T’s spying collusion with NSA
Al Roker demonstrates homebrew McRib on Today Show, ACC: “oooh, sauuuce!”
15% increase in pedestrian deaths, decapitation by roller coaster searching for phone, “nomophobia”; Instagram reigns supreme in Austin
Donation Segment: Breakfast at Tiffany’s sterling silver phone dialer
ACC to be on Newhouse School panel with Jarl Mohn in Syracuse, no honorary degree for
you, JCD the Kentucky colonel, “broadcast radio is the cockroach of media”
Los Angeles reservoir “shadow balls”
Today Show Baltimore blue crab shellfish allergy reveal, “there’s nothing in mine!”
Cyber season: CISA, PCNA, CSEA, EINSTEIN Act, $9.5bn DoD appropriation
Brolf at Aspen Institute, Comey: “ISIL is not your parents’ al-Qaeda”, “crowdsource terrorism”, “troubled souls”, “kill where you are”, “talk to a terrorist” skit, @talktoterrorist;
on end-to-end encryption: encrypting data “in motion”; can reveal “not much” about July 4
attack, “inspired, directed, or enabled”, “kill kill kill”, “ISIL tweeters in Syria”, hates “crypto
wars”, “you love your country, you love your children”, JCD: “I think she’s at the playground
right now, do you love her?”
Brolf: “why do you dislike the term lone wolf terrorst”, JCD: “they got a focus group!”,
Comey: “lone rat”; Foreign Policy Association’s Gail Harris: “have we seen them plan to use
cyber as a weapon?”, “that’s a great question”
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Heteronormative

(2015-08-13)

0:00:00 JCD: “I dunno why, why is anybody, eughh, I dunno why anybody’s likin’ this guy.”
0:00:35 JCD closing out Red Book volume 4, Red Book Trump North Korea prediction comes true;
happy left-hander day; Chris Hayes on Trump: “go talk to the median Mexican”; Kerry “no
no no”, Trump “bing bing, bong bong”
0:08:46 Kerry: “very possible” Russians and Chinese are reading his e-mail, “very complicated and
fast-moving world”, Black Hat “a meeting of hackers”, “going after people’s cyber”, JCD:
“don’t touch my cyber”; Facebook criminal activity detection, Metaverse Mod Squad, donation
from fake Syrian address, “manage buzz”; “IT consultant named Ben” breastfeeding story
0:25:18 JCD’s “three weeks, three networks” nightly news study, ABC native advertising; Disney’s
three transgender-centric shows, banal I am Cait train wreck, Seacrest’s schedule
0:35:44 Rep. Brad Sherman on Iran deal vote: resolution of approval vs disapproval, Kerry on BRICS
and TTIP, sanctions a win for Russian farmers, Wikileaks TTIP reward; pervasive pharmaceutical ads on news, circadian rhythm sleep disorder
0:51:22 Producer Segment: Boeing 747 introduced in 1968
1:07:21 Networks have turned against Hillary, anti-Hillary Secret Service, CBS report with “blue
phone” photos, HDR images emphasizing facial lines, two top secret e-mails, ACC’s defensive
“look, Mimi” message from campaign, CBS: 10% of e-mails classified, “personal communications from my husband and me”, ACC: “you better stop going out with that fucking bimbo;
she’s mine!”, Colorado anti-spam site archive, ACC on postfix SQL database auto-backup,
FBI: all investigations are criminal, Sanders 7% lead in New Hampshire
1:22:23 Larry Lessig’s “referendum president” campaign, JCD: “obviousity” of media corruption;
Sanders to nurses: free college for all; Warren vs Fiorina; Bill’s death as Hillary’s way out
1:32:59 Trump on Sanders’ “weakness” in Black Lives Matter takeover, “that’s not gonna happen to
Trump”; Amy Goodman devotes more time to Trump “Megyn Kelly period” comment than to
German treason charges and Mexican mass graves, Trump “writing on Twinner”, 1.5 minutes
for Hillary’s “slashing women’s healthcare funding” comments, Kelly: no apology “for doing
good journalism”, Trump “won a staredown with Fox News”, “war on women” meme
1:49:10 MSNBC on party treating Trump like Ron Paul; Trump to Chris Cuomo: “I keep whining and
whining until I win”; scripted webesisters.com call and response duo dodge Don Lemon’s
backing question; Trump’s refusal to apologize, JCD on Mondale’s fakeness, no 14-point plans
of Trump; MSNBC on UKIP populism; Rand Paul on name-calling
2:10:41 Cory Booker on drug incarceration rate disparities; SAFE Justice Act for prison depopulation
2:13:27 Donation Segment: mile-high club; San Francisco rents; credit union Airstream loan
2:32:20 Greece agrees to austerity, Merkel: let entire EU guarantee loan; Norway’s natural gas supply;
DSB MH17 report: possible Buk parts; Portugese Espírito Santo bank customer protest
2:38:50 Boyfriend-shooting Obama advisor Barvetta Singletary
2:44:07 “Take space” meme from Black Lives Matter professor, candidates represent “white supremacist
heteronormative patriarchal capitalism”; Hillary’s “enthusiasm problem”
2:52:40 New SITE Intelligence Group video with ISIS blowing people up; Erdoğan vows to wipe out
terrorists, Syrian “safe zone”, “equip and train”
2:58:37 Art Bell: knowing Adam Curry “from VH-1 days”; JCD: tweet about No Agenda to celebrities
3:03:12 Buffett $30bn Precision Cast Parts acquisition, pipelines and war; Zirtual’s CEO Maren Kate
on its “completely unsustainable business model”; ACC’s tour plans, JCD news teases
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Thermostat Placebo

(2015-08-09)

0:00:00 JCD: “Sounds like a warmonger if you ask me.”
0:00:33 ACC always aware of the date because of doing the show
0:01:00 Republican debate 24M ratings; varieties of “F” Facebook logo seen by each candidate, “flunk”;
Trump’s bad lighting, bashed by focus groups, “best crony capitalist” slam; Carson the torturer; Trump on raising immigration issue: “the reporters, because they are a very dishonest
lot, generally speaking, in the world of politics”, “I don’t mind having a big beautiful door in
that wall”, “our leaders are stupid”, Mexican “how to sneak into the US” comic book; “happy
hour” debate, Graham: “I’m not married, I don’t have any kids”, “queery” follow-up
0:19:40 ACC’s Echo waking on “election”; Rubio “that’s a great question”; Paul’s manager: he “won
the debate in the first two minutes”; Trump singled out with independent pledge, took over
debate; Fiorina “not a member of the political class” closing statement; Graham closing statement: moderate Iranians all dead; Trump on his donations to Hillary
0:30:01 Millennials hate “toxic” Hillary, love Sanders, slanted isidewith.com; Mark Shields on misogyny: “it isn’t like you’re attacking … Judy Woodruff or some of the liberal elite establishment”,
JCD on Fosbury Flop, The Viewers View “I stumpin’ for the Trump” call and response
0:51:30 Producer Segment
1:02:23 Only 16 participants in Dutch “sexist thermostat” study; Sir Trotsky on “placebo thermostats”
1:08:03 2016 Intelligence Authorization Act Section 603 requiring “terrorist activity” notification
1:10:31 Contrasting reports on California fires, Amy Goodman can’t resist “warmest on record”
1:12:43 Obama pushing Iran deal as only alternative to “another war in the Middle East”; on timeline:
“six months from now”, “alternatives to military action will have been exhausted once we reject
a hard-won diplomatic solution”, “maybe not three months from now, but soon”; Nobel Peace
Prize vs “I’ve ordered military action in seven countries”, progressive Iranian youth
1:22:23 Greek refugee numbers up 750%, Farage on 5k ISIS fighters; Australia sending refugees to
camps in Papua New Guinea; H.R.237 terrorist passport revocation, ACC: “maybe Snowden’s
ready to make a move”, exit interviews
1:28:04 Selective eating disorder as indicator of psychiatric disorders, JCD: “drug ‘em!”; anti-doping
and 800 athletes with suspicious blood tests
1:31:57 Pentagon e-mail attack attributed to Russia, Earnest “not in a position” to attribute
1:34:01 Ask Adam: lame new News Hour sound effects, Charlie Rose’s new PBS weekend show’s
upcoming “important events” native ads; Bobbi Kristina Brown lawsuit
1:43:42 Family Research Council’s Ken Blackwell on Planned Parenthood targeting minorities, eugenics; Japanese professor on importance of religion in American society
1:48:06 Donation Segment: New Horizons ten-year download, Martian crab
2:07:09 NASA’s ten-year project to explain Death Valley’s “wandering rocks”
2:12:59 Tech News: Tesla throws down the gauntlet on car hacking, FireEye stealing fingerprints from
Android phones; new amateur radio FSQ digital mode
2:16:39 North Korea’s new time zone, “they already control when people wake up in the morning”,
reverting to pre-Japanese time zone, JCD: Trump and Kim Jong-un will be equated
2:21:55 Kermit and Miss Piggy “will be seeing other people, pigs, frogs”, ACC: “gay thing” coming
2:24:21 Khalaf Ahmad al Habtoor supports Trump, Middle Eastern “one great man” culture
2:28:12 Kentucky post-fluoridation cavity uptick; Mimi’s City Council run; CIA fluoride use
2:32:24 Kurds running petroleum distillation in Northern Syria
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Unicorn

(2015-08-06)

0:00:00 JCD: “Twenty kids were killed!” (0:20:41)
0:00:33 Three North Carolina preppers arrested, milsurp FBI informant; PayPal cancellations
0:02:54 War on Crazy: Nashville Airsoft “active shooter” Vincente David Montano, Pooper: “it shoots
BBs”, two cops right around the corner, PIO cites Mad Max twice, “the oﬀicer saw the trigger
being pulled”, CNN: “gunman opens fire”, “you hear multiple rounds there”, cop: “at this
time we’ve not located the firearm”, backpack “hoax device”; theater recording device bans
0:15:48 Handcuffed eight-year-old with ADHD, nine-year-old girl with “ADH D”, NBC edited package
on “twenty incidents causing death”, CNN on 2011-2012 70k restraints, 75% with disabilities,
“calm down” screech evergreen, JCD “these kids need more drugs” theory
0:26:17 Trump sons Cecil-shamed; Zimbabwe lion woes; airline trophy bans; Cecil Beanie Baby
0:30:02 Planned Parenthood Executive V.P. on unedited videos: “this has been a strategy to deceptively edit in inflammatory ways … claim that they’ve put out the full tape”, fifth video out,
ACC: “in full length, these are dynamite!”; terminating due to race or gender, “we don’t want
to know”; Josh Earnest “yeh” to Tapper on full video availability, “a rule that this administration has not just followed but actually supported”, Tapper: “somebody at the White House
should maybe watch the videos in full”; Ben Carson “sucker punch” for Tapper: “I thought
that they were able to get all those things based on Obamacare”; new “no no no” jingles
0:47:00 Producer Segment: ACC on Chicken Dance in Belgian discos
0:56:54 Air Wars vs US civilian droning estimates: 459 to 2; State Department human rights report
delay; dual MH17 investigations, Dutch Safety Board’s Peter van Vollenhoeven the masher,
Russian ambassador on tribunal vote timing; State Department to RT’s Gayane Chichakyan:
new sanctions unconnected to veto, “no specific date or anniversary … we do this all the
time”, JCD recommends Rain vodka; State Department in “close consultation” with Congress
on defending anti-ISIL forces in Syria, producer: US policy turning against Kurds, Jaish alFatah rebels, Richard Engel on launching strikes from Incirlik Air Base; “master bomber”
al-Asiri cover blown over op-ed, “new generation of underwear devices” (CotD), surgically
implanted explosives meme, vs ISIL: “they don’t have the same type of network on Twitter”
1:26:41 “Sexist” air conditioning, “it is men who control temperatures”, “emergency cardigan”, Google
Nest ads, JCD: “gay couture” to humiliate men; Glenn Beck “where is the media?”; Lenny
Kravitz’ “Penisgate” on The Today Show: “men, apparently, see this differently” (ACCPPotD)
1:43:54 KQED on bicycling in San Francisco, JCD on deserted bicycle paths, “getting hit all the time”
1:49:13 Drunk or not drunk Greta Van Susteren “presidential cannits”, “breocracy” (CotD)
1:54:11 Donation Segment: $52.80 mile-high club
2:08:30 Humiliating Independent Journal Review videos: Cruz Simpsons impressions, “machine gun
bacon”, Graham phone destruction video, Carson “Operation” game, Jeb Bush Sharknado
“I’m culturally illiterate”, stumbling “I’ll take you outside” T-shirt clip, “half a billion dollars
for women’s health issues” gaffe; IJR owned by strategy company Media Group of America
2:20:59 Unicorn watch; Trump capitalizes on released phone number; Kelly Osbourne: “if you kick
every Latino out of this country, then who is going to be cleaning your toilet, Donald Trump?”;
breast pump “you’re disgusting”; Trump call with Bill Clinton, “conspiracy theories”
2:31:52 MSNBC on Clean Power Plan announcement moved indoors, “too hot”; Obama: “overwhelming scientific consensus”, “smog gets worse”, “harmful carbon pollution”
2:37:37 MH370 flap: “we’re looking at every ass”
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Toxic Speech

(2015-08-03)

0:00:00 ACC: “Auuugh!”
0:00:35 Iranian 165° “heat dome”; subjective Mercalli scale vs Richter; eleven kids locked in cars dead;
Erica Hill-Yount; hysterical ABC on FDA “unprecedented” hackable infusion pump warning,
“no specific hacking attempt”; NBC “exclusive” Chinese hacking map; CISA up for debate
0:12:20 ACC’s seedy Virgin America flight to Dallas
0:16:09 “Federal fog”, Cisco “fog computing” for IoT, fog computing expo, pre-recess legislative push;
four arrests in pump & dump scheme linked to J.P. Morgan hack, “Woof of Wall Street”,
“digital version of Fort Knox”, hackers “mowed through the data”; Executive Order: Creating
a National Strategic Computing Initiative for high-performance computing, “public-private
collaboration”, “exascale”, “post- Moore’s Law era”; hysteria over drone sightings at JFK
0:41:46 ACC’s Podcast Movement Hall of Fame Award; JCD on Texas Giant roller coaster tower “to
see if anybody on the coaster is dead”; event hosted by Colt Cabana, shoutout to Leo, “crappy
things Leo has said about him” Youtube comment, “go podcasting!” vs “go Cleveland!”, no
Mailchimp sponsorship; JCD: “has-been award”; Obama “no no no” Chicken Dance
0:56:51 Producer Segment: link between chemicals and Parkinson’s; Princess Leia and Hillary
1:18:45 Love Field Venezuelan shoeshine guy’s 200 acres confiscated, “civil war, guaranteed”; no IMF
Greek money, Wolfgang Schäuble and reunification, KfW Lehman Bros. €300M margin call
1:24:47 Cecil the lion’s brother Jericho: alive or dead?, Trump kids’ photos with trophies, JCD: “I
like that band, by the way, Dead Leopard!”, Zimbabwe NGO propagating the story
1:28:20 Planned Parenthood and H&HS budget, Josh Earnest on seeing videos: “I suspect somebody
has”, “it’s another boy!”, Earnest information “based on the public comments of Planned
Parenthood”, “the high ethical standard that they live up to”, “highly edited” meme; Sylvia
Burwell to Roe: “I have not seen the videos, I’ve read the articles”, “eyes, degenerative
diseases, Down syndrome, autism, or the issue of belief”, Roe’s ultrasound talking point
1:41:55 Tom Wheeler: “boy am I glad you asked that question” to scripted question on “seventeen
different forms in one envelope”, “we just won a prize”, JCD: “stuﬀing the ballot box”, Association for Federal Information Resources Management affirm.org NGO Oracle partner
1:47:37 I am Cait not performing too well, “L+3” ratings, Fox & Friends laugh-fest at accidentally
detonated suicide vest; car hacking controversy with Sir Gene
1:55:40 Haitian bonbon terres dirt cookies; Afghanistan’s bacha posh “secret third gender”
2:02:03 Baltimore murder and shooting rate “soared” in July, #blacklivesmatter vs #alllivesmatter,
JCD police “let’s back off” theory, No Agenda #nolivesmatter
2:03:39 Donation Segment: NASA Kepler-452b fabrications; bin Laden plane crash teaser
2:13:17 ACC on bin Laden crash at Blackbushe: Embraer 300 “needs the entire runway”
2:15:06 RNC strategist on an absolute “at the end of the day” tear, JCD: “every nine seconds”
2:17:48 Dempsey singing for kids; Hulk Hogan’s “consequences for utilization of toxic speech”
2:24:30 MH17 tribunal vote brought by Malaysia, removed from human traﬀicking list two days later;
Northern Syria no-fly zone, Turkish Kurd bombings, PYD & PKK
2:31:33 Joe Biden “90% in”; Mark Toner: no “information that should have been classified at the
time”, Giuliani: investigate “five different crimes”, ACC on fake Abedin-Weiner marriage,
Hillary’s $600 haircut; Chris Matthews to Wasserman Schultz: “what’s the big difference
between a democrat and a socialist”; Bernie Sanders’s “commonsense solution” on guns
2:47:47 Global Zero celebrity “dude, ‘cause we’d be dead” video pushing Iran deal
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Misgendering

(2015-07-30)

0:00:00 JCD: “…bout I think, I think, I think.” (2:21:16)
0:00:31 Still watching for Jade Helm; distraction of the week: Cecil the lion, conservation money for
poor African countries, Texas oryx, Trump kids takedown
0:07:09 New Planned Parenthood video, website “attack by extremists” front page, “highly-edited
video”, “militant anti-abortion extremists”, phlebotomist Holly O’Donnell on pie plate dissections; Carly Fiorina on pre-abortion ultrasound; EMILY’s List on “dishonestly edited” video,
“polio vaccine” lie; “what, and quit show business?” joke, JCD on unnamed podcaster with
identical-sounding female guests, ACC on identical-sounding “Patty Steele” radio announcers
0:23:32 War on Men: women freezing in oﬀices, EMILY’s List “female friendly” thermostat; ACC
recommends The Chalice and the Blade
0:27:30 ACC’s Airstream shopping 630 credit score fiasco; creditrepair.com; Elizabeth Warren’s
husband the economics professor; ACC’s branded checkout clerk: “are you going to get rid of
all your stuff and live in it?”, JCD: get a loaner, co-signer “I’ll make it worth your while”
0:39:44 JCD didn’t finish Adam Curtis documentary he recommended; DoD’s botched/abandoned
Mullah Omar assassinations, BBC: died in 2013; Curtis on origin of man on the street reporting, movie theater magnetometer interviews: “problems with like movie theater shootings and
stuff”, “bad agendas”, JCD estimates chance of being shot in theater
0:50:27 Producer Segment: Obama “no no no” Jarabe Tapatío
1:04:12 I Am Cait, producer: Jenner bad for trans community; Danielle Moodie-Mills: “we need to
stop misgendering people”, “you should be fined by the FCC”
1:07:18 Millionaires in aviation, ACC’s psychoanalyst, Al Roker hypnosis, MKULTRA
1:16:00 Producer message on Chrysler lemon law suit and Wired article; JCD has no luck contacting
Chrysler; EVTV podcast, right to repair movement and DMCA waiver, tax benefits of recalls
1:27:29 Sheldon Whitehouse: “the consensus position on climate change”, Trump an obvious NA
listener: “I call it weather”, Hillary: “I’m just a grandmother with two eyes and a brain”,
“three thousand premature deaths”, 500M solar panels, Kentucky Fried Movie “zit power”
1:39:40 Santa Cruz girl killed by neighbor, no mention of SSRIs (JCDPPotD); NPR native advertising
1:49:40 Donation Segment
2:01:55 Acceptance speech planning for ACC’s Podcast Movement award
2:06:56 Today Show’s new “senior food analyst” Sam Kass; Bobbi Kristina Brown inheritance battle
2:10:01 Russia vetoes MH17 tribunal, attractive Australian Foreign Minister Julia Bishop: “a veto
should never be used to deny justice”; Australian cat curfew, 2M feral cat cull
2:16:47 Follow-up: Chattanooga victim Skip Wells appears not to have died in 2009
2:19:10 Movement in favor of Springtime for Hitler from The Producers play
2:21:01 NewsHour on murder & slavery on the high seas, 90% of world’s goods on ship meme, environmental crimes like dumping oil, no enforcement; BBC on child sexual exploitation in US,
ACC: “do some investigation on your own turf, BBC”
2:34:17 Six-Week Cycle “mini-event” with Florida “timer bomb” to be detonated remotely
2:35:42 $5.4bn in PAC-3 missiles for Saudi Arabia; Kerry: it’s not a treaty because passing them is
“physically impossible” (CotD), McCain: “how did that North Korean one, deal work out for
you?”, Kerry: “it didn’t work out for me, I didn’t cut the deal”
2:42:38 Chatroom “sniff count +1” annoyance; JCD on stretching and winking tics, MTV “jaw thing”
2:47:27 French manure-dump protests over artificially low milk and meat prices
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A.Q. in the Maghrim

(2015-07-26)

0:00:00 JCD: “I’m the queen, and she has this [?] way of talking, this lot, lot, wuhhh.” (1:28:02)
0:00:36 JCD’s Skype “is this ad relevant”; Newsletter lack of opens mystery; shirtless guys passed out
in pools of vomit at the Crackpot Condo; ubiquitous “it’s so funny”
0:13:10 Self-esteem movement feedback from millennials, Barney the Dinosaur’s “everyone is special”
0:19:02 Sandra Bland high-quality dashcam audio; Alan Dershowitz on “contempt of cop”, “do not
exercise” Constitutional rights, “soccer mom” case Supreme Court ruling; Martin O’Malley
“all lives matter”, JCD PC World “spokesperson” as code word story, MSNBC twerps giggling
at Black Lives Matter representative’s “any opportunity we have to shut down a Republican
convention, we will”, founders with three different nonprofits, National Domestic Workers
Alliance Soros-funded to the tune of $33M, JCD on NWO as war insurance for the rich
0:45:00 Obama “no no no” to Jon Stewart; volunteer “guys in T-shirts” for healthcare.org fix, US
Digital Service, JCD: “Stewart’s just sitting there with his thumb up his ass” (JCDPPotD),
Ashley Madison producers on clientele, Digital Service “scrubbed in” promo video (Show 693);
Obama: hope posters “no no no no”; Stewart cuts off Obama to go to commercial
1:01:02 Producer Segment
1:16:40 “Croissant boys”; commentators sneering at Donald Trump in spite of high numbers, MSNBC
shake-up, “something is amiss here” on Hillary’s low numbers, Hillary’s haughty “one-word-ata-time” diction on “inaccuracies” in classified e-mail report, ACC: “her hair looks dynamite!”;
Jake Tapper asks Joe Arpaio about Obama’s birth certificate: “you say that because there are
glitches in some of the printing?”; France vingt-quatre on Obama Kenya visit: “the country’s
most famous native son”, sweetened or miked-room clip of Obama joking about birth certificate
in tent; La Raza Trump-bashing, Hillary: “¡basta!”
1:39:14 Kerry on Iran deal: “the rest of the world thinks it’s a good agreement”, Israeli attack on
Iran an “enormous mistake”, “then you’re gonna hear everybody say, uh-oh, we gotta go bomb
them, now”; Fox News Kerry “demonstrably false” statement compilation; Josh Earnest on
classified IAEA side deals
1:50:39 Comey stint at the mysterious Bridgewater, Palantir “killer app”, douchebag Alexander Karp,
EINSTEIN 3; Aspen Institute event moderated by Andrea Mitchell, Loretta Lynch asked
about “most serious threat to the homeland from terror”, threat “morphing”, al-Qaeda “oldschool”, “the Maghrim”, ISIL and “the independent contractors of terrorism”, “splinting and
morphing”; Lafayette theater shooting, “known anti-government websites” being searched;
Chattanooga victim Skip Wells appears to have died in 2009
2:10:57 CNN’s Rachel Crane: “when I see bugs I wanna stomp on them”, Mexican bugs, JCD: “where’s
the eat local theme?”, “it’s really weird to open up the taco and see a bug in there” (CotD)
2:16:12 Donation Segment
2:26:53 JCD archival story on Al Gore sexual assault allegation; Bruce Jenner car crash video released
2:32:49 Second Half of Show: dead “part alien” operative Jeffrey Lash, $5M in guns; “kill bag”
2:36:52 War on Crazy: Sam Johnson, “President Obama is at it agin’”, Social Security gun grab;
Obama “commonsense” meme on BBC; “mental defective” à la VA, “moviegoers are dying”,
Carol CNN on CDC gun violence study vs defunding: “I know you can’t comment”
2:47:53 NASA discovers earth’s “closest twin” Kepler-452b
2:52:34 Malaria vaccine Mosquirix developed by GSK and PATH; Lord Sewel “hookers and blow”
resignation, JCD on Michael Wolff Rupert Murdoch biography
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Bad Optics

(2015-07-23)

0:00:00 ACC: “Like, why do you want that turned down?” (2:38:54)
0:00:32 Jade Helm begins; ring of fire; NASA “seas are rising” report, “five times higher than previous
predictions”, coauthor James Hansen, June 2015 “hottest on record”, Pakistani morgues, ACC:
“can we change this Ramadan to the winter?”, “high level activist” Hans Joachim Shellnhuber
“induced implosion of the carbon economy”; Schwarzenegger video for evangelical conference
0:14:05 ACC’s drone sighting; new sniﬀing tic, JCD: “I don’t think Adam on coke would be pleasant”
0:18:10 Cameron on “ideas which are hostile to basic liberal values”, “warped worldview” of 9/11
conspiracy theories, treat it like kiddie porn, “put out of action the key extremist influences
who are careful to operate just within the law”, “despicable far-right groups”
0:26:47 Feinstein: Chattanooga shooting a “classic lone wolf terrorist attack”, “encrypted app”, internet document “stack”, JCD: Inspire a methodology to “blow yourself up”, ACC on Steal This
Book; “senior” contributor Mike Morell: “you can have a man who may not be in any contact
with a foreign intelligence org… a foreign terrorist organization”, “in his basement” meme
0:43:23 Wired vehicle hacking article, legislation to mandate “technology that can stop a hack in realtime”, producer: wipers, transmission not wired to UConnect, brakes decoupled, UAW Fiat
Chrysler hit piece theory; $80k research grant; ACC: reopen Michael Hastings case
0:50:39 FISMA Reform bill; Jeh Johnson to ditch Gmail at work, ACC: Ashley Madison hack a
“blackmail operation”, bogus “waiver” from CIO, expect a promotion, ACC: Uncle Don took
an Iran Contra bullet, “I just use my iPhone”, JCD: “they need a guy like Joe Engo”
1:07:05 Producer Segment: ACC Portugal superstar story; new DEFCON Dude Named Ben CDs
1:26:18 Trump: “I would take away the oil … bomb them!”, pundits’ “peak Trump”, Chris Rock on
McCain: “he a war hero that got captured – there’s a lotta guys in jail that got captured!”;
CNN International pro wrestler comparison, bemoans “all Trump all the time”; Pooper called
out on obscure poll, “people don’t trust you”, Pooper: “right”
1:39:15 Rubio: McCain criticism “insult to all POWs”, Hillary weighs in, Rubio’s consultant-induced
fake smile; can they “Ross Perot” Trump?; Rubio’s “I think”; Reagan ‘76 cycle; Trump: “I
would get along with Putin”, politicians “weak and ineffective” lobbyist slaves, reporter antiinterruption “excuse me” technique; CNN on $213M for The Apprentice vs Seinfeld; Charlie
Sheen “cat farts” tweet; CNN analyst on debates: “I won’t be watching, thank you”; historical
“we need more businessmen” meme; self-esteem movement tease
2:04:32 Donation Segment: Sounds of No Agenda iOS app; unbranded sealing wax
2:13:59 Real Sports on self-esteem movement: trophies for all “to make them feel special”, trend from
1980’s California, “none of it works”, ACC’s high-jump “poodle prize”; teens getting first C in
college: “often they freak out”, trophies “lead to delusion”, JCD: “this is noodle boy”, ACC
at Mevio standing outside with clock; preschooler “I am special, look at me” song, parents
buying trophies for whole team, “we don’t keep score”; partial reinforcement extinction effect
2:31:02 Planned Parenthood “bad optics” from Deborah “ghoul” Nucatola; No Agenda tip: in-flight
chat handle “Pilot”; MSNBC’s donated blood “transported to the hospital” vs Red Cross sales;
ghoul: “in negotiations the person who throws out the figure first is at a loss, right?”, JCD:
[talk] a little louder into my flower“, using a ”less crunchy technique“, JCD: Cecile Richards
as fetus-swallowing V reptile, more videos to come, ghoul: ”I want a Lamborghini“
2:46:07 Martin O’Malley booed for “all lives matter”; Loretta Lynch on Storm Roof 33-count hate
crimes indictment: “the parishioners had Bibles, Dylann Roof had his 45-caliber Glock pistol”
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Losers to Lions

(2015-07-19)

0:00:00 JCD “OK Google! OK Google! OK Google!” (0:22:36)
0:00:33 National ice cream day, “that’s swag”; ACC Academy of Podcasters Hall of Fame induction;
Serial and NPR podcasting “Kodak phenomenon”
0:09:10 Producer Segment: Gmail spam filter changes; DEFCON 23 No Agenda CD meetup
0:24:59 Mainstream media portraying Planned Parenthood organ sales as “tissue”, Ted Cruz cites
three possible criminal violations, including changing abortion method; Nurse Tracy: optimal
age 20 weeks, JCD: “well, we have to assume that with Congress on the case, that they will
never get to the bottom of it”
0:32:07 Six-Week Cycle: Alexander Ciccolo entrapment, only charged with weapons possession; Chattanooga shooting, antidepressant not identified, identifying terrorists “thorny problem” for
Twitter vs selling “firehose”, “losers to lions”, Abdulazeez failed nuclear plant background
check, drunk driving charge, Andrea Mitchell asks about guns: “was that just part of smalltown Tennessee activity?”; al-Baghdadi directive: fade to black for the beheading
0:49:37 Wes Clark on “self-radicalized lone woofs”: “we put ‘em in a camp, they were prisoners of war”;
JCD: schools pushing anti-Americanism; Tunisia now “major non-NATO ally” to get around
$60M cap on arms sales; military base gun ban, JCD: “when was the last time somebody
shot up a Whole Foods, a place that deserves to be shot up”; McCain pushing S 1376 to shift
purchasing decisions from Defense secretary’s oﬀice to services, unauditable DoD and WTC 7
1:04:48 McCain: Trump “fired up the crazies” with Mexico comments, Trump: McCain offered Vietnamese military info for medical aid; Trump: “I deal with politicians on both sides”; millennial producers on Bernie Sanders’ appeal; Sanders: “media is controlled by large multinational
corporations”; Warren at Netroots Nation: “equal marriage” gay Howard Dean screech, “Confederate flags comin’ down”, Palin & Trunp slams, money in politics, JCD on UC asking for
money, Warren money from bank-defending law firms like Brown Rudnick, George Carlin “it’s
a big club, and you ain’t in it” clip
1:32:12 Producer note on transracial Rachel Dolezal as groundwork for Warren; NYT: Trump bubble
1:36:21 Valerie Jarrett explains Obama’s Amazing Grace rendition at Aspen Institute
1:40:06 Caitlyn Jenner ESPY a Disney deal for PR & Diane Sawyer interview; ESPY comedy writers
1:43:28 JCD: Mimi all-in on Über, standing in puke cab story; billion-dollar idea: Über medical
1:47:55 Donation Segment: JCD caller: “who’s this?”; Tourette’s man on the street; Sir K5ITM
2:01:18 Rep. Buddy Carter: “I’ve only been to two counties in my life, and that’s one more’n I wanted
to go to” on Air Marshal airport fees, flying first-class
2:07:08 Ivar Giaever: 0.8°C rise, “everything in the world has gotten better”, Obama “dead wrong”
2:12:11 Tech News: Molly Wood on net neutrality pre-crime, it’s not broken so let’s fix it
2:14:52 Fired Reddit AMA manager focus of “women targeted” meme, Pao the hatchet man; Vonda
Shepard Kickstarter CD
2:19:55 Ernest “Mouffant” Moniz “wing man” for Kerry at Iran “depoliticize the issue” negotiation in
wine cellar, no nuclear program dismantlement
2:25:23 American Psychological Association to label religious objections to “commonsense matters” a
mental disorder; Jim Carrey op-ed on California school vaccine requirement
2:29:16 Wendy Sherman on Iran deal, Constitution “treaty clause” vs UN and Executive Order
2:35:34 Seinfeld’s McCartney bit for end of show; JCD’s previously-played Greek bailout clips
2:38:39 Richard Blumenthal: FIFA a “mafia-style crime syndicate”, “almost insulting to the mafia”
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Trolling for Majors

(2015-07-16)

0:00:00 JCD: “Stardate 1414. Tonight a star will be in the sky, just above Venus.” (2:05:42)
0:00:37 12AX7 tubes, telephone party line reminiscences
0:03:48 Greek austerity deal, $96bn bailout, #thisisacoup, “the privatization of its energy transmission network”, German bank KfW, 2008 €300M transfer to Lehman Brothers, Fifi Lagarde
and “enforcement”; EU TTIP approval vote
0:10:53 ACC dinner with Patricia, paparazzi, MILF-cougar-major hierarchy, JCD: “she’s gonna make
it to colonel, that’s for sure”, ACC plan to visit Uganda with Tiffany
0:18:05 New Horizons compressed Pluto photos; NASA Mars simulation in Hawaii, “still convinced
Hawaii can look like Mars?”; $640k Bill Nye fan film Kickstarter, JCD: “send him to Mars”;
Caitlyn Jenner ESPY, Red Book: switch back to male after two years, $28M Kardashian app
0:31:30 Planned Parenthood organ sales, form 990, JCD: “crushed babies, line ten”, surgical “providers”
0:36:34 Ant Man “the beginning of the end” for comic book films; South Park shape-shifting Jews
0:40:55 Six-Week Cycle: “Dark Code” script kiddie hacking forum busted, “conspiring to send malicious code”; Cyber Command’s Brett Williams: OPM breach “past the wake-up call stage”,
“a guy hiding in the closet for five months who’s putting on his night vision goggles”, “how
many of these people are already in places that we really care about?”; Administration Cybersecurity Efforts 2015 fact sheet, emphasis on automation and information sharing; ex-Google
Alan Davidson to be director of digital economy; OPM “hack” six times larger than thought
0:56:50 Cokie Roberts on Hillary grandmother meme; Obama at ageism conference: “John [Dingell]
was elected to Congress when he was just twenty-nine: an overachiever”; Obama 1: “you’ve
got the NAACP and the Koch brothers”, “call it like you see it”, Obama 1 “the shouter”
1:05:37 Producer Segment: Epic No Agenda ale
1:27:56 “Stuttering Obama” on Iran deal: “they’ve got some ‘splainin’ to do”; far right “giving Iran
billions of dollars” meme over frozen assets; Obama to Major Garrett on pre-written question about Americans held in Iran: “I’ve got to give you credit, Major, for how you craft
those questions”; Rosie Perez on The View: “sometimes you have to make your enemies your
frenemies”; Wendy Sherman: “the tears are largely exhaustion”, Kerry’s teary off-camera
statement; ex-CIA Flynt Leverett on civil nuclear programs as sovereign right, unexplained
non-nuclear site inspections, eternal “three to five years” from nuclear weapon; Netanyahu:
“Iran’s support for terrorism will actually increase after the deal”, “what a stunning, historic
mistake”, Brzezinski: “I think he’s not a very serious person”; Graham: “a fantasy is to believe
that when they chant death to Israel they’re just kidding”; JCD: look for dip in oil prices,
crosshairs on Saudi Arabia and Russia; legal definition of “treaty”; Dvorak’s law confirmed
2:03:18 CNN explains sunspot cycle and possible Maunder Minimum
2:05:58 Obama on Medal of Freedom revocation, “no tolerance for rape”, Larry Sinclair
2:09:37 Bernie Sanders “underground phenomenon” with the millennials; 350.org fossil fuel pledge;
Carly Fiorina: Hillary has “blood on her hands”; Betsy Woodruff on reporters’ anti-Trump
bias, Morning Joe on widespread Trump support; super PACs as “destroying machines”; Chris
Cuomo to Santorum: “why aren’t you more like your Pope?”
2:28:19 Donation Segment: ACC: “you’re an Elmer”, JCD: “jeez, it does sound gay”; sashes
2:41:27 “El Chapo” Guzmán escape, Sinaloa-DoJ collusion, Gawker’s unprecedented access to tunnel
2:46:22 Male breast cancer from Risperdal; Seed Man: “fact, fact, fact, fact, fact!”
2:48:28 White House hosts Paul McCartney’s Gershwin Prize party
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Busted Router

(2015-07-12)

JCD: “But Mimi says that she saw a bald eagle flying … carrying a small kitten.” (2:28:49)
Live stream technical issues, “jiggle the handle”, chatroom snark vs phony Facebook
Falling thru window video, Universal Hot vs Crazy Matrix; ACC: French internet “sucks balls”
No Greek deal yet, Varoufakis resignation “gaming the system”, US stimulus vs European
austerity, European Stability Mechanism, Finnish minister: “we need … clear conditionality”,
Farage’s “get out”, French not allowed to work over 28 hours per week, bank closures, BBC
recommends Bitcoin, hosting service skit; “chip and sig” cards in Netherlands
Seed Man “Satan!” clip, new Obama “no no no no hey” jingles
British budget, Osborne announces National Living Wage increases, two child policy vs immigrants, Nixon’s reverse income tax, robot economics
“Three glitches made for a diﬀicult Wednesday” for WSJ, NYSE, United, ACC: “we want a
404 glitch page … and put a goatse on there, would ya?”, United “busted router”, producer:
United self-DDoS, ACC on Freedom Controller “glitch”, NYSE shutdown due to software
update, Schiphol Wi-Fi takedown and rollback
“Thwarted” July 4 terror plots, “plans that included guns, knives, and other weapons”, brass
knuckles vs roll of quarters, Usama Rahim tied to July 4 plot in spite of already having been
killed, Comey: “there is a device … saying kill kill kill kill”, WhatsApp & Threema; Feinstein to
Comey: “some kind of front door key?”, child pornography dodge, Ron Wyden on encryption
key “stockpile”, Martin “brown-noser” Heinrich
Roy Blunt on overseas services, Comey: “I love strong encryption”, on Twitter shutting down
ISIL accounts: “I think it actually led to ISIL to threaten to kill their CEO” (CotD), social
media “works to motivate troubled souls to do bad things”, the long road to “see something,
say something”, JCD: “if you see something… uh… refer to the police”; Obama: “we’re speeding
up training of ISIL forces … in Anbar Province”; Sawab Center video on ISIL social media
“hijack”; Obama “no no no no” Batman theme
Producer Segment: .htm files, clunky ham radio sites; Geocities archive
ACC: “Donald Trump is producing a reality show and we’re in the middle of it right now”;
CNN out of context clip montage, comments on illegal aliens; Chris Matthews compares Trump
to Saddam Hussein
JCD: “what would Horrible Hillary do?”, on the female $10 bill: “I want a woman on the bill”,
“I don’t like the idea that … you would basically have two people on the same bill” (CotD)
Possible 2030 mini ice age; Rohrabacker to Gina McCarthy: “what percentage of the atmosphere CO2?”; Michelle Obama to Native Americans: “we are finally beginning to embrace
the wisdom of your ancestors”, JCD reservation cliff trash dump; JCD on pesky bald eagles
Russia unveils “straight flag in a bid to combat … gay fever”, rainbow flag ban, Day of Family
Love & Fidelity, flag designed by French group; Joseph Dunford on Russia as “existential
threat” vs Romney ridicule, John Kirby won’t answer “do you agree with him” question,
“Defense Department equities”; Dunford won’t point at Chinese with OPM breach, IranTaliban vs ISIL meme
Donation Segment: War of 1812 donation feud a tie
Peter Schweizer on undecipherable laws and regulations: “if you can write a law that has teeth
… you’ve now got a business model”, Dodd-Frank writer now a Dodd-Frank consultant
Kerry still at the Iran negotiating table; Today Show on nail polish/shoe match
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Sculley and Heil

(2015-07-09)

0:00:00 Echoing introduction by JCD for prerecorded vacation “filler” show
0:01:23 JCD’s interview with former Apple CEO John Sculley on the occasion of his new book Moon
Shot, “market effect” shifting control from companies to customers, generalization of word of
mouth advertising, JCD’s “best weed whacker” search vs crowdsourcing, Über as infrastructure
company, Napster driving sales of CDs and “customers paying attention to other customers”
0:12:35 Intel and Microsoft caught flat footed by rise of mobile platforms, Steve Jobs’ practice of
“zooming” to include more than computer industry, “Steve’s brilliance was he knew how to
simplify it”; Mac-native Mosaic browser as unexploited opportunity to corner the market,
EWorld based on AOL technology licensed as result of late-80s payroll bailout, Marc Andreessen networking HyperCard prototyping tool with UIUC Cray supercomputers, Apple
Knowledge Navigator as prototype for Netscape, Acorn’s first ARM prototype for the Newton
0:27:12 France 24 profile on Sculley’s InflexionPoint telecommunications company focused on South
and Southeast Asia and Africa, Obi phone designed in Silicon Valley with optimizations for
battery life, $100-300 price point with 2x markup, brief flirtation with BlackBerry acquisition,
“very little difference, inside the bottle, between a Pepsi and a Coke”, Microsoft still losing
money on Nokia acquisition, lessons learned about US markets from early days of MetroPCS
0:40:23 Apple integrating “vertical platforms” like healthcare, prediction of iOS-like Mac running on
ARM, Samsung’s Tizen OS for appliances; IoT and “digitization of work” in manufacturing
with the likes of GE and Cisco, “smart cities” traﬀic and parking management, predictions of
$17T industry by 2030, JCD’s nearby adaptive stoplight sensors; predictions for “consumerization of healthcare”, research into PTSD and sleep apnea
1:01:49 JCD dvorak.org/na plug, introduction for sound engineer Bob Heil
1:02:35 Heil’s home in the wilds of Missouri; introduction to amateur radio by a friend at age twelve,
work tuning Fox Theater organ pipe harmonics by ear, recent organ concerts in Oklahoma,
standardization of Wurlitzer organ consoles; small Hammond organ franchise in Southern
Illinois visited by kids toting tube guitar amplifiers, recovery of Altec A4 speakers thrown out
by Fox Theater later used by Jerry Garcia, “The Night Rock & Roll Sound Was Born” article,
friendship with Joe Walsh WB6ACU, high power talk box created for Rocky Mountain Way
1:22:40 Development of 2-5Hz subsonic audio weapon by Paul Klipsch, “one-room schoolhouse” laboratory basement full of experiment “carcasses”, organist George Wright’s Quiet Village; early
1980s transition to microphones in response to lack of “articulate” audio in Yaesu and Kenwood amateur radio equipment, July 1982 QST article with audio equalizer circuit, use of Heil
equipment on DXpeditions; side-by-side comparison with Chinese-made Shure SM58 and Heil
PR 35, “a microphone is an instrument” even 90° off axis, PR 40 “the god of the podcasters”,
antenna phasing theory applied to microphone design
1:44:49 No interest in modernizing the 1940s-vintage condenser microphone, “no good rear rejection”,
potential for addressing lavalier shortcomings, JCD’s PR 40 recommendation; addressing potential component quality issues with roving “parts broker”; importance of final listening test;
microphone longevity vs the pitfalls of Ebay; why you should never blow into a microphone,
rapper-proof PR 35, boron-iron alloy in voice coil; high sensitivity and excessive weight of ribbon microphones; PR 30 cut in two by Bob Workman to create PR 31 BW, Johnny Carson’s
RCA microphone on David Letterman’s desk stolen and replaced by the crew
2:09:46 JCD outro, “this is how we do them if we’re gonna do them at all”; “amazing” compilation
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Show 200.7 Redux

(2015-07-05)

0:00:00 JCD: harmonica “How long does it last?”
ACC: “As long as there’s mold.”
JCD: “There’s always mold!”
ACC: “Right, but it’s…”
0:00:40 JCD sounding different sans audience; history of 200.5 and 425/200.6; future deconstruction show will be done from scratch; “end of the day” and “essentially” proliferation; JCD
Skype dropouts, improvements due to Universal Audio, headphone-less JCD, “turn down your
speakers!” clip, JCD’s M-Audio box; ACC now able to listen more closely to JCD; JCD not
replaying clips
0:15:20 Show 200.5, first half
1:13:45 JCD putting up with ACC’s bullcrap; ACC’s show prep now revolves around Freedom Controller, evening before clip-gathering, morning before organizing; JCD on hard breaks, writing
to a word count; ideal show length and show count; top artist turnover, high jingle quality
1:32:02 ACC’s dark studio, moving blanket; JCD’s Chinese CAD mike, noise gate on/off demo; “abyss”
room-deadening velvet, change in ACC’s sound on Crackpot Condo move; voidzero running
the infrastructure; Wikipedia page, seven pages of Google supremacy
1:41:50 ACC’s Sound Byte software, segmented beds, three-element opening; medley of short clips;
producer-driven evolution; upcoming Sculley, Heil interview show
1:49:39 Show 200.5, second half
2:19:07 Show 425, last words
2:23:19 ACC on getting in contact: tweet one of us and watch for “favorite”, timestamps; e-mail
quantity comparison, JCD FIFO and e-mail printing; pre-show clip review and scheduling
2:31:33 Thanks and shout-outs; the vast No Agenda demographic; JCD’s Newsletter wizardry; meetup
plans for the coming year; pre-stream activities
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Zucchini Emoji

(2015-07-02)

0:00:00 JCD: “And you can look this up, in old newspapers.”
ACC: “Oh yes, the lesbians took over.” (1:15:54)
0:00:32 ACC in Rotterdam amidst heat wave; Taxi Eric stories, Rotterdam taxi network vs Über;
“lazy Greeks” meme; Tunisian terror tension
0:07:41 No Agenda travel tips: waltz right up to first class, request special meal; brand-new Airbus
0:13:06 Greek referendum backgrounder, Amy Goodman butchers Finance Minister Jeroen Dijsselbloem’s name “Jukhelblom”, lenders admit unsustainability either way; Goodman “J’Johnson”;
yuppie former ambassador on Greek alienation, Syriza resignation vow, JCD: “no”, ACC: “yes”
0:26:38 Dutch law firm surveillance case win, new telephony retention laws; FISA overrules Appeals
Court ruling, JCD: “heaven forbid you lose a couple of days’ worth of data!”; Peter King July
4 terror warnings: “great deal of chatter”, Obama “no no no” jingles, “they like to target
this sort of thing”, ISIS “multi-level sense of operation”; Megyn Kelly on NYPD sand-filled
garbage trucks, manhole welding, snipers, King: “I’ve never seen this level of concern”, “ISIS
wants to carry out this attack”, JCD: “overtime scam”; Morten Storm points to Ramadan,
Megyn Kelly: “they tell you they are gonna do something and then they tend to do it”
0:45:18 Recorded Future’s report for Foreign Policy Initiative on Iranian involvement in Saudi Wikileaks, “increasingly the Saudis do not trust us, the Iranians do not fear us”, cyber-warfare by
script kiddies, Ahlberg: “this is not just a guy in a basement”, “little green men”
0:57:46 Producer Segment
1:08:37 MSNBC on Obama “smackdown” on “transgender undocumented woman of color”, ACC:
“she should’ve had a wooden leg and a glass eye!”; Amy Goodman “LGBTQ”, JCD on lesbian
acronym takeover, gay vs lesbian “war”; Larry Wilmore on prospect for gay married President; McLaughlin Group: “do you think polygamy is next in line for legitimation?”, JCD
on polygamous divorce complexity, Marion Pat Robertson: “most gays, if they’re havin’ a
wedding, they don’t want pizzas, they want cake”, bestiality up next, Muslim “I divorce you”
1:30:18 Joe Scarborough on Obama’s 2012 gay marriage opposition prior to Biden interview; Jeffrey
Toobin on interracial marriage: “the parallel is precise”; Chuck Todd: “rural America” and
the “progressive tide”, ACC: “rurr ‘Murica”; Obama’s “good week”, “we’ve made our union
a little more perfect”; Jon Stewart to Kirsten Gillibrand on Republicans: “do you think they
have mental problems?”; Hillary’s record-breaking $45M, ACC’s “chip in” e-mail; Hannity on
Hillary e-mails in foreign hands, ACC: Huma Abedin “emoji zucchini”; NBC ditches Trump
2:00:44 Kindergartener suspended over new haircut
2:03:03 Donation Segment
2:16:26 CVC’s ex Dexter’s vape business, BordO2 liquid, propylene glycol, butter flavor diacetyl lung
cancer link; No Agenda e-liquid; Dexter’s 72-watt mod; “I Can’t Believe It’s Not Bordeaux”
2:27:49 Suicide leading of cause of death for Japanese men ages 20-45; leap second a dud
2:29:35 Tech News: SpaceX Falcon 9 explosion, odd warning not to use cell phone near debris, Russian
RD-180 rocket motor, secrets of tungsten welding; Chicago 9% “cloud tax”; Neil deGrasse
Tyson claims Millenium Hotel is tallest in Eastern Seaboard
2:40:53 No headway on nuclear deal with Iran; humanitarian crisis in Yemen
2:44:38 Producer Derek’s NPR climate change negotiation report compilation; US-Brazil renewable
energy agreement, President Rousseff cut in NSA spying; Ban Ki-moon: “it’s like snail’s…
moving snail’s pace”, Morgan Freeman What’s Possible film voiceover (end of show clip)
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Peak Oil II

(2015-06-28)

0:00:00 JCD: “I dunno, let’s start a spy agency and play spy, we can all be cool spies!” (1:12:42)
0:00:35 Celebrations over SCotUS gay marriage decision; CNN on “unnerving” ISIS dildo flag at London gay pride march, “clearly not Arabic, in fact it looks like it could be gobbledygook”,
“about fucking time” stand-up background; ISIS throws four gays off building; Franklin Graham: “God does not change his mind”, Hosanna-Tabor employment case and “police power
of the state”, Ron Fournier: Huckabee “on the wrong side of history”, granddaughter Alveda
King: “praying and waiting to hear from god”, echoey JCD God call-in skit: “I should’ve
never signed with this agency!”; White House ready with rainbow lighting; JCD: Hillary outing insurance; unanticipated LGBBTQQIAAP divorces; Putin memes
0:32:49 Real Sports hit piece on Qatar migrant worker conditions; Ben Affleck to direct FIFA film, no
best director for Argo; Qatar’s habit of buying overseas sports teams, dismal living conditions
in camps, sports academy head: “comfortable and healthy environment”, terminates interview;
stadium with artificial cloud quadcopter; journalist untouched by police; McDonald’s & CocaCola outed, Qatar sports ties to al-Qaeda
0:52:39 ACC Planned Parenthood/Save the Children encounter; Save the Children’s $657M
0:59:05 City of Waco trying to block biker brawl surveillance video subpoena
1:01:26 Producer Segment: new Canadian spy agency CSIS; ACC heading to Rotterdam
1:14:33 Storm Roof shooting families to receive $29M from DoJ; prison escapee poster with “killed”
label, “big shlong” guy; Oﬀice for Victims of Crime $9bn; Clementa Pinckney on black Confederates; eulogy by “the other Obama”: “he surely sensed the meaning of his violent act”, “he
didn’t know he was being used by God”, God skit recap, Amazing Grace cock-up, autotune
1:35:43 Trump Tower fire, Ross Perot pull-out, JCD: “shot across the bow”
1:37:00 Tunisian shooting linked to July 4, JCD “run run run” evergreen, Quilliam Foundation guy:
“soft target” attacks everywhere stepped up for Ramadan, ironic “first decapitation on French
soil”, Britain “overdue” for an attack; NSA French Presidential spying leak by Russia, Ukraine
gas discount discontinued; Pentagon to standardize on single IT service provider; Chertoff’s
Einstein 3 intrusion detection system, “shooting down an attack before it hits its target”; DHS
EAGLE II “Enterprise Acquisition Gateway for Leading Edge Solutions”, $22bn budget
1:54:42 Greek aid to end on Tuesday, Dutch-accented ACC: “fuck ’em”, ATM runs, DH Unplugged
discussion on Russian bailout, euro hoarding; New York banker predicts euro spike
2:03:35 Donation Segment: JCD’s mother: brown eggs “polluted”; War of 1812 donation feud
2:19:26 International Energy Statistics: nearing peak oil; anonymous Pacific Northwest National Laboratory insider: noncommittal COO, “global climate change caused by anthropogenic drivers
of emission scenarios”; populartechnology.net 1350 skeptic papers
2:25:29 Trains Good Planes Bad: trains of the future to be fueled by sewage
2:26:38 Tech News: IRS erased two years worth of Lois Lerner e-mail backup tapes; JCD on the demise
or nonmigration of public relations agency databases; JCD on Seagate 200GB OneDrive offer;
surge.sh CDN; whois data to be de-anonymized in ICANN internationalization; Chrome
out-of-band “OK Google” microphone activation; leap second of doom
2:41:27 San Francisco probation oﬀicer in hot water for leaving a handgun and cocaine in hotel room
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Fusion Cell

(2015-06-25)

0:00:00 JCD: “The entire US Navy’s running 100% on XP.”
0:00:35 JCD’s printer on cleaning cycle; ACC: “we are the Oprah of dryer balls”
0:07:54 Bill Nye “emoji science lab” funded by GE; Dutch court orders 25% below 1990 levels;
Rick Steves on Dutch efforts to shore up dikes; EU 40% reduction target; EPA strategy
released, Gina McCarthy: “saving thousands of lives”, acreage “destroyed by wildfires”,
cnn.com/2degrees promo video: “mass extinctions”; White House Public Health and Climate Change summit, McCarthy: “wake up, now!”, “it’s toasty outside, I wonder what that
could be all about”, 57k deaths by 2100, “frankly, it’s all about this kids”, deniers vs “normal
human beings”; Ted Cruz on energy industry tax breaks, “infamous” $13bn wind tax credits
0:32:11 Oﬀice of Personnel Management hearing, producer notes on scope of information exfiltrated,
Chaffetz grilling Director Katherine Archuleta, CIO Donna Seymour reveals documents lost
in March 2014 breach, JCD: “it’s like storing your password in a file called password-dottext”, Mark Wahlberg: “it’s a Pearl Harbor”; Ted Lieu on contractor USIS fraud, $30M in
bonuses for top execs; identity of hackers classified; uptalker Ann Barron-DiCamillo on “lack
of logging”, JCD: “how many terabytes are these logs gonna be?”; OPM letter for Newsletter
0:54:50 Benghazi person of interest droned in Iraq
0:56:00 Michael Wolff on net neutrality: “the digital guys will be surprised” by regulation
0:58:07 Hayden on Snowden foreign sponsor, inductive vs deductive; on USA FREEDOM Act: “cool!
wheeze”; operation Overhead droned explosives-implanting doctor; JCD recommends NAthemed Josie and the Pussycats; French outrage over NSA spying on three presidents, source:
Russia; Eastern European countries to “host” US weaponry
1:07:05 Producer Segment: “gay on meth” message
1:16:44 Upcoming Human Rights Report; Hostage Recovery Activities Executive Order, Obama cites
Phillips and Buchanan rescues, Diane Foley on efforts as “annoyance”, Obama: “that ends
today”, new FBI HRFC “fusion cell”, “intelligence sharing”, EO 12333 Section 2.3
1:27:48 Final fast-track authority vote, Democrary Now names names, News Hour on attachment to
African trade deal, Democrats voted against worker assistance
1:33:58 Confederate flag-pull continues; history of the Confederacy, Marx on slave votes; Governor
announces removal; Don Lemon on Jefferson Memorial; Alabama flag removal, Democracy
Now removal rundown followed by report on white supremacist killings; Dylann Storm Roof
Photoshop evidence, producer Suboxone stories; 2016 22-51% insurance premium hikes
1:55:23 Greece to kick can down the road, Larry Summers on loans flowing back to creditor banks,
Varoufakis a game theory expert; Queen Elizabeth in Germany, Belgian Waterloo coin kerfuffle
2:06:07 Kale on Orange is the New Black; fastest train in the world: 127.1 mph in 1905
2:08:43 Donation Segment: JCD recommends “stunning” 2011 Renaissance Bordeaux
2:19:34 Obama epic “nah nah nah nah no no no no” to heckler a “smackdown” according to CBS,
“you’re in my house”; JCD: ditch iPhone video, mug for the C-SPAN camera; “shame on ya”,
crowd chanting “Obama”, “or we’ll have to take ya out” (CotD); NPR Obamacare segment
underwritten by Athena Health Group
2:30:51 Tsarnaev “awkward” post-sentencing apology asserting no one else involved
2:34:24 “Podcast history” with Marc Maron Obama WTF interview, “saying” vs “using” the word;
Obama “it’s just a podcast” comment
2:37:44 UN sexual abuse in CAR’s capital “Bangui” (CotD), whistleblower suspended
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Psych!

(2015-06-21)

0:00:00 JCD: “How ’bout… a big bouffant?” (0:43:56)
0:00:34 ACC patch panel woes, new hardware, no Apple Store discount for the podfather
0:06:48 “Hail science”, “it’s just incredible” evergreens; Jane Seymour “Crepe Erase” infomercial;
dryer sheets for NWO population control, wool dryer balls
0:14:07 ACC handshake “psych!” to Planned Parenthood canvasser; hexagonal awareness month
0:19:05 Yatsenyuk: $25bn going directly to creditors; Donald Tusk: Greek “game of chicken”, proposed
Euro Summit, New York banker warns of default, News Hour on Putin’s “look of satisfaction”;
troubles ahead for Deutsche Bank, Primates of Park Avenue “wives’ bonus”, BBB+ rating
worse than Lehman, selling retail arm, ACC Red Book: tits-up within three months, JCD:
“soft shoe” delay; No Agenda tip: avoid the Broken Spoke unless you’re a good dancer
0:33:00 Obama podcast on fast-track authority: “relentlessly changing economy”, need to be “rewriting the rules of global trade to benefit American workers”, “or I wouldn’t be doing it”; Kevin
Zeese on TAA being attached to African trade bill
0:41:44 Crazy-haired Energy Department Ernest Moniz, mullet-bouffant: “mouffant”, Iran balking
over interview requirements, Moniz: “we are aiming to complete the deal”, “White House
milieu” cadence; ACC’s former tea-drinking ways; Middle East arms race recap, Saudi Arabia
deal with Russia to build nuclear reactors; Saudi diplomatic files from Wikileaks
0:55:53 And Now Back to Real News: “comic and Dancing With the Stars alum” Tommy Chong
cancer; Ohio marijuana legalization grower monopoly bill, billion-dollar back forty
1:03:29 Producer Segment: “hissy fit”; LEED “leadership in energy & environmental design”
1:17:47 CVC’s beautiful Father’s Day message
1:20:33 Paul Ehrlich’s sixth great mass extinction, Frank Fenner: humans extinct in 100 years; Biden
on climate change deniers: “they also deny gravity”; William Hurt to Tavis Smiley: AI not
on par with “issues as monstrous as global warming”
1:29:38 Brian Williams at MSNBC, Rachel Maddow “really happy” about it, “he has been through
the most fantastically humbling experience that you can imagine” since leaving “Nightly”,
Williams’ “workhorse agreement”; Nightly News revenue vs Today Show
1:36:05 Dylann Roof on Reckitt Benckiser’s Suboxone; Comey: not terrorism because not political,
no mention of manifesto; manifesto on lastrhodesian.com registered in February, EXIFless photos, rtf88.txt, 88 “heil Hitler” code, Romper Stomper front page, Rhodesian proapartheid patch, James Earl Ray connection, “1488” code, gaydar hit; CNN tl;dr, “European”
meme; black friend: “primary target” school, not church; mainstream hate crime focus
1:59:36 Confederate flag & SPLC; “violence everywhere, it’s almost non-stop”, Obama: no mass
violence in advanced countries, Todd Rutherford: Fox News hate speech, Maher compares
Fox to al-Awlaki; JCD Clementa Pinckney corruption hit theory; EMS producer note
2:17:01 Donation Segment: Father’s Day callouts; new branded sealing wax
2:28:05 Stephanopolous to Mindy Kaling: “it really does make you feel like you’re inside this elevenyear-old girl”, “in a profoundly wholesome way” (CotD)
2:29:33 DHS active shooter threat instructor training program June 15-19 in Charleston
2:30:41 Hillary Duff The View Tinder vocal fry-fest; Tia Mowry’s mushroom sautéeing technique,
quinoa & kale chips; No Agenda seared tuna; Dempsey on “stiffening” Iraqi spines
2:45:08 Donald Trump on 20% “real employment”, “big league”, News Hour: “the other fellow”,
Morning Joe on appeal to television-shouters, “human IED”; JCD on 40-year Reagan cycle
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Culture Vulture

(2015-06-18)

0:00:00 JCD: “And just beat the crap out of him in the courtroom.”
ACC: “Nice!” (1:03:24)
0:00:35 Warriors won; alternative No Agenda openings
0:01:56 “Anticipated” Papal encyclical, Brazilian theatrical trailer, PBS “leaked version”, “the embargo has been lifted”, “very solid scientific consensus”, “I’m going to take the science for
what it says”; “the cry of the earth and the cry of the poor”, “extra sweater”, Holdren: nine
or ten billion in 2050, renewables and nuclear, “the challenge of the Valley of Death”; Biden:
US “epicenter of energy”, renewables to “increase exponentially”, no mention of gas
0:24:32 Russia to add 40 ICBMs to arsenal in “nuclear saber rattling”, ACC in Dutch accent: “our
air force will be out patrolling when we have the suﬀicient coal to fuel them”, Pentagon to
station store tanks in Eastern Europe; Lithuanian army website “hacked”: NATO to annex
Kaliningrad; Pope gives Putin peace medal, JCD: “ten bucks it’s got a bug in it”
0:32:58 IMF Ukraine “lending into arrears”; Bill Clinton on lobbying for Boeing, Haiti money; Le
Bourget Air Show, huge Boeing orders from Russia and China, new Air Force One; Clinton
on donor influence on State Department: “nobody even suggested it or talked about it or
thought about it”, State Department “economic diplomacy work”
0:42:39 Trump to Stephanopoulos on Hillary’s e-mail manipulation; Amy Goodman: “rambling kickoff
speech” branding Mexicans “criminals and rapists”; visa woes from Oracle upgrade, hardware
blamed; Trump promises “great wall”; Trump vs Reagan; hide under UN roof evergreen
0:56:35 McLaughlin Group crime spike prediction; Dylann Storm Roof church shooting, Mayor: “filled
with hate”, license plate LBF330, plenty of Feds on scene; Ali Shukri Amin case in Virginia,
adult guilty plea, attorney Joseph Flood: “very socially immature although very bright kid”,
FBI imam; CNN on “active consumers of ISIS propaganda”; Rep. Michael McCaul on “internet
terrorism fone viral”, “dark space of the internet”, July 4 small-scale event prediction
1:26:32 Producer Segment
1:40:34 Rachel Dolezal whipping up Baltimore crowd; interview on white people playing black film
roles; trans-race “identify as black” meme, JCD on Black Like Me promotion; Howard University discrimination suit over artwork, “her blackness is a performance”; Black History TV
man on the street: “orange is the new black”, “epitome of a culture vulture”, whites now
“Europeans”, “white spaces”; Paul McHugh WSJ article on the danger of transgender hype
2:11:40 Two North Carolina shark attacks: Shark Week or Jaws promo?
2:15:19 Dannemora prison escape: cutting torch not power tools, wrong heights in mug shots
2:17:25 Donation Segment
2:25:19 ACC’s Mac overheats, shuts down; “box mod” vaporizers; ITM: Instantaneous Thought Manifestation; Bush’s “Jeb!” branding, “President with a period” joke, ABC News chirping bird
2:30:42 Delfi AS v. Estonia ruling: web site liable for user comments; Richard Prince rephotographing
Instagram photos under fair use
2:37:03 Tech News: AT&T to pay $100M for throttling unlimited data users, “download a speed app”
bogus tip; German researchers warn about “apps”; Josh Earnest on OPM hack: “sensitive
data”, Katherine Archuleta grilled by Chaffetz: “we didn’t ask you to come read statements,
I wanted to know why you didn’t encrypt the information”
2:49:56 Watch-fumbling Kirby on Iran concessions: “put a fork in it”, “it’s just that simply true”;
Hannity gives away “leg chair”, “that’s not what we call it, Sean”
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Solution Space

(2015-06-14)

ACC: “They’re not… it’s a sales job; it’s disgusting what these people do.”
“Hungry Hungry Hippos” on the loose in Georgia
Pervasive neurolinguistic programming, Charlie Rose “the Straits of Times” short-circuit
Show 729 mystery jingling: X-ray bin rollers; Sir Cyber’s two-hour “NA funnies” clip show
Larry King’s no-prep interviews, Neil deGrasse Tyson: “we tell ourselves we live in a free
country”, denial by elected oﬀicials “recipe for disaster”, “dare I use the word holistically”;
ACC compares Sandy 9.41-foot surge to 1821 13-foot surge, subsequent New York hurricanes;
Tyson’s disdain for “Elon!” Musk, “we need those people in society”; 2008 ABC prediction
for June 2015: “gas has reached over nine dollars a gallon” (CotD)
DeFazio on TPP labor standards: “the use of the word may does not sound like a binding
standard to me”, secret tribunals, country of origin meat labeling repealed
ACC’s New York banker feedback on bond liquidity, banking “no fun any more”, Greek default
prediction, global warming “point of no return” fractal, Horowitz in on Greek banking
Producer Segment
NAACP fake black woman busted by family
Odd Mom Out: “after three kids, my vag is like the Holland Tunnel”; Unreal, Jerry Springer
rewards list; ACC 9lbs 2oz birth weight
California drought attributed to divine retribution for liberal abortion laws
Josh Earnest on fifth Iraqi base: “450 is the number that’s required to carry out the mission
that has been expanded to Taqaddum air base”, “what is also true…”, Dempsey weighs in
Amy Goodman “shaved ice from the remnants… um, from the remnants of…”
CIA documents on pre-9/11 reluctance to assassinate bin Laden, 28 pages blackmail; Matt
Lee grills spokeshole over Iran’s IAEA access agreement timeline, quotes Kerry
WHO MERS advisory: avoid drinking camel urine; No Agenda camel pee shampoo
Moral self-licensing via tampon selfies
NPR on passport and visa “glitches”, no mention of Oracle; yet another Oﬀice of Personnel
Management data breach; John Chambers to Charlie Rose on internet leadership: “you put
the electricity of the whole country on the internet”, ACC: “don’t touch the modem, kids”,
“disrupt or be disrupted” (CotD)
Donation Segment
HHS Sylvia Mathews Burwell: more deaths from overdoses than from car accidents, 259M opioid prescriptions in 2012, “let’s go to the solution space”: medical record sharing, “incredible
hulk” naloxone use; ACC: “this week in flakka”
The Weekly Hooker Report: $15 oral sex in Tokyo; child sexual abuse by UN peacekeepers
News Hour NLP links painkiller abuse with “the case against generics”; STD’s on the rise in
elder care homes thanks to Viagra
Slick Rafael Iron Dome promo, i-HLS video with sweetened audio
Dutch social studies textbook with picture of clawed Russia eating Ukraine; note from teacher
using No Agenda CDs in social studies class, npg.org propaganda
Obituary for CIA agent name publisher and Jim Garrison memoir publisher Ellen Ray
Merkel cell phone tap investigation closed in Germany
Botox chronic migraine advertisement: side effect? headache; ACC: Viagra defense
JCD to meet John Perkins, Confessions of an Economic Hit Man second edition
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About Face!

(2015-06-11)

0:00:00 JCD: “So this was the scam of the scams.” (0:14:36)
0:00:32 Obama: climate change “one of my highest priorities”, using TPP; JCD: wood the ultimate renewable; ACC’s meeting with Rod Adams, Stanford “renewable revolution”, no backyard nuke
fuel due to Russia sanctions, decommissioned submarines; EPA to regulate airline emissions;
TSA failure to identify 73 watchlisted airport workers, mysterious airport jingling sound
0:16:06 Six-Week Cycle: White House, TSA hearing bomb threats, Earnest dodges question about
press relocation; USA FREEDOM Act “coincidences”: December OPM, Syrian army.mil
hacks; Air Marshal testimony at TSA hearing: deputy Air Marshals, emergency shotguns,
JCD: Brinks armored truck port, spontaneous human combustion
0:30:49 Avoidant/Restrictive Food Intake Disorder in DSM-5; “lintitis”, JCD: avoid dryer sheets
0:34:46 Amy Goodman: wettest month on record “linked to climate change”, G7 “carbon elimination”,
egregious Goodman headline run-together: “her death was confirmed by her partner Donna,
an immigrant teenage mother”
0:40:51 Earnest on mysterious Obama smokes: “he does not”; “Grüß Gott”
0:44:17 Proposed WTC 2 “stairway to heaven”
0:46:42 Google “smear window” for leap second due to climatic effects; “make it a great day, enjoy”
0:48:27 JMD’s friend increasingly seeing hexagons everywhere; JCD “to an extreme” medley
0:51:46 Producer Segment: ACC heading to Ham-Com; No Agenda Player show notes integration
1:06:14 News Hour leads with market news; Deutsche Bank resignations; South Korean interest rate
lowered because of MERS, huge Asian malls; Max Keiser on Greece: “this is what happens
when you scapegoat a population, steal all their money, and start putting them into camps,
and then exterminate them”; Bilderberg agenda, Seed Man: “ein Volk, ein Reich, ein Führer!”
1:14:58 Theresa May on new British antiterrorism legislation; State Department 50-person countermessaging campaign @ThinkAgain_DOS, former head: “magic social media … pixie dust”; ISIS
vs mercenary trigger discipline; ACC on “about face!” trip to Iraqi training camp, Operation
Iraqi Sunrise; Obama “no complete strategy” meme, Zakaria: “technocratic problem”
1:37:40 News Hour melodrama with Panetta, Zinni, Flournoy, & Bacevich: Panetta homeland meme,
no question “that our national security interests are involved here, otherwise why would we
even be there in the first place?”, Syria punchline; Khamenei: ISIS like US federal police
1:53:09 Economic hit man in Burma, headed back to Africa
1:55:49 Tech News: Apple Music antitrust investigations, Spotify benefits labels while Apple benefits
artists, Spotlight enhancements as assault on Google, anti-Google culture due to Android
rip-off; net neutrality kicks in tomorrow
2:06:08 Donation Segment: $68.84 Richard Quest donation
2:19:31 Greta Van Susteren’s strange mouth; Al Sharpton called out as a pimp in Hartford; Seinfeld
on political correctness in comedy, “gay French king”; Ellen Pao on subreddit bans, “free
speech” vs “free expression”, on fake accounts: “we have ways of finding them”
2:32:29 Former FIFA vice president accused of diverting Haiti Earthquake funds
2:34:04 Elon Musk to provide internet from space; escaped inmates “getting even more dasperate”,
manhunt a Watertown repeat
2:36:34 Anti-government demonstrations in Ukraine; 2006 Belarus national security emergency extended; headline: “how mac & cheese destroyed a Toronto neighborhood”, JCD: “mac &
cheese vomit: the worst”
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It’s the Mold!

(2015-06-07)

0:00:00 JCD/ACC “yeah no” medley (1:44:25)
0:00:38 ACC mold update
0:02:33 Pamela Geller reaction to beheading plot: “Islamic terrorism is here”, positive results from
“Garland jihad shooting”: thousand mile trip for shooters, “I understand the enemy”, “enormous amount of intel” from computers, Boston police “superb job”; heard about plot from
CNN, secret meeting with oﬀicials, attack by Tsarnaev and Awlaki mosque; to Cuomo: “they’re
going to come for you, too, Chris”; TSA becoming “über-douches” in wake of “red team” fail
0:13:40 Sweaty Rick Perry; Jeb Bush PATRIOT Act recap; ACC’s ready for Hillary poster
0:15:48 Supposedly China-originated Federal employee data “hack”, PBS: “their goal: to find and potentially recruit spies inside the US government”, “does that come with hookers?” recruitment
skit; Dennis Hastert blackmail proof of concept, nine-year-old allegation media fail
0:23:58 Bill Maher’s Catelyn Jenner bigotry, JCD vasectomy analysis, “gay seems so simple now!”;
ACC: do we use “she” in the past tense for Olympic medals?, “Catelyn, call a sistuh if you
want to run for oﬀice, I got yo’ back”; Maher on ISIS pigeon breeding ban, ISIS now following
ACC’s advice and throwing gays off buildings, headquarters bombing thanks to ISIS selfie
0:39:30 The War on Chicken: bird flu impact on egg prices; ACC on women’s food texture aversions
0:45:53 Tech News: JCD on *.science TLD spam origin
0:48:14 Producer Segment
0:57:21 NOAA global warming pause data “glitch” fix, “bias correction” methodology for “temperature anomalies”, “empirical orthogonal telecorrections”; coauthor James McMahon of huge
consulting NGO LMI, $132M from DoD in 2013, $104M in salaries; 2°C the new 350ppm;
JCD on mind control experiment, social media trolls and celebreties
1:23:02 New EU European External Action Service to counter Russian Ukraine propaganda; Turnerfunded UN Foundation’s “squadron of journalists and subsidized media content in 33 countries”, promo video, five-day training courses in UN jargon translation for journalists
1:32:44 Chocolate for weight loss media-bait hoax, “journalists are lazy”
1:35:05 Donation Segment: Samsung Galaxy advertisement “yeah no”
1:47:30 Obama “punches above its weight”, “strongest allies” medley; US soccer win vs Netherlands
1:51:42 Jade Helm Blackhawk in Austin, explosions in Flint MI, City spokeshole: “we obviously have
to respect the Army’s wishes”; Denver shoplifter hideout demolished by police “paramilitary
thugs”; New York citizen mugger takedown
2:01:14 Democracy Now elaborates on Red Cross Haiti false claims, “boost employee salaries” story
2:03:12 Trevor Aaronson TED talk on FBI terrorism; ACC Martha Stewart meme appropriation;
Khairullozhori Matanov charged under Sarbanes-Oxley for clearing browser history; Deutche
Bank co-CEO resignations; PayPal scam resolution vs FBI Nigerian e-mails; Snowden on
surveillance increase, “spiking the football” NYT op-ed; fishy root certificates in iOS beta
2:17:29 Hillary’s push for automatic voter registration, JCD: “prelude to internet voting”
2:20:10 Rose and “drool-face” Goodman botch EPA fracking report, consumption vs contamination
2:25:33 Lavrov on possible 30 years of sanctions, Putin’s actual opinion on FIFA, on Greece: “you are
contaminated by the American philosophy, you always want to tell people what to do”
2:32:55 Student loan strike over predatory Corinthian Colleges lending
2:34:11 Catherine Herridge story on “Taliban five” recruiting failure
2:38:11 Feminist award for Miss Piggy from Gloria Steinem
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Win By Losing

(2015-06-04)

0:00:00 ACC: “Hey, I know a lot of really hot sixty-five-year-old women!”
JCD: “Fine!” (1:48:34)
0:00:33 ACC overcome by black mold
0:03:03 Live anthrax spores sent to 51 laboratories, contracts for anthrax detection systems
0:07:31 Six-Week Cycle: TSA “failed miserably” at detecting 95% of tests, Jeh Johnson demands
answers at TSA headquarters; PATRIOT Act expiration, USA Freedom Act passage; Comey’s
“long, tricky game”, hoax airport bomb threats, FBI investigation, NSA drops the ball again,
unquestioned; Usaamah Rahim’s “allegedly sinister and gruesome” Pamela Geller beheading
plot, FBI intercepts Amazon package with knife and sharpener; community leader on video:
“I would 100% collaborate with what the commission had just stated”; Geller to Burnett:
“showdown for American freedom”, “ISIS is here”, on SPLC: “really, Erin?”; “King Pils” to
Obama on the “Rosies” (the Riveters), “facing ISIL”; Amanpour: not taking ISIS seriously
enough, comedians defeating ISIS; Harf on Assad-ISIS alliance, JCD: “this is a very interesting
trickedy-doo thing here”, Dawlat Al Islam Qamat anthem revisited
0:37:02 FIFA “king makers” force Blatter resignation, Canada trip cancellations for fear of extradition;
dry run for IOC takedown, Bill Clinton’s World Cup 2022 involvement, IOC cease and desists
in Olympic Peninsula, ACC predicts IOC sex scandals
0:46:43 Producer Segment: the No Agenda Club for all show number donations
1:08:14 Santorum to Pope: “the church has gotten it wrong a few times on science”, Alex Wagner:
“perhaps Mr. Santorum should work on his own science cred before taking on the Pope”;
Richard Horton The Lancet article *What is Medicine’s 5 Sigma¿‘ on incorrect scientific papers; Obama Starbucks cup speech to South Asian students, ”the United States is the most
respected country on earth“, ”I will never engage in a politics in which I’m trying to divide
people“, enforced gender alternation for question askers
1:27:13 Lindsey Graham Presidential bid: “there are no moderates in Iran”; Jeb Bush on Bob Schieffer
Meet the Press send-off: “not a shred of evidence that the metadata program has violated
anybody’s civil liberties”, “protect the homeland” number one duty, ISIS greatest threat to
national security; NBC on “vanity candidates”, “win even by losing”
1:36:32 Amy Goodman “Abercrombie & Finch” Supreme Court hijab case; CVC’s part time job
1:39:29 Don’t participate in ice bucket challenge chain letter: motor neuron disease diagnosis
1:43:45 Caitlyn Jenner Vanity Fair article, Twitter “world record”; MSNBC: “woman” excludes trans
men in abortion discussions, “gender-neutral language”, Grace and Frankie
1:54:34 Donation Segment: ISIS signet rings confiscated; Quigley Tragedy & Hope PDF available
2:07:12 NPR: only six permanent homes built with American Red Cross funds in Haiti, possible
Clinton smokescreen
2:13:03 Sheryl Sandberg Facebook post: Goldberg’s instant death vs weak vital signs story
2:15:55 Strange earth noises confirmed by NASA, JCD on distant booms; Michelle “Renaissance fair
wench” Thaller dancing video, ACC: it’s a fetish, JCD on sex and furry costumes; 257 female
porn stars removed from millionairematch.com, JCD’s Online! The Book on dating site
fraud; life sentence for Dread Pirate Roberts; JCD on real estate 2017 collapse insurance, new
CBS “poverty porn” show The Briefcase, JCD recommends Mr. Robot (again)
2:36:01 ISIS push in Aleppo, Syrian military accused of collaboration
2:37:00 White House rejects Snowden amnesty, cut loose by CIA
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Weather Whiplash

(2015-05-31)

0:00:00 JCD: “Augh, naw, that’s not him!”
0:00:33 More flooding in Texas, “weather whiplash”, “climate change is stretching out our variability”,
Bill Nye “ready to fight the haters”, “many conservative climate change deniers went berserk
over his post”, “documented denier” Ted Cruz, Nye tweet: “no weather-caster may utter
the phrase Climate Change”, cigarettes and cancer meme, on hurricanes: “it’s very diﬀicult
to connect any one weather event to this global phenomenon”, hurricanes “decapitated” off
African coast
0:18:06 University of Colorado science denial panel, Michelle “Renaissance fair wench” Thaller on 2012
apocalypse, “whole cloth made-up”, “we’re trying to draw back into our skills as storytellers”;
Chip Berlet “haiku for climate change”, right-wingers believe “climate scientists are all agents
of Satan”, JCD: “this guy is an out and out bigot”, end-times mentality, largest Republicam
voting bloc “conservative fundamentalists and evangelicals”, “corporate profiteers who … are
gonna finish their Château Latour before the earth turns into a dustbin”, “tiny group of
anarcho-libertarians who just read conspiracy theory websites”, apocalypse as self-fulfilling
prophecy, “abortion is sin and gay people should be shot”, “shit in your own kitchen”
0:56:36 Producer Segment
1:19:41 National {Caribbean-American Heritage, African-American Music Appreciation, Oceans, Great
Outdoors, LGBT Pride} Month; Science Magazine gay canvasser article retraction over missing data, retractionwatch.com; Marco Rubio on gay marriage war on religion, Pelosi rebuttal
1:30:12 FIFA: Palestine drops bid to suspend Israel; Barclay’s and HSBC implicated; RT’s Katie
Pilbeam: Sepp Blatter “RT’s newly-reelected boss”, “curiously enough, American journalists
arrived in advance to witness the arrests at the Zurich hotel”; ongoing LIBOR trial
1:37:38 Dennis Hastert indicted for withdrawing blackmail money in under-$10k increments
1:41:23 JCD debunks government inflation numbers based on airplane, wine, and car prices
1:49:40 Another “greatest responsibility” Obama podcast pushing USA Freedom Act: “we can seek a
wiretap on so-called lone wolves”, “these tools are not controversial”; “thanks guys” journalist
eviction (CotD); new push for British “snooper’s charter”, UN: encryption a human right,
London radicalization survey for twelve-year-olds, EU Strategy for Combating Radicalisation
and Recruitment: “ensure that voices of mainstream opinion prevail over those of extremism”;
Lindsey Graham on Iraq success: “I didn’t hear it so just say no”
2:07:11 Rapiscan Systems’ Christopher Romig now on House Homeland Security Subcommittee; TSA
testing facial recognition, ACC: “this technology will not work for the shape-shifting Jews”
2:13:29 Donation Segment
2:27:18 IRS hacked by Russians, $2.3bn in fraudulent returns
2:29:15 Jeremy Piven Entourage pseudo-feud with Al Roker
2:31:52 Tech News: correct pronunciation of “Carnegie” first-syllable stress; FCC to study Verizon
broadband subsidy for the poor; Buzzkill Jr.’s Amazon Echo; ACC’s stoner award; McLaughlin
Group final prediction: “the violent crime rate in America’s metropolitan areas will spike this
summer – bye bye!”; Mikheil Saakashvili appointed Southern Odessa governor; Russian travel
blacklist; British nuclear submarine whistleblower; North Korea’s military hackers can destroy
cities; JCD recommends Mr. Robot; “volatile cedar” cyber-espionage program
2:47:13 Kerry’s bicycle accident; MDMA for terminal patient anxiety
2:49:47 ISIS Baghdad hotel car bombings; Six-Week Cycle coming up
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Cricket Flour

(2015-05-28)

0:00:00 JCD: “And so you buy these intangibles and you get nothing, really.” (1:37:01)
0:00:33 Rainsticks for California, “heat wave and floods”, fossil fuel protests, University of Hawaii
divestiture, Chris Matthews: “increasing heavy rain, and snow events, and more intense
droughts, all at the same time”, Columbia University guy: “this is gonna be the hottest year
on record”, NOAA hurricane drought prediction, the end of “weather isn’t climate”; Obama
Coast Guard “dereliction of duty”; Young Turks on Tea Partiers “who’ve grown up and just
don’t trust what trained professionals are saying”; Jules Feiffer on origin of government distrust on the left with nuclear testing, “Question Authority”, PBS Standing on Sacred Ground:
“fighting intolerance and climate change”; Neil deGrasse Tyson to Charlie Rose: “invest your
brain energy to recognize when something is fringe”, Carl Sagan on scientific skepticism; Bill
Nye: “that just makes no fucking sense”; Seed Man: “get out of the damn coma!”; National
Geographic science-doubting article; deGrasse Tyson: moon landing an act of war, world war
story pitch, Rose: “tell us what an asteroid is”, ACC “tech hornies”
0:43:37 Producer Segment: new Scott McKenzie story Conscience For Sale
0:56:10 US Attorney General has Adam’s weed?
0:59:50 Queen to Parliament: “my government will…”, EU renegotiation vs in/out vote; EU military
to intercept refugees migrants; Thom Hartmann: toxic Chinese cat food killed Higgins; JCD:
Michael Butler learning butchering; Newsletter “your best anal…” subject line cutoff
1:17:05 Loretta Lynn Lynch goes after FIFA, payback for Qatar 2022, Swiss housecleaning, raids
in Zurich and Miami, Qatar 124° temperatures; Lynch “sports marketers”, bribes from “a
major US sportswear company”, Comey weighs in, fifa.grumpyradio.com infographic; possible Clinton Initiative connection, call for Blatter resignation for support of Russia 2018,
Palestinian call for Israel FIFA suspension; ACC: why no ISIS in Israel?
1:36:03 Minneapolis Walker Art Center “intangibles” as artistic experiences, “zip drive” full of images
1:41:07 Chocolate zucchini cupcakes with cricket flour
1:42:56 Hillary “news making”: “I’ve been coloring my hair for years” to cackling audience; Castro
brother as possible running mate; Pataki announcement, surplus campaign fund rollovers
1:48:34 Lynch pre-FIFA FISA announcement in favor of USA Freedom Act; Section 102 emergency
authority, Section 105 indemnification, Section 106 compensation, Section 701 sunset bump
1:55:16 Donation Segment: ACC 14C reflector post Ham Nation net checkin
2:08:18 Tech News: Reddit bullying crackdown, TOR funding partner; Singaporean Airbus 330 dual
engine failure: “maybe this was a glitch in the program”; iPhone text message crash; JCD IoT
article Surveillance State in Disguise; Vint Cerf on MCI Mail shutdown, IPv6 for IoT, router
“buffer bloat” network congestion; Cisco: half of world population digitally connected in five
years; Paul Krugman article The Big Meh: zero contribution to economy since 1980’s; SpaceX
certified for military launches, Airbus vs Boeing space wars; Slack Hushmail invitation
2:32:25 Frontline follows up torture story with boots on the ground chlorine gas propaganda
2:34:29 Bob Woodward: Bush was a WMD skeptic, “momentum” took us into Iraq
2:37:16 Memorial Day parade drone crash; Six-Week Cycle, Patriot Act sunset on June 1, EMP meme;
hostage Cantlie’s new article in Dabiq, JCD: “that’s a bad name, sounds like a fountain pen
company”, ISIS to acquire a nuke; Aurora Joker shooter’s crazy notebook; South China Sea
spy plane debunked by producers, JCD: “there is no Chinese navy”
2:42:14 Kelly Rippa on kids’ money-less “life experience trip”
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Nice Fabric

(2015-05-24)

0:00:00 Applause and cheering
0:00:36 “Jiggle the handle” at Central Park That Guitar Man concert; crappy Delta terminal restaurants; new Dyson hand dryers, JCD on the virtues of paper towels; “interesting” flight to
Austin, Nicaraguan Über spy to the rescue; no TSA Pre✓, “made some friends” in opt-out
0:14:54 Open carry law passes Texas Senate, ACC: “I cannot wait to go to Whole Foods”; Bill Nye’s
Rutgers “science and the useful arts” an artificially truncated intellectual property doctrine
0:18:33 Adult Video Awards, Bill Clinton “nice fabric”, “you have to give shout-outs to the Illuminati”
0:21:46 Before-and-after Donetsk airport photos; Nuland’s Susan Rice uptalk cadence; Poroshenko
predicts Russian offensive, “we want to have this level of cooperation … to build up very proEuropean army here on the East”, Kerry give-away: “I’m trust and I don’t think any suspicious
that Ukraine would be traded on the relationship between Russia and United States”; possible
regime change on €3bn bond maturity, corruption rumors; Finland checks in with reservists,
“relations are definitely icy”; ACC on downcast-eyed “I’m from Russia” café girl
0:36:44 Uncle Don Pot Shards South Korea tour, TV interview execution skepticism, 2010 op-ed on
Cheonan sinking “sort of made me the skunk at the garden party”, ACC: “republiskunk”; “no
audience who would applaud” Obama DPRK relations, “debates within the military industrial
complex”, China happy with division, THAAD big bucks for Lockheed-Martin
0:48:32 Frontline on CIA torture report: unreleased parallel Panetta report leaked to Feinstein committee, CIA apologist Laughlin: ex post facto interpretation; Brennan tried to keep everything
under wraps, 2014 Republican victors including Rubio sweeping reports under the rug
0:59:03 Producer Segment: TSA oﬀicers not peace oﬀicers but still cry over badges
1:14:58 McLaughlin Group Chris Roberts “highhacking” debate: everyone all-in except Eleanor
1:19:13 Guatemalan ministers arrested for rigging contract in favor of “pharmaceutical firm”; San
Francisco topless protests over female police killings; The Talk black stereotyping from Sheryl
Underwood on Cannes high heels: “I woulda cuss dey ass out when I was wearin’ high heels
but all dis damn walkin’, my big ass walked it down to a flat”; Obama Jewish Heritage Month
speech: “honorary member of the tribe”; ironic paddles in Seattle protest with plastic kayaks
1:31:40 ACC: cricket flour cupcakes in Red Book, JMD and friend eating sample bugs
1:34:43 HR 1508 establishing asteroid property rights; International Flag of Planet Earth proposal
1:41:51 Yoko Ono’s “brief romantic fling” with Hillary; Monica Langley “grabs Hillary’s knee” interview; 300 e-mails released, one re-classified by FBI; ACC: coming-out “would clinch it”
1:49:12 Donation Segment: Chinese funeral strippers; Show 724 “ISIS Slave” art NSFW?
2:03:30 JCD’s nuking Middle Eastern oil theory revisited; ISIS Palmyra takeover, UNESCO call for
cease-fire to preserve “antiquities”, McCain: “key area that connects different parts of Syria”,
10k boots on the ground needed, WWII Palmyra pipeline war; 2012 DIA document calls for
rist of “Islamic State” to isolate Assad; ITN report with weapons cache and Assad poster,
atrocities “too graphic to show”, B-roll plaster-smashing; $2bn sale to Saudi Arabia, Yemeni
bombings still going on; Qatari scimitar beheadings, 2016 “Corrupt Cup”, BBC on working
conditions for migrant laborers: “our arrest was dramatic”, ITN = CIA
2:25:11 UK 1400-man Pedobear investigation; AVN dingbat: “all the people in the world should do
DPs because that would being world peace” (CotD); new Colonel Sanders: “dip yourself in poo”
2:31:34 Tech News: June 30 leap second “Y2K’s distant cousin”; Google click-to-buy banner ads;
ACC’s Airbnb bath mat eating Roomba; Clooney’s Tomorrowland climate propaganda
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Axe Man

(2015-05-21)

0:00:00 JCD: “I think a lot of it has to do with the texture of the meat, and the flavor. (2:23:20)
0:00:34 JCD “brown goo” overcast; opening do-over; ACC in New York for Fleet Week, It’s Only a
Play with selfie sticks, JCD at Golden Gate Bridge “selfie stick central”
0:09:10 Letterman’s final show, degraded quality of archival material, ACC “fifteen minutes of legacy”,
few surviving Ampex 2-inch machines for years of material; JCD’s new Tascam DAT
0:13:58 FBI ISIS warnings for New Jersey high schoolers; “trigger warnings”; NCIS “crude version of
Morse code” terrorist messages embedded in music
0:21:33 Bin Laden’s bookshelf, explicit Seymour Hersh disclaimer, “CEO of al-Qaeda central”, online
membership application: “who to contact if you become a martyr”, “treasure trove”, “Abbottabad” first syllable stress, “favorite wife”, other wife to remove fillings as possible Iranian
trackers; Mike Morell grilled by Chris Matthews on Bush-Cheney briefings; Hillary: “I made
a mistake, plain and simple” on Iraq war support; Morell: “… we think you’re wrong, right?”;
Bush “hatchet man” Cheney; Morell on $25M payoff: “um, not going to answer that question”,
burial at sea, Usama selfies, “I watched the video and I saw pictures”
0:52:39 Catherine Herridge on DIA memo: Benghazi planned ten days in advance for 9/11, ISIS rise
predicted, gun running to Syria, Morell on CIA tracking it: “can’t talk about that”, “yes, we
played no role – now, whether we were watching other people do it, I can’t talk about it”
0:59:27 Producer Segment
1:06:34 “How to fix this” questions, multi-million-dollar crowd funding examples, local activism
1:12:37 Aviation insider note: accessing avionics from entertainment system impossible; Chris Roberts
on Security Weekly podcast: “called bullshit” on GAO report via Twitter; “obviously you’ve
got the iPad issues”; previously worked for FBI veteran Kevin Knierim at Cyopsis LLC; DHS
I.G. John Roth on $3.7M for TSA background checks a “massive, massive challenge”
1:33:37 RIAA, MPAA lawsuit dry-up, Spotify adding video and podcasts of IPO, JCD explains $8.4bn
“valuation”; Trannies on Acid extortion business
1:39:51 New “flakka” drug and LAX security run-through: “he had a strange smile on his face the entire time”; new heroin synthesis, ACC: “we won’t need any more wars”; cocaine “booger sugar”
protocols and Rand Paul filibuster, separation of powers collapse and Executive “behemoth”
1:53:00 New Obama Twitter account; “we can’t then axe the police to be the ones to solve the problem”
1:55:11 Donation Segment: ACC saw The Seed Man at Bar Chi Sushi
2:08:37 Bill Nye cites Constitution Article 1 Section 8 “science and the useful arts” at Rutgers commencement; Obama to Coast Guard Academy: “the science is indisputable”, CO2 800k year
high, Charleston flooding at high tide (chatroom: it’s below sea level), naval bases to be
“swamped”; Impossible Foods CEO on “hard core meat eaters”, animal farming “single biggest
environmental threat in the world today”, 4k glasses of water per person per day; Nigerian
restaurant shut down for serving “long pig” human flesh
2:28:14 Upcoming Irish referendum on gay marriage, ACC demands Apple pull-out if voted down
2:30:27 ISIS in Palmyra; Khamenei: no nuclear scientist interviews; Iran vs Saudis on Yemeni relief
2:34:35 CNN on P-8A Poseidon “classified US intelligence flights”: “this is Chinese Navy, please
go away quickly”; North Korea cancels Ban Ki-moon’s Kaesong park visit, execution over
military food supplies; Ash Carter on Russian Pentagon computer attack; Morell on foreign
governments in Obama’s unclassified e-mail
2:48:56 Double mastectomy, hysterectomy from son’s DNA test, Color Genomics $249 test promotion
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Moral Debt

(2015-05-17)

0:00:00 JCD: “Ayy ayy ayy, how ya doin’?” (2:33:31)
0:00:32 JCD “chewin’ and shakin’” airline peanut-eating gripe
0:04:13 Chris Roberts airline “hacking” incident FBI warrant: CLB “climb” command to one engine,
“thrust management computer” vs FADEC
0:13:41 Amtrak 188 derailment: FBI investigating windshield breakage, three trains possibly hit by
projectiles, engineer concussion; Chris Matthews: Republicans “treat trains like Hispanics”
0:18:24 Jeh Johnson to Greta Van Susteren: police front line of defense against ISIS “given how the
global terrorist threat is evolving”, “vertical information sharing” with local law enforcement,
lone wolf “independent actor” “doesn’t accept orders overseas”; Mike Morell: “in time, they
are gonna be able to come here and conduct a 9/11 style attack”; Barbara Starr: ISIS “using
the cyber world as a weapon”, #texasattack, RAND Corporation expert on “deep web”,
“Pentagon scientists plan to go in and chase ISIS down”, ACC: “FTP me to the dark web”,
MEMEX search engine
0:37:00 ISIS Abu Sayyaf killed, wife in custody, “slave” rescued, “a no kidding old-school firefight”;
Ash Carter on 1500 more boots on the ground; Sayyaf not on Rewards for Justice list; Jerry
Boykin to Jeanine Pirro: Sayyaf’s wife a “treasure trove of information”, “she will talk” (CotD)
0:51:56 Producer Segment: end of show “by the way” jingle
1:04:37 World Trade Week, Armed Forces Day, {Emergency Medical Services, National Safe Boating}
Week, “paddle in Seattle” protest, International Day Against Homophobia and Transphobia
1:08:06 Dayton Hamvention, ACC: “I’d love to go but I couldn’t get the wheelchair and oxygen in
time”; government not required to disclose Standard Operating Procedure 303 emergency cell
service deactivation plan; ACC demonstrates new Amazon Echo reordering feature
1:14:01 Stephanopoulos apology for not disclosing Clinton donations, ACC: “fall on the sword, George”
1:18:40 Nuland visiting Russia for Ukraine talks; Radio Free Europe on Poroshenko corruption; Turkish Stream pipeline, possible Macedonian color revolution; Putin podcast: Chechnya terror
backed by CIA; anti-Russia NATO exercises; drunk NATO ministers singing We Are the World
1:27:01 JCD passes out No Agenda disc with 2013 highlights; former Obama law student on unelected
judges vs Obamacare; Indian vs Indian proxy war in War of 1812
1:33:51 McDonald’s lispy gay voiceover for sirloin burger; ACC Field Day PSA
1:38:26 Death sentence for Dzhokhar Tsarnaev, CNBC: “we could be talking about ten years”; Governor on backpack video; Let the Fire Burn Move bombing documentary, onamove.com
1:44:58 Hollande in cuba, accidental Haiti reparation promise, “moral debt due to slavery”
1:49:34 FCC ruling to limit joint sales agreements to screw local news outfits
1:53:38 Broccoli aphids – “ginormous bugs” – in school cafeteria; exoprotein.com “crickets are the
new kale”; JCD sandwich fly photo in school paper
1:58:13 Donation Segment: JCD Macon, GA gas station foot-high zapped bug pile
2:13:44 Second Half of Show: Columbia University professor on dangers of electromagnetic radiation,
petition to UN; ACC RF burn from eight Watts
2:21:03 FAA drone regulations requiring line of sight, 500-foot ceiling
2:24:58 Great Britain, Ireland, Denmark exempt from EU refugee quota; Danish Central Bank to stop
printing money; Telegraph: ban cash to prevent “boom and bust”; Bitcoin analysts
2:34:56 Debate over selling San Quentin
2:37:31 Eurovision Song Contest prediction: Armenia or Denmark
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Effer in the P Me

(2015-05-14)

0:00:00 ACC: “Public radio is ready for capitalism!” (1:01:33)
0:00:33 JCD in Port Angeles to see Puddles Pity Party; Austin rain; Facebook rage quitting
0:05:00 Amtrak derailment amid funding battle; 30 year anniversary of Philadelphia Move bombing
by police, survivor Ramona Africa on hoses, tear gas, shooting; May 8 FBI warning about
stolen derailers; Luke Russert on Congressional staffers “desperately” using D.C.’s Metro
0:18:13 Vergara-Loeb female embryos follow-up; Nigel Farage withdraws resignation, as predicted
0:19:45 New British counterterrorism bill, police approval required for social media posts; BBC interviewer to Theresa May: “a law that says these are our values, and if you don’t agree with
them, then … are you going to jail them?” ACC: “this legislation could be solely created just
to arrest Nigel Farage”; Prince Charles’ newly-published letters vs royal neutrality
0:34:46 Seymour Hersh bin Laden story, Pooper: “what you’re alleging is a massive conspiracy involving what would have to be dozens of people”; courier thesis of Zero Dark Thirty vs
Pakistani walk-in; R.J. Hillhouse “plagiarism”; Josh Earnest on Mike Morell’s “every sentence
was wrong” assertion; Democrats loved Hersh when he was Bush-bashing; Peter Bergen on
raid as “performance art”; Hillhouse credit fail
0:59:47 Knight Foundation $1M Radiotopia investment, Ira Glass “ready for capitalism”
1:04:43 Producer Segment
1:10:15 Hurricane “drought” “basically boils down to luck”; John Christy on fitting climate models
1:17:46 Verizon America Online acquisition as FCC $9bn broadband subsidy grab
1:23:50 Keith Olbermann on bought-and-paid-for NFL salutes to military, “prepaid patriotism”
1:27:04 Monica Crowley on North Korean Defense Minister’s execution via anti-aircraft gun: “this is
how communist dictatorships behave”, random satellite photo of site
1:32:15 USA Freedom Act as setup for more spying thanks to indemnified companies like FireEye;
Frederick Kagan report on Iranian cyberthreat, collaboration with phony attack map creator
Norse Corporation, “collecting information” = attack, attacker “can do an enormous amount
of damage to our critical infrastructure, and cause a lot of people to die”; Steven Kim released
1:48:07 Obama on Fox News’ “effort to suggest that the poor are sponges, leeches”, hedge fund
managers “society’s lottery winners”; Arne Duncan on schools “with a wide variety of afterschool programming”, public boarding schools; Blackish “Junior is a Republican”; CSI: Cyber
renewed, NCIS competing agendas, Minority Report premise change; Obama library to be on
Chicago’s South Side; kid’s show “Adam has the apple now”
2:09:32 Donation Segment: student teacher doing “breaking the media mind control” unit
2:20:38 Warren-Obama trade promotion authority feud; Barbara Boxer on TPP security; Obama’s
“insult” calling Warren a politician; CNN panel gives Rodham brothers a pass; Harriet Tubman proposed $20 bill replacement; Santorum: “bomb them back to the seventh century”
2:39:25 Vienna hosting Eurovision Song Contest with new LGBBTQQIAAP street crossing signs; ISIS
making gay passes to find victims; Swedish anti-Putin gay “singing sailor”; Kerry in Russia
2:46:00 “Effer in the P me live on TV”; miscreant fired for sexual harassment
2:50:04 Retired Gen. Mark Hertling on “posse comititis”
2:51:34 Matt Kenny cleared in Madison, WI Tony Robinson shooting
2:53:18 Arab leaders’ Iran summit Obama snub, “a couple of them, quote, didn’t feel like it”
2:55:20 Cuban lung cancer “vaccine”; Kissinger on Theranos board; anti-ICD-10 HR 2126
2:58:49 Tech News: Mozilla Foundation to deprecate HTTP in favor of HTTPS, letsencrypt.org
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Pollen Tsunami

(2015-05-10)

0:00:00 ACC: “Eat bugs.” (1:18:19)
0:00:35 Kofi Annan: “eat bugs”; Mother’s Day; ACC at Swan Lake; Nazi uniforms by Hugo Boss
0:07:50 “Dramatic” British election results, “electoral arithmetic” and proportional representation,
13% of the vote: one seat for UKIP, Farage resignation; Whitehall demonstrations; Ed Balls
0:18:04 Germanwings data recorder detected side stick pressure 33 seconds before impact
0:21:22 New meme: EMP attack, NORAD moves back to Cheyenne Mountain, Huckabee: “take this
country back to the Stone Age in a matter of minutes”; Iran missile “failures” at same altitude
0:26:18 Mike Roger’s new outfit Americans for Peace, Prosperity and Security (APPS), “the threat
matrix facing America today has never been broader”; Grover Norquist
0:35:22 Sophia Vergara’s ex Nick Loeb suing for embryos, raising “when does life begin” question
0:48:24 NSA bulk collection ruled illegal; new bogus explanation from Clapper on his lie to Congress;
Congress opposes SEC insider trading probe, staffer Brian Sutter’s Medicare insider tip
0:52:25 Medicaid “bundled payments”, price fixing
0:59:37 VE Day in Poland and elsewhere; Soviet Victory Day on May 9; Garry Kasparov to Bill Maher
on American troops on Ukraine-Russia border, Maher: “wake me when he takes Poland”,
defense.gov Atlantic Resolve interactive map; Charlie Rose’s Apple Watch, TWiT “heil
Apple”; International Rescue Committee rescue.org spies aid workers released in Eastern
Ukraine, $36M from USAID, $62M from DFID
1:18:55 Producer Segment
1:29:30 State Department to Matt Lee on how Hillary was free of donor influence; Clinton Health
Alliance Initiative; Japanese yakuza golf course fees for extortion
1:35:15 Breaking news: threat level raised at US military bases, “no specific threat”; MSNBC “terrorism expert” Evan Kohlmann on Pamela Geller: “people that exercise the freedom of speech
also have a responsibility to understand that words have meaning, and that they can cause
harm”; Schenck v. United States “shouting fire in a crowded theater” SCotUS ruling; European blasphemy laws; Lawrence O’Donnell decries using “thug” to describe “those people”,
JCD story about PC World changing “representative” to “spokesperson”, O’Donnell “thug”
montage; Cory Booker: we need to “get memes to go more viral”
1:57:54 Donation Segment
2:05:46 CO2 400 ppm mark reached; Tony Abbott’s business advisor Newman: climate change a UN
hoax; University of Bristol paper on denialists’ effect due to psychological effects: stereotype
threat, pluralistic ignorance, third person effect; Austin’s “pollen tsunami”
2:19:45 Center for Media and Democracy report on lack of charter school oversight, $200M in fraud
in the system; Gülen’s charter school network; replacing public schools in Chicago, student
roboticization and autonomous trucks; Ray Kurzweil on News Hour projecting Moore’s Law
on genome project, JCD: the 98% problem in OCR; the dulcet tones of “Melissa” Meyer’s
laugh, ACC: “I could put my hand over her mouth”
2:35:36 European Commission’s Digital Single Market, copyright law “modernization”, linking to
copyrighted material to be deemed infringement
2:38:56 “Meaningful Use” to require Medicare providers to use 15% Electronic Health Care or face
reimbursement cuts; JCD: short Apple when the first store closes
2:43:09 Nike promising 10k US jobs on TPP approval, ACC on cost of importing candles
2:46:51 Waze directing rush hour traﬀic to quiet neighborhoods; Army discontinuing Morse code
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The List

(2015-05-07)

0:00:00 JCD: “Well, it’s crowd control, let’s face it, that’s what it amounts to.” (1:52:34)
0:00:34 JCD’s “tower of terror”, rain in Austin, ACC at LBJ All the Way play, iPhone weather alert,
three instances of “what difference, at this point, does it make”
0:06:43 National {Teacher Appreciation, Charter Schools} Week, missing {Police, Nurses} weeks
0:07:58 JCD in search of S.R. 173 text
0:12:09 Google acquires Timeful, Frog and Toad Together to-do list video; JCD on Microsoft’s Ignite
2015, patch Tuesday going away; Alix Steel on lithium production: “you pound it into what
winds up looking like cocaine”; no decent chemistry sets to be had, Salem teacher arrested for
Tesla coil burn, JCD: “this is where STEM is headed”
0:30:11 Sheryl Sandberg’s husband David Goldberg’s death, 36-hour delay announcing cause, head
trauma & hypovolemic shock, SurveyMonkey donations to douchey Humane Society, 6:30 to
7:00 time change, brother Robert suddenly on scene; David on long-distance relationship; 2004
marriage immediately after Sandberg divorce; Robert “bogus bad boy” Goldberg sold company
to Topps, Facebook a significant client; leaked Sony Goldberg/Linton strategy e-mails
0:51:44 Hip-hop determined to be most influential genre in last 50 years of popular music
0:54:11 Producer Segment: proposed No Agenda art exhibit
1:06:02 Bernie Sanders: “if an institution is too big to fail, it is too big to exist”; Ron Paul supporters
watch-listed, possible honeypots; Stephanopoulos Huckabee interview: “Clintons know how
to win”; Bill Clinton Today Show Africa packages, “there is a very deliberate attempt to take
the Foundation down”, on speaking gigs: “it’s the most independence I can get”
1:23:37 “Obama Global Initiative” My Brother’s Keeper Alliance announced, to be run by former
Deloitte CEO Joe Echevarria; Colin Powell, Eric Holder on advisory council, no Sharpton
1:30:24 Garland Texas not a Six-Week Cycle event; SPLC’s Potok declares portrays AFDI as hate
group; Robert Spencer on CNN, “free speech vs provocation”; Geller, Wilders SWAT selfies;
“shout fire in a crowded theater” meme on Chris Matthews, 1942 Supreme Court Chaplinsky
v. New Hampshire ruling: no protection for “fighting words”; Dutch “fuck the King” arrests;
French shitstorm over bogus Béziers Mayor list of Muslim students
1:55:21 FireEye Inc. certified as middleman for DHS information sharing
1:59:55 NCIS on “The Calling” terrorist cell recruiting children on the internet
2:02:05 CJCS nominee Joseph Dunford epic stammer to committee on Defense Innovation Unit cost;
Elton John to Senate panel on AIDS, Lindsey Graham on PEPFAR sequestration
2:12:25 Donation Segment
2:18:35 JCD’s pointless Staples commercial with overcaffeinated woman
2:20:04 “Chilling” disclosure of Andreas Lubitz rehearsing for descent, captain also left flight deck
during first leg of flight; flight data recorder found to no media fanfare, Lubitz’ iPad discovered
2:28:30 Soledad O’Brien: “thug is a proxy”; Daily Kos pushed meme in 2014; Marilyn Mosby to prayer
group: “they are not thugs, they are our children”; Freddie Gray’s 30 arrests; Juan Williams
calls back to 1965 Moynihan report The Negro Family: The Case For National Action; Democratic racism in civil rights era; Rialto body cam experiment, invest in evidence.com
2:46:54 British elections: possibility of Queen stepping in, probable coalition
2:54:49 Autonomous semi trucks; Germany to lose 18M jobs to robots by 2030, “concierge economy”
2:58:20 Chuck Norris “wacko” Jade Helm op-ed, Six-Week Cycle July 15; Armani Nazi uniforms
3:03:54 CO2 at levels not seen in 2M years; Al Gore loves Pope Francis
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Sizeist

(2015-05-03)

0:00:00 JCD: “Is that not the most insulting thing you could do?”
0:00:34 Ants swarming JCD’s cowbell
0:01:18 May 1 Law Day U.S.S. to celebrate Magna Carta, Loyalty Day, National {Small Business,
Public Service Recognition} Week, National {Asian-American Pacific Islander Heritage, Foster
Care, Building Safety, Physical Fitness & Sports, Mental Health Awareness, Older Americans}
Month; Older Americans Act of 1965, 60 and older
0:09:17 Melissa Harris-Perry: “little tiny producer but very invested in boxing”, JCD: “she’s a sizeist”,
“why do we care about little guys fighting?”; Mayweather’s sideways boxing style
0:13:00 Professionally printed signs in Baltimore from 300menmarch.com run by corcommunity.com
a.k.a. keycenters.org, no form 990; homicide charges from Marilyn Mosby, married to Council member Nick Mosby, $5k from Gray black elite family attorney Billy Murphy, to CNN:
“we’re enthusiastic about the new prosecutor”, “80% severed spinal cord, and three broken
vertebrae, and that’s not good”, guilty cop promotions; Murphy a Bob Ehrlich supporter,
Obama jokes about Martin O’Malley candidacy, corrupt “humbles” arrests under O’Malley
0:38:44 John “projectile dick” Kasich election bid, David Wildstein bridgegate guilty plea
0:42:06 Columbia linguistics professor: “black people saying thug is not like white people saying thug”;
poverty’s deleterious effects on brain development, phone video of Billy Murphy on HIV spread
in jail, Bill Gates’ father the eugenicist; Sharpton calls for Justice Department to step in
1:02:08 Producer Segment
1:14:27 Jon Huntsman’s Republican debate tā bù tài liǎojiě zhège qíngxíng; Obama thanks Shinzo Abe
for karate, karaoke, manga, anime, and emoji
1:18:30 L.A. County sheriff’s $700k for profiling; Pakistan drops drone strike charges against CIA chief
1:20:05 Harf calls out Azerbaijan for imprisoned bloggers “Free the Press” campaign: “the United
Nations Working Group on Arbitrary Detention considers his detention arbitrary”; Ankara
Mayor’s “come on blonde answer now” tweet; The Matt and Marie Show: “given that you
have vast experience in the social media realm”
1:32:10 Cameron: “this is a real career-defining… country-defining election”
1:36:21 Obama initiative for free e-books for low income children; Project Gutenburg, Tom Swift
1:39:30 States moving to restrict police filming by citizen journalists, JCD recommends Nightcrawler
1:47:32 Warren Buffett on predatory lending accusations; retirees paying $300k for $25k mobile home
1:54:21 Austin Indiana AIDS epidemic due to pain killer reformulation
1:56:26 Matt Salmon on tunnel from Mexico, ISIS camps near border, Comey: “nonsense”
2:01:20 Donation Segment
2:15:00 Dreamliner software “glitch”; Richard Quest on German Airbus spying; Field McConnell Germanwings crash analysis, impossibility of hand-flying straight at 400 knots, remote control via
uninterruptible autopilot first seen in Lufthansa, Mirage shoot-down, Abel Danger connection
2:36:56 Milan Expo opens in face of protests, World’s Fairs no longer in vogue with Americans
2:42:42 Another year of service for A-10 Warthog; Boko Haram releasing 200 girls; CDC on possible
ebola sexual transmission from survivor
2:46:09 Tech News: iPhone not correcting isolated “s” to “a”; Tesla Powerwall, Li-ion batteries restricted by law to AA-size, JCD predicts Tesla factory will burn to the ground
2:53:21 U2’s album Songs of Innocence pushed by Apple deemed gay propaganda in Russia
2:55:21 Bernie Sanders announces candidacy: “that’s not raising an issue, that is winning an election”
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Juice Jacking

(2015-04-30)

0:00:00 JCD: “Baltimore’s a shithole, let’s start with that.” (0:51:05)
0:00:33 May “Masturbation Month”; ACC at “star party” for music & astronomy; Leo: “I can actually
go see the dark side of the Moon and verify that Adam Curry’s wrong
0:08:43 Note on Newsletter photos: standing and firing gun with bipod “makes them feel cool”
0:10:26 “But at work, it’s the President and [Reggie] Love who play the role of the old married couple”
0:11:43 Baltimore “thugs and misguided young people”, leadership black and Democrat since 1967,
voter registration forms; Councilman: “so calling them thugs… just call them niggers”; white
Maryland Governor front & center; MSNBC: “the T-word is the new N-word”, ACC: “tits
just called, they’re pissed off”; Brooke Baldwin’s “please, let’s move on” apology for calling
veterans “ready to do battle”; MSNBC: “white supremacy is so insidious and ingrained … you
don’t even have to have a white person around”; Mayor tries to explain away “we also gave
those who wished to destroy space to do that as well”, police chief: crackdown makes it worse
0:37:07 Black mother whup-ass “at the end of the day” montage; black vs white “go mom” vs “call
CPS”; black liberation theology; Rachel Maddow on police “out of control” throwing projectiles back; gang member to Touré on blood/crip alliance: “we’ve made ties with the right
political oﬀicials”; stadium placement, The Wire
0:53:23 Producer Segment: Über-recording legality: single-party consent in Texas
1:20:45 Jeh Johnson to Rand Paul on NSA collection: “that is beyond my competence as the Secretary
of Homeland Security to answer in any intelligent legal way”, Paul: “if you have a warrant,
I’m fine with you getting and unencrypting data from people”; “hands clapping, thumbs up”
1:26:53 Bill Clinton pumphead confirmed; to Larry King: no Parkinson’s; emergency landing in Tanzania; Stephanopoulos on Clinton Cash; journalists have stumbled onto form 990; Clinton
Justra Enterprise Partnership donors; advance warning from publishing industry moles
1:37:55 Holder on legacy: “this department is restored – it’s restored to what it always was … and
what it must always be: free of politicization”
1:41:02 For Sunday: interview with pilot on Germanwings crash; American Airlines iPad “glitch”
1:43:40 Lackluster history, civics, geography in 8th grade, Cooke Wonderful World clip
1:45:25 Rumors of Jerry Brown for President, dramatic greenhouse gas cut, California Über Alles
1:47:34 6400 missing Lois Lerner e-mails found; Boston “never seen before” Tsarnaev finger video
1:53:18 Earnest on Jade Helm 15: “my understanding is that the individuals who are participating in
the exercise won’t be traveling incognito, that they will be warning armbands”
1:56:59 SCOTUS on gay marriage: Alito raises specter of four-way marriage
2:02:22 Armenian genocide: Young Turks revisited, Producer Joe: monuments & reparations; pipeline
through Armenia and Azerbaijan; Kurdish involvement; German schism, “they still hate them”
2:14:00 Donation Segment
2:25:46 CSI: Cyber “FBI! everyone unplug!” as fat programmer explains “juice jacking”; Facebook
friends API shut down; LinkedIn app contact scanning; Apple Watch = slave bracelet; NPR
money show “ginormous”, “bajillion”; FCC to approve 2200 meter amateur band, VHF/HF
bridge in Nepal, 14.205 MHz on websdr.org; JCD on Rand Paul answering machine
2:42:00 Robert Kennedy Jr. to Maher on thimerosal in vaccines: “biggest vector of mercury in American children”, “ADD, ADHD, speech delay, language delay, hyperactivity disorder, ASD, and
autism”, CDC “cesspool of corruption”, 271 vaccines in pipeline, Paul Oﬀit rotavirus patent
2:55:26 Pope Francis all-in on equal pay for women
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The Portal

(2015-04-26)

0:00:00 ACC: “Oh my God, that’s a Republican lesbian!” (1:38:53)
0:00:34 BitTorrent Sync 2 broken; JCD Segway spinning incident, ACC’s $500 valuation at customs,
used at Belgian castle; ACC’s witch doctor house clearing, negative studio energy, bedroom
portal, Pipelines and Pedophiles book, Trail of Tears tour; Austin Food and Wine Festival
0:12:19 CNN White House Correspondents’ Dinner coverage: if you want Baltimore news, go to
Twitter; Marie Harf arrived with Brolf; Obama anger translator skit; Cecily Strong routine:
“a Libertarian is just a Republican that you have to block on Twitter”, mein Lieder Michelle;
ACC on Michelle’s dress: “it completely obfuscated that fact that she’s a dude”; Jason Rezaian
meme; drone strike apology, American killed in 2002 Yemen drone strike, economic hit man
Warren Weinstein, Jeh Johnson: “we hit unintended unintended um… objects, human beings”
0:38:36 Ask Adam: Diamonds Are Forever Amstel scene with Magere Brug “Skinny Bridge”
0:42:45 Über Spies: “No Agenda fact checking department” skit, “smokin’ hot” Nicaraguan driver,
electrical generation all Chinese-owned, brother’s eminent domain fight, moved to US because
of Ortega; “nothing good happens after midnight”
0:56:41 Producer Segment: producerships on LinkedIn
1:08:04 Clinton form 990 resubmission scandal, Uranium One sale to Russia for $2.3M donation,
Hillary in New York Times crosshairs; “conservative writer” Peter Schweitzer book Clinton
Cash; ACC story on gap-toothed Patricia hit on by Bill Clinton, “pumphead” brain damage
from heart surgery, gooey-mouthed Bill on Gates Foundation; ACC to interview Planned
Parenthood canvassers about Margaret Sanger
1:32:57 Bruce Jenner coming-out a brilliant population-reduction coup, Sawyer: “do you have a
song?”, CVC: Jenner’s sister a Republican lesbian, Sawyer: “are you a Republican??”; News
Hour on SMASS, Sexual Minorities and Straight Supporters, depression from gender conformity issues; CVC predicts a Jenner “flip”; Atrazine sexual side-effects; Harvard Professor Alex
Myers; dangers of sexual identity early intervention; Bubble Guppies: “tickets are a reminder
that you have to follow the rules”
1:56:27 Bill Nye Obama interview; cooling effects of volcanic eruptions; Nye: “ten years old is about as
old as you can be to get the so-called lifelong passion for science”, Obama on “climate denier
clubs” in Congress; upcoming O-bot dinner; Beatles “Hello, Goodbye” “Yeah No” jingle
2:07:48 Donation Segment
2:16:40 Boko Haram rebranded to Islamic State in West Africa; Australian terror plot foiled, “all you
need these days is a knife, a flag, and a camera, and one can commit a terrorist act”; Italian
arrests for “post-crime” Vatican attacks
2:20:43 Obama Armenian Remembrance Day statement thanks to Pope Francis, Erdoğan response;
Three Pashas, Talaat Pasha, “Kurds killed them” meme, origin of “young Turks”
2:33:06 Second Half of Show: former Canadian Defense Minister Paul Hellyer on eighty species of
alien life, “Nordic blondes” & “tall whites”; JCD recommends Corso’s The Day After Roswell;
ACC: “I think all parents should allow their freedom to transition to the alien they are”;
Nordic women’s extra vertebra; Reggie Love callback on non-sweating Obama, Hillary
2:44:15 Denial of service attack on Common Core tests conducted by Prometric in Minnesota; JCD
recommends The Technological Society by Jacques Ellul
2:51:01 Blog post “why does the West hate Putin? the secret reason” on NATO attack on Syria foiled
by Putin
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Tom Tatoe

(2015-04-23)

0:00:00 ACC: “You wrote it down and you didn’t catch yourself?” (0:13:28)
0:00:33 Cities converting traﬀic lanes to bike lanes, US bell-less bicycles; ACC’s “douchebag beard”,
CVC: “beards are push-up bras for men”, Movember; ACC’s Nokia E71 lost at Yellow Rose,
text messaging No Agenda style, Hillary phone photo; Newsletter “whatever the case”
0:13:29 New moral self-licensing challenge: eating limes for Lyme disease, JCD: “we’ll know it caught
on if Leo does it”; Leo’s TWiT “yeah no” gripe, ACC won the New Screen Savers bet
0:17:21 Six Minnesota idiots arrested for trying to join “the Islamic State Group”; Bill Clinton: “ISIS
is a terrorist organization, an NGO” (CotD)
0:22:41 Jeh Johnson at RSA Conference: “cyber-security must be a partnership between government
and those of you in the private sector”, National Cybersecurity and Communications Integration Center, the “NCCIC floor”, “capability to automate publication of cyber-threat indicators
in a machine readable format”, ACC: “they’ve made an RSS feed!”
0:40:34 Revolving-door US Digital Service, immunity to “civil and criminal liability” for information
sharing; private Information Sharing and Analysis Organizations; Secret Service investigates
cybercrime, Vladimir Drinkman, Coast Guard, “I’m determined to root out any turf battles”,
“I have an ask” on encryption; State Department’s Heather Higginbottom: “we are attacked
every day, thousands of times a day”
0:57:52 Producer Segment
1:14:54 Crackpot Jade Helm Walmart closing theories; insider: fiber & network plumbing, remodel
1:21:30 EU accuses Gazprom of price gouging, NPR cuts out discussion of alternative Yamal-Europe
Pipeline; terrorist attack thwarted in Paris, “fighting off the virus of Islamic violent extremism”
1:28:25 Ohio “hero cop” hailed for not shooting murder suspect on body-cam, Taser poised to profit
1:34:31 Michelle Obama unable to answer how long she’s been married
1:35:35 Students in Ohio passing test with subpar reading proficiency, 96% pass rate; Pearson STAR
test “glitch” in Texas, Los Angeles cancels $1.3bn Pearson/iPad curriculum
1:42:14 Nurse Tracy reports ICD-10 M23.90 including “locked knee”
1:43:20 Radioactive drone found on Japanese Prime Minister’s oﬀice roof; South Korean OPCON
handoff delayed until 2020; Japanese missile launch
1:47:36 CNBC bullish on oil: “I think we see sixty dollars before we see fifty dollars again”
1:48:55 Louisiana House Bill 195 prohibiting cash transactions for secondhand goods; J.P. Morgan
prohibits cash in safe deposit boxes
1:54:32 Walmart “empty shelves” YouTube clip, police around “perimeter”
1:58:04 Lynch confirmed after Obama “enough”; Samantha Power in 2008: Obama a “true friend of
the Armenian people”
2:02:01 Snoring man stabbed with pen in “air rage” incident
2:07:21 Yanis Varoufakis: no expulsion from EU for Greece; Greek An Honest Liar documentarian:
we want the drachma back, interview for MTV documentary; ACC’s P.O. Box bonanza
2:16:19 Donation Segment: posthumous Damehood for Crash Helmet Kathy
2:28:56 Morsi sentenced to 20 years; “Mediterranean migrant” vs refugee meme
2:33:45 Earth Day “calling all humans” myearthpledge.com message
2:36:33 FBI lab hair analysis, Innocence Project, potential Obama pardon bonanza or anti death
penalty move, no manslaughter charges; Freddie Gray death, $5M compensation fund
2:44:33 The tomtato: a tomato/potato graft
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Gay Siri

(2015-04-19)

0:00:00 JCD: “Yeah, Austin seems like a stretch.”
0:00:33 714 Jack Webb’s badge number; Chicago’s $5M settlement for Laquon McDonald’s family,
$5.5M reparation fund for suspects tortured under Jon Burge; demonstrations over Armenian
genocide centennial, Obama can’t acknowledge because of Turkish pipeline
0:06:43 JCD on Haitian Über segment: bogus zanmann almond
0:08:48 ACC lost in Vegas demolition zone, nearly missed flight; Bandana Ball rehearsal hail storm
0:13:25 New Star Wars trailer a nice distraction from WikiLeaks Sony e-mail repository, cozy Jarrett/Linton messages, RAND Corporation Politics Aside convention, Linton “opportunity for
you” to Carney, military sexual assault PSA celebrity recruiting, Jarrett on Finding Your
Roots, Democracy Now backgrounder, 100 government e-mail addresses in archive; MPAA
and Nesbitt & Whitaker
0:27:13 NBC’s Richard Engel busted for fake 2012 kidnapping supposedly by Assad’s Shabiha militia,
role of Free Syrian Army revealed; “Angry Arab” As’ad AbuKhalil: “I was skeptical about the
entire enterprise of Western journalistic coverage of Syria”, FSA “criminal gangs and thugs”,
“war lobby” for American involvement, Engel’s propaganda video in front of fresh-painted
wall with green spray paint, shabiha colloquialism for “thug”; Engel’s award list
0:40:43 McCain “do you agree” question on North Korean mobile warhead system, “unpredictability
of this overweight young man in North Korea”
0:47:10 Earth Day coming up Wednesday; Austin to regulate smoke from food trucks; Bill Maher:
global cooling in “one article in Newsweek”, the “Dewey Defeats Truman of science”; Pope to
issue encyclical, to meet Ban “insurance for the planet” Ki-moon; Obama Earth Day podcast
1:02:33 Producer Segment: how to become a Black Knight; $222.22 “row of ducks”
1:28:45 Homophobic Siri in Russia
1:32:43 Über spies when boot-shopping: Southern Nigeria has the oil, Christian minority, Presidentelect Buhari from the North; migrants throwing Christians overboard
1:41:28 Minimum wage protests at 157 Central Park West; Walmart closings over plumbing issues,
Jade Helm 2015 DHS tunnels theory, unionization theory, privatization theory, JCD minimum
wage inflation theory: $15 per hour “a steal”, comparison with car prices
1:52:04 Outernet project propaganda outlet for Soros’ Open Society Institute
1:55:07 O-bots on Harry Reid beaten up by mob, Ted Cruz supposedly pushing religion; Bill Clinton’s
impending martyrdom, Warren may jump in if “drafted”, Harvey Keitel: “she deserves the
job if she wants it”, America Rising Hillary hit piece; JCD: Scott Walker will win in 2020
2:08:50 Donation Segment: ACC’s NASCAR experience, limoncello gifts
2:22:46 Homeschooling demographics; JMD’s job grinding up rabbits; Detroit homeschooling double
murder an excuse for more intrusion; Long Island superintendent on supporting Common Core
opt-out: “legally I can’t”
2:31:20 Über spies part deux: Jordanian driver, Iran “the worst of the worst”, explanation of Sunni
vs Shia, Israeli brainwashing, prophesied Middle East war with Russia; JCD on the origin of
Muhammad Ali’s name
2:40:02 Former IMF head Rodrigo Rato arrested for money laundering; Greece joining AIIB rumor
2:42:49 Autogyro pilot alerted Tampa Bay Times about plan; Capitol “tax the 1%” suicide
2:45:00 Hillary’s changing position on gay marriage
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New Mediocre

(2015-04-16)

0:00:00 ACC: “Nothin’ says I’m Muslim like runnin’ around naked.” (1:47:19)
0:00:32 ACC at Foley suite in Las Vegas; no Podcast Award; PodcastOne, no Nielsen equivalent, Leo
Laporte the “fantastic pitch man”; Jennifer Briney in Japanese schoolgirl uniform; NAB Show,
how to wear a Countryman microphone, intermittent patchouli odor, badge-scanning booth
babes, ACC: “nein! nicht scannen!”, parking tips, giant quadcopters; Capo’s Speakeasy
0:24:07 Luggage thieves caught on camera, TSA theft and groping firings, ACC: “they need to go to
jail”; White House “broom stick” autogyro landing, idiotic MSNBC coverage; CNN on aircraft
hacking “alarming government watchdog report”, “all you would need … is a laptop and a WiFi connection” based on a single paragraph, “they are more connected to the network”, “it’s
like a flying router”; inter-aircraft communication via ADSB, Internet Protocol, not internet
0:44:04 ACC on computers flying planes: “people will die”; socialist robot utopia; Global Conference
on Cyberspace 2015 in The Hague, “innovation room”; Ted Kaczynski on human need for
challenge, Idiocracy societal meltdown scene
0:55:46 Producer Segment
1:04:46 New execution show: Dead, based on acceptability of televising police shootings, celebrity
firing squads, ACC: “it might be funny to have a super gay guy to host the show”
1:12:49 Ted Cruz on Constitution’s notion of preexisting rights; Megyn Kelly and gun banner’s talking
points, Kelly: “and yet, guns are a lot like lawyers: you don’t want one around until you need
one”, “I’m not breaking onto your house”, JCD: “it’s the whole point!”; Operation Chokepoint
apparently still leaning on gun shops, Sir Chris’ letter on opposition to AB-66 body cameras
which “would require oﬀicers to read Miranda rights to victims”
1:27:01 Wasserman Schultz on Rand Paul’s abortion position: “would Rand Paul let a woman die?”
1:30:27 Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank; Lagarde: “what we risk is the new mediocre to become
reality”, ECB’s negative interest rate impact on mortgage principal; FEMEN “end the ECB
dictatorship” protester
1:38:21 Paid internet propaganda trolls in Russia, JCD on Microsoft “munchkins” trolling OS/2,
Ballmer crash disk, Hillary’s techno-experts
1:44:42 Six-Week Cycle: Sheriff Gary Painter on ISIS in Mexico: “people … have found Muslim
clothing, they have found Koran books”, Show 650 clip with same script; CyberCaliphate’s
posting of law enforcement names and addresses by “right wing sympathizer”; Germany’s
proposed ten-week data retention policy, “terrorism and organized crime”; Facebook chat
spying by CIA-backed In-Q-Tel funded Recorded Future
1:59:50 Google accused by EU of monopolistic practices
2:01:40 Donation Segment: new Isaac Pigott “shocked, shocked” $256 promo
2:09:00 Maryland “free range” children taken into custody, “safety plan”, ACC’s mother’s slide whistle,
JCD’s bicycling adventures
2:14:23 Walmart closings for “plumbing repairs”
2:16:07 Iranian nuclear deal falling apart, Rouhani “deals with world leaders, not lawmakers”
2:18:15 Rachel Maddow: “privatizing the VA … is a sleeper issue for the 2016 campaign”, head of VA
torpedoes the theory; producer ICD-10 feedback
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Kalette

(2015-04-12)

0:00:00 ACC: “Well this is an outrage, we have a master bomb maker on the loose.” (2:34:06)
0:00:34 ACC heading to Las Vegas for Podcast Awards and NAB Convention
0:02:18 Podcasting patent invalidated, “unpatentable”; Personal Audio related episodes screw-up;
EFF’s lawyers from Greenberg Traurig
0:14:17 Harf on program to fly in children of “legally present” parents, “the price tag? I don’t know”
0:16:25 Obama on climate as “primary security threat” according to Pentagon; new Surgeon General
Vivek Murthy on insect-borne diseases like dengue, chikungunya, JCD: “he’s mixing up his
diseases with his Indian food”; Obama’s daughter’s asthma: climate or second hand smoke?
0:20:53 Response to Show 711 vocal fry segment, “sexism”, perception of creakers as “knowledgable
and educated”, lowering of voice pitch; Nilai Patel checks in with The Rack on Apple Watch,
JCD: “you’ve captured fry plus uptalk”; producer on vocal fry damage
0:29:39 Veterans’ treatment delays worse than ever
0:31:24 Kerry certifies Haiti’s elections steps; Über spies: Haitian driver on Clinton gold mines, 160k
still in tents, oil and sulfur, earthquake “could have been manifested”, Sean Penn a “good
guy”, “Haitians do not want to unite for greater good of their country”, “the government here
and there will wipe that 10% out”, Bush 41 Haitian currency wipe-out, new “cockroach” Pras,
Young Haitian Entrepreneurs, Pfizer steps in on anti-hypertension tropical almond “zanmann”;
ACC sideswiped on return trip, JCD “now we’re even” cab accident story
0:56:37 Producer Segment: ACC’s new Spotlight jingle search; new backup recording device
1:17:19 Hillary clip medley; stealing White House furniture; “declaring as we speak” on social media;
Rand Paul not naming neocons he opposes: “I don’t want to make this about personalities”,
Megyn Kelly “irregardless”; Biden “filling in” for Obama in podcast; Hannity on Hillary’s
temper, lesbian subtext, “why take a chance” on Hannity
1:37:43 Craig James caller on Pentagon gay bomb; Tranny Lucille to ACC: you’re a republican, BtGC
response: ACC is an ally
1:42:21 Six-Week Cycle: John T. Booker Jr. plot, “mentally ill”, 2014 voluntary commitment, FBI
interview, JCD on “super salesmen”, “vehicle-borne” VBIED; Alexander E. Blair “misprision
of a felony”; JCD on impossibility of staying within the law in Russia with luggage cart
1:57:21 ICD-10 feedback; V97.33XD “sucked into jet engine subsequent encounter”, W61.62XA “struck
by a duck”; Dude Named Ben on ICD search engine; ACC vs JCD debate on reimbursement
2:12:45 CSI: Cyber bomber: “people have to know that we are a society addicted to technology”
2:15:15 Donation Segment
2:21:43 Theory for Comey’s Six-Week Cycle event clusters: more, smaller events for home-grown
terror budget and cyber operations; NBC homegrown terror arrest rundown, Keonna Thomas
allowed to wear niqāb in court; CIA “operative” Bob Baer on Tsarnaev’s bomb mods: “these
two knuckleheads didn’t do this on their own”, Tapper: “re-jiggering, rewiring”
2:36:16 MSNBC’s “thirty-second briefing” on ISIS
2:37:58 Modi-Hollande Mirage deal; A-10 Warthog vs Scorpion “barbie plane”, titanium “bathtub”
for crew; James Post III fired for treason threat; JTAC guy: 30mm gatling gun “the sound of
don’t mess with me”, A-10 sound clips; PBS: “could you fart your way through space?”
2:51:38 Tech news: Amazon same-day delivery in Austin; KRON Apple watch “new best friend” story;
fanboys on Apple’s new “line minimization”
2:58:46 Kale + brussels sprouts = kalette; Here and Now: kids “hooked on kale”
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Facebook Thuggin’

(2015-04-09)

0:00:00 JCD: “Everything would not even be an issue if we’d all go vegan.” (0:51:52)
0:00:34 D.C. power outage; Android/iOS app “maintenance”; Amazon Pot Shards Ranch Hand recommendation; Über-Starwood deal; Austin’s Yellow Rose, ACC’s neighbor Stephanie Colorado
0:10:33 Alcoholism in DSM-5, “drug craving”, “behavioral addictions”, JCD: “does it include visiting
The Yellow Rose three times a week?”, social media & caffeine; WHO’s ICD-10 68k billing
codes, October 2015 deadline, small practice nightmare, “contact with knife, sword, or dagger”
0:22:56 Russian State Department “hackers”; Michael Flynn: “very high” chance of Clinton hack
0:29:56 Vocal fry: Jill Abramson, Faith Salie: “America’s young women are running out of oxygen”,
upward mobility signal, Abramson: “digital worrrk” ejective “k”, looped “frontrunnerrr”
0:38:53 California water usage EO B-29-15, $500-per-day fines, lawn replacement, “fee structures”,
Water Energy Technology “WET”, eminent domain; Obama: “the number of climate deniers is
shrinking rapidly”, asthma; Christiana Figueres: “exceeding the planetary carrying capacity”,
“by curtailing population, then we have solved the problem”; Cowspiracy 660-gallon burger
0:56:10 Producer Segment: “yeah no” contranym; IFTTT bat signal recipe
1:11:18 Wonder Showzen: “I think the CIA is controlling my thoughts”, “Uh, no we’re not”; Snowden
statue in New York City park; John Oliver interview, Snowden sounding like PR guy, man on
the street “no idea who Edward Snowden is”, “yes, I miss Hot Pockets very much”, truck nuts
1:21:06 Josh Earnest on Corker bill requiring Iran to renounce terrorism “unrealistic suggestion”
1:24:28 Walter Scott shooting: police chief on dash cam footage to come; European Convention on
Human Rights OKs deprivation of life “in order to effect a lawful arrest or to prevent the
escape of a person lawfully detained”; Sharpton pushing Federal police laws, 10th Amendment
a clarification; James Clyburn blames ALEC “vigilante” stand your ground laws
1:32:53 British media all-in on “too close to call” elections; applause sound effect for UKIP; former
Google exec and former Michelle Obama aide Christina Shockey hired by Clinton campaign
1:38:37 Net neutrality: vulgarity on amateur radio; Kristin Holmes arrested for “Facebook thuggin’”
1:44:16 Obama the weapon sales champion: Bush down $30bn, “spinning out of control now”; former
CIA director Woolsey in 2006: “we are going to win because we are on the side of those
whom these regimes most fear: their own people”; Lockheed Martin’s female CEO; NORAD’s
Admiral Gortney “the person that owns the trigger” on missile defense “advanced kill vehicle”
1:57:59 60 Minutes Jeh Johnson interview, Stahl: “how serious is this threat, is it hair on fire?”,
“reading the web and being radicalized”; background justifying droning al-Awlaki and son, “it
was actually easier to say yes than it was to say no”, Win Lose or Drone; al-Shabaab jingle
2:12:41 Donation Segment: No Agenda tip: how to avoid corkage fees
2:24:10 Common Core: testing coordinator’s P.A. announcement, “15,000 steps”
2:26:35 Russian loans, gas discounts, import ban exemption for Greece; WWII €278.7bn reparation
demand vs €240bn in bailouts; massive London bank heist; global oil chokepoint list
2:36:44 Tsarnaev guilty of all charges; Judge Napolitano on Judy Clarke’s sloppy defense; Putin-hater
Masha Gessen on Fresh Air, on definition of “self-radicalized”: “nobody knows” (CotD);
Anarchist’s Cookbook given to New York women by FBI, pressure cooker joke
2:47:06 Tech news: Signal.app good, Telegram.app bad, “don’t roll your own crypto”
2:49:11 Alan Dershowitz on Pedobear accusation: “aﬀidavit categorically denying the truth”
2:53:12 Chicago Med hand grenade wielding terrorist, “you thought ebola was a nightmare”
2:54:23 Foundation for a Secure and Prosperous America ad: “Rand Paul is dangerous”
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Joy Brigade

(2015-04-05)

0:00:00 JCD: “That’s the kind of idiot she was.” (1:38:15)
0:00:32 ACC & CVC at Stevie Wonder concert, harpejji; American Über drivers, Über spies jingle
0:05:03 “Happy birthday to all ships at sea”, Mimi the “gift Nazi”, Christmas stocking mandarin
orange tradition; Steve Wonder “admits” he’s not blind; JCD’s Biz cleaning tips
0:11:40 Obama on Iran “framework”, “a” vs “an historic”, “no greater responsibility than the security
of the American people”; Harry Reid beaten up by alcoholic brother; Obama’s three options
for Iran, “the second option is we can bomb Iran’s nuclear facilities”, 2016 election connection,
following through on campaign promise, “international unity will collapse” in cace of failure,
“our tireless, and I mean tireless, Secretary of State John Kerry”
0:26:17 Netanyahu quotes unnamed Iranian general: “Israel’s destruction is non-negotiable”, “bad
deal”; Cotton: “the terms … are not as bad as I had feared, they are worse”, dodging religious
freedom law question: “in Iran they hang you for the crime of being gay”; Brooks: “Barack
Obama will go down in history and he’ll earn the Nobel Prize he got, whenever he got it”;
Iranian diplomat on US as source of instability; oil down, Dow up, food prices down
0:46:15 Producer Segment: JCD on 7/10 bowling split; Telegram Messenger app
1:04:39 Producer note: “off-OPEC is just another name for oil bunkering”, militants protecting supply
Navy’s supply; OPEC member rundown, you don’t use your own oil or cocaine
1:10:49 No Agenda detractors on Twitter & Reddit, “citric acid is vitamin C”, Show 709 topic rundown
1:15:03 CNN on Kim Jong-un reinstating female “joy brigade”; hrnk.org, Garry Kasparov on advisory
council; JCD recommends The Loved One
1:24:30 New York female “terrorists” possible Six-Week Cycle, “stockpiled some dangerous materials”,
“several canisters of propane gas”, jihadis going to Syria skit; “was your wife a caring person or
a terrorist?”, The Anarchist’s Cookbook, Feinstein: “these documents are not … protected by
the First Amendment and should be removed from the internet”; Attorney General nominee
Loretta Lynch leading prosecution; JCD Feinstein story: chained file room door
1:38:45 New Tsarnaev video: “the evidence you’ve never seen before”, Whole Foods plug, ACC: “that
backpack is pretty flat to be containing a pressure cooker”
1:43:59 Monica Lewinsky TED talk: “the click that reverberated around the world”; ACC’s No Agenda
vs Dutch celebrity; “public shaming as a blood sport has to stop”, chatroom “jiggle the handle”
1:52:13 Donation Segment
2:05:31 CBS This Morning “your world in 90 111 seconds”; Nicki Minaj crying kid insta-puberty
2:10:47 Trevor Noah to replace Jon Stewart; Don Lemon, “culture and race blogger” Wendy Todd,
“I’d like a conscious person of color at the wheel” Washington Post op-ed, Jay Thomas: “that
thing is evil, that Twitter thing”
2:20:09 1977 ABC video: “an ice age is returning to the earth with glaciers down to the Mason-Dixon
line and freezing temperatures south of that”
2:22:40 Douchebag call-out to Hershey over grey market British Cadbury products, JCD Löwenbräu
story; Yorkie bar vs York peppermint patty
2:28:31 Tech news: JCD’s unfiltered Gmail spam, “I didn’t sign up for Hebrew!”; Tesla’s April Fools’
“Model W” watch joke, stock price spike; EFF on DMCA protection for automotive computers;
Amazon Echo easter egg list, ACC on stellar tech support, Prime Pantry; US Army report on
trees as antennas, Alexander Stepanovich Popov as inventor of radio
2:45:07 Islam poised to overtake Christianity around 2050
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Terror Factory

(2015-04-02)

0:00:00 ACC: “A little less jingles, really?” (1:08:32)
0:00:33 Mysterious “booms” in California and Washington
0:01:59 National {Child Abuse Prevention, Sexual Assault Awareness & Prevention, Donate Life,
Cancer Drug Bonanza Control, Fiscal Capability} Month; March 30 Education & Sharing
Day; World Autism Awareness Day; Risperdal gynecomastia
0:10:18 Religious Freedom Restoration Act “national outcry”, “Republicans hate gays” meme aimed at
LGBBTQQIAAP community, Tim Cook Facebook post for the fanboys; GLAAD on anti-gays’
“Satanic influence” accusations; Letterman weighs in; JCD: next, appearance discrimination
0:22:50 Robert Menendez, Florida eye surgeon Salomon Melgen friendship vs bribery, JCD: “he’s a
US Senator who likes hookers … that’s a stunner”; Harry Reid’s departure; Steve Wynn, Joe
Francis casino tab feud, Francis’ Girls Gone Wild T-shirt as legal release
0:32:05 George Soros cancels April 15, Six-Week Cycle, Berkeley speaking engagement; Soros prepared
to invest $1bn Ukraine; IMF sanctions on Ukraine, 300% gas price hike; The World is Not
Enough: “I’m trying to build an 800-mile pipeline through Turkey … and you, Mr. Bond,
have come all this way to tell me that I might be in danger?”; Little House on the Prairie;
Brzezinski: Ukraine as part of EU, not NATO; Greece to run out of cash by April 9, Russia
steps in; Sir Gene’s proposed Russia trip, JCD on Hermitage Museum’s deteriorating/fake
holdings, JCD: “I got as close to it as I could to see if I could smell the paint”
0:45:44 Germanwings war on crazy; bogus initial “emergency, emergency” reports; inaudible breathing
sounds and door alarm, nonexistent autopilot beep; Régis Le Sommier on “final seconds” video,
“we don’t have the video”, Today Show: “incredibly poor taste” to show it to a reporter,
slippery definition of “real”; Jan Cocheret predicted crash two months ago
0:58:40 Producer Segment: 708 art by John Fletcher, “internet!” scream; “send your cash” rap
1:13:40 ACC’s CD-less Über sources: Nigerian driver predicts Goodluck Jonathan defeat, $270M
monthly from “off-OPEC” oil; Syrian driver: Sunni-Shia war, Farsi empire to balance Saudis;
new economic hit man: Iran to balance Saudi Arabia & Turkey, centrifuges in series vs parallel
1:29:30 Absurd cadence by Turkey shooting correspondent; Molly Wood to NPR, Hak5
1:34:15 DIA’s Michael Flynn on “policy confusion”; CBC caller: The Terror Factory (CotD)
1:42:04 Obama’s to visit Jamaica, Red Book: terrorist cruise ship attack; ripped jeans, Sneaker Pawn
1:47:39 Reading from Ted Kaczynski’s 1971 “unnamed essay”: “creative nonconformity”; News Hour
on unconscious racism, “not the way that 51% are showing it”, quickness-to-shoot test
1:54:57 Earth Hour Pocoyo preschooler cartoon; Earth Hour lights-out; Atlanta school cheating racketeering convictions, “illegal activity in the guise of a legitimate enterprise”
2:01:58 Executive Order 13694 Blocking the Property of Certain Persons Engaging in Significant
Malicious Cyber-Enabled Activities; producer note: “Russian” Vikingdom2015 attack on Maine
.gov websites originating from af.mil; Chicago P.D. GPS “reverse the signal”
2:13:58 Donation Segment: JCD on inadvertent PC Magazine deal-queering
2:29:42 Let’s Get Social trifecta for end of show
2:31:18 And Now Back to Real News: Andrew Getty two-to-the-head “traumatic injury to rectal area”
2:33:16 Senators to FIFA: ditch Russia for 2018, switch to natural turf; AVON 39 moral self-licensing
2:36:57 Warren hounded by Savannah Guthrie, “I’m not running, and I’m not going to run”, Lauer:
“Darius, I don’t think she’s running”; Carly Fiorina’s “more than 90%” chance of running,
government workers who “watch porn all day” and get paid the same
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Power & Gossip

(2015-03-29)

0:00:00 JCD: “With like their arms straight down and they’re real stiff and they’re just bug-eyed.”
0:00:35 New bat signal providers Pushbullet & Pushover
0:03:08 ACC: “breaking news, the Germanwings pilot had a club foot and narcolepsy”; torn-up doctor’s notes, “psychological autopsy”, vision problems an SSRI side-effect; Airbus dyslexic
evasion maneuver change; TCAS “pull up! terrain!” vs “the only cockpit noise, the sound of
the co-pilot breathing normally”; Andreas Lubitz’ “torn-up sick notes”; Germanwing air crew
who won’t fly A320; Mayor: “there’s no proof so far that the media are what really happened”;
Boeing’s News Hour sponsorship, “in-depth, independent journalism”; backstory fix: European Aviation Safety Agency recommends two-person cockpit rule; three flightradar24.com
ADSP entries, register 40 flight management control data, altitude control 38k vs 96 feet in
final frame; Large Hadron Collider, bank investigators theories
0:35:41 Dinner with banker: “capitalism is gossip and power”; Walter Winchell father of modern
gossip journalism, biographer: “that empowers you”; Winchell: “Mr. and Mrs. North and
South America and all the ships at sea, let’s go to press”; Paul Harvey on 60 Minutes; JCD:
The Wendy Williams Show gossip tour de force; politicians as celebrities; Alex Jones: “for
twenty-plus years they’ve had glow-in-the-dark dogs you can buy, they’re part jellyfish!”
0:55:46 “Man overboard” e-mail: “the tone of your show seems to angry”
1:00:14 ACC Über intelligence network update: Kashmiri driver on MH370 “disappeared”
1:04:13 Producer Segment: DEA “sex parties” in Colombia; letsgetsocial.today; Easter $45.15
1:22:18 Ukrainian oﬀicial suicides; Boston bombing veteran police oﬀicer shot in face
1:24:30 P5+1 Iran negotiations’ impact on Syria; Charlie Rose interview with “dictator of Syria”,
“every dialogue is a positive thing”, “there is no direct communication”; Iranian nuclear
expertise; backgrounds of P5+1 negotiators, Mohammed El-Baradei of International Crisis
Group, Wendy Sherman of Albright Stonebridge Group; Saudi “Decisive Storm” coalition,
Boom Bust predicted Houthi crisis as Saudi Arabia threat, Sana’a bombing, Houthi capital in
Aden, shipping chokepoint, Djibouti drones; News Hour resurrects chemical weapons meme
1:46:26 Ted Cruz candidacy: Gwen Ifill’s sneering “as if”; Bill Maher vs actual clip on “my music taste
changed on 9/11”, win for country radio, country music writing songs vs benefit concerts,
Ebony’s Jamilah Lemieux: “nothing says let’s go kill some Muslims like country music”
1:58:02 Oakland Zoo program for patrons to bring food for animals: “fruits and veggies”; Europeans
opposed to feeding chickens insects; Ghent “veggie Thursday”
2:08:23 Massive Dutch power outage; producer note on Irish water: citizens fighting smart meters
2:11:50 Bowe Bergdahl backgrounder, “great question” about jail time, Pentagon to avoid jail time
2:15:18 Weekly Hooker Report: H.Con.Res.29, climate change makes women “vulnerable to situations
such as sex work, transactional sex, and early marriage”
2:18:25 Budget to reduce deficit by cutting health benefits, not military
2:19:55 Jade Helm 15 exercise, Seed Man’s previously-published “secret document” (CotD); JCD on
“frozen” agoraphobics at Andronico’s; the “I hate whales” gambit
2:25:33 Donation Segment
2:41:24 Chinese Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank, renminbi as reserve currency; everyone all-in
on BRICS; DH Unplugged on bogus Chinese numbers creeping toward reality; ACC on huge
Austin bank buildings; Obama podcast on payday loans: “protecting Americans’ paychecks”;
APR comparison: 391% vs credit card 965% vs utility bill 1203%
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Bandwich

(2015-03-26)

0:00:00 JCD: “Where’s the FBI?!” (2:16:12)
0:00:33 Heinz-Kraft merger, “Warren Buffet loves food … now you can add mac & cheese to the list”,
33% stock price boost
0:03:02 No Agenda ahead of the media identifying Bowe Bergdahl as a deserter; Susan Rice former
employee of Ted Cruz’ wife; The View hysterics over Cruz’ former dual citizenship, Whoopi
Goldberg: “are you talking for the Cuban sahd, or the white sahd?”
0:12:58 Richard Quest Germanwings crash comeback; pilot leaving flight deck; Rachel Maddow blames
Bush for reinforced doors, hijacker theory, ACC: “that is as likely as me being able to fix you
of your lesbianism”, two-person cockpit protocol; anonymous oﬀicials in NYT story; JCD’s
DisplayPort woes, ACC’s aviation forums; missing “memory card” from armored data recorder
that can withstand 7200 g’s, sounds of breathing
0:33:51 Airbus 320 fly-by-wire, Paris air show crash, autonomous pitch decrease, Boeing vs Airbus,
cockpit fumes incident; no more flight engineers; automatic descent “button”; ACC: “aviate,
navigate, communicate”; historical five deliberate crashes; Merkel & Hollande at site; CT
scanner delete key adding zeroes to dosage; Eurocopter Windows NT in-flight reboot; JCD’s
Ford Sync crash and two-hour reboot; France to limit cash transactions to €1000
0:54:35 Maddow “these nude tails”/“these new details”, Crystal Gayle “newest tits”/“newest hits”
0:58:03 Producer Segment: JCD on useless DisplayPort FAQ
1:06:41 Bowe Bergdahl’s attorney a massive “I can’t tell you” dud on News Hour
1:10:51 Monsanto consultant Patrick Moore declines to drink “not dangerous to humans” glyphosate,
“you’re a complete jerk”; tough interview stories; Bill Maher to mother of five children: “they’ll
be takers of water”, Kissinger’s “useless eaters”; “biotech fruits and vegetables” approved by
FDA, WHO study linking Roundup to cancer; Cartagena Protocol vs USAID; suicides in India
1:26:04 Caliphate: Carter Ham on “corrupted” social media information; NCIS military social media
episode; expanding military budgets; new AUMF with three-year sunset clause, Dempsey:
“derived from the fact that we will have a new President”; MIT pre-ISIS Twitter analysis
1:40:50 Lawrence Ferlinghetti on Silicon Valley types: “bags full of money and no manners”, “fogeys
gonna foge” comment; Norman Lear’s 15 Central Park West condo; Facebook positioning itself
as news site: full circle to AOL, MTV’s AOL keyword
1:49:31 Proposed Irish water bill garnishment, fees, penalties
1:53:48 Candidate to replace Andrew Jackson on the twenty: Margaret Sanger
1:56:57 Donation Segment
2:05:08 Obama to secure legacy “by hook or by crook”, Carolyn Maloney: “he saved the internet”
2:10:26 Net neutrality and Comcast/Time Warner; White House Expanding Broadband Deployment
memo; absurd FCC E-Rate “bandwich” requirements; Philly school ransomware incident
2:22:04 TWiT Brick House bomb threat; Dutch Über oﬀice raid; Jordanian Über driver: female UAE
pilot shot down “burning man” Jordanian pilot; downside of taxi/limo back seat
2:27:10 Angelina Jolie now has ovaries yanked; Danish documentary on Gardasil dangers
2:31:06 Lanza home demolished, contents incinerated; Utah to reinstate backup firing squad, Silicon
Valley “sure!” response to question, No Agenda firing squad game show
2:38:03 State lottery money for education a replacement, not a supplement; Dutch postal code lottery
2:42:48 For Sunday: China crisis; John Hamm rehab to promo Mad Men
2:45:02 Abby Martin at ZDay: “I don’t just wanna react to mainstream media’s circlejerk of fuckery”
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Scrub In!

(2015-03-22)

0:00:00 JCD: “It’s kind of like the herpes of computers.” (2:40:22)
0:00:35 California’s impending lack of water story Los Angeles Times clickbait
0:03:37 iPhone fingerprint setup vs Global Entry five-second four-finger scanner; explosives felon passing through TSA Pre✓; Dublin and other locations doing customs work pre-boarding; SxSW
survivors hitting Über drivers up for weed; Über, Lyft airport deals
0:18:18 Mont Saint-Michel re-islandification by sea level rise “super tide”; Patrick Moore on Greenpeace position: “humans as the enemies of the earth”, “we are in an ice age called the Pleistocene”; Executive Order to “maintain Federal leadership in sustainability and greenhouse gas
emission reductions”, “Green Button data access system”
0:28:59 greenbuttondata.org Megan Smith video: “I’m sorry I can’t be with you guys to scrub
in on this so important topic”, “instigation job”, JCD: “is she having a conversation yet?”,
“datapalooza”, “contest launching excetera”; fuel cell, modular nuke mandate
0:45:27 No proclamation for Down’s Syndrome Day; Kurdish female ululating, Fletcher “rubblize!”
0:50:08 Producer Segment
1:00:40 Weekly Hooker Report: North Carolina ethics law says sexual favors not reportable gifts
1:04:51 Napolitano apology for “we don’t have to listen to this crap” about protesting students;
cheating high school students in India, Saudi Arabia treats women better than India
1:17:57 Germany Economy Minister not big on TTIP; German intelligence service BND’s €1bn new
facility, sabotage, water damage; Five Eyes: Germany wants in; RT to Jeff Rathke: “why is
it that US exercises do not raise tensions?”; A.N.S.W.E.R. on exercises “surrounding Russia”
1:28:01 Stephen Cohen on Ukraine: “anybody who was going to tamper with this delicate balance …
either had an evil deed on his or her mind, or didn’t know history”, “proxy American-Russian
war”, No Agenda name for Cold War II, “fog of war” = misinformation, American WWI
propaganda, Edward Bernays, JCD: “the only guy that mentions our show is Leo”, Cohen:
“it comes down to the fact that the facts are all bad, and dangerous, and getting worse”
1:50:38 Dr. Pepper native ad with 104-year-old woman, “she fell in love with the soft drink’s trademarked 23 flavors when she was in her sixties”, ACC: “the CEO is there!” (CotD); Mexico
buys four-minute James Bond script rewrite, “see that, North Korea, no need to hack, just
cut a check”; Apple’s “top secret” exercise lab, ACC: “human resource: time to stand!”
2:01:38 New spokeshole Jeff Rathke on Iran talks: “we’re … focused on getting a good deal”
2:04:07 ISIS using cute animals and merch for recruitment, ACC: “an ISIS hoodie would be nice”
2:07:56 Charlie Rose to female reporter: “next time, dinner and a warm fire, Nora”
2:10:03 Donation Segment: e-mail from former Adam Lanza friend
2:20:18 Netanyahu on US security vs Israel survival; 137 dead in “Islamic State Group” Yemen bombings; “Ash” Carter grilled by Walorski on climate change vs budget as top threat
2:30:54 Google AdSense terms and conditions as “lawful content” preview
2:36:39 Bloomberg going after Kaspersky over legal director Igor Chekunov’s FSB contacts, “cyber
isolationism”, JCD: revenge for Stuxnet reveal
2:40:36 British Cottonelle “loo paper” advertisement “so you can go commando”
2:42:20 Ezili Dantò on Clintons using Haiti as “their private asset to liquidate”, ACC: “the Clintons
are going to start whacking people pretty soon”
2:47:15 Venezuela declared a threat by Executive Order
2:50:20 Police resignation over Chicago’s Hommen Square “black site”, civil rights lawsuit
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Lying Weasels

(2015-03-19)

JCD: “Some skank from the hood.” (1:50:00)
New Dutch listeners, ACC the Dutch media distraction; Perfect365 insta-selfie-makeover app
No proclamation for Registered Nurse Day; iOS mixed language woes; Italian tampon non-use
Senate sex traﬀicking bill dead in the water over abortion provision; JCD on three-year Berkeley prostitution legalization window; European historical attitudes
Iran and Hezbollah off the state-sponsored terror list due to “formatting change”, John Bolton:
“the people who would say this is a format change are weasels”, “lying weasels”; Cotton vs
Kerry on legally binding or not; Mike Mullen fears Iran more than ISIS; Kerry all-in on
negotiating with Assad, Psaki doing White House damage control; Brennan to Charlie Rose
on coalition “moving Assad and his ilk out”; NewsHour Syria backgrounder, ACC: “B-roll
bonanza”; Tikrit “piles of concrete rubble”, “bomb them into the Stone Age” meme
Protesters trying to burn new European Central Bank building, Spanish bank runs; EU “peacekeepers” to Eastern Ukraine; Russia’s PR firm, JCD on Pearson cloning tech books
Producer notes on CCRAP PARCC test “glitches”; ISIS recruiting in sign language
Producer Segment: Boston’s 108.6 inches of snow, Vanuatu cyclone, State of Fear setting
Washed-up towlette possibly from MH370
Goofy Ashton Carter introduction; Fresh Prince of Bel-Air lyrics on C-SPAN call-in
American Association for the Advancement of Science signups, Gulf of Mexico survey
Netanyahu election victory after media’s standard “too close to call” run-up, “Gallup-NBC”
poll, Vegas bookie model; Obama mandatory voting comment; Oﬀice of Administration now
FOIA-proof, JCD on journalists: “we’re not Hemingway”
First Look tl/dr story on FBI agents’ taped comments from Christopher Lee Cornell episode;
editor needed for Greenwald’s overly-verbose style; Snowden at SxSW
DEA’s Michele Leonhart on heroin coming from Mexico
Civil forfeiture lesson in The Mysteries of Laura, Rosetta Stone native ad; The Magic of
Science Gardasil native ad: “firecrotch?!”
Donation Segment: ACC & CVC early return flight; antiwar.com dropped by AdSense
Psaki on “ludicrous” accusations of coup attempt in Venezuela, “as a longstanding policy the
United States does not support political transitions by non-Constitutional means”, Matt Lee:
“how longstanding is that?”, “touché”, ACC’s fencing career
Second Half of Show: Obama responds to Jimmy Kimmel question on Area 51: “the aliens
won’t let it happen, you’d reveal all their secrets; they exercise strict control over us”; Obama
train of thought derailment on Sandy Hook and gun laws, “there are neighborhoods where it’s
easier for you to buy a handgun, and clips, than it is for you to buy a fresh vegetable”, “have
machineguns in bars” (CotD); Texas open carry passed
San Francisco church evicting the homeless by dumping water on them, “needles and condoms”
Upcoming Supreme Court gay marriage ruling as States rights issue
Oil stockpile space running out, hedge rollover, possible second crash; Reagan-era Saudi production pullback led to loss of market share; Arnie Gundersen “Chernobyl on steroids” article
over proposed Westinghouse AP1000 reactor in Ireland, Sir Atomic Rod weighs in
Boston bombing trial continues, sans bomb placement video
Dr. Joseph Roche the latest Mars One “man overboard”, ten-minute Skype interview
Kraft Mac & Cheese recall; write-off accounting tricks; JCD recipe for Sunday
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Faschtech

(2015-03-15)

0:00:00 ACC: “D.C. gay bar.”
0:00:32 ACC Ride of the Valkyries singalong fail; meetup with Patricia, store opening
0:03:20 Putin to appear in public again; STRATFOR’s George Friedman on European war, “there is
no Europe to have a relationship with”, Germany and Russia combined would be a threat,
General Hodges medal-pinning in Ukraine, extra-NATO arms pre-positioning, cordon sanitaire
around Russia, “Intermarium”, “we get to invade people and they don’t get to invade us”;
Robert Scales: “the only way the United States can have any effect in this region … is to start
killing Russians”
0:33:05 Republican Senator letter to Iran, Presidential interview trailer by Vice: “I’m embarrassed for
them”; payback for Obama’s Boehner backstab; “hi Andrea, hi Jen!”, Psaki: “the negotiations
remain between the negotiators, so do we think this is going to have a direct impact on the
room? no”, “nearly unprecedented” meme; Howard Dean: “Cotton doesn’t get it”, Cotton
a Bill Kristol protégé being groomed for Vice President run, “Tim Cook gay”, Anonymous:
Cotton photo from gay bar, JCD: “can you guys tell me where the girls are?”; Obamas
celebrating Nowruz early, continuing Iranian emergency extension; Maginot Line
0:56:47 Suicide church bombings in Lahore; ACC’s Über driver on Durand Line; Israel’s 80 nukes,
blowing up the Ka’aba, “blood on the Moon”, Blood Moon Prophacy
1:03:48 Producer Segment: John Fletcher-fest donations, Janis Joplin, standing waves
1:25:37 Native advertising in Danielle Steel; CNN two-camera native ad for new stealth bomber ending
with “remains to be seen”; Valley Girl, Jeannie Mai The Reel screech, “faschtech”, “wearapist”
1:39:27 Kerry on climate change: “by what right do people stand up and just say, well I dispute that?
or I deny that elementary truth?”, “last year was the warmest of all”; Climategate e-mail PDF
in show notes; Show 703 “man overboard”
1:46:01 Common Core: producer note on infrastructure upgrades required by PARCC, FCC $5bn ERate upgrade program, Chromebooks; Nurse Tracy on wheat-chaff separating tests in medical
field; Harvard Club symposium for charter school investments, facilities financing; Dutch
Common Core; self-driving trucks, Red Book: truck accident campaign, jihadi truck drivers
2:02:30 Yanis Varoufakis on Paris Match celebrity shoot: “you will allow me not to comment on
particular stories in the press”; Farage’s Juncker jab from Dad’s Army theme Who Do You
Think You Are Kidding, Mr. Hitler?; Jeremy Clarkson’s Top Gear departure as PR stunt
2:08:34 Guess the Movie: bad acting from Keanu Reeves in Walk in the Clouds
2:10:04 400-page FCC document released; repeated mention of Free Press lobbying group, Robert
McChesney: news a “public good”, “the fight over hyper-commercialism”; 4 million comments meme; internet users “consumers”; backroom “ex parte” meetings; ban on “blocking,
throttling, paid prioritization”, “lawful destinations”, “lawful internet”; Google appliances as
“consideration, monetary or otherwise”; “a little neglect may breed great mischief”; BIAS
“broadband internet access service”, dialup exclusion; JCD: metered usage
2:35:06 Valley Girl: “feel the rhythm, feel the rhyme, get on up, it’s crowdfunding time!”
2:36:12 Donation Segment: “No Agenda will get you laid” Facebook post
2:45:02 Lean In still being milked: Today Show on feminist confidence bluﬀing, JCD: “Damn, the
gauge is at critical, what do I do?”; “amazing women” vs “amazing shoes”
2:48:24 JCD’s talentless mockingbird, “all the mockingbirds get a couple of car alarms”
2:51:51 Charlie Rose to Kevin Spacey: “OK, let’s just talk about your bromance with Bill Clinton”
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Lowjistiks

(2015-03-12)

0:00:00 JCD: “They don’t know anything, they’re idiots!”
0:00:33 ACC Gitmo Nation Lowlands report: visit to Lex’ country house, dinner with Patricia, Lex’
wife’s Iram report, Mike Morell centrifuges revisited; tadik rice
0:07:43 Feinstein on ISIS: “I think this is going to go on and on and on”, “enduring language”,
“lowjistiks”, Iran’s “major role”, “you cannot settle Syria and leave Assad in power”, necessity
of nuclear agreement, Netanyahu’s actions not those of an ally; Kerry: we can’t “knock out”
ISIS and just leave, “kinetic activities”; Lex weighs in on burning man video; new video with
Glock 21 wielding kid, Dawlat Al Islam Qamat music, JCD: “you’re self-radicalization yourself;
put your pants back on”, JCD recommends All’s Quiet on the Western Front
0:25:08 Christopher Lee Cornell interview on Ohio local station, “we want to show you what the Feds
want to see, and what his attorneys don’t want you to see”, “it was a mix of both of our
ideas”, “we’re in Texas”, planned attack on Israeli embassy; next cycle at tax time
0:45:02 Kerry responds to heckling Code Pink guy; ACLJ’s Jay Sekulow: ISIS “as toxic as the Nazis”;
JCD: authors of Iran letters will “sneak out the back door”; Sky News ISIS translator on
beheadee calmness due to routine execution rehearsals
0:59:29 Farage’s response to Juncker’s call for EU army, Eurocorps “virtually goose-stepping that
ghastly flag ’round the courtyard”, global military spending breakdown, “Mr. Verhofstadt
I know that by heckling you increase your hits on YouTube”; US “red line” wargames and
Russian planes in the Baltics; ACC on Dutch train conductors getting beaten up; No Agenda
subversive comment skit
1:19:31 Producer Segment: Letterman “33 years”, Women’s Day joke; McDonald’s kale
1:45:20 Hillary Rosen: “the only reason we can even judge these countries is because of the total
transparency of the Clinton Foundation”, JCD explains “scathing report” extortion racket,
Clinton explains employee mail maintenance responsibility, JCD on e-mail archives; Matt Lee
on Russian hacker access to State Department, Psaki: “there are thousands of attacks we deal
with every day”; Hillary’s iPhone and BlackBerry; Feinstein on “unclear” regulations
2:06:21 School walkouts over Common Core PARCC tests, JCD teacher firing walkout story, eloquent
12-year-old Raisa Rubin-Stankiewicz explaining issues with test; 11-hour testing session, technical issues; promotional video: “the old standardized test merely evaluated Tommy’s ability
to memorize basic facts”; Common Core third grade sample test propaganda; “what the tests
primarily measure is the wealth of their families”; $1.4bn Lumina Foundation Form 990 analysis: investment vehicle/drinking club; hedge funds betting on charter schools
2:30:10 Obama on student loans: “let’s just give the money directly to the students”, “then we fought
to keep interest rates on student loans low”, 10% of income repayment cap, “student aid bill
of rights” (CotD), ACC: “sehr gut, Herr Obama”
2:37:56 Record drug price rise, hepatitis C drug costing $80k for 12 weeks; usury law repeal
2:42:52 Donation Segment
2:53:31 Dollar vs euro; Gigaom woes
2:54:12 Tech News: Tim Cook, “you can receive calls on your watch!”, return of Morse code: haptic
feedback; tumors from ubiquitous microwaves; Visa refrigerator ads; gold Apple Watch =
douchebag alert; producer on Siri being activated by “Syria”; Oracle catamaran seized
3:02:40 New Yorker MH370 article: Putin did it
3:04:37 CIA trying to break into Apple products, including Xcode
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Toddler Wage Gap

(2015-03-08)

0:00:00 JCD: “You’d go in pretty far with the, with your, hose.” (2:20:39)
0:00:33 International Women’s Day; dementia leading cause of death in women; women only get 23
hours because of Daylight Saving Time; Sheryl “Donna” Sandberg on “toddler wage gap”
0:05:44 One-year MH370 anniversary; new report exposing expired beacon battery, “computer glitch”;
JCD to Boeing engineers: who’s the worst carrier
0:09:03 ACC in Rotterdam; No Agenda travel tip: special order meal; CVC’s kickass internet; proxy
servers into Netflix; House of Cards big data nosedive into the toilet
0:18:02 European ISIS propaganda; arrested Al Jazeera reporter cut off on News Night
0:22:27 “Shocking” Ferguson memos; DoJ refutes “hands up”; Van Jones to Pooper: “we’ll never
know what happened”, “white and watching” construction workers; JCD roundtable talk
show analysis, Washington Week in Review single-expert vs Fox opinionated group
0:32:20 Agenda 21: Sheldon Whitehouse’s insider investments in big oil; slamming Inhofe: “or you can
believe the Senator… with the snowball”, “predictions … as they increasingly come true”; Bill
Nye gushing over Monsanto: “when you’re in love you want to tell the world”; Brian the Gay
Crusader’s $50 per year American Association for the Advancement of Science membership;
Amy Goodman: snowstorms “extreme weather driven by climate change”; James Gleick 1985
NYT article on NYC as Daytona Beach in a century
0:49:08 300k deaths in Sudan, JCD: “where’s Clooney?”; Clooney divorce gossip
0:51:10 Producer Segment: JCD’s oatmeal recipe in the show notes
0:58:56 LegitScript domain name registrar extortion, “illegitimate websites”
1:06:43 Anti-bullcrap, not anti-science; Gardasil marketing “pre-cancerous” campaign of terror; One
More Girl movie Dr. Diane Harper on 95% of HPV infections clearing spontaneously; Lucija
Tomljenovic on links between Gardasil and multiple sclerosis, encephalomyelitis; Vaccine Compensation Act; new “biosimilar” Neupogen clone, similarity to Marvin Gaye lawsuit; JCD’s “I
got nothing” for show title; $100k per year cancer drug
1:22:26 Dallas “possible hate crime” Ahmed Al-Jumaili killing, ACC: “when it snows we get really
confused in Texas”; Jesús “Chuy” Garcia on Rahm “pay to play” Emmanuel Chicago Tribune
post-exposé endorsement, Garcia promising to end “red light ripoff”; Emanuel-Garcia SunTimes “dead heat”; Emanuel ad: “I own that” on being a jerk; teacher’s union rep quoting
Emanuel: “25% of these kids are never going to be anything”; veterinary HMOs; Harrison
Ford’s emergency audio: “53178, engine failure, immediate return”
1:39:26 Donation Segment: “pigs in human clothing”, Kill la Kill not Archer; “certainly” = Siri
1:54:49 Dutch news: Jihadi John the kidnapper; terrorism fund to be handed out by Kerry; ISIS
bulldozing Nimrud; Denmark debating including Muhammad cartoons in education, New York
City school calendar Muslim holidays; eliminating foreign accents, working with Windows 3.1
2:06:25 Deputy National Security Advisor Tony Blinken’s Obama milieu Josh Earnest cadence; Susan
Rice exaggerating last word or phrase; Clinton Global Initiative money story buried; Tony
Rodham gold mining in Haiti in new Peter Schweizer book
2:14:27 FBI mosque infiltrator instructed to sleep with Muslim women, slapped with restraining order;
Brennan on CIA “covering the entire universe”, Directorate of Digital Innovation
2:18:24 Another Bakken crude derailment in Illinois, JCD on fighting oil fires; flammable American architecture; RT on Saudi oil production undercutting domestic; chemical plants near refineries,
JCD’s giant bag of ammonium nitrate, ACC’s homemade flash paper
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Oatmeal

(2015-03-05)

0:00:00 ACC: “This is Radio…”, vocal sound effects (0:47:15)
0:00:36 JCD drinkin’ on the job; Podcast Awards, postproduction; Apollo Twin software update
0:10:18 Cal Thomas: “everything is right on schedule” for “end times”; Texas ice storm school closings;
Jeff Sessions grills Gina McCarthy on soil moisture, hurricanes: “well Mr. Chairman I’ll just
say that this is a stunning development, that the head of the Environmental Protection Agency
… doesn’t know if their projections have been right or wrong”
0:24:06 Women’s History Month, International Women’s Day, National Consumer Protection Week
for consumer bill of rights, National Colorectal Cancer Awareness Month, JCD: “we’re still
living in the dark ages of medicine”, JCD oatmeal how-to
0:34:09 Smoking gun Boston bomb placement video finally revealed as fabrication; Tsarnaev’s attorney’s anti-death penalty agenda; store CCTV in the media, “there was other video shown
today, simply too graphic to show you”; Hollywoodification of terrorism, Sam Peckinpah’s
The Wild Bunch; ACC disses Radiolab (again), JCD on same-building remote at Tech TV
0:49:29 Royce to Nuland on Andrew Lack returning to NBC from “defunct” Broadcast Board of
Governors “after six weeks on the job”; Sharpton’s $750K salary revealed in Byron Williams
lawsuit, “it’s racist to even believe that Al Sharpton is go-to person”, legal extortion by “the
least expensive negro”, “give him fifty thousand and a bucket of chicken”
1:04:04 Producer Segment: Top Ten Gentlemen’s Club with Alex Jones DJ
1:20:49 ACC off to Rotterdam
1:23:35 South Korean Ambassador Mark Lippert slashed
1:26:55 Snowden’s bungie-cord extraction
1:28:34 CSI: Cyber: “any crime involving electronic devices is by definition cyber”
1:35:13 Hunter Biden’s boss Ihor Kolomoyskyi financing 13 of the Ukrainian military; Dana Rohrabacher
to Nuland: “hey, it’s not your time”, Nuland’s endearing smile trick; Dutch MH17 findings
report: Russian buk missile, RT refutation
1:51:32 HSBC insiders in BBC; Netanyahu to Congress on Ali Khamenei tweeting
1:57:29 JCD’s wine store “what I have for you today” pet peeve; spin class comedy routine; the demise
of Dutch co-ed showers; ACC’s selfie stick
2:05:20 Zetas cartel leader arrested
2:06:56 Petraeus plea deal, no prison time; Judge Napolitano on Clinton e-mail, “disqualification
from holding public oﬀice”; Josh Earnest on Petraeus “improper handling” misdemeanor;
hdr22@clintonemail.com; Marie Harf on “class” vs “unclass” systems; ACC: deliberate distraction from Clinton Global Initiative scandal, hacker “Guccifer” discovered account in 2013;
Morning Joe on Michael Schmidt’s “fear of retribution”
2:35:19 Donation Segment
2:44:33 Johns Hopkins patient guide: danger posed by recently vaccinated to the immunocompromised
2:47:14 New York Magazine MH370 conspiracy theory: Putiiin!; “conspiracytards”
2:49:27 “Moderate” US-backed Harakat Hazm being folded into Jabhat al-Nusra; Saturday Night Live
ISIS skit, MSNBC: “is the risk worth it?”; JCD pet peeve: “that’s my personal opinion”
2:55:20 Ben Carson: “that does not require changing the definition of marriage” (CotD)
3:00:39 Snowden’s reassuring “no death penalty” guarantee; Daniel Ellsberg clarifies intent of Espionage Act, Snowden: “there is no fair trial available”, classified evidence
3:05:39 Net neutrality EPA Supreme Court precedent, “tailoring authority”; Netflix appliances
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Bidentification

(2015-03-01)

0:00:00 JCD: “Maybe she should’ve cried more.” (2:27:42)
0:00:32 Love tune-up; JCD Java update story; ACC’s loud “amen, fist bump” before spin class
0:05:19 Secret Agent Paul’s At the End of the Day jingle, ACC: “you sound like Johnny Cash on
heroin”; producer’s wife picking up “yeah no”; the “stupid dress thing”, 3D posters; CBC’s
Daniel Riskin: “to be anti-science would be unthinkable”; new Gardasil 9; Pachauri MIA
0:19:35 ACC headed to Europe on the 6th to see CVC and gangster friend Michel; Yanis Varoufakis’
TEDx talk on EU: “unscrupulous bankers, inane politicians, conniving entrepreneurs, cynical
academics, uncritical citizens who are all being unmasked”, proposes federalism; “amen, fist
bump” as “yeah no” replacement; Loïc Le Meur; Eurovision Song Contest: Wurst’s “bidentification”, Finland’s 2015 entry Down’s syndrome punk band Pertti Kurikan Nimipäivät
0:44:43 Producers: NA unblocked in China, conflicting ghost city accounts; Yiwu-Madrid railway
maiden voyage, JCD Autodesk self-driving car speech story: trucks more eﬀicient than rail
0:56:15 Boris Nemtsov murder: Putin telegraphs martyrdom; Russian polonium vs CIA two-to-thehead; hot Ukrainian girlfriend untouched; garbage truck video; RT on pre-planned march
vigil; connections with Yulia Tymoshenko; RT on immediate Western blame: “critics of Putin,
beware”; Russian propaganda playing defense; Gilbert Doctorow’s cui bono; Jen “her boobs
are huger than ever” Psaki on Russians lying to Kerry’s face: “I think he is conveying that
any statement made … by any Russian oﬀicial…”, Matt: “is a lie”
1:18:02 Doctorow on Nemtsov talk at Columbia advocating sanctions four years ago; Matt Lee’s
protege Arshad Mohammed; former MI6 chief on “threat posed by Russia”; Lithuania to
import gas from Cheniere Energy via Baltic; Stephen Cohen: Poroshenko on “shaky ground”
1:27:11 Producer Segment: “Putin hates gays” in House of Cards; Norman Lear’s rich cougar ex
1:59:27 Clayton Morris on “thermite bomb” aviation warning, “classified” according to DHS
2:04:34 Matt to Psaki: Jihadi John the Dude named Ben vs socioeconomic radicalization; ISIL destroying replicas of antiquities, “still an assault on the heritage of the Iraqi people”, association
with Taliban Buddha destruction; Franklin Graham on Muslim infiltration of federal government, O’Reilly: “gimme some names”, Graham: “I can get those for you, Bill”
2:20:27 Abby Martin’s tearful final Breaking the Set: “remember that nations are invented, borders
are invisible, prejudice is learned” (CotD); takes credit for net neutrality “victory”
2:29:52 Clapper: 2014 a great year for terrorism in Iraq, Pakistan, Afghanistan; data from DHS-funded
National Consortium for the Study of Terrorism and Responses to Terrorism – START; Shahid
Buttar arrested for asking Clapper questions, “why is your agency above the law?”
2:37:18 Cotton prices down due to China stockpiling; JCD on Chinese undercutting Japanese in silk
2:41:47 Donation Segment
2:56:28 Net neutrality: Verizon Morse code response, Morse Machine Android app; Al Franken press
release; Eric Schmidt “free and open internet”; EFF: “thanks for listening to team internet”
3:06:00 Mike Morell to Charlie Rose: limit on number of Iranian centrifuges means they’re only useful
for weapons production, Rose: “why don’t we recognize that?”, Morell: “Idunno”; Al Jazeera
Mossad leak PDF mimicking legal pad; American Jews not thrilled with Netanyahu
3:11:26 Mika Brzezinski’s freak-out over creepy Boehner smooching at journalist
3:17:15 CPAC: Rick Perry fearmongering, Carly Fiorina on Clinton Global Initiative funding
3:21:34 Lerner e-mails found, “potential criminal activity”, legally blind guy sent looking for them
3:34:27 Iran tests missiles against US aircraft carrier mockup
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50 Shades of Terror

(2015-02-26)

0:00:00 JCD: “This is designed for porn.”
0:00:33 JCD’s Red Book Brian Williams suicide in The Globe; “Typhoid” Mary Mallon
0:06:00 Jeh Johnson threatens Mall of America over DHS defunding: “you’ve got to be vigilant”, “if
you see something say something” revamp, “if anyone is planning to go to the Mall of America
today they’ve got to be particularly careful”, Josh Earnest’s damage-control talking points:
“vigilant”, “no credible plot”; Johnson: “whole-of-government approach”; Barbara Mikulski
on grants “to our local law enforcement, and to our local fire department, who are on the first
scene, any scene, twenty-four… seven”; CNN student news on al-Shabaab
0:26:15 Six-Week Cycle: Comey’s 50 states; New York, Florida lone wolves picked up for “plotting to
travel”, “maybe hijack a plane to Syria”, “bomb Coney Island”, Obama threats on “Uzbek web
site”; “Tina” Perino on Netanyahu politics; retired John Allen on ISIL’s leadership reduction:
“we actually do have pretty good intelligence on this matter”, “accretion versus degradation
ratio” question, “the numbers are up because we’re now tracking the numbers in ways we
haven’t before”, “decimation” plan; ISIL cage video with keys dangling from lock; Fox reaction
to Kerry’s “less threat … today” statement: “tell that to the families of the Americans that
were beheaded by ISIS”
0:53:28 Kerry requests more anti-RT propaganda money; RT responds with budget comparison;
Krauthammer’s final dig: “wait until Iran has the bomb”; Miss USA “we need to kill them”
0:57:33 Lindsey Graham all-in on DHS funding bill: “I’ve never seen more terrorist organizations”;
Disney anti-Nazi propaganda film on Youtube
1:00:31 Producer Segment: JCD on speech recognition: “format drive C!”
1:21:50 Producer note on five-year-old threatened with suspension over finger gun
1:24:00 FCC net neutrality vote today; usenet’s historical anti-commercial attitude; Ford Foundation,
“free and open internet”; ACC: “for all your porn needs, type in porn need, space, Tumblr”,
CEO on AT&T expenditures: “it’s just not true, it’s just been disproven”, flat-footed fail;
Mark Cuban’s $5.7bn broadcast.com redirect; Red Book: thrown out or endless litigation
1:42:56 Ancil Payne Awards for Ethics in Journalism; Ellen Pao Kleiner Perkins lawsuit, Segways and
flaming Fiskers, ACC story on receptionist angling for lawsuit fodder; IPCC chair Rajendra
Pachauri resignation, ACC reads from his adult novel Return to Almora; GlacierGate
2:06:16 Donation Segment: Newsletter easter egg hunts; listeners falling overboard
2:19:54 The Guardian podcast: “climate change research, that’s where the money is”
2:21:28 Merkel-Putin closed-door meeting, minor win on Lithuanian weapons cancellation; Ed Royce:
“why do they lie?”, Kerry: “you askin’ me?”, “overt and extensive propaganda exercise”,
Nuland on RT: “to understand what happens when you broadcast untruths in a media space
that is full of dynamic, truthful opinion”; Kerry: “misrepresentations, lies … to my face”;
Charlie Rose goes off script with Susan Rice on “eastern flank”
2:30:35 Netanyahu’s Congressional address kerfuffle; leaked South African Mossad memos contradicting Netanyahu’s Iran warnings; Bertha Foundation-funded films; Israel’s water-sucking plant
2:42:55 Rahm Emmanuel’s run-off with Jesús “Chuy” Garcia, JCD on Mexican takeover of Chicago
2:46:39 Ken Silverstein leaving First Look Media, Ronan Farrow fired
2:47:25 European energy union to enforce centralized buying; Greek payback agreement PDF leaked,
author Declan Costello; Bild NEIN! “greedy Greeks” article; Red Book: Warren or Clinton
toss Yellen out, Yellen fesses up about U6 vs U3; Snowden’s girlfriend Lindsay Mills at Oscars
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Citadels of Censorship

(2015-02-11)

0:00:00 JCD: “So they call him Ash.”
ACC: “Mm-hm, the big Ash.” (2:39:23)
0:00:33 ACC still sick, allergy season; trip to Gruen with Nurse Tracy, “this is how we drive in Texas”
0:05:27 New ISIL video with caliphate mike flags, JCD: “they’re gonna have their own network pretty
soon”; News Hour, David Brooks on “violent” vs “Islamic” extremism, Sudanese President’s
CIA/Mossad statement revisited; Brooks: “they think there’s going to be some cataclysmic
battle and Mohammed will come down”; Kerry: “you cannot defeat what you do not understand”, JCD: “is he talking about terrorism or Hillary Clinton?”, poisonous ideas from “the
pretty woman on a radical website”; Pirro/Harf “kill them” mashup; Rob Reiner suggests
European anti-Semitism is at WWII levels; Linda Sarsour to Rachel Maddow: “kids being
executed”, “shall I cut myself in half?”, “bubbling up” meme
0:31:40 Countering Violent Extremism summit: Anti-Defamation League’s Oren Segal: “95% of murders against Americans … have been caused at the hands of right-wing extremists” (CotD); Susan “the twerp” Rice on training women to be radicalization-detectors; UK’s three Syria-bound
girls, “I think the idea that you can give your life meaning by performing jihad, and that’s
very exciting”; Kerry on recruits’ Islam for Dummies; Earnest on Comey’s non-invitation:
“his boss was”, “violent extremist ideology that’s propagated on social media”, “countering”
vs “combatting”, FSB human rights jab
0:58:20 RT needling on Ukraine coup: “the next month, the Vice President Joe Biden, he popped in
to say hello as well”; Moscow anti-Maidan rally, JCD on Putin’s botches, “how is this a great
chess master”; Germany cancels Lithuanian armored vehicle purchase, Poland €33bn military
shopping spree; Matt Lee to Psaki on violation counts from Ukraine government: “you accept
their figure of 250 violations?”; World Press Photo contest: “Homophobia in Russia”
1:15:43 Producer Segment: history of mac & cheese, “nine grams of protein” advertisement
1:35:33 ACC dinner with the banker: Greek theatrics, bank runs, on American banker salaries: “we
won”; Mechanics Bank sold; Whole Foods, JCD recommends Newman’s Honey Flax Flakes
1:42:10 Academy Awards entrement, ACC: “it consists of a shaved beet and some horseradish on a
spoon”; Spielberg thanked more times than God; Citizenfour, Fashion Police
1:48:18 Banker on China: big trouble; Chinese tourists buying Japanese bidets; the move from best
price to marketing; Chinese soccer schools, ghost cities; new TPP push
1:59:38 Al Jazeera background screaming guy; video producer “Final Solution Productions” arrests
2:05:45 Ebola drug brincidofovir trials cancelled; Eastern US “big chill”, D.C. low breaking 1896
record; National Geographic “War on Science” issue; MSNBC to Bill Nye: “amen, fist bump”
2:13:02 Donation Segment: producer Toyota Hilux rebuild
2:24:03 Mars One reality show: ACC: “Dutch not so well known for their space exploration”; business
plan: “exclusive partnerships”, “sponsorships”, “broadcast rights”; semifinalist Sonia Van
Meter story; producer note on pro-choice people being all-in on mandated vaccination
2:35:32 Bill Clinton to Mexico on drug traﬀicking: “we ran it overland”; current Sinaloa situation
2:39:07 Ashton Carter on retaking Mosul: “even if I knew exactly when that was going to be, I wouldn’t
tell you”; UN guy on “lissstsss” of Syrian war crimes; ad-hoc tribunal as ICC workaround;
Presidential memo on arming “appropriately vetted” rebels
2:45:16 89 children abducted in South Sudan; British schools as “citadels of censorship”; new French
law requiring ISPs to block terrorist and Pedobear sites
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StoogeLand

(2015-02-19)

0:00:00 JCD: “Okay Google!” (2:29:47)
0:00:34 ACC post-New York flu; herd immunity revisited; JCD: “you want codeine”
0:03:06 Smith-Mundt repeal revisited; sad news: Ashton “Ash” Carter throws Kirby under the bus;
pregnant Jen Psaki moving to White House, JCD: “oh, she’s gotta be the worst boss in the
world now she’s pregnant?”; “American State Department” Marie Harf on Hardball, ACC: “in
her idiocy, she’s become a genius!”, “it’s not just about dropping bombs on terrorists”, “we’re
killin’ a lot of ’em, and we’re gonna to keep killin’ more of them”, on job creation: “what
makes these 17-year-old kids pick up an AK-47 instead of trying to start a business”, AUMF
“not to take it to politics”; Hayden: “unless you change conditions on the ground, you get to
kill people forever”, “where we have been less good, is the production rate of those who are
going to want to come and try to kill us one, three, or five years from now”; Harf: “we are
killing them and we will continue killing ISIS terrorists that pose a threat to us”
0:30:39 Carol CNN on ISIS recruitment of young Western women via Nutella, kittens, and emoji;
Wes Clark: “we need the authorization to follow the leads, put the troops in, and play this”,
zealots to fight Hezbollah, Ukraine-ISIS connection revealed
0:38:44 New beheading video with freakishly tall terrorists; Quilliam report on Libya as “strategic
gateway”, “launching platform” to attack Europe; Toyota Hilux for rebels; Sisi on unfinished
Libyan mission; Sudanese President: CIA & Mossad behind Boko Haram & ISIL (CotD)
0:53:51 Obama on “terrorist Twitter accounts”, “your stuff is often boring … you’re not connected,
and as a consequence you’re not connecting”; ISIS burning bodies and harvesting organs; “no
form of atrocity or … gruesome death that they haven’t thought of” vs drawing & quartering
1:08:40 Producer Segment: John Fletcher Johnny-on-the-spot with “Kirbyyy!”
1:25:52 JCD’s new Max Flat-Clinch stapler
1:29:28 Greece’s new bailout loan agreement; Yanis Varoufakis not a Syriza member; Lisbon Treaty
makes EU membership irreversible; BBC Channel 4 UKIP mockumentary
1:40:23 “Governor Palin” title retention, “Dr. Dvorak” in Brazil; Eric “lazy eye” Holder on whistleblowers: “I’ll use an extreme example, perhaps unfair”, Manhattan Project; fake whistleblower
John Kiriakou espionage charge over business card
1:54:48 NOAA’s 2013 58.24° vs 1997 62.45° average temperature; Cliff Mass’ Weather Blog; NPR
“science denial” vs Nature article on origin of life; H&HS national adult immunization plan:
flu, HPV, hepatitis, “catch-up” vaccines; mysterious doctor deaths including HPV vaccine
originator; Pew research on anti-vaxers: mostly young, anti-GMO: everybody
2:09:34 Telegraph political editor Peter Oborne resignation, native advertising
2:12:21 Donation Segment
2:22:30 Drug-resistant CRE bacteria spread in UCLA hospital; 60 killed in Haiti parade accident
2:24:30 Kaspersky reveals $1bn in bank hacking incidents, HDD mal-firmware
2:26:41 Tech News: Hadoop big data promo video: “that’s the scoop with Hadoop”; ACC on Google
Now vs Siri vs Echo, Apple should buy Amazon; Koch brothers pro-Tesla on direct sales
2:39:04 Al Jazeera on West Virginia oil tanker crash & explosion, Bakken crude volatility; flimsy
DOT-111 “the Ford Pinto of rail cars” banned in Canada; PBS silent on issue; “maybe we
dodged a bomb, we got hit by the bullet”
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The Key Key Thing

(2015-02-15)

0:00:00 ACC: “It’s bootstrapping on its own complexity in an exponential way.” (1:18:35)
0:00:34 JCD’s “two problems in my life”: losing flashlights and malfunctioning staplers; ACC’s Amazon Echo pseudo-review: “if it had an Apple logo on it, everyone would be crapping themselves”; Jacques Ellul pre- and post-PC
0:11:36 CIA headquarters now on lockdown; ACC back from New York, Empire Bar & Grill strippers
0:13:51 Cyberattack prevention Executive Order; Kara Swisher “Mr. Tech” Obama interview: “we’re
hugely vulnerable”, Red Book: air traﬀic control systems, “digital base”, “we’ve got to be able
to pull those companies together so they’re working together”, JCD: “it’s called collusion, it’s
against the law”, antitrust protection, “capacities to scoop up information”, “commercially
driven” European protectionism & Stasi, “we have owned the internet”; “I’m a strong believer
in strong encryption”, “our law enforcement is expected to stop … every bomb on a plane”,
ACC: “you wanna put it in the book?”, “folks who want airtight encryption also want to be
protected from terrorists”; “everybody’s got to learn how to code early”
0:42:32 “Coincidental” Kaspersky disclosure of multi-bank malware hack; producer note on crappy
Anthem infrastructure and IT staff; “the cyber-secure smart home”; ACC on all the dating
sites, PBS on niche dating sites like purrsonals.com, Paul Oyer on “firm-specific human
capital”, need to settle for good enough, ACC story on recognizing person from Tinder
0:58:49 Producer Segment
1:16:12 Jason Silva: “exponentially emerging technologies”; sketchy Singularity University
1:25:14 “Happiest place on earth” Denmark shooting, cafe attack; Kurt Westergaard on self-censorship;
Ashton Carter confirmation, European call for “removing internet content that is deemed to
promote terrorism or extremism”, airline data sharing; Helle Thorning-Schmidt: “high alert”
1:32:05 AUMF hearings: Michael Flynn, Project for a New American Security; “inherent right of
self-defense” paper; START terrorism database; Canadian “planned mass shooting” arrests
1:40:29 Obama goodbye to Ron Klain: “we have risen to the challenge”; ebola “get to zero” summit
with the usual tech NGO suspects; Mill and Belinda Gates at Davos with Zakaria, US education system “fundamentally broken”, digital tools “the key key thing in education”; Nicholas
Kristof on “evidence-based solutions” in education
1:55:01 SNL Shark Tank skit: “we’re hearing ISIS, ISIS, ISIS, but your pamphlet says ISIL”
1:58:01 Ukraine cease-fire, Poroshenko’s phone calls during talks, Red Book: real Russian invasion
within a month; Pravda on Putin’s 9/11 evidence; Sarkozy on Crimea’s right to join Russia;
former Soviet ambassador on possibility of “another nuclear arms race”; Georgia’s Mikhail
Saakashvili to be Poroshenko aide; Ireland needs more jets; new $7.5bn IMF Ukraine bailout
2:06:31 HSBC’s Swiss division misdeeds revealed; Comey’s HSBC, Bridgewater connections
2:11:00 Oxford BioChronometrics research: 88-98% of clicks by advanced adbots
2:14:23 Donation Segment: Viscount’s Camplite 16DBS trailer offer for Hot Pockets Sorrow Tour
2:29:05 Netflix coming to Cuba; NBC: Congress 27.65% “unanimous” on vaccination; $3bn in vaccine
injury compensation since 1990; new Cuban HIV strain; synthetic polio vaccine research
2:33:38 Sir Tom the Minuteman Knight claims “double nickels on the dime”; no No Agenda militia
2:35:57 John Podesta tweet on failure to release UFO files; Philip J. Corso’s The Day After Roswell
2:38:09 West coast port labor dispute, JCD: “they dont want to give anyone any ideas”
2:41:26 Biden “butt buddy” comment; Josh Earnest on danger of climate change vs terrorism
2:44:03 Michio Kaku to speak in Austin vs John Kiriakou out of prison
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Democritate

(2015-02-12)

0:00:00 ACC: “Aagh, hold on, he told us and then it happened, oh my God, it’s amazing how that
works!” (0:58:24)
0:00:34 Vaccine-induced mumps in Pacific Northwest; JCD’s Comcast squirrel woes fixed, ACC: “these
fuckers are worse than ISIS”; “we need to kill them” Colonel Bogey March
0:04:36 ACC in New York City’s Hotel Pennsylvania with tiny bed, window stuck open; snowmaggedon
flight cancellation disruption; police tape over hotel doors; data limits and tethering; I Can
Make You A Supermodel and Ugly George; Book of Mormon; ACC move to NYC logistics
0:21:41 Everyone using Houthies /ˈhu.θiz/ pronunciation now; “scattered reports of beatings and even
stabbings”, “they’re trying desperately to reach out to the United States”, “death to America”
slogan, “that’s just a slogan, we don’t mean it literally”
0:36:12 Obama’s proposed AUMF: “inherent right of individual and collective self-defense”; 3-year
term; “enduring offensive ground combat operations” not authorized, Operation Enduring
Freedom’s 13 years; “associated persons or forces” broadly defined
0:49:22 Video experts on burning man as Hollywood re-enactment; Producer Nathan on Twixtor
vector stretching in slow-motion; Assad’s Russia invitation; Kirby on Abdul Rauf droning: “he
decided to swear allegiance to ISIL probably no more than a couple of weeks ago”; 20k foreign
fighters meme; Michael Steinbach: “legitimate citizens’ traveling abroad is not something that
we choose to curtail”, JCD: “why don’t we just find these 150 people and give ’em ten grand
each and tell ’em to stay home?”; Anonymous ISIL social media takedown, ACC: “pick one
slogan!”; history of The Jon Stewart Show; Rand Paul blames Hillary Clinton
1:18:34 Producer Segment: “jipped” alternative spelling; No Agenda CD companion disc
1:42:28 Ukraine: Carol CNN apologizes for “Obama considers arming pro-US troops” banner; McCain
pushes sending “defensive arms”; Munich Security Summit, “Normandy format” talks; Putin
on surrounded Ukrainian troops; Merkel at White House, Obama: “these are the facts”; Dutch
MH17 documents, 19 of 254 to be released heavily redacted; Cyprus allowing Russian military
in; McCain on cluster bombs: “it’s partially our fault”; new Black Sea gas pipeline
2:01:25 Greece: Lagarde to reconsider Greek bailout proposal; toxic Greek bonds; cluster bombs only
forbidden against civilians; Greek bailout expiration, Six-Week Cycle at end of February
2:08:25 Rachel Maddow calls out the NBC execs for not coming on MSNBC about Brian Williams
suspension; Lester Holt: “rooting for him”; The Today Show “best wishes”, “truth and transparency is our trade”; Joe Scarborough: “it is fair to say, looking straight into the camera,
I’ve seen a lot, I know a lot”; fabricated Sochi phone hacking story; Red Book: suicide
2:21:01 Donation Segment: Newsletter outrage over missing ACC selfie; Hotel Pennsylvania selfies
2:35:56 California Psychics as sign of depression cycle; No Agenda Psychic Friends Network skit
2:41:06 Second Half of Show: Neil Armstrong’s camera found
2:44:24 Transitioning from “fighting” to “extinguishing” ebola; Patty Murray shilling for vaccine manufacturers: “we need to be vigilant about breaking down any barriers that families may face
when it comes to accessing certain vaccines”, CDC numbers on HPV vaccine take-up rates
2:49:04 Keystone pipeline bill passes both chambers, veto predicted; Psaki’s breast morphology revisited; Matt Lee on agency recommendation submissions, “what happened to this transparency
idea?”, ACC: “he’s just saying, jeez, lady, your boobs are on your back and you’re talking crap”
2:54:02 New York City arrest for police & gun emoji post; UK anti-Semitism ASBOs, “wherever you
spread hate, that’s not going to be legal”
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Bend it Down

(2015-02-08)

JCD: “And I’ve had people write in saying aw, that guy’s full of crap!”
Rain in California, snow in New York thanks to rainstick; ACC New York meetups
ACC on zombification trend confirmation at Beatles Rain tribute, selfie with Nurse Tracy
JCD on the origin of modern hugging, Bill Clinton as setting the country’s moral tone with
hugging and oral sex
Brian Williams scandal as second salvo in network war started with Disneyland measles;
Hurricane Katrina lies; Howard Kurtz: “a credibility crisis for NBC News”; Williams to Alec
Baldwin on “rounds coming into the airframe” (CotD)
Biden at Munich Security Conference on arms sales to Ukraine “not to encourage war, but to
allow Ukraine to defend itself”; Poroshenko: “immediate release of the khostages”; Hollande
on possibility of war, Lindsey Graham on Merkel’s decision not to arm Ukraine: “when you
turn down a reasonable request to help defend one’s self, is not our finest hour”; Dutch debate
over draft reinstatement; John Mearsheimer to Iﬀil: “it’s NATO expansion that’s the taproot
of this problem”; bloody-lipped new economic Minister Jaanika Merilo; Steven Pifer: “zero
enthusiasm in NATO … to enlarge to Ukraine” vs “command centers in Eastern Europe”, old
car sound effects on News Hour; Pifer: “it’s really kind of 19th century”
2015 National Security Strategy, Susan “the twerp” Rice, “international order”
Producer Segment: ACC Kennedy “pain in the ass” jet ski story; McKenzie’s Perp Walk
Producer ISIS burning man video feedback; Jordanian airstrikes vs ISIS “propaganda” of
Raqqa schoolchildren; Prince Charles to meet with King Abdullah; Crusades meme at National
Prayer Breakfast, Islamic civil war meme in the media, “high horse” meme; history of the alleyoop; Zakaria on ISIS plan backfiring; Obama: “so as people of faith we are summoned to push
back against those who try to distort our religion, any religion” (CotD)
James Dean in Rebel Without a Cause: “if he had guts to knock Mom cold once”; Mika
Brzezinski on hairbrush spanking, “bristle side down”
Ireland hospitals restricting visiting due to flu outbreak, strain “drifted”; White House vaccinerefusal mental disorder petition; Merck MMR vaccine lawsuits over falsified trial data, Mimi’s
measles diversity research
Donation Segment
Tech News: Wheeler’s 333-page net neutrality proposal, FCC not allowed to change Title II
Obama podcast on stellar jobs numbers; Gallup article on 5.6% unemployment lie, Gallup
CEO: “I don’t think the government is misleading us at all … I need to make that very, very
clear so I don’t suddenly disappear, I need to make it home tonight”
Jesse Draper’s Valley Girl shilling for Bitcoin: “you can give it to somebody else without any
shadow of a doubt”
Susan Rice’s contagious cadence, on climate change: “the science is clear”, “groundbreaking
climate commitment with China that will … bend down the climate curve”; Christiana Figueres
on the task of changing “the economic development model that has been reigning for at least
150 years since the industrial revolution”
Obama’s former “body man” Reggie Love to be Cameron’s “chief of stuff”
Queen Elizabeth head waiter: passengers can order “literally anything”
Jeffrey Epstein victim reporting FBI blackmail; Pentagon Viagra ration
Anthem as “second largest” insurer, China blamed, JCD: “this is industrial espionage”
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Kunzite

(2015-02-05)

0:00:00 bell, JCD: “Okay … we’re stopping the show, and we’re going to talk about this.” (1:35:53)
0:00:37 ACC admits to being a neat freak; reaction to Hot Pockets: The Tourette’s Tour
0:07:02 New ISIS “burning man” video; professionals: very expensive production; new Jordanian
uniforms, pilot’s slow motion walk to cage; Red Book: Assad falling to Jordan; Jordan’s
King in D.C., Armed Forces Committee chair: Jordan’s need for “fuel, and munitions, and
equipment” quickly, “reclaim the Muslim religion”; Wag the Dog vs burning scene, ACC: “if
we had made that at Mevio we’d be like, high-fivin’”, Siskel & Ebert “dog of the week”; Brian
the Gay Crusader points out Max Headroom episode similarity
0:25:28 McCain on missing American leadership; Syria’s neighbors’ boots on the ground meme; Andy
Carvin reported.ly post: “there is no way in Hell I am going to share this footage with the
public”; Kirby: “it’s not tit for tat”; CIA guy: “the way it was released” skirting SITE connection, “very sophisticated special effects in this video”, “now using those skills to that regard”;
Josh Earnest: “commend to your attention”, “process that’s been informed by experts”, “put
forward a report today”, White House half-uptalk, “we’ll help chart a path forward”
0:45:54 Ashton Carter in confirmation hearing: “moderate Syrian forces and regional forces”
0:51:17 Secret Agent Paul’s Magical Shape-Shifting Jews jingle
0:53:03 Producer Segment: “sanity” in check memo; new No Agenda CD *This Week in Syria“
1:10:29 Koch brothers anti-Vietnam libertarian origins
1:11:40 American Heart Month, National Wear Red Day, African-American History Month, National
Teen Dating Violence Awareness & Prevention Month
1:14:41 Josh Earnest on measles: “we don’t need a new law, we need people to exercise common
sense”; Rand Paul kookification, “the natural crowd”; distraction from ineffective flu vaccine;
Rand Paul’s strange voice; Roald Dahl’s daughter Olivia; Producer Nick’s friend’s ebola story
1:29:38 Japanese Producer on ISIS hostages in manga: “aren’t you responsible?”
1:32:43 Super Bowl “gyp” fight over unplanned interception
1:35:46 ACC’s crystal class, kunzite & rhodochrocite; crystal for JCD to eliminate “yeah no”
1:42:22 Brian Williams’ RPG lie as Hillary Clinton callback, “I made a mistake in recalling the events
of twelve years ago”; lie repeated on Letterman in 2013; Williams’ cosmetic surgery origin
1:48:07 Anthem database hack; electronic medical record mandate; White House CTO Megan Smith’s
Digital Service promo video: “scrubbed in together on these fabulous cross-functional teams”;
Anthem indemnification through sharing agreement; Pelosi: “they’re baaaying at the Moon”
2:00:06 Donation Segment: JCD drone on the ceiling story; dating app Facebook woes
2:15:05 Six-Week Cycle due on March 1; FBI’s Thomas Fuentes: “you’re not going to submit the
proposal that we won the war on terror … because the first thing that’s going to happen is
your budget’s gonna be cut in half”, “keep fear alive”
2:16:18 Debbie Wasserman Schultz on Jews’ “problem of assimilation”, anti-Semitism
2:18:23 Greek Minister of Finance Yanis “Dr. Doom” Varoufakis economist-in-residence at Valve
2:21:58 Hollywood Whackers, Randy Quaid video: “falsely arrested six times by TMZ”, “so Rupert,
you wanna fuck me, I’m gonna fuck you”
2:28:28 Ross Ulbricht conviction: “an investigation that took place almost entirely online”
2:34:59 Putin has Asperger’s; Chasing the Scream’s author on marijuana legalization in Uruguay
2:40:34 Witches in Tanzania; The Imitation Game’s single mention of Polish cryptographers
2:43:03 Tom Wheeler on Title 2: “ongoing rules, in perpetuity”, “bright line rules”
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Crone

(2015-02-01)

0:00:00 ACC: “A withered old woman.” (1:51:42)
0:00:32 JCD fogged in, bay vs tule fog, hundred-car pileups in the Netherlands, fog lights MIA
0:04:24 New Dutch listeners after ACC marriage bombshell; Dvorak collective: new Hot Pockets Tour
in Airstream trailer; Dutch gossip media diﬀiculty conveying notion of podcast
0:15:03 Tarik Zahzah Dutch NOS hijack: “we’ve been sent by intelligence agencies to talk about things
that are really heavy shit for the world”, post-event fade to black; outrage over Wie is de Mol
reality show preemption; ACC: nightmare about losing ability to speak English on the show
0:26:25 FAA Super Bowl PSA: “leave your drone at home”; Jane Harmon Jeh Johnson interview:
“there are magnetometers everywhere”
0:34:25 Producer Segment: Texas wines; slave barcode T-shirt at spin class
1:17:18 McCain: “get out of here you lowlife scum”, Kissinger: “people, and conflict, and chaos”
1:20:07 Goto_DVD.mp4 released, itm.im/gotohead, Brian the Gay Crusader analysis, ACC: “that’s
a horrible Photoshop job”; Japanese producer on Kenji Goto Jogo taking wife’s name, no
articles by him to be found; Haruna Yukawa’s Yoshiko Kawashima blog; Jihadi John’s boots
1:29:55 German warning to Greece: “we are diﬀicult to blackmail”, “I hesitate to call it a government,
it’s more a gang”; the reality of corporate loan servicing; RT hit piece on British banks grabbing homes; Greece apparently stopping large scale asset sale; European deflationary policy
favoring banks; Greece not a signatory on condemnation of Russia in Ukraine bus bombing,
possible inspiration for Hungary and others to break ranks; new Spanish anti-austerity “yes
we can” party, JCD on Spanish subway system; Stephen Cohen on new Cold War; Victoria
Nuland now a “crone”
1:53:44 The average Iranian is pro-American
1:57:47 Note on Attorney General candidate Loretta Lynch as Holder’s wife’s college friend; GWU
professor testimony on DoJ “obstruction” and “usurpation of legislative authority”; Holder’s
wife granted executive privilege over Fast and Furious; Sharyl Attkisson testimony: “one
White House oﬀicial got so mad he angrily cussed me out”; Lynch to Sessions on immigration:
“I’m not sure if I know, if I understand the basis for your question”, JCD on misunderstanding
question trick to avoid perjury, “legal framework”
2:16:21 Hayden on “what constitutes unreasonableness” in Fourth Amendment, on Boston Bombing:
“a significant fraction of our population, and not all of them wearing tinfoil on their heads
… says, why weren’t you tracking those guys on the web”, JCD: “how would they even know
any of this if they weren’t tracking them on the web?”; “what constitutes reasonableness is
actually a product of the totality of circumstances in which we find ourselves in history”,
“three thousand countrymen” meme
2:26:47 Donation Segment
2:47:46 Failed Idaho “Add the Words” bill covering gender identity and sexual orientation discrimination; JCD raises the Conchita Wurst self-identification situation, “sexual identity card”,
driver licenses required to board plane, ACC: “I recommend a yellow star on the clothing”
2:54:52 African Union head Robert Mugabe behind closed doors: “a good white man is a dead one”
2:57:02 Canadian Communications Security Establishment’s Project Levitation, “giant digital X-ray
machine”; Tom King to House of Lords: “I am not a tweeter, but we’ve got Facebook, we’ve
got Twitter; somebody tried to explain to me what WhatsApp is … I don’t know about them,
but what is absolutely clear is the terrorists and jihadists do”
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Ten Minute Timer

(2015-01-29)

0:00:00 JCD: “What is wrong with this idiot?”
0:00:32 JCD slurring intro, “I don’t drink!”
0:00:46 ACC’s Ms. Micky bombshell; CVC visit; ACC now in downtown Austin, “developmentally
delayed” at age fifty, ACC: “now we can talk about important things like Tinder”
0:08:15 Podcasts as the next radio meme, No Agenda as pre-Serial
0:11:30 Miss Universe finalists: US, Ukraine, Netherlands, Jamaica, Colombia; incomprehensible
Manny Pacquiao question on message to “global terrorists”; Miss Netherlands: “I’m ambassador for child prostitution”; Miss Ukraine on removing swimsuit competition: “I feel
comfortable in anything”; Miss Jamaica on violence against women: “crime is a global phenomenon”; Miss Colombia on women learning from men: “I believe there are still men who
believe in equality”; baby beauty pageant culture, “hot guys” comment in ACC’s spin class
0:32:16 Producer Segment
0:48:06 Northeast blizzpocalypse dud predicted by new National Weather Service supercomputer;
Bridgeport Mayor: Al Sharpton “fighting the good fight on climate change”; Bill Nye weighs
in; San Fransisco Exploratorium modelling-resistant n-body problem; UK Met oﬀice: 2014 not
statistically distinguishable as warmest; Bill Nye inflategate break: “climate change is real!”,
ACC: “Bill Nye is Alex Jones” (CotD); Nantucket power outage; Earth Institute’s Jeffrey
Sachs: Republicans “just on the take”, Bono & Soros on advisory board, JCD: “crook” invites
libel suit
1:07:54 No Agenda vs endlessly repeated media lies; Al Jazeera on Assad’s supposed chemical weapons
1:12:54 States considering mileage taxes due to eﬀiciency and low oil prices; the ecological cost of
batteries; automotive tracking systems; producer note on automotive exhaust sounds not
penetrating “monkey shit” insulation, JCD on noise-canceling exhaust systems, “you’re too
tall for a Lambo”
1:23:19 Drinks and dinner with Eric the Constitutional lawyer at Fixe; Austin full of lobbyists
1:26:52 Feinstein’s replacement Richard Burr to return Panetta report
1:27:58 Two new ISIS videos: from ransom to prisoner exchange, “Mosul time”, 24 hour stay of
execution; SITE _DVD.mp4 Final Cut Pro filenames, ACC: “I didn’t know that they use a
lot of Macs over in terrorist-land”; Kirby telegraphs Mosul operation; James Kerchick on
defenestrated gays Twitter photos; Geert Wilders on “real face on Islam”; News Hour on nonassimilating Muslims in UK; Denmark de-radicalization funding; Rotterdam’s Muslim mayor;
wimpy millennials not standing up for verbal abuse victims
1:55:58 Donation Segment: “less than ten minutes to go, okay?” clip
2:10:58 Nicole Wallace on Letterman: Couric Palin interview; prompter fail at Iowa Freedom Summit:
“the man can only ride ya when your back is bent”, JCD on hardcopy backup
2:19:38 Obama in India, Modi and Indian version of “peace through strength”, military modernization
2:22:26 Win Lose or Drone: quad-copter on White House lawn, PBS vs RT “they are essentially toys”
versions; Obama on FAA regulation: “the drone that landed at the White House you can buy
at Radio Shack”, Amazon drones
2:27:47 News Hour runs entire Koch Foundation advertisement
2:30:14 Candy Crowley to Obama on Cuba: “that you’re naive and they’re rolling you”, Obama:
“chess master … outmaneuvering Mr. Obama and this, that, and the other”
2:35:22 Auschwitz’ 70th anniversary, no invitation for Putin in spite of liberation by Red Army
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Win by a Gyp

(2015-01-25)

0:00:00 ACC: “Wait until the Texas oil companies close, there’s gonna be hookers for 35 bucks, don’t
you worry, there’s going to be plenty of it.” (0:46:00)
0:00:36 JCD slurring intro; ACC’s iRiver backup recorder; feedback on cross-cultural kissing, backpounding, football butt-slapping; the search for high-five patient zero; toplessness in Europe
0:07:55 Greek election day: Antonis Samaras claims all undecided votes; no one calling Syriza “communist”; the Goldman Sachs “free money” scam; ubiquity of loan renegotiation; George Papandreou – where is he now?; European Central Bank quantitative easing: “lights were flashing
red across our dashboard”; US dual citizenship laws
0:27:45 Oil price normalization, not deflation; Gail Tverberg to Glenn Beck: low price leads to low
production, oil companies defaulting on loans, King Reagan synthoil “shutdown”, King Obama
raising interest rates, Beck: Saudis staying in the game even at $10; Obama on energy, 2010 vs
2015: “for decades we have known the days of cheap and easily accessible oil were numbered”
0:46:31 Producer Segment: Harry Reid also beaten up tripped and fell in 2011
1:04:08 Huckabee on “six hundred radio stations”, explaining Mike Rogers’ DJ job
1:08:55 Mike Rogers to Brolf on Japanese hostage situation as “messaging deal”; Japanese TV analysis
of fake video; “this terrorizes people enough that they think ISIS is actually bigger than it
is” meta-analysis, jihadi competition meme, Rogers on Jihadi John intelligence: “you don’t
want to disrupt any activities in that lineage”; delayed video; Kenji Goto audio recording
in English, Haruna Yukawa still photo with oversized head on rump; Yukawa the homeless,
genital-cutting, Manchu princess incarnation; Tom Brady on deflategate: “this isn’t ISIS”
1:35:44 Super Bowl predictions: Patriots “lose by a gyp”
1:41:52 NOAA 48%, NASA 38% likelihood of 2014 warmest year; Robert Papp pushing Frozen propaganda; Washington Post on “chemtrails crowd”, David Keith to Colbert on spraying additional
1% sulfuric acid into atmosphere, additional 10k pollution deaths, “you can do math”
2:00:41 Je suis Charlie identity card Citroën/Renault discrepancy; Iranian Über driver on Netanyahu’s
invitation as pretext for more settlements
2:06:22 Youtuber Presidential interviews; JCD story on doing Tech TV with Leo in his ear; Obama:
“the reason we even have colleges is that, at some point, there were politicians who said, you
know what, we should start colleges”; Hank Green: “I’ve not had a lot of time to debrief”
2:12:33 Donation Segment: “we need to kill them” ringtone
2:25:15 BBG’s Andrew Lack likens RT to ISIS; RT needling on Saudi human rights under Abdullah,
Prince of Wales sword dance, instability prediction; Jordan’s king tricked out of crown
2:31:07 Boring Mill and Belinda Gates Foundation letter, sycophantic Nilai Patel interview
2:32:55 Yemen coup: possibility for Houthi-US partnership against AQAP, “Yemen’s politics and
intrigue makes the word Byzantine seem simplistic”; Iranian Central Bank ditching US dollar
2:39:50 Ukraine: Mariupol bus explosion, “out of my face, please” American mercenary, Poroshenko
with bus fragment in Davos, JCD: “so he’s a prop comic”, likened to MH17 and Charlie Hebdo,
“we will win the terror”; Psaki “shut up slave” to Gayane Chichakyan on Ukranian Minsk
Protocol compliance, Matt to the rescue; ACC on Psaki’s peculiar breasts
2:50:03 Hillary Clinton’s Putin/Medvedev comedy act
2:51:34 Kirchner backtracks on Alberto Nisman murder via social media; linguistic tea vs chai split
2:56:34 Tech News: healthcare.gov “consumer data” trackers; automotive exhaust sounds routed
through speakers; The Imitation Game snubs Polish cryptanalysts
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Code 44

(2015-01-22)

0:00:00 JCD: “She conked out!” (0:40:48)
0:00:31 JCD’s rainstick, ACC’s theremin app; ACC’s Ladybird Lake walk, LBJ Broadway play All
the Way, martial Greg Abbott inauguration parade, “code 44” means “watch for horse crap”
0:07:18 State of the Union: lowest rated Obama SotU, JCD’s pile of pre-SotU “watch it online”
White House e-mails; Obama: “no challenge poses a greater threat to future generations than
climate change”, JCD: “including nuclear annihilation”, “I’ve heard some folks try to dodge
the evidence”; Goddard Institute’s 0.02°±0.1° error margin, 38% likelihood 2014 was warmest
0:22:27 JCD’s network comparison: ABC’s ESPN-esque “next up” topic, superior PBS audio; Elizabeth Warren in bright blue; The Blaze MST3K treatment; channeling Clinton on ISIS AUMF:
“this effort will take time”; notice of continuing national emergency from Exec. Order No.
12947; Democratic field organizer Rebekah Erler controversy; Big Block of Cheese Day feta
0:37:23 Senile Scowcroft with Zbig at Armed Services Committee hearing, “one of the big challenges in
this world is cyber”, “could be as dangerous as nuclear weapons”; Ruth Bader Ginsburg SotU
snooze; “who went to a real college?”; Zbig: “America, Russia, and China should therefore
jointly consult” on Middle East, laughter at China’s “acquisition of cyber capabilities of a
confrontational type”, “paralyzing an opponent entirely, without killing anybody”, sewers
0:52:51 Cybersecurity Legislative Proposal: RICO to include cybercrime, “wire, oral, or electronic
communication intercepting devices” if damage is over $5k; Computer Fraud and Abuse Act
modernization: “exceeds authorized access”; NSA malware in North Korea, preparation for
“online guerilla war”; Snowden Nieuwsuur interview: “surveillance kings of Europe”, CIA
fears French intelligence, Dutch work for US services; Obama’s disdain for “coders”
1:04:45 The Mentalist: “a woman named Vicki, I think, then a dude named Ben”
1:05:49 Producer Segment: Christopher Lee Cornell gun store owner in cahoots with FBI
1:45:54 Bill gates on Tonight Show, at Davos pushing mobile payment systems
1:49:30 Shape-shifting Jews article; CNN Coulibaly surveillance video at “a Jewish institution”, “alleged” DNA; Vice on conspiracy theories, Alex Jones’ $10M; Boehner’s Netanyahu invitation
flap; UK Producer on no go zones, integration; German PEGIDA Abendlandes (Occident)
2:08:47 Erdoğan convening Cabinet meeting instead of Prime Minister in apparent power grab
2:11:01 Magical shape-shifting Jews straight out of Borat
2:12:02 New ISIS video: 72 hours to pay $200M ransom for Japanese citizen; Scahill: “Anwar Awlaki
was not even mid-level management at AQAP”; Australian “possible suspicious object”
2:19:10 AirAsia 6k feet per minute ascent: “not even a fighter jet would attempt to climb that quickly”,
ACC: “wait a minute, did he say Allahu akbar when he went into that amazing climb?”
2:22:04 Bearded James Holmes courtroom sketch, “clean-cut, wearing glasses”
2:24:00 Chatroom suggests AirAsia climb gives lie to 9/11 maneuvers
2:24:25 Iranian Foreign Minister working on gas transit with Afghanistan; Bob Menendez on Obama’s
“talking points that come straight out of Tehran”; No Agenda News Network Iran news feed
2:30:50 Donation Segment: “Jake Gyllenhorn” flub
2:47:08 Ferguson: no Federal charges for Darren Wilson, 40 FBI agents
2:51:07 Chris Matthews stumbles on female President TV conspiracy
2:53:28 Net neutrality now “free and open internet”, draft legislation “blocking of lawful content and
non-harmful devices”; Michael Powell on FTC authority; CTIA promises lawsuits
3:04:43 QVC: “isn’t the Moon a star?”, “no, the Moon is a planet, darling” (CotD)
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Threat Stream

(2015-01-18)

0:00:00 JCD: “They’re turning us into Canadians.” (0:57:50)
0:00:32 The Prophet Muhammed and The Podcaster A. Curry; podcast awards
0:02:01 Everyone should speak French, except Kerry; Kerry’s Hollande hug, European cross-cultural
hugging and kissing conventions, JCD: “does it include a slap on the butt?”; Kerry brings
James Taylor to podium; depression in Denmark
0:09:43 JCD on Obama’s India trip security implications; Omidyar Modi connection
0:11:06 Twenty European terrorism arrests; Belgian troops after Abdel Hamid Aboud; Dutch confusion, rumors about MH17 results; Greek terror arrests; Kouachi realtime dossier: “it’s here
that the process of radicalization seems to have begun” in 2005; American Sniper interviews,
Eastwood on Panetta Institute board; Kouachi al-Awlaki link, 30 police oﬀicers meme
0:26:43 Charlie Hebdo cartoonist fired for anti-Semitic cartoon; “magical shape-shifting Jews” theory;
French freedom of speech limitations, “emotional hang-hover”, Eleanor Clift: “it shows the
effort to find the line between hate speech and free speech”; RT on al-Awlaki: “who radicalized
the radicalizer?”, new narrative: al-Awlaki’s son “blowed up” at barbecue
0:41:37 Bob Baer on ink cartridge bombs, hygroscopic underwear bomb; Mark Hartley: “we’re dealing
with an adaptive enemy”, JCD: “this explains, now, how they get themselves into those little
lamps that you rub”, “I’m very surprised we haven’t seen more attacks like occurred in Paris
in the United States yet”; Verviers terrorist gun battle; Panetta Institute, journalists in The
Interview; Jeh Johnson on new security measures “in reaction to some of the threat streams
we’re seeing now”, D.C. smoke incident terror what-ifs, Canadian “what would it be like if it
happened here”; CNN: “ISIS has created a really successful brand”, Let’s Get Social
1:04:26 Boehner called out on Christopher Lee Cornell, FISA vs social media
1:05:56 Producer Segment: anonymous “bag check” douchebag callout
1:24:44 Religious Freedom Day; ACC drinking with banker friend, oil price analysis, euro screwed by
Swiss, interest rates down for another decade
1:32:06 Producer Brandon on average temperature calibration; “federal scientists”, “literally cooking
their planet”; Bernie Sanders Keystone bill “denying science” trickery
1:40:18 Cameron & Obama lobbying against further Iranian sanctions; P5+1 nations, Iran’s increasing
gas production; Kirby: several hundred “trainers”, “enablers” for Syrian rebels
1:53:58 By Executive Order: Law Enforcement Equipment Working Group, ACC: “hey, these bayonets
are all bloody; let me send them back”
1:56:55 News Night all-in on fascism with Greenwald, JCD “he’s never once mentioned blackmail”;
Poitras/Appelbaum NSA man-in-the-middle botnet article; Exploring Constitutional Conflicts
article on privacy decided by case law and the role of the Ninth Amendment
2:07:01 Rep. Richard Neal on “high speed rail”: “that train got up to 79 miles an hour”
2:09:49 Donation Segment: Whole Foods as nice hangout and pick-up spot
2:19:55 Tech News: hardware store robot, “go get me a beer from the fridge”, Chappie film promo,
1982 “the year of the robot”, Androbot, COMDEX beer-fetching robot
2:26:45 Sharpton’s emergency Oscar meeting, Marc Hill: “but let’s be clear, Hollywood is racist”
2:32:01 Harf on $4bn Afghanistan narcotics program vs opium increase: “let me check with our folks”
2:36:53 Book TV on Reagan’s nemesis Robert Kennedy; ACC reading Tragedy and Hope
2:41:35 Russia to lift import ban post-Grexit; Schengen, ESTA visa crackdown; RT on Lithuania’s
Russian occupation survival manual: “perhaps you can resort to drinking out of the toilet”
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Cyber Caliphate

(2015-01-05)

0:00:00 JCD: “Wow, it’s pretty good. Yeah, it’s pretty good. Whoooooo!” (2:15:45)
0:00:34 Chemtrails over ACC’s house
0:01:00 Charlie Hebdo: hoax, false flag, or real?; world leaders made to look like part of larger group;
White House apology; Earnest: Americans “stand foursquare” behind France; Kerry’s bad
French; MSNBC: anti-Semitism “of concern throughout Europe and particularly of course in
Germany”, “what’s behind it?”; Jimmy Carter on Palestinian problem; Netanyahu now winning
election polls; Edouard de Rothschild’s 37% stake in Libération; Dresden anti-Muslim protest
0:22:31 Richard Engel on ISIS/al-Qaeda “dangerous rivalry”, al-Awlaki implicated, new call for boycott of West; joint statement on internet material “and the condition of its removing”;
Cameron proposes encryption ban: “we have a better system for safeguarding this … power
than probably any other country I can think of”; Muslim on street: “in general we are not upset”; self-censoring media outlets, Glenn Beck: “this is a slander on the Prophet Muhammed”
0:44:30 FBI arrest Christopher Lee Cornell, plot “inspired by ISIS”, “saw al-Awlaki as inspiration”,
Cornell’s mother’s scripted plea, father on FBI coercion; FBI analyst on coercion strategy,
Six-Week Cycle; Giuliani: “you’ve got to be responsible for the words you utter”
0:57:07 White House avoiding “radical Islam”, Earnest: terrorism vs “invoking the religion Islam
in their own deviant view of it”; Judge Jeanine Pirro: “we need to kill them; we need to
kill them!”; Martin “sibilance” Dempsey on brothers’ training: “inssspired in some way”,
“inspiring groups that already exist to rebrand themselves”
1:08:20 Producer Segment: Sir Mad Hatter on “information sharing” as one-way street
1:20:05 Pooper: “heightened state of vigilance”; Bob Baer on “swearing allegiance to the caliphate”,
Inspire magazine bomb plans; Kerry’s “explode volcanoes of jihad” quote; Peter King against
defunding DHS; Terrorism Risk Insurance Program reauthorized
1:32:03 Cameron encryption ban “absolutely right for a modern liberal democracy”; Zimmerman PGP
harassment; Netherlands phone tap leader; Centcom Twitter “hack”, Beck: “the Pentagon was
hacked into”, “that’s their Tweeter handle: caliphate”, Bill Richardson on preventing “cyber
breaching of classified information”; return of CISPA, DoJ cyber threat center, no liability
when information is shared; JCD on Kaczynski, Manson autograph values; CSI Cyber premiere
1:50:31 Obama at FTA on free credit scores, consumer privacy bill of rights, Student Digital Privacy
Act; AdNauseam browser plug-in; Obama pushing CISPA: “if we’re going to be connected,
then we need to be protected”; pushing Cedar Falls municipal “faster broadband”
2:08:36 Producer e-mails on DRT boxes: everything scooped up, military use in Afghanistan and Iraq
2:13:45 Why are they applauding Kelly Ripa for eating chocolate?; foreign objects in McDonald’s food
2:19:06 Donation Segment: Producer Eric on his son’s vagina = agenda logic
2:31:09 NBC on Disneyland measles, JCD predicts network war; KPBS on smoking “vaccine”
2:37:16 Haiti protest in New York, clip MIA
2:39:52 James Holmes jury selection beginning, “killed twelve” vs “24 counts of first degree murder”;
insanity plea legal vs medical analysis; Tsarnaev trial coincidence
2:47:22 ISIS boy shooting Russian spies video
2:49:26 Yatsenyuk on WWII Soviet invasion of Germany; Monsanto’s IMF deal; Turkey gas reroute
2:52:53 Audio experiment: Diana Deutsch phantom words demo with the chatroom
2:54:37 Two convictions from International Criminal Court; Holmes life plea deal turned down
2:55:32 Male selfie psychopathy article based on men-only data
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Fifth Column

(2015-01-11)

0:00:00 JCD: “Ah, they had some really cool pictures of you with this hooker.” (2:08:46)
0:00:35 JCD’s lingering flu cough, ACC’s sore throat exacerbated by chocolate
0:02:15 France on board for the police state; Nigel Farage: “what happened in Paris today is a
result … of now having a fifth column living within these countries”, Madeline Albright on
Czechoslovakian fifth column; Eastern European criminals being flown into UK; MSNBC on
“racist and xenophobic” far-right parties in Europe; man on the street: “I don’t feel safe”;
Hayat Boumeddiene crossbow photo; million-person “unity rally”; policeman’s brother: “he
was killed by people who pretend to be Muslims”, no dead terrorist photos; Netanyahu: “the
state of Israel is also your home”; James Kirchick on future of French Jews, modernity meme
0:26:18 Sleeper cells activated, police social media blackout; Mike Rogers: “candidly, it is a matter of
time before something like that happens in the United States”; no-fly list meme; Ed Schultz
on rethinking objections to militarized police; Brzezinski call for appeasement: “it doesn’t do
any harm to be measured, even in humor” for those who are “confronting modernity for the
first time”
0:38:33 JCD recommends The Living Daylights; ACC recommends The Arabs: A Short History by
Hitti; police chief Helric Fredou suicide; ACC: “you’re next Holland”; JCD Robert Crumb
story, Muhammed’s ass cartoon
0:57:30 Producer Segment: chicken shit bingo in Austin; NA karma as Papal indulgence
1:14:09 JCD bicyclist near-miss; decades to get bicycling culture entrenched in US
1:22:00 Obama podcast: “America’s resurgence is real”, “It’s real!”
1:24:02 RT’s Merkel/Putin deconstruction: Merkel’s sights on UN Secretary-Generalship
1:28:03 Radio Liberty on driver’s license non-issuance for transsexuals among others, Russian Federation 16440, WHO ICD-10 behavioral disorders excluding LGBBTQQIAAP
1:36:14 Germany’s post-Fukushima nuclear and coal shutdowns, high energy prices; Bernie Sanders
nuclear question; Germany eying natural gas imports, BASF $5bn US facilities
1:45:49 Iran in the EU gas race with Iran-Azerbaijan pipeline; Elizabeth Warren on Keystone: “I
didn’t come here to do favors for TransCanada”
1:58:01 CISPA revival; RT on FBI spying in public places; FBI blackmail history; Comey’s “big ass
business” background, Bridgewater, HSBC; blackmail always involves hookers
2:09:58 ISIS tweet geotagging; Let’s Get Social earworms
2:15:42 Donation Segment
2:30:19 Twitter data, including photos, in Library of Congress
2:32:31 Boston chosen as Olympic bid city; Tokyo building new stadium for 2020
2:36:13 Dame Bang Bang research on Über driver crackdown
2:38:16 Israel considering breaking up Leviathan gas field partnership; Texas fracking bankruptcy
2:42:18 Drug Policy Alliance report on Colorado legalization: “decrease in crime rates, a decrease in
crime rates … and an increase in jobs”
2:43:48 FBI seeking charges against Petraeus, possible book on Benghazi
2:45:41 Puﬀin-eating chef Tom Kerridge, JCD: “how could anyone eat one of those puﬀins?”; puﬀin
terducken; California foie gras ban struck down
2:50:22 Sanford Rubenstein rape claim after Sharpton’s birthday, Viagra bottle bearing Sharpton’s
name
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Schwack the Nose

(2015-01-08)

0:00:00 ACC: “Hey! Bill, go drink some poop.” (2:12:59)
0:00:34 ACC has the flu; CVC coming from Los Angeles; ACC at Russian Orthodox Christmas party
0:06:50 Charlie Hebdo: je suis Charlie lameness, ACC: change Twitter icons to Prophet Muhammad;
JCD: “if you want to see freedom of speech in action, go to France”; pervasive targeting of
journalists; Pim Fortuyn and Dutch Islamification; “we avenge the Prophet Muhammed” in
French, bloodless oﬀicer shooting blurred out; Stéphane Charbonnier: “without freedom of
speech, we are dead”, Mark Stein on self-censorship: “they pixellated Muhammad out of it,
so it looks like Muhammad has entered the witness protection program”; Josh Earnest on
“foreign fighters”; CAIR on “Islamophobia movement”; woman with JCD’s dream accent
0:28:58 Obama on Charlie Hebdo: “these kinds of attacks can happen anywhere in the world”; Ministry of Fear clip; The Onion’s Joe Randazzo on “sensitivity to cultural issues”; Obama:
French “with us at every moment … from 9/11 on”, ACC: “have we forgotten freedom fries?”
0:36:15 Russian dinner rundown, Brian Brushwood appearance, “coy” Russian girls “not interested”;
Herring Under a Fur Coat salad and mystery musical instrument
0:41:00 Alexei Pushkov on the real threat to Europe; “have that conversation” meme, self-appointed
social media “experts”, Let’s Get Social; Howard Dean on ISIS as a cult, ineffective French
gun control; Kirby: “we don’t have the ability to count every nose that we schwack” (CotD);
JCD: where was NSA?; $2.4bn Abrams tank, “other” sale to Iraq, JCD: “how much of this
stuff do we have to sell you before you don’t have it stolen every time?”
1:08:39 Producer Segment: Wired request for podcast recommendations
1:21:50 New Mexico methane cloud, methane the new meme replacing CO2 ; Texas earthquakes, no
mention of fracking; JCD on “lubing up” the ground; diesel-powered windmills
1:32:11 Comey’s “right?” confirmation of North Korean involvement in Sony hack; Uncle Don on Kim
Jong-il’s New Year’s message, ROK vs South Korea
1:36:50 Three-year-old Brolf flu clip
1:37:22 Harry Reid on exercise “accident”: “I didn’t get this black eye by sparring with Manny”, 33rd
year in Congress claim, five years off; JCD’s Newsletter A/B split: kittens vs Reid
1:50:07 FBI on reasonable expectation of privacy exception for Stingray warrants; “DRT boxes”
1:55:37 Tech News: CES and IoT, Bluetooth lightbulbs, Foley awarded; ACC’s pedicure experience;
PC Magazine best-of, selfie/belfie sticks, ABC on 2014 as “year of the selfie”
2:10:05 Bill Gates drinks poopy water, JCD: “this is a cry for help”
2:13:12 Donation Segment
2:23:32 Scorpion scoring high in the ratings
2:24:04 United Nations Oﬀice of Drugs and Crime report: poppy production at record high hectarage;
heroin cheaper than meth
2:27:06 Chris Coons on new ebola strategy for Pentagon, JCD: “is Africa so pathetic that they can’t
even build a building without American soldiers?”
2:29:38 Drone maker DJI Innovations explosive growth; JCD drone-shopping, drone protection system
via nets, ACC: “own the drone!”
2:35:20 AirAsia owner Tony Fernandes dumping shares of Toon Insurance Holdings; “weather caused
the crash”, -121° cloud temperature
2:40:41 David Foley to TSA agent: “isn’t your goal to provide screening for safe travel?”
2:42:25 Taylor Swift secretly dating Karlie Kloss according to OK! Magazine
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Polymorphic Analysis

(2015-01-04)

JCD: “They should’ve started booing and throwing paper balls at him” (2:04:57)
ACC watched football game at JCD’s behest, JCD: “I love a lopsided slaughter”
Show 682 Tourette’s catalog feedback; Taylor Swift’s butt and lips
National {Mentoring, Slavery & Human Traﬀicking Prevention, Stalking Awareness} Month;
getting off JCD’s Twitter, e-mail block list; USA Today Facebook sign-in for comments; net
neutrality action coming up, secret “Title X”
Obama Executive Order slapping more sanctions on North Korea, “provocative, destabilizing,
and repressive actions and policies of the government of North Korea”; KOMID weapon manufacturing and sales, Middle East sales oﬀices; Park Sang-hak’s The Interview DVD airdrop;
Blackhat trailer; Red Book: security failure at airport right before DHS re-funding; “broken”
immigration meme; Rumsfeld’s 9/10 unaccounted-for $2T
NPR Obama interview: “yeah, well, I I I d… here’s what I do think is true … I have spent,
six years now in this oﬀice”; C-SPAN call-in rant; Obama calling only on female reporters;
millennial on Youtube: “without the President’s help we would not be free right now”
Drunk History; Legally Drunk; Win Lose or Drone; Chinese Wing Loong drone; Kill Decision
Guess the Country: Japanese tourist gang-raped in India
Producer Segment
San Antonio tourism promo with mush-mouthed voiceover; ACC’s dearth of voice gigs
Transgender Lila Alcorn suicide; JCD on good vs bad journalism; Alcorn “put on medication
to treat depression”, JCD: “try calling your doctor”
Classic 2014 clips: “toothpaste tubes could be used to smuggle bombs onto planes”; heatless
rooms, undrinkable water in Sochi
Joe Weisberg on getting CIA approval for The Americans storylines, never write about cover
jobs; “Putin is helping you”; KGB agents marrying secretaries; Oliver Stone on Russia; Lada
overtaken by Kia
EU resilience video: “at least 20% of the EU budget will be spent on climate action”; ocean
acidification charts starting in 1988, Colorado College a CIA “feeder school”
“Grexit” in the news over upcoming elections
Anonymous letter on CNN Great Firewall of China self-censorship, Eason Jordan op-ed; Mark
David Chapman under MKULTRA
Donation Segment
Classic 2011 question non-answer clips: malware attribution via “cross-disciplinary polymorphic analysis made possible by the fusion of data and analytical systems”, “propagator code”
Sandy Hook kid in Pakistan school massacre as a way to discredit alternative media; Arizona
self-rape hoax picked up by change.org with fabricated 911 call video
Obama using ISIL instead of Daesh, JCD: “maybe the other Obama uses Daesh”
Shanghai Yangshan Deep-Water Port; Moscow-Beijing high-speed rail
Mark Cuban on student loans coming only from US Treasury
Academi lobbyist Jeff Shockey to be Intelligence Committee staff director; Harry Reid’s latest
“accident” on exercise equipment, 2011 “slip and fall” incident
Abbas signs on to International Criminal Court; Prince Andrew, Epstein sex scandal resurfaces
Tech News: Morse code on Asus phone tease: “optical zoom”; ACC Honolulu QSO
Syrian refugees on cattle boat to Italy, ACC: “where’s Angelina Jolie?”
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Team Taylor

(2015-01-01)

0:00:00 JCD: “Get some rockets, we’ll give you some rockets!” (0:47:39)
0:00:32 Happy New Year: freezing rain in Austin, ACC Über trip to party in the hills with fracking nouveau riche, big box of weed, queso “West Texas magic sauce”, homemade Louisiana
terducken, originated by New Orleans surgeon; French oyster tradition; black Über driver on
current politics
0:17:30 Jason Riley on left not trying to be post-racial; JCD on interview photo shoots: “just say no”;
Ben Carson Uncle Tom’s Cabin reflections
0:26:48 New Year’s Eve then & now: no public toilets vs “bomb-sniﬀing dogs and radiation detectors”; ACC 1987 live from Times Squarecrowd story with Paul Reiser; JCD airplane backpack
pushing, “get that backpack out of my face!”, purse-size backpack subway tomato juice story
0:38:01 Lithuania joins euro; Greek parliament dissolved; KPMG, VAT collection systems for internet
sales, two-hour line at airport for VAT refund; Lithuania seeking protection from Russia, and
possibly rockets
0:47:45 Producer Segment: noise gate vs Bluetooth speakers
1:17:57 CNN AirAsia coverage, with Richard Quest on meth; coﬀins 001 and 002; ADBS 6k feet per
minute nose-dive; cumulonimbus clouds, ACC: “that, son, is something you do not fly into,
ever”; mysterious rumors of data-recorder’s limited usefulness; JCD on pleasant cloud-evading
flight; meth & benzedrine
1:27:21 Liberty Kids show: “give us Black Dick and we fear nothing”; ACC Nobu “black cock”
1:29:21 Feinstein “next three to six months” revisited, Blair: “an attempted attack, the priority is
certain”; January 2012 fearmongering over Iran and Strait of Hormuz: “this situation could
escalate very, very quickly into full-blown military conflict”
1:34:29 Guess the Word of the Year 2014: Jake Gyllenhaal: “the fact that it works … is such an
amazing feeling, and the fact that it gets acknowledged anyway is pretty amazing … my sister
got nominated too, so that’s pretty amazing”
1:36:57 Kim Jong-un’s actual voice on reunification talks; State Department’s Jeff Rathke on Norse’s
FBI brief; Norse boards; “Dark Viking”, norse-corp.com “watch live attacks” map page,
JCD: “this is one of the best web pages ever”; FBI warning about anonymous USPER2 news
organization, Wall Street Journal on Sony phone tree; Regin exploit oﬀicial pronunciation,
another US/Israel project, Symantec on target industries; North Korea outage confirmed
2:03:02 No Agenda sacred texts, JCD: “The Merck Index”, Quigley Tragedy and Hope
2:09:22 Bill Kibble on 2014’s record high temperatures vs polar vortex and “wood and kindlin’” yokel;
women object to NA ridicule, ACC on Australian woman at party “gun culture” freakout
2:16:50 Bones: “I ran the typeface through the Library of Congress database”; Scorpion numbers
2:20:19 Donation Segment: “measure” /ˈme.ʒɹ̩/, “poem” /ˈpo͜u.ɛm/ pronunciations
2:38:40 2013 clip: obesity saves lives, “that has to be utter @#$%&!, excuse my French”
2:42:12 Mat Lee to State Department Press Oﬀice Director on Hamas representative’s Turkey visit:
“is that the extent of it, you just say we’re concerned?”
2:46:52 Bowe Bergdahl and poppy kingpin; NATO drug dealer kill list; No Agenda sacred movies
2:50:23 NSA: encryption combinations “catastrophic”, ACC recommends GPG Tools and Mail.app;
Appelbaum & Poitras in Der Spiegel; Berlin Chaos conference
2:56:23 Gazprom’s 50% stake in Dutch South Stream Transport BV; Academi to train Ukraine military
in urban combat; meme of the day: “Putin goes medieval”, JCD: “is he eating terducken?”
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Sir Duke Don Tomaso Di Toronto Presents “Global Shot”
(2014-12-28)

0:00:00 JCD: “By the way, we should mention to the Chinese that if we get screwed, the whole world’s
economy collapses and they’re screwed too.”
ACC: “Oh yeah.”
0:00:38 Fights at US malls, county fair, ACC’s youth, and Georgian parliament
0:07:08 Christmas show reception, withdrawal
0:09:18 The Interview man on the street; Obama “y’know that’s not who we are” on self-censorship
vs bin Laden photos; The Interview on John Kerry: “forget that oak tree looking fuck!”; JCD:
“do not spend any money on this piece of crap”; Norse’s Kurt Stammberger on insider “Lena”
with “deep technical background”, “the original demand of the hackers was for money”
0:22:06 The Matt & Marie Show: “how could Sony legally accept compensation from North Korea?”,
“may I ask you, if the legion of internet users in North Korea should expect to face further
disruptions … of their service”; Loxley Pacific; Security Council human rights meeting
0:38:25 2014’s worst journalist not Richard Quest, it is Don “the using of the teeth” Lemon
0:42:19 Producer Segment: producer on Warsaw Über; UK drunkenness zero-tolerance proposal
0:55:53 NSA oversight report FOIA release, number of incidents redacted; LOVEINT incident; “there
were
of incidents involving the use of improper retrieval strategies against
raw
traﬀic files”, analyst targets own phone; National Cooperative Research and Production Act of
1993 protection for Consortium for Homeland Security Technology among many; OGSystems
CEO kid at hackathon: “figured out the strengths and weaknesses, and they crushed it”
1:11:29 Secret Service using volunteers to drive motorcade vehicles, ACC: “it’s an Über driver!”
1:14:48 Russian NDAA-like military doctrine released, through 2020: “development of the Arctic
zone”; NATO’s destabilizing influence, missile defenses, “global shot” space weapons; Russian
$50bn vs US $567bn military budget; BRICS, CSTO, Shanghai Cooperation Organization
1:24:38 Florida Bitcoin Bowl, St. Petersburg business accepting Bitcoin; to watch: Russian RSX fund
1:26:12 Oil prices: Kerry 9/11 Saudi Arabia visit, uninterruptible production from saltwater fracking;
China-Russia currency swap bailout; Nicaragua Canal groundbreaking
1:35:11 #AskDrH question for Holdren on permafrost and Arctic Ocean “carbon stocks”, meeting goal
requires “global emissions … close to zero by 2100”; OPEC 31.6M barrels per day; European
children will never see snow: 15k stranded in French Alps snow
1:42:10 Quiz: what’s missing from NBC “what does Christmas mean to you”?; nativity pig head
1:47:36 Obama’s Christmas podcast: “I’ll act on my own when it’s necessary”, JCD: “heil Hitler!
1:50:50 Ben Carson, Alan West countering the anti-police memes; President’s Taskforce on 21st Century Policing, ACC: “how much you want to bet Sharpton’s on this thing?”
1:57:10 Colorado pot update: overdose leads to jumping off buildings
2:03:07 Stanford Tourette’s football player Austin Tubbs; the No Agenda tic catalog
2:10:58 Donation Segment: Seth McFarlane, Ballmer have Tourette’s; pot + Tourette’s = slow tics
2:33:50 Eleanor Clift: “rushing to get to Cuba before it turns into Miami Beach”; ACC’s Lada, JAWA;
Barbara Walters driving with Castro “with his gun on my lap”, post-embargo beard shaving
2:42:05 The Matt & Marie Show Part Deux: Russian Deputy Prime Minister Rogozin in Havana
unnoticed by State Department; Harf called on nonexistence of Iraqi Air Force; China NGO
regulation: “NGOs should be able to operate freely”; Gülen extradition request
2:51:29 Egyptians medical test for homosexuality; iPad vs book reading interferes with sleep
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The Christmas Show 2014

(2014-12-25)

0:00:00 JCD: “Last-minute Charlie works for me.” (0:58:45)
0:00:32 “Merry Christmas, slave”, out-of-order recorded special episode; Shows 200.1 and 200.5 don’t
give the full origin story; Confessions of an Economic Hit Man on Daily Source Code; JCD
reading The Hindus by Doniger; noagendabookclub.com rundown; ACC reading The Unabomber Manifesto and other Essays
0:08:33 American vs Dutch discourse patterns, ACC: “oh, you’re a professional, John, let’s be honest,
let’s just call a spade a spade”, JCD: “doing what?” (Show 11, 0:07:21); Dutch, Scandinavian
forthrightness, JCD: “they’re not being sarcastic when they say they want to go to bed with
you”
0:15:49 The Genesis of Modern No Agenda (Show 11, 0:14:57)
ACC: “Ah, you know, we don’t usually comment on news stories, but you know this story
that’s been whipping around the blogosphere about the RIAA, apparently some lawyer in the
court case stated that making a copy of a CD, that that would be deemed stealing”
JCD: “By the way, this is my PC Magazine column for this week, by the way, this discussion”
ACC: “Well, let me just see if we’re talking about the same thing”
JCD: “Yeah, we’re talking about the idea that if you rip …”
ACC: “No, wait wait stop, no stop John, no no, I’m doing my research, listen to this, listen
to this: it turns out that this started in a Washington Post article written by a guy named
Fisher, I believe”
JCD: “I know, I know, I refer to this article. And then Steve Wellstrom at the Business Week
and a few other guys have come out and said this is bull”
ACC: “No, wait, no no, no this doesn’t, no no no you’re missing it, listen to me, let me finish
this sentence”
JCD: “Well hurry up!”
ACC: “He only cited half of the quote; the quote that the person from the RIAA made was:
if you rip a CD, put it on your hard drive, in a shared folder, that would be deemed illegal,
and he chose not to quote that part in the article. That you didn’t know”
JCD: “Well, OK, fine”
ACC: “But that’s a big deal”
JCD: “They have been skirting …”
0:18:26 ACC pioneer in No Agenda thought process; listening to reply vs listening to comprehend;
the No Agenda autopilot listening experience
0:28:42 Silence, noise gates, video, postprocessing; guest pre-interviews vs postmortemsl JCD’s PC
Telecommunications radio tour; noise gate off: ACC breathing, JCD’s passing trains; NPR
dead sound
0:45:26 Feinstein 2010 “next three to six months” revisited; stories No Agenda didn’t follow up on:
Mary Kennedy hanging death, Obama “there are white folks, and then there are ignorant
motherfuckers like you”
0:50:48 Producers: JCD pet peeve notebook, clip ADC/Audacity “last-minute Charlie” protocol, vs
rehearsed interviews; “reality TV” as “unscripted drama”; ACC’s Freedom Controller feed
aggregator, OPML archiver, Fission on Mac OS, show notes workflow; JCD’s serendipitous
CNET Harry Reid wildfire NDAA passage clip
1:13:08 Vintage clip: Hawaii missile defense vs North Korea; fearmongering the key to ratings; Ed
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Schultz: “O’Reilly, the next time you get on an airplane, as I got one on this morning … I
thought about the flight attendants”
Catch the Gaffe: Sharpton “he was going back home, after buying an iced tea and Skillets
candy”, “Skillets and iced tea”
Effect of green job hype in California; “compulsive hoarder of firearms” bath with disemboweled deer
Technological advances in digital recording for clips; Stolara side-effect disclaimers; No Agenda
News Network RSS feeds; Buffet/Gates rail vs Keystone; iPad “app for apes”, Planet of the
Apes movie connections; Mark Hawthorne former NYT reporter on homeless calendar; how
news stories are chosen in mainstream, tech journalism “cheerleading”; ACC on third-party
productions: “please, let us just do it ourselves”; JCD on podcast staff, history of radio
advertising, CBS vs NBC blue and red networks
voidzero running the infrastructure pro bono, Paul Couture’s Art Generator, JCD story
on kid drawing teacher caricature; Sir Jeff Smith jingles, JCD on creativity constipation;
virtuoso screamer John Fletcher; Secret Agent Paul jingle list; “yeah, no” verbal quality
control; No Agenda for sanity; Kony 2012 producer Jason Russell running around naked in
San Diego; hipster San Fransisco “foodie underground” cupcake contest, JCD: “who wants to
eat a cupcake, it’s a starch bomb”; Hands Across America, turning off lights for Earth Hour
Taylor Swift in No Agenda history, “the problem that I was having with the solo is that it,
like, it’s getting a little noodly”; JCD names six Green Day songs
ACC: how long can No Agenda continue; The Larry David Show; anticipating vs dreading
doing the show, Kaiser Permanente vs Brittany Maynard suicide enlightenment, Aunt Meg:
“patriots”; articulation vs revelation; Charles Koch, anti-Vietnam libertarian, reviled by liberals; Koch ghost town
Concerns about podcast licences, “lawful content”; JCD: “I think you should do a product”
Geraldo Rivera on pot legalization: “maybe the bloom is off the bud”, ACC the weed expert,
JCD the air pollution expert; Charlie Rose to Elizabeth Edwards: “why is sexual affairs so big
deal?”; Gordon Brown: “next to Obama Beach we join President Obama in paying particular
tribute to the spectacular bravery of American soldiers who gave their lives on a… on Omaha
Beach”
The bat signal: #@pocketnoagenda “we’re live” tweet; noagendastream.com countdown
Jingles work; ACC will be in Mexico, mass graves clip cut short for Ms. Micky’s benefit
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Sir Thomas Nussbaum presents “Sponsored Content”
(2014-12-21)
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JCD: “What is he talking about? You don’t get a time out!” (1:12:50)
JCD under Argentine ant attack, Scripto butane lighter countermeasures, corpse architecture
Two more of ACC’s friends dead on Facebook; JCD’s “perfect breakfast” tweet
Megatron anti-selfie crusade: “you will not receive a selfie so long as you stand before me!”
ACC “we will see North Korea being very, very dangerous” quote from Show 677
Obama signs cyber-sharing bill: “I wish they’d spoken to me first”, Michael Linton: “to sort
of rehearse for a moment the sequence of events”; Obama: “information sharing across private
sector platforms as well as the public sector”; Texas freshman Will Hurd chairing intelligence
subcommittee, Libertad Act of “1986”, “that’s my background, that’s my expertise”
Producer e-mail: North Korea plus insiders, Bain Capital housecleaning in Sony; Imageworks
digital division moved to Vancouver for tax reasons, crap movies, low morale; PBS on Hitler
stopping Charlie Chaplain, “melting its hard drives”; David Brooks: “they’re out there all
alone”; Obama on self-censorship, The Prophet (1976), Juan Williams firing, ACC Madonna
story, NYT editors blind to self-censorship
Josh Barro “neoliberal”: “I think they should seize The Interview by eminent domain and
release it”, “show it in post oﬀices”; FBI statement: “Sony’s been a great partner in the
investigation”, Sony hacked 56 times in last twelve years; CNN on Korean response: “it can
prove its innocence without using any torture methods”; Park Geun-hye’s recent reunification
talk; Matt to Psaki on Innocence of Muslims: “there is a history of movie criticism … from this
building”, “allegedly leaked e-mails”; Obama compares Boston marathon to “cyber-hackers”,
“cyber-vandalism”; Obama’s time-out before fourth quarter, “Seth Rogen and James Flacko”
Producer Segment
Libertad Act of 1996, Obama hobbled without congressional intervention
Tony Abbott: “the delicate balance between freedom and security might have to shift”; mass
stabbing; 2014 Foreign Fighters Bill “control orders”, ten year sentence for travel to a “declared
area” like al-Raqqa, “advocating terror”, passport suspension, whole-family visa cancellation
1500 more troops to Iraq; ISIS rebranded as Daesh; 2010 60 Minutes on IED detonation via
“new and secret technology”; Ash Carter focused more on Southeast Asia than Middle East
“Putin hates gays” meme resurrected; Apple price hike in online sales due to ruble volatility;
IKEA run; Kim Jong-un to visit next year for pipeline talks
Jack Lou: retirement and disability funded for 19 years, disability alone only for two; rich-poor
gap at all-time high; 60 Minutes: Tom Coburn “godfather of the Tea Party” on Obama: “I
just love him as a man”; Colorado pot legalization lawsuit by Nebraska and Oklahoma
The Guardian sponsored content: “sponsored by” vs “brought to you by” vs “supported by”
Donation Segment: iOS podcast app top client
Uncle Don’s Goldman Sachs contract; to Regional News Network on outsourcing torture to
“two yahoos” for $80M, “we’re lousy torturers”; Canadian Maher Arar tortured by CIA
Snowden, German pop icon; Berlin the “honeypot city”; Snowden’s missing teeth
New York double cop-killer “suicide”, Sharpton in White House; police union back-turning
Jeh Johnson on “removal priorities”: “we’re offering people the opportunity to come out of the
shadows, submit to a background check, and be held accountable”, JCD: “oh, I’m in Hitler’s
Germany, I can now change my name back to Rabinowitz”
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Sir Reeshmeister Presents “Self-Starterism”

(2014-12-18)

JCD: “Six-pound rodents!” (2:13:00)
JCD British Parliamentary booing evergreen
ACC & Ms. Micky divorce story resurrected by De Telegraaf, ACC: “I look even goofier”
ACC: “you were right” on Fox “trannies”
Dershowitz: Sony hack a “war on Christmas”; Caroline Baylon on malware black market; 7000
layoffs at Sony digital; The Interview brought up by media, bogus “Konglish”, dialect differences; ACC to Don Gregg: have Kim Jong-un promote film; FBI 99% certainty; Zakaria on
getting “back in”, Rather: “finding a way to get this movie out … is now imperative”, Zakaria:
“what is the message ISIS is going to take from this?”; hard-coded paths and passwords
Mitnick peddling his wares; Jay Carney: “President Obama and other leaders should speak
out for the First Amendment”; 9/11 type attack meme; Burnett: “act of war” vs Stuxnet;
Gingrich: “America has lost its first cyber-war”, Carl Bernstein on capitulation; Buck Sexton
“on American soil” meme-fest, “it’s a god day for tyranny, a bad day for freedom”
Probable reaction to an Obama assassination film; Japanese hate Koreans; Cuban arms shipment to North Korea, scaring corporations into information sharing, word “encryption” never
used; insurance policy against downsizing, JCD: “USB 3.0 will really pull stuff down fast”
Producer Segment: Texas ISIS Ford F250 story; David Foley deckthehousemusic.com
NCIS LA: “this bug could crash the entire nation’s grid for weeks”
Cuba: July 2014 Russian $34bn debt write-off, possible oil deal not mentioned; producer predicts increase in anti-US propaganda, corruption, prostitution; anonymous spy barely mentioned; Obama on credit cards; Canadians buying up real estate
Putin monthly three-hour live podcast: BBC Cold War question, Putin’s declawed bear analogy, asked “do you have love”, hot girlfriend Alina Kabaeva; effect of ruble collapse on EU;
Eurasian Economic Union kicks off in January, timing of oil price collapse
Lindt attack: Ali Soufan on flag confusion, “bin Ladenism”; AU $10bn over budget presented
at same time; Morell: “it shouldn’t surprise people when this happens here sometime over
the next year or so, guaranteed”; Philip Mudd: “if you want to try to find those guys, have a
good time because I don’t know how you do”; ABC running Radio Liberty footage; humorless
Mudd on Colbert; Maajid Nawaz to Pooper: lone wolves vs “phenomenon of the atomization of
self-starterism”; five-year-olds being trained for combat in Syria; scorpion bombs; McCain on
Pakistan school attack: “it’s going to be a lot worse unless we leave a force behind”, “Taliban
inflicting more of these kinds of hee-nous outrageous attacks and murder and mayhem”
“So you’re looking for a job in national security” ad from theintelligencecommunity.com
Bush 43 Switzerland trip scrubbed for fear of torture arrest; Vice torture psychologist interview
Donation Segment: Kickstarter TAPR amateur radio videls
Six-pound rat in New York City
The juris doctor take on anonymous voting reducing corporate influence on committees
Toys-R-Us layaway meme spreading, “a Pennsylvania Walmart”
Kony Invisible Children outfit spent all their money, shutting down
$75 Breaking Bad tours in Albuquerque
Nebraska school document: twelve easy steps to gender inclusiveness, “gendered space”
IPCC Lima all-nighter result: a lame “framework”
Lee to Psaki on Turkey in NATO: “there’s a lot of things enshrined in a lot of constitutions”
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Sir London Foley Presents “Lustration”

(2014-12-14)

0:00:00 ACC: “You’re an automatic chick magnet.” (1:56:53)
0:00:32 JCD “slippin’ and slidin’”, Greenpeace signs
0:01:10 H.4681 Intelligence Authorization Act section 309, Procedures for the Retention of Incidentally Acquired Communications, including “electronic storage”, “not otherwise authorized by
court order”, five year limit extendable under “imminent” threat, 30 day reporting limit; 31%
govtrack prognosis; author Mike Rogers
0:10:35 Hayden to Tapper on rectal rehydration: “stop, stop, that was a medical procedure”, “Jake,
I’m not a doctor and neither are you”; Shields, Brooks on News Hour: “it wasn’t just CIA, it
was the whole country”, Woolsey: “I think it would be ridiculous of them not to inform the
Congress of some major step like this”; CIA throwing Feinstein under the bus; Rockafeller:
“we couldn’t talk to each other on the way back from one of those meetings”; NSA retaliation
against CIA; Don Gregg letter to NYT on CIA as jailkeeper and interrogator, implicating
Bush & Cheney; RT on 66 countries with secret prisons
0:32:13 Obama’s required yearly report to Congress on use of War Powers Resolution
0:38:43 Producer Segment: Pseudonymous Order of Pugner knighthoods
1:13:46 London NATS flight plan filing “glitch”, Richard Deacon: “we’re going to be moving more
towards internet-based systems which are … much more resilient”; National Cybersecurity and
Critical Infrastructure Protection Act cyber-sharing information and analysis centers; section
205 prohibition on collection for “the purpose of tracking an individual’s personally identifiable
information”; JCD on do-nothing Congress: “nothing could be better”
1:30:11 “Gilen’s flatline” on Jon Stewart; Legislative Reorganization Act of 1970, House Committee
of the Whole, electronic voting machines, emergence of lobbying groups; secret ballot debate
1:49:17 Toys R Us anonymous layaway payoff native ad; Massachusetts $20k mass payoff
1:56:56 Sony Pascal & Rudin e-mail apologies; ACC: “this is Sony being taken down”
2:01:21 Ex-banker over drinks to ACC on Dodd-Frank derivatives analysis
2:05:08 India/Russia $100bn oil, gas, nuclear, military deal; RT on South Stream alternative with
Turkey; Ukraine purge of former regime “lustration”, Interior Minister: “don’t behave like
savages, Ukraine is a European country”; Erdoğan’s alternative media shutdown; Ukrainian
French Ambassador on censorship: “it’s the matter of making this message more eﬀicient”,
NATO “the best collective security organization in the world”; Turkey not playing ball vs
ISIL; is there an Archduke Ferdinand type trigger? ACC: Erdoğan assassination
2:18:56 Donation Segment
2:27:49 ISIL rape and sex slave manual found on “jihadi web site” distilled into slick animation,
“window into the ISIS organization”, blurry voiceover, “the living Hell that these female slaves
are living through”; Kobani footage with sweetened audio loop with ricochets; TRAC/Quilliam
Kassig video analysis: $200k budget, continuity errors, ACC: “yeah, it’s for the director’s cut”;
trackingterrorism.org promotional video, Beecham Group connections
2:46:32 Elizabeth “big talker” Warren “the liberal wing’s newest star”
2:48:02 Italian anti-austerity protests; Spanish protest restrictions; Hungarian PM on drug testing
2:51:27 TOR blog post anti-harassment statement: “we don’t endorse online or offline abuse”
2:54:54 Greenpeace Peruvian hummingbird defacement scandal; Sony hackers promise Christmas gift
2:57:09 Millennial drone operators: “you drink a lot and that’s pretty much how you deal with it”
3:01:52 Candy Crush playing member of British Parliament, photographer to be investigated
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99 Lines of Code

(2014-12-11)

JCD: “Uh, your babe.”
Stormageddon skit, some metal flashing torn off JCD’s house
LeBronGate; CosbyGate: somnophilia
Mistake-filled Newsletter; JCD’s 60 clips; “what do you think, Wolf Blitzer?” evergreen
Torture report: everyone spewing the same talking points; week beginning Wednesday December 10 declared Human Rights Week; Fox/PBS “torture is good” clip medley, “tonight
Americans at home and abroad are at greater risk than they were 24 hours ago”, “Khalid
Sheikh Muhammad getting some water splashed in his face”; rectal feeding; Don Gregg: why
was CIA told to do this in the first place, the CIA; Tenet/Goss/Hayden op-ed; Ari Melber:
“sometimes in war you do war crimes”; Lawrence Wilkerson on Phil Mudd’s meddling: “these
people lied in my presence, they lied to Condy Rice”; Feinstein report redactions; Wilkerson
on al-Libbi torture intelligence later recanted
Hayden’s new eye-blinking tic; Rodriguez indictment fears; 6M documents instead of interviews; Richard Engel on Sharpton: “I think the country went rogue”; Brooke CNN: Putin
wouldn’t release this kind of report, “vacation domestically” recommendation; Major Garrett
to Earnest on timing of report; $1.1T spending bill eclipsed; Leahy anecdote on spook joggers;
Hayden: “lying is intentionally misleading someone”
Selling arms to Poland; Don on lack of CIA whistleblowers, John Kiriakou; Col. Jack Jacobs
subtle threats on Senate floor immunity; NDAA folded into appropriations bill, “buying back
the sequestration”; Obama: “don’t throw stones in glass houses” as Biblical reference
Producer Segment: nine-cent checks from Flint, MI
Japanese Constitutional change: Japan and Korea new missile customers, ACC: “we will see
North Korea being very, very dangerous”
Hour of Code promotion; code.org donor list; public school brain drain, prison conduit
Appropriations bill: Boehner promised 72 hour bill posting; tenfold increase in donation cap;
DoJ anti-heroin taskforce; Kerry wants new AUMF
ACC’s body camera federalization revisited; BET question to Obama on “dealing with white
privilege”; Center for American Progress Aisha Mills: “every single poll shows this … white
people are running away from Barack Obama”; Holder’s Institute of Justice, justice opposite
of poverty meme; Obama: “we’re going to provide more to folks who are doing the right thing
and we’re going to be investigating folks who are not doing the right thing”; Eric Holder
on “court enforceable consent decree”; Obama: “national problem that’s going to require a
national solution”, civilian national security force; JCD on law enforcement vs policing
Dutch Mocro Mafia crime wave over cocaine shipment
Donation Segment: Angela Kumbera’s anonymous gift; JCD’s Fox “tranny” theory
New belt outside Van Allen belt, Apollo “didn’t linger”; anonymous note on dumpstered
Saturn V documents; JCD Dell publishing art story, Silicon Spin tapes in basement
Dominique Strauss-Kahn to head National Bank of Ukraine; Poroshenko to investigate critics
First Look social media reported.ly team; Megyn Kelly rap cadence
NPR: 70% of parents would take kid out of daycare if 25% unvaccinated; JCD on indemnification like gamma irradiation promoting negligence; federal fund for vaccine victims
Benjamin Edelman vs Szechuan Garden over four dollars; leaked Sony e-mails
Brennan: no useful information from torture; why do it if it doesn’t work meme, JCD: sadists
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#955251

(2014-12-07)

JCD: “A threatening note in broken English.” (1:32:08)
JCD to take up fabric dyeing; Pantone “marsala” #955251
JCD settles the butter refrigeration controversy
National Pearl Harbor Remembrance Day; Robert Kagan introducing McCain at FPI: “the
least partisan person I know”; McCain: “I think the first thing we really need to address
is sequestration”, “cyber issue continues to evolve”, Richard “beach access” Burr, Graham,
Corker committee assignments; military cost overruns; “the beheadings had a huge effect on
American public opinion”, “the American people need to be told”
Peter Pomerantsev on News Hour: “incredible mix of secret services and television producers”;
Institute of Modern Russia link; Elementary: “the Trusted Traveler program you gave your
prints to, it interfaces with our system”; info-weaponization meme, RT conspiracy theories
Hollande “impromptu” Moscow visit, Mistral carrier deal, House Resolution 758 urges NATO
to buy the ships, “capable of being nuclear” meme; Mistral electronics theft; Max Keiser
on Russian gold-for-energy; McCain warns Bulgaria off South Stream, Juncker: “we will not
accept any blackmailing on energy matters”; more Resolution 758 disinformation
Producer Segment: JCD recommends Taylor’s Vintage Port
Ebola Czar Ron Klane is done
International Criminal Court drops all charges against Kenya’s President, Producer Paul:
prosecution never asked for phone records
Threatening e-mail sent to Sony employees; “mundane, formulaic Adam Sandler films” memo
Ferguson: use of the terms “verdict”, “homicide”, ACC: “a hunting accident (hello Dick
Cheney)”; body cameras, Federal Protective Service; France 24 take on New York riots; Melissa
Harris-Perry on arson “not necessarily violent”; Chicago police radio Stingray reference
MH-17 victims seek UN investigation
The Matt & Marie Show: Psaki “hot mike” incident, Lee: “what you said says nothing … it’s
like saying well, we support the right people to breathe”, Psaki: “that Egypt line is ridiculous”
Spot the gaffe: David Brooks “yeah, no”, “y’know” analysis
Botched SEAL Team Six Luke Somers rescue; Somers worked for Al Jazeera; South African
Gift of the Givers Foundation irked about Pierre Korkie death; Baghdad vicar Andrew White:
“they chopped all their heads off”
New EU hero “Captain Euro”, David Cameron and the “F” Word “federal”
Donation Segment
Condoleezza Rice on NCAA playoff selection committee; women’s field hockey
Australian surveillance drones; ACC pilot license test sunbather story
Brain professor also got flu from the vaccine; CDC apology plugging Tamiflu, Relenza
Candy Crowley fired; Marseilles homeless to receive ID cards and a yellow triangle
Lanza home to be given to Hartford, contents incinerated
David Cameron wants algorithms for social media terrorism policing
Cop cut off after raising Garner chokehold as a felony; supervising sergeant also black
EU to allow GMO crop bans; giant white truffle auction, Chinese bid turned down
Tech news: Merkel calls for “fast lanes”; Ashton Carter directed energy weapon research;
Saturn V rocket blueprint search
Obama’s sore throat CT scan; CVC’s acid reflux; generic drug prices skyrocketing
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Aristocrats!

(2014-12-04)

0:00:00 JCD: “Buy the gas from us but you must also buy a rug.” (1:25:03)
0:00:34 Race war finally achieved; de Blasio urges nonviolent protest over Garner chokehold; Democracy Now: “burn this bleep down”; journalist jury duty disqualifications; Obama: “making
sure that we have a country in which everybody believes in the core principle that we are
equal under the law”; $263M for cameras & training, Seattle ditched body cams, Taser stock
price up; taxpayer-funded lawsuit settlements; 3/5 a person meme, Mychal Smith foundational
racism quote revisited, Constitution Article 1 Section 2 “three fifths of all other persons”
0:22:28 PBS America Reframed on St. Louis projects: “twelve thousand people were originally jammed
into these 33 buildings”, “we’re giving you money; we want to be able to control you”; men
not allowed to live with families; ACC: “we don’t have a radio and there’s no Jews in the
basement”; Ben Carson defends “Nazi Germany” to Brolf; New Black Panther Party, Muslims
for Ferguson courtesy of CAIR; upcoming Selma movie, JCD: “thanks Oprah, good work”;
Russell Simmons’ manager; Sheriff David Clarke “this pissed me off” on Eric Holder
0:44:45 Cosby portrayed as white-privileged; ubiquitous drugging suggests necrophilia, Tennessee
Williams’ New York necrophiliac sex club; Jimmy Savile accusations
0:52:13 Producer Segment: In Flight UTC watch
1:07:13 Putin’s State of the Union: “even in a situation when certain governments are trying to erect
something like a new iron curtain around Russia”; new Ukrainian Finance Minister Natalie
Jaresko a US citizen, USUBC’s USAID connection; South Stream pipeline to run straight
into Turkey & Greece, Erdoğan’s joke about joining Shanghai five; Murmansk prostitute price
hike; Turkish over-9% inflation rate
1:30:11 Ashton Carter Secretary of Defense candidate instead of Lieberman; A-10 Warthogs to go
to Middle East; NATO meeting on ISIL strategy, Iranian airstrikes, “aging F-4 Phantom
jets”; new ISIL warnings to service-members, “no indication of a specific threat or target” as
usual, JCD: “this is an insult to the American soldier”; Khorasan Group theories; World Food
Program out of money, no support for Syrians, WFP debit cards, Safeway in Jordan, JCD:
“how can we make money off of refugees? wow”; Red Cross $2.2bn blood shenanigans
1:44:11 Toyota to sell hydrogen-powered cars, $4.3M refueling stations; Transatomic Power “wasteannihilating molten salt reactor” WAMSR; gasoline tax increase douchebaggery; 60 Minutes
Chernobyl propaganda vs Pandora’s Promise
1:52:54 Donation Segment: JCD on EnerGel pens; 12/13/14 “Insta-Knight Presents” title proposal
2:04:54 Second Half of Show: Orion launch scrubbed until tomorrow, NASA video: Van Allen belts
“an area of dangerous radiation”, “we must solve these challenges before we send people
through this region of space”, 3600 vs 238k miles, loss of tapes and blueprints
2:11:59 Obama at NIH: virus cloning “gel electro… uh… phoresis”; BRAIN Initiative, Adam Voorhes
University of Texas brain book Malformed, connection to stolen brains hoax, powerHouse
publisher of Vice Photo Book; Shane Smith, Jeff Jarvis on buying “distressed media assets”
2:23:44 You Never Die Twice drone report, on three attempts to kill each high-value target
2:27:56 Assad statement on ground troops needed against ISIL
2:30:06 Snap elections in Sweden because of UKIP-like Sweden Democrats; FRA spying on Russia
2:34:46 Venezuelan opposition leader Maria Machado investigated over Presidential assassination plot
2:35:57 British guidelines on criminal online posts, “grossly offensive, indecent, obscene, or involve the
communication of false information … which results in adverse consequences”
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Non-linear War

(2014-11-30)

0:00:00 JCD: “Absolutely. Let’s get some dirt on this and show that it’s bogus.”
0:00:37 Idiotic web IQ quiz; take survey to read article; sweetened Theresa May “powers we need,
powers we need” clip
0:03:11 Everyone back at home base, ACC back in TSA good graces; ACC’s interesting Über driver
from Ethiopia; U.C. Davis professor: “the American dream is an illusion”, published by CFR
0:09:31 Red Book: Afghan “bird bomb” shootdown
0:11:47 Looney Tunes “yeah yeah yeah”; Newsroom global warming meme-bomb: “the level of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere has passed a long-feared milestone”, “poison gas”, Kaplan 91
revisited; World Bank “new climate normal” mitigation report, Potsdam Institute, “do not
necessarily reflect” disclaimers
0:24:03 US asylum for 969 Russian gays, Radio Free Europe’s James Kirchick: “horrific anti-gay
legislation that Vladimir Putin has signed into law”, FPI fellow; Institute of Modern Russia:
Kremlin “weaponizes” information, culture, money, “Kremlin Tool Kit” chapter, “non-linear
war”, disinformation rating scale via NGO, “charter of acceptable and unacceptable behavior”,
counter-disinformation editors, libel fund, Kirchick on strained German-American relations,
RT “conspiracy theories”
0:49:18 European Council on Foreign Relations “Regime change in Russia” memo; Russian oil consultant on South Stream: “without Russian gas, the situation in Europe will be extremely
diﬀicult”; Sergey Lavrov: West using sanctions for regime change; Finnish producer: Putin
always on front page; Uncle Don on his Putin portrayal
1:04:18 Producer Segment: JCD’s NPR podcasting interview
1:33:24 Elvira King on Ferguson cleanup; Keystone pipeline runs under Ferguson; “hands up don’t
shop”, Oakland transit shutdown; Keystone FOIA requests; Austin vest shooting
1:40:43 Hagel kicked out by Susan Rice over memo; Michèle Flournoy’s Center for a New American
Security, Red Book: Lieberman for Secretary of Defense; McCain’s al-Baghdadi Twitter photo
1:51:34 Woman’s finish line screech; millennials in medicine, video streams and happy hour, “we
absolutely consult Wikipedia, not the library, to find the most up-to-date medical research”;
patient sharing
1:59:05 Kerry on American refusal to pay ransoms; botched Bergdahl ransom attempt; Foley’s mother
on information vacuum; JCD: “Bill Gates is kidnapped by a terrorist group. The world’s
richest man. What happens?” ACC: “fuck him!”
2:03:32 Moldova EU vs Russia referendum; Swiss gold repatriation bill; Obama nesting doll with
Jarrett, Michelle, Michelle’s mom, Kerry’s head, Power
2:07:26 Pope Francis to European Parliament: Europe a barren grandmother; MSNBC on Brittany
Maynard euthanasia, California law: “they seem to go with Catholic religion”
2:13:05 Tech news: Apple price hike in Russia; article on Taibbi/Omidyar woes
2:16:55 Donation Segment
2:26:55 Chinese pollution B-roll vs sandstorms
2:32:25 World AIDS Day, National Impaired Driving Prevention Month
2:33:56 “Three sticks of butter” Thanksgiving according to Calorie Control Council
2:35:12 David Pook on Common Core: “the reason why I helped write the standards … is that as a
white male in society I’ve am given a lot of privilege that I didn’t earn” (CotD)
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Imperial News

(2014-11-27)

0:00:00 JCD: “Apparently I’m an idiot.”
0:00:34 JCD live, 2100 miles from Ferguson; ACC, JCD, & Aric the Shill all on the road
0:02:06 JCD’s slightly abbreviated Thanksgiving deconstruction; Obama “Mac and Cheese” pardon,
“food and clothes to wear”, Presidential Proclamation: “a group of pilgrims left their homeland”, slick “native tribe who extended a hand to a new people” immigration reference, JCD:
“he’s avoiding the fact the Mexicans are here to kill us!”, “country of immigrants” meme; epic
Obama stammering at coordinated hecklers, back to prompter for “I just took an action to
change the law, that’s point number one”, “it doesn’t make much sense to yell at me right
now”; on stay-at-home parents: “that’s not a choice we want Americans to make”
0:25:44 Obama “as many of you know, a verdict came down” Ferguson flub; Tapper, Pooper, Williams,
Lemon on scene; Lemon “fuck CNN!”, stoned or not stoned, “obviously there’s the smell of
marijuana in the air as well”; Dutch coverage: “Americans = racist bastards”; Tamir Rice
shooting; Giuliani on “training the community”; St. Louis investigation takeover; 100 SWAT
raids daily, Rise of the Warrior Cop; Farrow: “incendiary announcement” vs “burn this bitch
down”; Mychal Smith: “the foundation of this country is racism and white supremacy”
0:51:53 Ms. Micky in L.A. asks JCD about best wine with turkey: recent beaujolais
0:53:52 Producer Segment: JCD recommends Birdman; amateur radio “clear on your final”
1:22:20 Brian Williams Ferguson intro: “there are still shell casings here underfoot”; Zwarte Piet
anger; cops shooting dogs meme; NBC “Imperial News” music; Ferguson = Baghdad; Federal
civil rights case or civil lawsuit; Sharpton: “Michael Brown will not be remembered for the
ashes from buildings burned in Ferguson”; grand jury as prosecutorial “punting”
1:39:22 DoD “unlawful enemy combatants” now “unprivileged enemy belligerents”, “retained personnel”, “civilian internee”, ACC: “FEMA camps, bring it on!”; Hagel resignation, conflict with
Susan Rice, Uncle Don on NYT article: “I had sensed all the things that it alluded to during
Hagel’s tenure: too bad”; “twerp” not a reflection on stature; Michèle Flournoy opts out
1:53:51 Theresa May on proposed Gitmo Nation East antiterrorism legislation: “we must have the
powers we need to defend ourselves”
1:58:28 Catch the gaffe: AC/DC drummer Phil Rudd “the six-year old”
1:59:30 Juncker’s €315bn road-building plan, investment “third lung”; Haiku Herman’s farewell tour,
bronze bust; High Dutch speaking elites in the Netherlands
2:09:21 Donation Segment
2:29:24 The new diagnosis du jour: sluggish cognitive tempo
2:32:46 JCD The Wolf of Wall Street, Birdman plug; Tuesday toilet clog; Ms. Micky a Katherine Heigl
lookalike, State of Affairs: Russia will “shop the rest of that intel to Iran, to North Korea”;
Pyongyang anti-US demonstration, UN human rights report: abuse “exceeds all others in
duration, intensity, and horror”
2:38:45 New mission in Afghanistan: fighting the Taliban; “white heroin” warnings in Amsterdam
2:40:54 “Discussions about topics that get a little heated at the dinner table” good for kids, JCD:
“no, it’s about, who was that slut you were with last night?”; gay Canadian television
2:44:29 Cowardly Lion, Casablanca piano auction; New Jersey bill: lying = rape (CotD)
2:52:09 Gates, Buffet benefit from rail oil transport, John Fletcher “Buffet!”
2:54:36 Hot Russian spy Anna Chapman on maneuvers with Russian tank unit
2:56:48 New York Times net neutrality video: “all packages must be delivered at the same rate”
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Taboose

(2014-11-23)

0:00:00 JCD: “Oh, right, you probably stunk.” (2:07:43)
0:00:31 ACC in the Netherlands an hour early on the live stream, JCD off North after the show, JCD
suggests early start “for your sake”; the Netherlands grey tunnel; ACC at Wagamama with
CVC, Polish servers, ACC: “how’s that visa situation?”; trashy Über Austin airport trip; “sky
partner”, “KLM Pearl”, JCD’s TSA ; Røde Procaster as C-4 canister or dildo
0:12:03 Sinclair Lewis’ Babbitt; P.O. box junk mail; L. Ron Hubbard’s The Science of Survival
0:16:29 Dutch newspapers on secret gold reserve repatriation, Red Book: retaliatory gold price drop;
Dutch board game, electric car advertisements; Poke & PIN dollar vs euro: $1.2386 vs $1.2952
scam, still requires signature, no PIN, ACC: “the Starbucks girl was really funny”
0:24:19 The war on chicken: avian flu in Netherlands, “farmers are biting their nails ahead of the
make-or-break Christmas season”, 11-year avian flu cycle, not burning carcasses yet
0:29:23 Countdown reunion photo shoot for cheap Veronica magazine; economy-class downsizing
0:33:45 Producer Segment: Aftermath film; Dos Equis & Dutch dominatrix
0:46:36 Al-Shebab executions for those unable to recite Koran; Curry family Psalm 121 going-away
prayer; Tourette’s neat-freak OCD; British beheading plot suspects
0:53:09 UKIP wins another seat; “Single Supervisory Mechanism” Haiku Herman’s last gasp: “revolution in Europe’s financial architecture”, JCD: “I’m surprised they’re not pinning medals on
each other”, “we must put aside taboose”; Germany on Merkel NSA spying: “never mind”
1:03:24 Disney Jr. salute to military: JCD: “I like to play with my dad and call him a Russian?”;
Halifax “Fortress North America” trade show with McCain, “largest Congressional delegation
ever”, ISIS a “direct threat to the United States of America and that of course means Canada
as well”; RT needling on Serena Shim vs cement truck in Turkey, World Food Program connection; Biden promises more humanitarian aid; Shim’s minimalist past-tense Wikipedia article;
Red Book: Erdoğan assassination; French jihadists, internet “prize hunting ground”
1:25:55 Biden in Ukraine, US-guaranteed $1bn sovereign bond, US post-putsch “advisors”; Constitutional reform; Broadcasting Board of Governors starting Russian-language broadcasts
1:38:39 Über Sarah Lacy story broken by Lyft investor Buzzfeed; ACC on slave taxi business; 40year cycles and the decline of hitchhiking, JCD Tahoe motorcycle hypothermia story; France
vingt-quatre on petition against dating coach Julien Blanc
1:51:50 Immigration Executive Action: “prosecutorial discretion” absent from posturing; Juan Gonzalez on “temporary resolution”, Republicans “anti-immigrant, anti-women, anti-poor, antiwomen”; Task Force on New Americans, “felons not families” discretion, DHS Brownshirts,
Cheng Life and Death in Shanghai, Lewis It Can’t Happen Here, Ms. Micky’s border checkpoint
run-in; JCD Canadian flu shot story
2:13:33 Lauren Smith’s moral self-licensing essay follow-up
2:15:42 Donation Segment
2:29:12 Academic paper on No Agenda gender roles: JCD “assumes the role of the placating husband”;
stammering and tongue clicking
2:39:32 Vice story on Fukushima radiation “continuing and serious concerns”, coverup meme, “radiation levels 168 times worse than Hiroshima”; Atomic Rod on Cs-137; Vice worth $8bn?
2:52:01 Anthony Bourdain in Paris tweeting food selfies (CotD)
2:55:16 Prosecutors urged to stop foot-dragging and question Assange in London
2:58:03 Tech news: SPDY reaction; Bitcoin billionaire saves OpenBSD; Li-Fi; WhatsApp “blue dot”
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White House Moat

(2014-11-20)

0:00:00 JCD: “I’m shakin’ in my boots now.” (0:42:06)
0:00:34 ACC’s wind machine on-location news summary
0:01:47 The Bill Cosby hit job: drugged women waking up exactly when being undressed; Ferguson
and Zwarte Piet connection; Cosby removal needed to propagate a race war; I Spy intelligence
connection; Cosby’s half-million-per-night earnings story
0:07:22 ACC once again denied TSA Pre✓, useless tweet reply
0:12:25 Don Lemon to Joan Tarshis on “the using of the teeth”, ACC: “thanks, Don, for the tip”
0:16:10 And Now Back to Real News: NBC attributes warming lull to small volcanic eruptions; White
House “ask Dr. H” questions for Holdren, toolkit.climate.gov; IBM Watson at NOAA
0:22:52 Keystone pipeline vote: Barbara “I need a ride home” Boxer’s Photoshopped refinery with
impossible black smoke, “the dirtiest oil that we know of”, “all we hear is jobs jobs jobs”, “big
oil, big coal, or the Koch brothers”; clueless Elizabeth Warren interrupted by Lakota prayer:
“Sergeant at Arms will restore order”
0:36:33 Chambliss on Leahy amendment telecom metadata access: “thousands of opportunities for
the privacy rights of Americans to be breached”, “if it’s Americans they’re trying to recruit,
we can find out about that”, ACC: “John, are you committed to jee-had?”; NSA blackmail
0:45:05 Six-hour Uncle Don talk: NSA “take everything” culture, Snowden empathy; Pacific Century
Institute for business with North Korea, serious about tourism; Matthew Todd Miller “spook
wannabe”; Gregg a Kim Jong-un fan; Kerry: “the more you know the guy the less I like him”
0:56:28 Producer Segment: new John Fletcher “Black Pete!”, “Bill O’Reilly!” clips
1:12:19 Uncle Don: Kerry derailed leap day agreement, US upcoming operational control pullout,
“military-industrial complex”; Obama takes credit for Bae release through Clapper; “tortured
some folks” outrage; Ms. Micky: “you know anybody in Panama?”; Kagans: “I don’t like
’em”; Russia building in North Korea, Russian patriotism, reckless NATO expansion; prebaked China 2030 agreement; ISIS beheadings; Bobby Inman intro
1:32:26 Scorpion: “they had an override Word macro trigger to delete it”
1:35:00 Heidi Heitkamp: “over two million miles of pipelines in America today”; Sheldon Whitehouse:
“you will see houses smashed to flinders”; Congressional Apple investments; Ed Markey: “we’re
going to build a pipeline for the Canadians so they can use us as a straw?”, China tar sand
investments; Jon Walsh on Montana oil “on-ramp”; James Bond pipeline pig
1:45:33 Upcoming film Boston Strong; cancelled ABC show Selfie; Congressional hearing on Secret
Service: White House moat; Gwen Ifill on Washington school arming its oﬀicials
1:53:00 CNBC on Denver “a lot of people smoking a lot of pot”, “the reality is, it is a gateway drug”
1:53:55 Donation Segment
2:07:50 Peter/Abdul-Rahman Kassig beheading; SERA International, Conscience International, USAID funding chain; Kassig aﬀiliated with “killing machine” JSOC, McChrystal; Wes Clark on
seven as Soviet client state cleanup; Iran to sell natural gas to EU via Azerbaijan; Halliburton
to buy Baker Hughes; no gold in Ukrainian vaults; Polish apple industry suffering, Polish
visas, ACC: DHS “Hitler-esque assholes”; Russia sanctions an attack on EU economy
2:38:29 “Sunday all Hell breaks loose” in Ferguson
2:39:13 Tech news: Über hit job, #deleteuber; Google SPDY; Robert Ballecer on internet meanness:
“that explains Adam Curry”
2:49:12 Water to no longer be free in Ireland; Barbara Boxer NRC hissy fit; atomicinsights.com
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Terrorist Narrative

(2014-11-16)

0:00:00 JCD: “I’m not superstitious, start the show over.”
0:00:32 ACC in New York, battling for connectivity; TSA: no Pre for you; Ranch Hand lubricant
0:09:14 ACC’s decent Über experience in New York; forgotten mike mount; JCD’s travel checklist;
Carole King musical Beautiful, “no photography!”; 1964 costume birthday party
0:18:29 “Hundred likes club”
0:22:18 Dutch Zwarte Piet protests; Verene Shepherd redux; protesters bussed in to Gouda from
Amsterdam; Zwarte Piet Niet, other UN-backed organizations, Michael Brown’s parents in
Geneva, committee against torture, policy of racial division; Anonymous exposing Ferguson
KKK members; Russian photos of Ukrainian fighter shooting at passenger plane
0:39:01 Obama at G20 meeting: “the appalling shootdown of MH17”; Hollande handshake, Merkel on
Putin’s side; Putin portrayed as blowing town early; Swedish spending on enhanced submarine
tracking system; Hagel defense forum keynote: “we face the rise of new technologies, national
powers, and non-state actors”; White House on “new weapons systems”; Cameron at G20:
“extremist narrative” the root of terrorism
0:52:05 Producer Segment
0:59:15 Peter Kassig beheading video, obvious green screen; hi-res video from Site Intel Group, Rita
Katz’ family persecuted by Saddam regime, undercover pro-Palestinian group investigations,
interview on Denver ISIS girls: “what is very useful here is our jihadi database”, “they were
able to import the war from the password-protected to the mainstream media”; Dempsey on
ISIL as “bunch of midgets”, ACC Michael Jackson standing on crate story; bogus Syrian boy
rescuing girl footage; attempt to untangle reasons for Saudi Arabian involvement
1:28:56 Ask Adam: what’s Ban Ki-Moon saying about Burma? White House fact sheet, paltry $225M
in assistance, “35 NGOs local partners”
1:33:30 Donation Segment: attractive Croatian women; Sir Tom’s posthumous knighting
1:45:59 Robert O’Neill on O’Reilly, ACC: “oh, we threw him in the ocean because, y’know we didn’t
want the Muslims to be angry, hey, how’d that work out?”; donating shirt, flag to “room where
Osama was living”, “I was sort of on a stage to give an impromptu talk”; brick from bin Laden
compound at 9/11 Museum; Bin Laden walkthrough
1:58:54 Philae comet lander update; Matt Taylor’s “misogynistic” shirt
2:04:31 Glenn Beck’s illness, actors’ ability to cry on demand; “disco ball” neurolinguistic programming, ACC’s Senseo belch, stop sign
2:09:55 Return of Feinstein-Chambliss Cybersecurity Info Sharing Bill, indemnification; Jim Langevin,
Richard Clark, “deep dive”, self-destructing generators; CERT alert, Dudes named Ben on
crappy Windows control systems; “non-state actors”, “aperture of vulnerability”
2:19:40 Presidential Memo to USAID on ebola contractor indemnification; Band Aid 30 press event
with Bono; bleeding eyeball Twitter icon
2:26:53 “Do we have time for search warrants?” trailer; search warrant in missing girl lockdown
2:30:21 Juncker’s secret Luxembourg tax deals with companies; Catalonia pro-secession vote
2:34:35 ACC answers Dvorak-Horowitz question on insurance enrollment windows: “if the window
was always open, you would more than likely not get insurance until something happened”;
pet health insurance, minimum $350 vet bill; Ms. Micky’s thyroid medication
2:41:07 Dr. Kiki: “the thing that you … hope for is that you get a flu that will be dangerous for the
average person”
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Strategic Patience

(2014-11-13)

0:00:00 JCD: “Throttle ’em! Let’s throttle ’em! Let’s throttle ’em!”
0:00:33 JCD: “there’s this strange liquid falling from the sky”; Michio Kaku on superstorm Nuri:
“all Hell breaks loose”, “bombogenesis”, ACC: “that’s today, John, it’s peaking!”; CNN Carol
spouts the 98% meme to Ron Christie on global cooling, “who’s your source, Rush Limbaugh?”; O’Reilly slips in “counter to most scientific opinion”, 31,487 scientists on petition;
Climate Science Legal Defense Fund’s new executive director Lauren Kurtz; G20 in Brisbane
after repeal of carbon tax; China climate and tariff deals, “doing nothing for sixteen years
is politically unsustainable”, Michael Oppenheimer: “this is huge as far as I’m concerned”;
CSLDF to prevent future Climategates
0:24:07 Xi Jinping’s precarious position: “Xi did well for himself”
0:27:25 David Sugarman organized Dennis Rodman trip to North Korea, “New York channel”; e-mail
from Uncle Don, public radio interview, UN human rights report, “I’d rather talk to them
than fight them”, “I was in and out of the white House in twenty minutes” with note from
Kim Jong-Il, “strategic patience”
0:43:55 $1.4bn in missile sales to South Korea, 2015 defense handoff from US to South Korea; questions
for Don, JCD: “you work for us now; you bring more basketball”; Russian patriotism
0:53:27 Al Jazeera: Russia lying about military involvement for domestic audience; Brolf: “Russian
tanks and Russian troops are rolling across the border; Russia denies it”, Breedlove: “we see
forces that are capable of being nuclear”; Russian bombers in the Gulf of Mexico, “provocative
routes”, “tensions very, very high”
1:07:09 Producer Segment
1:18:13 Editor-in-chief John Cook leaving First Look Media, hot on Matt Taibbi’s heels; Greenwald
obit quoting Scahill; JCD: “bring in somebody from TMZ”
1:28:15 Hawaiian anto-Obama “Dissapoint-mints”, “Lemon Flavored Eaves-drops”; Debbie Wasserman Schultz not answering Gwen Ifill’s “which is worse?”; ask Adam: “deep dive look”; Chuck
Hagel’s face vs kitchen cabinet door
1:34:35 ACC depressed and drinking with Eric the Constitutional Lawyer over proposed net neutrality
rules; Obama “buffering…” video: “there are no toll roads on the information superhighway”,
ubiquitous “consumer” meme, no blocking if “the content is legal”, forum response on kiddie
porn; encryption ban; no throttling, Netflix appliances; JCD’s Comcast bandwidth woes
1:54:50 “Last mile”, paid prioritization “slow lane” ban; AP: “consumer groups and content providers
hailed Obama’s move”, JCD: “hail Obama!”; Ted Cruz: “net neutrality is Obamacare for the
internet”; no free speech on ham radio, cable regulation an FCC goal; Ms. Micky’s brassiere
options, Megan Kelly “Mike Huckabee who’s host of Fuck… of Huckabee”
2:09:57 Donation Segment: ACC: “ve haff vays of making favorite horses die!”; CNN Rachel Crane
2:26:47 JCD’s squeaky mike stand and Ranch Hand spray lubricant
2:28:00 Upcoming DSM entry orthorexia nervosa; “DDT truck” conversation with Ron & Peggy
2:34:40 American Dad “zoology” mispronunciation; Guess the Movie: Private School; ACC recommends Sex Tape
2:39:30 Ebola: Bob Geldof and Band Aid 30; DoD budget; Google & Facebook raising ebola money;
ebola in Mali; Geldof on UN bankroll
2:46:20 Mexico on the brink of revolution, state congress building and presidential palace door torched,
Mexican military “fancy ideas”; Tlatlaya massacre trial
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Exploding Generator

(2014-11-09)

0:00:00 JCD: “You guys are kind of entertaining but I’m out.” (2:03:16)
0:00:32 Taylor Swift Spotify kerfuffle; Soundcloud up and coming; record labels investing; “70% of all
revenues” to the “music community” go to labels, songwriters get next to nothing
0:09:51 Wall Street Journal article with ACC; NPR Serial podcast $25-40 CPM, cost per mille;
Podtrac an attempt at Nielsen-like numbers; ACC “I don’t have to have any meetings” quote
0:17:27 Veterans Day concert, Obama on stage with Willie Nelson; World Freedom Day; Roman
Polanski saga, Hollywood anti-Poland sentiment source of repurposed Nazi “Polack” jokes
0:28:15 Robin Williams’ toxicology: no illegal drugs, no names disclosed; suicide linked to lowered
inhibitions; no insight on Deutsche Bank suicide
0:33:55 Producer Segment: the “talk to all the lawyers” divorce strategy; dronelicense.com
0:47:32 Clapper involved in North Korea release of Matthew Todd Miller and Kenneth Bae; note from
Obama, ACC: “dear Kim, I’m in the shitter; please help me turn the news cycle away from my
lameness”; Miller a spook; Free Kenneth Bae campaign’s David Sugarman a sports promoter;
Red Book: basketball North Korea’s national sport
0:58:45 Soccer corruption; Lick Observatory funding; student loan Social Security garnishing; Eisenhower’s “military industrial academic complex”; IRS bank account withdrawals; private collections contractors; KSBW weather: “I wish the rain was pink” (CotD)
1:12:12 Evil clown attacks in France; Red Book: ISIS clowns
1:17:26 Google, NRG Energy Systems seeking Federal grant to pay off Federal loan; John Kutsch on
solar cell costs and vulnerabilities: “I am at the fucking end of this shit”; solar collectors in
the 1970s; German industry hurting from energy costs; World Vasectomy Day November 7th
1:28:16 Jack Ryan: Shadow Recruit on Russian dollar collapse plot; Martin Kaplan’s 91 shows redux;
“they’ll recover, we won’t”; dollar creeping up against euro; J.P. Morgan Gazprom bond; Kerry
on information exchange agreement: “we do have some disagreements about some of the facts
on the ground with respect to Ukraine”; Russian government-linked “black energy” hacker
attack on infrastructure, Homeland Security’s exploding generator, CERT has nothing on
Russia, “implement policies requiring the use of strong passwords”; JCD predicts CSI Cyber:
“you work dark alleys, I work the dark net”, “it’s not the perfect crime, it’s cyber-crime”
1:44:14 Clowns again: Steven King’s upcoming It remake
1:45:39 Tech news: Amazon Echo; NA Magic 8-Ball assistant “Dude”; vehicle kill switches, log-based
ticketing; Governance magazine on States’ financial diﬀiculty, Dutch poke-and-pin cabs
2:00:12 Donation Segment: ACC on EnerGel pens; $56.78 Tom’s posthumous knighthood donation
2:12:44 Stephen Cohen on “so-called Russian incursions”, “do we expect the Russians not to react?”
to NATO buildup; specific mention of Sweden, possible Assange or North Korea connection;
Philip Breedlove on “little more provocative flight path”; Catalonia’s illegal independence
“referendum”; UK on installment plan for EU payment; yen and commodities down
2:24:52 Latvian foreign minister #proudtobegay; The Advocate person of the year: Hitler Putin
2:31:18 Another ISIS strike, al-Baghdadi possibly killed, ACC: “how may times are we going to kill
this guy?”; Politico call for Jarrett firing
2:33:12 BBC on new and-to-end encrypted Android OS to chagrin of GCHQ; “techie guys”, 800k
people had access to Snowden files
2:41:43 Fake bleeped word clip from Kimmel; Charlie Rangel on “dixiecrats” and slavery
2:48:33 ACC to play basketball with Ms. Micky, ACC: “I’m sure she knows how to dribble”
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Arming A-Holes

(2014-11-06)

0:00:00 JCD: “These women don’t listen to the show.” (2:31:00)
0:00:32 Explanation of “bat signal” forthcoming on Christmas meta-show; conversations that never
make it on the show; ACC upcoming New York, Mexico trips, Europe “secret mission”
0:07:26 Berkeley large soda tax, doesn’t apply to diet, Rumsfeld aspartame connection; Molly Wood’s
bamboo utensils; Greg Abbott new Texas Governor, legal open carry campaign
0:11:54 Election results: Republicans scared their way to victory; McCain to chair Armed Services
Committee, FPI on “rebuilding” US military; 55% of Republican voters concerned about foreign policy; bogus inflation and unemployment numbers, Gwen Ifill laughing at the shitizens;
Van Jones “other America” voting; Michaela Pereira to Mia Love on “fair shot at getting a seat
at the table”; Obama “drink with Mitch McConnell” before & after; prospects for Republican
TPP support; Democrat female vote strategy; two new “weed” legalization initiatives
0:34:05 Ebola: BBC “soundseeing tour”, WHO numbers; Presidential $6.5bn ebola emergency appropriations request to Congress, positioning video with musical background; Psaki on Samantha
Power’s “low risk” Africa tour, “hand washing protocols”; Dempsey: “they’re not health care
workers”, “we did factor in science; physics is the science we factored in”, “major military
operation, big things on a global scale”
0:50:52 Isha Sesay on Sierra Leone lockdown: “there are people dying of hunger because they can’t get
out to the farms”, the fine art of listening, haircut meme; $6.5bn breakdown, $333M for Public
Health and Social Services Emergency Fund, $2bn to USAID; Anthony Banbury, formerly
regional director for arms-dealing World Food Program, Bob Geldof fundraiser, Burkina Faso
military coup, rubblize areas around our oil, arming a-holes
1:13:42 ACC’s call from Wall Street Journal about Mailchimp
1:15:27 Producer Segment: new Ramsey Cain CD; return of Healthy Surprise
1:24:47 Ban Ki blunders: with Conchita Wurst in “Australia” Austria
1:30:31 Routing money through Luxembourg, “IKEA Bank”; Joe Kernen: “you have euros in Ireland?”
1:39:01 The Halloween scare story: meth Pixy Stix; “honey hash oil” explosion
1:44:26 Reuters Russian Steve Jobs memorial story debunked: it was broken
1:51:15 NSA head Admiral Mike Rogers on sharing vulnerabilities, NSA discovered Heartbleed and
shared it with private sector, “you don’t have to tell anybody this came from NSA”; Kaiser
Alexander’s financial disclosure forms, investing in NSA-related AT&T-related company
2:01:03 Agenda 21: theelders.org “pioneering women”, “changemaker”; Kerry: “that still wouldn’t
be enough to counteract the carbon pollution coming from China and the rest of the world”;
Christine Milne: “do you want death or do you want coal?”; Australia trip planning
2:10:19 Donation Segment
2:21:23 William Engdahl on Syria’s refusal to sign agreement for US-favoring pipeline from Qatar;
Unocal Trans-Afghanistan pipeline; Jason Calacanis “conspiracy theory” tweet
2:25:59 Nicaragua Canal opposition, Chinese going door-to-door with police, “no Chinos” signs
2:27:49 Hungary backpedals on internet tax; Spanish Google tax; Merkel giving up on keeping Great
Britain in the EU; precious metals and oil down; Republicans and Democrats both bribed by
natural gas lobby; Saudi Aramco hit
2:38:37 Brittany Maynard’s suicide, Compassion & Choices formerly Hemlock Society; Medicaid,
Kaiser funding for study of reducing “unnecessary hospitalizations”; “dead mom” stories;
distinguishing terminal illness and major depression; death industry up-selling
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Slavery Enrollment Month

(2014-11-02)

0:00:00 JCD: (in tube) “Beyond stupendous!” (1:18:58)
0:00:36 Show 666 is here; ACC’s Halloween in “the ghetto”, “celebration of sluts”, 1970s Berkeley
hookers, sexy ebola nurse
0:09:26 National {Slavery Enrollment College Application, Alzheimer’s Disease Awareness, Family
Caregivers, Native American Heritage, Adoption, Entrepreneurship, Military Family, Diabetes, Critical Infrastructure Security and Resilience} Month; ACC Smokey Bear kit story
0:21:59 No Agenda Mark of the Beast song
0:23:05 Boko Haram update: girls now converted to Islam and married, ACC: “divorce our girls”
0:24:58 Antares Russian-made rocket explosion a self-destruct; amateur radio satellites on board;
Virgin Galactic experimental fuel explosion, Ms. Micky approached by company, Joel Glenn
Brenner on enthusiasm vs technology gap, “I don’t see them at least being able to carry
anybody into space in the next ten years”; China’s unmanned lunar mission recovered
0:36:51 Dvorak-Horowitz on QE not really ending due to reinvestment; European interest rate 0%,
euro dropping; JCD recommends Chinon wine in France
0:41:35 Elementary Sherlock Holmes pronunciation of “zoology” as “zoo-ology”
0:42:58 IPCC report just in time for the elections; billionaire Tom Steyer campaign; Graham Nash
on Morning Joe: “I often wonder, don’t the Koch brothers have children?”; Ban Ki-moon:
“three-cheese messages”, “science has a-spoken”; John Coleman on Reliable Sources, Weather
Channel “cofounder”, “if you’re going to get the money, you gotta support their position”
1:08:07 Podcast renaissance, 99% Invisible Kickstarter, commuters sick of commercial-filled radio
1:12:11 Weather channel Coleman rebuttal: “the science is pretty clear about climate change”
1:15:35 Producer Segment: Art Generator makeover
1:42:23 Aeroflot naming new low-cost line Victory; Russian supermarkets doing well because of European food ban; Europe paying for Ukraine’s gas to keep Russian shutoff, ACC: “yes, people
of Ukraine, you will have gas to heat your home, unfortunately your home will be a tent”
1:46:17 Tech news: IBM/Twitter Watson partnership: “the new natural resource, comparable in
impact to coal to iron to iron ore”; Two Techies podcast propagating Apple “mid-seventies”
1990s post-Steve decline myth; FTDI USB controller chip driver bricking counterfeits; FCC
hybrid common carrier plan backed by Mozilla Foundation; Condé Nast owns Ars Technica
2:13:22 Donation Segment: Mimi’s birthday
2:31:16 SARI radiationeffects.org letter on costs of Fukushima evacuation
2:34:27 Tim Cook outed years ago; “soften the blow” for Hillary & Huma, Red Book: Hillary out
after series of high-profile outings
2:40:10 Castle clip: “you know the problem with anonymity, there is no accountability; it empowers
cowards to be bullies”; Martin Kaplan “91 different television shows” revisited; buyout skit
2:46:43 Americans can’t get bank accounts overseas; German finance minister: “banking secrecy in
its old form is obsolete”, 2017 transition, 2018 for Switzerland; diﬀiculty and expense of wire
transfers to offshore banks; Dutch “poke and PIN”, have to check out of transportation to
stop the meter, no truly anonymous cards; ACC 15-year-old Dutch IRS tracking story
2:55:00 ACC: most recent Newsletter “one of the best pieces of work you’ve ever done”
2:55:56 Eric Frein love triangle, US Marshalls involvement; “getting your face shoved to the ground
is a very small price to pay”
2:59:34 NSA SIGINT director Teresa Shea’s resignation
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Jihadi Cool

(2014-10-30)

0:00:00 ACC: “Excuse me, we’re talking about quarantine from ebola, not haircuts!” (1:37:02)
0:00:36 San Franciscans burning down city over sports win; BitTorrent Sync plug; JCD on dismal
Costco wine situation
0:06:42 Tech news: Tim Cook out of the closet; Red Book: government blackmail and Apple Pay
sabotage over encryption; new FBI criminal procedure regulations on electronic search and
seizure, ACC: “you can tweet: hey, we just searched your drive”
0:15:01 The sorry state of tech reporting: “suspicious cyber-activity” on White House network, “tip
from an ally”, “Russian hackers”; Phoenix computer system: “people trying to access the
web site in their internet-based system”; John McAfee the virus inventor, John Markoff taken
of Morris worm story; DDoS to “get into the system”; Scorpion: “we’re accessing his car’s
operational mainframe”, “raising engine temp”
0:34:59 CBS News president Rhodes’ brother counterterrorism director; Sheryl Atkinson’s iMac “wiping out files at hyper-speed”, no interviews until her book is released
0:40:31 Hungarian internet tax protests, South Stream pipeline hosting, Victoria Nuland: “the twin
cancers of democratic backsliding and corruption”; Putin’s pancreatic cancer rumor; “startling”
Russian flights over Europe; Russian hackers messing with White House; Psaki questioned on
Valdai speech; Reagan dropped “evil empire” term after visiting, made Saudis drop oil to $10
per barrel; where did Ukraine’s IMF money go?
0:58:06 Producer Segment: NA artwork on checks; April Australia & New Zealand trip
1:18:22 Reflections on seven year anniversary; Shows 200 and 200.5
1:19:52 New York Times “where are the ebola patients?” article; WHO on ebola slowdown; Dr. Fauci
on monkey vaccine development ten years ago, BARDA tasked with “biodefence medical
countermeasures”, power to force vaccination; Johnson & Johnson in the game; Elizabeth
Warren on Christie’s involuntary quarantine, “we put money into funding ebola”; Josh Earnest
on military quarantine as haircut; oil in Congo; Gardasil FAQ: no reduction in cervical cancer
1:39:28 JCD’s scam e-mails from Comey, PayPal, scam@paypal.com, FBI has no such thing; McDonald’s anti-McDonald’s advertisement; McDonald’s infographic PR e-mails
1:44:05 University of California Bill Maher cancellation petition; European Muslim tinderbox
1:49:31 Turkey allowing Peshmerga; Chambliss: “killing them is the only option”; Frontline on Iraqi
military collapse in Mosul; Michael Leiter: ISIS “going after jihadi cool”; Kaiser Alexander
not playing along with Cavuto’s “loosen spying reins”; Feinstein on “lone wolf phenomenon”;
Canadian on Rob Ford’s departure: “it’s like ISIS coming to Toronto!”; CSIS funding bill up
for review at time of shooting; Wolf of Wall Street recommendation
2:12:32 Obama in Wisconsin: “you can vote all week!”; Rebel Pundit anti-Obama video; blacks too
all-in Democratic to have any political clout
2:17:42 Donation Segment
2:26:41 Democracy Now guy kicked out of Urban Shield convention; Tsarnaev supposedly found via
infrared camera, Coburn sets the record straight
2:31:55 Race = nationality meme; Martin Couture-Rouleau’s portrayal as racist; Farage the racist
2:38:56 Hagel at Atlantic Conference: “I think we are seeing a New World Order”
2:40:49 FCC’s Tom Wheeler letter on de-bundling cable and local content through legislation
2:48:00 Today Show at haunted Eastern State Penitentiary
2:53:00 Castle “it takes 20 minutes to reboot!”
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Boss Ass Look

(2014-10-26)

0:00:00 JCD (drunk voice): “Hey glad to see ya. Hell yeah!”
0:00:32 Seven-year anniversary cupcakes from Ms. Micky; Jack Bruce dead at 71; Henry Ford: “history
is bunk”; daylight saving time in Europe, UTC leap seconds, ACC’s “UTC watches?”
0:07:18 Marysville, Washington shootings; KTLA violent news teasers; number 33 football jersey
pictures; Russia Today on love triangle cousins; producer on Frybergs as a-holes; SWAT
training held the day before; Initiative 594; more realistic than Sandy Hook
0:18:15 Caliphate in Canada, sports militarism “boss ass look”; “somewhere Obama bin Laden is
laughing”, rumor of bin Laden’s body brought back; Peter King: “I don’t want to scare anybody, nobody should feel safe”, “we should not be politically correct” for Muslim shakedown
0:26:31 Chinatown tour bus guide berating Chinese: “fuck your little seafood fucking markets with
your turtles and your frogs” (CotD)
0:30:07 Turkey not taking the Kobani bait; football tailgate at the border: “feeling that Turkey’s
more comfortable with the Islamic State on its borders rather than any incarnation of a
Kurdish state”; $2.77 gas in Texas; Wes Clark on Tavis Smiley, new book Don’t Wait for the
Next War, top five list of challenges, comparing Putin to Hitler; Holocaust Museum Syrian
atrocities exhibit, witness “Caesar” photos with no EXIF data, Chertoff on Museum board
0:46:57 Elections in Ukraine, Daily Beast “Ukraine Rebels Love Russia, Hate Gays, Threaten Executions” headline; Soros op-ed; Putin at Valdai Discussion Club: US “supporting some very
murky activists, from open Nazis to very dangerous Islamic fundamentalists”; RT MH17 documentary on State Department involvement in Ukraine crisis; JCD’s school report on Russian
front groups; Putin’s answer for Toby Gati: mercenaries, “Russia does not seek confrontation”;
high end stereo magazine code to placate advertisers
1:18:39 Producer Segment: ACC: “no, it’s not awesome; immaculate conception is awesome”
1:37:46 California college foot fondling arrest
1:38:50 Britain’s extra €2.1bn EU membership dues; 59% of EU budget for “sustainable growth:
natural resources”; Lithuania’s “Iron Lady” Grybauskaitė: “I’m sorry but better to be more
precise with calculations”; Nigel Farage on need for British referendum; bank stress test results
in; Strauss-Kahn parter Thierry Leyne, Deutche Bank lawyer suicides, Libor connection
1:56:52 Increase in Twitter use for sending links to ACC
1:58:32 Economic hit man weighs in on ebola; scathing inspector general report on DHS preparedness;
Nina Pham’s dog quarantined at Dallas “old military base”; ebola Halloween decorations,
JCD’s local Herbert the Pervert; “wearing mask” “as a precaution” at airport; Bill Maher:
“those morons in that fucking hospital in Dallas”, “they love their freedom down in Texas”
2:17:14 Donation Segment: $77.66 ghetto pass reinstatement donation; tweet Knight certificates
2:33:34 Producer Red Book prediction: Walmart post-chip-and-PIN data breach
2:35:29 Do-nothing Bonn climate meeting; 2015 trip to Japan with CVC
2:37:24 War on Twitter: “trolls on Twitter” meme; The Real vs The View, Whoopi Goldberg on cardinals overriding Pope on gay policy; NPR pushing gay-friendly Bible meme, Bible copyrights
2:43:30 Tech News: bad Apple iPhone advertisements; White House computer outage; sunspot news,
ACC’s handhelds in Faraday bag, the uses of aluminum foil; USPTO opts to do nothing on
“patent trolls”, stupidity of software patents
2:55:10 War on Chicken: California to ban eggs from small-cage farms
2:59:13 CSI bad acting clip, “stripper named Tangerine”; Hillary bad acting clip on trickle-down
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Pupil Progression Plan

(2014-10-23)

0:00:00 ACC: “Everybody looks like a douchebag now.”
0:00:39 ACC ill but soundin’ good; Pop Austin art get-together; 102.9°, witch in the house on the hill
0:08:25 Nigeria ebola-free; WHO 42-day magic number; Ron Klane’s atrocious toupee, world population clip; Obama “broken travel” revisited: “countries where there is a disease in place”
0:13:08 Persons of Interest: “we can go to NSA’s sources, the back doors; I’ll do Google, you take
Yahoo”; NSA CTO working part-time for Kaiser Alexander, NSA SIGINT director Teresa
Shea’s NSA sub-subcontractor company Telic Networks
0:18:01 Ted Cruz flight ban fear porn; GlaxoSmithKline CEO on vaccine development, indemnification; Ronan Farrow obsessed with bats, ACC: “hey Ooga Booga, did you bring the hand
sanitizer?”, “is this also inadvertent contact of other kinds with these bats?” debunked; Kirby
on rapid response team and Posse Comitatus; Red Book: Gabon next for ebola given Shell
gas discovery; NBC cameraman “no more virus in my blood” meme; DHS designated airports
0:41:42 Canadian Parliament Hill attack, ACC: “welcome to the party Candinavia!”
0:42:13 Producer Segment: DM1 aluminum wallet; Twin Engine coffee; Ramsey Cain print tutorial
1:03:49 Dr. Kiki “it was worth it!” revisited; JCD busted for “craisin”
1:05:13 Hunter S. Thompson 9/11 reading: “baffled little creep like George W. Bush”; coalition coincidences; PBS: “mass shooting”, CBS: “this is a new kind of event for Canada”, Mansbridge:
“people crying in the streets”, NORAD alert, Arlington security, ACC: “those jihadists are
now attacking our dead people!”; Obama: “obviously we’re all shaken by it”; FBI and DHS
lone wolf warnings for local police; Sharpton: “what’s the latest tonight in Iowa?” (CotD)
1:21:25 Red Book: war on Twitter; Monica Lewinsky’s anti-bullying campaign, JCD: “I heard the
campaign sucks”, “I was patient zero, the first person to have their reputation completely
destroyed worldwide via the internet”; proposed British “internet troll” law
1:32:52 Center for Strategic Counterterrorism Communications Welcome to the Islamic State land
propaganda; air drop training hand grenades; Lebanon being roped in; Denver teenage girls,
“Islamic State Group”
1:46:11 White House fence jumper “attempted to kick the attack dogs”; Nashville police asked by
Secret Service to “wave a piece of paper” to fake a warrant
1:54:15 Hillsborough County “dropout” ban; no grades under 50% in Orange County “pupil progression plan”, JCD: “what are they, wine tasters?”
1:57:09 Donation Segment: ACC’s ghetto pass revoked; ACC running out of steam
2:14:03 Patrick Moore & Irwin Jackson climate change debate on Australian TV, “I’m actually not a
professor”, NASA misquote, four atomic bombs every second meme
2:28:48 Defective airbag NHTSA advisory for “Southern red states”; CNN swapped out for MSNBC
on JCD’s dish system; Hollywood Reporter on television disrupting internet, Adobe spyware
2:36:56 Palin brawl “best minute and a half of audio”
2:38:55 Azar Nafisi: books “taught as handmaidens to something political or ideological” in college;
Sinclair Lewis’ Babbitt; Common Core
2:46:11 JCD on best projector choice
2:49:42 Russian sub off Sweden, commander: “I would even go so far to say, as that’s fucked up”
2:51:18 Total Oil CEO: $30bn Total/Gazprom deal
2:53:17 Apple, Facebook paying for egg freezing, Sarah Elizabeth Richards: “so they froze for love”
3:00:48 On the Media Jacob Appelbaum interview in the sauna
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Barama

(2014-10-19)

JCD: “Bup… flash, flash flash!”
JCD’s professional musical siren; “we don’t like to foster a competitive atmosphere” clip
Dr. Kiki’s flu shot: “it was worth it!”; herd immunity
Ebola jingles; White House “ebola czar” Ron Klain, Josh Earnest: “not an ebola expert,
but rather an implementation expert”, Obama/Klain skit, “whole-of-government approach”,
ACC: “he’s a super-lobbyist”; travel ban would impact soldier health worker mobility; Obama
talking to unnamed “world leaders”: “I think more and more of them are stepping up”, “I
don’t have a philosophical objection, necessarily, to a travel ban”; even Ms. Micky having
nightmares, Hollywood diseases with fifteen-second incubation, Scanners exploding head
Obama on travel ban effectiveness, “broken travel”, “I continue to push, and ask our experts
whether in fact we’re doing what’s adequate”; CNN on “hysteria”, “we don’t have any direct
flights”, Touré leaking bathtub “paint rubber walls” analogy; “trust-building exercises in government”; Republican “that’s a yes or no question” to Frieden; Sam Stein: “when you look at
a travel ban, you have to look at it holistically”; vomiting D.C. tour bus rider, Presidential
podcast: “you cannot get it from casual contact like sitting next to someone on a bus”
Johns Hopkins’ Michael Osterholm’s vaccine “plan C”, “getting it into somebody in Africa”,
“cold chain”; Sam Stein: we would have vaccine if not for budget cuts; Ron Klain’s brother’s
anti-Republican Twitter feed; LZ Granderson on ebola as election issue
Producer Segment: Kilbride’s No Agenda - Saving America: Shut Up Slaves!
Boko Haram defeated by bickering schoolgirls (CotD); no more Gamergate e-mails, please
“President Barama” rejected credit card joke at signing ceremony for Executive Order on
financial transaction security, upgrade EBT terminals with Federal money; compromised credentials to be sent to government; Citibank/FICO credit score deal
Viagra advertisement with creepy British woman
Old food bank Hamburger Helper clip; New York’s Glorious mac & cheese restaurant
S.2826 Strengthening Forgiveness for Public Servants Act for partial student loan forgiveness
New UN initiative for Libya
Matt Lee asks Kirby about Hagel’s “revisionist Russia” army on “NATO’s doorstep”, “I’m
pretty sure it wasn’t NATO who put little green men inside Ukraine”, “I barely got a history
degree at the University of South Florida” meltdown, Psaki: “other countries feel threatened”;
Chernobyl sarcophagus funding woes, Sir Atomic Rod: dome unnecessary
Producer note on impossibility of ebola contamination in hospital tube system; Thom Hartmann nurse (un)readiness interview; debunking Republican ebola conspiracy theories
Nieman Journalism Lab pushing native advertising: “you might think that the public would
resent this trick but there’s no evidence to suggest they do”; “paid for and posted by Dell”
Donation Segment
Five-year-old “pop the pig” advertisement clip
Hunter Biden cocaine scandal, Joe: “we have a lot of bad judgment in our family”
Home Secretary Theresa May: “the collection of bulk data is not mass surveillance”; Russell
Brand a distraction; Comey on CALEA – surveillance for lazy law enforcement – “encryption
threatens to lead us all to a very very dark place”, “bad guys don’t back up their phones
routinely”; “we want to use the front door with clarity and transparency”; Zuckerberg IMs:
“they trust me, dumb fucks”
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Speciesism

(2014-10-16)

0:00:00 ACC: “I gotta go see this guy, who does he think he is? Oh, it’s the mouse guy.” (1:14:01)
0:00:34 GLAAD #spiritday
0:04:33 No Agenda Newsletter on politicization of everything; Obama ebola bumper sticker; fearmongering: Republicans on outside threats, Democrats inside; Obama at Andrews Air Force Base:
“secondary effects of destabilization economically and politically that could lead to more severe
problems down the road”; Anderson Pooper on National Nurses United changing guidelines
claim, tube system; Obama kissing nurses; July NNU rally against Kaiser, no PBS coverage;
CDC sign-off on Cleveland flight
0:22:08 NBC crew ignoring quarantine; CNN explains “clipboard guy”, “the optics of it are concerning”, “optics are not always right”; Amy Goodman on CDC admission of failure to act; Red
Book: death panels; 10k cases per week meme, Kerry Carmina Burana “catastrophe”; Erica Payne Agenda Project “Republican Cuts Kill” video; Zuckerberg donation to the CDC
Foundation, Kaiser & GE on board; Chris Matthews ties ebola to black voter suppression
0:47:51 Producer Segment: No Agenda QSO Party
1:09:28 Podcasting Hall of Fame; JCD “Broadcasting is Dead” article, Craigslist killed newspapers,
podcasting as radio; Ze Frank; teensy checks from producer
1:22:06 Tom Friedman article on Saudi Arabia screwing Russia; ACC’s banker friend on EU subsidies
for unskilled immigrants; falling oil, Euro; Russian recourse: pump more and force price lower
1:28:10 Kerry on Minsk Protocol, upcoming Milan meeting; Deleware Senate candidate advocating
local gas for Europe; French proposal to change Sunday opening laws
1:37:30 National School Lunch Week, Blind Americans Equality Day à la Harrison Bergeron, formerly
White Cane Safety Day, ACC: “if you want to talk about equality for the blind, outlaw
JavaScript”; Kelly Atlas’ rescue chicken: “speciesism”
1:44:58 James Risen’s new book Pay Any Price, “homeland security industrial complex”, $4T price
tag; Obama: “operation that involves the world against ISIL”; Turkish PKK air strikes,
resistance to hosting coalition bases, Erdoğan the Islamist
1:58:40 New ISIL training video with US army tents, (meta-)“propaganda”, “this is something that the
US Army ranger regiments has really practiced for years”; Hagel on sequestration “stunting
and reversing the Army’s readiness”, JCD: “why doesn’t the President just tell him to shut
up, or take a walk?”; Josh Earnest on effect of air strikes: “I’d refer you to the Department of
Defense … they’ve conducted briefings a couple of times with maps”; “a new report says the
Bush administration concealed the discovery of chemical weapons in Iraq”, “administration’s
false pretext for going to war”; Dutch No Surrender Motorcycle Club to fight ISIL
2:14:13 Brolf ancestry.com native advertisement for AncestryDNA
2:16:01 Donation Segment: NPR fundraising skit
2:31:11 Queen Latifah on Massachusetts upskirt ruling, “judges have to adjust these laws to apply to
today’s America”, Show 598 redux; Capital One front myjobchart.com; Grit Magazine
2:43:36 White House A/B testing e-mails: “jobs day” vs “job report de-wonkified”, “the typical minimum wage worker probably isn’t who you think she is”
2:47:38 Thom Hartmann: “Christopher Columbus was the ISIS of his day” (CotD); no banker and
federal worker traﬀic on Columbus Day
2:50:26 Naval exercises near China, US arms sales to Vietnam, Army “Pacific pathways”; Hong Kong
“pro-democracy protesters”, Beijing filtering all information about it
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Clog the Pipes

(2014-10-12)

0:00:00 ACC: “What’s the worst that can happen for making these choices?”
0:00:33 ACC growing a beard; Ms. Micky “if at first you don’t succeed try doing it the way your wife
told you” tweet; dinner with producer Mark, February trip to Panama
0:05:38 “Award-winning writer and television producer” Terry Spencer Hesser Indiegogo-funded Fethullah Gülen documentary Love is a Verb, “self-imposed exile”, Sufism; post-9/11 Islam portrayal;
Gülen-funded Niagara Foundation; Emmy nominations; Gülen’s “monkish” life
0:25:20 Sarah Silverman on “$500k vagina tax”; women’s rights in Middle East, then & now; Satya
Nadella on women asking for raises; Naomi Klein taking No Agenda positions; no outrage
directed at NFL; AAUW trusted because it’s an NGO; State of the Union $.77 meme; Milton
Friedman on equal pay laws as apartheid, “reducing to zero the cost imposed on people who
are discriminating for irrelevant reasons”; negative income tax
0:47:04 Obama’s Creating Opportunities for Millennials program, AAUW vs Independent Women’s
Forum on Paycheck Fairness Act: victory for trial lawyers, new 7% pay gap number; AAUW’s
$119M, $11M in Lighthouse fund, lost money on fundraising
1:07:25 Producer Segment
1:24:43 Question on lack of Côte d’Ivoire ebola spillover; WHO’s Aileen Marty on the “bluetooth”
handshake: “it would be great to switch from the handshake into something that is going to
reduce all kinds of infectious diseases”; “no one knows how it got to Guinea”, ACC: “whenever
there’s bushmeat I’m right at the front of the line”, “bat bushmeat restaurant”; Russians have
three vaccines; Psaki on airline policy: “I’m sorry, do you have a question?”; ACC’s grocery
shopping ebola suit, USAID crowdsourcing PPE design; Nina Pham breaking news
1:47:26 Texas ISIS arrests; Khorasan set up to be false flag scapegoat; recent arms sales to Saudi
Arabia and UAE; Kurdish protests in Kobani, Gülen “blowjob documentary” connection
1:56:26 Snowden documentary CITIZENFOUR, executive producers Stephen Soderbergh & PayPal’s
Jeff Skoll; Skoll Foundation; Snowden’s pointless product recommendations
2:07:11 Kerry at climate conference: “if they’re wrong: catastrophe; life as you know it one earth
ends”, “yeah yeah yeah” guy agrees
2:11:55 Donation Segment: Hilo airport outdoor baggage claim
2:26:48 Tesla’s Jerome Guillen to reporter: “thank you for joining us”
2:27:51 Westminster threatens to collect unpaid poll taxes in Scotland; upcoming Catalan referendum
2:32:51 Fight for the Future e-mail on FCC deadline extension, Comcast’s “attempted internet takeover”;
Obama: “we don’t want to lose that or clog up the pipes”, on FCC’s Tom Wheeler: “now
that he’s there I can’t just call him up and tell him exactly what to do”
2:50:14 Tech news: four-year-old clip on dungeon crawl game
2:51:32 Haiti: Prime Minister Laurent Lamothe, girlfriend Petra Němcová’s Happy Hearts Fund;
development pushing people out of Port-au-Prince; electoral rules change; Kerry: we have a
deep interest in the United States in helping to continue down this road of both democracy and
economic growth and development“; Lamothe: ”98% of the population has been relocated“;
Němcová a spy?
3:10:58 Chimp personhood issue in New York appeals court
3:13:26 Upcoming US and UK bank collapse simulation
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Mirific!

(2014-10-09)

0:00:00 JCD (falsetto): “Oh really? You really work for CBS?” (1:27:13)
0:00:33 JCD’s turkeys, ACC’s “2004” in intro; “neurodiversity”, pedophilia recognized under ADA?
0:05:15 Obama’s “indispensable nation” in FPI executive summary; recommendation to repeal military budget cuts; Obama at Pentagon: “leaner, meaner”; “post-Assad Syria” part three of
three-prong approach; Wes Clark: “as Vladimir Putin is finding, or as Gaddafi found out”
0:24:33 Executive Order reinstating Russian import duties; HBO Sochi documentary
0:28:11 David Marsh USA Today China SDR article, National Endowment for Democracy in Hong
Kong; State Department outdoing CIA, Hillary “techno-experts”; RMB as reserve currency,
“magic circle”, Frits Bolkestein, Ruud Lubbers on omfif.org board; Hong Kong the Zug of
China; Endowment for Democracy USAID funding, Marsh OMFIF co-founder
0:43:37 Udo Ulfkotte on CIA recruiting journalists, Bundesnachrichtendienst Libya article request,
“do you really think this is journalism, intelligence agencies writing articles?”, Bob Woodward
Naval Intelligence background; Martin Kaplan on Norman Lear Center’s “free resources to
writers who want to include climate change as one of the storylines that they’re working
on” (CotD), Modern Family subclip, Gates-funded Global Centers, India and Nigeria top
entertainment centers, “91 different television shows”; Gates illegal HPV vaccinations in India
1:07:45 Producer Segment: ACC’s T-Mobile support “awesome”, “mirific”
1:26:23 Chicks dig producers; ACC’s CBS secret; DHS guy: ebola “the ISIS of infectious agents”
1:30:14 Charlie Rose feeding lines to Matthew Olsen on NSA, cyber mercenaries, targeting Dudes
named Ben; heroin in London; Bergdahl oﬀicial story: “it’s hard to argue with getting an
American back”; Khorasan “received an air strike”, “old al-Qaeda”, “what worries you the
most?”: {Khorasan, aviation targets}; Rose Benghazi laughter, “we didn’t even have to articulate it” as terror attack
1:51:43 Dutch Ruppersberger with Brolf on FBI request for help identifying Midwestern American
in Flames of War with bloodless executions; Comey on dozen American terrorists all known,
“I don’t know what I don’t know” Thom Hartmann meme; Ruppersberger: “remember, ISIS
is out there recruiting”, “it happened in the Boston bomber”; Mohammed Hamzah Khan
arrest, “unless they’ve broken the law, all we can do is monitor them”, background Allahu
akbar; London “public beheading” arrests, billionaire ISIS, “they have social media”; Khorasan
R&D: “plastic bombs that they can put in iPhones”; Aric the Shill’s FBI honeypot theory
2:09:33 Australian National Security Legislation Amendment Bill 2014 criminalizing intelligence journalism on ASIO and aﬀiliates; Keith Bristow of British National Crime Agency: “we don’t
operate in a secret, we often have to operate covertly”; Adobe Omniture spying
2:26:07 Political family members as lobbyists
2:27:34 Donation Segment: Tony Bennet “in the morning!” on Cheek to Cheek track eight
2:39:50 JCD’s L.A. trip: Adobe Behance, Tom Leykis Show; unmarked duplicate boarding pass swap
2:45:54 SpaceX 2015 Falcon 9 landings vs 1969 lunar module
2:47:52 Ebola patient died twice; Obama: “epidemic”, “political stability and economic stability of this
region”; British military to Africa; unusable computer software “glitch”; Frieden on ZMapp,
vaccine; Brett Giroir, Texas A&M vaccine facility
3:00:00 CBS, Vox Media flu vaccine native ads; Gen. Rodriguez: no troops involved in treatment;
$33bn cost; Tekmira stock surge; Spanish ebola dog petition; CNN Liberian kid lying down
3:11:35 Common Core: why 3 x 4 = 11
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It’s a Glitch!

(2014-10-05)

0:00:00 JCD: “Ah, you’ve gotta have a positive attitude!” (1:28:04)
0:00:35 NBC guy Skyping from ebola quarantine; United 998 at Newark airport waiting for CDC;
Belgian accidental polio release; National Center for Medical Intelligence at Fort Detrick;
Farrakhan: “designed by white scientists specifically to kill off blacks”; “together with global
climate change things are changing in the virus world”; global healthcare system meme, corpse
on street comes to life; Erin Burnett: CNN calling the shots; Dallas hospital quarantine fail
due to “records glitch”; Ms. Micky’s “no entry” cross-out; WHO fact sheet, Clooney’s malaria;
Deloitte ebola vaccine, corpse-eating dogs, vaccine & ZMapp patents; melatonin article
0:29:48 SnoopWall guy on flashlight app malware, ACC: “honey, can I have the flashlight, I want to
do some work”; China, India, Russia implicated
0:35:31 Upcoming Harrison Bergeron film 2081, Elizabeth Koch executive producer
0:37:10 Explanation of Sir Upper Decker’s title as toilet tank prank, metallic sodium flush prank
0:41:11 Red Book: ebola homeless round-up; quarantinable disease Executive Order, Lisbon Treaty
0:45:18 Producer Segment: Obama Porky Pig “that’s how we roll” jingle
0:59:04 Broadcast Board of Governors on Smith-Mundt changes, $700M annual budget, strategic plans
“marrying the mission to the market”, “close coordination with the State Department”; to
hire former NBC News president Andrew Lack as CEO
1:14:50 CBC “Too Dumb for Democracy” on Duke University study on will manipulation in elections,
“gray” and “Florida” slowdown effect; examples in Common Core testing; “positive thinking”,
JCD on smiling hippies and his mother, JCD: “I’ve got to get to Long’s Drugs and get some
toilet paper because the Chinese are buying it up”
1:30:05 White House “Great Recession” capitalization; Obama potential resignation over pervasive
racism or failed Presidency; Biden at Harvard: “isn’t it a bitch?”, Joplin “161 thousand” lost
1:38:28 ACC’s new health insurance, JCD on open enrollment; Obama: “premiums have gone up at
the slowest rate in fifty years”; JCD’s doctor on hepatitis vaccine
1:44:33 Fred Kagan on News Hour; fire caused by burning deer carcass
1:47:25 Kidnapped Muslim Peter Kassig’s parents’ identical pleas, seramedic.org, Sphere Project,
International Council of Voluntary Agencies in Geneva, Epworth United Methodist Church;
boring Cantlie second video; Alan Henning beheading, Kasim Jameel: “I’m absolutely heartbroken”, Aid for Syria Convoy events hosting radical preachers, anti-Semitic Facebook profile;
White House statement on beheading; NPR on Khorasan Group as “core al-Qaeda”, Kirby:
“the notion that we would just y’know make them up … is just absolutely ridiculous”, “in fact,
two intelligence oﬀicials confirmed to NPR …”, JCD “yah yah yah” guy skit
2:08:24 Anbar Province, Iraq-Jordan pipeline, Amos Hochstein on Israel-Jordan gas deal, Noble Energy, energy as “tool for cooperation”, teams “on the ground” in Ukraine; European Energy
Union, 2009 Russian Ukraine gas shutoff, “destination clause”, Israel as “energy superpower”
2:25:44 Donation Segment: Universal Audio kit project; writing regimens
2:42:03 Sarkozy allies charged in “Bygmalion affair”; Mexican police corruption and missing students;
Furguson success for Democrats; Hillary staffer on gerrymandering
2:48:36 The Examiner article on DHS corruption cases, plea deals and light sentences
2:52:22 New model quickly links weather to global warming; Optimum Cable “sun outage” predictions
2:57:46 Jean-Claude Duvalier dead; smart shopping carts; high school quarterback swap
3:02:31 David Cameron: “this is who we resent” (CotD)
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bio-hacking

(2014-10-02)

0:00:00 JCD: “I can’t jump in an F-16 and take off.” (0:49:44)
0:00:35 Ebola in Texas, Alex “The Seed Man” Jones’ masks; Tom Frieden: “I have no doubt that
we will control this importation or this case of ebola …”, “ultimately, we are all connected
by the air we breathe”; answering tweets on CNN; Zoe Chace variations on /i.ˈbo̰ː.la̰/, ACC:
“she’s clearly a gray”; colonial powers Africa “re-divvification”; Nancy Writebol mild case or
malaria, ACC: “where is the footage, where are the bodies dead in the street?” vs Palestinians
0:24:33 Holly Williams in Syria taking cover behind a chicken wire fence, “the only Kurdish armored
vehicle we saw was a homemade one; it had been improvised from an old bulldozer”; McCain
and Lieberman on Hannity, Lieberman advisor on Counter Extremism Project with Frances
Townsend, possible Kagan connection, McCain on Obama’s “BioB”, “blame it on Bush”
0:44:27 British Home Secretary on EDOs “extremism disruption orders” criminalizing membership,
“tens of thousands of foreign fighters”, “devise new methods to kill indiscriminately”, EDO
campaign promise; ISIS social media recruitment: “come to jihad, bro”, jihadi mac & cheese
0:58:02 Pentagon spokeshole Kirby on misplaced mass media optimism: “no one should be lulled into
a false sense of security by accurate air strikes”; 60 Minutes Obama interview: “this is not
America against ISIL; this is America leading the international community to assist a country
with whom we have a security partnership with”, “the overwhelming majority of Muslims
believe in climate change are peaceful”, boots on the ground “Whack-a-mole”, ISIL “folks”,
Clapper “meets the bus”, “many of them are poor, many of them are illiterate”
1:14:11 Obama: “we are the indispensable nation”, “that’s how we go, (stammer), that’s how we roll”,
ACC: “that’s how we rooooll, finally, yeah!” (CotD); United 93 “let’s roll”
1:23:20 Producer Segment: No Agenda Karma app update; NA C-SPAN call-in
1:43:37 Kurt Vonnegut Jr.’s Harrison Bergeron summary
1:47:30 National {Domestic Violence Awareness, Disability Employment Awareness, Breast Cancer
Awareness, Substance Abuse Prevention, Arts & Humanities, Cybersecurity Awareness} Month
1:49:57 Year-old clip on “degrading the capabilities of the Assad regime”; Kerry’s chemical weapons
proposal “rhetorical”; rundown of coalition contributions, British Brimstone missiles, “Redskins” vs Native American military hardware nomenclature
1:54:42 Coalition of the willing contribution breakdown: $90k from Estonia to support displaced
families, mines from Hungary, Belgium: “we are positively inclined to contribute”
2:05:17 Homeland Security bleeding human resources, Chertoff Group “shadow DHS”
2:07:45 Julia Pierson grilled by Issa & Chaffetz over fence-jumper, Stephen Lynch: “I wish to God you
protected the White House like you protected your reputation here today”; Hillary’s Secret
Service purge; Lynch invokes ISIL; compliments from Eleanor Holmes Norton; Chaffetz set-up
on elevator gun incident; ACC: DHS as Microsoft, rise of the contractors
2:34:47 Producer on Pennsylvania manhunt shutdowns; Valerie Jarrett The Good Wife cameo
2:40:24 Scorpion: “there’s computer hacking and more recently bio-hacking”
2:43:06 Donation Segment: No Agenda QSO party; Ars Technica discovers Executive Order 12333
2:56:04 FAA pushing NextGen system in wake of Chicago air traﬀic control tower fire; NPR’s Nick
Carr on automation and “miswanting”; tongue clicking
3:02:27 Hong Kong police chief two-to-the-head; Kerry and Chinese Foreign Minister on “umbrella
revolution”; Neil deGrasse Tyson: “if you don’t believe in climate change you’re an idiot”;
JCD flying to Los Angeles
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Gap Focused Thinking

(2014-09-28)

0:00:00 JCD: “There’s some good crap going on that you weren’t paying any attention to, apparently.”
(2:50:20)
0:00:35 JCD on How to Get Away With Murder sex; JCD’s “Pakis” in 655, Koranic album art sacrilege
0:08:01 ACC drinking vs loneliness experiment, Dutch tabloid Photoshop divorce story
0:16:00 The Matt & Marie Show: the Matt Lee birthday special, “anyways, happy birthday Matt”
0:20:03 Holder resignation in the wake of White House fence jumper; Al Sharpton gushes over Holder’s
accomplishments, “shock and disappointment” at Pelosi’s announcement; “right side of history” meme; proxy for Obama race card: “he is arguably the most second powerful person
in the history of American politics”; Al Jazeera on failure to prosecute bankers; funereal
resignation ceremony, Holder’s wife an “obie-gynie”
0:38:20 Fukushima certified as not contaminating Pacific Ocean; Kerry’s Mother Nature screaming
redux; tech news on mixed oxide breeder reactor fuel
0:45:02 Pervasive “Homeland” meme; James Comey prosecutor in Martha Stewart case; iOS and
Android encryption; cyber and “vector changes”, quiet phrase-ending “right?” tell, “doughnut
of smart thinking, of creative thinking, of gap-focused thinking”; “I have taken the intelligence
directorate out from under the national security branch”
1:03:30 Comey: “when someone says isn’t it terrible the government wants to break encryption on the
internet – no it’s not!”; Eric Velez-Villar and Intelligence Czar Maureen “Mo” Baginski; “I
believe the most effective security is that which enhances liberty”
1:14:26 Producer Segment: “adios, mofo” from Rick Perry in 2005
1:31:43 Sarah Palin at Values Voter Summit on “1400 Pennsylvania Avenue” – drunk or not drunk?
1:37:43 Obama podcast on ISIL strikes, “Russian aggression”, “right side of history” meme, “the
growing threat of climate change before it’s too late”
1:46:48 House of Commons on ISIL; George Galloway: “ISIL itself is an imaginary army”, women
buried alive meme, “deliberate sectarianization of Iraqi politics by the occupation authorities”;
to Jackie Smith: “you killed a million people in Iraq”; getting American tanks away from ISIL
1:58:24 Holly Williams butt shots on Turkish border; Vice interview with Canadian “jihadi”, JCD:
“you would never rip up an American passport”, “upwards of ten, fifteen thousand” foreign
fighters; pussification of the American male, “generation wuss”
2:10:45 Don Lemon on Oklahoma beheading: “so let’s talk about beheadings, shall we?”, “this ISIS
style of killing may not be a coincidence”, “they are just starting to follow the threads”
2:17:26 Chicago ground stop: Scorpion on “fourth option” shoot-downs, JCD: “are you gonna go over
the ocean like a good boy and get shot down?”; subcontractors are bad meme; three-camera
news conference; Six-Week Cycle, Pennsylvania manhunt status report
2:33:18 ACC birthday video: “tonight we’re rocking for Greenpeace!”
2:35:17 Donation Segment: possible Schiphol Wi-Fi redundancy
2:45:00 FBI reports zero 2012 homicides for Newtown; Sandy Hook home schooling recommendation
2:50:15 Ronan Farrow Tiësto interview at Global Citizen Festival
2:54:05 Planet Money’s Zoe Chace on raising money for ebola vs $1.4bn for Haiti; “/i.ˈbo̰ː.la̰/ is horrible,
it is scary and wretched and miserable”; CDC 1.4M infections number, “worst, worst case
scenario”; call Clooney, or Tiësto
3:03:42 Germany to legalize incest; F-bomb on How to Get Away with Murder
3:06:30 Homework assignment: Kurt Vonnegut Jr.’s Harrison Bergeron; sport version of the Lada
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Network of Death

(2014-09-25)

0:00:00 ACC: groaning laughter (1:45:06)
0:00:30 Rain in California, ACC back from San Francisco
0:01:47 Josh Earnest on White House security breaches; National Examiner “Hillary’s Gay Crisis”
headline; Secret Service Belgian Malinois dogs; Smith-Mundt repeal; antibiotics hearing
0:10:10 Dublin beef jerky; outliers in the global intelligence network, human brain filling media gaps;
Raytheon missile, F-22 videos, lone white pickup truck being blown up; EU buying ISIL oil
0:23:00 Glenn Beck fear porn, Leo Laporte TWiT question, (re)definition of “imminent threat”; Algeria hiker beheading video, JCD: “can’t these guys go buy a machete at least?”, two subliminal frames in fade to black, blurred screen periphery; San Diego, El Paso terror alerts,
“al-Bagaddi”; Feinstein & Kerry coughing “tell”, “and her head is gone”
0:40:17 Brolf & Amanpour split screen on same location, Giuliani on lone wolves, ISIS vs al-Qaeda
intel; Amanpour Kerry interview anti-Islam meme, “lots of people on the ground already”
0:52:00 Khorasan Wikipedia page created September 21, Kerry: “we didn’t put a lot of public focus
on it because we really didn’t want people partic… we didn’t want them to know”, “this will
take time”, “we didn’t have the same kind of legality to go do chemical weapons that we
do now have”, Resolution 2178; Cameron: “the peddling of lines, that 9/11 was somehow a
Jewish plot”; spokeshole Kirby: “that could take years”; Bill O’Reilly on mercenary army
1:15:39 Obama A-Team jingle, “network of death”, “it is one of the tasks of all great religions to accommodate, devote faith, with a modern multicultural world”, Arab-Israeli conflict, “contesting
the space that terrorist occupy, including the internet and social media”; Thom Hartmann “the
stuff that you don’t know you don’t know”; Morell confuses Saddam and Assad, Lieberman:
“there’s no reason why we can’t selectively use that air power against Assad”
1:32:42 Producer Segment
1:43:56 Jeanine “missing pages” Pirro fear porn: “tonight America faces the single biggest threat in
her more than 200-year history”, “bomb them, bomb them, keep bombing them, bomb them
again and again”; Haitian pontoon trucks; Tsarnaev trial delay; Pirro: “batten down the
hatches” (CotD), JCD: “buy seeds!”; asymmetric warfare, Assad endgame
2:06:59 White House fact sheet on law enforcement and “Homeland” Security tools; “porous borders”
meme, “domestic vigilance” Brownshirts, ACC grocery store “Allahu akbar” plan
2:11:04 Nova “Rise of the Hackers”: “they destroyed his digital life”, “ultra-paranoid computing”
2:22:26 Obama to UN: “urgent and growing threat of a changing climate”
2:23:36 New CBS show Scorpion control tower blackout scenario; “runaway hit” predicted by insider
2:29:53 Sprint iPhone glass breaking advertisement
2:31:10 New York climate march, bearded DiCaprio: “I play fictitious characters, often solving fictitious problems”; Kerry: “you can just wake up pretty much any day and listen to Mother
Nature, who is screaming at us about it”; CultureStrike MKULTRA butterflies, Robert F.
Kenendy Jr. on Koch brothers, badgered by interviewer
2:49:10 BBC vs Indian media on el cheapo Mars mission
2:51:04 Donation Segment: disgruntlement at No Agenda World Cup prediction fail
3:02:41 iPhone 6 post on Joan Rivers’ Facebook page
3:04:04 Ebola: IMF moving in; Ebola-Chan hoax
3:05:43 Six-day cycle; Paula Dean apology rounds; Google censorship policy video
3:12:42 Aging natural gas infrastructure hit piece on NBC; JCD compares with L.A. police shootings
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Q-Burn

(2014-09-21)

0:00:00 ACC: “It’s the same outfit, it’s the same costumes!” (2:24:04)
0:00:32 ACC in San Francisco, both hosts in the same FEMA region; ACC’s FreedomPop device;
PodShow reunion and dinner; Smith-Mundt
0:11:11 Involuntary Social Network Disorder; GamerGate; 2011 Occupy “progressive stack” “Step
Up/Step Back”; Zbigniew Brzezinski: “I see terrible things happening to reduce the population
of this earth”; WALL·E as a message from Steve Jobs; Union Square “selfie central”; birthday
penis cake; LiveJournal/Myspace transition; old iPhoto monolithic storage format
0:31:52 Producer Segment: ACC power outage DJ session, “cue burn”
0:43:43 Scotland “no” vote: listener on Cameron win-win to get Labour out of power; Farage assassination attempts; margins of error in count, “yes” votes in the “no” pile
0:53:17 Kim Dotcom “Moment of Truth” New Zealand conference with Assange and Snowden, Greenwald: “the journalist in me will never die”; Dotcom lost the Maori Mana Party their only
parliamentary seat, ACC: “if you want to change something you gotta assassinate some people, this is not gonna help!”
1:04:12 JCD working on NFL wife-punching theory, football players bullies in high school; ACC’s
cheerleader girlfriend now dead of cancer; BART prohibition orders and domestic violence;
Mimi “some women need to be hit” quote; months-old tape hits on anniversary of Violence
Against Women Act reauthorization, ACC: “here is the meme I’m looking for: Republicans
are wife beaters”; Ms. Micky wants a Glock
1:14:43 JCD’s substitutions: “weird becomes strange-balls”; Meet the Press “new moderator” Chuck
Todd called “John” by Mike Mullen, two-table redesign, control room vs Chuck
1:22:23 Naomi Klein “five times more carbon” callback, Carbon Tracker Initiative’s 50-year carbon
budget; OMB director at Center for American Progress: “climate denial will cost us billions
and billions of dollars”, “climate solutions”; People’s Climate March, 350.org, avaaz.org
& purpose.com, Disruption movie premier, ACC: “these people are rolling in dough!”, Van
Jones; meatlessmonday.org; “social media experts”; grayisgreen.org, The POOP Project,
JCD: “if you leave it in there long enough it’ll finally digest itself!”; worldof7billion.org
farting cow student video; No Agenda “Racing for the Green” proposal
1:54:37 Donation Segment
2:05:12 Oktoberfest begins in September
2:07:43 Caliphate: Kerry playing President at Security Council, responding to Bahrain’s Foreign
Minister: “thank you for the important … eh … uh … list of commitments”; “it is so decided”,
Iran to be a player, “decimating and discrediting”; New York on high alert due to “chatter”;
On the Media on ISIS vs ISIL; French air strikes by Rafale jets as marketing; Turkish drama
trailer with beheading scene at 0:33; Foley collaborator John Cantlie video
2:34:15 “Big news from OxiClean!”
2:35:36 Alan Dershowitz on Constitution: “I don’t think we have to compromise our rights, I think
we have to adapt them to the new realities”, learning about “dead baby strategy” from Israel,
“targeted killing is so much better than untargeted killing!”
2:44:52 60k Syrian Kurds fleeing into Turkey, walking “maybe five or ten kilometers”
2:47:50 Tech news: still waiting in line for iPhones; Netflix under pressure to ban VPNs; Iranian cyber
police; CBIT’s Fred Campbell on deliberate Netflix slowdown
2:54:41 Power-sharing deal for Afghan election
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Evil Layer Cake

(2014-09-18)

Obama: “And that’s the story.”
Five-hour delay due to JCD power outage
Podcast award trophies from Sir Patrick; Smith-Mundt Modernization Act
ACC on loneliness, air conditioner malfunction
Scottish vote outcome expected tomorrow; anniversary of Mukden Incident in China; message
from the Queen, “freedom!”, “markets will be roiled, the alliance with the US damaged”
Six-Week Cycle: Eric Frein manhunt, “their warning: Frein may now actually believe he’s a
soldier in combat”, police: “Eric, we are coming for you”, “police barracks”; Richard Mack to
Thom Hartmann on county sheriffs as supreme law enforcement; bilingual Global Entry card
Comey on “core al-Qaeda tumor”, “metastasis”, cyber “evil layer cake”; Mufid Elfgeeh charged
with attempts to aid ISIL, Times Square security step-up “no specific plot”; Holder on “local
engagement” pilot programs; ISIL-rebranded Inspire magazine, “jihad cool”; CNN: “ISIS propaganda out of Syria and Iraq juiced up on steroids”, “the so-called lone wolves, and planes”;
Obama at military base on ISIS: think of the children, Liberia “air bridge”, military vaccine
guinea pigs, “and that’s the story”, “if there’s a need for a rescue mission … it calls on America”
ISIL code: “peanut butter and jelly” = “jihad”; JCD on FBI cases: “what are you doing
today means let’s kill all Americans”; Peter King: “ISIS has thousands who can come to the
United States”; Mossad “Israeli Secret Intelligance Service”, or ISIS; Psaki: Foley beheading
“helped”; McCain vs Dempsey on Syrian opposition; helping Sunnis here, Shias there
Producer Segment
More iFluenza naming proposals; phantom vibration syndrome; Tim Cook: “we’ve added
more and more con to it, or content to it”, iOS 8 end-to-end encryption
Kid left behind on school field trip, “they should have done a body count before leaving”
Ebola immunity after recovery, “if I went to the Dominican Repub… Democratic Republic of
Congo”; Obama: “it’s not a mystery, we know the science”, “we can’t dawdle on this one”;
“a top national security priority”; American Enterprise Institute neocon on ebola in US, “we
need to be pulsing resources into other nations there as well”, Cheney on AEI board
Guess the TV Show: Dragnet
Joni Ernst “castrating hogs” political advertisement; Charlie Rose Starbucks native ad
Naomi Klein’s new book This Changes Everything; DiCaprio’s UN position vs Clooney, no one
attending climate summit; Klein on fossil fuel companies “willing to dig up five times more
carbon than our atmosphere can absorb”; Amy Goodman Truthdig op-ed; Neil deGrasse Tyson
Wikipedia made-up quote cleanup
Amsterdam tomato fight sponsored by Siemens
Über recruiting veterans, Robert Gates Chairman of the UberMILITARY board
Donation Segment
Miss America 2014: winner New York, rehearsed answers on a 20-second clock, 2nd Amendment question prompter flub; The Real show “skanks”, “this is like Jesus sent this to the black
people”; TSA run-in over Chanel Bleu cologne
Common Core: ClassDojo app, “thought partners”
Bill Maher blames Fox News for polarization, JCD: “when did the John Birch Society come to
your door every year?”; Rachel Maddow on Flames of War trailer: “it is disturbing because
it’s a propaganda video”
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After Spin Class

(2014-09-14)

0:00:00 ACC: “Are… do you subscribe to Out Magazine?” (2:29:26)
0:00:31 The No Agenda weather report; “caused by measles” redux; global cooling at the Constitutional lawyer’s wife’s retirement party, upcoming unlawful content dinner
0:03:50 American sentenced to six years hard labor in North Korea by request
0:07:01 Obama “highest priority” medley, scholastic.com Presidential duty list, Randy Tobin
0:12:29 Carney’s “the threat prosed by ISIS”; Josh Earnest: “ISIL forces wreaking havoc in this already
volatile part of the world”; Buck McKeon “soldiers on the ground”; Reid on Title 10 spending
to “train and equip rubbles”; four-President Iraq medley; ISIL headless like Anonymous
0:26:02 The Matt & Marie Show: “why do you always focus on what people say they won’t do instead
of the plethora of things they said they will do?”; “everything does happen in real time, Marie”
0:30:11 Foley’s mother on ransom money prosecution threat, Kerry denial, ignored by feminists
0:34:00 Kerry in Egypt working on Sisi, coalition to fight ISIL worldwide; “degrade” vs “wage war”;
nctc.gov Matthew Olsen: HVE “homegrown violent extremist”; Obama generalissimo photo
0:40:27 David Haines beheading: knife sound effects, Handicap International USAID connection, Nonviolent Peaceforce, ACTED UNFPA connection; Dan Rather: “I say in my own mind, are we
certain that they have actually beheaded those people?”, Jeff Greenfield: “they can sneak across
the border and spread ebolavirus”, Rather invokes Hitler, JCD: “the only people who are in
the big leagues with social networking are, is us!”; Susan Rice’s “IZLE”; Rather’s George W.
Bush superscript “th” letter scandal; David Henning up next; proposals to suspend visa waiver
policy; De Telegraaf on polder jihadis in top positions; JCD Carlsbad Cavern photo story
1:11:29 Producer Segment: Consumer Reports Mac & Cheese recipe
1:31:07 More tech illness naming proposals, “iFluenza”; solar flare scare man on the street interview:
“you might even see a disruption to Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram” (CotD); Steve Jobs
as “low tech parent”, the Apple religion, events as mega-church services, Kimberly Guilfoyle’s
“big convert” line, idolatry, the TWiT acolytes; changing attitudes on phones in restaurants;
ACC’s selfie on Facebook; post spin class phone flurry
2:00:36 Israeli moon bases from Show 141
2:04:25 Scottish vote: “because most of the mainstream commercial media would be against independence”, unexplained French opposition to EU membership
2:12:10 Juncker shill Jonathan Hill to head capital markets union; Hollande in Baghdad, music bed
under European news stories
2:15:51 Missing 9/11 28 pages on News Hour; Patriot Day, National Day of Service and Remembrance;
pages said to implicate Saudi oﬀicials; Bush, Clinton, Cheney interviews also unreleased; hit
piece on Saudi Arabia, 20-minute Al Jazeera Dreamliner “dark side” hit piece; French hit
piece on Germany’s “shameful role” in Namibia colonization
2:21:41 Donation Segment
2:29:16 Out Magazine to “shock the world”, Michelle Obama: “giant step for the LGBT community”
2:31:19 Meteorologist in football store: “they’ve got cups, they have keychains …”; lanyards
2:35:29 Media not following Obama’s use of ISIL, sticking with ISIS
2:37:26 Today Show on “taboo” social media women’s body comments; ACC recommends The End
of Absence
2:43:23 No Agenda Tourette’s Club new member, heel rotation and neck cracking
2:46:07 Francis Taylor on four groups of cyber-terrorists: spies, organized crime, terrorists, hacktivists
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Plague Grenade

(2014-09-11)

0:00:00 JCD: “Bayonets, one dollar.” (2:43:32)
0:00:31 ACC sick after Amsterdam return; Schiphol opt-out; customs chin-cam kiosk; Panama trip
0:14:15 Apple event: Eddy Cue the pink-shirted mobster; ACC: “enough with the U2 already”; Fox
News’ Kimberly Guilfoyle: “Apples are fun, and tasty, and good devices”, “big convert”;
Blackberry tablet requiring phone panned by media, JCD: “only Apple would be such a genius
to think of such a thing!”; ACC observing iFluenza sufferers, Tesla blood alcohol level endgame;
ditzy-sounding Guilfoyle former Assistant District Attorney
0:29:57 ACC’s Delta free economy comfort upgrade story
0:31:47 fightforthefuture.org internet slowdown, giving Comcast what it wants, EFF and porn
sites all-in; illegal “forbidden by law” vs unlawful “not authorized by law” network traﬀic;
Democracy Now: “we don’t want to crash the FCC website today”, slow lane meme replacing
fast lane; ham radio “free speech” under FCC regulation
0:54:36 Producer Segment
1:06:18 MH17 preliminary report released, De Telegraaf “Russians shot” headline, “explosive event”
outside aircraft
1:09:58 Erin Burnett’s 94% of Americans who have seen beheading video; Obama’s primetime speech:
“force women into marriage”, Roosevelt the last President to use modern technology, Obama
unable to chew gum and read prompter at the same time, post-speech analysis on “fusion
cells”; H.R.5408 Terrorist Denaturalization and Passport Revocation Act
1:30:27 Jay Carney’s new CNN analyst position, The McCain-Carney Show, Newt Gingrich: “this
speech is closer to a George W. Bush speech”, Donna Brazile: “hopefully Congress will pick
up the phone and say, Mr. President, we’re wit’ choo”, insiders use “ISIL”; Dutch excluded
from coalition; Pooper and Tapper mocking “advisors”; Brazile short circuit, Carol CNN: “it’s
just kinda weird”; “the President will outline a three-phase campaign to destroy ISIS during
his speech tomorrow”, phony 65% popular support number; McCain on ISIS “Twitter traﬀic”;
Gloria Borger: “this isn’t just going to be drop a few bombs and that’s it”; NPR: Toyota “a
favorite of rebels and militias the world over”; cost of patriot vs Hellfire missiles; Feinstein on
Iran’s involvement, Wes Clark on threat to Saudi Arabia; bio agent Laptop of Doom redux
1:54:41 Tech sickness naming proposals; 11% of workers to be replaced by robots
1:57:21 Caspar Milquetoast Chuck Todd Obama interview: “our inbox gets pretty high”, denied golf
proposals, Todd analysis: “optics”, “compartmentalize”
2:15:10 Donation Segment: 60th birthday party not a good idea
2:31:17 Architects and Engineers for 9/11 Truth WTC 7 Times Square billboard
2:32:54 “Weird” Tide commercial: “makes this puberty thing easier on all of us”
2:34:33 Senate Joint Resolution 19
2:39:20 9/11 “if you see something say something” sound clip from Chicago Metra
2:40:31 Rand Paul on police militarization: “what purpose are bayonets being given out for?”, “I
can give you a reason: none”; equipment not to be used for riot suppression; Six-Week Cycle
replaced by six-day cycle; Koskinen: “yes, wherever we can we follow the law”
2:48:53 Megyn Kelly on ISIS recruiter “the guy that we interview… the FBI interviewed”
2:51:31 Performatives Professor James Pennebaker on similarity of function word usage predicting
compatibility, relative status: use of “I” inversely correlated with status
2:58:16 Frontline on Sierra Leone ebola hoax meme; military involvement to rescue African economies
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Summer of Blood

(2014-09-07)

0:00:00 ACC: “C’mon we’ve seen this, the most sophisticated terrorist group we’ve ever seen!” (2:45:02)
0:00:34 ACC’s last Amsterdam show, JCD’s harmonica Happy Birthday, repertoire recommendations
0:04:20 Ebola “apocalyptic quotes” listicle; Sanjay Gupta: USAID’s Rajiv Shah “the new man in
charge of the United States ebola response”: “at-scale response”, “increase of our investment”,
“tamp this down”; escaping ebola patients; $600M price tag, ACC: “why doesn’t Bill Gates
write a check?”, vaccine testing ground; WHO’s Margaret Chan on ebola 2.0
0:20:06 New York City HPV promotion; study showing half of girls denied Gardasil by their fathers
0:25:55 Note from Antonia on JCD’s misogyny, JCD: “there’s plenty of smart beautiful women, you
know, if they put enough makeup on”; Michael Sam and NFL’s “nightmare situation” avoided,
Charles Haley masturbating in team meetings
0:33:48 The Fappening as violence toward women; unlawful content; Kate Bush no cell phones request
0:44:30 ACC’s remote-viewing Tourette superpower
0:48:20 BBC: “summer of blood as bad as anything in recent times”, “new world disorder”; NATO
press conference with TSA slave fence, JCD: “there’s a ground loop on Obama”, “enslaving
that many women”, “in the Fatah there their primary base was”
1:04:54 Obama stumbling on Ukraine cease-fire, “the only reason that we’re seeing this ceasefire at the
moment is because of both the sanctions … and the threat of further sanctions”; Poroshenko’s
nervousness; Steven Cohen: “there’s no democracy in Kiev because it’s a wartime government”
1:15:32 The Matt & Marie Show: NATO rapid defense force, “there is nothing confrontational about
it”, “how can a defensive tool be threatening to Russia?”, ACC: “I hope they’re screwing”
1:20:23 Producer Segment
1:27:49 Robert Kagan WSJ warmongering op-ed “America’s Dangerous Aversion to Conflict”
1:34:28 Stephen Cohen on MH17: “an agreement among the major powers not to tell us who did it,
which suggests it wasn’t the rebels”, black box media blackout; Show 636 NEWFIP recap,
article scrubbed; Obama’s “more flexibility” open mike; Frans Timmermans speaks Russian
1:54:16 Jarl Mohn on NPR profitibility, “same number of units”, caught flat-footed by caller on pharma
& Monsanto, podcasts vs NPR One platform; WPIX Whole Foods “bargain” native ad; Peach
Pundit on media steered by PR companies
2:11:20 The Intercept sending draft stories to CIA press oﬀicers; Cameron & Obama Times of London ISIS op-ed: “countries like Britain and America”; Biden filling in on podcast: “falling
underwater on their homes”, mediocrity the American dream; drunk or not drunk moment:
“we will follow them to the gates of Hell”
2:30:57 Donation Segment
2:43:46 Man on the street on ISIS threat; al-Baghdadi not planning anything for 9/11 to avoid competing with bin Laden, Don Lemon: “every one of us has to be on our toes”, Texas sheriff’s
biggest concern: “well, the fact that they’re already here”
2:51:41 Tech news: WSJ on Twitter timeline, CNN: “when the world is in conflict, Twitter takes
center stage”, “unlawful use”, Twitter as ISIS recruitment platform; IKEA “book book” ad
3:02:02 Gilead Sciences to sell discounted hepatitis C drug Sovaldi in developing countries
3:04:15 Common Core: “they are quite comfortable thinking about their friend ten” (CotD)
3:10:50 Al Sharpton mispronunciation medley
3:13:14 Al-Qaeda India expansion; Dutch “jihad belt”; Texas ISIS flag arrest, ASSHAT rebranding
3:16:40 Agenda 21: 350.org Disruption movie; Biden invokes religion; fake 2050 newscast
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Scottish Do Over

(2014-09-04)

0:00:00 JCD: “It’s a big deal your 50th birthday and so the people wanted to chime in on it.”
0:00:33 ACC’s 50th birthday card via Newsletter; Dutch bathroom birthday calendar tradition; ACC
subverts Facebook; inappropriate birthday wishes; AgentOrange in from Kandahar, challenge
coins; party at Mayer Manor, René Froger surprise appearance, Before They’re Gone book,
JCD: “you got a Lytro?”, Johnny Walker Platinum vs Green vs Macallan Amber
0:28:22 The “Fappening” stolen iCloud celebrity porn, actresses going public to raise “awareness”;
compare and contrast bathtub kiddie pics CPS reaction
0:40:50 September 20 PodShow reunion; solo podcasts cannot make money
0:46:58 Producer Segment
0:59:58 “Quiet period” before Scottish independence referendum on 18th, predicted: “Braveheart
moment”, prediction: yes by 2%, do-over, no outcome
1:05:04 Sister Willow in from Italy, influx of Libyan refugees, Lampedusa has changed from tourist
destination to refugee camp
1:07:32 Steven Sotloff beheading video: SITE, finder of bin Laden beard, Foley videos; web-scrubbing
technologies deployed by Silicon Valley, “companies are grappling with increasing pressure to
impose more censorship on the web”; green screen, steady breeze from fan; Obama: “their
horrific acts only unite us as a country and stiffen our resolve to take the fight against these
terrorists”; we only memorialize journalists, not soldiers; image from producer in Syria of
Sotloff running antiaircraft gun, winking head, Anonymous-style TV static transition, message
primarily to Obama, “our knife will continue to strike the necks of your people”
1:21:32 SITE jihadist and white supremacist threat monitoring service, $2.5k enterprise service, D.C.
and Bethesda mailing addresses at UPS stores, State Department and Qatar there also;
Clancy’s Executive Order in which Iran & Iraq become the United Islamic Republic, attack Saudi Arabia, ebola release, China Taiwanese airliner shootdown; al-Qaeda in India; ISIS
on Mexican border meme, ACC: “we’ve got .50 calibers here, we’re no joke!”, Bob Baer on
“self-sustaining” ISIS; Douglas Herbert “all awrong”, “basically” medley
1:33:57 Throttle the Net Day on September 10, battleforthenet.com, funding from Boing Boing,
Cheezburger, Tumblr, EFF among many; dontbreakthe.net; timing with Fappening; argument skit with Ben the Acme Bolt Company CEO; JCD on FCC: “what else can we regulate?”
1:55:46 Donation Segment: JCD 0:00:00 quote
2:21:56 E-mail on No Agenda’s “pro-Russian” stance; Obama on “American boots on the ground”
in Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania; “rapid reaction force”, tracking Russian military and Nigerian
schoolgirls, “digital divide”; Obama: “borders cannot be redrawn at the barrel of a gun”,
“now let’s put to rest, once and for all, the distortions, or outdated thinking”, Jack Matlock:
“what does Russia want? they want a Ukraine that is not a threat to them”; Obama: “the
Russian economy has slipped into recession”, ACC: “I’m thinking Putin’s in on it”
2:50:33 Democracy Now on Luhansk: “that’s part of the reason why we felt it was so diﬀic… so
important …” in front of Eiffel Tower, communications cut vs satellite phones; Putin’s “out of
context” two weeks to take Kiev; Ali Kinani Blackwater’s Youngest Victim documentary
2:58:47 Over 600 Blackwater/Academi contractors killed so far in Ukraine
2:59:39 Joan Rivers dead at 81; Kia make-good on KPIX
3:02:29 Woodward John Dean interview zinger
3:04:15 No Agenda tip: don’t call Michelle Obama a transgender before you go in for plastic surgery
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Centrifuge Him!

(2014-08-31)

0:00:00 ACC: “It’s a QSL bonanza.” (2:43:19)
0:00:30 JCD’s new router; ACC quality chatroom debugging session: “jiggle the handle!”, 40MHz
wireless bandwidth setting; remembering amateur calls, phone numbers, IP addresses
0:08:42 ACC Netherlands family dinner: “burgers and bullets you crazy American, that’s right!”,
talking global cooling with Marxist Uncle Willem, “you say some very dangerous things”;
Koch brothers, Tea Party fundamentalists, ACC: “how are those mosques working out for
you?”; Volkskrant political editor on Foley video; Mexican drug cartel emasculations
0:22:57 Obama “yes we tan” suit distraction; Bill Clinton oral sex is not sex social norm; corporate
dress codes; Obama: “I have the authorities to engage in the acts of terror that we are
conducting currently”, “we don’t have a strategy yet”, route vs rout; threat to Jordan in the
news; Australia Kurd airlift; Eisenhower 1957 anti-communism jihad endorsement
0:45:14 Foley’s OPCA award for Gaddafi video; Bake Family Trust oil connections
0:53:08 Terror Laptop of Doom “treasure trove”, Saudi cleric WMD fatwa, “basically it’s how to
destroy the world”; Bob Baer: “you simply put somebody, a victim, in a centrifuge, you get
the liquid out of it …”; Jihad for Dummies, 33-year-old “Minnesota martyr” killed, jihadi
Disneyland recruiting video; Yale Law Journal on passport revocation unconstitutionality
1:24:47 Producer thirty-three theory on early days of radio using pre-produced 33⅓ records
1:27:48 Labor Day and various National Awareness Months
1:30:51 Producer Segment: Club 33 retrospective; ALS foundation finances
1:52:51 ALS You’re Not You trailer; MIT research on social media “insidious negative effects”
1:56:17 Donald Tusk, Federica Mogherini replace Haiku Herman, Catherine Ashton, both anti-Russia
2:04:40 Geneva Convention violation by televising captured Russian troops in Ukraine; Samantha
Power on Russian obfuscation, Ambassador Churkin: “stop trying to undermine a regime
you don’t like”; Jonathan Steele on civilian casualties worse than Gaza; Amsterdam Teslas,
Ukraine stealing Russian gas, German Nordstream & OPAL pipeline control
2:25:26 Nederlands Publieke Omroep de-nationalization; cheese and butter in Finland; Russia not recognizing Eastern Ukraine referendum; MH17 investigation secret agreement; Steele on Ukraine
rejecting ceasefire out of desire for military victory, NATO candidacy delay
2:39:11 ACC cashless Rotterdam visit, €8.50 card, Muslims everywhere; JOTA vs JOTI; chip-and-PIN
VISA cards, liability shift, “you’re going to be seeing those cards coming thick and fast in the
near future”, ACC: “I don’t want anything coming thick and fast near me, lady”, replacement
“literally in a matter of days”, “cash under the mattress”
2:48:08 Donation Segment: blowjobs for trans-Grand Duke ranks
2:56:32 Arrest by Interpol for taking five-year-old from hospital
2:58:53 Australian Attorney General George Brandis clueless on web surfing vs web address
3:02:06 Military spokesperson: “Philippino peacekeepers from both positions 68 and 69” (CotD)
3:04:37 Colombian Gardasil sickness in 200 girls; William S. Cohen in 1997 on earthquake machines,
phantom moles, chemical & biological scares, ebolavirus & pathogens engineered for certain
ethnicities; CDC cover-up of MMR vaccine adverse reaction in black Americans
3:10:53 Second Half of Show: Michio Kaku on neuroscience weaponization: “you can also weaponize
a hammer so it becomes a sword or becomes a missile launcher”, MKULTRA “psychics and
all sorts of cockamamie things”; patent US7629918 B2 brain scrambler
3:18:17 Lesotho coup, Assistant Prime Minister takeover
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Flood the Zone

(2014-08-28)

JCD: “Oh wow, oh man!” (2:56:25)
ACC in Amsterdam, latency and Skype problems; JCD’s overheating router in the freezer
Friendly TSA agents in Trusted Traveler program, ACC’s microphone
Eric the Constitutional lawyer at the airport, worried about ISIS; polder jihadis, Foley’s Dutch
jailer Abu Ubaida al-Maghribi; DoD guy at Steamboat Institute: “these guys are so bad that
al-Qaeda has disavowed them”, “terrorist dark arts”; Dutch “hate imams”; Greta on Fox: “new
proof: ISIS has plans to commit terrorism and the plans are global!”, “and the scariest part
of all is right her in America, at least a hundred and forty of those jihadists are Americans”
Barrasso on 16% of French supporting ISIS: “it shows me that the threat to the United
States is even greater”; London Mayor Johnson op-ed on arresting those who go to Middle
East “without good reason”, “ghastly jihadi tourism”, “rebuttable presumption”, picture with
white sneakers, Newsletter picture with jihadis actors praying in all directions; jihadi John’s
shemagh tied SAS style, black-clad in 108° weather; size of Indiana vs Great Britain
Corker: “Congress should own whatever we’re doing militarily”; Graham: “hundreds” of
Americans in ISIS, Jihadi Olympics; Mike Rogers: “one plane ticket away from US shores”;
NPR On Point caller on proxy war, support from Saudi Arabia & Qatar; UK sources calling
Foley video propaganda; Ben Rhodes on video as terrorist attack; OSU’s Peter Mansoor vs
Harvard’s Steven Walt on threat; DoD guy on Iran ICBM, Sputnik
GlobalPost precursor GroundTruth Project run by Charles M. Sennott, RYOT News; Peter
Theo Curtis release in Syria; Sennott orbiting terror attacks; Michael Hayden: “flood the
zone”, “ground truth that enables us to conduct targeted operations with kind of exquisite
intelligence that that really requires”
Producer Segment: jcd.moralselflicense.com; No Agenda marriage proposal
Charlie Kaufman BAFTA speech on media “mass produced garbage” consumer culture; Kia
hit piece: “that Kia then slammed head-on into a canal”; Kia hamster car
Stingray use to continue in Tacoma: “it makes sense to have law enforcement to have access
to the same types of tools to counter the type of technology that people who want to harm us
are using”, “Patriotic Act”; Dutch bicyclists texting; Ted Kaczynski’s Industrial Society and
its Future; new reality show Utopia
Scottish independence referendum; European structural unemployment, solution: war between
France and Germany; “Putin’s butter” in Finland due to Russian sanctions; Dutch professor’s
letter to Putin: “the way you and your nation are convicted of crimes without evidence is
ruthless and despicable”
Chris Matthews on Pew poll showing 22% of Republicans believe Ferguson raises race issues
California gun grab bill for when the owner “poses a threat”; Texas school district arming
some staff members; nine-year-old Uzi shooting, no video available
NPR Marketplace on kale, “the K-word”; TED “have more kale” evergreen; “greens”; Dvorak’s
Greatest Kale Recipes with 200 blank pages, audio book read by ACC
Donation Segment: $140 Trusted Traveler donation
Tech news: McLaughlin Group on hacking driverless cars, “vehicles directed by a smartphone
app”; “oh wow” to be banned; NextGov’s Aliya Sternstein: “agencies have to prepare for the
unpreparable”, “ever-evolving threats that are hitting the internet”
Thom Hartmann on carbon tax to save us from “the greatest threat we’ve ever faced”
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Boundless Barbarity

(2014-08-24)

0:00:00 ACC: “Any other intro or is that good enough?”
JCD: “That’s good enough.”
0:00:33 Northern California 6.0 magnitude earthquake; wooden Bordeaux boxes best protection; Molly
and Ms. Micky at pre-Emmy party, JCD: “Why’d you marry that guy?”
0:08:24 Unwatchable 2014 AVN Awards; ACC blames VMAs; branding theory: leave it to consumers
0:12:41 ACC banker friend: everyone in sales, TARP 2.0 for EU; ISIL branding, too scary to name
0:17:49 ISIS planned from the beginning? Distractions in the media; Kardashian selfie compilation
0:24:44 Ice bucket challenge guilt theory: “moral self-licensing” in “political correctness, pro-social
behavior, and consumer choice”, licensing one’s self for subsequent bad behavior, chain letters; baptism, bucket hits power line; self-aggrandizement; altruistic or highbrow thoughts
correlated with self-indulgent purchases; NRA anti-Bloomberg advertisement, LaPierre called
out by Giffords; Harf on no challenge for Federal employees; role of self-image in licensing
0:54:04 Producer Segment: $1k check scam with 45.8% interest; JCD’s Irish whiskey tube
1:24:47 Tom Hayden to Thom Hartmann on “long war doctrine” from 2004, same year as the Wes
Clark Seven; Clark on CNN: “I want to see the Saudis show some leadership here”, “how
could you have an Islamic caliphate if you don’t control Mecca and Medina?” (CotD); Harf to
AP Matt: “his answer was, we don’t have evidence the governments are financially supporting
ISIS”, ACC: “I think they’re dating”, Harf: “their barbarity is really boundless”, Matt counters
Grand Mufti point with Saudi human rights; possible secret deal with Iran
1:41:42 Michael Hayden doing the rounds, apparently as punishment, 100 Americans in ISIS meme,
“sooner rather than later”, “in a competition now with al-Qaeda Prime”, “there’s no way
more powerful to express their street credentials among the jihadist community”, “we lacked
imagination with 9/11”, “keeping the right people off of aircraft”, “exquisite intelligence”;
German passports meme replaced with American; the road to Medina; Pentagon briefing with
Hagel and Dempsey: “tremendously well-funded”
2:08:04 ISIS downtown Chicago building Twitter message
2:12:08 James Foley: attempted rescue; producers: terrorist John is left-handed, beheadings by blow
to the back of the neck, Obama statement taken from Arabic; GlobalPost, families required
to pay now, Bergdahl forgotten, Philip Balboni, Foley in Baghdad with USAID
2:29:03 Katie Couric “in-home” interview with Foley’s brother and MKULTRA sister, military family,
Starbuck’s cup, picture falling off wall to no reaction; call from Pope Francis; Dan Rather on
paying ransoms out of loyalty
2:46:30 Donation Segment: “penal” etymology debunked; Aric the Shill, customer service expert
3:07:39 Mac & Cheese Day: Wisconsin Gruyère; “this recipe doesn’t require you to pre-cook the
pasta, which is amazing”; ACC tries Kraft mac & cheese, workers: “don’t eat that, man”;
Thanksgiving mac & cheese confirmed as a black tradition; recipe with cottage cheese and
bacon
3:16:52 “Wolcano” Bardarbunga, “the current aviation color code of Bardarbunga is red”, bid for
control of European airspace
3:18:50 Johnny Bench advertisement for Blue Emu pain relief spray: “take it from me, it works fast
and you won’t stink”
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Ghost of Austin

(2014-08-21)

JCD: “Look at me, boom!” (2:56:04)
JCD’s maintenance kit for his printer
ACC’s proposed four-week cycle of doing the show on the road
ACC: JCD would make a great Wizard in Wicked; pre-9/11 trusted traveler experience, touch
the sides of a magnetometer to set it off
Ferguson: “war on black boys”; “change starts at the polling place”; Jason Riley on black on
black violence: “but Al Sharpton didn’t head to Chicago, he headed to St. Louis”, Sharpton’s
“peace mission”; Maddow: “extreme use of force police rioting”; Eleanor Holmes Norton: “is
there something about the way elections are done in Missouri or in the county?”, test run for
2016; Bearcats and MRAPs, early days of Iraq when no one had body armor, Radley Balko
on crisis negotiators vs Lenco Bearcat AC/DC promo video; Palestine sympathy protest
New show Stalker trailer with evergreen scream
Second St. Louis shooting paused video, Police chief: “Tasers aren’t 100%”; Sandy Hook
Advisory Commission not deconstructing Adam Lanza; Hedy Epstein, “holocaust survivor”
Producer Segment: ACC to Amsterdam Monday; ACC’s Frank Underwood gig
Australian politician Clive Palmer on Chinese “mongrels”, “raised eyebrows”
Iceland volcano: ACC: “the most beautiful flying weather ever”, “European travelers be
warned”, “molten lava is on the move”, producer: “nothing happening right away if at all”
Sir D. H. Slammer on “decimated”; “penal” and “testimony”
Foley beheading: ACC: “kill a journalist, it usually helps”; “that ship has sailed, Obama”;
non-grieving family; retaliation vs ransom discrepancy; Obama: “for no other reason than
they practice a different religion”, “so ISIL speaks for no religion”, “endless slavery to their
empty vision”; JCD on Foley’s stoicism: “I’d be biting”; “systematically beheading children”;
Western passports meme, British accent
“The Beatles” group, Red Book: McCartney outraged; Hayden: “we have got to take the
wood to ISIS”, Waziristan; Mike “Jihadi Disneyland” Rogers: “single level threat stream”
before 9/11, “the threat matrix is so wide and so deep”; Marie Harf: “ISIS or ISIL or IS or
whatever we’re going to call it this week”; Imam on fighting ISIS branding, TASI “Terrorist
Assassins of Syria and Iraq”; Ted Poe: “is there a connection between the Maxican cartels
and groups like ISIS?”, phone skit; Harf hasn’t seen the Foley video
Katt Williams Boston Marathon, Christopher Dorner routine, ACC: “well I look forward to
working with him when you’re dead”; “they just barbecued this nigga on national TV!”
Donation Segment
Elizabeth Warren: “Hillary is terrific”, whispered “it’s time to go inside” rescue
Second Half of Show: former Canadian minister of Defense Paul Hellyer on UFOs protecting
us from nuclear weapons; Corso’s The Day After Roswell; St. Paul, Alberta landing pad
Tech news: Adam Carolla, Personal Audio settlement; JCD’s Vessyl cup column; JCD Scott
Cook part with alpacas, Silicon Valley is bullcrap
Ms. Micky’s wall of fame makeover, studio ghost eviction
Kermit the Frog, Lindsay Lohan ice bucket challenge; guilt-ridden flagellants; donating lawsuit
awards; social media international health crisis, celebrity “club”; Vin Diesel: “and Putin!”
Monday National Mac & Cheese day, black Thanksgiving tradition, Patti LaBelle recipe
Ebola in Germany; vaccine makers’ stock up; Show 666 on Día de Muertos
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Why Why Not

(2014-08-17)

0:00:00 JCD: “To grow pot, that’s what a greenhouse is for.” (2:01:07)
0:00:33 New York City latency, problems with interdevice communication; “weird” buzzer
0:03:23 Ferguson riots: protest in New York City; “hands up, don’t shoot” Brown quote meme; Zain
Asher on “economic tension between blacks and whites”, St. Louis as “ninth most racially
segregated city”; “murdered in cold blood and left like an animal in the streets”; “murder of
Michael Brown… or the killing of Michael Brown”; Obama on journalist arrests; “subject to
arrest and/or other actions”; issues with prosecutor Robert McCulloch
0:20:25 Rick Perry indictment causes amusement at the Gregg-Curry reunion
0:27:47 ACC: “you don’t concealed carry do you?”; fast-talking Ben Shapiro: “every government law
is backed by point of gun”; Bill Ayers on Second Amendment: “I think we should disarm”;
Shapiro: “they know you’re a racist sexist bigot homophobe who hates the poor”; ACC’s IRS
experience, tax lien; rethinking military police gear
0:43:46 Gregg-Curry reunion: Pot Shards blurb by Tim Weiner, CIA took issue with covering Japan;
tennis with the Brzezinskis, wants to be on Morning Joe with “Zbig”; Felix Rodriguez and
Iran Contra; Aunt Meg CIA Russian ops bombshell; CVC: “they’re all on the spectrum”;
Uncle Ren the rocket scientist on 1963 Mars crash spacecraft, lack of moon landing evidence,
Elon Musk “modern day P. T. Barnum”; nothing from Aunt Meg on Putin
1:04:03 Column of Russian armored vehicles in Ukraine, no video
1:06:24 Responses to Samantha Power ISIS tweet “Christian who wouldn’t convert shot in head; 2
who did had throats slit”; Yezidis in Nebraska: “when he called his brother in Iraq, a member
of ISIS answered”, selling Yezidi women in the market for $2; DoD spokeshole John Kirby on
threat to Erbil: “put a hurtin’ on them”
1:22:19 Producer Segment
1:34:02 Airport stories: JCD TSA Pre✓ bottleneck, ACC “trusted traveler” tattoo, JCD henna recommendation; Canadian plastic bills; e-mails on Indians in Canada: doctors and Punjabis
1:50:06 Climate summit in September; Al Gore working with WPP on campaign aimed at young
people, askwhywhynot.org; ice bucket challenge in midst of California drought, “gay Illuminati
cult rites”, selfie do-overs; Kerry’s message: “what’s happening is the science! It’s screaming
at us!”, “if you accept that science is causing the climate to change …”
2:02:51 JCD’s Nigerian scam e-mail from IMF’s John David
2:04:51 New York campaign finance, “independent expenditures” with words such as “vote”, “oppose”
2:12:44 Bill Bratton Minority Report “predictive policing”, “actually in some respects you are identifying the criminal … now everyone in the audience with your iPhone or your Samsung phone
can do exactly what Tom Cruise was doing”, Domain Awareness program, “it will actually be
impossible to come into the city of New York and not have your license plate scanned in some
fashion” (CotD); FastPass Faraday cage
2:24:38 Bill Ayers on libertarianism: “they think that the market is holy”
2:29:33 Donation Segment: Sergeant Fred “in the morning!”; archaeologist cousin Burr and peerage
2:44:42 Comcast-Time Warner merger advertisement pushing net neutrality
2:49:35 Ben Shapiro rant on socialists and narcissists
2:53:35 $2k-per-night Peninsula Hotel opening in Paris, €900M investment
2:57:15 Judge requires statement from IRS on lost e-mail testimony conflicts, ACC: “someone’s going
to burn for this”, Watergate tapes “Rosemary Wood stretch”
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Brand Snowden

(2014-08-14)

0:00:00 JCD: “Blind, and/or asleep”
0:00:32 JCD back in California, ACC leaving for New York
0:01:25 Letter from producer on Elizabeth Warren’s appeal over Hillary; Obama on vacation, “my
fears, doubts, insecurities, foibles, need for sleep, family life, vacations, leisure, is gone”;
Warren vs Palin on meme production
0:07:59 Creepy hotels.com “he’s my lover” advertisement; effectiveness of jingles
0:12:52 Ferguson riots: “hands up, don’t shoot”, Sharpton heckled on scene, Jamilah Nasheed: “execution style”, black Americans “under siege”; Bob Avakian on the scene; 1917 St. Louis race
riots, photos confiscated; daily occurrence in Oakland; JCD: “Georgia has a lot of potential
for some good race riots”; getting the black vote out for Democrats in midterms
0:38:34 2014 Gay Games, JCD: “it’s like having the Negro Baseball League come back”, gayorbitz.com
0:44:32 Harf: Kerry at unsanctioned Myanmar hotel stealing towels: “Jen Psaki might, I don’t know”
0:48:01 Producer Segment: whatyoupayforsports.com; Scotch recommendation: Macallan 12; ACC
on Daily Tech News 2299; No Agenda 33 car
1:07:34 New York Magazine article on the news causing depression; Hannety a Sharpton analog,
“convert or die” debunked; Yezidis not Christians; Hannity on decapitation, Nazi Germany
meme, “dying from starvation and the thirst”, 40k slaughtered; Brennan clip on caliphate as
“feckless delusion”
1:23:34 Fred Kagan: “we may be weary of war, but war is not weary of us”, radioactive materials; ISIS
rebranding; Lindsey Graham on “direct threat to our homeland”; McCain on al-Baghdadi’s
“see you in New York”; Bob Baer to Pooper on IS crossing Mexican border, “death cult”;
Marie Harf: “what we want to do is not allow them to take more territory”; Kerry on “iconic”
severed head photo, Australian report on “class clown” Khaled Sharouf; selfie retakes
1:46:09 Guess the Spokeshole: Susan Rice at African food security event
1:50:20 Social media an international public health disaster, with terms like “viral”
1:57:43 Producer’s motorcycle accident; NPR “sponsorship, underwriting, advertising”
2:00:18 Donation Segment: Knight ring thefts; Brooke Baldwin
2:09:13 Wired Snowden interview, missing Burberry glasses nosepad, “brand Snowden”, diﬀiculty of
doing international money transfers, national security outsourcing pushback
2:21:30 Marlon Wayans on Robin Williams: “I think there’s something in these medicines”; lawyers
in teen suicides connected to big pharma
2:26:55 CDC Frieden: “intentionally created infections which remain a real threat” (CotD)
2:29:49 Consular consolidated database issue caused by integration portal; ten-year lifecycle, fourteenyear service life; White House “Improving and Simplifying Digital Services”
2:33:07 JCD in Canada, passport control; request for info on huge numbers of Indians in Canada
2:38:31 Pussy Riot in new season of House of Cards; Erdoğan reelected; Haider al-Abadi new Iraqi
Prime Minister, al-Maliki not stepping down
2:41:01 Clooney’s fiancée turns down Human Rights Council panel seat; possible governorship run;
Iranian hand snap, on Iranian filmmakers: “as Iran becomes more and more integrated into
the United St… into the world”
2:45:58 (No) tech news: “and the phone should be made out of bakelite!”
2:46:34 Geert Wilders reaction to ISIS demonstrations; European deflation
2:48:41 Finnish radio piece with Joseph Terwilliger on Kim Jong Un: “Chinese version of The Onion”
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Walking Bear

(2014-08-10)

ACC: “I wish he would have done that, now I just sound like a stooge!” (2:15:19)
JCD’s “weird” dystopian steampunk San Francisco dream; Ms. Micky moon awakening
JCD’s anniversary New Braunfels smoker; Ms. Micky’s heroic brisket-eating after prolotherapy
The No Agenda Tourette’s Club natc.noagendanotes.com; Marilu Henner’s hyperthymesia
Elections taking place in Turkey; Kerry rushed off to fix Afghan election outcome
Iraq airstrike on artillery near Erbil, grainy Pentagon Youtube videos; Erbil’s 6000-year history, oil and gas convention in September, embassy and refineries; ISIS piling into truck video
Biden in 2006 on Balkanization plan, mixing up Sunni and Shia; al-Maliki refusing to leave,
probable hot tub “accident”; Amy Goodman: “President Obombing”; CNN on “Christian
holocaust in our midst”; Obama on British and French partnership, “what we don’t yet have
is a Prime Minister”; former Foreign Minister Hoshyar Zebari lauding US military; Ahmed
Chalabi the George Washington of Iraq for Prime Minister
Marie Harf: “well look, we’ve been clear for months now, that ISIS is an incredibly dangerous
enemy”, “took some strikes today”; Vice al-Baghdadi profile, “captured” US weapons; Howard
Dean: “the Kurds are a real country”, “and the third section is divided between people who
are pretty much like the Nazis, absolute terrorists and almost subhuman”; ierbil.com, ACC:
“this place is more active and more hip than Austin”; Obama’s not-so-final final question, “as
if this was my decision”; Muslim penetration of Europe progressing
Albright at Aspen Institute: “various arguments that go on, that’s what people like us used to
do for a living”; Albright Stonebridge Group; Russia “off the record” conversation; Condoleezza
Rice background; Robert Gates: “he doesn’t want to re-create the Soviet Union … he doesn’t
want to be responsible for all those economic basket cases on the periphery”, Kiev’s history,
“I always liked the definition of diplomacy as saying nice doggie until you could find a rock”
Producer Segment: “Foleeey!” scream; Skyler the Dvorak family parrot
Pot Shards by Uncle Donald P. Gregg
High Rise Safety Initiative ballot measure for World Trade Center 7
Porn industry, Grindr, Kaiser Health News pushing Truvada, “health care providers need to
step up their game”; twelve-year-old dead after Gardasil; The Economist guide to prostitution
ACC imitated in audio edition of Console Wars
Tech news: Google to favor https in rankings; JCD using Bing as default on phone; Vinnie the
walking bear, JCD: “the bear was looking for a phone”; SpaceX firings; British visa backlog
The First Family Detail book on Hillary’s nastiness to Secret Service; Assault and Flattery
Donation Segment
Negative interest rates in Germany, European Central Bank quantitative easing, Portugese
bank bailout; Dutch railway station closed off to non-smart-card users
Sisi to build $8.4bn canal parallel to Suez; spending.gov unaccounted-for $619bn, $544bn
from Health and Human Services; The Economist on Obama, Jarrett not understanding business, wat je zegt ben je zelf met je kop door de helft
JCD’s invite to ACC’s 50th birthday in Amsterdam
Greenwald’s no comment on second leaker; Snowden at Bolshoi without glasses
Ebola’s who’s next; $51bn for Nigerian electoral reforms; EU €845M pan-African initiative;
Mozambique LNG facility, Tanzania; historical rural-to-city ebola pathway reversed
Man who filmed Eric Garner’s death arrested
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Extractive

(2014-08-07)

JCD: “It’s all corrupt. Sorry.”
ACC “episode” stumble; stream falls victim to server migration; sleepless over “642 pipeline”
Road trip to Global Entry interviews, ACC’s new CBP bestie
Netherlands Business Support Oﬀice lunch; three-week immigration database “glitch”, hostage
passports; Federal Reserve building tour, Symbols on American Money brochure
Criminal taunts police on Facebook, tracked by IP address; Google kiddie porn scanning
Toledo algae bloom: “climate change made it worse”; regulate small farms out of existence,
hipster girl: “level the playing field”, “manure crisis”, “that’s a great question”
Doctor dodges question on who prevents research during ebola outbreak; Obama: “let the
science guide us”; NIH Dr. Anthony Fauci: “mortality up to 90%”, IL-2 antiviral patent
White House summit with African leaders, Gambia’s Tahya Jammef in sheets with butt plug
stick, O’Biden “the nation of Africa” à la Dan Quayle; Africa peacekeeping force for drug
distribution; memorandum on expanding trade, investment; climate change fact sheet; Africa
business Executive Order, $200M World Bank pledge to fight ebola; ebola dirty bomb warning
Kerry on Hard Talk: “we also have extractive”, “because we listened to people in Africa”,
Chinese contractors in on Kenya investment: “we are doing this because we think it’s the best
thing for Africa” epic fail; “less Boko Harams, less al-Shebabs” veiled threat; Africa “powerful
addition” to Obama’s legacy; like Libya, evict Chinese and rubblize
Fauci originated “Brolf”; look for oil, mineral news in ebola countries; NYC anthrax drill
Producer Segment: ACC’s DAW setup; Ramsey Cain DefCon meetup; JCD anniversary
History revisionists on CA Proposition 19 not massing because of Oakland favoritism
ACC’s Tourette fast reflexes & number memory superpowers
More “words matter” in 640’s torture clip: “important for us not to feel too sanctimonious”,
stammer as lying tell, “ban some of the … techniques”; Pawn Stars “weird” vs “odd”
Ready for Hillary at Netroots: “we think it’s a really great value add”, Facebook valley girl:
“driving conversations around that brand”, “um, uh, y’know” guy
“Squat girl” Meredith Levine at IAB: “good native advertising respects the independence and
the sanctity of journalism and at the same time really, kind of puts the onus on a reader to
decide do I want to engage with a marketer’s content”, “storytelling tools”; NYT now-obsolete
ethics guidelines, JCD on junkets, bloggers’ obligation, negative reviews; “paid post partners”
Donation Segment: advice for a nine-year-old
Foul-mouthed Abby Martin on Liz Wahl: “I was getting all this international press and then
so she resigns live on-air”, Wahl a Foreign Policy Institute “fucking idiot pawn”
Jack Ryan Shadow Recruit Turkish pipeline; King Pils’ neighbor in Greece: Putin; Russian
tank biathlon; Azerbaijan & Armenia; Russia-Iran $20bn oil deal; Sergey Glazyev roundtable
on US role in Ukraine; as with Israel, no Ukraine atrocity coverage
Israel negative coverage seems designed to set off Muslims hordes in Europe, anti-Jew riots;
al-Baghdadi a Mossad agent; “does Iron Dome actually work?”, Democracy Now jazz bed
Apple media event; Russian hacker story, JCD: “they won’t identify one site?”; Kaiser Alexander’s bogus tech company, Verizon’s “tech up”; Wikipedia editing freeze: Rumsfeld an “alien
lizard who eats Mexican babies”
Arwa Damon drunk EMT-biting lawsuit, shapeshifter theory, JCD: “lizards can’t drink”
ACC ordering RadioShack items on Ebay as collectibles in face of bankruptcy
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Putinism

(2014-08-03)

0:00:00 ACC: “Achmed, swallow the key!” (1:32:10)
0:00:33 ACC mike humming problem; replace “weird” with “odd”, new meaning of “share”
0:04:49 Kurt Eichenwald on conspiracy theories “harming the country”, medical experiments on
refugee children; Michele Bachmann – foster parent to 23 children – on foster children as
wards of the state; Agenda 21: “urban development, blah blah blah blah”, “grant trees the
rights of humans”, JCD: “hey man, my pine tree votes no!”; “anti-vacciners”
0:22:58 Eichenwald on truthers, muddying the waters in the wake of the 28 pages; Richard Gage of
Architects & Engineers for 9/11 Truth, WTC 7 third worst structural failure
0:35:23 Climate consensus paper on 97.1% of the 31.3% who had an opinion; Environment and Public
Works committee report on “billionaires club” running EPA, Sea Change Foundation
0:50:00 Ham radio Youtube video, ACC: “some guy looking at tubes?”, crazy stuff on 14.313 MHz
0:51:34 Feedback on media policies not showing Newtown blood but showing atrocities overseas; Tsarnaev brothers missing “money shot” video
0:56:09 Foreigners fleeing Libya, gunfire on Tunisian border, Obama in 2011: “no question that Libya
and the would be better off with Gaddafi out of power”
1:03:11 Producer Segment: listen.noagendastream.com
1:22:54 NPR hushed-voice story on upgraded al-Qaeda “Mujahideen Secrets” encryption software: “it
was like jumping from Windows 2.0 to Windows XP”
1:34:00 Kaiser Alexander has filed for nine patents, JCD: “here’s a lot of money, just shut up and
stay shut up”; Buzzkill Jr.’s phone drain identified as a Stingray operation; FISA court judges
buying Verizon stock, USA FREEDOM Act compensation clause; GEO, Wackenhut getting
a lot of money to house illegals
1:40:54 RDI one-page declassified summary, IT staffers’ “lack of candor”; Obama: “we tortured some
folks”, spectacular Obama stammer, “I understand why it happened”, “the plane in Pennsylvania had fallen”, “sanctimonious”, JCD recommends The Third Degree on NYPD torture
1:52:23 Feinstein on unconstitutionality of CIA spying on the Intelligence Committee; Brennan: “we
wouldn’t do that”, grimy hands on first printed copy of the Constitution lacking Bill of Rights
1:58:04 Sanjay Gupta play-by-play on Brantley arrival at Emory University Hospital, CDC on ebola
vaccine, “airlines are on the alert to cull the herd”, TNT’s The Last Ship
2:09:01 Executive Order revising list of quarantinable communicable diseases, 2003 order added SARS,
already contained ebola, VHFs viral hemorrhagic fevers “not yet isolated or named”, “cause
or have the potential to cause a pandemic” influenza still in place, “apprehension, detention,
or conditional release of individuals to prevent the introduction, transmission, or spread of
suspected communicable diseases”
2:17:39 npg.org; 1974 paper by Ehrlich & John P. Holdren
2:22:31 Donation Segment
2:38:00 Kale “the must-have superfood” in France
2:42:27 Obama on Russia: “short of going to war, there are going to be some constraints in terms of
what we can do”; Harf: “at some point I think the Russian citizens are going to be pretty
unhappy that because of his actions in the region and other countries their economy is tanking,
so that’s what it is designed to do …”, AP Matt: “so in fact you’re saying that the goal here
is to make it painful on the Russian people”, Harf: “not at all”
2:48:26 Fareed Zakaria: “Putinism” spread to Turkey
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Tangible Things

(2014-07-31)

JCD: “It was disgusting. I had to turn the show off.” (1:37:33)
JCD not a rule follower, but Christine Lagarde is
Demonstration of show notes search and noagendaplayer.com, ACC: “turn it down!”
Ebola to top of headlines after Newsletter release; Marburgvirus in Russian labs; WHO memos
& RFPs to develop AIDS-like virus, The Population Bomb, Margaret Sanger’s Negro Project,
African birth control via anal sex, Litton Bionetics at Fort Detrick; The Population Bomb
outline as boilerplate; White House 33-page paper on climate policy as insurance
NPC1 gene essential for ebola, HIV; MH17 ebola connection; NSSM200 on mineral extraction;
Harf: “the US missions in the affected areas have distributed messages … regarding the ebola
attack”; Sudan, Zaire strains appeared simultaneously in 1976, Côte d’Ivoire in 1994; victim
Kent Brantley age 33; Marburgvirus broke out in three places in Europe; Lisbon Treaty locking
up communicable disease victims; infrastructure prevents spread outside Africa
Yale study on communicating climate consensus: pictures win, especially for Republicans;
970k climate scientists; “mega-fires” in the West “the front lines of climate change”; NOAA
satellite data stolen; internal strife within Greenpeace over investment losses
Fed not raising interest rates; bricsmap.noagendanotes.com; China & Russia moving in on
Argentina default; RT on China vs US in Africa; Chinese business practices “careless to the
point of stupidity”, JCD Beijing & nasty Malay Chinese wine stories, Eric screwed by Chinese
vendor on noagendanation.com, War on Chicken; M.P. Rifkin Russia “oil transfer” slipup
Producer Segment: Jeopardy! Hot Pockets and “in the morning”; ACC TWiT Twitter story;
classicnoagenda.com podcast; new Scott Mackenzie giblet at noagendanovels.com
AP Matt tweeted ACC back; professor killed by macaroni-eating driver
Gaza saturating news media; PBS animal sex series, jerking off porcupine
Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles “controversy”; Hoffman’s The Most Wanted Man
28pages.org; House floor immunity; Glenn Beck Massie interview; Israel in the headlines
WSJ reports healthcare.gov development cost $840M
Psaki on school explosions blame; Harf to Brolf on “unilteral”, oops, “unconditional” ceasefire
$700M Hellfire sale to Iraq; tanker of Kurdish oil off Austin, Ceyhan tanks full, fuel prices
down; Turkish women’s laughter protest; more Gülenist arrests
Douglas Herbert on Russian sanction loopholes “large enough to drive a couple of giant warships through”, gas industry exempt, not allowing banks to unload dollar debt; Merkel-Putin
secret “land for gas” deal; $50bn award to Yukos; backlash: McDonald’s “ass cream with bear
fillings” banned, BP 20% stake in Rosneft; The Economist on Putin’s “epic deceits”
KQED vehicle donation call for action, Lumosity “leading scientists” superlative
Donation Segment: “Morning Jew… Joe”
No tech news; Personal Audio drops Carolla lawsuit, Carolla still raising money
“Oh my god that is a-ma-zing!” from Archer series, “but Iran was like, no way, cash only”
Transparent Airfares Act of 2014: TSA hike, taxes & fees deception encouraged; TSA $15k
“security checkpoint challenge”, ACC: “here’s my idea: build a bigger theater”
USA FREEDOM Act “tangible things”, Holder’s emergency authority; Buzzkill Jr.’s story on
draining iPhones with Obama across the street; NSL now “prohibition of certain disclosure”
Meet the Press on NYT call for pot legalization, “a problem precisely for my mommy reasons”,
“… eight IQ points, and … I don’t have eight to lose”
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Parliment Update

(2014-07-27)

0:00:00 JCD: “I have tech news.”
ACC: “You have tech news, John?”
JCD: “I actually have tech news; I have a clip.” (2:41:58)
0:00:34 Cold weather in California; ACC’s transmission woes; “pinch a loaf” air conditioner guy; JCD
at drag race, No Agenda battery car 33 videos up
0:12:00 Happy Sysadmin Day; “Atlanticists” running the show don’t care about individual countries
0:15:03 “Yatz” resignation, Ukrainian parliament melee; Psaki a comedic figure in Russia; Harf on new
weapons, Russian artillery firing into Ukraine, Matt: “is there a Youtube video or something
that you could point us to?”; Harf to Brolf on Kerry’s “dozen and dozens of phone calls”,
Libya’s “decades and decades of dictatorship”
0:34:30 Vast number of recent oil & gas headlines, Hemlock Grove on Russian gay meme, Letterman
on Putin: “kill the guy”; IMF and Ukraine
0:43:06 Illinois Republican on genital mutilation in Mosul; KT McFarland on “porous southern border”, jihadis “marrying up” with Americans, Saturday Night Live skit on white collar jihadis;
Pistole at Aspen Security Summit on underwear bomber’s hygiene, Dempsey on ISIS and
Europe’s “southern flank”; Germans promised not to move east; Dempsey: Russia “on a path
to assert themselves differently”
0:59:14 Megyn Kelly Bill Ayers interview: “Diệm got a bullet in the head from Kennedy”; Dempsey
on ISIS as “apocalyptic” group
1:10:00 Producer Segment: JCD recommends Portugese olive oil; Google Voice 666 message limit
1:29:52 Feedback on Lagarde numerology, 7/27, Siri “Opening Gates Of Hades”; Americans get honorary knighthoods; coal rolling; angry Untermensch note
1:37:29 Anthony Bourdain on Layover show: “big head equals success”
1:40:04 Michael Hayden to Erin Burnett: “and this part now, I’m making up a bit…”, cut off (CotD)
1:42:53 A lively Hillary in 2011 on Al Jazeera being “real news”
1:44:38 Israel’s image problem disproves Jews controlling media theory; Palestinian unity government
includes Hamas, Egyptian tunnels under Morsi blocked by Sisi; Leviathan gas field; Bill Maher:
“I don’t think you can be an athiest scientist in the Arab world”
1:59:32 Obama’s call for corporate economic patriotism; TX, CA tent cities
2:11:01 Andrea Mitchell on Elizabeth Warren; who gets Ready for Hillary money if she doesn’t run?
2:14:01 “A people cannot be responsible for the actions of their government” meme on Facebook
2:15:01 Donation Segment: No Agenda jingles being stolen and used in other podcasts
2:26:31 Deutschland Blitzkrieg: Jim Willie predicts Germany joining BRICS; some Russian banks
kicked out of SWIFT; EU may be headed for dissolution; TTIP off the radar
2:32:46 Turkish election coming up, Erdoğan being called a Jew-hater; Greek prophesy
2:34:59 Putin nationalized Gazprom; only state-controlled banks being targeted for EU sanctions,
privatization push; 1950 defense bonds ad: “ever-surging threat of red aggression”; benefit of
controlled inflation to the government
2:41:58 Motorola’s phone-unlocking tattoo sticker; letter from mayors to FCC’s Wheeler on “free and
open” internet, “freely access lawful content”; ACC: “I think I would like my tattoo to interact
to the internet of things”
2:49:17 Shanghai Husi meat scandal
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Common Sense Fact

(2014-07-24)

JCD: “Shakin’ and bakin’ in that thing.” (2:34:05)
Eight Beatles songs on the pre-stream; Linda McCartney isolated mike prank
Texas coal-rolling
Mimi: “you guys move more than my dog moves its bowels”, another dead cat
MH17: Richard Quest the “aviation expert”; MTV’s Wang system; Ukrainian SU-25 5km
behind aircraft, 28k foot ceiling, 33k foot maximum operating altitude, MH17 requested to
descend to 33; $20bn Russian investments by German companies, Netherlands largest exporter
in EU, Russian oil to Rotterdam, gas storage in north, “Dutch reacharound” tax haven, legal
haven for Russian oligarchs; Juncker’s proposed energy union
Question to Harf on Indian Prime Minister; European Cockpit Association on countries who
knew risks; Psaki benched? Nord Stream pipeline direct to Germany, Trans-Adriatic pipeline;
“thugs”, last year’s Dutch/Russian tit-for-tatting, Remnick: Russian television “paranoid propaganda line”, “Putinism”; AP Matt to Harf: “what is it that’s other than social media?”
Harf on Ben Gurion restriction, passenger nervousness: “he and our whole team were very
comfortable landing at Ben Gurion”; Bloomberg to Brolf: “…you’re implying that our government does things for political reasons, and maybe every once in a while they do”; European
airlines pulling out, FAA reversal
Shah Deniz gasfield a Gazprom replacement, Netherlands a “passthrough country”
JCD @McDonalds douchebags tweet; woman arrested, fired for leaving kid at park
US support for Iranian insurgents via IWPR, Freedom House: iwpr.net sponsors
Josh Earnest on SA-11 back to Russia, evidence “marshalled” from social media, “calculus”
Producer Segment
Adam Schiff on Russian “bellicose foreign policy”, how are sanctions not an act of war? Bill
Richardson and Madeline Albright on 500k Iraqi children dead: “I stand behind the sanctions”
Afghan run-off election, runner-up becomes Prime Minister; BRICS to work on elimination of
Afghan drug production; TAPI pipeline, Waziristan
Feinstein on MH17: “Putin, you have to man up”; Dutch Foreign Minister Timmermans on
stolen wedding rings; two French ships for Russia, Air Algiers plane vanishes
Norway terror threat “aggravated”; Human Rights Watch on FBI-thwarted “plots” as setups, Newburg Four; 40% of FBI budget for counterterrorism, “pre-investigation assessments,
gathering information in the absence of suspicion of wrongdoing or threat to national security
for unlimited periods”; Kaiser Alexander’s million a month consulting for Wall Street
Lagarde’s 7/20; kicking Russia out of G20; anti-Russia propaganda aimed at Europe; Harf
always prefixes “pro-Russian”, insincere MH17 memorial, “and second, a quick travel update
for people…”; Producer Pierre on EU anthem in A Clockwork Orange
Donation Segment: No Agenda battery car 33; ACC’s rainstick works
“The new meth” war on hash oil in Washington State
Josh Earnest on cameras not allowed at Apollo 11 event
Thom Hartmann “people love it!”; Hillary at Google, Kerry on Sunday shows, “extraordinary
moment of diplomacy”: “we’ve got to get over there” (CotD); Biden’s Air Force Two “oﬀice”
ITProTV clip: “this is Ben; Ben has a knack for technology and computers”
Hundred police chiefs arrested in Turkey, Erdoğan-Obama comms down; Turkey as “passthrough country”; Kurds using Turkish embassy in Mosul, Red Book: assassination
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Appification Generation

(2014-07-20)

0:00:00 ACC: “And what kind, what did you use for bait?”
JCD: “A plum.”
ACC: “A plum, perfect!” (3:04:44)
0:00:34 ACC post-move can’t find musical instruments, child’s “Putiiin!” clip
0:05:05 Predisposal to blame Putin for MH17, Russia Netherland’s biggest trading partner through
Rotterdam; no, this is not MH370; no benefit to Putin; Hillary: “Russian insurgents”, Russian
stock market drop, “diversify from Gazprom”, “put Putin on notice”; all focus is on the bodies
0:29:40 Yatsenyuk: “Russian-led terrorists”, “all these bastreds”, “war against the world”; Obama:
“evidence must not be tampered with”, FBI & NTSB, “there will likely be misinformation as
well”, “no one can deny the truth…”; UN emergency session, Psaki on FBI conflict of interest
0:38:14 Julia Ioffe: “…downed by these boneheads with surface-to-air missiles”; flight plan mysteries,
“commercial decision”, Air France & British Airways “scrupulously avoided Ukraine airspace”,
ACC: “commercial aircraft have been flying over war zones for decades”
0:47:56 PBS on “drunken hoodlums in uniform”; Stephen Cohen on “orgy of political opinion”; CNN:
“the deep suspicion is that Russians were directly involved in launching those missiles”; McCain: “Hell to pay”; another RT resignation; Peter King on “Pyutin” & “Aeroflat”
1:00:17 SA-11 “Buk”, JCD: (drunk voice) “let’s go launch a missile!”; targeting radar locks on mode
transponder, secondary system illuminates target for missile; CNN virtual studio on “hightech tracks”, missing missile; military planes “shadowing” civilian planes; June radar outages,
NEWFIP “NATO Electronic Warfare Force Integration Period” exercises, jam transponder
and advertise military mode, whoosh, done: false flag
1:16:09 Obama’s hundred six AIDS researchers on MH17; Brzezinski: “we can still give Putin the
chance to redeem himself”, “the city of London has become a Las Vegas for Russian financial
transactions”; Merkel pushback on sanctions; ACC predicts Bosnia-Herzegovina outcome;
Cohen on US & Ukraine refusing ceasefire; Iran Air 655, KAL007
1:33:01 Producer Segment
1:46:48 Adam Curry arrested in New Jersey for heroin and guns; ACC’s Harrison/Harold mixup
1:50:48 NPR underwriter credit guidelines
1:55:44 Australia vote to scrap carbon tax
1:57:01 History of the 33 meme from 2009 show: hotel 33rd floor; old algae fuel clip
2:02:32 Confirmation that “five white men” was from Harry Reid
2:03:34 Listener complaint on loud harmonica, dismissiveness of ACC; ITMs at Post Oﬀice & Fry’s
2:13:15 Tech news: Mike Elgin on wearables in movie theaters, solution: gaffer tape; ACC rear-ended;
4K TV hanging with Geekatoo, “Geek Squad” SEO
2:18:25 Run, Liz, Run; Warren Netroots Nation “we believe” speech, “we’re willing to fight for it”
2:31:52 ACC on “appification of an entire generation”; impermanence of media
2:44:07 Donation Segment
2:54:50 Fake TSA groper an international banker; ING Bank on Bitcoin
3:01:17 Haiti Olympic sports complex open; Iron Dome explosion debris video
3:03:15 JCD’s squirrel trap, ACC: “this reeks of Caddyshack”, possum not deported
3:06:58 Ebola caused by climate change, danger of an ebola typhoid Mary
3:08:56 ginger.io behavioral health analytics
3:12:31 Thursday: PBS, Afghanistan, new Snowden player Runa Sandvik; NSA racy picture swapping
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28 Pages

(2014-07-17)

0:00:00 ACC: “Hey, oxidated silver, we can sell that on the show, yeah, yeah.”
JCD: “We could.” (1:22:55)
0:00:47 JCD warns against 2012 Bodegas Castaño Solanera Viñas Viejas headache wine
0:01:20 MH17 crash, ACC: “McCain is over there, I think McCain has a beach house”
0:03:37 “BRICS fever” launch of $100bn reserve fund and $50bn development bank
0:09:04 New White House Russia sanctions; Putin & Merkel Brazil tête-à-tête; Gerhard Schröder at
Putin birthday party; German sausage makers price-fixing fine; Germans using typewriters
0:15:30 ACC now in South Austin safehouse; Donagh’s show notes search code open source on Github
0:20:55 New Inspire magazine, NYPD Rebecca Weiner on US Open, “all roads lead to New York City”
0:24:13 MuckRock CIA cafeteria FOIA, JCD: “this is MSNBC at its best”; CIA humanizing itself
0:28:59 Moon landing anniversary; Bart Sibrel; Dutch flight company scam, JCD: “this is like the
places that freeze your head”; Chris Hadfield on CNN
0:39:50 Dead pool on how long MH17 will stay in the headlines
0:42:48 Siberian crater due to climate change; CNN Carol: “if you noticed your last flight was unusually bumpy, get used to it”, clear air turbulence, “jet stream wind shears”
0:54:38 Producer Segment: Google image search useful for detecting charity bullcrap press releases
1:06:02 Lost Show 619 segment on FDA, WHO approval of Truvada PReP for HIV prevention, “bareback without worry”; 30 pills for $1360.37, patent extension; Pfizer drops antibiotic research,
no new antibiotics; oxidated silver & seeds; CDC fires eleven scientists over lab chicken deaths
1:27:02 MH17 another 777; dildo and heroin aviation expert back on CNN
1:28:38 FCC 14-93 giant voice system; FEMA “geotargeted emergency alerts”, e.g., pancake breakfast
1:34:17 ACC feedback on Palladian Rite “fascist”
1:36:55 #IAmJada on Ronan, “Twitter firestorm” against cyber-bullying; battleforthenet.com FCC
comment form supposedly broke FCC website, deadline extended one week, DDoS or “glitch”?
1:44:55 MH17 took off from Schiphol airport; mint condition passport photos on Twitter, #prayforMH17
1:48:08 Ryan Block Comcast call, JCD to write article on Google, Netflix boxes; more on MH17
2:01:26 Hague no longer Foreign Minister, Neelie Kroes supporting Thorning-Schmidt; Nigel Farage
on Juncker secret ballot: “we’re all going to be asked to vote, and we’ve got one candidate to
vote for”; sash fashion; Mitterand and Kohl as Juncker’s heroes
2:10:04 Benghazi suspect Faraj al-Shibli dead; Warren vs Hillary for “five white guys” SCotUS
2:13:31 E-mail from millennial on reason.com listicle poll; the millennial beard, hair, tattoo look
2:16:13 Donation Segment
2:28:20 Dude named Ben: three more banker suicides, Extant A.I. named Ben
2:31:35 Inspire magazine keeping Eric Holder up at night
2:32:55 Dr. Oz “most memorable Facebook moments”; World Net Daily on $111k “social media person
in Uganda”, State Department $630k buying Facebook likes, flu tracking via Twitter
2:38:19 9/11 Commission Report 28 missing pages, Rep. Thomas Massie at press conference: “it
challenges you to rethink everything” (CotD)
2:42:47 Austin fluoride protester Lucier running for mayor; AT&T running fiber
2:44:40 Burmese Buddhist monks vs Islam in Mandalay
2:48:29 Libya lockdown, planes destroyed at Tripoli airport, Kerry’s “nothing to see here”
2:51:34 More on MH17; yoga program: “equanimity is such an amazing word!”; Ayn Rand “a twelveyear-old’s view of the world” on The Good Wife; more contradictory MH17 headlines
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Rough Patch

(2014-07-13)

0:00:00 ACC: “I love how he has that Silicon Valley thing. Right? Right? Right?” (1:50:53)
0:00:35 ACC home alone on show day, boxes everywhere; repeater back up; ill-advised listening from
Show 1, ACC’s desire to quit after Show 100
0:04:29 World Population Day on the 11th; International Conference on Population and Development,
Ban Ki-moon on “dead-end jobs”
0:07:25 Curry family schlock parties
0:09:18 Don Lemon epic fail on Dear White Gays: Stop Stealing Black Female Culture article
0:16:09 Schumer on corporations as non-persons Hobby Lobby decision, Pelosi: “really, we should be
afraid of this court, that five guys should start determining what contraceptions are legal…”
0:23:16 Palestinian bakery running out of ingredients, video of mountain of flour sacks; listener emails on Iron Dome effectiveness, US aid as “$3bn gift card to Raytheon”; Palladian Rite,
three world wars leading to NWO, Albert Pike, Cecil Rhodes secret society for British rule,
war on sovereignty
0:39:15 Eurocorps; Francois Brunagel of EU Protocol Unit on flag, anthem, slogan, and multinational
army; oﬀicial sash of the European Parliament, epsash.eu; “Act React Impact” Hegelian
Dialectic; JCD calls BS on Albert Pike
0:49:20 Time opinion poll: millennials like socialism; Karl Marx on outcome-based education
0:52:11 The inbred elite; “Queen has no power” myth; sashes as “wearables”, regimental ties; same-sex
partners in ballroom dancing; JCDPPotD: millennial shopping practices
1:02:24 Producer Segment: fictitious business names; John Fletcher’s “beautiful shouting voice”
1:14:13 Camel’s milk the next superfood, camel urine in India; global warming causing kidney stones;
Britain to experience blackouts unless “green balance” improves, JCD on California’s rolling
blackouts; planetary weakening magnetic field
1:23:20 Feinstein’s S.2588 on calendar, “cyberthreat indicator” indemnification, ACC: “this should be
called The Private Sector Indemnification Act from Spying on your Customers of 2014”
1:31:24 Pro-Palestinian War and Peace Report argument on human shields, war crimes with CIA plant
Noura Erakat: “fourth largest nuclear power”, two-week-old Netanyahu “mourn every child”
tweet; @CIA’s insulting tweets
1:44:09 Deutschland Blitzkrieg: relations at an “all time low”; Die Zeit editor: “many Germans think
likewise”, “we have seen it in Nayzi Germany”; Psaki on “rough patches”; station chief a
casualty of the CIA-NSA feud? Jessalyn Radack: “this spy scandal is the biggest such eruption
since World War II”; Ursula von der Leyen headed for the top
2:02:30 Donation Segment: ACC looking like drowned rat in Newsletter photo
2:17:29 ISIS seizes 90 pounds of uranium, plus Saddam’s sarin & mustard gas; “calculus” meme
2:19:51 Declassified documents on Guardian Snowden hard drive destruction
2:20:32 Poroshenko vows to kill hundreds of militants per Ukrainian killed; Ukraine to sell off Ukrnafta,
Odessa Port Plant; Hollande, Merkel, Putin three-way; Putin in Cuba, debt write-off
2:24:30 Kerry in Afghanistan ahead of UN audit; cholera in South Sudan
2:29:13 Phone bombs revisited, firearm-shaped foil cutout practical joke
2:31:35 Silicon Valley interns being paid $7k per month; Silicon Valley hookers; Google heroin death;
ACC’s billion-dollar idea from airport mass-casualty drill: ham radio gamification
2:52:21 World Cup finals: JCD says Argentina wins; Papal handshake; ACC predicts German win
2:54:58 Next show will be at ACC’s new place; homemade sash with No Agenda challenge coins
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Reverse the Curse

(2014-07-10)

0:00:00 ACC: “Good to see everybody who loves God in different ways killing each other. Good work
everybody!” (0:53:01)
0:00:36 Early start on the podcast; Ms. Micky in Mexico for birthday, Dutch birthday traditions; Dave
Jones the Freedom Controller guy visiting ACC
0:05:43 Brazil’s spectacular World Cup defeat, Dutch team only booked through semifinals; unrest in
Argentina over Lear layoffs, sovereign bond default
0:18:01 Deutschland Blitzkrieg: yet another spy outed: “in a city with a rich and murky history
of spying”; Greenwald to Tapper on “other media outlets” publishing NSA leaks; “a secret
overseas nuclear project, double-dealing by an ostensible ally, and the identities of aggressive
intruders into US computer networks”; new spy is in military, “substantial damage in public
opinion”; Sarah Harrison keynote at Deutsche Welle Global Media Forum on “unaccountable
power”, “both a legal advisor and a journalist”; Snowden’s German lawyer Wolfgang
0:39:38 Israel vs Palestine as harbinger of global meltdown, $3.1bn annually from US, “Jewish state
of Israel” meme back; Iron Dome, Tel Aviv; Jordanian Muslim Brotherhood
0:56:27 Robert Kagan The Allure of Normalcy NWO piece, neocons shifting over to Democrat party;
US as “the locomotive at the head of mankind”; distillation tower en route from Turkey to
Kurdistan; listener on Iron Dome working, patriot missiles
1:13:22 Producer Segment: new e-mail template 35% open rate
1:42:27 JCD got a QSL card from KE0AMZ, ACC getting QSL cards by Ms. Micky
1:45:28 Afghanistan election: Abdullah Abdullah favored over our guy Ashraf Ghani Zana-e Bush
“wife of Bush”, Psaki on “serious allegations of fraud”, Ghani TED talk
1:56:26 C-SPAN intro for discussion of internet freedom with Bruce Schneier; Michael Cops missing
own irony on internet deregulation; ALEC, Council of Mayors behind State municipal broadband bans; Cops on political ad spending, Section 317, “so than when you saw those ads,
you’d know who was trying to buy your vote”, JCD: “this is idealistic bullcrap”
2:09:41 War on men: Harry Reid on Hobby Lobby ruling by “five white men”
2:11:02 Corker’s Nuland call-out on nonexistent Russia sanctions: “wake up in the mornings and look
in the mirror and practice talking tough…”; RT journalist to Psaki on citizens killed in air
strikes, “Russian-backed separatists”
2:18:31 Obama on immigration in 2011: “…change the law myself, but that’s not how democracy
works”, 2014: “to fix as much of our immigration system as I can, on my own”
2:19:39 Donation Segment: ACC & JCD daughter stories
2:33:18 Greenwald’s five Muslim-American leaders “fireworks” story catfight with Shep Smith, preObama, “Mohammed Raghead”, no mention of Faisal Gill Senate investigation; Feinstein
cyber-security bill accepted by committee, social media working group, “climate change event”,
ACC: “attention, attention! this is Lindsay Lohan’s Twitter, telling you to cower in place!”
2:54:24 TSA electronics power-on policy, “I’m a rule follower”
2:58:20 French law banning suspected jihadis from traveling, blocking jihadi web sites
3:00:20 Blackwater State Department investigator threat; S.1681 Intelligence Authorization Act for
Fiscal Year 2014, FBI consistently exempted from limitations
3:04:11 Elm Guest House Pedobear inquiry
3:09:53 For 634: Gates Foundation, Haiti virus, Spanish bail-in, DDPP “deep decarbonization” report
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The Weed Mobile

(2014-07-06)

0:00:00 JCD: (echo) “Under the lights on Friday night: information competition, with double-A field
dragsters going against funny cars!” (1:43:18)
0:00:37 Netherlands over Costa Rica in exciting nil-nil game; top Brazilian players out, Brazilian girl
to ACC: “otherwise there will be big fire”
0:08:01 Deutschland Blitzkrieg: US spy in German intelligence agency arrested; Merkel in China;
French LNG pipeline into Germany; 80-year war cycle; Russia-Austria South Stream deal
0:19:28 Boeing, Pepsi, Ford, GM big in Russia; Shell to develop Yuzivska field on eminent domain
0:25:32 Presidential podcast sans makeup; lame Republican podcast
0:29:01 New Stuxnet-like malware “Energetic Bear” from Dragonfly group discovered by CrowdStrike
0:31:47 Stormtroopers 33; Christine Lagarde numerology lesson on the “magic seven”, “compression
of numbers”, “it will also mark the seventh anniversary of the financial market jeeters”, G7 &
G20: July 20 armageddon? JCD: “it all spells Beelzebub to me”
0:44:25 Producer Segment: JCD’s first time on the repeater; dudenamedben.com shirts
1:06:45 Jay Rockefeller on e-cigarettes: “but nicotine is nicotine, little kids are little kids”
1:11:15 Stelara psoriasis drug ad; four-day Medina polka party ad
1:15:43 Reefer Madness, marijuana edibles killing people, “doses”, JCD Super Bowl brownie story;
Colorado dealing with Federal banking laws; “Mini-Mart” fake pot funding terrorists: “as
state sponsorship has declined, terrorism funded by criminal activity is on the rise”
1:34:16 Guardian Hillary interview on State Department social media use: “…to monitor their media,
and to be not just passive observers, but to intervene”, “Voice of America and all of our related
efforts”; donated everything to Clinton Global Initiative; “What was he doing downloading
all the rest of this stuff, that could only help Chinese surveillance, Russian surveillance, alQaeda…?”, “the information competition that exists between the West and the rest”
1:43:43 The Intercept still dark, Snowden gives Washington Post 100k selfies pieces of target info
1:46:56 PBS story on supposed DHS threat to Intebbe International Airport, ACC: “we’re going to
blow up something in Intebbe tonight, goodbye!”
1:51:41 Joan Rivers on Obamas gay, transgender (CoTD)
1:53:20 Donation Segment
2:01:29 Cloward-Piven strategy, overload system and institute welfare, immigration crisis in Southwest
2:04:27 Amy Goodman in Sweden at Almedalen convention, Kucinich: “the thinking is very deep”
2:07:53 “Solution” to Hobby Lobby ruling: make everything over-the-counter
2:12:44 UN considering refugee law amendment for climate change; redheads endangered in Scotland;
Sir Bob Geldof pushing £11bn smart meter upgrades in UK
2:16:09 Westminster pædophile ring
2:19:11 Verene Shepherd slavery reparation shakedown, ACC: “I have a better idea: I say, cancel
Christmas, cancel Sinterklaas, and tell the kids, she did it”
2:26:40 Colorado teen ratted out by pastor
2:28:23 Most of Niagara Falls diverted into hydroelectrics
2:31:45 Obama: “a new effort, to fix as much of our immigration system as I can, without Congress”;
executive pastry chef, Michelle: “there is no crack in our pies”
2:34:20 whatthefuckismywearablestrategy.com; stop The JerkTech
2:38:15 C-SPAN call-in from stoner on marijuana diesel, hemp American flag
2:44:06 Outro: John Cleese explains soccer to Americans
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Micro Propaganda

(2014-07-03)

0:00:00 ACC: “Islamic state! That would work!”
JCD: “Exactly.” (1:54:31)
0:00:32 Facebook psychology experiment, micro propaganda; CIA Project Pundit ghostwriters
0:06:57 Enquirer’s “I’m Not Chelsea’s Real Dad” story, Bill’s “if I die” 2M votes; O-bots turning from
Hillary to Warren, “where would even consider…” Twitter banner typo
0:16:18 SCotUS Hobby Lobby decision: Nightly Business Review produced by CNBC, Terry O’Neill:
“the men who wrote this decision… have entered into a war on women”; contraception vs birth
control, for-profit vs nonprofit; Cecile Richards: “women better pay attention to who’s running
for oﬀice in November”, Frank Schaeffer on SCotUS “GOP lackeys”, Wasserman Schultz: “you
have organized religions that oppose healthcare, period”; “the insurance companies shall bear
the burden of this, as is the case with nonprofit religious organizations” (CotD in aggregate)
0:53:30 Producer Segment
1:05:47 Hospitals buying consumer transaction information from data brokers
1:08:19 World Cup: Italian soccer player bribes to the tune of $100k per player, referee bought in
Finland-Liechtenstein match, fake team in Togo; low-scoring game easier to fix; “Tourette’s
(TS) sufferer” Tim Howard; producer dinner with Brazilian ambassador: 2-1 Brazil-Germany
1:24:38 BNP Paribas $8.9bn fine
1:27:27 DHS reacting to “no immediate threat or plot”, “new generation of bombs”, “not a lot of
metal parts”, first batch of Russian warplanes to Iraq, “spike in fears that the violence in Iraq
could overflow onto American soil”, JCD: “does anybody working at these networks actually
understand geography?”, swab machines at gates, security fee increase and no cap
1:38:14 Ali Mohammed Brown manhunt, “jihadist training” in California
1:40:09 Offensive KLM tweet on Mexico victory
1:41:48 Kardashian $500k Vienna Ball trip with comedian in blackface, “niggers in Venice” joke
1:50:38 Amy Adams gives soldier first class seat (CotD), ACC: “I’m so emotional I need a Hot Pocket!”
1:53:06 ISIS rebranding to IS skit; Netanyahu all-in on independent Kurdistan; KRI pipeline, Genel
Energy run by Tony Hayward formerly of BP; Iraqi parliament walkouts; Mike Rogers: “safe
haven the size of Indiana”
2:04:42 Sarah Harrison acting director of new Courage Foundation, “scientific journalism”, “Berlin
stands with Snowden”; Bolivian plane “forced down” lie redux: “extraordinary… that a President’s plane would be downed”; Greenwald bombshell delay excuses; “Glenn Greenwald who
met, of course, with Edward Snowden and Laura Poitras in Berlin”; ACC: “Fifty Shades of
Snowden?”; Privacy and Civil Liberties Oversight Board now all-in
2:24:07 Donation Segment: Andrew Carnegie’s private box #33 at Carnegie Hall
2:38:37 Possible Norwegian circumcision ban
2:39:41 Newtown DoJ Oﬀice for Victims of Crime $7.1M hush money for victim families
2:40:48 News Hour changing to WETA for production
2:43:44 New Polish member of European Parliament on “war on global warming”, “humbug”; zero
population growth movement; “carbon negative” meme; water as commodity
2:50:58 Conference of Mayors resolutions on Common Core, broadband, “lawful content”; FCC Notice
of Proposed Rulemaking released, “lawful network traﬀic”
3:03:03 War on cash: UK Oyster-like card already in use, Lollapalooza going cashless
3:04:02 Ebola trending, 20% jump in number of cases
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Double Twister

(2014-06-29)

0:00:00 ACC: “I think you’ve, didn’t quite say, outed Tim Cook!”
0:00:34 JCD: “I’m phonin’ it in!”; “dudes named Ben pounding the backend” on Gmail API
0:03:01 World Cup: Netherlands vs Mexico; Dean Karlan payoff formula; March 30 Simpsons episode
with Homer bribed as referee; 2.83 goals per match; final call: Brazil-Germany 2-1
0:13:32 BitTorrent Sync DHT distributed hash table fix; faroo.com PTP search engine
0:16:27 African Growth and Opportunity Act changes for Madagascar & Swaziland
0:21:31 Worldwide minimum wage meme, #livingwage, State one-upsmanship game
0:25:18 Marie Harf’s inappropriate USA sweatshirt; NASCAR “competition yellow”
0:32:29 Kerry: “critical for Russia to show in the next hours, literally…”, Harf: “the Secretary wasn’t
outlining specific timing for additional sanctions…”; Ukraine agreements signed in Belgium,
Haiku Herman: “there is nothing in these agreements … that might harm Russia in any way”
0:39:54 Russian South Stream pipeline through Caspian Sea, Bulgaria cyber-attack & bank runs
0:41:41 Turkey blocking Euphrates to cut off hydroelectrics, “water war” meme, U.N. up in arms over
Detroit water shutoffs
0:44:33 Obama requests $500M for “appropriately vetted moderate rebels”; ISW ISIS Baghdad battle
plan; Israel on “independent Kurdish state”, Mika Brzezinski on ISIS, al-Qaeda merger
0:49:27 Gynecomastia Risperdal side effect; Mental Health Support Team, “involuntary mental health
first aid”, “refuse to take meds” meme
0:57:36 Michael Bay’s The Last Ship meme-fest, “a virus of unknown origin”, “melting permafrost”,
“you led the Russians right to us!”, “global pandemic”; Nebraska double tornado, upcoming
Into the Storm film: “it’s splitting, there’s three, there’s four, they’re everywhere!”
1:06:49 ARRL Field Day; “doomsday prepper” arrested in Florida, “all they can do is pray”
1:12:05 Producer Segment: “go away bad guy” Postfix error
1:29:23 JCD’s new microphone, allegedly broke wind on 619; Rev. Manning “bingo boom shakalaka”
1:33:53 Biden: “my child has a drug problem… vast majority of parents face that”; National Review
on Warren as Obama of 2016; Obama reneged on deal to support Hillary, Boehner; Indonesian
“yes” culture; Obamas sleeping separately, cigarettes & junk food
1:46:55 Tim Cook “outed” on CNBC; gay = ratings
1:55:14 Whoopi on hate speech: “spoken like a true white guy, I don’t mean it in a bad way”
2:01:30 Adeena Karasick on technology & media: “spectral, and virtual, and simulacric”
2:09:54 Sonavault archiving e-mails before sending to IMAP/SMTP, Sonasoft “no access” to IRS emails; reports from listeners named Ben; Lotus Notes migration, Mr. Cool’s mea culpa on
Brolf; “whether we couldn’t convert to a more searchable, more retainable e-mail system”
2:31:11 E-bay study on online advertising: nothing makes a difference
2:37:30 Donation Segment
2:45:53 Anniversary of Archduke Ferdinand assassination, killer memorialized with statue; Zakaria on
1914/2014 similarities; Nazi hipsters “Nipsters”; German government jettisoning Verizon
2:51:47 Polish blowjob comment: Poland not in ESTA; anti-Polish sentiment among Jews, Maus pigs
2:59:33 Norm Pattiz’ PodcastOne page, Kathy Lee how-to
3:08:24 Jimmy Savile the necrophile; Ofcom “television-like” podcast fee to “prevent hate speech”
3:13:40 UK bus service to go cashless, Oyster smart RFID card, allowed to go into negative balance
3:19:18 Alan Cohn on quadrennial homeland security review: “improvised nuclear device”, PPD-8;
dirty bomb survival tips: containment control, distance, shielding, time
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Passport Terrorists!

(2014-06-26)

0:00:00 JCD: “Give in, citizen, give in.”
0:00:32 D-STAR adventures, ACC: “it’s easier to register for the US Customs Global Entry System”,
“You think that’s bad, you should try the Yaesu interface”, reflector 033C
0:06:20 BitTorrent Sync deprecated, µTorrent the future
0:13:57 Peculiar Australian holidays for donation themes
0:18:05 Anwar al-Awlaki drone memo on public safety exception overseas, not a word on 16-year-old
son, Eric the Constitutional lawyah: “this troubles you, citizen? stop thinking”
0:30:26 Boehner’s Obama lawsuit; EPA’s lost Pebble Mine e-mails; Eleanor Norton apology to “Mr.
Cool” Koskinen, “without a scintilla… of evidence”, “conspiracy hunting”, Chaffetz questioning
Jennifer O’Connor: “a dude named Ben”; Issa: “C: drive”, 6K e-mail limit, $1.8bn IT budget
0:52:25 Trey Gowdy on “spoliation of evidence”, “instead of the criminal code, you want to rely on
common sense?”; why is Sonasoft not being questioned?
1:00:06 Hillary in San Francisco at Fleur de Lis, ordered vegetarian; Biden pandering to Manufacturer’s Association, “we’re the only non-xenophobic nation in the world as a major economy”
1:06:13 Supreme Court cell phone search ruling: Faraday bags, exigent circumstances
1:13:14 Producer Segment
1:30:12 Google I/O: “slave jewelry” wearables; Gmail API possibly killing IMAP like RSS
1:35:50 Late night chopper/dicer Obamacare consulting ad; Hyundai Bluelink kill switch
1:40:04 Google+ for ham radio; Yahoo groups now require profile; Marissa Mayer’s notorious tardiness
1:45:01 Telegraph on “fiddled global warming data”; Obama progress report: hundreds of billions cost
by 2100, Obama on everyone but Congress all-in on global warming
1:50:08 Mike Rogers on ISIS “al-Qaeda minded”, “an unfair assessment of what we knew and how
we watched it develop” accidental truth, “they want Lebanon”, Iraq foreknowledge selfcontradiction; Rogers to become DJ, not high-paid consultant: blackmail?
1:59:29 Diane Sawyer leaving World News Tonight replaced by David Muir, Red Book: big coming-out
2:03:14 Helmetless Kerry in Baghdad; “Obama’s Spartan number” 300 sequel; Kagan ISW ISIS chart:
Ceyhan pipeline gateways; Human Rights Watch on child soldiers; Executive Order on NDAA
2014 section 1206 “flexible funding mechanism”, classified Presidential Directive 23 “security
sector assistance” clearing NGOs to use force, JCD: “we’ve deputized Greenpeace!”; Feinstein:
“they’ve cut off heads”, “a brutal bunch”, “they do want to develop the caliphate”; why didn’t
we drone these guys in jihadi Disneyland? Feinstein & Rogers on recruiting in Germany,
“passport fighters”, coming German & EU visa restrictions; Muqtada al-Sadr’s Mahdi Army
back, “get outstanding tax receipts”
2:33:02 Donation Segment: JCD: “home winemakers occasionally make world-class wine”
2:47:12 Polish Ministers on US blowjob; Albania considered for membership in Russia blockade EU
2:50:18 Angry Pakistani actor in UK, ACC: “it’s like a bad radio play”, Liam Fox on “greater powers
of surveillance to monitor extremists from ISIS”
2:54:23 Juncker to replace Barroso; colony collapse disorder pinned on German pesticides, Friends of
the Earth vs Germany and big box stores, FoE advisor Ian Illuminato
3:03:17 Mike Rogers on no-fly list: “the training camps have been unabetted for years”
3:05:35 World Cup: Macau $645M betting ring breakup, Ghana’s plane full of money for players,
FIFA corruption, ACC: “you guys throw the game or we kill Merkel”
3:12:47 German parliament ends Verizon contract over spying
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Italian Lightning

(2014-06-22)

JCD: “Do they even know how to hold a taco?” (2:43:57)
Alameda Country fair open; ACC’s Ham-Com report well-received
A. Nolen blog post on Kathy McMahon peak oil analysis
Glenn Beck on abu-Katala, fear-mongering Goldline promo
Reading from The Grand Chessboard by Zbigniew Brzezinski; Lagarde on IMF reforms, US
dragging feet to avoid losing voting power to China; Mosul-Haifa pipeline, Hunt Oil George W.
connection, new version to run through Jordan, Brzezinski: “Iraq as an entity… was somewhat
of a fiction and we demolished it starting with 2003”; Robert Serry accused of funneling $20M
to Hamas; kurdoil.noagendanotes.com, krg.org, Turkey being circumvented
Anne-Marie Slaughter’s disdainful laughter on NPR: “the Syrian people have been begging
for our intervention”, Cruz: “Core al-Qaeda… have renounced them”, caliphaaate!, “al-Qaeda
army”, blitzkrieg memes; “bring back our humvee”; 6K boots on the ground already, Obama:
“American military advisors”, Levin: “US nonmilitary advisors”; ISIS gold grab
China-Canada tar sands deal; Greek rail improvement, British nuclear power & high-speed
rail, Cameron: “the UK recognizes the rise of China as one of the defining events of our
century”, CNOOC Royal Dutch Shell deals, China lowballed the French
“Cognac for breakfast” Juncker for European Council Presidency; Farage excluding Wilders
& Le Pen from block vote; Polish Interior Minister & central bank Governor leak
Producer Segment
Kim Kagan’s sound-alike Reverend Melissa Scott was porn star Barbie Bridges; podcast app
updates, BitTorrent Sync 50-peer limitation; JCD’s Detroit speech video available online, log
in with Facebook scam; Inside the Bubble documentary on Kerry, “The more you get to know
him, the less you like him”, underwear joke revisited
Michele Bachmann at Faith & Freedom conference: “chemical weapon cachets”
Guess the Network: NatGeo’s Alien Invasion; Guess the Movie: Thor: The Dark World
IRS e-mails: Steve Stockman’s “Dog Ate My Taxes” bill; Sonasoft; John “Mr. Cool” Koskinen,
Ryan: “I don’t believe you”, 20% drive failure rate after out of warranty; spokeshole Earnest:
“there’s not a shred of evidence that substantiates Republican conspiracy theories”; teaser for
Sharyl Attkisson interview
Michael Hastings’ handler widow Elise Jordan on “conspiratorial theories”, “tragic accident”,
Bowe Bergdahl connection; sudden death of Sandy Hook lead investigator Podgorski
Climate hearing with Daniel Botkin; another memorable wrap-up from Senator Whitehouse
Donation Segment: ACC & Ms. Micky moving; Armando the postal carrier got married
Survey of online video advertising
E-mail, blog post from Sir Atomic Rod on French nuke pullback, Russia gas interests
Google & Microsoft on the kill switch bandwagon, California bill to make it opt-out
Biden with super-soaker: “anybody who writes a bad story about me is dead!”
“The Hilldebeest” in Edward Klein’s book Blood Feud on Clinton-Obama relations
Craig Whitlock on drone crashes; Colorado “gas explosion”, “Italian lightning”
Ebola out of control in Guinea; experimental vaccine; Gardasil now approved for anal cancer
Sen. Tom Carper at dirty bomb hearing; Chicago street lamp sensors; Google Skybox acquisition, sub-50cm resolution
UK cashless weekend experiment; JCD: “don’t do business with Chase”
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Scam Celebrities

(2014-06-19)

0:00:00 ACC: “So we blew up the Brotherhood Pipeline.” (1:29:54)
0:00:33 synergy-project.org for screen management; tech press used to write about useful software;
disdain for Amazon phone, ACC: “it’s a cash register”; meeting with MacUser staff: “Mac
forever!”; T-Mobile UnRadio no data cap deal: where’s the outrage?
0:07:21 Mimi’s dog died, JCD learned of it on Facebook; MTV alumni group
0:15:33 World Cup prediction: FIFA bribes, German team, ACC: “by the way, they’re good at building
camps”, Brazil JCD’s pick; Nigeria, Argentina restructuring deal rejected by US Supreme
court; JCD at meat market for Mexican nil-nil; UK cocaine shortage
0:27:38 Kim Kagan on C-SPAN call-in show, MKULTRA Melissa Scott voice, ISIS: Islamic State
of Iraq in Shām, Levant includes Israel, Paris 1919 Sykes-Picot line-drawing agreement; alBaghdadi “the dude from Baghdad” release from Camp Bucca; ISIS annual report translated
by ISW, “metrics-driven military command”; ISW’s Elizabeth Obagi previous role on Syria
0:44:28 Kagan: “al-Qaeda splinter”, ISW “does not take any money from the United States government in order to keep itself fully independent”, annual report thanks: General Dynamics,
DynCorp International, Palantir, Northrop Grumman, CACI; $25bn for training
1:00:58 May 14 Defense Security Cooperation Agency planned $1bn anti-terrorism sale to Iraq; Yalies
running the show; Lindsey Graham “open source reporting”, “Syria is a launching pad”,
Cameron: “…are also planning to attack us here at home in the UK”; McCain in Iraq; Rubio:
“including attacks here in our homeland”; Obama War Powers letter; Petraeus for President?
“…extremists, who do happen to be Sunni Arabs”
1:25:19 Royal Dutch Shell selling majority of stake in Woodside over Leviathan pullout, Bill Clinton
advisor to Noble Energy, Israel-Turkey pipeline in the works; Anderson Pooper live = setup;
trying to get Kurds in control since 1990; Ceyhan tanker departure upcoming
1:37:44 National Day of Making 2014
1:37:57 Producer Segment: ultimate podcast device Universal Audio proposal
2:05:50 France ditching nuclear power, “going green”; Dutch windmill LLC’s, subsidies; Kerry: “at
least 98, 99% of all the scientists in our country”; seagull plague
2:17:41 Dr. Oz FTC hearing, sharecare.com “knowledge partners” like Pfizer, “scam celebrities”
2:25:43 Hillary on book rounds, only 60K copies sold, Simon & Schuster say otherwise; Patricia Smith
mother of Benghazi victim: “if it’s classified, fine, whisper it in my ear”; abu-Katala Benghazi
mastermind capture, Psaki: “if you’re volunteering yourself for future endeavors…”
2:35:09 Cannes Lions American Express Silicon Valley gobbledygook: “do it in a real authentic dynamic fun way”, ACC: “lady, just process my credit card transaction!”
2:38:50 Donation Segment: Modi-Omidyar connection; Dutch funny names tradition
2:49:20 John Temple joins First Look; Oliver Stone to direct competing Snowden movie
2:54:37 France 24’s social network bandwidth stats; Morning Joe on SCotUS Facebook threat case;
JCD on new Twitter blocking process
3:01:38 Six more IRS e-mail archives missing; spokeshole Josh Earnest: “you’ve never heard of a
computer crashing before?”; deserter Jenkins’ 40 years in North Korea
3:06:18 74 school shootings meme debunked; Delaware H.347 bullet-resistant whiteboards
3:11:25 Blue/red transitions, Texas “reliably blue”; high school NRA, Vatican firewall bias
3:15:52 FCC to promulgate regulations against traﬀic prioritization, no surgery exception
3:19:59 Late Father’s Day callouts
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Preemptive Prosecution

(2014-06-15)

ACC: “Squirrels are winning the cyber-war.” (1:45:08)
Father’s Day, 1910 vs 1972
ACC in the truck en route to Ham-Con fleeing tornado warning spawned by rainstick
Fallout from Mevio podcast feed, 301 redirect ignored, “app culture”, JCD: “hey vending
machine, you’re out of Mars bars”, Stitcher’s $18.7M
Ham-Com: emergency service controversy; D-STAR, HSMM-MESH on firmware-hacked Linksys
& Ubiquiti routers, Disruption Tolerant Networking; pathetic flea market with Beanie Babies
Producer Segment: 22 executive producers
Iraq: McCain: Obama needs new national security team including Patraeus & Kagan, Institute
for the Study of War; Boehner: Obama “taking a nap”; Iraqi deserter on generals leaving
in civilian clothes, ACC on 2003 Iraq experience with farcical “training”; ISW predictions,
Blogspot; ISIS promotional film, JCD’s Lebanese driver’s video on ISIS guys driving around
with a .50 cal, ISIS/ISIL ten commandments for Islamic rule
Kurds sending oil via Ceyhan-Tbilisi-Botas pipeline from Iraq to Turkey; Mike Morell: “this is
now an al-Qaeda army”, “base of operations from which they could attack the United States”,
Iranian takeover thesis on NPR; 2011 Greek Orthodox prophesies on World War III; “mission accomplished” on regime change; State Department, Obama on $5bn Counterterrorism
Partnerships Fund in $50-70bn Overseas Contingency Operational budget request
Constellis Holdings consolidates Triple Canopy, ACADEMI, and others, Ashcroft & Inman
on board; Kerry on “transition”, “increased ramp-up assistance to the Syrian opposition”,
“terrorism partnership fund”; Constellis’ Strategic Social
Project SALAM on “preemptive prosecution”; DEA sharing wiretaps with law enforcement
Chinese hackers believed to be able to blow up pipelines or shut down power plant; JCD story
on squirrels as cable plague, got a taste for capsaicin
A-10 designer Pierre Sprey on F-35 uselessness: “it’s a turkey”, “the first thing to know about
stealth is that it’s a scam”, “the point is to spend money”
Soufan Group’s Robert McFadden on ISIL’s huge wealth, oil fields in East Syria, Saudi money;
enigmatic ISIL leader Ali Bakr al-Baghdadi; Soufan Group Qatari testimonials
Elon Musk patent giveaway
Donation Segment: Swedish war on cash
Business Insider native Venmo ad: “paper currency is the new gold”
Sharpton: “the GOP infighting is esculating. Politico says Democrats are outright jiddy”;
Obama oﬀicializes pronunciation of GIF as /ɡɪf/
“What is evangelicalism?” “great question”; Stewart, Colbert on Dave Brat’s God references
European radar “disappearances”, X-class solar flares unreported
Chaffetz on Lerner e-mail retrieval time; Sarbanes-Oxley 802(a) $1-5M private sector fines
Bloomberg Business Week Xiaomi “amazing stuff” in tech
Producer on Common Core “money making bonanza”
JCD on TWiT with Jolie O’Dell; Internet Association response to FCC; Netflix, Google cache
boxes; FCC’s war on cable
Hillary “freezing pockets”, “free ride”; JCD’s Hillary medley; Greenwald’s “classified” uncorrected proof; Sotomayor at Hillary Costco event buying mac & cheese
Father’s Day credits
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Touching the Stick

(2014-06-12)

0:00:38 JCD’s peculiar caps lock situation with clip filenames; clipping methodologies; Dvorak on
Telecommunications media tour with different radio station layouts
0:10:21 Bowe Bergdahl beheaded according to Kerry (CotD); to Hagel: “have you ever considered
going to Landstuhl and talking to him there?”; Marie Harf thrown to the wolves, with Andrea
Mitchell: “Marie, in fact, that was claimed initially…”, “the architecture of what this might
look like, including in the Bergdahl case was briefed to Congress”
0:21:11 Miss USA pageant: Louisiana on Bergdahl: “I do not feel it is right that we subject ourself to
these acts of terrorism”; 4th degree black belt Louisiana rigged question on campus violence
against women; North Dakota’s “old bullies”; weird female six-pack muscle
0:36:20 Mevio feed gone, feed.nashownotes.com/rss.xml reminder; rainstick power in Netherlands
0:41:18 June 15 World Elder Abuse Awareness Day
0:42:53 Producer Segment: ACC to Ham-Com in Plano
0:50:23 Brian the firefighter on forest fires caused by bad logging policy; Libya locust outbreak; Bill
Maher “bullshit” on mean temperature; hundred doctors meme on Years of Living Dangerously
final episode, Obama: “it’s frustrating when the science is in front of us”; Beanie Baby Y2K
debates on Silicon Spin, budweiser.com Y2K compliance; Eric S. Raymond Hoping for the
Crazy article on warmists wishing for El Niño
1:13:22 Eric Cantor loss to Tea Party Dave Brat on a tenth of the money, no Koch money
1:17:45 Obama signs Water Resources Reform & Development Act of 2014, loan guarantees for public/private sector partnerships, Enron model of legal monopoly
1:24:59 Bodyguard Blanket advertisement; Miller Las Vegas shooting 17-second surveillance video
shown once on CNN and faded to black; History Channel Boston bombing simulation video;
Holder’s domestic terrorism taskforce, Australian gun ban meme; MSNBC “teacup television”: “who are constantly delegitimating and vilifying…”, debunked 74 school shootings claim,
“Obamma Stammer” at Tumblr event, Port Arthur shooting equated with Newtown, Constitution a “tradition”, “I respect gun rights”
1:47:58 MAIG, SPLC mobilized immediately, Vianovo’s Matthew Miller on SPLC 800% increase due
to racism, Potok on “patriot extremist groups” 200% decline after election, Bundy ranch
as “huge victory”, “opening shot”, “I’m not sure I could prove it statistically” on numbers
increase; Aaron Ybarra off antipsychotics, Anderson Pooper “voices in your head” piece, JCD:
“ie wears an IFB for God’s sake!”, ACC: “come here, Anderson, kill Brolf!”
2:04:31 PBS on friendly fire incident caused by B-1 bomber according to Afghans; A-10 Warthog to
be retired; “there is the possibility that fratricide may have been involved”
2:13:13 Donation Segment: ACC recommendation on dealing with son’s Tourette’s
2:28:06 Kimberly Kagan of Institute for the Study of War on Iraq situation, emirates forming around
Mosul and Raqqah; $10bn Iran/Iraq/Syria Kirkuk-Banias pipeline to Mediterranean in competition with Qatar/Turkey pipeline; Qatar & Saudi Arabia funding ISIS
2:51:36 Common Core: PandoDaily report on Microsoft involvement; all new Pearson materials to
run on Dell machines running Microsoft OS; OK, SC have withdrawn from the standards;
pitch man Gene Wilhoit; Gates: “we fund people to look into things”, “I have no… y’know
this is giving money away”; teachingchannel.org; “I expect my kids to know a superset of
the Common Core Standards at every single grade involved”
3:03:02 JCD teaser for Japanese video game “Princess Powers” serfdom propaganda
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The Sluggish Cloud

(2014-06-08)

0:00:00 ACC: “Dad, do I have to? Oh, Dad, do I have to?” (1:00:15)
0:00:32 Warship weekend on the ham bands, ACC QSO with U.S.S. Orleck, imitates HF SSB pileup
0:05:54 Secret Service social media sarcasm detector RFP; cynics’ Alzheimer risk; people like lists,
listicles because of “cancel any time” completion factor; NA mailing list open rate spike from
“hey” subject line
0:12:44 Media response to CIA on Twitter vs increased redaction of droning justification
0:16:26 D-Day National Remembrance Week 2014, National Flag Week; World Cup opening ceremony;
Presedential delegation to Poroshenko inauguration in Kyiv
0:20:17 McCain at VA press conference on Bergdahl deal: “they are Taliban and al-Qaeda, don’t
you understand that?”; producer(s) on Bergdahl family “hippie spectrum”, home schooling;
Bowen, Walker, Murphy not killed in efforts to rescue him; Oliver North on “prisoner of
war” vs “hostage”, “someone has paid an enormous ransom”; five-year twice-yearly prisoner
exchange rehearsals; ACC has seen “Saving Private Lynch” and Saddam capture videos; “Rev”
Sharpton “shut and dry”, no “precetent” in Gitmo prisoner releases
0:44:19 School lunch expert with Sharpton on Obama lunch program; CNN Carol: “that was Mrs.
Obama back in 2010 when she signed the Healthy Hunger-Free Kids Act into law”
0:54:44 Producer Segment: insta-Baron π donation; Comic Strip Blogger’s show notes search JS
1:10:01 NPR on David Koch pulling funding for PBS Citizen Koch documentary; ACC on MTV
planetary premiere with Michael Jackson “the king of pop” suﬀix
1:25:51 EU news: Lagarde will not run against Juncker; Athens Riviera in privatization agency; Dutch
HMO-style insurance changes; Helle Thorning-Schmidt and Dalia Grybauskaite possibilities;
Belgium’s Euroclear $201.1bn investment in US Treasuries, depression of 1857 caused by too
much gold in the market
1:43:51 Orange is the New Black chick series, ACC: “hot lesbian sex by cute chicks”; Netflix Verizon
error messages, over-reliance on streaming, Mozilla DRM, JCD on “sluggish cloud” vs 8TB
local storage; VirnetX VPN patent lawsuit, Science Applications Informational Corporation
a spook outfit, Apple will be compromised; Twitter stock closed at $33.33
1:57:56 Donation Segment
2:05:48 Sisi elected in Egypt, Assad in Syria, Haitian protests against Martelli
2:09:53 Carney on press corps knowing 15% of what’s going on, White House the “locus of power”
2:12:16 Global warming subcommittee: coal plants releasing more carbon than Korea, “more powerful
rain bursts; ”raise your voice, not the sea level“ promo video; Roger Wicker on insulting
rhetoric, intimidation of witnesses, Ed Markey wrap-up: ”we have heard today that climate
change is having impacts on the ground right now“, ACC: ”oh no, not the oysters¡‘; 30% EPA
reduction by 2030; ”global climate warming“, Yale climate change group on psychological
impact of terminology, ”reduce issue engagement“; USPS sea surface temperature stamp
2:35:41 Michelle Obama Senate run rumors, upcoming Diane Sawyer interview, JCD: “get used to it,
Elizabeth Warren: our next President”
2:42:12 Kaiser Alexander lying on Amanpour: “everyone has substantiated that this is the right
approach”, Wheel of Fortune analogy; Six-Week Cycle cyber-attack
2:48:51 South Stream Pipeline a big problem for EU
2:51:19 JCD teaser on Benghazi inquiry: contempt of Congress punishable by up to a year in jail;
action on Holder, Lerner contempt not legally optional; Hillary will not testify
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“Fact Pattern”

(2014-06-05)

0:00:00 JCD: “It’s Khirullah Said Wali Khairkh...wa” (1:34:17)
0:00:34 Joint Resolution 19: Sessions, ACC: “did he just do a line of coke?”, Reid on the Koch brothers
“wealthiest men in America”, “I felt so... unclean for lack of a better word”; Cruz on the top
16 donors spending on Democrats, Koch Industries #59, “the second canard is that money is
not speech”; Citizens United explained; Schumer pretends to address Cruz
0:24:40 Joint Resolution cosponsors, JCD: “Tom Udall, the dumbest guy in Congress”, Cruz: nonprofits are corporations, “the ability to silence bloggers”; JCD calls Sessions’ oﬀice, video on
subcommitte.senate.gov, JCD: “it’s a gold mine!”; Al Franken shtick
0:42:52 Obama on European Reassurance Initiative modernizing the Polish military: “we’ll increase
the number of American personnel… continuously rotating through allied countries in Central
and Eastern Europe”, $1bn request to Congress, Nuland on stage with Kerry, Kagan: “and
finally my Kagan, he is my Venus, he is my planet Earth” (CotD)
0:51:14 Haiku Herman wows the Japanese Prime Minister: me ni aoba, yama hototogisu, hatsugatsuo
0:54:20 Producer Segment: Old Crow Reserve bourbon; Bowe Bergdahl “sacred duty” meme
1:19:08 Bowe Bergdahl: Chris Hayes scripted interview with Pentagon spokeshole Kirby, “no negotiations with terrorists”; “we didn’t know they were going to Swiftboat Bergdahl”; Susan Rice
on “last of the Americans”, “captured on the battlefield”, Carney: “last uniformed member of
the military”; JCD CIA “big poppy-guy” Khirullah Khairkhwa theory, similar deal planned
for Chris Stevens’ release? Friedman “long on psychopaths and short on leadership” tweet;
Saxby after secret hearing on life not in danger; Marie Harf: “Google it on the web”, ACC:
“I Googled Marie Harf naked”, “fact pattern”, “the very highest levels of this government”,
JCD: “we have top people working on it”, ACC: “Poor Marie, I bet she popped a Valium right
after that one, boy”; Rubio dodges “impeachable offense” question
1:49:02 Syria’s landslide Assad re-election; international observer boots on the ground; internet voting
not a good idea
1:54:05 Richard Clarke on Democracy Now promoting Sting of the Drone novel, “attack that leaves
no trace, that looks like a gas explosion”, frangible ammunition
1:58:51 NPR conspiracy theory series: 50% of Americans subscribes to at least one theory: “no matter
how much disconfirming evidence comes in, you somehow convert that disconfirming evidence
into part of the conspiracy”; Lancet and Harvard fluoride stories; cocaine in London water,
drug money saving economy, ACC: “all economies revolve around drugging people”
2:09:30 Donation Segment: Brazil Snowden interview, begging for asylum
2:18:30 Modern police vehicles lighting up like Christmas trees
2:20:46 ACC inundated with e-mails from fightforthefuture.org “reset the net day”; increasing
anti-Google sentiment, Marc Andreessen on Snowden as traitor; teen question to Pelosi on
NSA support; new NSA Director Mike Rogers interviewed by Trish Regan, exposefacts.org
whistleblowers on NSA retaliation, Rogers on NSA facial recognition: “we do not do this in
some unilateral basis”, repeated “US persons”, “we will encounter Americans persons in the
wilderness out there, so to speak”
2:50:48 Sharyl Attkisson on her book Stonewalled on media manipulation; now at the Heritage Foundation Daily Signal
2:55:47 Harry Reid Joint Resolution 19 opening speech ending “I’ve got places to go”; Halsey Minor
Bitcoin company
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Operation Chokepoint

(2014-06-01)

0:00:00 JCD: “Well, things move fast in this world.” (2:36:58)
0:00:31 California weather’s turned cold
0:01:15 Bowe Bergdahl: another distraction from the Veteran’s Administration scandal; HMFIC producer on promotion upon capture, 12 killed or wounded in attempts to recover him
0:15:09 Operation Chokepoint: spread to firearms & ammo industries; similarity to FBI taking down
Al Capone for tax evasion; Grayson amendment; Chaka Fattah: “the yellow pages for the internet”, ACC’s Internet Yellow Pages, “how people can create their addresses on the internet”,
“to have us empower the Syrians or someone with control of the internet” (CotD)
0:43:49 Canadian Environment Week on JCD’s Google calendar, ACC on Google calendar permissions: personal information, e-mail “without owner’s knowledge”; African-American Music
Appreciation Month, National Caribbean-American Heritage Month, Great Outdoors Month
2014, Lesbian Gay Bisexual and Transgender Pride Month, National Oceans Month
0:58:39 Producer Segment: Sharpton vs teleprompter part 2
1:14:55 NBC Snowden interview feedback: Kerry on violation of oath, which a contractor would not
have taken; Deborah Turness supposedly texting questions to Brian Williams; missing glasses
nosepiece may indicate interview was done in 2013, Snowden/Poitras/Greenwald/Miranda
selfie in Russia dated May 22 without EXIF data, “Берлин” in Putin call-in chyron; JCD on
Greenwald book: “everything that a Woodward book isn’t”
1:28:23 Obama not visiting Germany while in Europe: ACC: “yeah, Germany’s got Snowden”; Sarah
Harrison Deutsche Welle keynote, re:publica 2014, Kristinn Hrafnsson the new WikiLeaks guy;
everyone’s in Berlin, JCD: “happenin’ place”
1:37:18 British GDP boosted by £10bn drug & prostitution economy; EU North African immigrants
1:42:05 Presidential podcast from Children’s National Medical Center on asthma exacerbated by CO2 ,
“hundreds of scientists”, “carbon pollution”
1:47:10 Annoying spelling bee kid: “kabaragoya, I know it!”
1:48:20 JCD’s Catcher in the Rye joke from end of Show 621 a reference to Conspiracy Theory film
1:50:27 Syrian safe haven: Tampa suicide bomber Moner Mohammad Abu-Salha, “terrorism techniques”, “nightmare scenario”, Six-Week Cycle
1:56:22 Carson Daly Snowden #Patriot vs #Traitor analysis, JCD: “what’s with the music?”
2:01:06 Donation Segment: credit to Mark Thompson & Marc Van Landuyt for Show 599 PBS bit
2:18:03 India’s rape problem: 25k yearly; police charged in refusal to file complaint; weird Indian
“CNN on steroids” on Roku
2:22:14 Second Half of Show: History Channel on Area 51 alien varieties
2:24:51 Elliot Rodger shooting: Mike Thompson’s Promoting Healthy Minds for Safer Communities
Act of 2014, “involuntary outpatient commitment”, “build on the partnership between the
Federal and the State government”; Vanderbilt professor of psychiatry on MSNBC: misogyny
is a mental illness, “crazy masculinized rhetoric of guns”; “terrorism”
2:39:10 Hillary: “politicization” meme, leaked Hard Choices Benghazi chapter
2:42:42 Thom Hartmann on Republicans being responsible for unemployment
2:43:56 Eurasian Economic Union between Russia, Kazakhstan, Belarus; Vitali Klitschko taking heat
as Kyiv mayor, Wladimir Klitschko, Hayden Panettiere engagement on Kelly Ripa
2:50:00 Long e-mail from Dutch Moroccan producer on Wilders’ Moroccan comment
2:53:49 France vingt-quatre on French canned wine, JCD on 1970s canned wine, can coatings
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Gun Extremists

(2014-05-29)

0:00:00 JCD: “I have to admit I listen to each show repeatedly, probably four full times start to finish.”
ACC: “Wow!”
0:00:39 Fixing ACC’s truck post-breakin
0:02:56 Brad Pitt attacked by Borat-like Ukrainian goofball at red carpet Angelina movie promotion;
Kate Middleton’s butt photographed for Bild, bild.de vs bilt.de; ACC thanks W.T. and
Bert B. for RSS news feed
0:08:10 Brian Williams Snowden interview as Greenwald book promo, Snowden in elevator like reality
show; “Did you say earlier you were still serving your government?”, no mention of CIA, not
“still on payroll”, no mention of girlfriend; grandfather working for FBI in Pentagon on 9/11;
Russian blogger registration law, “free press” vs “free speech”; he still can’t speak Russian?
0:24:26 Snowdwn’s missing glasses left nose pad; of NSA: “senior oﬀicials are investing themselves
with powers that they’re not entitled to”; Greenwald to name names in next revelation,
NBC/Greenwald reporting relationship, Snowden insistence on government clearance; Greenwald: “my duty to my source is to bring the message that he wanted to bring to the world”;
“being a patriot means… knowing when to protect your comptitution”; Kerry: “well, for a
supposedly smart guy that’s a pretty dumb answer”; Bob Baer: “he went to the other side,
and that is a real problem for especially people like me that worked in the Cold War” (CotD)
0:59:14 Producer Segment: TrueCrypt, xkcd $5 wrench cartoon
1:13:20 Santa Monica shooting: DSM-IV; no word on three Asian stabbing version; substitute teacher
Lenny Shaw: “I said if I ever had met anyone that fit the bill of a potential mass murderer, it was Elliot Rodger”, Studio Seven on psychic fair; Dr. Charles Sophie, LA County
Beleagured Child Welfare Agency, Beverly Hills practice; Asperger’s producers on obsession
target; doctorsophie.com, ACC: “this Dr. Sophie is a dangerous individual”; Simon Astaire
interviews, medication question finally asked: Xanax, “I don’t know the legal side”
1:44:27 Moms Demand Action merged with Mayors Against Illegal Guns, “gun extremists” new meme;
topsy.com hashtag tracking, #yesallwomen from two years ago; CNN Carol: #notallmen,
“rape culture”, “do we tell men: don’t put drugs in women’s drinks?”; teen white girl misogynist hip-hop market; Salon’s Brittany Cooper: young white guy problem, terrorism; 70-yearold burglar; Christine Lagarde, “it would be hard for the European Parliament not to endorse
her as she’s a woman”, in court for embezzlement when she was French Finance Minister
2:04:58 Donation Segment: simplyrugged.com holster for ACC’s Judge; notes on bank transfers
2:22:10 WISP Brett Glass on Security Now: “we don’t have a choice, we must carry Netflix, we must
make sure that the quality is good. They have a choice, they could afford to either serve
us well or not”; “two-sided markets”; who pays for gigabytes of software updates?; JCD on
Air Pollution District mandate in 1955 to shutter in 1975, still in business; smart cacheing
clobbered by DRM & licensing, ACC: “greed and power and non-smartness”
2:45:00 EU election: low turnout, Euro-skeptics “far right” 25-30% except Netherlands; anti-immigration
over economic concerns, Geert Wilders Moroccans comment, van Gogh & Fortuyn killings,
Dutch history of anti-Semitism; UKIP branded racist but did well; “ticking time bombs” in
parliament
2:57:47 Pervasive media control: ACC’s daughter worried about lack of Winter, JCD: “no way out”,
ACC: get rid of phone, replace with wireless tablet; JCD on uselessness of latest Google Maps
on phone; phone and Facebook addiction; smokers and phone users out on sidewalk
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Dead Man Cuffed

(2014-05-25)

“…the Calle Veinticuatro Latino Cultural District…” ACC: laughter (3:17:02)
JCD revisits his mouse prediction and 3-year-later column on why the Mac is a success
Atlanta customs: “you can solve this really easily by becoming an American citizen”
Obama: “…the Baseball Hall of Fame is a powerful economic engine”, propaganda walk to
Interior Department; Zingerman’s visit with background checks and fake customers; White
House doing its own photos, “reflective moment” on Rosa Parks bus
Back through TSA every landing, ACC’s super gay opt-out guy; unpacked electronics bag
completely when leaving Japan; Takashita glasshole was with boingboing; Google translate
Nonexistent meteor shower on 13000-year cycle; john@curry.com, complaints@dvorak.org
Prayer for Peace Memorial Day 2014, National Hurricane Preparedness Week 2014
Santa Barbara shooting videos taken down, archived by Gay Crusader; pseudo-podcast “Hey
Elliot Rodger here…”; war on crazy, women & guns; My Twisted World “manifesto” PDF-less
on Scribd; Alpha Dog connection; Rodger lawyer: “high-functioning Asperger’s”, “Rodgers”
vs “Rodger”; parent: “craven irresponsible politicians and the NRA”
Sheriff Bill Brown election on June 3, California State Mental Health Commission; knife victim
son of anti-gun District Attorney? ACC: “since when do we handcuff dead guys?”; knife
victims’ “murder”; early reports of second suspect in custody; Brown: “very very apparent
that he was severely mentally disturbed”; CNN too-horrific-to-release convenience store video
Risperdal/Risperidone; JCD: “I’d like to rent a handgun”; SPLC blogging immediately,
#yesallwomen; iPhone videos? Peter Rodger’s “cheeky” photography
Producer Segment: refined definition of native advertising: PetChats
Obama to Afghanistan to deflect VA attention; veteran survey used to leverage Obamacare
Boko Haram barracks attack, 600 freed prisoners massacred by army; armed by CIA and/or
army; China trying to get in oil industry; kidnapped girls rewards for barracks fighters; who
used #bringbackourgirls first? Coup and rubblization predicted; 80 US troops to Chad
EU vote: “far right” on the upswing although Geert Wilders was not; 3-day voting window
David Suzuki on Moyers: down from 41% to 34% concerned, “taken to court for willful
blindness”, “intergenerational crime”; James O’Keefe fracking sting video at Cannes; Kerry
at Clean Tech Challenge on “unprecedented” European temperatures
David Remnick on Charlie Rose: “fascist countries don’t hold democratic elections”; Lavrov
on Svoboda “neo-Naysies” Nuland meetings; Putin on Obama: “if he wants to judge people,
why don’t he get a job in court somewhere?”; Georgia, Moldova agreement with EU
Coal mine fire in Turkey hurting Erdoğan; CIA the destabilization experts
NBC Snowden interview Wednesday; Greenwald $25k gigs; First Look shut up money; commencement speeches: Valerie Jarrett at Pomona College commencement: “and believe me, we
have ways of knowing everything you’ve been doing online”
Donation Segment: ACC truck broken into; strange dreams
Fast food strike: McDonald’s CEO: “real career paths”
Mark Leibovich: “watching all the mafia families: the Clintons, the Obamas, the McCains…”
Fremont CA police state community-based surveillance and plate readers
Hillary post-brain damage: “rather than picking up the pace of where we had… moved toward”
Mimi no longer listening because iOS 7/iTunes podcasts are broken
San Francisco Mission District “Calle Veinticuatro Latino Cultural District” (CotD)
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Droves of Jihadis

(2014-05-22)

0:00:00 JCD: (falsetto) “When we’re in trouble I expect help from the chatroom.”
0:00:33 JCD in Ypsilanti, MI on Merit Network fiber, meetup at Rusty Bucket in Plymouth; University
of Michigan professor J. Halderman’s censorship resistance, encrypted proxiless protocol for
redirecting traﬀic, RT hard to get in Japan
0:07:36 JCD on Detroit desolation: “turns out buying this stuff for a buck is easier said than done”,
Little Caesar’s family owns most of downtown and the Tigers; square-mile Packard factory
closed 1958, JCD: “she [Ms. Micky] would go crazy taking pictures”
0:15:52 ACC’s Tokyo Robot Restaurant experience: “pretty tall girl want to fight robot?”
0:19:05 JCD on concurrent law enforcement show: SOBERLINK SL2 sobriety monitor for “clients”
0:22:56 Self-driving cars vs police and municipal revenue, Google car’s 700k miles without a violation
0:24:41 Glasshole in schoolgirl-packed Takashita Street, later at Robot Restaurant; Google maps
north-south inversion; Line is the new cool kids’ app; ACC illicit QSO in park with Elecraft
KX-3, police upset over sitting on ledge; Japanese zombie walk, insane working hours; Kantō
GE 60 Hz vs Kansai AEG 50 Hz; 2020 Olympics will bankrupt the country
0:39:24 Hayward shopping mall exercises with FBI, SWAT, firefighters, “actors & roleplayers”; safe
haven in Syria: Comey: “virulent” meme, “droves of jihadis”, “come to Syria to learn new
things, build new relations”, “terrorist diaspora”, “do you agree” meme
0:50:40 Tsarnaev bombs supposedly Inspire-inspired, no mention of pressure cooker; FBI/NSA skit;
United States of Secrecy part 2: Hayden cowboy movie analogy
1:00:02 ACC reading Greenwald’s book, Snowden vetted via CIA ID; Gelman 14-hour interview;
Intercept: NSA intercepting call phone calls in the Bahamas; Kinsley Greenwald book review
1:05:41 Producer e-mail on changed mind re warming and net neutrality; JCD’s Q&A at conference
on remote surgeon with no pushback
1:08:23 Producer Segment: ShortFuze rap song on iTunes, tokyo.noagendanotes.com
1:18:58 Packet inequality: TWiL with Nilay Patel, Berin Szoka: “I’m tired of talking about imaginary
problems and imaginary legal authority…”, Patel: “yes, no you’re a great guy, I gotta go”;
“Save the Internet” on Freedom of the Press Foundation homepage; fallout from the Comcast/Time Warner deal? startup ISPs required to do freebies for local municipalities before
laying fiber; FCC regulation will remove all competition
1:44:20 Podcast patent: Dr. Drew “we need to be as vocal as the NRA”
1:53:11 Recording went down for 20 minutes
1:55:03 Donation Segment: executive producer Scott fired from occult bookstore over No Agenda
2:08:18 China/Russia $400bn gas deal in local currency or SDRs; Holder on indictment of Chinese
oﬀicers for “victim companies”: “we do not provide a competitive advantage to United States
companies”, Matt Lee to Psaki: “can you explain how this was not what what seems to be an
epic timing disaster?”; possible reaction to United States of Secrecy
2:19:43 Russia military dependence on Ukraine parts suppliers, Ukraine may start supplying EU;
Madeline Albright among election observers, Albright Stonebridge Group
2:24:55 Common Core: Rand Corp, EPJ on no shortage of workers with STEM backgrounds, wage
suppression the goal; promotional video pushing charter schools by Walton Family Foundation
2:30:40 9/11 museum: JCD: “the burning building in a globe, in a snow globe?”; safety hearings:
designed to come straight down; Tapper & screechy band camp girl on A&E 911 as wackos
2:45:44 Brahimi on Syrian election: “the Syria we have loved and admired for many many years”
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Binge Watch

(2014-05-18)

0:00:00 ACC (Russian accent): “Coming to you from the top of the Kremlin, this is the voice of
Russia.” (1:29:39)
0:00:31 Skype connection falls apart right on schedule, JCD switches networks
0:04:33 FCC hearings with Mignon Clyburn: “…listening to concerns not just from my mother”,
Re/code: “binge watch” “next Netflix”; dinner with the defeatists; Mignon meme-spouting;
MSNBC: “net neutrality: it’s a wonky techie term you’ve probably heard thrown around the
interwebs”; listener’s angry e-mail: “have fun in Japan”; remote-controlled surgery argument,
ACC: “oh no, I want my packets from my open-heart surgery to be equal to Netflix”; Mignon:
“potential for enforcement”; sexing up tech support
0:31:42 Preaching to the choir approach to hitting people in the mouth
0:34:53 FCC protests: “regulate the internet for the people”, “fuck the internet!”, Alliance for Global
Justice sponsor of popularresistance.org, NGOs funding NGOs; 4K streaming will bring
network to its knees
0:43:22 50-50 party: Morgan Fisher, Samm Bennett, pole dancers with JCD Club 33 audio, Ujino
Muneteru, The 5.6.7.8’s, DJ Touretteso
0:47:01 Producer Segment: JCD Detroit meet-up; crazyjapan.com
1:06:09 Dame Astrid’s daughter; ACC in Akihabara
1:09:01 Vietnam-China conflict, Abe changing Article 9 of the Constitution, listener on Vietnamese
school closings and flight from the country
1:11:44 Stephen Cohen may be a Russian spy; Kerry on Russia’s Syria vs Ukraine election position,
Cohen analysis: “Secretary of War, not Secretary of State”, Eastern Ukrainian parties on
the run; Cohen: Obama not listening to elder statesmen like Kissinger, Washington silent on
Merkel’s roundtable, V.E. Day; S.2277 “The Russian Aggression Prevention Act of 2014”
1:30:55 Commerce Committee meeting on “malvertising”, Russia vs Eastern Europe, McCain to industry reps: “so someone loses their bank account, do you reimburse them?”; Hunter Biden
joins Burisma Holdings, Kerry fundraiser Devon Archer on board; ACC: “Huma! We may not
have to kill him!”; United Nations weighs in on Eastern Ukrainian human rights deterioration
1:40:33 Kerry on Syria: unverified “evidence” of chlorine use
1:46:15 Continuation of the National Emergency with Respect to Burma, 60th Anniversary of Brown
vs Board of Education, World Trade Week 2014, Armed Forces Day, Emergency Medical
Services Week, National Safe Boating Week, Tenth International Day Against Homophobia
and Transphobia
1:52:22 Marcy Wheeler quit The Intercept; Greenwald on Edward Norton possibly playing him in
Snowden movie; no female editors at major newspapers
2:02:29 Donation Segment: rainsticks worked in Roanoke, Bosnia-Herzegovina got four meters
2:11:56 Halsey Minor starting Bitcoin exchange, Foundation losing members over Brock Pierce election
2:14:52 John Miller answers “what keeps you up at night?”; Resurgence magazine targeting “AfricanAmerican converts”, “terrorism is theater”
2:28:09 Second Half of Show: HAARP shutting down, “we have other ways of managing the ionosphere”, last experiment June 15 on Six-Week Cycle
2:31:26 China’s unpaid workers, factory boss on moving to Vietnam or Cambodia
2:35:12 Alice Friend on Boko Haram “war against education” (CotD)
2:40:58 Outro clip: No Agenda rap song by ShortFuze
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Climate Chaos

(2014-05-15)

0:00:00 ACC: “The titles look good enough.”
0:00:40 ACC: “the minute we start the show, that’s when the Skype connection falls apart”; ACC
in Tokyo; diﬀiculty printing web pages; ACC’s preconceived notions about Japan vs reality, financial energy reporter at Ms. Micky’s show, Japanese pro-war Constitutional change,
“women who won’t have sex with war-mongering men”, The Last Yakuza, Japanese schoolgirls
and greywater management, safety helmets, watermelon and a pile of salt
0:34:18 Pre-departure police state rigamarole, pre-check line twice as long, Pistole on pre-check expansion, “free samples”; FBI video recreating underwear bomb
0:47:10 Sheldon Whitehouse on cyber-crime: “those that have been hacked, and those that don’t know
that they’ve been hacked”; Michael Chertoff on medical device, automotive hacks, ACC: “the
Chinese are gonna be brewing coffee through the internet”
1:00:25 Producer Segment: No Agenda BlackBerry Messenger Channel C0023653F
1:14:14 Report on Palestinian interrupted by Emergency Alert System
1:16:33 BBC forensic specialist on Boko Haram video of abductees with chroma keying and multiple
cameras; four girls identified by parents; Global Hawk drone flying; JCD: “it’s another Nigerian
scam letter!”; African names: “Cellphone”
1:24:46 Ronan Farrow on Pentagon zombie apocalypse plan, “Tunisia or Nigeria Scenarios”; MSNBC
advertising targeting constipation sufferers; Chris Matthews cheerleading for Hillary, Karl
Rove brain damage assertion
1:38:32 Eleanor Clift & Bill Mahr sticking to Innocence of Muslims Benghazi story
1:45:28 French Foreign Minister sticking to Assad gas attacks story
1:48:43 500 days to avoid “climate chaos”, KTVU on National Climate Assessment: “temperatures
could rise by as much as 10 to 2100 degree”, JCD: “just above the boiling point of aluminum”;
West Antarctic ice sheet “unstoppable” melting, “between 200 and 500 years from now”;
climate change questions to Rubio at speech on retirement
1:58:17 “Open internet” the replacement for “net neutrality”, “hellooo internet” video, “rules which
govern how it works”, FCC on “lawful content”, “brighter bulbs monthly subscription”; Comcast CEO Q&A prediction: “usage-based billing model”; good for Netflix, bad for Cachefly;
TWiT not talking about podcast patent
2:43:18 Donation Segment
2:42:12 JCD on people stopping listening becoming complacent; Sir Mark and Same Astrid “no
slouches”, do not watch news
2:57:59 Killer robot meme in the news, new X-Men and Transformers films; lame Japanese Transformers pre-roll
2:59:32 Guess the Movie: Pecker; Taxi Driver and Men in Black III on Japan flight
3:03:01 Michael Hayden: “we kill people with metadata”; Greenwald on CNN call-in show, World
Trade Center 7 question
3:06:10 Conchita Wurst: “you know who you are, we are unity and we are unstoppable”; professional
jury vote in addition to phone-in & SMS
3:07:35 New UK rules allowing tax money to be taken from bank accounts
3:08:55 Next show teasers: Stephen Cohen and John Miller; 50-50 party at Tokyo SuperDeluxe, clubs
& pole dancers
3:13:22 Outro clip: Al Sharpton mispronunciation remix
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Jihadi Disneyland

(2014-05-11)

JCD: “Broke the speed limit, broke the speed limit, broke the speed limit!” (2:06:40)
ACC headed to Japan tomorrow; podcast kit with Universal Audio box fits in a small bag
JCD’s slobbered f’s, stammer; dinner with the Republo-bots
Obama San Jose high-tech fundraiser, Buzzkill Jr’s boss at pre-event, Secret Service required
drinks left on table, Obama hustled away when talk turned to politics
Wurst’s Rise Like a Phoenix in Eurovision Song Contest, tolerance reeducation camps
Jarl Mohn eighth NPR president in eight years, top-40 DJ identity Lee Masters, hired ACC at
MTV (CotD); KPCC “no rant no slant”, “help wildly increase NPR’s revenues”; Buzzfeed, Salon “listicles” and slide shows the future of news; Mike Elgan on Google+ not going anywhere;
“dwarf tumblr”; ACC: “five out of six gun holders agree Russian roulette is not dangerous”
National Women’s Health Week, National Small Business Week, Peace Oﬀicers’ Memorial
Day & Police Week, Texas police shooting of 93-year-old woman, National Defense Transportation Day & Week, JCD on disappointing National Train Day, Mother’s Day Presidential
proclamation, JCD: “all mothers are Jewish mothers”
Producer Segment: Authorized Drone Strike Zone; ANSRVR, Youtube numbers stations
Letterman Mother’s Day troop call-ins, JCD: “we have troops in Doha, Qatar?”
Brolf prodding Mike Rogers: “to go in there with drones and just kill these people, is that
what you’re saying?”; Rogers: “jihadi Disneyland”; Homs & Aleppo pipeline going nowhere
General Carter Ham on Nigerian “specialists”: “financial tools and access to banking records”;
how many girls were kidnapped? Producer Trevor: “bare-ass rock”, 2004 oil discovery; Gay
Crusader: anti-gay laws worse than Uganda’s; Hollande & Michelle Obama politicizing the
situation; ACC: “what is the FBI doing in Nigeria?”; Chinese $13.1bn East African railway
“Write your congressman” days are over, hashtag activism
Mike Rogers on Nigerian corruption, ACC: “hello regime change!”, “international problem”;
World Economic Forum on Africa in Nigeria; Goodluck Jonathan incomprehensible
Syrian Opposition Council granted enhanced diplomatic status, “President Jarba”
Chinese partnering with Russia on Nicaragua Canal; postage stamp with erupting volcano;
Elementary on assassination of Chinese Premier, From Russia with Love “in the morning”
Donation Segment
EU vehicle tracking devices mandated, JCD Red Book: “you’re going to go in for your smog
check, and you’re going to walk out with about ten tickets for speeding”
Kelp Watch shows no signs of Fukushima radionuclides on California coast
Coldest year on record, worldunderwater.org, “sea level is for sissies”
Pew Research 27% Ukrainian separatist figure, “illegal” poll with $2000 budget, 400 Academi
(Blackwater) troops on the ground; Haiku Herman headed to Kiev; billion dollar loan to hire
Academi; Nuland grilled on Svoboda Party
Democrary Now pro-marijuana piece; positioned as something you can’t grow on your own;
disappearance of seeds
CIA rendition network, Red Book: “people drone”; CNN produced 3D package on Florida
drone near-collision: “just imagine a drone getting sucked up into one of the plane’s engines”
TWiT prep on packet inequality, FCC website throttled to 28.8; Snapchat settlement; Amazon
will be the last web company standing; Apple Beats rumor, Pandora still losing money, “buy
more trucks”
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Gravity Bomb!

(2014-05-08)

JCD: “A4 paper is ugly.” (2:11:27)
ACC’s cart machine
Monica Lewinsky, an Elizabeth Warren development? Al Sharpton mispronunciation medley
Boko Haram Gamboru Ngala attack, 300 dead; other schools closed, girls in for test; changing
story on recovery; Obama: “worst local or regional terrorist organizations out there”, interdisciplinary US team: military, law enforcement, “other areas”; NNPC oil discovery in Lake
Chad Basin, Chevron & Shell, $49.6bn discrepancy; Boko Haram not terrorists under Hillary,
“the Tourette’s terrorist”; Goodluck Jonathan’s wardrobe; NNPC Imelda Marcos chairman
NDAA amendments: indefinite detention still in, “near-term counterelectronics capability”,
“high-energy laser mobile demonstrator”, “cyber-situational awareness tools”, JCD called
Lamborn’s oﬀice on the meaning of en-bloc, “B-61 gravity bombs”, ACC: “as opposed to
the bombs that fall upwards?”; “executive agent for cyber testing and training ranges”, cloud
computing; directed energy weapons
No drones for the press; major Western US airport flight systems shutdown due to “glitch”
detecting U2 spy plane; millimeter wave weapons
JCD story on idiot Tesla driver blocking him; Tesla white-knuckle syndrome
Producer Segment: Red Cross call for anthrax-vaccinated blood
National Climate Assessment: John Holdren “climate disruption” video, Janet Yellen on cold
weather’s economic impact, NCA debunked by Cato Institute, US Global Change Research
Program from 1990, 20 years and it’s too late; USA Today on CO2 contributing to allergies,
EPA’s Gina McCarthy, asthma, ozone meme; Harry Reid: “disastrous, disastrous climate
changes”, ACC: “drone the Koch brothers!”; John Coleman to speak at Heartland Institute
conference in Las Vegas; Jehovah’s Witnesses at ACC’s door handing out anti-GMO info;
Antarctica Wilkes Basin ice discharge as State of Fear scenario
Net neutrality = packet equality; Al Franken and noslownet.org, cannot block legal content;
“brand safe content”, Tumblr gif porn; general infinite bandwidth misconception
Podcast patent lawsuit revisited: iTunes has already paid up, owner is not a troll, “it’s gonna
destroy the fabric of America”, EFF fearmongering
Donation Segment: ACC’s OS X Mavericks experience
Common Core: “Belinda Milli-Gates Foundation”, Pearson NDA on New York tests, product
placement, Staples “adheres to Common Core” merchandise; Holocaust debate homework,
“Anne Frank is a fraud” (CotD); Indiana blackmailed by Department of Education to stay in
California anti-bullying law: misdemeanor on third offense, “alarm, annoy, torment or terrorize”; antidepressants the real problem
Obama Merkel meeting, relations still strained; Stephen Cohen on Putin’s call for delay in
referendum, Merkel’s proposed roundtable; Psaki: “I hope he enjoys his visit to Ukraine”,
Kerry & Psaki: “bogus independence referendum”, Matt Lee questions “no civilized nation”
Eurovision Song Contest: Putin’s voting camps
Yatsenyuk: “we are fighting with an invisible Russian agents”; British $19bn in Russian loans,
Kissinger & Charlie Rose in 2009 on “New World Order” from fear of Russia; Yellen on deficit
unsustainability, markets up
Justin Rosenstein TechCrunch buzzword orgy: “consciously moving the world in the direction
of our dreams”
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Fruity Drinks!

(2014-05-04)

0:00:00 JCD: “Kinda gruesome, yeah.” (0:54:34)
0:00:40 ACC still sick in bed taking quercetin twice an hour; MERS virus comes to US; ACC: why
require vaccination for school if all the other students are immune?
0:08:24 German study finds stress contagious; youth anxiety on the rise due to climate change stories;
Ms. Micky’s niece visiting; hipster burlesque boom
0:14:47 Six-Week Cycle: Waseca MN school plot, Shelton WA FBI setup, or not yet?
0:17:51 World Press Freedom Day, National Charter Schools Week, May 1 National Law Day, AsianAmerican and Pacific Islander Heritage Month, May 1 Loyalty Day, May 2 National Day of
Prayer, National Mental Health Awareness Month
0:24:37 White House Correspondents’ Dinner, next year ACC & JCD want to do MST3K-style live
commentary; “a lot of fruit-flavored drinks”; large numbers of celebrities since Obama took
oﬀice; NY Times pullout, JCD: “the New York Times is just cheap”
0:40:35 Biden Corvette video; President started attending in 1981 with Reagan; Google Netflix Bash;
Obama: “it’ll be harder to convince the American people was born in Kenya”
0:53:10 Producer Segment
1:02:20 On the virtues of Quercetin, JCD: “you have to take your corset off?”
1:06:01 Obama podcast: jobs #1 priority
1:07:29 Euroland elections coming up, a lot of euro skeptics running, media smear campaigns, ACC:
“incumbent Eurocrats”; Geert Wilders on national sovereignty collapse
1:16:15 McLaughlin package on China-Germany “special relationship”: “Angela über Alles”; Red
Book: Chinese Mercedes S-Class clone
1:26:58 Obama: “for the German audience who perhaps is tuning into Russian TV…”; Bild on thousands of CIA & FBI “advisors” in Kiev; Sir Tony Brenton on economic price to Russia of a
shooting war with Ukraine, OSCE everywhere
1:35:28 Geneva Agreement – all four paragraphs, ACC: “I have to agree to more when I use an
Apple product”; IMF to change agreement if Ukraine loses East, Lagarde’s “economic outlook
changing”; pipeline and train routes: Kazakhstan, Belarus, Poland, Germany
1:45:28 Eastern Syria and Western Iraq, al-Nusra vs ISIL
1:47:30 Global Entry date format used in China; whole show running on one MacBook Air, crappy
Remote Desktop causing problems
1:49:42 Donation Segment: green building certification for architects; backyard chickens
2:05:54 Chase bank cutting off the porn stars under Holder’s Operation Choke Point; group of investors
buying Mt. Gox, $200k wallet found
2:14:42 War on men: listener on “male privilege”, “thank you for your privilege”
2:16:58 Greenwald & Ohanian vs Hayden & Dershowitz on Munk Debates, “collect it all”, Dershowitz:
“that’s Google, not NSA”; Hayden on Obama weakness with Syrian red line
2:28:23 McLaughlin package on isolationism; Putin hates gays meme dropped post-Olympics
2:32:46 Pelosi: “Benghazi, Benghazi, Benghazi”, possible Warren move vs Hillary; Tommy Victor:
“dude, this was like two years ago”; Issa on FOIA-revealed hidden e-mail, Kerry subpoenaed;
Ralph Peters on Obama: “outright coward”
2:42:32 Joe O’Biden to MPAA: “Angela Merkel looked at me like what in the Hell is he talking about?”,
ACC: “don’t infringe on my movie! that’s nasty, get a tissue!”, “global economic order”
2:48:33 Net neutrality: packet equality by deep packet inspection
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Carbon Overload!

(2014-05-01)

0:00:00 JCD: “Big Bang Theory, are you kidding? Who cares?” (1:18:01)
0:00:33 ACC sick in bed from the face-spitters, new cutting-edge podcast setup
0:07:18 Clooney innuendo on Letterman; Amal Alamuddin is Yulia Tymoshenko’s lawyer; we dropped
the ball on getting Syria off Iran-Iraq pipeline and onto the one in Qatar
0:16:37 Putin playing chess, Obama playing checkers; Kerry at Atlantic Council still on bearded guy
meme, “we cannot continue to allow allied defense budgets to shrink”, 2% of GDP, “carbon overload”; IMF $17bn for Ukraine; MasterCard and Visa out of Russia; Russia rail and
pipelines to and through China; Kerry: NATO territory “inviolable”
0:37:04 Clarke, Inglis & Panetta “High Stakes in Cyber-Security” speech, McAfee virus marketing,
“you have been hacked”, ACC: “right now, if I’m a CEO I’m pooping in my pants”
0:48:27 Producer Segment: neti pot = nose enema
0:55:23 Allergy remedies: honey and hookworms
0:57:34 National Physical Fitness & Sports Month, Jewish-American Heritage Month, National Foster
Care Month, National Building Safety Month, Older Americans Month
1:01:40 War on pot: Bill O’Reilly on kids selling dope
1:03:38 Donald Sterling: edited by TMZ, Kerry on Israel apartheid, Sterling on Israeli racism
1:14:59 Barbara Boxer: “today Fifty Cent is a singing group, right?”
1:15:40 China’s ban on Big Bang Theory, The Good Wife, NCIS, The Practice
1:18:42 Cop going 53 in a 35 zone kills pedestrian, no criminal charges
1:20:06 Markey & Jeffries Hate Crime Reporting Act calls for report, Hate Crime Statistics Act;
strange Toyota lesbian advertisement; EPA’s Gina McCarthy video for Hip Hop Caucus
1:29:03 London underground strike
1:31:23 Rats are the new bedbugs
1:34:07 Twitter’s nonexistent business model; USAID $1bn Global Development Lab; Netanyahu:
“you are all slaves”; Urban Post-Disaster Housing Prototype
1:40:26 MH370 update: Boeing 777 fly-by-wire classified patents, Sarah Bajc slipping up: “leverage
of assets”, “confirm or deny”
1:44:20 Donation Segment: Club 33’s scene of complete destruction (CotD)
1:58:29 Net neutrality discussion on TWiT, Leo now all-in on metering; Fight for the Future, leads
back to the Proteus Fund; Tim Wu original net neutrality document advocating metering;
Michael Powell on why the internet should not be a public utility; Google fiber everywhere
2:16:33 Common Core: Louis C.K. tweet; @usteacherfaye propaganda, learnmoregofurther.org
leads back to ACT; Gates Foundation headquarters plaque with vaccine vial tops; JCD: “I
think the wheels are coming off the Common Core train”
2:20:29 Frontline “cradle to prison” show on prison system, is the Gates foundation funding halfway
houses? Chains of propagandizing nonprofits springing up everywhere, inBloom will reappear
rebranded
2:25:54 Shelter in place the new duck and cover; Truman’s security state; historycommons.org document tracing history of rights infringement, 90% post-1947; ACC 3-hour nightmare trying
to set Ms. Micky up with Global Entry
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Cradle to Career!

(2014-04-27)

ACC: “Acclaimed internet pioneer!”
“Two fists away”, The King’s Speech, measuring distance to giant ribbon mike
Pecan in the allergy mix, Women & Their Work nonprofit auction, real estate going down
Dutch Queen’s Day now King’s Day, Dutch ambassador to Finland: war in next couple weeks
Rahm Emmanuel e-mail scandal
Ukraine Prime Minister on Russia trying to start World War III, similarity to Bosnia; Kerry:
“propaganda bullhorn”; RT on Wichita Falls: “so get ready, Americans – poopy water!”
Kerry: “…that the CIA invented the internet in order to control the world”, “and the truth is
there in social media…”; Kerry Export-Import Bank standing-O; Psaki: Lavrov’s “ludicrous”
claims
New Silk Road, brought to you by Siemens, “sectoral sanctions”; Standard & Poor’s Russia
downgrade; Germans in the streets; Russian investment in Algeria, talks to run South Stream
pipeline through Turkey
North Korea wants to test a bomb, Iranian observers; $6t worth of rare earths in North Korea
Finland/Russia bad blood
AOL “digital prophet” Shingy at Next Web, “awesome”, “fabulous” sentence endings, “we’re
going to the age of interest or context”, “pictures that explode”; Apple insider: “ghost ship”
post-Jobs; locals shooting at Gates house during construction; Gates Foundation protests
Producer Segment
UN’s World Intellectual Property Day, Workers’ Memorial Day on the 28th
Radical feminists on Hillary, Elizabeth Warren; Globe magazine on “dying Bill”
Clooney gay innuendo medley from Fox
War on men: underrepresentation of women in media, STEM, JCD: “we need to put more
women in prison, she’s right”; juniorachievement.org gender gap in children’s allowances
Common Core: listener on “Cheers for Queers Wednesday”; women’s vs men’s restrooms; New
Tech Network promo video, “project based learning”, subsidiary of KnowledgeWorks, founder
makes $500k per year, “student lending business conversion”, Strive Network “cradle to career
initiative”; David Brooks: “all the schools I’m aﬀiliated with”; KnowledgeWorks vast network
of nonprofits; producer Andrew follow-up on barcoded scrap paper; inBloom closing down;
New York baby school for $30k per year
State Department’s Free the Press event, JCD: “where are they going to hold that, Mexico
City?”, Psaki to Matt Lee on American journalists being harassed: “uh, we don’t; I don’t
have anything more to say on that case” (CotD)
Donation Segment: Reflective Air Podcast
Tokyo party: HotPockets Wasabi tour; JCD in Ann Arbor through May 19-22
Droning rationalization memo to be released; spokeshole Gibbs grilled on al-Awlaki’s son;
ACLU multi-culty interviewee; douchebag Holder on rationale; “imminent” doesn’t require
evidence of a plot; Brolf to Tony Blair: “so are you fearful of another 9/11?”
Set-ups for Six-Week Cycle; Mark Shields and David Brooks on NRA decentralization, 6-week
events increases gun ownership
TWiT rehearsal: Cenk Uygur on net neutrality, JCD: “this is about Netflix”, problem is
not enough competition in bandwidth providers; “no legal content may be blocked”, Spanish
@HumorrNegro investigation, Anonymous using Airchat
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Let’s Get Social!

(2014-04-24)

0:00:00 ACC: “Ooh, I won a Pulitzer Prize! I’m all wet!” (1:28:09)
0:00:34 JCD’s new mike; ACC needs better road rig
0:04:27 ACC adventures with the TSA: Dutch-speaking Mexican customs guy, Cancun Int’l airport
security: “please keep your shoes on” signage, no slave scanner; compare and contrast Houston:
“as of right now you have nothing”, lewd comments in Spanish; transition from State to
Homeland Security; militaristic police recruitment videos, ACC: “vote everybody out!”
0:19:04 John O. Brennan replacement Lisa Monaco on watching kids for radicalization: “we’ve crunched
the data”, “we’ve looked at this very hard”, “comprehensive prevention model”
0:27:44 TSA Pre✓ extended to all military and DoD/Coast Guard civilians; JCD on deliberate line
slowdown to sign more people up; ACC to buy epaulets and salute everyone; red X on boarding
pass allowing shoes through magnetometer; uniforms turn people into assholes
0:35:06 New York’s #MyNYPD debacle; RFPs for “viral videos”
0:39:26 2014 Social Media Marketing World atrocious Let’s Get Social song; Jill Duffey on TWiT
asking about Coachella
0:46:35 Cliven Bundy Alex Jones warmongering, ACC: “try not paying your taxes”; yet another bill in
Congress to privatize income tax collection; JCD’s call from IRS for a John Dvorak in Kansas
City, John Dvoraks, Adam Currys around the country
0:55:06 Producer Segment: ACC’s Oreo pic, illegal QSOs in Mexico; mailvelope.com; year-old clip
of Taco Bell native advertising on ABC News, “dishes as daring as they are delectable”
1:25:11 Greenwald’s Pulitzer and book, ACC: “did your source want you to write a book and keep
some of that for yourself, Grenn?”; nothing new on The Intercept, ACC: “payroll isn’t going
through”; Snowden’s Guardian op-ed on Putin call, Putin a CIA agent?
1:39:58 NATO and Russian military exercises, attack on one attack on all meme, Mike Rogers: “we’re
not dealing with somebody who has the same rational thought process”; surrender of Ukrainian
military vehicles; Kerry no mention of Crimea, reaction to Jewish identification hoax
1:58:17 Matt Lee ambushes Jen Psaki on Donetsk bearded guy photos, ACC: “it’s been on Twitter,
Matt!”; Douglas Herbert on Sloviansk, American mercenaries; Steve Cohen on Ukrainian civil
war, Obama “containment” policy
2:16:58 Obama in Asia: “Asian Crimea” meme; military base agreement with Philippines; Red Book:
Malaysian regime change
2:22:25 Red Book: Elizabeth Warren for President; Abacus Bank indictments, “a small bank wedged
between two noodle shops”; Warren on student loans, to Mika: “I’m not running for President”
2:39:33 Donation Segment: $54.20 = stonation; Kilbride No Agenda – Saving America novel
3:00:47 Pearson Charitable Foundation to pay $7.7m settlement; English test product placement;
barcoded Pearson scrap paper
3:07:20 Wyclef Jean Haiti charity ended; USAID housing: a quarter the housing at twice the cost
3:09:18 Chlorine gas in Syria; Portland pee
3:12:12 IRS bonuses for employees behind on taxes
3:14:27 FCC to “ruin net neutrality”; “fast lane”, “toll booth”; citizens broadband radio service
3:32:11 “and poppy cultivation was allowed right up to the fence” in Afghanistan
3:33:01 Chicken pox party recap
3:33:28 55 droned in Yemen
3:34:34 Zohydro native advertising skit; Arnold Schwarzenegger Years of Living Dangerously skit
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Clip Show III!

(2014-04-17)

0:00:00 Mooo! ACC: “Ughhh” Vwing!
0:00:34 Intro, thanks to Ramsey Cain
0:02:40 E. coli outbreak at Cleveland County Fair; printing Agenda 21 a good way to burn up toner
cartridges
0:05:33 JCD working on a clip show; Ms. Micky’s Bobbi Eden shoot
0:07:42 Syria: charge cell phone with batteries in a glass of water, JCD: “the guy on PBS is an idiot!”
0:10:55 Obama won 2004 Senatorial race after release of opponent Jack Ryan’s scandalous divorce
records
0:14:00 Climate change forcing women into prostitution, HIV risk; acid rain hoax, JCD: “if you think
there’s a problem you cap, you don’t trade”
0:19:28 Dinner with the O-bots: Double Dip Recession Slave Stew
0:25:09 Mass media marketing films like Olympus Has Fallen, Gerard Butler: “we have a very powerful
marketing department”, Rodman in North Korea working for Vice magazine, owned by Viacom
0:34:07 Rep. Diana DeGette on banning “magazine clips”: “the bullets will have been shot and there
won’t be any more available”
0:35:58 $378bn in drug money laundered through Wachovia
0:39:38 Two aﬀidavits in on the DHS Suzanne Barr sexual harassment suit
0:43:00 Lesbian bed death, JCD: “as long as one of the two partners is all cranked up on AndroGel
things are great”
0:47:48 Hillary congratulates EU on how “unified and peaceful” it is; firebombs in Athens
0:50:32 Obama: “when it comes to national security, I mean what I say”
0:52:05 Chuck Hagel’s bizarre squeaking sound
0:53:33 Wacky The View opening for Israeli ambassador; Win Lose or Drone
0:55:10 Airbnb and Über: reputation-based markets; VHS won because of recording length, not porn
1:00:22 Intelligence agencies planting propaganda in overseas media
1:02:35 Gwen Ifill on Todd Akin: omits that Claire McCaskill is running against him
1:04:59 Intermission
1:08:22 Mac & Cheese Hot Pockets; Bilderburg protest zoo and BBC rant courtesy of Alex Jones;
Matthew Lesko question mark suit
1:13:52 South American countries weigh in on CIA; Bolivian President’s “forced landing” to Austria,
standard pilot strategies for making unscheduled landings: fuel system or sick passenger
1:21:52 JCD on winning top prize, people’s choice at COMDEX chili cook-off, ACC: “you called a
modeling agency?”
1:28:42 Iceland referendum: no to austerity measures; Gordon Brown calling Iceland terrorist state;
puﬀin choking, JCD: “go choke the puﬀin on your own time”
1:33:04 JCD on factory work: receiving clerk or inspector, high productivity via amphetamines
1:35:37 Riots in Northern France; American system virtually prevents unrest
1:38:48 Performatives: “let me say this about that”; Obama use of pronouns 100% female
1:46:08 Twitter bot @JamesMTitus from Web Ecology Project experiment
1:48:55 Andy Kunz promoting high-speed rail: “we have to build it”, nailed by Varney
2:00:27 Angela Merkel’s butt; 5000 Australians to testify on child sexual abuse cases; S.E. Cupp
interview on millennial mindset
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Johnson’s Johnson, Jump!

(2014-04-17)

0:00:00 JCD: “Whatever the police tell you to do, news organization, do it!” (1:42:15)
0:00:38 JCD in Pacific Northwest, can’t find his dinger
0:03:00 Cold War version 2.0: Putin podcast with Snowden: “we are going to talk one professional
language”; Arctic drilling corporate partnerships; Jen Psaki on “fact/fiction document”; Jay
Carney on Brennan in Ukraine
0:19:21 Jenny McCarthy announcing engagement on The View
0:20:58 Zbigniew Brzezinski on Morning Joe, “you can’t win a military conflict by throwing pancakes
at somebody”; Ukraine breadbasket, Donetsk coalbasket; Samantha Power on ruble at all-time
low, stock market down 20%
0:28:09 Tom Friedman on Zakaria: “we just need Vladimir to do the right thing and turn the gas
off”; JCD on embargo-era solar companies folding; Tesla credits, Space-X government money,
SolarCity scam; douchey Tesla S drivers; ACC’s Rolls and Grey Poupon
0:38:14 Kerry “huddling” with Petraeus and Keane on Syria, Seymour Hersh on Turkey’s interest
in US attacking Syria; no press on Obama’s visit to Saudi Arabia, Prince Bandar replaced;
where’s Wolfowitz in all this?
0:47:21 Producer Segment: update on lesbian bed death syndrome; ACC’s Japan invitations
1:14:35 Video of AQAP gathering in Yemen, al-Qaeda has gone dark; Lieberman & Harman in subcommittee hearing on al-Qaeda numbers, Syria becoming “most threatening terrorist sanctuary in
the world”, “sequel to Afghanistan”; Frederick Kagan on same panel; ACC: “do I chew some
qat or do I strap on the vest?”, we need more propaganda
1:31:33 Boston marathon rice cooker stunt, “the Boston police have asked us not to show live images”;
Biden: “America will never, ever, ever stand down”, “it was worth it”; FBI “missed opportunities”, Flashpoint Global Partners, Inspire magazine, ACC: “I can’t seem to get radicalized”
1:42:29 Skull and Bones Tap Day at Yale
1:42:06 Johnson loses johnson, JCD: “now jump out the window, jump out the window, you can fly!”
1:44:35 Poitras directing Jeffrey Skoll Snowden film; anolen.com on identical “Snowden uses Tails
and Tor” posts, JCD: honeypot
1:55:00 War on Weed: NPR psycho mom “when you’re a kid, nope”, “zero-tolerance policy … which
involves urine testing at home if we think we need it” (CotD); University of Mississippi the
single approved weed producer; Israeli academic research; pot farms causing California drought
2:03:31 “…and China, manufacturing the finest in Sesame Street toys, and pledge drive tote bags”
2:04:57 Donation Segment: readnoagenda.com resurrected on fanscribed.com; “stonation”
2:18:25 Sarah Bajc update: “I do still believe the plane was taken”, “the flight rebooted itself”,
Burnett: “something stinks”, CNN still way up
2:24:28 Matt Taibbi on HSBC money laundering: bonus deferments, no jail; “obstructing pedestrian
traﬀic” for standing in front of your house at 1:00 am; Gawker’s John Cook to be Greenwald
editor, “steady stream of shit-kicking stories”
2:34:50 JCD’s non-appearance on TWiT; Heartbleed logo done by Codenomicon, greatly resembling
Danger Mouse image; Canadian arrest in “untraceable” Heartbleed exploit
2:38:10 The “anti-vaxxers”; “cyber chicken pox party”; vaccine effectiveness: JCD: “both doses??”;
intelligence correlated with credulity; NYT “Parental Involvement is Overrated”; pltw.org
$350k for CEO, “mission-driven organization”
3:07:21 JCD alerts the aﬀiliates; Café Impact “social entrepreneurship”
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Cli-Fi®

(2014-04-13)

JCD: “You can eat the walls!” (1:19:12)
Tax time; ACC allergy update, Sir Jean at 50th birthday party
Sina Weibo selfies
JCD’s e-mail from British producer: “if it came on Friday I’d have my wallet in hand”
New DSM entry: sluggish cognitive tempo disorder, JCD: “kid’s daydreaming, he’s thinking
about a better future? drug him!”, Strattera
The hams weigh in on the pinger’s frequency agility; Richard Quest’s meth, dildo, and rope;
±1 KHz in the DK-120 spec; acoustical pings; new rule requiring 90 day life, ACC: “this is
not a Heathkit”
Welcome to the USA, Mr. Greenwald; inevitable lucrative speaking tour
Mike Riley on NSA knowing about Heartbleed, NSA claims bias toward publicizing zero-day
exploits; Google and Codenomicon, Howard Schmidt former Presidential coordinator, Dutch
hackerone.com $15K reward to Neel Mehta, donated to Freedom of the Press Foundation;
Greenwald back in the country to get his profile back up
Can’t say the word “Tsarnaev” on Meet the Press; Dennis Simmons sudden death
Producer Segment
Cody Wilson “transpiring threshold of indeterminacy” torture clip
“Clean energy economy”, “smarter infrastructure”, JCD: “roof food! I want roof food!”, Our
Year of Extremes: “is it your sense that people will have time to get out of the way?”, New
Meme Alert: Cli-Fi genre, “dystopian present”
Guess the Movie: Ghostbusters for JCD, Death Wish III
Japan turning the nukes back on; death row inmate release after 48 years, 95% conviction rate
Hillary’s shoe incident; producer on Carl Rove not thinking she will run, possible brain injury;
Ted Cruz on Iranian diplomat’s visa denial, Saudi appeasement
Bundy BLM standoff, Harry Reid solar deal; Reid “Koch Brothers” compilation
Donation Segment: $69.69 discontinued
G20 finance ministers meeting, Charlie Rose one-on-one with Christine “Old Leatherhead”
Lagarde; Charlie’s apparently a lawyer, inflation as inducement to spend
Haiti good news: Hilton Worldwide mid-price hotel in Port-au-Prince
FBI seizure of 81-year-old Indiana man’s museum; Crocs & socks
The Doctors on Coachella; matching the drug to the music, JCD: “don’t have sex on ecstasy,
that’s the rule”
A Portrait of Putin, “an incredibly conspiratorial view of the world”, “greatest tragedy” meme,
actual quote: “the demise of the Soviet Union was the greatest geopolitical catastrophe of the
century”; Masha Gessen book on Putin, ran Radio Liberty, upcoming book on Tsarnaev brothers, “I think he’s your run-of-the-mill mediocre dictator”, JCD: “hold on a second, everything
she said there, Obama’s done”
12,000 UN troops to CAR, Muslim population dropped from 15% to 2%
Shadow Puppet Theater: Sebelius “I’m in” (CotD), “their stories are so heartening, about
finally feeling secure and knowing they can take care of themselves and their families. Unfortunately, a page is missing”; new member of the revolving door club: Sylvia Burwell; Michael
Taylor, ACC: “the United States Department of Agriculture, run by a Monsanto lobbyist”
Nine-month-old charged with crime
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Big Sandy

(2014-04-10)

0:00:00 JCD: “I got a weapon right here!” (2:13:23)
0:01:28 ACC: “congratulations, we made it into space”, Alex Zoghlin “Crackpot & Buzzkill” rocket
0:04:02 Kerry: “…use 21st century tools to hold Russia accountable for 19th century behavior”; Blackwater in eastern Ukraine; picture of Reagan in Red Square with Putin look-alike, same picture
used in 2009 after Georgia; Putin booed in 2011 at wrestling match; Russia didn’t share all
Tsarnaev details; NASA on returning launches to American soil on the heels of budget proposal
0:16:39 Producer mail: EPA negotiator on TTIP
0:18:09 Dinner with Healthy Surprise Joe and Shannon; douchey hipster facial hair thanks to women;
Shannon’s paleo business, Joe’s new jambosuperfoods.com “weed cake” outfit
0:24:32 National Equal Pay Day, based on 77 cents to each male dollar; CBS on White House gender
pay gap; National Former Prisoner of War Recognition Day, Prepare-a-thon
0:29:49 Women who testified against Common Core: scripted math curriculum in kindergarten, ACC:
“I think they’re teaching kids to run with scissors in kindergarten”; kids belonging to communities; “I want a little more broad with that idea”, “the new common core”, “knowing facts is
not necessarily going to get you anywhere in life”; “critical thinking” meme, war on religion
0:39:07 Mike Judge’s Silicon Valley douchebag show
0:44:35 Investors deliberately killing good security products, Ebay’s bungled Skype acquisition, “acquihire”; war on VOIP, sucky SIP protocol; Skype Pro coming
0:50:07 Jessalyn Radack Greenwald e-mail; last Intercept story from April 4, Greenwald probably bad
writer; has Snowden stuff dried up? Red Book: Greenwald auto-erotic asphyxiation death
1:02:10 Producer Segment: JCD’s LIFO operation; naprivateauction.com, wutangauction.com
1:11:23 Fort Hood concealed weapons ban; Obama: “to keep firearms out of the hands of those who
are having such deep diﬀiculties”, ACC: “wow, y’know, where’s the knock on my door?”
1:15:50 Sharpton “informant #17”; “forget about me”
1:20:23 Holder to Gohmert: “you don’t wanna go there, buddy”; “forget about me”; “good luck with
your asparagus”
1:28:41 Years of Living Dangerously: “climate stresses”, Syria & Yemen, “Big Sandy”, sea level four
feet higher; “global weirding”, “less dependent on the worst petro-dictators in the world…”
1:42:01 Elizabeth Warren possible Hillary rival, possible Republican red herring
1:48:27 Nomi Prins on Goldman Sachs; derivatives regulation; renminbi trading in Frankfurt; BRICS
and IMF; Saudis no longer propping petrodollar after Iran détante; SDR next world currency
2:07:04 Donation Segment
2:18:07 Leo: “y’know, I think it’s really a small minority of people who are worried about privacy…”
2:19:15 Pinger on “33.3 MHz”, frequency drift due to low power
2:25:38 Death Wish IV “dialogue of the decade” overacting
2:27:18 Sarah Bajc now in China, worked for Israeli high-tech firm and as a teacher in Beijing
2:31:17 Doctors making millions off Medicare charges; AMA 1979 injunction to keep payout info secret
2:33:28 Peter Matthiessen dead, Paris Review CIA front
2:35:13 Mozilla CEO story, 90% of Mozilla money from Google; Kara Swisher conflict of interest
2:38:14 Intelligence oversight bill to reveal black budgets; silence from economic hit man’s girlfriend
2:40:59 Heartbleed bug; Condi on Dropbox board
2:45:41 Murraysville school stabbing, no mention of medication
2:48:01 Schumer on media shield bill, ACC: “if you’re not getting paid, you’re not a journalist”
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Get Ready to Rubble

(2014-04-06)

JCD: “Who are these people kidding?”
JCD’s birthday, last-minute travel cancellations
National Volunteer Week (JCD guesses “S&M Week”), National Crime Victims’ Rights Week
Malaysia: Anwar Bin Ibrahim purchased radar as Defense Minister, “…they do not hijack
taxis”; Sarah Bajc’s on Chinese briefings: “for many obvious reasons”, Chinese doctored
satellite imagery, fighter plane accompaniment; no word from Indonesia and no one talking
about it; someone appears to have dropped the ball; media ratings still climbing
Local news story on Chinese girl with GED getting into Columbia, constantly in tears
Women in the World Conference, Thomas Friedman prediction of Hillary as President of US
and Christine Lagarde as President of EU; Gayle King: “it was interesting to see that reaction
about women ruling the world”, “fact-based and evidence-based decision making”
State Department unaccounted-for $6bn; Hillary cancels trip to San Diego because of Benghazi
protest; Mike Morell on Charlie Rose a day after Congress testimony
Tunisia strategic partnership re-aﬀirmed, “half a billion dollars in loan guarantees”
Producer Segment: E-harmony bullied into spinning off LGBBTQQIAAP site
Jim McDermott: “a bill crafted purely to appeal to the Cock brothers…”; Dan Coates in wrong
hearing
5-year-old hacks XBox 1, “inappropriate games”; ACC on violin-playing barefoot kid in tree at
farmer’s market; Rahm Emmanuel with Motorola CEO, grant to early college STEM schools,
ACC: “STEM slaves!”, taxpayer-funded apprenticeships and internships
Pollution in Paris: pine resin extract supposedly enhancing oxygen absorption; skyscrapers
with trees on every other floor, bubble bath in fountains, popcorn as a packing material, rats
Kerry: “denial of the science is malpractice”; World Bank climate change warning, “It feels
like an all-out assault”; Journal of Agricultural Economics abstract on damage exaggeration
Ask Adam: what do protesters in Belgium throw at police? Oranges and cobblestones
Ukraine: Chevron not drilling under Russian border; NASA supposedly no longer working with
Russia; Mike Rogers: “Russian intelligence services are cutting peoples ears off…”, “Remember,
we have more KGB agents in the United States today…”; Rogers trying to quash short version
of the Senate Intelligence Committee report; “Drunk Russian cuts off own ears”
Obama on Republican budget implying they want to grow deficit, says nothing to support it
Donation Segment
The Dutch “participation society”; JCD’s doctor spending all his time doing paperwork; Dutch
banks not extending credit to hospitals for upgrades; Republicans never say insurance companies are telling doctors what to do
Heineken building a $100m brewery in Haiti, ACC: “wanna beer?”
War on the Post Oﬀice: would apparently be profitable but for the pension pre-funding requirement; Eric Holder on heroin in the mail system
Banker suicide meme: former ABN CEO Jan Peter Schmittmann and family killed; Iran/Russia
deal on oil for goods, Rosneft/China oil deal in rubles
Mrs. Buzzkill Jr.’s measles, arthritic middle finger; Wu-Tang Scam, No Agenda Scam planning
Amy Goodman on bulk collection reauthorization; “hey Glenn, why didn’t you run the ZunZunio story?”, Amazon Dash, ACC: “do not bring this into your house”
New books: The Long Mile Home on Boston Bombing, The Wrong Enemy on Afghanistan
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Biostitutes

(2014-04-03)

0:00:00 ACC: (stammering) “They were smart!” (2:10:56)
0:01:05 Putiiin! clip clones
0:01:56 Robert Kennedy Jr. global warming clip with every meme in the universe, “biostitutes”, “barbecue the planet” (CotD); Michio Kaku: “they admit that now”, adaptation and mitigation,
$100bn needed for mitigation research; Charlie Rose: “urgency and fear”; Brian Williams:
“clear and present danger”; Christopher Field: “…capitalizes on opportunities for smart investments concerning adaptation”; California Climate Credit; “what’s not known and what’s
not known”
0:28:47 Producer Segment
0:50:17 World Autism Awareness Day April 1, Cesar Chavez Day, National Sexual Assault Awareness
& Prevention Month, National Financial Capability Month; ACC: “a scam is what’s in my
wallet”; National Cancer Control Month, National Child Abuse Prevention Month, National
Donate Life Month
0:57:57 Ohio Hot Pockets and Mac & Cheese-eating student (CotD)
1:00:53 ZunZunio the Cuban Twitter
1:02:44 Xi Jinping doing deals in Europe with Airbus, Daimler, Ely Group dairy; Dutch infant formula/milk shortages; Chinese free trade zones, Medvedev trying to turn Crimea into such a
zone
1:10:12 Strait of Malacca strategic importance, MH370 as excuse to bring in the 7th Fleet, Malaysia
blocking TPP, Malaysian incompetence meme; Philip Wood with an iPhone in his butt, Sarah
Bajc; Yuxinou Rail Line
1:34:15 Russian troops removed; Kerry/Ashton meeting, reverse the gas flow from EU to Ukraine,
Chevron fracking; Kerry on stepping up defense funding
1:40:41 Japan sales tax hike from 5% to 8%
1:42:17 ACC reading Flash Boys; drinks with a banker/economic hit man, European banks are screwed
and American banks will only get bigger, flash trading operates on smaller stocks that follow
the large ones
1:45:36 “Creepy clown” unmasked as marketing campaign for Fuzz on the Lens; “Big Papi selfie”
sponsored by Samsung
1:50:20 Donation Segment: Club 33 to be in a quonset hut
2:05:12 LGBBTQQIAAP Mozilla-bashing from OkCupid; climate change killing the gays
2:11:49 Inuit “sealfies” vs Ellen Degeneres; winning lawsuit means you have to give everything to
charity
2:18:12 Wall Street Journal tech reporter: “there’s a browser that’s become very popular, called
Tor”, “that runs the source code” (CotD); Yahoo encrypting data centers; Amazon Fire Voice
Search, ACC: “do not allow this in your house”, JCD: “…play an endless loop of Disney’s It’s
a Small World”; no computer can decode CW sent on HF
2:27:49 Homeschooling Legal Defense Association video; producer note on “frameworks” programming
students like computers; impossible “college and career ready” claim; New York schools’ outof-control early detection programs, ACC: “off to special school with you!”; so-called sex
offender for peeing in the park
2:37:13 Guess the Movie: The Dark Knight Rises in Spanish
2:38:54 Hollande pulls plug on Prime Minister; The Chinese Dream
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Dead Jellyfish

(2014-03-30)

0:00:00 ACC: “Name the song, Jimmy Osmond’s Hit”
0:01:09 Club 33 has burned to the ground
0:01:54 Turkey: false flag YouTube post, “first Twitter, now YouTube, what’s next, Facebook?”; tomb
of Süleyman Shah, NATO, ACC: “YouTube has become the leaker’s paradise”
0:12:35 Obama on CBS, Putin Soviet Union tragedy meme, “We have interest in encircling Russia…”
ACC: “why are we doing it then?”
0:16:53 C-SPAN’s crummy new interface with missing videos; HR 4278 “Ukraine Support Act” funding
Radio Free Europe, Radio Liberty, and Voice of America; Ed Royce on exporting natural gas
to Ukraine, JCD: “you can’t ban flaring, it’s a relief valve”, “self-imposed sanctions”; Overseas
Private Investment Corporation to invest in Ukraine
0:33:36 IMF reforms not in HR 4278; IMF 2010 Quota and Governance Reform, “multilateralism”,
Dominique Strauss-Kahn framed and replaced by Chicagoan Christine Lagarde; SDR special
drawing rights bonds to possibly replace petrodollar with NWO currency, Bretton Woods
Committee all-in, SDR exchange rate based in part on GDP
0:49:51 Lagarde on 1914, 1944; JCD and ACC disagree on where this is going and China’s role in it,
debate whether the Fed can print our way out of another crisis
1:05:08 Venetian and Sardinian separatism movement, “the system itself”, countries like Spain joining
EU and borrowing money with no intent to pay back and subsequent enslavement; JCD:
“Jack Lew saw one too many PowerPoint presentations”, compare to Michio Kaku publishing
outside his expertise; Fed = banks
1:14:02 Producer Segment
1:20:08 SFO Customs & Border Control “glitch” fiasco; Joe O’Biden now pandering to Hispanic
Chamber of Commerce; Joe Biden “fillin’ in for the President” on the podcast
1:25:41 Valerie Jarrett on PopSugar.com pushing ObamaCare: “we’re really good at nagging”
1:29:15 Flight 370: dead jellyfish
1:30:17 Six-Week Cycle: Tamerlan Tsarnaev defense seeking surveillance data; bombs were not meant
to explode; Dick Donahue hit by friendly fire; Russ Baker “Danny” piece on AlterNet
1:37:53 Mike Rogers to host radio show on Cumulus, Dutch Ruppersberger playing spokeshole for NSA
reforms: NSA “…maintain the privacy that we care so much about in this country”; Google
user data privacy video; e-mail collection: “…citizens rights, and to protect our country”
1:50:47 Push to declassify redacted section of 9/11 Joint Inquiry implicating Saudis; asylum denial
for gay Saudi diplomat Ali Ahmad Asseri
1:54:07 Donation Segment: Club 33 needs an independent arson investigation
2:08:22 Guess the Movie: The Hobbit/Breakfast at Tiffany’s
2:10:58 New autism explosion, autismspeaks.org, ACC: “if your kid is smart – autism”; ACC
Tourette syndrome explanation; autism report from April 2012; “the A-word”
2:20:27 Natalia Poklonskaya, “Prosecutie”; expiration date on women of various ethnicities; JCD on
the Mormon “look”
2:27:04 Venezuelan newspaper putting encrypted messages in crossword puzzles
2:27:57 Clip Blitz: Arne Duncan $5bn discretionary funds, Race to the Top, Common Core; AAP
on testing middle schoolers for cholesterol & depression, teens for HIV; Mrs. Buzzkill Jr. gets
measles from the vaccine, lawsuit-proof vaccine producers’ lousy QA, PREP Act “countermeasures”; Ebola vaccine; Ukraine “Right Sector”; Internet Party running Darth Vader
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Revolution of Dignity

(2014-03-27)

0:00:00 JCD: “Hey, when I’m old enough I’ll be lifting the skirts with my cane.” (2:07:26)
0:00:40 Ms. Micky doing a nude photo shoot with hot spin class model
0:02:14 Nuclear Security Summit ludicrous opening video, Illuminati symbolism; 33 in all airplane
registration numbers; Night Watch backdrop; Prime Minister Mark Rutte arrives on his bicycle; Obama press conference on Russian sanctions, one slow clap at the end; Obama on
Manhattan nuke
0:18:04 Ibragim Todashev judgment: “as if intending to impale rather than strike”; JCD: “if it’s a
broomstick what’s the worst that could happen?”
0:21:58 Kerry gives Sergey Lavrov two potatoes; North Korea missile launch; Marie Harf on #unitedforukraine; Russian military near border, Chuck Hagel: “but no one’s taking that to the
bank…”, report on the ground sees nothing; Siemens/Gazprom agreement extended; 50% gas
price hike
0:29:49 Nuland “attaboy” to Romania on ten years in NATO, ACC: “we have killed a lot of people
together – good work, everybody!”; big Ukrainian shale gas fields; French fracking ban
0:34:42 Haiku Herman on energy security; privatization means our companies pump the resource, sell
it back to the country that owns it; isolating Russia as retaliation
0:39:47 McCain PTSD warmongering; former Gorbachev administration minister’s analogy with Yugoslavia; Crimea on independence track already; Hillary set everything up and handed it off
to hatchet-man Kerry, ACC: “long game, well played Madam”
0:50:55 Producer Segment: JCD’s April Fools’ article about Sioux City changing city name to Gateway
City; plug for noagendaplayer.com
1:07:27 Greek Independence Day; “approximately” 280 deployed in Kony search, ACC: “fighter jets!
fighter jets to find a guy in the jungle!”; “All Out” organization refusing to disclose financials
1:14:28 Chelsea Clinton “obsessed with diarrhea”
1:16:00 LGBBTQQIAAP: “homosexual” is a slur; Joe O’Biden at Human Rights Campaign: “barbaric”, “Pass ENDA!”; Cecile Richards on Hobby Lobby controversy: “basic healthcare”
1:38:50 Common Core: Next Generation Science Standards, “living at the speed of science” (CotD),
Achieve, Inc., “knowledgeable consumers”; corporate-sponsored education contests; JCD recommends reading Marx and Engels, should be Engelsism instead of Marxism, The Civil War
in the United States
1:56:39 Donation Segment: flag etiquette inside cover of economics textbook
2:09:02 Cass Sunstein’s new book Conspiracy Theories and Other Dangerous Ideas, Santa Claus conspiracy, let’s use shills
2:20:38 Margaret Warner in Ukraine, “Putin equal Hitler, he is crazy” “revolution of dignity”; Svoboda
party
2:28:27 Rogers & Ruppersberger FISA Transparency and Modernization Act of 2014, no text available;
reasonable articulable suspicion lower standard than probable cause; Snowden all-in; Rogers
on Snowden as Russian spy; Obama “dialogue with the private sector” JCD: “while smoking
Cohibas”
2:36:51 Santa Clara Levi’s Stadium ordnances: no bugles, no lizards, no spilling
2:38:51 Jimmy Carter on snail mail
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twitter mwitter

(2014-03-23)

0:00:00 JCD: “Why would she kill him after the election, she needs the votes!” (2:16:15)
0:00:55 Turkey: “twitter mwitter”, alternate DNS IP address graﬀiti, New America Foundation shill:
no mention of non-Google DNS alternatives
0:10:26 Ronan Farrow on Colbert Report, Oﬀice of Global Youth Policy “policy fomenting shop”;
negative effects of graduating college at 15, ACC: “could you be any more American than
Frank Sinatra’s illegitimate child?”; Farrow for President 2024; zombie plane scenario; Farrow
not doing well on MSNBC
0:27:35 Dinner with the O-bots; Mary Ann takes offense over moniker; The Discreet Charm of the
Bourgeoisie; middle class = not starving, not billionaire; Common Core: programming is art
not math; iWatch bet revisited; OECD study refuted; JCD recommends Jacques Ellul’s Propaganda; Baylor alums on science turning into religion; public defender: privatized probation
services as the new bonanza, probation fee, setup fee; HPV as “slut cancer”
0:57:48 May 2, 2014 final O-Bot dinner, Six-Week Cycle, May Day highest holy day to the Illuminati
0:58:55 Producer Segment: “Crackpot and Buzzpill”
1:13:48 ACC and Ms. Micky at Bandana Ball
1:15:05 Obama secret meeting with Zuckerburg, Schmidt, Hastings; John Podesta on privacy and big
data, whitehouse.gov/bigdata survey; NSA deputy director Ledgett at Vancouver TED,
“minimization procedures”; Ashkan Soltani on minimization, ignoring “abouts” collection;
creepy NSA video on Becky Richards, new Civil Liberties and Privacy Oﬀicer, “to protect
privacy and civil liberties”
1:53:18 One Year Ago Today: NewsProNet native advertising platform, now NPN Media
1:59:48 Donation Segment
2:10:25 The War on Men: Obama on women earning 77 cents on the dollar, Al Sharpton: “women
make about 77 cents for every dollar man makes for doing the same job; don’t Republican
needs to be more sensitive to issues like that?” (emphasis on the fallacy)
2:15:05 Bill Clinton’s imminent in-the-saddle assassination, restating Red Book prediction; ACC:
“hello, hello, sex workers!”; Pedobear lawsuit, Jeffrey Epstein’s information on Bill’s trips to
private island Little St. James; “Kill Bill” dead pool
2:24:27 Netherlands now Gitmo-ized because of nuclear summit; lunch to be served only by male
servers over 25 years of age, no distractions allowed (perhaps); getting ICBMs back in Poland
2:27:47 Colin Powell chief of staff Lawrence Wilkerson on Thom Hartmann: on founding fathers,
“they’d be astounded we hadn’t thrown some bastard out every generation…”, “certainly
should have been used against George W. Bush”; Agnew and Nixon; Red Book on 6500 page
document
2:32:17 New Neocon Madeline Albright, Albright Stonebridge Group Russia & China connections;
Putin “new Czar”; Jack Matlock, Reagan USSR ambassador, what-if on Occupy foreign leadership; ill-advised NATO expansion; Uncle Don probably knows the guy; “Russia is now not
going to give up Crimea”
2:41:04 Association agreement between EU and Ukraine signed but unpublished, first 3bn goes to
Russia/Gazprom, “ambitious program of structural reforms”; three-class system with middle
wanting to be European and lower controlled by Chinese triads; Ukrainian troops thrown off
ships, Putin wants $11bn naval base lease back; possible Russian Orthodox vs Orthodox angle
2:47:24 Agent cleared in Ibragim Todashev killing; 60 Minutes on smoking gun Boston bombing video
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Pilots of Terror

(2014-03-20)

0:00:00 ACC: “Transnistria or Transmistria, which one is it?”
0:00:51 Flight 370 ratings bonanza, Martin Savidge in the simulator; news media shark-jumps: “a
small black hole would suck in our entire universe…”; Dutch on alert for nuclear summit; Brolf
on Tel Aviv “missile”, “last ring of trust” broken; James Hall on O’Reilly: “was the aircraft
being remotely controlled?”
0:11:08 Howie Mandel’s Deal With It paying public to humiliate itself
0:14:56 Zbigniew Brzezinski, McCain war-mongering on Ukraine, “Russia is a gas station masquerading as a country”; soldiers in black with AR-15s; Jen Psaki shut up slave moment about Russia
shooting first tweet; Crimea situation in planning for some time
0:31:45 Liz Wahl on The View: RT “abusive relationship”; Neocon Foreign Policy Initiative tweets
20-minute Wahl spoiler, James Kerchick & Robert Kagan on FPI board; For the Record on
2008 China/Russia “economic terrorist attacks”
0:41:38 Hannity intro “we’ll put boot in your ass, it’s the American way” (JCDPPotD)
0:44:59 “The Bracketologist-in-Chief”; O-bot dinner on Friday, “Hillbots”
0:47:48 Carney on no Putin sanctions, “certain persons contributing to the situation in Ukraine”, “any
United States person” JCD: “let’s go get Curry’s stuff!”; White House scripted press briefings;
question and non-answer on Kiselev’s “radioactive dust”; ABC propaganda piece on Russian
ICBM launch
0:58:24 Producer Segment: executive producer ringtone level: $471.10; ACC invented “born on” for
Budweiser
1:11:11 Six-Week Cycle: Nicholas Michael Teausant arrest; Inspire magazine issue 12 released
1:20:09 Privacy and Civil Liberties Oversight Board meeting, James X. Dempsey questions on NSA
vocabulary; terrorist@google.com; “abouts collection”; “service providers” not ISPs; endto-end encryption by “providers” kills business model
1:40:23 ICANN takeover: Internet Governance Forum, IDHR Article 19
1:53:39 Syrian embassy suspension and staff expulsion; Assad “asshat”
1:56:08 Robot Snowden at Vancouver TED: “democracy may die behind closed doors, but we as
individuals are born behind those same closed doors”
1:59:41 ACC: “the internet is dead, man!”; Fadi Chehadé not going anywhere; ACC’s Diner 24 glasshole, ACC: “OK Google, show porn!”
2:03:35 Donation Segment
2:19:41 Nostalgia video: “Facebook was an actual face, and an actual book”
2:25:17 Ukraine: sanctions will not work; liquid natural gas; CFR guy on getting Putin to “alter his
calculus”; Moldovan Transnistria region another Crimea
2:38:25 Human papilloma virus, JCD: “do you think this could explain the raspy voice of some commentator who sells seeds?”, pap smear changed to produce high false positive rate, new Roche
HPV test with flawed clinical trial: “whole hearing in the bag”
2:43:52 Neil deGrasse Tyson faith language: “science is not there for you to cherry-pick”, “the Bible
is not there for you to cherry-pick”; “fact of the matter”, “matter of fact”
2:50:14 David Ropeik piece on Italian scientist prison conviction
2:52:14 Record number of FOIA requests denied by Obama administration
2:53:02 General Jeffrey Sinclair plea deal, no sex offender registration
2:54:03 PBS on San Francisco tech buses as limos/APCs; Democrat position on being pro-99%
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